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Maintaining a healthy weight and preventing excess weight 
gain in children and adults.  


Cost effectiveness considerations from a population 
modelling viewpoint. 


 


Introduction 


The Centre for Public Health at NICE is developing a Public Health Guideline on 


Maintaining a Healthy Weight and preventing excess weight gain.  The focus of the 


guideline is on individually modifiable factors that may help maintain a healthy weight 


and prevent excess weight gain. It will replace the current section 1.1.1 of the 


Obesity guideline.  


NICE made the decision not to commission a cost effective review, or de novo 


economic analysis for this guideline for the following reasons: 


 The scope for the guideline is on individual factors and not specific 


interventions delivered by the public sector 


 NICE has produced a range of guidance around obesity and evaluated the 


cost effectiveness of a range of interventions which can support the cost 


effectiveness case for this work 


 The recommendations are an update of advice/support that should already be 


occurring. They are therefore unlikely to have any significant impact on costs 


for providers or commissioners of services in this area. 


This paper has been produced by the Centre for Public Health at NICE and details 


relevant evidence and learning from previous cost effectiveness work that NICE has 


done of relevance to this guideline.  This paper was considered by the PHAC 


developing the guideline and informed the cost effectiveness considerations detailed 


in the guideline.  


Key points: 


 Previous NICE economic modelling can be applied to the maintenance of a 


healthy weight and prevention of excess weight gain.  



http://www.nice.org.uk/cg43
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 Changes in average population BMI over time are comparatively small but are 


collectively enough to make a large proportion of the population overweight or 


obese. Reductions in average BMI from lifestyle weight management trials are 


also small, but compared with the small weight gains at population level, they 


are not insignificant. Lifetime weight gains for adults are around 3 or 4 BMI 


‘points’ and the average effect of weight management interventions is a 


reduction of about 1 BMI point.      


 Most weight loss trials are short-term but the main benefits of maintaining a 


healthy weight and preventing weight gain are long-term. Trials show that 


initial weight loss reduces to much lower levels after 12 months. Thus there is 


no reliable evidence about what really matters: whether weight loss can be 


maintained over the long run. (See Figure 3 at the end of this paper for a 


reasonable likelihood that there remains a small effect over time periods 


longer than a year.)  Cost effectiveness is based on the lifetime health gains 


for obese and overweight people becoming slimmer and remaining slimmer 


than they otherwise would be. It is therefore not known whether weight 


management interventions are on average cost effective, unless they are on 


average very cheap. In the face of this, the reason why NICE has 


recommended weight loss interventions is because only very small weight 


reduction in the long term (i.e. remaining below people’s without-intervention 


weight trajectory) is required for cost effectiveness for most programmes, and 


on balance, it is judged to be more likely than not that such very small gains 


will accrue. It is most unlikely that new information will change this position, 


unless it is in the form of long-term follow-up of large short-term trials. De 


novo modelling would not help.   


 What we do know by inference from the existing evidence is that it is cost 


effective at a population level for an intervention for people of a healthy weight 


not to become overweight or obese, or for people who are overweight or 


obese not to become more so. This is provided that the cost of the 


intervention is not more than £100 to £500 per head, the cost range 


depending on age, sex and the level of BMI. Thus de novo modelling is not 


needed.   
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 There are equity considerations, particularly for children. Children from the 


highest socioeconomic decile households on average are becoming less 


obese, but children from the nine lower deciles more obese. The difference is 


marked. 


 


Introduction 


NICE has previously undertaken economic modelling which is directly applicable to 


the maintenance of healthy weight and prevention of weight gain in adults. The key 


modelling reports were undertaken for the following public health guidance: 


 Lifestyle weight management in adults (PH53, 2014) 


 Lifestyle weight management in children and young people (PH47, 2013) 


 Prevention of type 2 diabetes in adults (PH35, 2011) 


The reports describe in more detail how the modelling work was undertaken. 


Lifestyle weight management in children also describes the complexity of assessing 


child BMI, overweight and obesity, and the impact of lifestyle interventions.  


 


Short-term trials, long-term outcomes and cost effectiveness of interventions  


Weight losses for adults in trials average about 2.6 kg across trials (12 months post 


intervention, p<0.05). This is relatively small, and varies between trials from around 


zero to about 7.5 kg.  Some of the average weight loss had been regained when 


followed up for longer than 12 months. Follow-up data longer 12-18 months is 


limited.  


 


From this evidence it is not possible to say unconditionally whether weight 


management interventions are cost effective, because cost effectiveness considers 


lifetime outcomes measured in terms of quality of life and life expectancy. Within the 


length of the trial follow-ups (generally 12-18 months) there is no accurate way of 


knowing whether weight loss caused by an intervention in the trial will allow people 


to live longer (apart from people who have died within the follow-up period). In 


addition, the small average weight loss will have very little effect on the quality of life 


within that year, and will only generally become noticeable if the person develops 


conditions such as diabetes, cardio-vascular disease or lack of mobility, much later 


in life.  



http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ph53/resources/ph53-overweight-and-obese-adults-lifestyle-weight-management-economic-modelling-report2

http://www.nice.org.uk/proxy/?sourceUrl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.nice.org.uk%2f_gs%2flink%2f%3fid%3dDAFC9591-F6AC-E630-CF5BF365E75B947A

http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ph35/resources/ph35-preventing-type-2-diabetes-population-and-community-interventions-report-on-costeffectiveness-evidence-and-methods-for-economic-modelling2
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What is more, the lack of long-term data cannot be remedied overnight. For a trial 


that ended 10 years ago, not only must we have kept in touch with everyone in the 


trial who had, or did not have, the intervention, but we must wait a further 20 (or 


more) years to see what has happened in a 30 (or more) year period since the trial. 


For the enormous variability that would occur over that time, the numbers required 


for statistical significance would be extremely large, and almost certainty larger than 


would have been in any trial ever carried out. Not only did we not have RCT-based 


long-term outcomes data to gauge cost effectiveness when the previous guidances 


were written, but we almost certainly never will.  


 


All NICE’s statements about cost effectiveness have therefore been conditional on 


the assumption that some small amount of weight loss in the trials can be maintained 


for long periods. Figure 3 at the end of this paper would appear to show a 


reasonable likelihood that a small weight reduction will be maintained in the long 


term.  Where initial weight loss has been large, modelling for PH53 shows that 


maintenance of weight reduction need be only some 3 to 5 years for older people, 


but much longer for younger people: over 20 years. For small initial weight loss, the 


maintenance for younger people of this lower weight has to be effectively for the 


whole of life.  In the face of the average BMI trajectory of a representative group of 


people increasing as they age, an intervention that allows them to remain on the 


same average BMI for long time periods will be cost effective, even when the group’s 


average BMI is initially above 25.  (This is provided that the per-person cost of the 


intervention is no higher than the range of £100 to £500, depending on age.)  


 


Small amount of weight lost but small incremental weight gains over time.  


 At a population level, lifestyle weight management programmes for adults (as 


stated above) cause small average losses of weight – about 2.6 kg for the 


average of the programmes in the academic literature 


 The following BMI distributions (see Figure 1) for the years 1995 and 2010 for 


women in the UK between the ages of 40 and 49 (which are representative of 


other age ranges for both men and women) show that BMI has increased by 


about 1 BMI point for BMI up to about 25 or 27, and by about 2 points above 
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the 25 to 27 level. This averages about 1.5 BMI points (about 4kg) over 15 


years, or about 0.1 BMI point per year. This is only about 0.3 kg/0.7lb per 


year.   This gradual weight creep has been enough to cause the ‘obesity 


epidemic’. It would appear to be of the order of 3 points of BMI over a 30-year 


period, or about 8 kg/1¼ stone.  


Figure 1 BMI distribution for UK females aged 40-49  


 


UK females aged 40-49, BMI distributions in 1995 (red) and 2010 (blue) 


Source: Martin Brown et al (UKHF) cost effectiveness report for NICE on weight 


management for adults, 2013 (for PH53) 


 


 A 2.6 kg decline in weight will not undo the effect of the average increases in 


weight seen in the distributions such as the above (if these can be 


extrapolated at the same rate beyond 15 years) – even if interventions 


maintain the weight loss for the rest of life.  


 Nevertheless, the increased morbidity and premature mortality caused by 


overweight and obesity are very expensive for the health services to treat, so 


even a small reduction in, or maintenance of, the population’s current obesity 


and overweight profile would be cost effective long term.  


  


 


Key findings from modelling of lifestyle weight management programmes in 


adults 
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What NICE did was to look at some “What-if?” scenarios. For example,  


 “What if the weight lost in the trial was never regained at all?” and  


 “What if it was put straight back on?” 


It was found that if only very small amounts of weight (such as 1 kg) were lost and 


weight remained below where it would otherwise have been expected to be, then the 


intervention would be cost effective (provided that it did not cost more than about 


£100 per head to provide). (PH53 Weight management for adults).  The initial cost, 


however, would in most cases not be recuperated for at least 20 years. (PH35 


Preventing type 2 diabetes – population and community approaches). (This may be 


important for local governments contemplating investment in obesity interventions.) 


 


But if weight went straight back on, the intervention would not be cost effective. 


(PH53)  


 


Here are two scenarios which deal with weight lost by a lifestyle intervention (e.g. a 


commercial or NHS weight management scheme). We then show how it can apply to 


not losing initial weight, but instead, remaining at the same weight for many years. 


The first scenario: An overweight or obese woman of age 40 loses 1kg at a weight 


management class. She then has weight creep at the rate of 0.3 kg per year (the 


same as she would have had without first having lost 1kg), but manages to remain 


1kg below where (on average) she would have been without the weight management 


class. If she can maintain this 1kg differential until she is at least 60, and as long as 


the weight management class did not cost more than £100, on average it will be just 


cost effective for her to have gone to the class.  That is the kind of scenario that was 


modelled. 


In the second scenario, the woman does not go to the weight management class, but 


by some means (it is not asked how she does it, but suppose that it also costs £100) 


she manages to stay the same weight for 20 more years until she is 60. For the first 


3 years, she is heavier than if she had been to the class, lost 1kg and underwent 


weight creep at 0.3kg per year. But from about 4 months into the fourth year and 


thereafter, she is now lighter than she was in scenario 1.  
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Over 20 years at the rate of 0.3kg per year, she would have gained 6kg with no 


intervention. In scenario 1 she would have gained 5 kg, allowing for the initial weight 


loss of 1kg. In scenario 2, she gains zero. If scenario 1 is borderline cost effective 


compared with doing nothing, then scenario 2 will be much more cost effective under 


the assumptions made. In fact, if she had not had the scenario 1 intervention but had 


gained 0.1kg per year for 20 years (instead of the zero in scenario 2) it is highly likely 


that it would still be cost effective, because her weight in 20 years would be only 2kg 


above baseline. In scenario 1, where she was 5kg above baseline after 20 years, the 


intervention was borderline cost effective. In comparison, the low-weight-gain 


trajectory intervention will outperform the intervention in scenario 1, and for the same 


cost must automatically be cost effective.        


 


If consideration of costs and benefits is restricted to 3 years, there would be the 


same intervention costs as for a long-term consideration, but now in scenario 1 


(where she was lighter than in scenario 2 for the first 3 years) she does better than 


scenario 2. But even in scenario 1, she gains almost no health benefits in the first 3 


years, because these come mainly towards the end of life. So we need to consider 


the longer term before an intervention becomes cost effective. So scenario 1 is not 


cost effective if we consider only 3 years, and neither will scenario 2 be, as she is 


heavier in the first 3 years in the second scenario. A three-year period is important in 


this context because it is the length of the local government electoral cycle. 


 


Thus, extrapolating to the population as a whole, an additional scenario – of weight 


maintenance – should be added to the arsenal of desirable weight management end-


points that currently consist of weight loss alone. This also applies to children, as 


described below.  


 


Key findings from lifestyle weight management in children 


The economic evaluation of lifestyle weight management interventions for children is 


more complicated than for adults, because to achieve a healthy weight, overweight 


and obese children do not necessarily have to lose weight but may be able to simply 


maintain weight while growing taller (i.e. “grow into a healthy weight”). In some 


cases, they may put on weight at a slow rate and still achieve a healthy weight in 


future by growing sufficiently quickly in compensation. Being overweight or obese at 
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the end of growth in height, however, requires a loss in weight to achieve a healthy 


weight. 


Economic modelling (for PH47) estimated that interventions for overweight children 


costing £100 per head would usually be cost effective from a public sector 


perspective. This would be the case if a group of overweight children moved to a 


lower average weight trajectory and this was maintained for life. (This is true for a 


weight loss of as little as 0.5%). Therefore, by inverse logic, interventions that 


prevent a child moving onto a 0.5% higher average weight trajectory (or greater) for 


life would also be cost effective.   


Key findings from population and community interventions to prevent type 2 


diabetes (PH35) 


Previous modelling has also shown that very low-cost public health interventions 


(costing less than £10 per head), for an average weight loss of 1kg per head (and 


returning to the pre-intervention weight trajectory after 3 years or longer), are likely to 


be cost effective. These are unlikely to be face-to-face interventions other than brief 


advice (as their cost would not allow for enough time to have a sufficient effect) but 


rather some means of mass communication, such as TV, internet or a tax on sweet 


or fatty foods or drinks (that obviously has to apply to the whole population).  


 


Equity considerations 


• The children from the lowest socioeconomic decile of families are on average 


the most obese.  


• The gradient is monotonic (i.e. the lowest decile is the most obese, then the 


next-lowest decile is the next-most obese, etc, all the way up to the highest 


decile). 


• But the highest-decile of children are becoming less obese over time, while 


the lowest 9 deciles are becoming more obese.  


• So the obesity gradient is increasing. 


• This has been happening since 2005 (NOO 2011, now on the Public Health 


England website) 


• Figure 2 below shows the same things more succinctly. 
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Figure 2: Overweight and obese children versus children in poverty 


 


 


Conclusions 


 We know a lot about the size of the weight increases that have led to the 


‘obesity epidemic’. At a population level, they are reasonably small per year, 


but mount up over the decades. 


 We know that on average, life-style weight management schemes are 


effective after 12 months, but that their effect tends to wear off after that. If the 


wearing-off effect is not total, the interventions are likely to be cost effective. 


 The length of time that weight-loss can be kept off is crucial for cost 


effectiveness estimation. Weight loss that is regained quickly will not usually 


be cost effective. 


 For adults, previous modelling shows that at least a 1kg per head weight loss 


among overweight or obese adults, if maintained for life, is likely to be cost 
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effective, provided that the cost per person of intervening is less than £100. 


This suggests that preventing at least a 1kg weight gain for the same cost will 


also be cost effective. 


 What we do not know, and would find it exceedingly difficult to determine, is 


what kind of intervention is better than another to keep weight off. Doing 


further modelling will not help, because there are no new data that will bear on 


the problem. It is also recognised that weight maintenance, like weight loss, is 


a multi-component issue and should be approached as such. What works for 


one person or one group of people will not for another and it is a combination 


of approaches that is likely to be the most effective.  


 Thus NICE has not carried out any de novo modelling for this piece of 


guidance. 


 The scope for this work concerns modifiable behaviours that may help children 


and adults maintain a healthy weight or prevent weight gain. It is not about 


recommending interventions per se, but of providing recommendations to allow 


members of the general population to modify their own behaviour and for health 


professionals to provide advice and guidance whilst carrying out their day to day 


roles. Doing this could thus be considered cost neutral (or at worst very cheap), 


so the guidance is very likely to be cost effective  


 The most encouraging thing about recent childhood obesity is that among the 


highest socioeconomic groups, obesity has levelled off and appears to be 


declining. But that implies that the disparities between rich and poor are 


increasing. (See slope of the red line added to the BMJ graph above.) Thus, 


from an equalities perspective, enabling those from lower socio-economic 


groups to level off their trajectory is also important. 
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Figure 3 
From: Weight regain after  behavioural weight management programmes 


Review 1c (for NICE PH53: weight management for adults) 


 


Johns D, Hartmann-Boyce J, Aveyard P, Onakpoya I, Jebb S, Phillips D, Ogden 
J, Summerbell C, Perera R 


03/04/2013 
 


Figure 3. Weight regain in BWMP interventions following the end of the programme but during low contact follow-up 


 


This shows clear evidence of the wearing-off effect of weight loss (from a number of 


trials) but some evidence that a long-term effect remains. None of the trials shows an 
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adverse long-term effect of dieting, but this might be mainly because very few trials 


went for long enough for the graphs to go above the zero weight-gain line.    


Alastair Fischer 


Health Economist, Centre for Public Health, NICE 


June 2014. 
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Maintaining a healthy weight and preventing excess weight gain among 


children and adults: Evidence statements  


 


This document lists the evidence statements that support the 


recommendations in NICE’s draft guideline on ‘Maintaining a healthy weight 


and preventing excess weight gain among children and adults – partial update 


of CG43’. For details of which evidence statements are linked to each 


recommendation see section 10 of the guidance. Only evidence statements 


linked to a recommendation are listed in this document.    


The evidence statements are short summaries of evidence in a review. 


Evidence statements 1.X are from evidence review 1. Evidence statements 


2.X are from evidence review 2.  


Please note that the wording of some evidence statements has been altered 


slightly from those in the evidence review(s) to make them more consistent 


with each other and NICE's standard house style. 
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Evidence statements from review 1 


 


Evidence Statement 1.1: Summary of behaviours assessed, and 


included systematic reviews 


The review covered 64 individually modifiable behaviours relating to physical 


activity, diet, and other behaviours that could affect maintenance of a healthy 


weight and prevention of excessive weight gain. Seventy six systematic 


reviews met the inclusion criteria, each including between 1 and 56 relevant 


primary studies with between 29 and 623,922 participants in total for each 


factor. The reviews were in adults (35 reviews), children and young people 


(25 reviews), or both (16 reviews). The reviews included relevant randomised 


controlled trials (RCTs, 21 reviews), cohort studies (37 reviews), or both (18 


reviews). 


Applicability to the UK: The majority of included systematic reviews (65 out 


of 76) were conducted in OECD countries and are applicable to the UK. The 


remainder did not report where studies were undertaken, and applicability to 


the UK is therefore unclear.  


 


Evidence Statement 1.2: Modifiable factors for which no relevant 


systematic review level evidence was identified 


There was no systematic review level evidence published between 2005 and 


2013 for a number of the modifiable factors of interest and weight related 


outcomes.  


For  all population groups, no review levels evidence was identified for: 


standing (also no relevant primary studies identified); breaks in sedentary 


time; other sedentary activities such as reading not covered as individual 


factors; watching what you eat; eating speed; portion size; grazing or gorging; 


meal planning (also no relevant primary studies identified); meal setting or 


distractions; drinks with meals; eating patterns (such as consistency of eating 
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across the week that were not covered as individual factors); holiday weight 


gain; stress minimising activities; avoiding screen advertising; monitoring 


(other than physical activity monitoring). 


For adults no systematic review level evidence was identified for  sport, more 


active screen time, breaks in sedentary time, or family meals. 


 For children and young people, no systematic review level evidence was 


identified for:  walking; cycling; activities of daily living; incidental physical 


activity; sedentary time (other than screen time); breaks in sedentary time; 


consumption of tea and coffee, whole grains, meat, fish, legumes, nuts, a 


vegetarian/vegan diet, catechins, or caffeine; glycaemic index/load of the diet; 


eating pattern (e.g. timing during the day [including evening eating] or 


consistency during the week); physical activity monitoring, or support. 


Evidence Statement 1.3: Relationship between leisure and recreational 


activity and weight related outcomes in adults and children 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality1 review of cohort studies 


suggests that there may be an inverse relationship between leisure or 


recreational activity and weight related outcomes in adults. 


The majority of studies (13/16) found significant inverse relationships. The 


association with weight tended to be moderate to large in size (range: OR 


≥10lb weight gain over 7 years: 0.88, 95% CI 0.77 to 0.99; RR 5.7 year 


substantial weight gain: 1.9, 95% CI 1.5 to 2.3). Small associations were 


observed for BMI (e.g. 10-year BMI change ranged from -0.08 to -0.34 kg/m2).  


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence from 1 high quality1 and 


1 moderate quality2 review of small cohort studies was identified regarding the  


relationship between leisure and recreational activity and weight related 


outcomes in children and young people. 


The findings of the individual studies in the reviews1,2 varied: 3 studies found 


small to large inverse associations (4 year change in BMI: regression 


coefficient=-0.08, p<0.05; BMI change to ≥90th percentile: OR 2.14, 95% CI 
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0.96 to 4.77). One study found a small positive relationship (correlation 


between baseline LTPA level and subsequent BMI: 0.3 kg/m2, p=0.04), 1 had 


mixed inverse and non-significant findings, and 1 found mixed positive and 


inverse directions of effect (different activities showed significant correlation 


with skinfold thickness, correlation coefficients ranging from r=-0.26 to 


r=0.32). Four studies reported no association between childhood or 


adolescence recreational or leisure sport participation and weight outcomes in 


children or later during adulthood. 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 te Velde et al. 2009 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.4: Relationship between sport and weight related 


outcomes 


Adults: No reviews were identified on the relationship between sport and 


weight related outcomes in adults. 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


moderate quality review1 regarding the relationship between sport and weight 


related outcomes in children and young people. The review1 identified only 1 


cohort study relevant to the scope of the current review, which had 


inconsistent findings across different age groups. 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Nelson et al. 2011 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.5: Relationship between active travel and weight 


related outcomes 
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Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 


of RCTs regarding the relationship between active travel and weight related 


outcomes in adults. Two small RCTs matched the scope of this review, 


neither of which found a significant effect of active travel interventions on 


weight. The review did not report whether the interventions increased overall 


physical activity. 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality2 and 1 moderate quality review1 of cohort studies on the 


relationship between active travel and weight related outcomes in children. 


There was substantial overlap of individual studies between the 2 reviews. 


One moderate quality1 review of studies among normal and overweight 


children recruited from the general population identified 5 prospective cohort 


studies assessing weight outcomes. One of the studies found a significant 


large inverse relationship between those who continuously cycled to school 


and risk of overweight (OR 0.44, 95% CI 0.21 to 0.88). The remaining 4 


studies reported no significant differences in active travel (cycling or walking) 


and BMI. 


One high quality review2 of cohort and cross sectional studies revealed no 


consistent association between active school travel and weight status in 


children. Across the 4 identified cohort studies, 1 study found no significant 


relationship, and the remaining 3 studies reporting inverse relationships 


(range in magnitude small: differences in mean BMI z-scores: 0.18, p=0.05; to 


large: OR for overweight among cyclists vs. non-cyclists: 0.63, 95% CI 0.45 to 


0.89). 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Saunders et al. 2013 [+] 
2 Schoeppe et al. 2013 [++] 
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Evidence Statement 1.6: Relationship between walking and weight 


related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence identified from 1 high quality review1 (including 


meta-analysis) of RCTs suggests that regular brisk walking (an average of 


about 38 minutes on 5 days a week) may be effective at reducing weight by 


around 1.4% (-0.95 kg [standard deviation [SD] 0.61 kg], p<0.001), BMI by 


around 1.1% (-0.28 kg/m2 [SD 0.2 kg/m2], p<0.001) and percentage body fat  


by around 1.9% (-0.63% [SD 0.66%], p=0.015) among previously sedentary 


but otherwise healthy adults. 


Children and young people: No reviews were identified on the relationship 


between walking and weight related outcomes in children and young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The countries in which the studies included in the 


review were performed was not reported, therefore applicability to the UK is 


unclear. 


1 Murphy et al. 2007 [++] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.7: Relationship between cycling and weight 


related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 moderate quality review1 suggests that there 


may be an inverse relationship between cycling and weight in adults.  


The 1 prospective cohort study of women in the review relevant to the current 


review scope found a significant reduction in self-reported weight over 16 


years for each 30 min/day increase in self-reported cycling time (-1.59 kg, 


95% CI -2.0 to -1.08).  


Children and young people: No reviews were identified on the relationship 


between cycling and weight related outcomes in children and young people.  
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Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Oja et al. 2011 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.8: Relationship between activities of daily living 


and weight related outcomes  


Adults: Inconclusive evidence from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies 


was identified regarding the relationship between activities of daily living and 


weight related outcomes in adults. The studies identified by the review varied 


in terms of direction and significance of the association. 


Three prospective cohort studies of household activities, 1 found non-


significant positive associations between household and caregiving activities 


and 3 year change in weight (regression coefficient: 0.43, p=0.30) or WC in 


women (regression coefficient: 0.17, p=0.20). A second study in women found 


a large inverse relationship between obesity at 6 year follow-up among those 


who stood or walked at home for >40 hr/week vs. 0-1 hr/week (RR 0.77, 95% 


CI 0.61 to 0.96). The third cohort study found a small non-significant reduction 


in WC over 5 years in older men (regression coefficient: -0.03, p=0.07). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between activities of daily living and weight related outcomes in children and 


young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 WCRF 2006 [++] 


 


 


Evidence Statement 1.9: Relationship between incidental physical 


activity and weight related outcomes  
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Adults: There was inconclusive evidence from 1 high quality review1 on the 


relationship between routine physical activity and weight related outcomes in 


adults. 


The review identified 2 prospective cohort studies only; 1 small study found no 


significant association between the average stairs climbed per day and risk of 


gaining ≥10lbs over 10 years. One large study found a significant inverse 


association between mean levels of baseline routine PA (not further defined) 


and weight and WC increase at 4 year follow-up (regression coefficients -


3.31, 95% CI -4.21 to -2.41, p<0.0001; and -0.92, 95% CI -1.21 to -0.63, 


p<0.0001, respectively). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between incidental physical activity and weight related outcomes in children 


and young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.10: Relationship between strength training and 


weight related outcomes  


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 of 


RCTs of strength training in adults. 


Meta-analysis1 of studies among obese and general populations found that 


resistance training did not significantly affect visceral fat compared with 


control over 3 months to 2 years (effect size 0.09, 95% CI -0.17 to 0.36; 


p=0.49). This finding was supported by 3 out of 4 RCTs of resistance training 


in healthy participants not selected based on weight status  


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence from 1 moderate quality 


review2 of RCTs was identified regarding the relationship between strength 


(resistance) training and weight related outcomes in children and adolescents.  
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Only 1 small RCT included in the review was relevant to the current scope. 


This small study suggested that that resistance training (with or without 


aerobic exercise) may result in small increases body mass (reviewer 


calculated mean change body mass [units NR], intervention: 1.6 vs. control: 


0.6; p<0.05) and WC (reviewer calculated mean change WC, intervention: 1.6 


cm vs. comparator: 0.0 cm; p<0.05). These changes may represent changes 


in muscle mass. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of 1 review2 are applicable to the UK, the 


countries in which the studies in  the other review were performed were not 


reported, therefore applicability of this reviews to the UK is unclear. 


1 Ismail et al. 2012 [++] 
2 Benson et al. 2008 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.11: Relationship between aerobic exercise and 


weight related outcomes  


Adults: Weak evidence from 2 high quality systematic reviews1,2 of RCTs 


suggests that aerobic exercise is inversely associated with weight related 


outcomes in adults. 


One review1 and meta-analysis of small RCTs suggests that 4 weeks or more 


of aerobic exercise interventions significantly reduce body weight (mean 


change: -3.4 kg, 95% CI -5.3 to -1.5) and percentage body fat (mean change: 


-1.4%, 95% CI -2.3 to -0.6). This was equivalent to a relative reduction of 


approximately 4% of body weight and body fat percentage in adults.  The 


second review2 and meta-analysis found that aerobic exercise interventions 


reduced visceral fat over 4 weeks to 1 year (effect size -0.33, 95% CI -0.52 to 


-0.14, p<0.01). Both reviews largely included RCTs in overweight and obese 


participants or people with type 2 diabetes. However, the RCTs among 


general populations included in the review tended to support this finding (they 


did not reach significance, but this may have been due to small sample sizes 


of these studies).  
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Children and young people: Weak evidence was identified from 2 moderate 


quality reviews2,3 that aerobic exercise may be inversely associated with 


weight related outcomes in children and adolescents.  


In 1 review2 1 RCT found that 90 minutes daily on 3 days a week for 28 


weeks aerobic exercise decreased BMI (figures NR), but another found that 


30 minutes daily on 3 days a week for 8 weeks did not change BMI or body 


composition (figures NR). The difference in session and intervention duration 


may account for the variation in significance. Two cohort studies in another 


review3 also had similarly mixed findings; limited reporting of this review limits 


conclusions that can be drawn from this cohort study evidence. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of 2 reviews2,3 are applicable to the UK, 


while the countries in which the studies in 2 reviews were performed were not 


reported, therefore applicability of these reviews to the UK is unclear . 


1 Ismail et al. 2012 [++]  
2 Kelley and Kelley 2006 [++]  


3 Laframboise and Degraauw 2011 [+] 


4 te Velde et al. 2012 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.12: Relationship between physical activity (PA) 


intensity/frequency/duration and weight related outcomes in adults 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies and 1 


low quality review2 of RCTs suggests that there is no association between PA 


frequency or duration (as isolated factors) and weight outcomes in adults, 


although there may be an inverse relationship between total PA volume and 


PA intensity and weight status in this population. 


The review of RCTs2 found that there was insufficient evidence to determine 


whether the same volume of exercise accumulated in shorter bouts is as 


effective as continuous bouts in terms of adiposity. Across all studies, PA 


interventions tended to be inversely associated with weight related outcomes 


compared to control.  
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Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 Murphy et al. 2009 [-] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.13: Relationship between physical activity 


intensity/frequency/duration and weight related outcomes in children 


and young people 


Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 and 2 moderate quality reviews2,3 


of RCTs, cohort and cross sectional studies suggests that there may an 


inverse relationship between moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) 


and weight outcomes in children. However, there were substantial variations 


in the size and significance of the association.  


One review1 of cohort studies found inconsistent direction of association: 3 


studies reported significant inverse relationships, ranging in magnitude from 


medium sized (2 year BMI change regression coefficient -0.732, 95% CI -


1.159 to -0.305, p=0.001) to large (excess weight gain least vs. most active 


OR 2.18, 95% CI 1.01 to 4.71). One study found that high levels of MVPA was 


associated with a small but significant increase in mean BMI compared to low 


MVPA levels (19.7 kg/m2 vs. 19.4 kg/m2, p=0.03). 


Meta-analysis of 4 small prospective cohort studies in 1 review2 found no 


significant association between MVPA and WC.  


One review3 of RCTs, cohorts, and other study designs concluded that there 


is strong and consistent evidence that as little as 2 to 3 hours of MVPA is 


associated with health benefits (both weight and non-weight health 


outcomes). No conclusions were drawn for weight outcomes separately. 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 Ekelund et al. 2012 [+] 
3 Janssen and Leblanc 2010 [+] 
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Evidence Statement 1.14: Relationship between amount of sedentary 


time and weight related outcomes  


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 of 


cohort studies and 1 moderate quality review2 of cohort studies and cross 


sectional studies regarding the association between amount of sedentary time 


(mainly time spent sitting) and weight related outcomes; variations were seen 


in both the direction and significance of the association across the 2 reviews.  


The size of effect in the 4 cohort studies where this was reported ranged from 


medium to large, with obesity or weight gain for longer periods (above about 6 


to 8 hours a day) of sedentary behaviour versus shorter periods (below 


between about to 5 hours per day and 1 hour per week) associated with 


relative risks (RR) or  odds ratios (OR) from 0.8 (i.e. a positive relationship) to 


1.47 (i.e. an inverse relationship).  


Sedentary behaviour was not assessed in the same way across studies, 


being variously assessed as sitting (any, occupational sitting, sitting split into 


at home or elsewhere), sitting or lying, or non-occupational sedentary 


behaviour.  


Children and young people: The reviews of sedentary behaviour in children 


and young people identified mostly related to screen time, and are reviewed in 


the section on screen time. 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 van Uffelen et al. 2010 [+] 
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Evidence Statement 1.15: Relationship between TV and other screen 


time and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies 


suggests that there is a positive association between screen time (specifically 


TV) in adulthood and measures of overweight and obesity in adults. The 


associations in the 2 cohort studies identified ranged in size from relatively 


small (higher daily viewing [hours not reported] associated with a 0.30 cm 


increase in waist circumference, p=0.02) to relatively large (each additional 2 


hours of TV viewing associated with a 23% [95% CI 17% to 30%] increase in 


risk of obesity).  


Children and young people: Strong evidence from 5 high quality 


reviews1,2,3,4,5  of RCTs, cohort studies, and other study designs, including 


cross sectional studies, suggests that there is a positive relationship between 


childhood screen time (primarily assessed as TV viewing time) and weight 


related outcomes in childhood and adulthood.  


There was some suggestion that this is particularly for TV viewing exceeding 


2 hours per day. Two hours per day was selected as the a priori threshold for 


categorical analysis in some included studies; it is unclear whether this 


reflects the true level at which positive associations emerge or whether the 


association also applies at lower levels of viewing.  


One review1 found that associations between childhood viewing and adult 


obesity in cohort studies ranged from relatively small (watching TV often at 


age 16 associated with 0.011 kg/m2/year change in BMI up to middle age for 


men) to relatively large (each additional hour of TV associated with an 25% 


increase in risk of obesity in adulthood [OR 1.25, 95% CI 1.16 to 1.70]). Two 


meta-analyses of RCTs included in the reviews suggested that interventions 


aimed at reducing screen time could reduce mean BMI by up to 0.89 kg/m2.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 
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1 USDA 2010l [++] 
2 Costigan et al. 2013 [++] 
3 Leblanc et al. 2012 [++] 
4 Tremblay et al. 2011 [++] 
5 Wahi et al. 2011 [++] 


 
 


Evidence Statement 1.16: Relationship between more active screen time 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: No reviews were identified assessing the effect of more active screen 


time in adults. 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


moderate quality review1 of RCTs and other study designs regarding the 


relationship between more active screen time and weight related outcomes in 


children and young people.  


Only 1 of 3 RCTs in the general population found a small beneficial effect of a 


12 week active video gaming intervention compared with control (difference in 


mean change in waist circumference -1.4 cm, 95% CI -2.68 to -0.04, p=0.04; 


results for BMI not reported). No results were reported for the remaining RCTs 


in this population.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Leblanc et al. 2013 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.17: Relationship between sugar sweetened 


beverage (SSB) consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Strong evidence from 2 high quality reviews1,2 of RCTs and cohort 


studies suggests that there is a positive association between SSB 


consumption and weight related outcomes in adults. 
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One review1 of cohort studies found each additional 355 ml serving of SSB 


per day was associated with a 0.22 kg increase in weight over a year (95% CI 


0.09 to 0.34). One review1 of RCTs found each additional 600mL to 1.1L of 


SSB per day compared with control over 3 weeks and 6 months was 


associated with a mean increase in body weight of 0.85 kg (95% CI 0.50 to 


1.20). A second review2 of RCTs found a mean increase in body weight of 


0.28 kg (95% CI 0.12 to 0.44) compared to control with additional daily SSB 


(amount and timescale not stated).  


Children and young people: Strong evidence from 4 high quality 


reviews1,2,3,4 of RCTs and cohort studies suggests that there is a positive 


relationship between SSB consumption and weight related outcomes in 


children and young people. 


One review of cohort studies found each additional 355 ml of SSB per day 


was associated with a 0.07 kg/m2 increase in BMI over a year (95% CI 0.09 to 


0.34).1 Children who consumed at least 237 ml of SSBs per day were more 


likely to be overweight than their peers (OR 1.55, 95% CI 1.32 to 1.82).3  


Applicability to the UK: The countries in which the included studies were 


performed was not reported for 2 reviews, therefore applicability to the UK is 


unclear. 


1 Malik et al. 2013 [++] 


2 Kaiser et al. 2013 [++] 


3 Te Morenga et al. 2012 [++] 


4 USDA 2010u [++] 


 


 


 


Evidence Statement 1.18: Relationship between fruit juice consumption 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 of 


cohort studies regarding the association between 100% unsweetened fruit 


juice consumption and weight related outcomes in adults. The review 
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identified no studies of unsweetened fruit juice. The 1 study of sweetened 


juice consumption found no association with weight after adjustment for 


confounders including total energy intake (TEI; exposure and results figures 


NR); adjustment for TEI may remove any association.  


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 2 


high quality reviews1,2 of cohort studies on the relationship between 100% 


unsweetened fruit juice consumption and weight related outcomes in children 


and young people. The majority of studies included in the reviews had non-


significant findings over 1 to 11 years of follow up, with mixed directions of 


effect. Some studies suggested a possible positive association between fruit 


juice and weight related outcomes in those at risk of overweight or obesity. 


However, the types of juice, including whether sweetened or not, and whether 


results were adjusted for energy intake were unclear for most of the included 


studies. 


Effect sizes in individual studies were generally small, with regression 


coefficients ranging from 0.001 kg/m2 for BMI per ounce per day over 8 


months to 0.25 for change in fat mass per serving of juice (not further defined 


in the review) over 2 years.  


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 USDA 2010s [++] 


 


 


Evidence Statement 1.19: Relationship between water consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 of 


RCTs regarding relationship between water consumption and weight related 


outcomes. The 2 cross over RCTs included in the review both found very 


small (0.1 kg to 0.18 kg) non-significant effects of increased water 


consumption (685 mL additional water versus additional diet drink; or 2.1 L 
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water total daily versus no intervention) on body weight over 3 days to 2 


weeks compared to alternative non-caloric drink or no intervention.  


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality review2 of cohort studies on the association between water 


consumption and weight related outcomes in children. The single  cohort 


study identified by this review found no association between servings of water 


(not further defined) consumed by children aged 5 or 7 years and change in 


fat mass at the age of 9 years (regression coefficients 0.25 [p=0.22] and 0.06 


[p=0.58] respectively; fat mass units NR).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of the reviews are applicable to the UK. 


1 Muckelbauer et al. 2013 [++] 
2 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.20: Relationship between tea and coffee 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies 


was identified regarding the relationship between tea and coffee consumption 


and weight-related outcomes. One of the included cohort studies found no 


significant effect of hot drink consumption (including tea and coffee) on 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity (not defined) over 2 years (OR 


1.01 in women and OR 1 in men for highest vs. lowest consumption in g/day). 


The other cohort study found conflicting effects of coffee consumption (more 


than 8 cups a day versus less) on substantial weight gain (not defined) across 


genders (small significant positive relationship in women, inverse relationship 


in men – size and significance NR). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified that assessed the 


relationship between tea and coffee consumption and weight-related 


outcomes in children or young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the review are applicable to the UK. 
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1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.21: Relationship between alcohol consumption 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 2 high 


quality reviews1,2 and 2 moderate quality reviews3,4 of RCTs and cohort 


studies  regarding the relationship between alcohol consumption (total or of 


specific types of drinks) and weight related outcomes in adults and young 


people. Directions of effect identified in individual studies differed, as did the 


significance of findings, with no clear patterns emerging. This may reflect 


variation in association by level of alcohol intake. 


There was some suggestion from 3 reviews1,2,4 that heavier alcohol intake 


may be associated with weight gain. In 1 review this was based on 2 cohort 


studies where, compared with non-drinkers the odds of weight gain (>4% or 


≥5 kg) over 5 to 8 years in light to moderate drinkers (up to about 3-4 units of 


alcohol per day [reviewer calculated]) were between 0.86 to 0.96 and in 


heavier drinkers 1.07 to 1.29.  


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 USDA 2010x [++] 
3 Bendsen et al. 2013 [+] 
4 Sayon-Orea et al. 2011[+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.22: Relationship between milk and dairy 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive  evidence was identified from 2 high quality reviews1,2 of 


RCTs and cohort studies on the effects of milk and dairy consumption in 


adults.  
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RCTs in 1 review1 found that increasing dairy intake (mostly 3 to 5 servings of 


dairy per day) did not significantly impact weight change (WMD 0.33 kg, 95% 


CI: -0.35 to 1.00) or fat mass (WMD -0.16 kg, 95% CI -0.97 to 0.66) in adults 


not following a calorie controlled diet (energy intake not reported for meta-


analysed RCTs). However, 2 of the 3 RCTs not solely in overweight or obese 


populations found that increased dairy consumption increased total energy 


intake and weight gain (figures NR). 


Five of the 9 cohort studies in 1 dairy organisation funded review2 found an 


inverse association (ORs for obesity or weight gain ranged from 0.70 to 0.85). 


Mixed directions of effect were observed across different dairy products in 3 


studies. These studies largely adjusted for total energy intake, which may 


remove associations that result from changes in this variable. 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality2 and 1 moderate quality review3 of RCTs and cohort studies on 


the relationship between milk and dairy and weight related outcomes in 


children and young people.  


The majority of studies found no association (direction of effects mostly NR, 


varying in adjustment for energy intake). Some small cohort studies found an 


inverse association for milk or total dairy (0.35 to 0.91 kg reduction in body fat 


per serving over 3-4 years, or 1.8 kg/m2 reduction in mean BMI for a 


difference of about 0.6 serving/day over 8 years), while the largest cohort 


study found a positive association (a 0.081 kg/m2 to 0.093 kg/m2 increase with 


>3 vs. ≤0.5 servings of milk/day). These differences may reflect lack of 


adjustment for total energy or fat intake in the study with a positive finding. 


Applicability to the UK: These reviews are applicable to the UK. 


1 Abargouei et al. 2012 [++] 


2 Louie et al. 2011 [++] 


3 USDA 2010r [+] 
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Evidence Statement 1.23: Relationship between whole grain 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 3 high quality reviews1,2,3 of RCTs and cohort 


studies suggested that whole grain consumption or dietary patterns rich in 


whole grains may be inversely associated with weight related outcomes in 


adults.  


One review2 found that adding whole grain to the diet (18.2 to 150 g/day) had 


no effect on body weight over 2 to 16 weeks in 26 small RCTs (0.06 kg, 95% 


CI -0.09kg to 0.20kg). It also found that consuming 18.2 to 150 g whole grain 


per day was associated with small reductions in body fat over up to 16 weeks 


(7 RCTs, WMD -0.48%, 95% CI -0.95% to -0.01%; p=0.04), but this may 


primarily have been in people trying to lose weight.  


Cohort studies in the reviews1,3 tended to find an inverse direction of effect for 


weight related outcomes although this was not consistently significant (effects 


small [40 g/day increase in wholegrain associated with 0.49 kg lower weight 


over 8 years] to medium [OR for obesity in highest vs. lowest quintile of intake 


0.81, 95% CI 0.73 to 0.91]).  


Children and young people: No evidence was identified that assessed the 


effects of whole grain consumption on weight related outcomes in children or 


young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 [++] 
2 Pol et al. 2013 [++] 
3 WCRF 2006 [++] 


 


 


Evidence Statement 1.24: Relationship between refined grain 


consumption and weight related outcomes 
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Adults: Moderate evidence was identified from 2 high quality reviews1,2 and 1 


moderate quality review3 of cohort studies of a small positive association 


between refined grain consumption and weight related outcomes in adults. 


One moderate quality review3 of cohort studies identified consistent evidence 


of a positive association with weight related outcomes, showing small effects 


of refined grains on weight gain (weight gain: 0.18 kg [95% CI 0.10 to 0.26] to 


0.43 kg [reviewer calculated, 95% CI NR] difference between lower and 


higher intake groups [not further defined] at 2-4 years).  


Two other high quality reviews1,2 of overlapping cohort studies assessed 


consumption of refined grains, and tended to find positive associations for at 


least one comparison (4 of 8 unique studies), or non-significant associations 


of mixed direction (4 of 8 unique studies: 1 inverse, 2 reporting mixed 


directions across genders, and 1 not reporting the direction of association).  


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality review2 of cohort studies regarding the relationship between 


refined grain consumption and weight related outcomes in children and young 


people. The review2 identified a single cohort study, which found no 


association between bread and wheat consumption or high rice intake at age 


3 and obesity in adolescents (bread and wheat: OR 0.87, 95% CI 0.65 to 


1.16; rice: OR 1.20, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.84). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the reviews in adults are applicable to 


the UK, but the results for children and young people may not be applicable. 


1 Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 [++] 
2 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
3 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.25: Relationship between fruit and vegetable 


consumption and weight related outcomes 
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Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 and 1 moderate quality 


review2 of cohort studies suggests that fruit and vegetable consumption has 


an inverse association with weight related outcomes.  


One review2 found a significant inverse association between fruit and 


vegetable consumption and weight gain over 6.5 to 12 years in 3 cohort 


studies. The effect size ranged from small (each additional 100 g fruit and 


vegetable intake associated with -14 g [95% CI -19 to -9 g] weight change per 


year over 6.5 years) to relatively large (highest vs. lowest intake: RR of 


obesity 0.76 [95% CI 0.69 to 0.86] over 12 years; OR of weight gain ≥3.41 kg 


0.22 [95% CI 0.06 to 0.81] over 10 years). 


A second review1 found that most  (5/7) cohort studies found no significant 


association between fruit and/or non-starchy vegetable consumption and 


weight related outcomes, but 2 studies, including the largest study, found an 


inverse association for non-starchy or cruciferous vegetable consumption. 


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 2 high quality reviews1,3 of 


cohort studies suggests that fruit and vegetable consumption is not 


associated with weight related outcomes in children and young people.   


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 USDA 2010e [+] 
3 USDA 2010t [++] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.26: Relationship between meat consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality review1 and 2 moderate 


quality reviews2,3 of cohort studies suggests that total meat consumption is 


positively associated with weight related outcomes.  
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The cohorts finding an association with weight found that this ranged in size 


from small (100 kcal/day increase in meat consumption associated with a 30 g 


[95% CI 24 to 36 g] annual increase in weight) to medium (440 g greater 


weight gain in highest vs. lowest tertile of meat consumption over 28 months 


[reviewer calculated]; further details NR). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified specifically on the 


effect of meat consumption on weight related outcomes in children or young 


people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 
3 USDA 2010n [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.27: Relationship between fish consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 review1 of cohort studies suggests that fish 


consumption is not associated with weight related outcomes over 2 to 6 years. 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified specifically on the 


effect of fish consumption on weight related outcomes in children or young 


people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


 


Evidence Statement 1.28: Relationship between legume consumption 


and weight related outcomes 
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Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 and 


1 moderate quality review2 of RCTs and cohort studies regarding the 


relationship between legume consumption and weight related outcomes.  


The 2 prospective cohorts identified by 1 high quality review1 found mixed 


results: consumption of legumes was associated with weight loss in men but 


not women in 1 study, while the other found no effect, over about 2 to 2.3 


years.  


The prospective cohort identified by the moderate quality review2 found that 


high soy food intake in childhood and adulthood was associated with lower 


BMI in adulthood among women. This review2 also identified 2 small and 


short term RCTs that found no effect on weight of a chickpea-supplemented 


diet (140 g/day) compared with similar supplementation with wheat over 5 


weeks. 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between legume consumption and weight related outcomes in children and 


young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these studies are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 USDA 2010o [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.29: Relationship between nut consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review3 and 2 moderate quality 


reviews1,2 of RCTs and cohort studies suggests that nut consumption may 


have an inverse association with weight related outcomes. 


Meta-analysis1 of RCTs  found no significant effect of nut consumption 


(usually 35 to 120 g/day) on weight related outcomes compared to control 
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diets (usually isocaloric) at 2 weeks to 3 years (WMD -0.47 kg, 95% CI -1.17 


to 0.22 kg). 


Four of the 5 cohort studies from 2 reviews2,3  found a significant inverse 


association between nut intake and weight, ranging from relatively small 


(eating nuts [not further defined] associated with 0.26 kg [95% CI 0.44 to 0.08] 


less weight gain over 4 years), to relatively large (OR for weight gain ≥5 kg 


over 2 years of 0.69 [95% CI 0.53 to 0.90] with frequent nut intake [50 g of 


nuts ≥ 2 times/week] vs. never or rarely). The cohort with non-significant 


findings had a negative direction of effect and was the only one which 


explicitly adjusted for energy intake. 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between nut consumption and weight related outcomes in children and young 


people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these studies are applicable to the 


UK. 


1Flores-Mateo et al. 2013 [+] 
2Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 


3Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.30: Relationship between Mediterranean diet and 


weight related outcomes in adults 


Moderate evidence from 2 moderate quality reviews1,2 of cohort studies 


suggests  that adhering more closely to a Mediterranean dietary pattern may 


be inversely associated with weight related outcomes. Two large cohort 


studies in 1 review1 suggested that adhering more closely to a Mediterranean 


dietary pattern is associated with less weight gain over 5 years (mean 


difference -0.059 kg/year, p for trend =0.02; or -0.16 kg, 95% CI -0.24 to -


0.07). Two smaller cohorts in the reviews1,2 found inverse directions of effect 


on weight or waist circumference that were either non-significant, or became 


non-significant after adjustment. 
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Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK.  


1 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 


2 Kastorini et al. 2011 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.31: Relationship between adherence to population 


dietary guidelines and weight related outcomes in adults 


Weak evidence from 1 moderate quality review1 of cohort studies suggests 


that greater adherence to population dietary guidelines may be inversely 


associated with weight gain.  


The review included 2 cohorts: 1 found that a 1-unit improvement in 


adherence score was associated with 0.22 kg to 0.27 kg at 8 years (reviewer 


calculated, p for trend <0.01), and the other found 2.7 kg lower weight gain 


with high adherence (reviewer calculated; follow up period unclear, 7 or 20 


years). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.32: Relationship between other dietary patterns 


and weight related outcomes in adults 


Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 review1 of cohort studies on the 


effect of greater dietary variety (eating more of 23 recommended foods at 


least weekly) and weight related outcomes. The 1 cohort study in this review 


relevant to the current scope found small significant effects on BMI in men 


and women over 8 to 12 years, but these conflicted in the direction of effect 


(difference between highest and lowest dietary variety quintiles: -0.2 kg/m2 in 


men, 0.3 kg/m2 in women, reviewer calculated, p for trends<0.001). 
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Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Vadiveloo et al. 2013 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.33: Relationship between dietary pattern and 


weight related outcomes in children and young people 


Inconclusive evidence from 1 moderate quality1 and 1 low quality review2  of 


cohort studies was identified regarding the relationship between dietary 


pattern on weight related outcomes in pre-school aged children (1 to 5 years).  


Three cohort studies identified by the reviews1,2 found that most dietary 


patterns assessed at age 1 to 3 years were not associated with BMI or fat 


mass at age 4 to 7. One study found that a pattern containing meat (not 


further specified) at age 3 was associated with increased odds of BMI>85th 


percentile at age 4 (OR 1.37, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.81).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK.  


1 Smithers et al. 2011 [+] 


2 Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.34: Relationship between vegetarian or vegan diet 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 


of cohort and cross-sectional studies on the relationship between vegetarian 


or vegan diets and weight related outcomes. One cohort study in this review 


found mean annual weight gain was slightly but significantly (about 120 g) 


lower in male and female vegans than in meat eaters, the difference between 


vegetarians and meat eaters was smaller (20 g for men and 31 g for women) 


and not statistically significant. Two additional studies found either no 
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difference in BMI or an inverse association between a vegetarian diet and 


BMI, but these analyses may have been cross-sectional. 


Children and young people: No evidence on the effects of vegetarian or 


vegan diets was identified specifically in children or young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 USDA 2010v [+] 


  


Evidence Statement 1.35: Relationship between total fat consumption 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 2 high quality reviews1,2 of RCTs and cohort 


studies suggests that total fat consumption may be positively associated with 


weight related outcomes in adults; this may relate to fat increasing overall 


energy intake.  


One review1 found that reducing total fat intake (by <5% to >15% energy from 


fat)  reduced body weight at 6 months to over 8 years’ follow up (pooled mean 


difference in RCTs in healthy individuals: -0.98 kg [95% CI -1.56 to -0.41]). 


Each 1% reduction in energy from total fat weight reduced weight by 0.19 kg 


during follow up (95% CI −0.33 to −0.06, p=0.006). 


Meta-analysis of 4 cohort studies2 found no association between total fat 


intake and change in weight (regression slope +0.07, 95% CI -0.03 to +0.16).  


Children and young people: Moderate evidence from 3 high quality 


reviews1,2,3 of RCTs and cohort studies suggested that total fat consumption 


may be positively associated with weight related outcomes in children and 


young people. This may be related to fat increasing overall energy intake. 


One review2 included 1 RCT relevant to the current scope, which found that a 


reduction in fat intake from before the age of 1 year (to 30-35% in the 
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intervention group) was associated with reduced risk of obesity at age 10 in 


girls but not boys.  


The cohort studies identified by the reviews had mixed results. The review3 


including the largest number of cohort studies found that just over half (11/20) 


showed a positive association in all or a sub-sample of the population; the 


remainder showed no significant effect (direction NR).  


The most recent review1 included 3 cohorts, all showing positive 


associations). The oldest review2 concluded that there was no association (11 


cohorts included: 5 with positive associations, 1 negative, and 5 no significant 


effect). 


The size of the effects seen varied where reported, with 1 review2 reporting 


regression coefficients ranging between 0.07 kg/m2 reduction in BMI per unit 


increase in % energy from fat intake (p=0.044) to a 178.7 g increase in body 


fat  per unit increase in fat intake in g/day over 70 months (p=0.01). 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Hooper et al. 2012 [++] 


2 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


3 USDA 2010y [++]  


 


Evidence Statement 1.36: Relationship between total protein 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 3 high quality reviews1,2,3 of RCTs and 


cohort studies suggested that total protein intake may not be associated with 


weight related outcomes.  


Two meta-analytic reviews1,2 of RCTs (mostly in overweight or obese 


individuals and including interventions aimed specifically at weight loss) 


suggested that high protein vs. low protein diets (median 27% vs. 18% energy 


from protein) resulted in greater weight reduction in the short term (1.21 kg, 
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[95% CI -1.88 to -0.57] greater weight loss)1 , but this difference is non-


significant at longer term follow-up (WMD -0.39 kg, 95% CI -1.43 to +0.6).  


The findings of this meta-analysis may not apply to the general population and 


those not aiming to lose weight. 


Cohort studies in a third review3 mostly had non-significant findings over 1 to 


12 years (3 of 8 reported a non-significant positive association, 1 of 8 a non-


significant inverse association, and 3 of 8 did not report direction of non-


significant effect); one study showed a significant positive association. These 


results may be more indicative of the effects of protein intake in the general 


population. 


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 1 review3 of cohort studies 


suggested that total protein intake may be positively associated with weight 


related outcomes in children and young people. 


The review included 11 cohort studies, which either found a significant 


positive association between protein intake and at least 1 weight-related 


outcome, or no significant effect (effects mainly in a positive direction where 


reported) over 1 to 9 years.  Associations ranged from a small non-significant 


inverse association of kJ/g protein intake with skinfold thickness (the only 


inverse association reported, regression coefficient -0.001, p=0.79) to a large 


association between high protein intake at 12 months and BMI above the 75th 


percentile at 7 years (BMI OR 2.39, 95% CI 1.14 to 4.99, p=0.02). 


Applicability to the UK: Two of the reviews1,3 were applicable to the UK; the 


countries in which the included studies in one review2 were performed were 


not reported, therefore applicability of this review to the UK is unclear.  


1 Santesso et al. 2012 [++] 
2 Schwingshackl and Hoffmann 2013 [++] 
3 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
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Evidence Statement 1.37: Relationship between total carbohydrate 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from one high quality review1 of cohort studies 


suggests that total carbohydrate intake is not associated with weight related 


outcomes in adults, but results are inconsistent.  


Four of 7  cohort studies  found no significant associations of varying 


direction, while 2 found an inverse association with weight over 4 to 10 years, 


and 1 small study found a positive association with change in body weight and 


body fat (correlation coefficient range: 0.30 to 0.35). 


Magnitude of associations ranged from a 0.001 reduction in body weight 


(units NR, 95% CI -0.0024 to -0.0004) for each g/day change in total 


carbohydrate intake over 4 years, to a non-significant 0.599 increase in body 


weight [units NR] for each g increase in carbohydrate over 12 years (p=0.94). 


Children and young people: Weak evidence from one high quality review1 of 


cohort studies suggests that carbohydrate intake is not associated with weight 


or obesity in children or young people, but results are inconsistent. 


 


Six of the 9 cohort studies found no association between carbohydrate intake 


and weight related outcomes (positive and inverse directions of effect), while 


3 found inverse associations over 1 to 15 years. Magnitude of the 


relationships ranged from a large significant inverse association between 


energy intake from carbohydrates and BMI (regression coefficient: −11.70, 


95% CI −20.5 to −2.9) to a small non-significant positive association (0.02 


kg/m2 BMI change per 1 g increase in carbohydrate intake, p=0.33).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
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Evidence Statement 1.38: Relationship between glycaemic index/load 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence from 1 moderate quality review1 of RCTs and 


cohort studies was identified regarding the relationship between glycaemic 


load/index and weight related outcomes in adults. 


The review found that glycaemic index (GI) and/or glycaemic load is not 


associated with body weight. One small RCT found no significant difference in 


weight change between a low GI diet and a high GI diet over 18 months (35-


40 units difference in GI between diets; mean weight change: -0.41kg vs. -


0.26kg respectively; p=0.93). One small cohort study found no effect of GI or 


glycaemic load on weight related outcomes in men over 6 years, but found 


that in women a 10-unit increase in baseline GI was associated with a 2% 


increase in body weight (95% CI 0.1% to 4%) and a 0.9% increase in 


percentage body fat (95% CI 0.04% to 1.7%). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between glycaemic load/index and weight related outcomes specifically in 


children or young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK.   


1USDA 2010j [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.39: Relationship between dietary fibre 


consumption on healthy weight maintenance 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 and 2 moderate quality 


reviews2,3 of RCTs and cohort studies suggested that dietary fibre 


consumption may have an inverse association with weight related outcomes.  


Three of 4 cohort studies from 2 reviews1,2 found an inverse association 


between fibre intake and weight or obesity over 8 to 12 years. The 
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associations ranged from relatively small (mean difference [MD] in weight 


change, women: 0.76 kg, men: 1.01 kg; significance NR) to large (obesity OR, 


highest vs. lowest intake quintile: 0.66, 95% CI 0.58 to 0.74). One cohort 


found a small significant positive association between fibre and 4 year weight 


gain (regression coefficient 0.006 for dietary fibre intake).  


A moderate quality review3 of RCTs lasting 11 weeks on average, mainly 


among overweight and obese participants, found that fibre (using food or 


supplements) reduced body weight by an average of 0.014% per 4 weeks per 


gram increase of fibre intake compared with control (significance NR; 


equivalent to an average 0.72 kg over the mean 11 week follow-up period).  


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 2 high quality reviews1,4 of 


cohort studies suggested that fibre consumption is not associated with weight 


related outcomes in children and young people. The 4 cohort studies in these 


reviews consistently found no significant association with weight related 


outcomes (mixed direction of non-significant effects). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of 2 reviews are applicable to the UK, 


but the country of origin of included studies in the other 2 reviews are not 


reported so their applicability to the UK is unclear.   


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 Ye et al. 2012 [+] 
3 Wanders et al. 2011 [+] 
4 USDA 2010w [++]  


 


  


Evidence Statement 1.40: Relationship between energy density (ED) and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 2 moderate quality reviews1,2 of cohort 


studies suggests that energy density (ED) of the diet may be positively 
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associated with waist circumference (WC) in adults; evidence on the 


relationship with weight is inconclusive. 


One review1 found a positive association between food only ED and WC over 


5.5 to 6.5 years, but the size of this effect varied (1 kcal/g increase in ED 


associated with: 0.09 cm [95% CI 0.05 to 0.13] increase for men and 0.15 cm 


[95% CI 0.09 to 0.21] increase for women over 5.5 years).  


The reviews1,2  found mixed associations with weight across 4 cohort studies: 


2 found a significant positive association, and 2 found no association 


(direction of effect NR). Within studies assessing food only (the most 


commonly used method) results varied as well.  


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 1 moderate quality 


review2 of cohort studies suggested that food only ED of the diet is positively 


associated with adiposity in children and young people, although the 


significance of this association varied across studies. 


The review2 found a positive associations of varying statistical significance, 


between ED of food only and adiposity over 2 to 8 years, (OR for excess 


adiposity at age 9 per kJ/g ED at age 7: 1.36, 95% CI 1.09 to 1.69; at age 5: 


1.12, 95% CI 0.90 to 1.40. These findings are limited by the small number and 


size of the studies. The links between ED of food and drink  and weight or 


adiposity were non-significant (mixed directions of effect). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK.  


1 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 


2 Johnson et al. 2009 [+] 


 


 


Evidence Statement 1.41: Relationship between non-nutritive 


sweeteners and weight related outcomes 
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Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 2 high quality1,3 reviews 


and 1 moderate quality2 review of RCTs, cohort studies, and cross sectional 


studies on the prospective relationship between non-nutritive sweeteners and 


weight related outcomes in adults.  


The reviews of observational evidence1,2 suggested that non-nutritive 


sweeteners are positively associated with weight, but that this is likely to 


reflect reverse causality. Associations in cohort studies ranged from relatively 


small (weight change r=0.0024, 95% CI 0.00176 to 0.0030) to large (OR 2.03 


for obesity for those consuming 21 non-nutritively sweetened beverages/week 


vs. none, CI NR). 


This was not supported by the RCT relevant to the current scope identified in 


another review3. This small RCT found a non-significant inverse association 


with BMI change over 4 weeks (aspartame vs. sucrose, mean difference: -0.3 


kg/m2, 95% CI -1.1 to 0.5). The RCT may have been too small and short to 


detect an effect.   


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 low 


quality review4 of cohort studies regarding the relationship between non-


nutritive sweeteners and weight related outcomes in children and young 


people.  


Three of 6 cohort studies found a positive association, 1 found an inverse 


association, and 2 found no association (figures NR).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of 3 reviews are applicable to the UK. 


The country in which included studies were performed was not reported in the 


fourth4 so its applicability to the UK is unclear. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]  


2 USDA2010c [+] 


3 Wiebe et al. 2011 [++] 


4 Brown et al. 2010 [-] 
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Evidence Statement 1.42: Relationship between dietary sugar 


consumption (sucrose, glucose, fructose, high fructose corn syrup) and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Strong evidence from 3 high quality reviews1,2,3 of RCTs and cohort 


studies suggests that consumption of dietary sugars increases body weight if 


total energy intake (TEI) is increased, but has no effect if TEI remains the 


same. 


Two meta-analysis1,2 of RCTs and non-randomised trials found that changing 


sugar intake and TEI was positively associated with weight change (reducing 


sugar up to 14% TEI reduced weight by 0.80 kg [95% CI 0.39 to 1.21], and 


increasing sugar 6.6% to 23% TEI increased weight by 0.75 kg [95% CI 0.30 


to 1.19]).1 This positive association was supported by 10/16 cohort studies in 


the review. Isocaloric sugar intake (substituting 17% to 20% of energy from 


sugars with other energy sources) did not affect body weight.  


One meta-analysis2 of RCTs and non-randomised trials of fructose found a 


significant positive association when TEI increased, but no significant effect in 


isocaloric comparisons  (hypercaloric: 0.37kg, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.58; isocaloric: 


-0.13 kg, 95% CI -0.37 to 0.10). RCTs included in a third review3 which 


compared different sugars or sugars versus other sweeteners found no 


difference in weight related outcomes between them. 


Children and young people: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality review1 


of cohort studies and RCTs suggests that there is a positive relationship 


between intake of dietary sugars and weight related outcomes in children.  


The conclusion is based on cohort studies that assessed of sugar sweetened 


beverages. Meta-analysis of RCTs found no significant effect of interventions 


aimed at reducing sugar intake and change in BMI or BMI z-scores over 16 


weeks to 8 months (WMD 0.09, 95% CI -0.14 to 0.32). This may have been 


due to poor compliance with the largely educational interventions. 
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Applicability to the UK: The results of 2 reviews are applicable to the UK. 


The country in which included studies were performed was not reported in 


one review so its applicability to the UK is unclear. 


1 Te Morenga et al. 2013 [++] 


2 Sievenpiper et al. 2012 [++] 


3 Wiebe et al. 2011 [++] 


 


 


Evidence Statement 1.43: Relationship between catechin intake and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 of RCTs suggests that 


catechins may be associated with reduced body weight and related outcomes 


in the short term. 


Meta-analysis of small, short-term RCTs found that green tea catechins  with 


caffeine significantly reduced BMI (-0.55 kg/m2, 95% CI -0.65 to -0.40), body 


weight (-1.38 kg, 95% CI -1.70 to -1.06), and waist circumference (-1.93 cm, 


95% CI  -2.82 to -1.04), but not waist to hip ratio compared with a caffeine at 3 


to 12 weeks. These analyses include some RCTs solely in overweight and 


obese individuals or individuals with health conditions, and may not reflect 


effects that might be seen in the general population. 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified specifically about 


the effects of catechins on weight related outcomes in children or young 


people. 


Applicability to the UK: The country of origin of included studies in the 


review was not reported, so its applicability to the UK is unclear. 


1Phung et al. 2010 [++]  
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Evidence Statement 1.44: Relationship between caffeine intake and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies suggests that 


caffeine intake is not associated with weight related outcomes in adults. 


Two out of 3 cohort studies found no significant association between caffeine 


intake and weight gain, while the smallest cohort study found no association 


in men, but that caffeine consumption was more common in women who had 


BMI increases over 1 year (OR 0.2, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.94). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on caffeine and 


weight related outcomes specifically in children or young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


 


Evidence Statement 1.45: Relationship between eating meals prepared outside 


of home (eating out/fast food/takeaway meals) and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Strong evidence from 2 high quality1,2 reviews and 3 moderate quality 


reviews3,4,5 of cohort studies and RCTs suggests there is a positive association 


between eating food prepared outside of the home (mainly ‘fast food’) and weight 


related outcomes in adults. One review5 noted that the strongest relationship 


between fast food and obesity has been observed for consuming one or more fast 


food meals per week. 


The majority of relevant included cohort studies in adults  found a significant positive 


associations over 1 to 15 years. Effects on weight ranged from 0.09 units increase 


(units NR) for each additional restaurant eating occasion over 13 years (p=0.04) to 


4.5 kg difference in weight gain between those eating fast food more than twice a 


week over 15 years and those eating fast food less than once a week (p=0.0054).  
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Children and young people: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality2 review and 3 


moderate quality reviews3,4,5 of cohort studies suggests there is a positive association 


between eating food prepared outside of the home (mainly fast food) and weight 


related outcomes in children and young people.  


All or the majority of relevant included studies  found a significant positive 


association, but 1 study did find an inverse association. 


Effects on BMI z score ranged from a beta value for the association between eating 


fast foods at baseline and BMI z-score after 5 years of 0.02 (p<0.05) to a mean 


difference in BMI z-score of 0.54 (reviewer calculated) between girls who ate fast 


food >2 times/week and those who never ate fast food (p=0.0023).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the UK.  


1 Bezerra et al. 2012 [++] 
2  Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


3  Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 


4  Rosenheck et al. 2008 [+] 


5  USDA 2010i [+] 


 


 


Evidence Statement 1.46: Relationship between eating occasions 


(eating/meal/snack frequency) and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from one moderate quality review1 of 


cohort studies.  


The 2 cohort studies in adults included in the review had differing results. One study, 


which adjusted for total energy intake, found no association with weight change over 


8 years (small non-significant positive direction of effect). The second, which did not 


adjust for total energy intake, found eating 4 or ≥5 meals a day was associated with 


a higher risk of 5 kg weight gain after 10 years compared to eating 3 meals a day 


(HR 1.07, 95% CI 1.02 to 1.14; HR 1.15, 95% CI 1.06 to 1.25, respectively).  
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Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate 


quality review1 of cohort studies about eating frequency and weight related outcomes 


in children.  


The 2 cohort studies in children included in the review both found an association 


between more frequent eating and lower BMI, although 1 found no significant 


association with overweight. One study found eating 3 or more meals a day was 


significantly associated with lower BMI z scores (beta -0.0472; adjusted for energy 


intake) compared to eating fewer than 3 meals a day. The other study found eating 4 


to 5 meals a day was significantly associated with an increase in BMI z score after 


10 years (beta 0.24; not adjusted for energy intake) compared to eating 6 times or 


more a day.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of this reviews are applicable to the UK.  


1 Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 


 


  


Evidence Statement 1.47: Relationship between eating in the evening 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from one high quality review1 of cohort studies 


suggests that there is no association between eating in the evening and 


weight change in adults.  


No evidence was identified on the association between eating patterns other 


than night eating and weight related outcomes in adults.  


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on eating in the 


evening or other eating patterns and weight related outcomes in children or 


young people.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of the review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [+] 
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Evidence Statement 1.48: Relationship between family meals and weight 


related outcomes 


Adults: No evidence was identified on the relationship between family meals 


and weight related outcomes in adults.  


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 1 moderate quality 


review1 of cohort and cross sectional studies suggests that family meal 


frequency is inversely associated with weight related outcomes.  


Meta-analysis of cohort and cross sectional studies1 found that having at least 


3 shared family meals per week was associated with a reduced risk of 


overweight compared with fewer shared meals (OR 0.88, 95% CI 0.81 to 


0.97). Restricting the analysis to cohort studies reduced the size of the effect, 


but it remained significant (OR 0.93, 95% CI 0.90 to 0.95; frequency of family 


meals being compared not reported). Definitions of family meals varied, and 


only 1 cohort study adjusted for total energy intake. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Hammons and Fiese 2011 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.49: Relationship between breakfast consumption 


or skipping and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 2 moderate quality reviews1,2 of cohort studies 


suggests there may be an inverse association between  breakfast 


consumption and weight related outcomes in adults.  


This is based on the cohort studies, which found effect sizes ranging from 


small (regression coefficient=-0.021, 95% CI -0.035 to -0.007, p=0.004 for the 


association between % of daily energy consumed at breakfast and weight 


gain), to large (frequently skipping breakfast vs. not, OR for ≥5% increase in 


BMI after 1 year: 1.34, 95% CI 1.12 to 1.61, p value not reported).  
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Children and young people: Weak evidence from 2 moderate quality 


reviews1,2 of cohort studies suggests there may be an inverse association 


between  breakfast consumption and weight related outcomes in children and 


young people.  


The studies (based on 8 cohorts)  included in the reviews1,2 had inconsistent 


results in terms of significance and direction of effect, although most found a 


significant inverse association in at least one analysis. The size of effect seen 


in the studies ranged from a small but non-significant positive association 


(eating breakfast ≥1 day a week associated with a beta for change in BMI z 


score in normal weight girls over 10 years of 0.02, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.05) to a 


large inverse association (OR for overweight or obesity in boys who skipped 


breakfast in adolescence of 1.37 at 6 year follow up compared to those who 


did not, p<0.05). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the reviews are applicable to the UK.  


1 Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 


2 USDA 2010f [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.50: Relationship between snacking/snacks and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 of 


cohort studies suggested that snacking or snacks are positively associated 


with body weight related outcomes in adults.  


The review1 found consistent positive associations between snacking and 


weight related outcomes over 4 to 9 years, ranging from relatively small (every 


60 kcal of snack food consumption associated with 0.06 cm increase [95% CI 


0.003 to 0.11] in WC over 5 years in women) to large (OR for gaining ≥5 


kg/year over 4.6 years for usual snacking between meals vs. no usual 


snacking: 2.75, 95% CI 1.17 to 6.50).  
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The studies differed in their definitions of snacking (e.g. eating between 


meals, or defining certain foods as snack foods). 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality review4 and 3 moderate quality reviews1,2,3 of cohort studies 


regarding the relationship between snacking or snacks and body weight and 


related outcomes in children and young people.  


One review3 found a positive association between snacking and weight 


related outcomes in 2 cohort studies,  an inverse association in 2 cohort 


studies (1 of these associations were for reduced fat snack foods), and no 


association in 3 studies.  


The other reviews1,2 found inconsistent results in terms of significance and 


direction associations, this may be due to varied ways in which snacking was 


defined and analysed, and may also be affected by reverse causality or 


biased reporting of snack intake. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the reviews are applicable to the UK. 


1 Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 


2 USDA 2010m [+] 


3 Larson and Story 2013 [+] 
4 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.51: Relationship between sleep and weight related 


outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 


of cohort studies regarding the relationship between sleep duration and 


weight related outcomes in adults. Variation was seen across individual 


studies in terms of the significance, direction and size of the effect. 


Four cohort studies found a significant inverse relationship, 4 found a 


significant U-shaped relationship and 5 found no significant relationship 


(mixed directions of effect, mostly inverse).  
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Children and young people: Moderate evidence from 2 moderate quality 


reviews1,2 of cohort, cross sectional and case control studies suggests that 


there is an inverse relationship between sleep duration and subsequent risk of 


overweight or obesity in children. 


One review1 of cohort studies found that shorter sleep duration was 


consistently inversely associated with weight change in children, with 


associations ranging from relatively small (beta=-0.061 for 1 hour greater 


sleep duration in young children and overweight 5 years later) to large (OR  


overweight/obesity at age 6 years: 4.2, 95% CI 1.6 to 11.1 in persistent short 


sleepers [<10 hours] up to 2.5 years of age). Most studies tended to find large 


effects. 


One meta-analyses2 found that sleeping ≤1, 1-2, or more than 2 hours less 


than age-specific recommendations was associated with 43%, 60%, and 92% 


increase in the odds of overweight/obesity, respectively. However, this review 


included mostly cross sectional studies and therefore reverse causality cannot 


be excluded.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Magee and Hale 2012 [+] 
2 Chen et al. 2008 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.52: Relationship between physical activity 


monitoring and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from one moderate quality review1 of RCTs and 


cohort studies suggests that self-monitoring of physical activity with a 


pedometer, especially in combination with a step goal, is associated with 


reductions in BMI in adults. 


Regression analysis of 18 RCTs and prospective cohort studies found that 


BMI significantly decreased from baseline in individuals who self-monitored 
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physical activity with a pedometer (mean change -0.38 kg/m2, 95% CI -0.05 to 


-0.72, p=0.03). The decrease was associated with having a step goal 


(p=0.04).  


Children and young people: No reviews specifically on the relationship 


between physical activity monitoring and weight related outcomes were 


identified in children and young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Bravata et al. 2007 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 1.53: Relationship between support and weight 


related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 


of cohort studies about the association between communication with friends 


regarding weight and weight related behaviours and an individual’s BMI. The 


1 cohort study relevant to the current scope found mixed non-significant and 


significant positive associations between different types of communication 


supportive or non-supportive of unhealthy eating or physical activity 


behaviours.  


Children and young people: No evidence on the effect of support on weight 


related outcomes in children and young people was identified. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Cunningham et al. 2012 [+] 
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Evidence statements from review 2 


 


Evidence Statement 2.1: Underlying characteristics 


Evidence from 7 UK primary studies (2 [++]1,2, 5 [+],3,4,5,6,7) and 2 (+) non-UK 


systematic reviews8,9 provided limited insight into how views on message 


acceptability might vary by age, gender, or personal weight status. 


Two studies1,8 briefly commented there might be variation in the acceptability 


of messages by age but neither explored this in any depth. For example, 1 


(++) study1 reported younger participants in particular recognised the term 


"obese" as a clinical or medical term that did not necessarily equate with the 


negative perceptions usually associated with the term, but opinion was divided 


among older people.  


Applicability to the UK: The primary studies1,2,3,4,5,6,7 are directly applicable 


to the UK. One systematic review8 included predominantly non-UK studies 


potentially limiting its UK applicability. The second review 2 did not report the 


country in which included studies took place, so its UK applicability is unclear. 


1 Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


2 Croker et al. 2009 (++) 


3 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


4 Marno 2011 (+) 


5 Tailor and Ogden 2009 (+) 


6 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


7 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 (+) 


8 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 


9 Latimer et al. 2010 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 2.2: Language (weight status sensitivity) 


Evidence from 3 UK primary studies (1 [++]1, [+]2,3) indicated communicating 


weight status can be a sensitive issue socially1 and for health professionals2,3. 


For example, some overweight or obese adults reacted negatively to being 


described as ‘fat’ or ‘obese’ socially because the terms were perceived to be 


associated with laziness or greed1. Health professionals also reported that 


telling parents their child was overweight might be taken as an insult2. Another 


study indicated health professionals might not be able to rely on a single “one 


size fits all” approach to discussing excess weight with people because 


individuals react differently to different terminology1 (See Evidence Statement 


3). 


Applicability to the UK: All 3 studies are directly applicable to the UK. 


1 Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


2 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


3 Marno 2011 (+)  
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Evidence Statement 2.3: Language (weight status terminology) 


Evidence from 4 UK primary studies (1 [++]1, 3 [+]2,3,4) and 1 (+) non-UK 


systematic review5 indicated that specific terminology to describe weight 


status can affect the acceptability of messages about maintaining a healthy 


weight or preventing excess weight gain.  


Terms described as broadly unacceptable included obesity2,3,5 , obese1, fat1, 


excessive fat1 and fatness5. Acceptable terms included overweight, heavy, 


large, high BMI, unhealthy BMI and excessive weight1. Some acceptable 


terms (such as overweight and large) were not perceived to be likely to 


motivate weight loss1.  Two studies provided inconsistent views on whether 


the term “weight” was acceptable2,5 . Using the phrase “your weight may be 


damaging your health” influenced the emotional impact and comprehension of 


consequences compared with being told, “you are obese” 4. 


Applicability to the UK: Only the results of the systematic review5 are not 


directly applicable to the UK as it contained predominantly non-UK research. 


1 Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


2 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


3 Marno 2011 (+) 


4 Tailor and Ogden 2009 (+) 


5 Boylan et al. 2012 (+)  
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Evidence Statement 2.4: Language style and terminology 


Language style 


Evidence from 2 (+) UK primary studies1, 2 suggested that telling people what 


to do could provoke a negative reaction.  


One (+) study1 suggested communication about childhood weight (targeting 


overweight families) needed to be clear, simple and non-judgemental. Parents 


required specific, supportive messages that empower them to make changes 


that were applicable, actionable, easily adaptable to normal family life, and 


presented in a down-to-earth way1. 


One (+) non-UK systematic review found people who were overweight or 


obese reported feeling stigmatised by the simplicity of guideline messages as 


they do not recognise the complexity of obesity3. 


Specific terminology  


Two studies1,3 suggested positive, empathic, suggestive terms (e.g. “we” 


rather than “us” or “you”; “could happen” rather than “will happen”; “choose 


occasionally”; “could”, and “how about?”) may be acceptable in 


communication with overweight families1 and weight related guideline 


consumers3. The terms “health” and “balance” can be ambiguous and 


interpreted differently by message recipients3.  


Applicability to the UK: Only the results of the systematic review3 are not 


directly applicable to the UK as it contained predominantly non-UK research. 


1 Department of Health 2008 (+)  


2 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 (+) 


3 Boylan et al. 2012 (+)  
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Evidence Statement 2.5: Message framing 


Evidence from 3 (+) UK primary studies1,2,3 and 1 (+) systematic review4 


provided consistent views that positive, gain-framed messages were 


acceptable.   


For physical activity messages only focussing on positive, non-health-related 


benefits, such as creating happy family memories, were acceptable to parents 


of overweight and obese families (ethnicity not specified) but parents 


specifically from Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Black African families found them 


too soft and emotional2. These parents preferred messages emphasising 


benefits to their children’s learning, education and future success2. 


For health messages generally, some long term unemployed men thought 


using shock tactics could be effective for stimulating behaviour change, a stop 


smoking example was used, but others viewed them as “emotional blackmail” 


or “propaganda”3. These men indicated humorous health messages could be 


memorable but risked being stigmatising3. Three studies indicated telling 


people what to do in relation to their diet, physical activity or body weight was 


unacceptable and messages seen as forcing a particular behaviour are likely 


to be resisted1,2,3. 


Applicability to the UK: results from the primary literature1,2,3 are applicable 


to the UK. The review4 did not report what country included studies were from, 


so its applicability is unclear. 


1 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


2 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


3 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 (+) 


4 Latimer et al. 2010 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 2.6: Attitudes to receiving more information on diet 


Evidence from 1 (++) UK focus group study1 indicated some mothers of 8 to 


11 year olds felt they were already bombarded with too much information and 


advice on parenting, and that information on weighing and measuring portions 


would not be helpful as this was not something they would be prepared to do 


and may ignore this advice. The study included 14 mothers, 12 of whom were 


white British (weight status not reported).Evidence from 1 (+) non-UK 


systematic review2 identified studies supporting this observation; adults and 


children suggested they were tired of hearing about what foods they should 


eat. The study concluded that overloading individuals with advice might lead 


to rejection of guidelines rather than adoption of new information2. 


Applicability to the UK: The results from the primary literature1 are 


applicable to the UK. The results of the review2 are potentially less applicable 


as they contain predominantly non-UK research and views. 


1 Croker et al. 2009 (++) 


2 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 2.7: Combining messages for diet and physical 


activity 


Evidence from 1 (+) UK study1 showed that when aspects of diet and physical 


activity are combined in the same message diet messages dominate and the 


activity component is ignored, regardless of the order in which they are 


presented. 


Combined messages indicating a “balance” of diet and physical activity can be 


misinterpreted. Combined messages also have the potential to reinforce the 


belief that “it doesn’t matter what children eat as long as they are active”, 


serving to perpetuate unhealthy diets1. This was supported by a (+) 


systematic review2 that also identified the belief that if food consumption was 


low, physical activity was not needed2. 


Applicability to the UK: The primary study1 was directly applicable although 


it was primarily views of parents from overweight or obese families, potentially 


limiting transferability to other groups. The systematic review2 may be less 


applicable as it contained predominantly non-UK research and views. 


1 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


2 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 2.8: Conflicting messages 


Evidence from 2 UK (+) focus group studies1,2 and 1 (+) systematic review3 


indicated health messages are not viewed or comprehended in isolation. 


Conflicting messages from non-health sources (mainstream media, relatives 


and wider social networks)1,2 abound with nutritional messages in health 


promotion and commercial sources being perceived by consumers as 


conflicting. This conflict potentially reduces the credibility of health promotion 


messages. One systematic review3 suggested that those responsible for 


developing weight-related guidelines could engage with communication or 


media professionals to assist accurate and effective communication of 


messages, thereby improving consumer comprehension of such guidelines. 


Applicability to the UK: The results from the primary studies1,2 are 


applicable to the UK. The results of the systematic review3 are potentially less 


applicable as they contain predominantly non-UK research and views. 


1 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


2 Marno 2011 (+) 


3 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 2.9: Health consequences 


Evidence from 1 (+) UK study1 showed parents preferred messages that 


explained how the long term health consequences of an unhealthy diet (death 


and disease) outweighed the short term costs around changing their child’s 


diet (e.g. the fuss of denying them unhealthy snacks). 


Using phrases such as ‘killing with kindness’ that shocked parents with the 


long-term negative health consequences of failing to change diet related 


behaviour was motivating when parents understood it mean long-term, 


cumulative damage to children’s health. Using ”killing” on its own was seen as 


scaremongering by some. The study advised testing the exact wording of 


messages with representative focus groups before messages are used 


widely1.  


Applicability to the UK: The results are applicable to the UK although it was 


primarily views of parents from overweight or obese families, potentially 


limiting transferability to other populations.  


1 Department of Health 2008 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 2.10: General content 


Evidence from 1 (+) systematic review1 assessing adult and child reactions to 


weight related guidelines made the following summary suggestions relevant to 


content acceptability:  


● guidelines can be confusing. Consumers need simple, clear, specific and 


realistic guidelines   


● guideline consumers desired positive and suggestive terminologies; 


however, negative messages may be more persuasive 


● flexible guidelines (acknowledging unhealthy behaviour occurs and allows 


room for it) may be needed to prevent endorsing a sense of failure if people 


cannot live up to them 


● terminology plays an important role in an individual’s understanding and 


acceptance of guidelines. 


 


Some participants felt guidelines should be more specific about the types of 


food to eat and the amounts1. For example, specifying cups of vegetables or 


minutes of physical activity instead of less precise language around servings 


or sedentary behaviour. This appeared inconsistent with a (++) UK study2 


indicating UK mothers would not welcome diet guidelines involving measuring 


(or weighing) portion sizes for their children in Evidence Statement 6. 


 


Applicability to the UK: The review included 46 quantitative or qualitative 


studies. Just 3 were based in the UK potentially limiting applicability to the UK. 


For example, using cups as a measure of food volume is more common in the 


US than the UK. 


1 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 


2 Croker et al. 2009 (++) 
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Evidence Statement 2.11: Message tailoring 


Evidence from 2 (+) systematic reviews1,2 indicated message tailoring may 


increase the acceptability1 and or effectiveness2 of healthy weight 


communications. 


The perception of weight related guideline recommendations differed by age, 


gender, weight and socioeconomic status1, furthermore, religious practices, 


traditional food preparation and preferences may also influence perceptions. 


One review on physical activity messages only2, concluded strong evidence to 


support definitive recommendations for message content and structure was 


lacking. However, there was evidence that tailoring messages to individuals’ 


stage of change (transtheoretical model of behaviour change) may have some 


advantages over generic messages. It suggested that when messages can be 


tailored easily and with little additional financial cost, tailoring should be 


considered2. It was suggested that the internet and mobile phones might 


make mass tailoring more achievable and limited tailoring resources could be 


focussed on groups most in need1, there is no reason to suspect this should 


be different for physical activity.  


 


Applicability to the UK: One review1 included mainly non-UK studies 


potentially limiting applicability to the UK whereas the second2 did not report 


country of origin of the included studies so applicability was unclear.  


1 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 


2 Latimer et al. 2010 (+) 
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Glossary 


The glossary below defines terms included in the review, including broad definitions 


of the factors being assessed. Included reviews could use differing definitions. 


Physical activity section 


 


Active leisure Any physical activity undertaken for leisure or recreation purposes 


(i.e. outside of work or school settings or purposeful active travel/commuting).This 


includes active play in children. Reviews included in this section addressed active 


leisure/recreation as a whole, reviews on specific activities that could form part of 


active leisure (e.g. sport, walking, cycling, strength or aerobic exercise) are covered 


as are covered as separate factors. 


 


Activities of daily living Includes physical activities such as housework, gardening, 


or do it yourself (DIY) activities. There may be overlap between this factor and active 


leisure (e.g. gardening) and incidental physical activity. 


 


Active travel or commuting Using a physically active mode of transport (e.g. 


cycling or walking) for moving between destinations such as home and work or 


school, as an alternative to a less active mode of transport (e.g. car or bus). Reviews 


included for this factor addressed active travel/commuting as a whole rather than 


specific modes of active travel, reviews on these individual activities are covered as 


separate factors. 


 


Aerobic exercise Activity in which the body’s large muscles move in a rhythmic 


manner for a sustained period of time at an intensity that can be supported by 


aerobic metabolism. Aerobic activity, such as walking, running, or cycling, improves 


cardiorespiratory fitness.  


 


Incidental physical activity Physical activity undertaken as part of a person’s daily 


routine (e.g. climbing the stairs), as opposed to physical activity undertaken for its 


own sake. There may be overlap between this factor and activities of daily living. 


 


Physical activity Any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that results in 


energy expenditure 
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Physical activity duration Length of time over which a bout of physical activity is 


performed. 


 


Physical activity frequency Number of physical activity bouts over a specified 


period. 


 


Physical activity intensity (PAI) The rate of energy expenditure (the number of 


calories burned) that a physical activity demands. This is usually measured in kcals 


per kg of body weight per minute or in multiples of ‘metabolic equivalents’ (METs). 


One MET (1 kcal/kg/h) is the rate of energy expenditure when a person is at rest. PAI 


is often defined as not active (<1.5 METs), gentle/low/light (1.5 to 2.9 METs), 


moderate (3 to 6 METs), or vigorous (>6 METs) intensity.  


 


Sport A physical activity in which an individual or team competes against another or 


others. 


 


Strength exercise Exercise performed against resistance, which specifically aims to 


increase muscle strength, power and mass. 


 


Sedentary behaviour section 


Breaks in sedentary time Periods of physical activity to break up lengths of time 


spent in sedentary behaviour. For example, standing up and/or having a walk during 


periods of working at a desk. 


More active screen time Screen based activities that require more physical activity 


than conventional, sedentary screen time. For example, video games which involve 


dancing or other movements (active video games). 


 


Other sedentary activities Any sedentary activities that have not been covered as 


individual sections within the review i.e. activities such as reading that do not fall 


under screen time or sitting. 


Screen time Total time spent watching a screen, for example watching TV, using the 


internet, using a computer, or playing video games. 
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Sedentary behaviour Any behaviour where sitting or lying is the dominant mode of 


posture and energy expenditure is very low. Sedentary behaviour is not simply a lack 


of physical activity. 


 


Sedentary time Total time spent engaging in sedentary behaviours. 


 


Food and drinks section 


Dietary pattern Pattern of food consumption across the whole diet. Analyses of 


dietary patterns may assess adherence to a pre-specified pattern such as the 


Mediterranean diet or a pattern recommended by dietary guidelines, or may look for 


data driven patterns (common combinations of food intake), identified through using, 


for example, principal component analysis or cluster analysis. 


Legumes The edible seeds of plants in the legume family, including beans, peas, 


and lentils.  


 


Mediterranean diet A dietary pattern typically including high olive oil, fruit, 


vegetables, legumes, nuts, fish and wine and low meat and dairy, and saturated fats. 


 


Refined grains Grains (also called cereals) which have been significantly broken 


down from their original form, or from which the outer layer (husk) and germ of the 


whole grain has been removed, and products made from such grains. Includes, for 


example, white flour, finely ground wholemeal flour, extensively processed ready-to-


eat breakfast cereals. 


 


Sugar-sweetened beverage Can be defined as any beverage with sugar added to it 


(this would not include pure fruit juices with no sugar added) or any beverage with 


sugar contained in it, whether added or naturally occurring (this would include pure 


fruit juices and milk). 


 


Vegetarian diets Diets containing little or no meat or other foods of animal origin. 


This can include semi-vegetarian diets (which exclude selected kinds of meat, 


poultry, or fish), lacto and lacto-ovo vegetarian diets (which exclude meat or fish, but 
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include dairy products only or dairy products and eggs respectively), or vegan diets 


(which exclude all foods of animal origin). 


Whole grains Grains (also called cereals) that retain most or all of the outermost 


layer (husk or bran), for example, brown rice or whole oats. This also includes 


products made with whole grains, such as whole grain bread. 


 


Energy and nutrients section 


 


Catechins Flavonoid compounds found in certain plants, and found at particularly 


high levels in green tea.  


 


Dietary sugars Includes glucose, fructose, sucrose, honey, and syrups refined from 


cane, beet, corn, and other sources, either added to foods or intrinsically found in 


foods, particularly fruits. 


Energy density Total energy content (kJ) divided by total weight (grams). Can be 


calculated for individual foods, drinks or for diets as a whole (including food and 


drinks to varying extents, which is subject to academic debate). 


 


Glycaemic index A measure of how quickly blood glucose rises after consuming 


carbohydrate containing foods compared with a standard dose of glucose. A high 


glycaemic index (GI) indicates that carbohydrates in the food are broken down 


quickly to glucose, causing a more rapid increase in blood glucose. A low GI 


indicates that foods are broken down more slowly and lead to a more gradual rise in 


blood glucose over time.  


Glycaemic load Combines the quality (glycaemic index) and quantity of 


carbohydrate being eaten. It is calculated by multiplying the glycaemic index of a 


food by the amount of carbohydrate in the food being eaten in grams and dividing by 


100.  


Non-nutritive sweetener A synthetic sweetener used to provide sweetness but few 


or no calories, which may be derived from naturally occurring substances. Also 


known as artificial  or low calorie sweeteners. 
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Eating patterns section 


Breakfast The first meal of the day, eaten in the morning. 


Eating meals prepared outside of the home Includes eating in restaurants, as well 


as fast food or takeaways. 


Eating occasions The number of episodes of eating over a specified period (e.g. a 


day). 


Eating out Eating food outside of the home that was also prepared outside of home, 


for example eating at a restaurant. May also include food eaten in e.g. coffee or 


sandwich shops, or fast food restaurants, and could include take away foods eaten 


outside of the home. 


Fast food Food designed for ready availability, use or consumption and sold at 


eating establishments for quick availability to eat in or take out. Often used to refer to 


less healthy, more energy-dense, foods such as fried chicken, hamburgers, chips, or 


pizza. Fast food intake can refer to the frequency of eating in restaurants defined as 


fast food restaurants or to the frequency of eating food defined as fast food in any 


location (at home, work or in the restaurant itself). See also definition for take away. 


Family meals Meals where the children eat with their parents or guardians rather 


than children and adult family members eating separately. 


Gorging An eating pattern where the day’s consumption is mainly in large infrequent 


meals, as opposed to grazing, where small meals or snacks are eaten frequently 


throughout the day. 


Grazing An eating pattern where small meals or snacks are eaten frequently 


throughout the day, as opposed to gorging, where consumption is mainly in large, 


less frequent, meals. 


Meal setting or distractions The conditions under which a meal is consumed, e.g. 


whether at a table with no distractions or in front of the TV. 


Portion size The amount of food or drink consumed in a single occasion. May refer 


to single types of foods or drinks within a meal or to the meal as a whole. 
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Snacks or snacking May refer to the frequency of eating or drinking between meals 


(based on the size (kcal) of an intake occasion or the timing being at culturally 


defined ‘non-mealtimes’) or consumption of specific foods considered to be snacks 


(usually less healthy, sometimes more energy-dense, foods such as crisps or 


biscuits). 


Take away Ready prepared food that is ready to eat, and taken away from the place 


of purchase to eat elsewhere. Examples may include, among others, take away 


pizza, curries, or Chinese food. May also include take away fast foods. 


 


Other factors section 


Holiday weight gain Weight gain occurring over any holiday period (absence from 


work of school), such as the Christmas holidays or school holidays. 


Monitoring Any self-monitoring behaviour allowing assessment of either dietary or 


physical activity or other of the individually modifiable behaviours being assessed 


(such as use of a pedometer or calorie counting), or of weight and related outcomes 


(such as checking fit of clothes or weighing oneself). 


Support Social support offered by others (e.g. friends or family) for individually 


modifiable behaviours. For example, having an exercise buddy. 


 


Other definitions  


Beta Regression coefficient, indicates the amount which the dependent variable 


changes for a 1 unit change in the independent variable. 


Body Mass Index (BMI) Weight in kilogrammes divided by height in metres squared. 


In adults, a BMI <18.5 kg/m2 is classified as underweight,  18.5 to 24.99 kg/m2 as 


normal, 25.0  to 29.99 kg/m2 as overweight, 30.0 to 39.99 kg/m2 as obese, and ≥40.0 


kg/m2 as morbidly obese.  
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I2 Statistic indicating heterogeneity in a meta-analysis. A higher I2 score indicates 


greater between study heterogeneity in the effect estimates compared with the 


pooled effect estimate. 


 


Inverse association Indicates that as the specified behaviour/factor increases 


weight related outcomes decrease. 


 


Positive association Indicates that as the specified behaviour/factor increases 


weight related outcomes also increase. 


 


Z score Number of standard deviations an individual observation is away from the 


mean of a specified population (may be sample-specific or compared with national 


reference data), with positive values being above the mean and negative values 


being below the mean. 
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1 Review overview 


Figures 1 and 2 below summarise the findings of the evidence review on the individually 


modifiable behaviours that may help adults, children and young people to maintain a healthy 


weight or prevent excess weight gain. An inverse association indicates that an increase in the 


behaviour is associated with a decrease in weight related outcomes, a positive association 


indicates that an increase in the behaviour is associated with an increase in weight related 


outcomes. The colours indicate the strength of the evidence, not the magnitude of the association.  


Factors for which evidence was identified in at least one of the age groups (adults or children and 


young people) are displayed in the Figures 1 and 2. No systematic reviews containing studies in 


either age group matching the scope of the review were identified on the following factors:  


 standing (also no relevant primary studies identified) 


 breaks in sedentary time 


 other sedentary activities (such as reading not covered as individual factors) 


 watching what you eat 


 eating speed 


 portion size 


 grazing or gorging 


 meal planning (also no relevant primary studies identified) 


 meal setting or distractions 


 drinks with meals 


 other eating patterns (such as consistency of eating across the week that were not covered 
as individual factors) 


  holiday weight gain 


 stress minimising activities 


 avoiding screen advertising 


 monitoring (other than physical activity monitoring)
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Figure 1: Summary of strength of evidence for associations between individually modifiable behaviours and weight related outcomes in  adults 
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Figure 2: Summary of strength of evidence for associations between individually modifiable behaviours and weight related outcomes in children and young 
people 
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2 Introduction 


In 2012, the mean body mass (BMI) of adults in England was approximately 


27 kg/m2. Adults with a healthy weight (BMI 18.5 to 24.9 kg/m2) were in the 


minority (32% of men and 41% of women). Most people were either 


overweight (BMI 25 to 30) or obese (BMI over 30). Around 28% of children 


aged 2 to 15 were classified as either overweight or obese (The Health and 


Social Care Information Centre 2014). Being overweight or obese can lead to 


both chronic and severe medical conditions, and the cost to society and the 


economy of these conditions is high and increasing (Foresight 2007). 


This systematic review of systematic reviews was commissioned by the NICE 


Centre for Public Health to support the partial update of section 1.1.1 


guidance on obesity (NICE clinical guideline 43, Issued 2006). The update 


focuses on Section 1.1.1 of this guidance (recommendations for the public). It 


covers strategies that may help people maintain a healthy weight and prevent 


excess weight gain.  


Research questions 


This evidence review aims to address the following questions: 


1. What individually modifiable behaviours may help children and young 


people to maintain a healthy weight or prevent excess weight gain?  


2. What individually modifiable behaviours may help adults to maintain a 


healthy weight or prevent excess weight gain? 


3 Methods 


3.1  Review approach 


Due to the wide range of behaviours which could be covered, and the large 


volume of literature in these areas, a pragmatic stepped approach based 


mainly on a review of reviews was chosen. Methods are summarised below, 
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with the full table of behaviours being assessed presented in Appendix A, and 


additional detail of the methods reported in Appendix B. 


3.2 Modifiable behaviours covered by the review 


The evidence review covers specific individually modifiable behaviours, which 


may support children and adults to maintain a healthy weight or prevent 


excess weight gain. An initial list of behaviours to be covered was developed 


by NICE based on the recommendations in section 1.1.1 of NICE Clinical 


Guideline 43 (CG43), and the systematic review of determinants of weight 


gain, overweight and obesity carried out on behalf of the World Cancer 


Research Fund (Kelly et al. 2006, referred to in this report as WCRF 2006). 


This list was refined and agreed in discussion between NICE, Bazian and 


expert advisers (see Appendix A for final list). The behaviours fall into six 


broad areas: physical activity, sedentary behaviour, food and drinks, energy 


and nutrients, eating patterns, and other factors.  


3.3 Systematic searches and filtering 


The searches were carried out in three stages: 


1. A broad systematic review search (2005 to November 2013) in 


bibliographic databases for published literature and key websites for 


grey literature. 


2. A targeted systematic review search (2005 to November-December 


2013) for an agreed subset of factors not well covered by reviews 


identified in stage 1. The 9 factors targeted were: eating patterns, 


caffeine, coffee, holiday weight gain, incidental physical activity, breaks 


in sedentary time, sitting, stress-minimising activities, monitoring, and 


support.  


3. A primary study search (1995 to December-January 2013) for an 


agreed subset of factors not well covered by systematic reviews 


identified in the first two searches in bibliographic databases. The 3 


factors targeted were: meal planning, holiday weight gain, and 


standing. 
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At the end of Stage 1 and 2 searches, reviews were mapped against the list of 


factors based on their title and abstract, to identify gaps in the literature to be 


targeted in the next stage of searches. Factors were considered for Stage 2 or 


3 searches if no reviews or a limited number of reviews, were identified during 


the previous stage, and rapid scoping searches in PubMed suggested that 


there may be additional literature available, and if it the factor could be 


targeted with high specificity searches.  


3.4 Selecting studies for inclusion 


Studies assessing the association between the individually modifiable 


behaviours listed in Appendix A and healthy weight maintenance or 


overweight and obesity prevention were included. Briefly, inclusion criteria 


were: 


 Study designs: Cohort studies and RCTs (primary study searches) and 


systematic reviews of these (systematic review searches)  


 Population: Adults and children in the general population not undergoing 


management or treatment for overweight or obesity 


 Exposure/intervention: The individually modifiable behaviours listed in 


Appendix A, and interventions assessing the effect of changing these 


(outside of NHS, school, workplace, local authorities, early years, or self-


help, commercial and community programme settings) 


 Outcome: Weight-related outcomes (such as weight, BMI, waist 


circumference, fat mass, overweight or obesity) 


 


No systematic reviews completely matched all of the current review’s 


inclusion criteria, therefore reviews were included if they wholly or partially 


overlapped with the current review’s individual inclusion criteria, or the match 


was unclear. Studies that completely did not match any of the criteria were 


usually excluded, except where an exception was agreed with NICE (e.g. 


reviews looking at non-related outcomes were included for some factors 


where no reviews assessing weight related outcomes were identified). 
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Potentially relevant references were filtered twice at the title and abstract 


level, and once at full text. Inter-rater agreement at each level was good.  


3.5 Quality assessment and data extraction 


Quality assessment checklists (provided in Appendix D) were used to rate 


studies as high [++], moderate [+], or low [-] quality. For systematic reviews, 


this quality rating refers to the quality of the review itself, rather than the 


quality of the primary studies it includes. 


Applicability to the UK was judged at review level, if the majority of studies 


were performed in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 


(OECD) countries, reviews were judged to be applicable to the UK. If 


countries of the individual studies were not reported, applicability was rated as 


unclear. 


Due to the large volume of reviews identified, where multiple reviews were 


identified for a single factor, the reviews were assessed and the highest 


quality, most up-to-date, and most relevant (i.e. best match for the scope) 


review(s) were selected for extraction. Match to the scope was assessed in 


the following areas, as these were the key areas in which reviews differed: 


 Study design – reviews including some studies not matching the current 


review scope (e.g. cross sectional studies) were considered a partial match 


 Population – reviews including some studies not matching the current 


review scope (e.g. overweigh/obese people and/or people with specific 


conditions) were considered a partial match 


 Setting - reviews including some studies not matching the current review 


scope (e.g. school- or work-based studies) were considered a partial match 


 


The aim was to have at least one review covering children and young people, 


and at least one review covering adults for each factor. Multiple reviews could 


be included for a factor if they covered differing pools of studies (e.g. different 


study designs or numbers of studies) and were of similar quality, date, and 


relevance. For reviews not prioritised for extraction, reasons were recorded 
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(see Appendix E). Reviews generically addressing overweight and obesity 


prevention, rather than specific factors, were also de-prioritised and are listed 


in Appendix C. 


Where reviews provided separate results and conclusions based on the 


different populations, settings, or outcomes, those most relevant to the current 


review (i.e. most closely matching the scope) were extracted. Because the 


majority of the reviews synthesised results of included studies narratively, 


adjustment for confounders was not carried out on a review-wide level. 


Reviews varied in their reporting of study-level adjustments (e.g. for total 


energy intake), and whether these were explicitly considered in the review 


conclusions. Adjustment for confounders has not been recorded on a study-


by-study basis in the current review, but if noted as a limitation by authors of 


the individual reviews or reviewers this has been recorded in the evidence 


tables. Where adjustment for confounders was explicitly considered in the 


conclusions of the included reviews or if adjustment for confounding was 


noted by reviewers as potentially explaining patterns of results in included 


reviews, this has been discussed in the current summary. 


3.6 Evidence statements 


Evidence statements were drafted in line with guidance from the NICE public 


health methods manual 2012, and feedback from the NICE project team. Draft 


evidence statements were discussed with the Public Health Advisory 


Committee and revised based on feedback received. The following general 


guidelines were used for the strength of evidence ratings:  


 Strong evidence: Two or more reviews of good match to the current review 


scope, of which at least one should be of high quality, with most reviews 


finding a consistent and statistically significant direction of effect, with any 


non-significant effects heading in the same direction of effect as the 


significant effects.  


 Moderate evidence: More than one review with at least one review of 


moderate quality, with some level of consistency, or one high quality review 


with some limitations (e.g. scope match, number of studies or participants). 
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 Weak evidence: Evidence from low quality review(s) only, or a  moderate or 


high quality review(s) with considerable limitations (e.g. poor match to 


current review scope, small numbers of studies or participants). 


 Inconclusive evidence: Reviews identified insufficient evidence to 


conclusively describe the strength and/or direction of the association. 


 No evidence: No reviews identified that specifically addressed this factor 


and contained studies relevant to the scope of the current review.  


 


If a range of effect sizes could not be provided, the size of the effect or 


correlation was indicated using the following guidelines: 


 Large: increase/decrease in relative risk (RR), odds ratio (OR) or hazard 


ratio (HR) of >20% or effect size of ≥0.8 


 Medium: increase/decrease in RR/OR/HR of 10-20% or more, effect size of 


0.5 to 0.8 


 Small: increase/decrease in in RR/OR/HR of <10%, effect size of <0.5 


 


For other measures a judgment relating to the size of the effect was made on 


a case-by-case basis.


4 Results 


In total, 4,934 studies were identified during the search (4,590 systematic 


reviews and 370 primary studies), and 80 studies (76 prioritised reviews and 4 


primary studies) were included in the review. See Figure 3 for the flow of 


studies from search to inclusion. At the top of each factor, a table summarises 


the reviews prioritised for this factor, and a summary table listing all prioritised 


studies for each section is presented along with data extracted from these 


(evidence tables) in Appendix F. 


In some cases, the definition of a factor or the reviews identified relating to it 


overlapped considerably with another factor and the factors were merged. 


Merged sections included: high and low energy dense food consumption 


merged with energy density; sitting merged with sedentary time; sedentary 
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time in children and young people merged with screen time; low calorie/low 


sugar drink and non-nutritively sweetened drink consumption merged with 


non-nutritive sweeteners; active play merged with active leisure/recreation; 


take away meal/fast food consumption merged with eating out; meal skipping 


merged with breakfast consumption. 


In total, 76 reviews were included, each including between 1 and 56 relevant 


primary studies with between 29  and 623,922  participants in total for each 


factor. The reviews were in adults (35 reviews), children and young people 


(25 reviews), or both (16 reviews). The reviews included relevant randomised 


controlled trials (RCTs; 21 reviews), cohort studies (37 reviews), or both (18 


reviews). Some studies also included other non-relevant study types (e.g. 


cross sectional studies). 


Searches for primary studies for 3 behaviours for which there were no 


relevant reviews identified yielded  4 primary studies (3 in adults, 1 in children) 


that met the review inclusion criteria, with between 37 and 3,588 participants. 


Most of the reviews (65 out of 76) are applicable to the UK, as they included 


mostly studies conducted in OECD countries. The remaining 11 did not report 


countries in which the studies were undertaken, therefore applicability to the 


UK is unclear.  


For some factors, no systematic reviews including studies matching the scope 


of this review were identified on the relationship between the following factors 


and weight related outcomes in adults or children and young people:  


 Standing (also no relevant primary studies identified) 


 Breaks in sedentary time 


 Other sedentary activities such as reading not covered as individual factors 


 Watching what you eat 


 Eating speed 


 Portion size 


 Grazing or gorging 
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 Meal planning (also no relevant primary studies identified) 


 Meal setting or distractions (some related evidence identified and described 


in Section 4.7) 


 Drinks with meals (some related evidence identified and described in 


Section 4.7) 


 Eating patterns such as consistency of eating across the week that were 


not covered as individual factors 


 Holiday weight gain (4 primary studies identified and described in Section 


4.7) 


 Stress minimising activities (some related evidence identified and 


described in Section 4.7)  


 Avoiding screen advertising 


 Monitoring (other than physical activity monitoring) 


 


In addition, in adults no relevant evidence was identified on the relationship 


between weight related outcomes and: 


 Sport 


 More active screen time 


 Breaks in sedentary time 


 Family meals  


 


In children and young people, no relevant evidence was identified for:  


 Walking 


 Cycling 


 Activities of daily living 


 Incidental physical activity 


 Sedentary time (other than screen time) 


 Breaks in sedentary time 


 Consumption of tea and coffee 


 Whole grains 
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 Meat 


 Fish 


 Legumes 


 Nuts 


 Vegetarian/vegan diet 


 Catechins or caffeine 


 Glycaemic index/load of the diet 


 Eating pattern (e.g. timing during the day [including evening eating] or 


consistency during the week) 


 Physical activity monitoring 


 Support
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Figure 3: PRISMA chart showing study flow in the review 
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Evidence Statement 1: Summary of behaviours assessed, and included 


systematic reviews 


The review covered 64 individually modifiable behaviours relating to physical 


activity, diet, and other behaviours that could affect maintenance of a healthy 


weight and prevention of excessive weight gain. Seventy six systematic 


reviews met the inclusion criteria, each including between 1 and 56 relevant 


primary studies with between 29 and 623,922 participants in total for each 


factor. The reviews were in adults (35 reviews), children and young people 


(25 reviews), or both (16 reviews). The reviews included relevant randomised 


controlled trials (RCTs, 21 reviews), cohort studies (37 reviews), or both (18 


reviews). 


Applicability to the UK: The majority of included systematic reviews (65 out 


of 76) were conducted in OECD countries and are applicable to the UK. The 


remainder did not report where studies were undertaken, and applicability to 


the UK is therefore unclear.  


 


Evidence Statement 2: Modifiable factors for which no relevant 


systematic review level evidence was identified 


There was no systematic review level evidence published between 2005 and 


2013 for a number of the modifiable factors of interest and weight related 


outcomes.  


For  all population groups, no review levels evidence was identified for: 


standing (also no relevant primary studies identified); breaks in sedentary 


time; other sedentary activities such as reading not covered as individual 


factors; watching what you eat; eating speed; portion size; grazing or gorging; 


meal planning (also no relevant primary studies identified); meal setting or 


distractions; drinks with meals; eating patterns (such as consistency of eating 


across the week that were not covered as individual factors); holiday weight 
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gain; stress minimising activities; avoiding screen advertising; monitoring 


(other than physical activity monitoring). 


For adults no systematic review level evidence was identified for  sport, more 


active screen time, breaks in sedentary time, or family meals. 


 For children and young people, no systematic review level evidence was 


identified for:  walking; cycling; activities of daily living; incidental physical 


activity; sedentary time (other than screen time); breaks in sedentary time; 


consumption of tea and coffee, whole grains, meat, fish, legumes, nuts, a 


vegetarian/vegan diet, catechins, or caffeine; glycaemic index/load of the diet; 


eating pattern (e.g. timing during the day [including evening eating] or 


consistency during the week); physical activity monitoring, or support. 


4.1 Physical activity and exercise 


4.1.1 Active leisure or recreation 


Table 1: Prioritised reviews assessing leisure or recreation 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: P 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 25 (17, 
n=265,337 adults/ 8, 
n=1,956 children) 
Other: 1  


Not reported 
(NR) (adults) 
 
NR (children) 


Yes 


te Velde et al. 
2012 [+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, n=529) 
Other: 0 


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults A high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) found an 


inconsistent relationship between leisure (recreational) activity and weight in 


adults, although a general trend towards an inverse association was 


observed. 
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Thirteen of the 16 prospective cohort studies among adults identified by the 


review (n=287 to n=184,448) reported a statistically significant inverse 


relationship with this factor and a variety of weight related outcomes. The 


association with weight tended to be moderate to large in size (range: ≥10lb 


weight gain over 7 years OR 0.88, 95% CI 0.77 to 0.99; risk of  5.7 year 


substantial weight gain RR 1.9, 95% CI  1.5 to 2.3). Small associations were 


observed for  BMI (e.g. 10 year change in BMI ranged from -0.08 to -0.34 


kg/m2).  


Three cohort studies (n=121 to 9,325) found no significant association 


between leisure or recreational activity and weight; data on the direction of 


these non-significant associations were generally not reported.  


The review did not report which confounders were adjusted for in the 


individual studies. 


Children and young people  


Two reviews among children (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], te Velde et al. 


2009 [+]) found inconsistent results, in terms of size, direction and significance 


of the association. The included studies were small, and may have lacked 


power to detect any effect of leisure time activity. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] found inconsistent results across 8 cohorts: 3 


individual studies (n=168 to 355) found significant inverse associations 


between children’s leisure or recreational activity and weight related 


outcomes; the magnitude of these associations ranged from small (4 year 


change in BMI regression coefficient -0.08, p<0.05) to large (odds of BMI 


change to  ≥90th percentile in boys with no school sports participation: OR 


2.14, 95% CI 0.96 to 4.77; findings not significant for girls [figures NR]). One 


of the identified studies (n=436) reported a significant positive correlation 


between baseline leisure time physical activity (LTPA) level and subsequent 


BMI, although the difference was small (0.3 kg/m2, p=0.04). This study did not 


find differences on other outcomes (body fat, waist circumference, sum of 


skinfolds). One study (n=198) found mixed directions of association with 
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subscapular skinfold thickness: play outside was inversely associated in boys 


(r=−0.26, p<0.05; no association in girls, figures NR);  positive associations 


were found for involvement in community sports for girls (r=0.21, p<0.05; no 


association in boys, figures NR) and involvement in summer sports activities 


(girls: r=0.21, p<0.05; boys: r=0.32, p<0.01). Three studies (n=41 to 278) 


reported no association between childhood or adolescence recreational or 


leisure sport participation and weight outcomes in children or later during 


adulthood. The review did not report which confounders were adjusted for in 


the individual studies. 


Te Velde et al. 2009 [+] found that there was insufficient evidence to support 


conclusions regarding the association between leisure activity in preschool 


children and overweight later in childhood. One of the three small prospective 


cohort studies identified (n=138) found significant inverse relationships 


between baseline recreational activity and subsequent weight, and 


percentage body fat (data NR). Another of the studies (n=203; results from a 


different analysis [for aerobic activity, showing an inverse association] 


reported from this study in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], reported there as 


n=168) found a non-significant trend for less weight gain with greater leisure 


activity (p=0.086). The third study (n=188) found very little evidence of an 


association between time spent outdoors and BMI z-scores (data NR). It was 


not clear whether these analyses were adjusted for confounders.  


A wide variety of activities were considered in these reviews; where specified, 


this included aerobic, sport and lifestyle activities (e.g. gardening and play). 


The majority of the studies reported activity as LTPA not otherwise specified. 


The individual studies in these two reviews assessed activities that may be 


relevant to other factors covered by this review, for example sport 


participation, or activities of daily living. 


This variation in exposure definition, combined with lack of review level 


discussion and little detail on the content of individual studies limits the ability 


of the current evidence to identify which leisure or recreational activities may 
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be beneficial in terms of preventing obesity or maintaining a healthy weight in 


both adults and children. 


Evidence Statement 3: Relationship between leisure and recreational 


activity and weight related outcomes in adults and children 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality1 review of cohort studies 


suggests that there may be an inverse relationship between leisure or 


recreational activity and weight related outcomes in adults. 


The majority of studies (13/16) found significant inverse relationships. The 


association with weight tended to be moderate to large in size (range: OR 


≥10lb weight gain over 7 years: 0.88, 95% CI 0.77 to 0.99; RR 5.7 year 


substantial weight gain: 1.9, 95% CI 1.5 to 2.3). Small associations were 


observed for BMI (e.g. 10-year BMI change ranged from -0.08 to -0.34 kg/m2).  


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence from 1 high quality1 and 


1 moderate quality2 review of small cohort studies was identified regarding the  


relationship between leisure and recreational activity and weight related 


outcomes in children and young people. 


The findings of the individual studies in the reviews1,2 varied: 3 studies found 


small to large inverse associations (4 year change in BMI: regression 


coefficient=-0.08, p<0.05; BMI change to ≥90th percentile: OR 2.14, 95% CI 


0.96 to 4.77). One study found a small positive relationship (correlation 


between baseline LTPA level and subsequent BMI: 0.3 kg/m2, p=0.04), 1 had 


mixed inverse and non-significant findings, and 1 found mixed positive and 


inverse directions of effect (different activities showed significant correlation 


with skinfold thickness, correlation coefficients ranging from r=-0.26 to 


r=0.32). Four studies reported no association between childhood or 


adolescence recreational or leisure sport participation and weight outcomes in 


children or later during adulthood. 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
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2 te Velde et al. 2009 [+] 


4.1.2 Sport participation 


Table 2: Prioritised reviews assessing sport participation 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Nelson et al. 
2011 [+] 


Complete: Set 
Partial: P, D 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 1 (0) 
Cohort: 1 (1, n=5,184) 
Other: 19  


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


No evidence was identified on the relationship between sport and weight 


related outcomes in adults. 


Children and young people 


One moderate quality review (Nelson et al. 2011 [+]) found that there may be 


an inverse relationship between sport participation and weight outcomes in 


children, however, there were inconsistencies in the significance of the effect. 


Thirteen of the 21 identified studies reported a significant inverse relationship, 


however, the vast majority of these studies were cross-sectional in nature and 


could be affected by reverse causality. The single longitudinal study (n=5,184) 


reported that males who participated in sports at age 11 to 12 were 


significantly less likely to be overweight at age 14. However, there was no 


significant association between sport and weight status amongst males or 


females between the ages of 14 and 17 (data NR).  


Due to limited prospective data, the review offers no conclusive evidence on 


the relationship.  


Evidence Statement 4: Relationship between sport and weight related 


outcomes 
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Adults: No reviews were identified on the relationship between sport and 


weight related outcomes in adults. 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


moderate quality review1 regarding the relationship between sport and weight 


related outcomes in children and young people. The review1 identified only 1 


cohort study relevant to the scope of the current review, which had 


inconsistent findings across different age groups. 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Nelson et al. 2011 [+] 


4.1.3 Active travel or commuting 


Table 3: Prioritised reviews assessing active travel or commuting 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Saunders et al. 
2013 [+] 


Complete: P, D 
Partial: Set 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 3 (2, n=282 
adults) 
Cohort: 16 (5, n=4,149 
children) 
Other: 2  


Inconclusive 
(adults) 
 
Inconsistent 
(Children) 


Yes 


Schoeppe et al. 
2013 [++] 


Complete: Set 
Partial: D 
Unclear: P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 4 (4, n=4,354) 
Other: 16 


Inconsistent 
(Children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One moderate quality review (Saunders et al. 2013 [+]) found mixed 


associations between active travel and weight related outcomes among 


adults. The review included only a few RCTs, which found no significant effect 


of the active commuting interventions (cycling 3 km each way 3 times a week 


for 6 months; mean 2.4 km walk or 9.7 km cycle for 10 weeks) on weight 


(figures NR). These RCTs were small, and may not have been sufficiently 
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powered to detect an effect. The review did not report whether the groups 


differed in overall physical activity during the studies. 


Children and young people 


One high quality (Schoeppe et al. 2013 [++]) and 1 moderate quality 


(Saunders et al. 2013 [+]) review identified a small number of studies which 


assessed the relationship between walking or cycling to school and weight 


status. The majority of the identified studies reported no significant 


association; where significant relationships were found, they were inverse and 


ranged from small (differences in mean BMI z-scores: 0.18, p=0.05) to large 


(OR overweight among cyclists vs. non-cyclists: 0.63, 95% CI 0.45 to 0.89).  


Due to the limited number of studies, overlap in identified cohorts between the 


two reviews, and reportedly weak study quality, no robust conclusions can be 


drawn regarding the role of active travel to school and healthy weight 


maintenance. 


"Active travel" was not defined consistently across studies, and there were 


high dropout levels in some studies. For example, the study that reported the 


largest associations (OR 0.63, 95% CI 0.45 to 0.89 and OR 0.44, 95% CI 0.21 


to 0.88 for cyclists vs. non-cyclists) appeared in both reviews, and had a 


reported dropout rate of 56%; no information was provided on differences 


between completers and non-completers, and this high attrition rate may have 


biased the results. Journey times were relatively short, and there is difficulty in 


disentangling the effects of active travel from more general physical activity. 


The frequency and duration of active travel/commuting was self-assessed and 


may not have been reliable. 


For additional evidence on the association between general walking or cycling 


(not necessarily for active travel), see Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5. 
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Evidence Statement 5: Relationship between active travel and weight 


related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 


of RCTs regarding the relationship between active travel and weight related 


outcomes in adults. Two small RCTs matched the scope of this review, 


neither of which found a significant effect of active travel interventions on 


weight. The review did not report whether the interventions increased overall 


physical activity. 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality2 and 1 moderate quality review1 of cohort studies on the 


relationship between active travel and weight related outcomes in children. 


There was substantial overlap of individual studies between the 2 reviews. 


One moderate quality1 review of studies among normal and overweight 


children recruited from the general population identified 5 prospective cohort 


studies assessing weight outcomes. One of the studies found a significant 


large inverse relationship between those who continuously cycled to school 


and risk of overweight (OR 0.44, 95% CI 0.21 to 0.88). The remaining 4 


studies reported no significant differences in active travel (cycling or walking) 


and BMI. 


One high quality review2 of cohort and cross sectional studies revealed no 


consistent association between active school travel and weight status in 


children. Across the 4 identified cohort studies, 1 study found no significant 


relationship, and the remaining 3 studies reporting inverse relationships 


(range in magnitude small: differences in mean BMI z-scores: 0.18, p=0.05; to 


large: OR for overweight among cyclists vs. non-cyclists: 0.63, 95% CI 0.45 to 


0.89). 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Saunders et al. 2013 [+] 
2 Schoeppe et al. 2013 [++] 
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4.1.4 Walking 


Table 4: Prioritised reviews assessing walking 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Murphy et al. 
2007 [++] 


Complete: P, D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 24 (20, n=894) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


Inverse 
(adults) 


Unclear 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (Murphy et al. 2007 [++]) found that a programme of 


regular brisk walking is sufficient to produce modest reductions in body weight 


(1.4% reduction), BMI (1.1% reduction) and body fat (1.9% reduction) in 


previously sedentary but otherwise healthy individuals (‘healthy’ not further 


defined). Meta-analysis found a weighted mean treatment effect of -0.95 kg 


(standard deviation [SD] 0.61 kg), p<0.001. This represents a relative 


reduction in body weight of 1.4%. Analysis of BMI revealed a weighted mean 


treatment effect of -0.28 kg/m2 (SD 0.2 kg/m2), p<0.001, a relative reduction in 


BMI of 1.1%. Finally, the weighted mean treatment effect in terms of 


percentage body fat was -0.63% (SD 0.66%), p=0.015. This is a relative 


reduction in percent body fat of 1.9%. 


Walking interventions in the review involved walking on average 38.3 minutes 


on 4.4 days a week, at an average intensity of 70.1% maximum heart rate or 


56.3% maximum oxygen consumption. 


 


Two components of the study selection criteria increase the likelihood that the 


observed reductions were the result of increased energy expenditure due to 


walking. First, none of the interventions included a dietary change component, 


so there was no prescribed reduction in energy intake; second, none of the 


interventions had weight loss as a goal, therefore, participants wouldn’t be 


expected to have reduced energy intake of their own accord. 
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It should be noted that the review and meta-analysis included mainly female 


participants (82.9%). The included studies were also very small in size 


(ranging from 9 to 55 participants per arm), and some primary studies 


analysed data from completers only instead of taking an intention-to treat-


approach. These limitations may reduce the degree to which review findings 


can be generalised to the general population. 


This section covers walking as a whole. Reviews covering walking (or cycling) 


in the context of commuting to work or school  are included in Section 4.1.3. 


Children and young people 


No evidence was identified on the relationship between walking and weight 


related outcomes in children or young people. 


Evidence Statement 6: Relationship between walking and weight related 


outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence identified from 1 high quality review1 (including 


meta-analysis) of RCTs suggests that regular brisk walking (an average of 


about 38 minutes on 5 days a week) may be effective at reducing weight by 


around 1.4% (-0.95 kg [standard deviation [SD] 0.61 kg], p<0.001), BMI by 


around 1.1% (-0.28 kg/m2 [SD 0.2 kg/m2], p<0.001) and percentage body fat  


by around 1.9% (-0.63% [SD 0.66%], p=0.015) among previously sedentary 


but otherwise healthy adults. 


Children and young people: No reviews were identified on the relationship 


between walking and weight related outcomes in children and young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The countries in which the studies included in the 


review were performed was not reported, therefore applicability to the UK is 


unclear. 


1 Murphy et al. 2007 [++] 
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4.1.5 Cycling 


Table 5: Prioritised reviews assessing cycling 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Oja et al. 2011 
[+] 


Complete: P, Set 
Partial: D 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 4 (0) 
Cohort: 8 (1, n=18,414) 
Other: 4  


Inverse (adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One moderate quality review (Oja et al. 2011) found evidence that commuter 


cycling is associated with health benefits (e.g. cardiovascular and all-cause 


mortality). The evidence on the association with weight outcomes was limited, 


but suggests that increasing amounts of daily cycling may be associated with 


small decreases in overweight and obesity.  


The review had poor overlap with the current review scope, with the majority 


of studies assessing non-weight outcomes; only one of the 16 included 


studies matched the current review scope in terms of population, study design 


and outcomes.  


This large prospective cohort study included women only, which may reduce 


the generalizability of the results to the general population as a whole. It found 


small but statistically significant reductions in self-reported weight over 16 


years for each 30 min/day increase in self-reported cycling time (-1.59 kg, 


95% CI -2.0 to -1.08). 


Several reviews assessed cycling in the context of commuting to work or 


school; see Section 4.1.3 for more information on cycling in this context. 


Children and young people 


No evidence was identified on the relationship between cycling and weight 


related outcomes in children and young people. 
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Evidence Statement 7: Relationship between cycling and weight related 


outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 moderate quality review1 suggests that there 


may be an inverse relationship between cycling and weight in adults.  


The 1 prospective cohort study of women in the review relevant to the current 


review scope found a significant reduction in self-reported weight over 16 


years for each 30 min/day increase in self-reported cycling time (-1.59 kg, 


95% CI -2.0 to -1.08).  


Children and young people: No reviews were identified on the relationship 


between cycling and weight related outcomes in children and young people.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Oja et al. 2011 [+] 


4.1.6 Activities of daily living 


Table 6: Prioritised reviews assessing activities of daily living 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


WCRF 2006 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, n=54,169 
adults) 
Other: 0 


NR (adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 
NR not reported 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (WCRF 2006 [++]) found limited evidence on the 


relationship between household activities and weight related outcomes, 


ranging from large inverse associations to non-significant positive 


associations. 
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One study (n=3,604) reported a non-significant positive relationship between 


household and caregiving physical activity and weight (regression coefficient: 


0.43, p=0.30) and waist circumference (WC) over 3 years (regression 


coefficient: 0.17, p=0.20; units NR). A second large cohort study (n=50,277) 


reported a large reduction in risk of obesity among women who spent 40 


hours or more per week walking or standing in the home compared to 0-1 


hour per week (RR 0.77, 95% CI 0.61 to 0.96). A third cohort (n=288) found 


that household activity was associated with a non-significant reduction in WC 


over 5 years (regression coefficient: -0.03, p=0.07; units NR). It is unclear 


whether this study was sufficiently powered to detect an effect. 


Due to inconsistencies in direction and significance of the observed 


associations across the studies, as well as limited information on the types of 


activities included in ‘household activity’ exposures, there is insufficient 


evidence to draw conclusions on the relationship between activities of daily 


living and weight outcomes in adults. 


This factor is may overlap with incidental physical activity, which covers 


activities such as climbing the stairs (see Glossary for full definitions of 


factors). Incidental physical activity is covered in the following section. 


Children and young people 


No evidence was identified on the relationship between activities of daily living 


and weight related outcomes in children and young people. 


Evidence Statement 8: Relationship between activities of daily living and 


weight related outcomes  


Adults: Inconclusive evidence from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies 


was identified regarding the relationship between activities of daily living and 


weight related outcomes in adults. The studies identified by the review varied 


in terms of direction and significance of the association. 


Three prospective cohort studies of household activities, 1 found non-


significant positive associations between household and caregiving activities 
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and 3 year change in weight (regression coefficient: 0.43, p=0.30) or WC in 


women (regression coefficient: 0.17, p=0.20). A second study in women found 


a large inverse relationship between obesity at 6 year follow-up among those 


who stood or walked at home for >40 hr/week vs. 0-1 hr/week (RR 0.77, 95% 


CI 0.61 to 0.96). The third cohort study found a small non-significant reduction 


in WC over 5 years in older men (regression coefficient: -0.03, p=0.07). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between activities of daily living and weight related outcomes in children and 


young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 WCRF 2006 [++] 


 


4.1.7 Incidental physical activity 


Table 7: Prioritised reviews assessing incidental physical activity 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 2 (2, n=3,957 
adults) 
Other: 0 


Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 
NR not reported 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) found inconsistent 


relationships between measures of incidental physical activity and weight in 


adults in 2 cohort studies.  


One study found no association between the self-reported average number of 


stairs climbed each day and excess weight gain over a decade in women. 


However, this study was quite small (n=353) and it is unclear whether it was 
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sufficiently powered to detect a large change in outcome (≥10 lb weight gain 


over 10 years).  


The other study (n=3,604) reported a significant inverse association between 


mean levels of baseline routine PA (not further defined) and weight and WC 


increase at 4 year follow-up (regression coefficients [units NR] -3.31, 95% CI -


4.21 to -2.41, p<0.0001; and -0.92, 95% CI -1.21 to -0.63, p<0.0001, 


respectively). 


Due to the limitations in both quantity and consistency of the assessed 


studies, no conclusive relationship was found between incidental physical 


activity and weight outcomes. Furthermore, both studies included female 


participants only, limiting the generalizability of the findings to the broader 


population. 


Children and young people  


No evidence was identified on the relationship between incidental physical 


activity and weight related outcomes in children and young people. 


Evidence Statement 9: Relationship between incidental physical activity 


and weight related outcomes  


Adults: There was inconclusive evidence from 1 high quality review1 on the 


relationship between routine physical activity and weight related outcomes in 


adults. 


The review identified 2 prospective cohort studies only; 1 small study found no 


significant association between the average stairs climbed per day and risk of 


gaining ≥10lbs over 10 years. One large study found a significant inverse 


association between mean levels of baseline routine PA (not further defined) 


and weight and WC increase at 4 year follow-up (regression coefficients -


3.31, 95% CI -4.21 to -2.41, p<0.0001; and -0.92, 95% CI -1.21 to -0.63, 


p<0.0001, respectively). 
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Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between incidental physical activity and weight related outcomes in children 


and young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


4.1.8 Strength training 


Table 8: Prioritised reviews assessing strength exercise 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Ismail et al. 
2012 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 35 (4, n=196) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Unclear 


Benson et al. 
2008 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: P, D 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 6 (1, n=29) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 6  


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (Ismail et al. 2012 [++]) assessed the impact of 


strength training on body composition (visceral fat) of adults, and found no 


association.  


Overall, meta-analysis found that resistance training did not significantly affect 


visceral fat compared with control over 3 months to 2 years (14 comparisons, 


n=NR; effect size 0.09, 95% CI -0.17 to 0.36; p=0.49; random effects 


analysis). The 4 RCTs relevant to the current scope (total n=196) had mixed 


results, with 3 finding no significant effect (effect sizes -0.340 to 0.000), and 1 


finding a significant reduction in visceral fat over 1 year (effect size -0.59, 95% 


CI -1.16 to -0.02). 
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The review included mainly RCTs in overweight or obese participants, or 


individuals with type 2 diabetes or metabolic syndrome, therefore applicability 


to the general population is unclear. 


Children and young people 


One  moderate quality review (Benson et al. 2008 [+]) assessed the impact of 


strength training on body composition of children and adolescents, and found 


inconsistent results.  


The  1 small RCT relevant to this review reported that the intervention group 


increased body mass more than the control group (reviewer calculated 


change in mean body mass [units NR], intervention: 1.6 vs. control: 0.6; 


p<0.05). Similarly, significant increases in WC were seen in the 


resistance/strength training (RT) group but not in the control (reviewer 


calculated change in mean WC, intervention: 2.4 cm vs. control: 0.0 cm; 


p<0.05 within the intervention group and between groups).  


Additionally, it is important to note that increases in body mass following 


strength training may reflect increases in muscle mass and not be indicative 


of unhealthy weight change.   


Evidence Statement 10: Relationship between strength training and 


weight related outcomes  


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 of 


RCTs of strength training in adults. 


Meta-analysis1 of studies among obese and general populations found that 


resistance training did not significantly affect visceral fat compared with 


control over 3 months to 2 years (effect size 0.09, 95% CI -0.17 to 0.36; 


p=0.49). This finding was supported by 3 out of 4 RCTs of resistance training 


in healthy participants not selected based on weight status  
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Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence from 1 moderate quality 


review2 of RCTs was identified regarding the relationship between strength 


(resistance) training and weight related outcomes in children and adolescents.  


Only 1 small RCT included in the review was relevant to the current scope. 


This small study suggested that that resistance training (with or without 


aerobic exercise) may result in small increases body mass (reviewer 


calculated mean change body mass [units NR], intervention: 1.6 vs. control: 


0.6; p<0.05) and WC (reviewer calculated mean change WC, intervention: 1.6 


cm vs. comparator: 0.0 cm; p<0.05). These changes may represent changes 


in muscle mass. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of 1 review2 are applicable to the UK, the 


countries in which the studies in  the other review were performed were not 


reported, therefore applicability of this reviews to the UK is unclear. 


1 Ismail et al. 2012 [++] 
2 Benson et al. 2008 [+] 


 


4.1.9 Aerobic exercise 


Table 9: Prioritised reviews assessing aerobic exercise 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Ismail et al. 
2012 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 35 (5, n=402) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


Inverse (adults) Unclear 


Kelley and 
Kelley 2006 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 5 (2, n=201) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


Inverse (adults) Yes 


Laframboise 
and Degraauw 
2011 [+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 10 (2, n=2,184) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Unclear 


te Velde et al. 
2012 [+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 2 (2, n=8,203) 
Other: 0 


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Yes 
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Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Two high quality reviews (Ismail et al. 2012 [++], Kelley and Kelley 2006 [++]) 


found evidence from RCTs that aerobic exercise improves body composition. 


One review (Kelley and Kelley 2006 [++]) of 5 RCTs (n=323), found that 


aerobic exercise reduces body weight (3 comparisons, n=NR; mean change: -


3.4 kg, 95% CI -5.3 to -1.5) and percentage of body fat (3 RCTs, n=NR; mean 


change: -1.4%, 95% CI -2.3 to -0.6) in adults by approximately 4%.  


The second review (Ismail et al. 2012 [++]) found that aerobic exercise 


reduced visceral adiposity compared to control over 1 month to 2 years (29 


comparisons, n=NR; effect size -0.33, 95% CI -0.52 to -0.14, p<0.01; random 


effects analysis with 1 outlier with large effect size removed). Overall, the 


aerobic interventions included 45 to 60 minute sessions, on 1 to 7 days per 


week (most commonly 3 days). Intensity was most commonly 60-75% 


maximal heart rate (moderate intensity), and ranged between 40% to 90% of 


peak aerobic capacity (sometimes starting at lower intensity and increasing 


over time).  


Individual effect sizes for the 5 relevant RCTs in this review were all non-


significant (ranging from -0.492 to 0.095), with the non-significant direction of 


effect favouring aerobic exercise in most (4/5) studies. The individual studies 


were small (total n=402) and therefore may have lacked power to detect an 


effect. 


While both reviews found significant improvements in body composition, due 


to limitations in review reporting, and that recruitment was based on 


overweight status or on health status (e.g. type 2 diabetes or metabolic 


syndrome) in some RCTs, it is unclear how applicable these conclusions are 


to healthy weight adults or the general population. 


Children and young people 
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Two moderate quality reviews (Laframboise and Degraauw 2011 [+], te Velde 


et al. 2013 [+]) assessed the association between aerobic exercise and weight 


status. There was weak evidence of a negative association between aerobic 


activity and weight related outcome status, although the effect was not 


consistent across the included studies.  


The review by Laframboise and Degraauw 2011 [+] was of RCTs. Two out of 


the 10 RCTs (n=2,184; children aged 9-14 years) were relevant to the scope 


of the current review. One of these RCTs found that aerobic exercise (90 


minutes daily on 3 days a week for 28 weeks) decreased BMI (figures NR), 


the other found no change in BMI or body composition with aerobic exercise 


(30 minutes daily on 3 days a week for 8 weeks; results figures NR). The 


longer duration of individual exercise sessions and of the intervention may 


contribute to the difference in effectiveness seen. 


The review of cohort studies (te Velde et al. 2013 [+]) focused specifically on 


pre-school children and identified 2 cohort studies. One study (n=203) 


reported that higher levels of baseline aerobic activity were associated with 


subsequent decreases in BMI (p=0.033). The other study (n=8,000) reported 


no association between number of days in the week on which aerobic 


exercise was performed and either onset of overweight or persistent 


overweight later in childhood (figures NR). The assessment of the number of 


days on which aerobic activity was performed may not adequately capture 


differences in total volume of aerobic activity between participants, and this 


could limit ability to detect an effect. 


The review noted that few studies were of high methodological quality, but did 


not explicitly report whether confounders were adjusted for. This and the lack 


of information on actual activity levels and results mean that limited 


conclusions can be drawn from this cohort study evidence. 


Evidence Statement 11: Relationship between aerobic exercise and 


weight related outcomes  
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Adults: Weak evidence from 2 high quality systematic reviews1,2 of RCTs 


suggests that aerobic exercise is inversely associated with weight related 


outcomes in adults. 


One review1 and meta-analysis of small RCTs suggests that 4 weeks or more 


of aerobic exercise interventions significantly reduce body weight (mean 


change: -3.4 kg, 95% CI -5.3 to -1.5) and percentage body fat (mean change: 


-1.4%, 95% CI -2.3 to -0.6). This was equivalent to a relative reduction of 


approximately 4% of body weight and body fat percentage in adults.  The 


second review2 and meta-analysis found that aerobic exercise interventions 


reduced visceral fat over 4 weeks to 1 year (effect size -0.33, 95% CI -0.52 to 


-0.14, p<0.01). Both reviews largely included RCTs in overweight and obese 


participants or people with type 2 diabetes. However, the RCTs among 


general populations included in the review tended to support this finding (they 


did not reach significance, but this may have been due to small sample sizes 


of these studies).  


Children and young people: Weak evidence was identified from 2 moderate 


quality reviews2,3 that aerobic exercise may be inversely associated with 


weight related outcomes in children and adolescents.  


In 1 review2 1 RCT found that 90 minutes daily on 3 days a week for 28 


weeks aerobic exercise decreased BMI (figures NR), but another found that 


30 minutes daily on 3 days a week for 8 weeks did not change BMI or body 


composition (figures NR). The difference in session and intervention duration 


may account for the variation in significance. Two cohort studies in another 


review3 also had similarly mixed findings; limited reporting of this review limits 


conclusions that can be drawn from this cohort study evidence. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of 2 reviews2,3 are applicable to the UK, 


while the countries in which the studies in 2 reviews were performed were not 


reported, therefore applicability of these reviews to the UK is unclear . 


1 Ismail et al. 2012 [++]  
2 Kelley and Kelley 2006 [++]  
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3 Laframboise and Degraauw 2011 [+] 


4 te Velde et al. 2012 [+] 


 


4.1.10 Physical activity intensity, frequency and duration 


Table 10: Prioritised reviews assessing physical activity intensity, 


frequency and duration  


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Murphy et al. 
2009 [-] 


Complete: None 
Partial: P, D 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 9 (4, n=265) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 7  


Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P, Set 
Unclear: None 


Intensity: 
RCT: 0 
Cohort: 8 (2, n=23,530 
adults/5, n=3,406 
children) 
Other: 0 
 
Frequency & Duration: 
RCT: 0 
Cohort: 8 (3, n=21,240 
adults/4, n>733 
children) 
Other: 0 


Inconsistent 
(intensity, 
adults) 
 
No 
(frequency & 
duration, 
adults) 
 
Inconsistent 
(children) 
 
 


Yes 


Janssen and 
Leblanc 2010 
[+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: P, D, Set 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 24 (7, n=483) 
Cohort: 5 (3, n=4,370) 
Other: 42 


Inverse 
(children) 


Yes 


Ekelund et al. 
2012 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: P 
Unclear: D, Set 


Overall: 14 (7, n=6,413) 
RCT: unclear 
Cohort: unclear 
Other: unclear 


Inverse 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


The 2 reviews in adults found inconsistent associations between physical 


activity (PA) intensity, frequency and duration and weight related outcomes in 


adults. Due to limitations in the number of studies identified and poor review 


quality, only weak conclusions can be drawn regarding the impact of these 


factors on weight in this age group. 
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One low quality review (Murphy et al. 2009 [-]) found insufficient evidence to 


determine whether performing an equivalent amount (volume) of exercise in 


shorter accumulated bouts was as effective as a single continuous bout in 


terms of adiposity. In general the PA interventions were inversely associated 


with weight related outcomes in adults, with associations ranging from small 


to large (0.3% reductions in WC to 11.7% reductions in body weight).  


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) assessed each 


component of PA separately. There was generally no significant association 


between physical activity frequency or duration and weight outcomes among 


adults. The 2 intensity studies both reported inverse relationships ranging 


from relatively small (moderate intensity PA and 14 year weight change 


regression coefficient -0.13, p=0.79) to relatively large (difference in weight 


gain between very active vs. least active: -35%, p<0.01). However, the 


association was statistically significant in the larger study with self-reported 


weight outcomes only. Whether this difference in significance is due to larger 


sample size, outcome assessment measures, or reflects a true difference in 


the association between the two study populations cannot be determined 


based on the available information. 


Children and young people 


Three reviews among children (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], Janssen and 


Leblanc 2010 [+], Ekelund et al. 2012 [+]) assessed the relationship between 


PA intensity, frequency and duration and weight related outcomes in children. 


The reviews found a trend towards an inverse relationship between these PA 


components and weight in this age group, however, there was variation in the 


significance of the relationship, and at least one individual study reported a 


significant positive relationship between the variables.  


The magnitude of the relationship ranged from small (overweight/obesity in 


most vs. least active: effect size <0.5) to large (OR excess weight gain in least 


vs. most active: 2.18, 95% CI 1.01 to 4.71). Evidence from 1 review (Janssen 


and Leblanc 2010 [+]) suggested as little as 2 to 3 hours of moderate to 
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vigorous physical activity (MVPA) per week is associated with health benefits. 


However, this overall finding was based on all assessed outcomes and not 


limited to the association with weight. 


One of the reviews (Ekelund et al. 2012 [+]) found a small inverse relationship 


when assessing both cross-sectional and prospective analyses (specific study 


designs not reported): a 10 minute per day increase in MVPA was correlated 


with a 0.54 cm reduction in WC (95% CI -0.79 to -0.30) after adjusting for 


sedentary time. When assessing prospective studies alone (mixed designs, 


including RCTs and cohort studies), no significant relationship was found, 


suggesting that the modest reduction seen in the overall analysis may have 


been due to reverse causality, with children with higher WC less likely to 


participate in MVPA. 


There was wide variation in the types, frequency, intensity and duration of PA 


assessed in these reviews. This, combined with inconsistencies in the 


direction, size and significance of the observed associations, and potential 


confounding due to the inclusion of cross-sectional studies, makes it difficult 


to precisely define the total volume of physical activity that is needed to 


maintain a healthy weight or prevent overweight/obesity in children. 


Evidence Statement 12: Relationship between physical activity (PA) 


intensity/frequency/duration and weight related outcomes in adults 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies and 1 


low quality review2 of RCTs suggests that there is no association between PA 


frequency or duration (as isolated factors) and weight outcomes in adults, 


although there may be an inverse relationship between total PA volume and 


PA intensity and weight status in this population. 


The review of RCTs2 found that there was insufficient evidence to determine 


whether the same volume of exercise accumulated in shorter bouts is as 


effective as continuous bouts in terms of adiposity. Across all studies, PA 


interventions tended to be inversely associated with weight related outcomes 


compared to control.  
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Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 Murphy et al. 2009 [-] 


 


Evidence Statement 13: Relationship between physical activity 


intensity/frequency/duration and weight related outcomes in children 


and young people 


Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 and 2 moderate quality reviews2,3 


of RCTs, cohort and cross sectional studies suggests that there may an 


inverse relationship between moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) 


and weight outcomes in children. However, there were substantial variations 


in the size and significance of the association.  


One review1 of cohort studies found inconsistent direction of association: 3 


studies reported significant inverse relationships, ranging in magnitude from 


medium sized (2 year BMI change regression coefficient -0.732, 95% CI -


1.159 to -0.305, p=0.001) to large (excess weight gain least vs. most active 


OR 2.18, 95% CI 1.01 to 4.71). One study found that high levels of MVPA was 


associated with a small but significant increase in mean BMI compared to low 


MVPA levels (19.7 kg/m2 vs. 19.4 kg/m2, p=0.03). 


Meta-analysis of 4 small prospective cohort studies in 1 review2 found no 


significant association between MVPA and WC.  


One review3 of RCTs, cohorts, and other study designs concluded that there 


is strong and consistent evidence that as little as 2 to 3 hours of MVPA is 


associated with health benefits (both weight and non-weight health 


outcomes). No conclusions were drawn for weight outcomes separately. 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 Ekelund et al. 2012 [+] 
3 Janssen and Leblanc 2010 [+] 
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4.2 Sedentary behaviour 


4.2.1 Amount of sedentary time 


Table 11: Prioritised reviews assessing amount of sedentary time 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 4 (4, n=77,922 
adults) 
Other: 0 


NR (adults) Yes 


van Uffelen et 
al. 2010 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D, Set, P 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, n=66,912) 
Other: 9 


Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Two reviews in adults (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], van Uffelen et al. 2010) 


reported inconsistent associations between amount of sedentary time and 


weight related outcomes.  


The high quality review by Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] included 4 prospective 


cohort studies (n=77,922), which had inconsistent results in terms of the 


direction and significance of the effects. 


One study reported no significant association between hours per day spent 


lying down or sitting and a 10 lb or more weight gain at follow-up (n=336, data 


NR). One study (n=18,583) reported a significant positive association among 


women who were not overweight at baseline for >6 hours/day of non-


occupational sedentary behaviour and likelihood of weight gain of at least 10 


lb over 7 years compared to <3 hour/day (OR 1.47, 95% CI 1.21 to 1.79). 


One study (n=50,277) found positive associations of mixed statistical 


significance: a non-significant association between sitting at home >40 
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hours/week and obesity at 6 years’ follow-up compared to 0-1 hours/week 


(RR 1.11, 95% CI 0.85 to 1.45); and a significant association between sitting 


for >40 hours per week at work, away from home or while driving and greater 


obesity risk at 6 years compared to 0-1 hours/week (RR 1.28, 95% CI 1.04 to 


1.58). 


The final study (n=8,726) found a significant inverse association: sitting ≥52 


hours/week was associated with a lower risk of weight gain over four years 


compared to sitting ≤33 hours/week (RR 0.8, 95% CI 0.7 to 0.91). 


The moderate quality review by van Uffelen et al. 2010 [+] specifically 


assessed occupational sitting and included any study design. As most of the 


studies assessing sedentary time in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] also 


addressed sitting, both reviews have been considered together in this section. 


Of the 3 cohort studies (n=66,912) included in the van Uffelen et al. 2010 [+] 


review, the largest (n=50,277 women) was also included in Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++] and found a significant positive association between occupational 


sitting and BMI. The other 2 cohort studies found no association (figures not 


reported). The review reported that overall, based on these cohort studies and 


additional cross sectional studies, the findings were inconclusive about the 


association between occupational sitting and BMI. 


Children and young people 


Reviews assessing the association between amount of sedentary time 


(primarily TV viewing) and weight in children primarily included studies that 


assessed screen time, therefore these reviews were considered alongside 


reviews for that factor. 


Evidence Statement 14: Relationship between amount of sedentary time 


and weight related outcomes  


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 of 


cohort studies and 1 moderate quality review2 of cohort studies and cross 


sectional studies regarding the association between amount of sedentary time 
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(mainly time spent sitting) and weight related outcomes; variations were seen 


in both the direction and significance of the association across the 2 reviews.  


The size of effect in the 4 cohort studies where this was reported ranged from 


medium to large, with obesity or weight gain for longer periods (above about 6 


to 8 hours a day) of sedentary behaviour versus shorter periods (below 


between about to 5 hours per day and 1 hour per week) associated with 


relative risks (RR) or  odds ratios (OR) from 0.8 (i.e. a positive relationship) to 


1.47 (i.e. an inverse relationship).  


Sedentary behaviour was not assessed in the same way across studies, 


being variously assessed as sitting (any, occupational sitting, sitting split into 


at home or elsewhere), sitting or lying, or non-occupational sedentary 


behaviour.  


Children and young people: The reviews of sedentary behaviour in children 


and young people identified mostly related to screen time, and are reviewed in 


the section on screen time. 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 van Uffelen et al. 2010 [+] 


 


4.2.2 Screen time 


Table 12: Prioritised reviews assessing screen time 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


US Department 
of Agriculture 
(USDA) 2010l 
[++] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 8 (6, n=88,900) 
Other: 1  


Positive (adults 
and children) 


Yes 


Costigan et al. 
2013 [++] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 7 (5, n=14,138) 
Other: 25  


Positive 
(children) 


Yes 
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Leblanc et al. 
2012 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 1 (1, n=163) 
Cohort: 21 (10, 
n=15,187) 
Other: 1  


Positive 
(children) 


Yes 


Tremblay et al. 
2011 [++] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 7 (7, n=1,752) 
Cohort: 32 (29, 
n=78,256) 
Other: 172  


Positive 
(children) 


Yes 


Wahi et al. 
2011 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: Set 
Unclear: P 


RCT: 13 (3, n=311) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


No (children) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 
Adults 


One review (USDA 2010l [++]) suggested that TV viewing during adulthood is 


positively associated with adult obesity.  


 


The association between time spent watching TV as an adult and weight was 


significant in the 2 studies identified: 1 reported that each additional 2 hours 


per day of TV viewing was associated with a 23% (95% CI 17% to 30%) 


increase in obesity. The other reported that higher daily TV viewing (hours not 


reported) was associated with a 0.30 cm increase in waist circumference 


(p=0.02). The review also included other studies that assessed the effect of 


TV viewing in childhood on obesity in adulthood, but these are not described 


in detail here as the effects of childhood viewing are considered below. 


 


Children and young people 


Five reviews in children and young people (Costigan et al. 2013 [++], Leblanc 


et al. 2012 [++], Tremblay et al. 2011 [++], Wahi et al. 2011 [++], USDA 2010l 


[++]) found a positive association between amount of screen time in childhood 


and weight related outcomes, although the relationship was not statistically 


significant in 1 review (Wahi et al. 2011 [++]).  


 


The reviews all stated that they were assessing screen time rather than TV 


specifically. However, TV viewing (with or without other forms of screen time) 


was the most commonly assessed form of screen time in the included studies. 


Few studies in the reviews assessed only non-TV forms of screen time (e.g. 
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computers, video games). No reviews synthesised or discussed results of 


relevant studies related to non-TV screen time separately, nor did any state 


the proportion of assessed screen time that was attributable to TV or non-TV 


time. 


 


Two of the 5 reviews found that TV viewing for more than 2 hours per day is 


particularly associated with higher weight related outcomes in children. The 2 


hour threshold was an a priori categorical classification selected to represent 


high viewing time, and the association may also apply at lower levels of 


viewing.  


 


 


One review (Costigan et al. 2013 [++]) found a positive association between 


screen-based sedentary behaviours (TV and other screen time) and weight 


status amongst adolescent females, particularly when screen time exceeded 


2 hours (outcome data NR; association size cannot be estimated). 


One review (Leblanc et al. 2012 [++]) of children aged from birth to 6 years 


found that there is low- to moderate-quality evidence that increased TV 


viewing is associated with unfavourable measures of adiposity amongst 


young children. Association sizes were not consistently reported in the review.  


One review (USDA 2010l [++]) suggested that TV viewing during childhood is 


positively associated with adult obesity. The individual cohort studies 


identified in the review found that: each hour of screen time during childhood 


(age 5 to 16) was associated with an increase in obesity during adulthood 


(weekend viewing: OR 1.07, 95% CI 1.01 to 1.13 [p=0.02]; total viewing: OR 


1.25, 95% CI 1.16 to 1.70). Two hours or more of TV viewing on weeknights 


during childhood accounted for 17% of overweight in adulthood (population 


attributable fraction 17%, 95% CI 7% to 25%). Finally, watching TV often at 


age 16 was also associated with significant increases in the yearly rate of 


change in BMI between adolescence and middle age (men: 0.011 kg/m2/year, 


95% CI 0.0003 to 0.019; women: and 0.013 kg/m2/year (95% CI 0.003 to 


0.023).   
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One review (Tremblay et al. 2011 [++]) in children aged 5 to 17 years included 


a meta-analysis of 4 RCTs, and found that interventions that aimed to reduce 


screen time (TV and other screen time) significantly reduced mean BMI (-0.89 


kg/m2, 95% CI -1.67 to -0.11). The review found that each additional hour of 


TV viewing increased risk for obesity and more than 2 hours TV per day 


significantly increased risk for overweight/obesity (association sizes not 


reported). This finding was based on all identified studies including a large 


number of cross sectional studies, so may be influenced by reverse causality.  


One review (Wahi et al. 2011 [++]) included a meta-analysis of 6 RCTs (3 


matched the scope of this review) aiming to reduce screen time (type of 


screen time not specified) and found a non-significant difference in mean 


change in BMI in the intervention vs. control groups (mean change -0.10 


kg/m2, 95% CI -0.28 to 0.09, p=0.32). The review concluded that pooled 


analysis of low quality evidence showed no apparent effect of the 


interventions on BMI. The lack of a significant effect on BMI may reflect that 


the interventions did not significantly reduce screen time. Many of the RCTs 


were short term and conducted in a school setting.  


 


Evidence Statement 15: Relationship between TV and other screen time 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies 


suggests that there is a positive association between screen time (specifically 


TV) in adulthood and measures of overweight and obesity in adults. The 


associations in the 2 cohort studies identified ranged in size from relatively 


small (higher daily viewing [hours not reported] associated with a 0.30 cm 


increase in waist circumference, p=0.02) to relatively large (each additional 2 


hours of TV viewing associated with a 23% [95% CI 17% to 30%] increase in 


risk of obesity).  


Children and young people: Strong evidence from 5 high quality 


reviews1,2,3,4,5  of RCTs, cohort studies, and other study designs, including 


cross sectional studies, suggests that there is a positive relationship between 
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childhood screen time (primarily assessed as TV viewing time) and weight 


related outcomes in childhood and adulthood.  


There was some suggestion that this is particularly for TV viewing exceeding 


2 hours per day. Two hours per day was selected as the a priori threshold for 


categorical analysis in some included studies; it is unclear whether this 


reflects the true level at which positive associations emerge or whether the 


association also applies at lower levels of viewing.  


One review1 found that associations between childhood viewing and adult 


obesity in cohort studies ranged from relatively small (watching TV often at 


age 16 associated with 0.011 kg/m2/year change in BMI up to middle age for 


men) to relatively large (each additional hour of TV associated with an 25% 


increase in risk of obesity in adulthood [OR 1.25, 95% CI 1.16 to 1.70]). Two 


meta-analyses of RCTs included in the reviews suggested that interventions 


aimed at reducing screen time could reduce mean BMI by up to 0.89 kg/m2.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 USDA 2010l [++] 
2 Costigan et al. 2013 [++] 
3 Leblanc et al. 2012 [++] 
4 Tremblay et al. 2011 [++] 
5 Wahi et al. 2011 [++] 


 
 


4.2.3 More active screen time 


Table 13: Prioritised reviews assessing more active screen time 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Leblanc et al. 
2013 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 6 (3, n=unclear)    
Cohort: 0 
Other: 4 


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 
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Adults 


No reviews were identified assessing the effect of more active screen time on 


weight-related outcomes in adults. 


Children and young people 


One moderate quality review (Leblanc et al. 2013 [+]) of RCTs and other non-


randomised intervention and cross-sectional studies provided inconclusive 


evidence about the effects of more active screen time on adiposity in groups 


of children and young people that include individuals of normal weight.  


Only 1 out of 3 RCTs in the review including individuals of normal weight was 


reported to identify a beneficial effect of an active video game on a measure 


of adiposity. This appeared to refer to a slightly greater reduction in waist 


circumference from baseline to 12 weeks with the active video game 


intervention compared with control (-1.4 cm, 95% CI -2.68 to -0.04, p=0.04 


[n=20]), but due to poor reporting this could not be determined conclusively. 


This RCT appeared to also have assessed BMI, but results for this outcome 


were not reported. 


Results figures for the other 2 RCTs including individuals of normal weight 


were not reported. 


Evidence Statement 16: Relationship between more active screen time 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: No reviews were identified assessing the effect of more active screen 


time in adults. 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


moderate quality review1 of RCTs and other study designs regarding the 


relationship between more active screen time and weight related outcomes in 


children and young people.  
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Only 1 of 3 RCTs in the general population found a small beneficial effect of a 


12 week active video gaming intervention compared with control (difference in 


mean change in waist circumference -1.4 cm, 95% CI -2.68 to -0.04, p=0.04; 


results for BMI not reported). No results were reported for the remaining RCTs 


in this population.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Leblanc et al. 2013 [+] 


 


4.3 Food and drinks 


4.3.1 Sugar sweetened beverage consumption 


Table 14: Prioritised reviews assessing sugar sweetened beverage 
consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Malik et al. 
2013 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: Set, P 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 10 (5, n=953) 
Cohort: 22 (19, 
n=198,533) 
Other: 0  


Positive (adults & 
children) 


Yes 


Kaiser et al. 
2013 [++] & 
Mattes et al. 
2011 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: Set, P 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 18 (unclear) 
Cohorts: 0 
Other: 0 


Inconclusive 
(adults & 
children) 


Unclear 


Te Morenga et 
al. 2013 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 30 (0) 
Cohort: 38 (unclear) 
Other: 0  


Positive 
(children) 


Unclear 


USDA 2010u 
[++] 


Complete: D, P 
Partial: Set 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 2 (1, n=103) 
Cohorts: 17 (17, 
n=38,037) 
Other: 0 


Positive 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Four high quality reviews of RCTs and cohort studies (Malik et al. 2013 [++], 


Kaiser et al. 2013 [++], Te Morenga et al. 2012 [++], USDA 2010u [++]) 


provided evidence of a positive association between sugar sweetened 
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beverage (SSB) consumption and weight related outcomes. However, 1 of 


these reviews judged that the evidence that reducing SSB could reduce 


obesity was equivocal (Kaiser et al. 2013 [++]). This review, while funded by 


the US National Institutes of Health (NIH), had authors who had received 


various fees from food and beverage companies, as did their university. 


Adults 


Two reviews (Malik et al. 2013 [++], Kaiser et al. 2013 [++]) analysed the 


effect of SSBs on weight related outcomes in adults. Both reported small but 


statistically significant increases in weight with higher SSB consumption in 


adults (range: 0.22 to 0.85 kg).  


One high quality systematic review and meta-analysis (Malik et al. 2013 [++]) 


of cohort studies found that each additional 12-oz serving of SSB per day was 


associated with a 0.22 kg increase in weight over a year (95% CI 0.09 to 0.34; 


7 studies, n=170,141). However, this estimate showed heterogeneity 


(I2=70.2%), and possible effect publication bias (p=0.02).  


Meta-analysis of RCTs (Malik et al. 2013 [++]) found that addition of 600 mL 


to 1.1 L of SSB daily (310 to 530 kcal) to the diet compared with control 


(mainly added diet drinks) over between 3 weeks and 6 months was 


associated with a mean increase in body weight of 0.85 kg (95% CI 0.50 to 


1.20; 5 RCTs, n=292). Meta-analysis in another review (Kaiser et al. 2013 


[++]) also showed increased weight when SSB were added to the diet (7 


RCTs, n=NR; standardised mean difference [SMD] 0.28, 95% CI 0.12 to 


0.44). 


There was limited evidence on the effect of interventions aiming to reduce 


SSB consumption in adults. One review (Kaiser et al. 2013 [++]) included 2 


RCTs in adults, only one of which (n=303) was in a general (not specifically 


overweight or obese) population. It found a similar reduction in SSB 


consumption (about 355 ml/day) in the 2 educational intervention groups and 


the no intervention group, and no significant effect on BMI (positive direction 
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of effect indicates that reducing SSB is effective, SMD -0.10, 95% CI -0.34 to 


0.15, based on BMI). 


Children and young people 


Four reviews (Malik et al. 2013 [++], Kaiser et al. 2013 [++], Te Morenga et al. 


2012 [++], USDA 2010u [++]) analysed the effect of SSBs on weight related 


outcomes in children and young people.  


Meta-analysis of cohort studies (Malik et al. 2013 [++]) found that each 


additional 12-oz (355 ml) serving of SSBs consumed per day in children aged 


2 to 16 years was associated with a 0.07 kg/m2 increase in BMI over a year 


(95% CI 0.01 to 0.12; 15 studies, n=25,745). Another meta-analysis (Te 


Morenga et al. 2012 [++]) of 5 cohort studies found that children consuming 


about 1 daily serving (8-oz; 237 ml) of SSBs at baseline were more likely to 


be overweight at follow-up than those consuming little or no SSB (n=NR; OR 


1.55, 95% CI 1.32 to 1.82).  


Meta-analysis of RCTs in children and young people (Malik et al. 2013 [++]) 


found a non-significant trend towards reduced BMI with interventions aiming 


to reduce SSB consumption (5 RCTs, n=2,772; weighted mean difference 


[WMD] -0.17 kg/m2, 95% CI -0.39 to +0.05; I2=74.6%). Meta-analysis in a 


second review of similar SSB reduction trials (Kaiser et al. 2013 [++]), mostly 


in children and young people, also found a trend towards the interventions 


being associated with weight loss (positive direction of effect indicates that 


reducing SSB is effective, 8 RCTs, 6 in children, n=3,639 total, n=3,018 in 


children; SMD +0.06, 95% CI -0.01 to +0.13; I2=59%).  


The interventions in these RCTs included school-based education 


programmes aimed at reducing SSB, or trials where SSBs were substituted 


with provided non-caloric beverages. In both reviews there was a suggestion 


that the non-significant effect may reflect the difficulty in achieving SSB 


reduction, particularly in the interventions not directly providing substitution 


beverages. 
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A narrative synthesis of RCTs and cohort studies in a third review (USDA 


2010u [++]) also found that SSB consumption was associated with adiposity 


in children. 


Evidence Statement 17: Relationship between sugar sweetened 


beverage (SSB) consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Strong evidence from 2 high quality reviews1,2 of RCTs and cohort 


studies suggests that there is a positive association between SSB 


consumption and weight related outcomes in adults. 


One review1 of cohort studies found each additional 355 ml serving of SSB 


per day was associated with a 0.22 kg increase in weight over a year (95% CI 


0.09 to 0.34). One review1 of RCTs found each additional 600mL to 1.1L of 


SSB per day compared with control over 3 weeks and 6 months was 


associated with a mean increase in body weight of 0.85 kg (95% CI 0.50 to 


1.20). A second review2 of RCTs found a mean increase in body weight of 


0.28 kg (95% CI 0.12 to 0.44) compared to control with additional daily SSB 


(amount and timescale not stated).  


Children and young people: Strong evidence from 4 high quality 


reviews1,2,3,4 of RCTs and cohort studies suggests that there is a positive 


relationship between SSB consumption and weight related outcomes in 


children and young people. 


One review of cohort studies found each additional 355 ml of SSB per day 


was associated with a 0.07 kg/m2 increase in BMI over a year (95% CI 0.09 to 


0.34).1 Children who consumed at least 237 ml of SSBs per day were more 


likely to be overweight than their peers (OR 1.55, 95% CI 1.32 to 1.82).3  


Applicability to the UK: The countries in which the included studies were 


performed was not reported for 2 reviews, therefore applicability to the UK is 


unclear. 


1 Malik et al. 2013 [++] 


2 Kaiser et al. 2013 [++] 
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3 Te Morenga et al. 2012 [++] 


4 USDA 2010u [++] 


 


4.3.2 Fruit juice consumption 


Table 15: Prioritised reviews assessing fruit juice consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 7 (1, n=7,194 
adults/ 6, n=20,114 
children) 
Other: 0 


No (adults & 
children)  


Yes 


USDA 2010s 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 12 (12, 
n=47,201) 
Other: 0 


Inconsistent 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults  


One high quality review (Summerbell et al 2009 [++]) identified a single 


prospective cohort study (n=7,194) in adults, which found no link between 


sweetened juice consumption on weight related outcomes in adults over 28 


months (figures NR). This analysis was adjusted for confounders including 


total energy intake, which would tend to remove any association. The review 


did not identify any studies of unsweetened fruit juice in adults. 


The limited number of studies identified and lack of evidence on unsweetened 


fruit juice means that no firm conclusions can be drawn. 


Children and young people  


Two high quality reviews (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]; USDA 2010s [++]) 


investigated the link between fruit juice consumption and body weight and 


related outcomes in children and young people.  
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One review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) included 6 prospective cohorts (2 


reported as assessing 100% fruit juice, in 6 ‘fruit juice’ was not further defined) 


with 3 to 11 years of follow up.  


The studies all found non-significant effects (directions mixed)  for BMI, 


obesity or fat mass. Effect sizes in individual studies were generally small, 


with regression coefficients ranging from 0.001kg/m2 for BMI per ounce per 


day over 8 months to 0.25 for change in fat mass per serving of juice (not 


further defined in the review) over 2 years.  


The second review (USDA 2010s [++]) was reported to assess 100% fruit 


juice, but only 3 out of the 12 individual cohort studies were explicitly 


described as assessing 100% fruit juice. The review included 12 cohorts with 


follow up of 1 to 6 years.  


Nine cohorts (including 2 of 100% fruit juice) found no association between 


intake of fruit juice and adiposity outcomes in children (results figures NR). 


Two cohorts (including 1 of 100% fruit juice) found either no association 


overall or for normal weight children, but a significant positive association for 


children who were at-risk of overweight or overweight. One cohort found 


mixed results by sex (no association for boys; positive association for girls, 


p=0.01).   


Results from 1 study in the Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] review and 2 studies 


in the USDA 2010s [++] review were explicitly reported as being adjusted for 


energy intake; but adjustments for the other studies were unclear. Adjusting 


for energy intake may remove associations. 


The reviews did not provide their definitions of fruit juice, and may have 


included a mixture of fruit juice types (e.g. sweetened and unsweetened; 


100% fruit juice and juices from concentrates). This heterogeneity and the 


lack of clarity about adjustment for energy intake in most studies limits the 


ability to draw firm conclusions about the effects of 100% unsweetened fruit 


juice. 
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Sugar sweetened fruit juices would be classified as sugar sweetened 


beverages and these are assessed in Section 4.3.1. 


Evidence Statement 18: Relationship between fruit juice consumption 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 of 


cohort studies regarding the association between 100% unsweetened fruit 


juice consumption and weight related outcomes in adults. The review 


identified no studies of unsweetened fruit juice. The 1 study of sweetened 


juice consumption found no association with weight after adjustment for 


confounders including total energy intake (TEI; exposure and results figures 


NR); adjustment for TEI may remove any association.  


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 2 


high quality reviews1,2 of cohort studies on the relationship between 100% 


unsweetened fruit juice consumption and weight related outcomes in children 


and young people. The majority of studies included in the reviews had non-


significant findings over 1 to 11 years of follow up, with mixed directions of 


effect. Some studies suggested a possible positive association between fruit 


juice and weight related outcomes in those at risk of overweight or obesity. 


However, the types of juice, including whether sweetened or not, and whether 


results were adjusted for energy intake were unclear for most of the included 


studies. 


Effect sizes in individual studies were generally small, with regression 


coefficients ranging from 0.001 kg/m2 for BMI per ounce per day over 8 


months to 0.25 for change in fat mass per serving of juice (not further defined 


in the review) over 2 years.  


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 USDA 2010s [++] 
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4.3.3 Water consumption 


Table 16: Prioritised reviews assessing water consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Muckelbauer et 
al. 2013 [++] 


Complete: None 
Partial: P, D 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 3 (2, n=52) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 8  


Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: P, D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 1 (1, n=1,432) 
Other: 0 


No (children) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults  


One high quality review (Muckelbauer et al. 2013 [++]) provided insufficient 


evidence to draw conclusions about the effect of water consumption on weight 


related outcomes in adults.   


 


It identified 2 small short-term crossover RCTs that assessed body weight 


outcomes, but this was not their primary focus. One RCT (n=32) compared 


the effect of additional water consumption (average 685 mL daily) versus 


replacing water with caffeine free diet cola for 3 days on hydration (mean 


difference between intervention and control: 0.1 kg (SD NR), p=0.146). The 


other RCT (n=20) compared the effect of increased water consumption 


(average 2.1 L daily) versus no intervention for 2 weeks on blood pressure 


(mean difference between intervention and control: 0.18 kg (SD 1.5), 


p=0.613). The RCTs showed no effect of increased water consumption on 


body weight. However, they are likely to have been too small and short-term 


to show an effect on body weight. In addition, the RCT comparing water 


versus non-caloric (diet) beverage may not be representative of what would 


be seen if water was replacing a caloric beverage. 


 


Children and young people 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) identified one 


prospective cohort study in children from the UK (n=1,432) on the association 
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between water consumption and weight related outcomes. This study 


(n=1,432) found no significant association between servings of water 


consumed (not further defined in the review) at the age of 5 or 7 years and 


change in fat mass at the age of 9 years (regression coefficient  


0.25 [p=0.22] and 0.06 [p=0.58] respectively; fat mass units NR).  


 


The review reported that the study adjusted for confounders, but not whether 


this included energy intake or intake of calorific beverages that could be 


substitutes for water. 


 


No firm conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the limited evidence from a 


single, relatively small, cohort study. 


 


 


Evidence Statement 19: Relationship between water consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 of 


RCTs regarding relationship between water consumption and weight related 


outcomes. The 2 cross over RCTs included in the review both found very 


small (0.1 kg to 0.18 kg) non-significant effects of increased water 


consumption (685 mL additional water versus additional diet drink; or 2.1 L 


water total daily versus no intervention) on body weight over 3 days to 2 


weeks compared to alternative non-caloric drink or no intervention.  


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality review2 of cohort studies on the association between water 


consumption and weight related outcomes in children. The single  cohort 


study identified by this review found no association between servings of water 


(not further defined) consumed by children aged 5 or 7 years and change in 


fat mass at the age of 9 years (regression coefficients 0.25 [p=0.22] and 0.06 


[p=0.58] respectively; fat mass units NR).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of the reviews are applicable to the UK. 
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1 Muckelbauer et al. 2013 [++] 
2 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


4.3.4 Tea and coffee consumption 


Table 17: Prioritised reviews assessing tea and coffee consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 2 (2, 
n=30,038) 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) found inconsistent 


effects of tea and coffee consumption on weight in adults. This may reflect the 


differing exposures assessed in the included studies (hot drinks in one and 


coffee in the other). 


One cohort (n=17,369) found no association between hot drink consumption 


(including tea and coffee) and subsequent excess weight gain and obesity 


(not defined) over 2 years (OR 1.01 in women and OR 1 in men for highest 


vs. lowest consumption in g/day). The study adjusted for confounders but this 


did not appear to include use of milk or sugar in hot drinks. 


The other cohort (n=12,669) found that drinking more than 8 cups of coffee a 


day was associated with a small but significant increase in risk of substantial 


weight gain (not defined) in women, but with a reduced risk (significance not 


reported) in men. Overweight was reported to be “somewhat more common” 


in those who drank more than 8 cups of coffee a day than those who drank 


less; the review reported that confounders (details not provided) could explain 


these differences in overweight. No results figures were presented for this 


study. 


Children and young people 
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No reviews were identified assessing tea and coffee consumption and weight-


related outcomes in children or young people. 


Evidence Statement 20: Relationship between tea and coffee 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies 


was identified regarding the relationship between tea and coffee consumption 


and weight-related outcomes. One of the included cohort studies found no 


significant effect of hot drink consumption (including tea and coffee) on 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity (not defined) over 2 years (OR 


1.01 in women and OR 1 in men for highest vs. lowest consumption in g/day). 


The other cohort study found conflicting effects of coffee consumption (more 


than 8 cups a day versus less) on substantial weight gain (not defined) across 


genders (small significant positive relationship in women, inverse relationship 


in men – size and significance NR). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified that assessed the 


relationship between tea and coffee consumption and weight-related 


outcomes in children or young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


4.3.5 Alcohol consumption 


Table 18: Prioritised reviews assessing alcohol consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, 
n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK Applicable 


Bendsen et 
al. 2013 [+] 


Complete: 
None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 9 (7, n=157) 
Cohort: 10 (10, 
n=215,997) 
Other: 28 


Moderate 
drinking (beer): 
inconclusive  
 
Heavy drinking 
(beer): positive 
(adults) 


Yes 
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Sayon-Orea 
et al. 2011 [+] 


Complete: 
None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 1 (0) 
Cohort: 13 (13, 
n=207,533) 
Other: 19  


Inconclusive 
(adults, young 
people) 


Yes 


Summerbell 
et al. 2009 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 20 (20, n= 
375,421) 
Other: 0 


No (adults, 
young people) 


Yes 


USDA 2010x 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 1 (0) 
Cohort: 7 (7, 
n=124,768) 
Other: 0 


Moderate 
drinking: No 
 
Heavy drinking: 
Positive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Four reviews (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], USDA 2010x [++], Bendsen et al. 


2013 [+], Sayon-Orea et al. 2011 [+]) assessed the association between 


alcohol consumption (total or for specific types of alcoholic drinks) and weight 


related outcomes in adults. Two reviews included studies in adolescents 


(Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], Sayon-Orea et al. 2011 [+]), but the majority of 


studies were in adults (all except 1 or 2 studies in these reviews).  


Overall, the studies in the reviews (mainly observational) had mixed findings 


in terms of significance and direction of effect. Three reviews (USDA 2010x 


[++], Bendsen et al. 2013 [+], Sayon-Orea et al. 2011 [+]) suggested that 


while moderate consumption of alcohol either has no or inconclusive effects 


(similar to the overall conclusion on alcohol intake in the Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++] review), heavier consumption may be associated with weight gain.  


Assessments of the effect of alcohol consumption may be particularly 


challenging for a number of reasons, including that individuals may abstain 


from alcohol for medical reasons which may affect weight-related outcomes, 


thus confounding comparisons. In addition, self-reported alcohol consumption 


may be particularly prone to under-reporting.  


One high quality review (USDA 2010x [++]) assessed total alcohol 


consumption and concluded that moderate alcohol consumption was not 
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associated with weight gain, but that heavier consumption over time was. It 


based these conclusions on 1 weight loss RCT (that did not match the scope 


of this review) and 7 prospective cohorts with a follow up of 4 to 10 years. Of 


these cohorts, 5/7 found no significant association or a significant inverse 


association between alcohol consumption and weight gain or WC. The other 


two studies found that light to moderate drinking (up to about 20 to 26 units a 


week, or about 3 to 4 units per day [reviewer calculated]) appeared not to 


significantly increase weight, but heavier drinking was associated with 


increased weight. In these 2 studies, compared with non-drinkers the odds of 


weight gain (>4% or ≥5kg) over 5 to 8 years in light to moderate drinkers were 


between 0.86 to 0.96 and in heavier drinkers 1.07 to 1.29. 


A second high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) included studies 


assessing both total alcohol consumption and consumption of specific types 


of alcoholic beverages. It concluded that the consumption of beverages of any 


type (including alcohol) was not associated with subsequent weight gain and 


obesity, although results were inconsistent. It included 20 prospective cohorts 


with follow up between 1 and 18 years. The majority of these studies (14/20) 


found no significant association between alcohol consumption and weight 


related outcomes (mixed directions of effect), and the remaining 6 studies 


also showed mixed directions of the significant effects. 


One moderate quality review (Sayon-Orea et al. 2011 [+]) concluded that it 


was unclear whether total alcohol consumption is a risk factor for weight gain 


because of the mixed findings of studies (positive, inverse or no associations). 


This review included 13 cohorts, which had mixed findings (in direction and 


significance), and precluded firm conclusions. However, the review also noted 


that positive associations tended to be found in studies assessing heavier 


alcohol intake or intake of spirits.  


A second moderate quality review (Bendsen et al. 2013 [+]) specifically 


assessed beer consumption and was funded by the Dutch Beer Institute, with 


some of the authors employed by or board members of the Institute. Based on 


data from 9 RCTs, 10 cohorts, and 28 other studies (cross-sectional and non-
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randomised experimental studies) it concluded that there was insufficient 


evidence to draw conclusions about the effect of moderate beer intake (<500 


mL/day; equivalent to about 2 units if the beer is 4% alcohol by volume 


[reviewer calculated]) on general or abdominal obesity, but that higher beer 


intake may be positively associated with abdominal obesity. 


Evidence Statement 21: Relationship between alcohol consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 2 high 


quality reviews1,2 and 2 moderate quality reviews3,4 of RCTs and cohort 


studies  regarding the relationship between alcohol consumption (total or of 


specific types of drinks) and weight related outcomes in adults and young 


people. Directions of effect identified in individual studies differed, as did the 


significance of findings, with no clear patterns emerging. This may reflect 


variation in association by level of alcohol intake. 


There was some suggestion from 3 reviews1,2,4 that heavier alcohol intake 


may be associated with weight gain. In 1 review this was based on 2 cohort 


studies where, compared with non-drinkers the odds of weight gain (>4% or 


≥5 kg) over 5 to 8 years in light to moderate drinkers (up to about 3-4 units of 


alcohol per day [reviewer calculated]) were between 0.86 to 0.96 and in 


heavier drinkers 1.07 to 1.29.  


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 USDA 2010x [++] 
3 Bendsen et al. 2013 [+] 
4 Sayon-Orea et al. 2011[+] 


 


4.3.6 Milk and other dairy food consumption 


 Table 19: Prioritised reviews assessing milk and dairy food 
consumption 
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Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Abargouei et 
al. 2012 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 16 (unclear) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Yes 


Louie et al. 
2011 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 19 (9, 
n=93,006 adults/ 10, 
n=18,529 children)  
Other: 0 


Inconclusive 
(adults & 
children) 


Yes 


USDA 2010r 
[+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 5 (1, n=59) 
Cohort: 12 (12, 
n=35,799) 
Other: 4 


No (children) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults  


Two high quality reviews (Abargouei et al. 2012 [++]; Louie et al. 2011 [++]) 


provided evidence that milk and dairy consumption may not affect weight 


related outcomes in adults, if it does not increase total energy intake. 


One review of RCTs (Abargouei et al. 2012 [++]) concluded that increasing 


dairy consumption to recommended daily intakes in adults who do not follow 


any calorie restricted diet would not affect weight, fat mass, lean body mass 


and WC. The other, dairy industry funded, review (Louie et al. 2011 [++]) 


found a suggestive, but not conclusive, protective effect of dairy products 


(including milk). It concluded that at the very least dairy products showed no 


harmful effect on weight status. 


The first review (Abargouei et al. 2012 [++]) found that increased dairy 


consumption (not further defined in 5 RCTs, milk in 2 RCTs) had no significant 


effect on weight-related outcomes in people not on a calorie restricted diet 


(weight change: 5 RCTs, n=453; WMD 0.33 kg, 95% CI -0.35 to 1.00; fat 


mass: 4 RCTs, n=253, WMD -0.16 kg, 95% CI -0.97 to 0.66). Overall energy 


intakes across all RCTs included in the meta-analysis were not reported. 


Some of these RCTs appeared to be in overweight or obese participants.  
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Of the 3 RCTs that appeared to not be solely in overweight or obese 


participants, the review reported that 2 found that increasing dairy 


consumption (3 servings of milk, or 610 mg calcium per day through milk) 


increased total energy intake and weight (data NR); the third found no effect 


of increasing dairy consumption (type of dairy not specified) on energy intake 


or weight (data NR for energy intake, mean difference in weight 0.70 kg, 95% 


CI -0.74 to 2.14).  


One other review (Louie et al. 2011 [++]) included 9 prospective cohorts with 


follow up of 7 months to 12 years. Five of the 9 cohorts (n=70,352) found an 


inverse effect of dairy consumption (varying exposures, including total dairy, 


cheese, milk, high fat dairy, low fat dairy, yoghurt) on weight related outcomes 


(e.g. ORs for obesity or weight gain were between 0.70 and 0.85). The review 


did not assess the different types of dairy products separately. Three studies 


showed mixed positive and inverse effects (e.g. beta=0.42 for association 


between low fat yoghurt and WC, but beta=-0.23 for skimmed and partly 


skimmed milk) depending on type of dairy and the population subgroup 


assessed, and 1 study showed no association. Most analyses in Louie et al. 


2011 [++] adjusted for total energy intake, which may remove any impact that 


dairy has through an effect on this variable. 


Children and young people 


One high quality review (Louie et al. 2011 [++]) and 1 moderate quality review 


(USDA 2010r [+]) assessed the link between milk and dairy products and 


weight and related outcomes in children and young people.  


Both reviews tended to find that milk and dairy products were not associated 


with weight related outcomes, based on the non-significant findings of most 


included cohort studies (11/16 studies; directions of effect NR for the majority; 


adjusted for energy intake in 6 studies, unadjusted in 3, unclear in 2 studies) 


and 1 small RCT (n=59; no difference in BMI between a diet rich in calcium 


[mean 1,656 mg/day, mostly from dairy] and a normal diet [mean 961 mg/day 


calcium] at 2 years; unclear if total energy intake equivalent or adjusted for). 
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Both reviews included studies of various dairy exposures (milk, but also total 


dairy, or total calcium in the diet) and did not assess different types of dairy 


products separately. 


Four small cohort studies (n=658) in the reviews found an inverse association 


between milk, dairy, or dietary calcium intake and weight related outcomes 


(0.35 to 0.91 kg reduction in body fat per serving over 3-4 years, or 1.8 kg/m2 


difference in mean BMI over 8 years between the highest tertile [>1.85 or 


>2.35 servings/day for girls and boys respectively] and lowest tertile [<1.25 or 


<1.70 servings/day for girls and boys respectively] of consumption). However, 


the largest cohort study identified but the reviews (n=12,829) found a 


significant positive association with BMI over 3 years (0.081 kg/m2 to 0.093 


kg/m2 increase with >3 vs. ≤0.5 servings of milk/day). Three out of 4 studies 


finding inverse associations had adjusted for total energy intake or total fat 


intake, while the study finding positive associations had not. 


Evidence Statement 22: Relationship between milk and dairy 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive  evidence was identified from 2 high quality reviews1,2 of 


RCTs and cohort studies on the effects of milk and dairy consumption in 


adults.  


RCTs in 1 review1 found that increasing dairy intake (mostly 3 to 5 servings of 


dairy per day) did not significantly impact weight change (WMD 0.33 kg, 95% 


CI: -0.35 to 1.00) or fat mass (WMD -0.16 kg, 95% CI -0.97 to 0.66) in adults 


not following a calorie controlled diet (energy intake not reported for meta-


analysed RCTs). However, 2 of the 3 RCTs not solely in overweight or obese 


populations found that increased dairy consumption increased total energy 


intake and weight gain (figures NR). 


Five of the 9 cohort studies in 1 dairy organisation funded review2 found an 


inverse association (ORs for obesity or weight gain ranged from 0.70 to 0.85). 


Mixed directions of effect were observed across different dairy products in 3 
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studies. These studies largely adjusted for total energy intake, which may 


remove associations that result from changes in this variable. 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality2 and 1 moderate quality review3 of RCTs and cohort studies on 


the relationship between milk and dairy and weight related outcomes in 


children and young people.  


The majority of studies found no association (direction of effects mostly NR, 


varying in adjustment for energy intake). Some small cohort studies found an 


inverse association for milk or total dairy (0.35 to 0.91 kg reduction in body fat 


per serving over 3-4 years, or 1.8 kg/m2 reduction in mean BMI for a 


difference of about 0.6 serving/day over 8 years), while the largest cohort 


study found a positive association (a 0.081 kg/m2 to 0.093 kg/m2 increase with 


>3 vs. ≤0.5 servings of milk/day). These differences may reflect lack of 


adjustment for total energy or fat intake in the study with a positive finding. 


Applicability to the UK: These reviews are applicable to the UK. 


1 Abargouei et al. 2012 [++] 


2 Louie et al. 2011 [++] 


3 USDA 2010r [+] 


 


4.3.7 Whole grain consumption 


Table 20: Prioritised reviews assessing whole grain consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, 
n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK Applicable 


Bautista-
Castano and 
Serra-Majem 
2012 [++] 


Complete: 
None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 3 (0) 
Cohort: 11 (6, 
n=171,714) 
Other: 24  


Inverse (adults) Yes 


Pol et al. 
2013 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 26 (unclear) 
Cohort: 0 (0) 
Other: 0 


Inverse (adults) Yes 
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WCRF 2006 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 (0) 
Cohort: 4 (4, 
n=121,209) 
Other: 0 


Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Three high quality reviews (Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 [++]; Pol 


et al. 2013 [++]; WCRF 2006 [++]) assessed the relationship between whole 


grain consumption and weight and related outcomes.  


The 2 more recent reviews came to similar conclusions. One review of mostly 


observational studies (Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 [++]) found 


that dietary patterns that include whole-grain bread did not increase weight 


gain and may have beneficial effects on weight related outcomes. A second 


review (Pol et al. 2013 [++]) including short term RCTs (2 to 16 weeks) 


concluded that whole-grain consumption (18.2 to 150 g/day) did not decrease 


body weight compared with control, but may lead to a small reduction in body 


fat. The oldest review (WCRF 2006 [++]) did not draw conclusions; the 4 


included cohort studies all found an inverse direction of effect (small [40 g/day 


increase in wholegrain associated with 0.49 kg lower weight over 8 years] to 


medium [OR for obesity in highest vs. lowest quintile of intake 0.81, 95% CI 


0.73 to 0.91] in size), which was statistically significant in 2 studies. 


The review by Pol et al. 2013 [++] included 26 RCTs in generally healthy 


adults that varied in length between 2 and 16 weeks (most between 4 and 6 


weeks). Meta-analysis found that interventions adding whole grain intake to 


the diet (target 18.2 to 150 g/day) did not affect body weight compared with 


the same background diet without whole grains (n=2,060; WMD 0.06 kg, 95% 


CI -0.09 to 0.20 kg; p=0.45). There was a small beneficial effect on body fat 


compared to control (7 RCTs, WMD -0.48%, 95% CI -0.95% to -0.01%; 


p=0.04). Whether the diet was calorie restricted or not did not affect body 


weight results, but the effect on body fat was greater in trials that applied 


calorie restriction. This suggests that the effects on body fat may be greatest 
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in those attempting to lose weight. The weight status of people included in the 


RCTs was unclear. At least 1 study was in overweight individuals and the 


results may not be representative of effects in the general population. 


One review (WCRF 2006 [++]) noted that some of the included studies were 


funded by food manufacturers and food industry-related organisations, 


pharmaceutical companies, as well as the USDA. The review by Bautista-


Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 [++] was funded by the Spanish Association 


of Bread Producers and Retailers. The studies in this review tended to look at 


dietary patterns rich in whole grain rather than whole grain food consumption 


per se. The results may not be representative of the effects of whole grain 


foods alone.  


Evidence Statement 23: Relationship between whole grain consumption 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 3 high quality reviews1,2,3 of RCTs and cohort 


studies suggested that whole grain consumption or dietary patterns rich in 


whole grains may be inversely associated with weight related outcomes in 


adults.  


One review2 found that adding whole grain to the diet (18.2 to 150 g/day) had 


no effect on body weight over 2 to 16 weeks in 26 small RCTs (0.06 kg, 95% 


CI -0.09kg to 0.20kg). It also found that consuming 18.2 to 150 g whole grain 


per day was associated with small reductions in body fat over up to 16 weeks 


(7 RCTs, WMD -0.48%, 95% CI -0.95% to -0.01%; p=0.04), but this may 


primarily have been in people trying to lose weight.  


Cohort studies in the reviews1,3 tended to find an inverse direction of effect for 


weight related outcomes although this was not consistently significant (effects 


small [40 g/day increase in wholegrain associated with 0.49 kg lower weight 


over 8 years] to medium [OR for obesity in highest vs. lowest quintile of intake 


0.81, 95% CI 0.73 to 0.91]).  
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Children and young people: No evidence was identified that assessed the 


effects of whole grain consumption on weight related outcomes in children or 


young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 [++] 
2 Pol et al. 2013 [++] 
3 WCRF 2006 [++] 


 


4.3.8 Refined grain consumption 


Table 21: Prioritised reviews assessing refined grain consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, 
n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK Applicable 


Bautista-
Castano and 
Serra-Majem 
2012 [++] 


Complete: 
None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 3 (0) 
Cohort: 11 (5, 
n=146,764) 
Other: 24 


Positive (adults) Yes 


Fogelholm et 
al. 2012 [+] 


Complete: 
None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0  
Cohort: 5 (5, 
n=290,852)  
Other: 0 


Positive (adults) Yes 


Summerbell 
et al. 2009 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 7 (6, 
n=112,589 adults/ 1, 
n=737 children) 
Other: 0 


No (adults & 
children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Two high quality reviews (Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 [++]; 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) and 1 moderate quality review assessed the 


relationship of refined grains on weight related outcomes.  


The reviews came to differing conclusions. Two reviews (Bautista-Castano 


and Serra-Majem 2012 [++]; Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]) concluded that cohort 


studies had shown a positive association between refined grain foods and 
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weight related outcomes in adults. The third review (Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++]) concluded that there were no associations between the consumption of 


cereals or cereal products as a whole (which included refined grains) and 


subsequent excess weight gain or obesity. 


One moderate quality review (Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]) included 5 cohorts 


with a follow up of 5 to 20 years, all of which found positive associations with 


weight (weight gain: 0.18 kg [95% CI 0.10 to 0.26] to 0.43 kg [reviewer 


calculated, 95% CI NR] difference between lower and higher intake groups 


[not further defined] at 2-4 years) and refined bread and carbohydrates from 


refined grains on WC (beta= 0.01 for annual change in WC [95% CI 0.01 to 


0.02], 0.29 [95% CI 0.07 to 0.51] over 6 years, where reported; exposure 


quantities not defined). The review concluded that suggestive evidence was 


found for high intake of refined grains and more weight gain and refined 


(white) bread intake and larger increases in WC. 


The other 2 reviews included studies assessing dietary patterns containing 


refined grains or studies with food groupings including refined grains, as well 


as studies looking specifically at refined grain foods.  


One high quality review (Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 [++]) 


funded by The Spanish Association of Bread Producers and Retailers 


identified 5 cohort studies of refined grains (with a follow up of 4 to 12 years), 


as well as other studies (including cross-sectional studies) that did not match 


the scope of the current review. For refined bread, it concluded that most of 


the cohort studies showed a possible positive association with abdominal fat.  


A second high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) included 6 


prospective cohorts with follow up of 2 to 12 years. Three of these studies 


found a positive association with weight related outcomes in at least one 


analysis (by gender or outcome), and 3 found no association (1 data NR, 2 


with mixed directions of non-significant effect). The individual cohorts had 


funding sources which included governmental organisations, as well as some 


food manufacturers and related bodies. 
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Children and young people 


One of the high quality reviews described above (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) 


also included 1 small cohort study (n=737) in children with mean follow up of 


10.9 years. It found no association between bread and wheat consumption or 


high rice intake at age 3 (not quantified) and obesity in adolescents (bread 


and wheat: OR 0.87, 95% CI 0.65 to 1.16; rice: OR 1.20, 95% CI 0.78 to 


1.84).  


It was unclear whether the study assessed whether these grains were refined 


or not (although it was in the “refined grains” section of the review). It was a 


Japanese study, and as such may not reflect dietary habits in the UK.  


Although overall the review concluded that there were no associations 


between the consumption of cereals or cereal products and subsequent 


excess weight gain or obesity, the limited evidence means that no conclusions 


can be drawn for children and young people specifically. 


Evidence Statement 24: Relationship between refined grain 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence was identified from 2 high quality reviews1,2 and 1 


moderate quality review3 of cohort studies of a small positive association 


between refined grain consumption and weight related outcomes in adults. 


One moderate quality review3 of cohort studies identified consistent evidence 


of a positive association with weight related outcomes, showing small effects 


of refined grains on weight gain (weight gain: 0.18 kg [95% CI 0.10 to 0.26] to 


0.43 kg [reviewer calculated, 95% CI NR] difference between lower and 


higher intake groups [not further defined] at 2-4 years).  


Two other high quality reviews1,2 of overlapping cohort studies assessed 


consumption of refined grains, and tended to find positive associations for at 


least one comparison (4 of 8 unique studies), or non-significant associations 


of mixed direction (4 of 8 unique studies: 1 inverse, 2 reporting mixed 


directions across genders, and 1 not reporting the direction of association).  
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Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality review2 of cohort studies regarding the relationship between 


refined grain consumption and weight related outcomes in children and young 


people. The review2 identified a single cohort study, which found no 


association between bread and wheat consumption or high rice intake at age 


3 and obesity in adolescents (bread and wheat: OR 0.87, 95% CI 0.65 to 


1.16; rice: OR 1.20, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.84). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the reviews in adults are applicable to 


the UK, but the results for children and young people may not be applicable. 


1 Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 [++] 
2 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
3 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 


 


4.3.9 Fruit and vegetable consumption 


Table 22: Prioritised reviews assessing fruit and vegetable consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, 
n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK Applicable 


Summerbell 
et al. 2009 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 8 (7, 
n=107,643 adults/ 1, 
n=16,882 children) 
Other: 0 


No (adults & 
children) 


Yes 


USDA 2010e 
[+] 


Complete: 
None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 3 (0) 
Cohort: 3 (3, 
n=163,701) 
Other: 5 


Inverse (adults) Yes 


USDA 2010t 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 1 (0) 
Cohort: 5 (4, 
n=25,438) 
Other: 0 


Inverse 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) and 1 moderate quality 


review (USDA 2010e [+]) found differing results regarding the effect of fruit 
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and vegetable consumption on weight related outcomes, with one finding no 


association with weight gain and obesity and the other a protective effect. 


The higher quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) included 7 cohort 


studies, 5 of which (n=28,291) showed no significant effect of fruit and/or non 


starchy vegetables on weight (mixed directions of mostly small effects). The 


remaining 2 studies showed significant inverse associations between 


vegetables and weight related outcomes. This included one small study 


(n=116, women with increased BMI over one year less likely to eat cruciferous 


vegetables: OR 0.15, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.52, p<0.001) and also the largest 


study (n=79,236)  (10-year mean BMI change in highest vs. lowest non-


starchy vegetable consumption quintile [not quantified] -0.12 kg/m2, p≤0.05 for 


men and women 95% CI -0.22 to -0.02). Adjustments were reported to have 


been carried out 4/7 studies (3 with non-significant findings, 1 with an inverse 


association), although exact confounders were not listed for all studies; 


whether the other 3 studies were adjusted was unclear.  


The more recent review (USDA 2010e [+]) included 3 different prospective 


cohorts (n=163,701), as well as 3 RCTs and 5 other studies outside of the 


scope of the current review. The review found a significant inverse association 


between fruit and vegetable consumption (not including juice) and weight 


related outcomes over 6.5 to 12 years, ranging in size from small (each 


additional 100 g fruit and vegetable intake associated with -14 g [95% CI -19 


to -9 g] weight change per year over 6.5 years) to relatively large (highest vs. 


lowest increase in intake: RR of obesity 0.76 [95% CI 0.69 to 0.86] over 12 


years; OR of weight gain ≥3.41 kg 0.22 [95% CI 0.06 to 0.81] over 10 years). 


One of these studies was reported to be adjusted for confounders including 


total energy intake; adjustment in the other studies was unclear. 


There was no overlap in the studies included in the reviews, and reasons for 


the contrasting significance of the findings are unclear. While the evidence 


suggests at least that fruit and vegetable consumption are not associated with 


weight gain, whether there is a protective effect is less certain, including the 


magnitude of such an effect. 
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Children and young people 


Evidence from 2 reviews (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]; USDA 2010t [++]) 


suggests that fruit and vegetable consumption is not associated with weight 


related outcomes in children and young people. 


The first review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) concluded that there was no 


association between fruit and non-starchy vegetable consumption and weight 


related outcomes, based on 1 cohort study (n=16,882) which found no 


significant association with 3 year changes in BMI z-scores (unclear if 


adjusted for confounders). The second review (USDA 2010t [++]) included 


this cohort study plus 3 other cohort studies relevant to the scope of the 


current review (n=25,438), and these also found no significant associations 


after adjustment for potential confounders. This review also included a small 


RCT (n=27) and cohort study (n=95) in overweight children which found a 


protective (inverse) effect. On this basis it concluded that limited evidence 


suggested a potential protective effect of fruit and vegetables against 


increased adiposity in children and young people. However, this may not be 


applicable to the general population as a whole. 


Evidence Statement 25: Relationship between fruit and vegetable 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 and 1 moderate quality 


review2 of cohort studies suggests that fruit and vegetable consumption has 


an inverse association with weight related outcomes.  


One review2 found a significant inverse association between fruit and 


vegetable consumption and weight gain over 6.5 to 12 years in 3 cohort 


studies. The effect size ranged from small (each additional 100 g fruit and 


vegetable intake associated with -14 g [95% CI -19 to -9 g] weight change per 


year over 6.5 years) to relatively large (highest vs. lowest intake: RR of 


obesity 0.76 [95% CI 0.69 to 0.86] over 12 years; OR of weight gain ≥3.41 kg 


0.22 [95% CI 0.06 to 0.81] over 10 years). 
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A second review1 found that most  (5/7) cohort studies found no significant 


association between fruit and/or non-starchy vegetable consumption and 


weight related outcomes, but 2 studies, including the largest study, found an 


inverse association for non-starchy or cruciferous vegetable consumption. 


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 2 high quality reviews1,3 of 


cohort studies suggests that fruit and vegetable consumption is not 


associated with weight related outcomes in children and young people.   


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 USDA 2010e [+] 
3 USDA 2010t [++] 


 


4.3.10 Meat consumption 


Table 23: Prioritised reviews assessing meat consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Fogelholm et 
al. 2012 [+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 8 (8, n=623,922) 
Other: 0 


Positive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Summerbell 
et al. 2009 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 6 (6, n=219,671) 
Other: 0 


Positive 
(adults) 


Yes 


USDA 2010n 
[+] 


Complete: 
None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 1 (0) 
Cohort: 1 (1, n=1,152) 
Other: 1 


Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Three reviews (Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]; Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], USDA 


2010n [+]) assessed the relationship between meat intake and weight related 


outcomes. Two reviews came to similar conclusions, finding that there were 
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positive associations between total meat intake and weight change 


(Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]; Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]). This was based on 


all 3 cohorts in Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+], and 3/4 in Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++]) finding positive associations.  


The cohorts finding an association for overall meat intake found small to 


medium sized positive associations with weight (100 kcal/day increase in 


meat consumption associated with a 30 g [95% CI 24 to 36 g] annual increase 


in weight; mean annual weight gain about 120 g more in meat eaters than 


vegans [reviewer calculated, CI or p value not reported]; 0.44 kg greater 


weight gain in highest vs. lowest tertile of meat consumption over 28 months 


[reviewer calculated, CI or p value not reported]; exposure quantities NR 


except where specified). 


This finding was generally supported by the cohorts in the 2 reviews looking at 


individual types of meat (poultry, red meat, processed meat), which mostly 


found positive associations with weight-related outcomes. However, these 


were not consistently significant (sometimes differing across genders), and 


direction of effect was not uniformly positive (for example, beta coefficients for 


WC ranged from -0.13 [95% CI -0.24 to -0.03] in women for red meat in one 


study to 0.20 [95% CI 0.04 to 0.36] for women for processed meat in another). 


Both reviews noted the less conclusive nature of the evidence relating to 


individual types of meat.   


The third review (USDA 2010n [+]) concluded there was insufficient evidence 


to link meat and body weight, but it included only a single cohort study. This 


study also found a significant positive longitudinal association for red and 


processed meats combined with BMI and WC in men, but not for each type 


individually (results for women NR). 


Children and young people 


No evidence was identified specifically on the effect of meat consumption on 


weight related outcomes in children or young people. 
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Evidence Statement 26: Relationship between meat consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality review1 and 2 moderate 


quality reviews2,3 of cohort studies suggests that total meat consumption is 


positively associated with weight related outcomes.  


The cohorts finding an association with weight found that this ranged in size 


from small (100 kcal/day increase in meat consumption associated with a 30 g 


[95% CI 24 to 36 g] annual increase in weight) to medium (440 g greater 


weight gain in highest vs. lowest tertile of meat consumption over 28 months 


[reviewer calculated]; further details NR). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified specifically on the 


effect of meat consumption on weight related outcomes in children or young 


people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 
3 USDA 2010n [+] 


4.3.11 Fish consumption  


Table 24: Prioritised reviews assessing fish consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Summerbell 
et al. 2009 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, n= 27,473) 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 
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One review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) assessed the relationship between 


fish intake and weight related outcomes.  


The 3 cohorts in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] consistently found no 


association between fish intake and weight related outcomes. 


The cohorts all found no significant association between fish intake and 


weight or WC change over 2 to 6 years (OR for weight change lowest vs. 


highest consumption: 0.92 for women and 1 for men; mean change in body 


weight: 0.71 in the lowest consumption group vs. 0.88 in the highest 


consumption group, p for trend 0.92; change in WC: regression coefficient for 


women -0.07, men -0.08; outcome and exposure units, CI and p values NR 


except where specified).  


Children and young people 


No evidence was identified specifically on the effect of fish consumption on 


weight related outcomes in children or young people. 


Evidence Statement 27: Relationship between fish consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 review1 of cohort studies suggests that fish 


consumption is not associated with weight related outcomes over 2 to 6 years. 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified specifically on the 


effect of fish consumption on weight related outcomes in children or young 


people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


4.3.12 Legume consumption 


Table 25: Prioritised reviews assessing legume consumption 
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Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 2 (2, n=23,688) 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Yes 


USDA 2010o 
[+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: P, D 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 3 (2, n=83) 
Cohort: 1 (1, n=1,418) 
Other: 5 


Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) and 1 moderate quality 


review (USDA 2010o [+]) assessed the effect of legume consumption (e.g. 


chickpeas, soy) on weight related outcomes in adults. Overall, the studies 


identified tended to find no significant effect of legume consumption on 


weight, or an inverse association.  


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) identified 2 prospective 


cohorts (n=23,688), one of which found that consumption of legumes was 


associated with weight loss in men but not women (men OR 0.68, 95% CI 


0.49 to 0.94; women OR 0.71 for highest vs. lowest legume consumption, 


further details NR), while the other found no effect (p=0.96), over about 2 to 


2.3 years. The review concluded that there was limited but consistent 


evidence that legume consumption is not associated with subsequent excess 


weight gain and obesity. 


One moderate quality review (USDA 2010o [+]) had inconclusive findings. It 


identified 2 small crossover RCTs (n=83) comparing supplementing the diet 


with 140 g/day chickpeas vs. supplementing with wheat), and 1 prospective 


cohort (n=1,418) on soy food intake in women relevant to the current review 


scope. The cohort study found that high soy food intake in childhood and 


adulthood was associated with lower BMI in adulthood (p<0.0001, further 


figures for this analysis NR). There was also an association between adult soy 


consumption and BMI (high vs. low soy intake [not defined]: -0.9 kg/m2; 
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p=0.002). It was unclear whether adult intake measurement preceded 


outcome measurement or whether the assessments were cross sectional.  


The RCTs found no significant difference in weight between the chickpea and 


wheat supplemented diets at 5 weeks (p>0.2 for 1 RCT, further figures NR), 


but may have been too small and short to detect an effect. 


Children and young people 


No evidence was identified regarding the relationship between legume 


consumption and weight related outcomes in children and young people. 


Evidence Statement 28: Relationship between legume consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 and 


1 moderate quality review2 of RCTs and cohort studies regarding the 


relationship between legume consumption and weight related outcomes.  


The 2 prospective cohorts identified by 1 high quality review1 found mixed 


results: consumption of legumes was associated with weight loss in men but 


not women in 1 study, while the other found no effect, over about 2 to 2.3 


years.  


The prospective cohort identified by the moderate quality review2 found that 


high soy food intake in childhood and adulthood was associated with lower 


BMI in adulthood among women. This review2 also identified 2 small and 


short term RCTs that found no effect on weight of a chickpea-supplemented 


diet (140 g/day) compared with similar supplementation with wheat over 5 


weeks. 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between legume consumption and weight related outcomes in children and 


young people. 
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Applicability to the UK: The results of these studies are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 USDA 2010o [+] 


4.3.13 Nut consumption 


Table 26: Prioritised reviews assessing nut consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Flores-Mateo 
et al. 2013 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 31 (unclear) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 1 


No (adults) Yes 


Fogelholm et 
al. 2012 [+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, 
n=180,930) 
Other: 0 


Inverse (adults) Yes 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, n=32,553) 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. [++]) and 2 moderate quality 


reviews (Flores-Mateo 2013 [+]; Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]) suggest that nut 


consumption does not increase weight, and may have a beneficial effect in 


reducing weight gain.  


One moderate quality review (Flores-Mateo 2013 [+]) included 31 small RCTs 


(some crossover RCTs) and 1 quasi-experimental trial lasting 2 weeks to 3 


years found no significant effect of diets including nuts compared to control 


diets (usually isocaloric, and usually habitual diet) on body weight, BMI or WC 


(direction of effects all inverse, e.g. body weight: 28 trials, n=1,836;  WMD -


0.47 kg, 95% CI -1.17 to 0.22 kg). It concluded that nut enriched diets did not 


increase weight related outcomes compared to control diets. Some of these 
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RCTs may be in overweight and obese populations, which may limit 


applicability to the current scope. 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. [++]) included 3 cohort studies 


(n=32,553) with follow up of 2.2 to 2.3 years. One of the studies assessed 


nuts and seeds. Two of the cohorts found a significant inverse association 


between nuts or nuts and seeds and weight (50 g of nuts ≥ 2 times/week vs. 


never or rarely eating nuts OR for weight gain ≥5 kg over 2 years: 0.69, 95% 


CI 0.53 to 0.90; ORs from highest vs. lowest consumption of nuts and seeds 


significant for women 0.33, 95% CI 0.12 to 0.90 but not men, exact exposure 


or outcomes being compared unclear). The third cohort found no significant 


effect on mean change in body weight but the direction of the effect was 


inverse (0.73 in lowest consumption group vs. 0.57 in highest consumption 


group [units NR]; p for trend=0.07). These cohort studies were reported to be 


adjusted (whether this includes adjustment for energy intake is unclear), with 


the cohort with non-significant results explicitly adjusted for total energy 


intake. 


The review concluded that there was limited but generally consistent evidence 


that nut and seed consumption was not associated with subsequent excess 


weight gain and obesity.  


The third review (Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]) included 3 cohorts (n=180,930; 


possible overlap between 2 cohorts; one included in Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++]) lasting from 2.3 to 20 years. All 3 cohorts found significant inverse 


associations with weight gain. The effect of higher nut intake ranged from 


small (0.26 kg less weight gain over 4 years [95% CI 0.08 to 0.44 kg]) to 


relatively large (≥2 times a week vs. never or almost never eating nuts: OR for 


weight gain ≥5 kg over 2 years: 0.69, 95% CI 0.53 to 0.90; the latter study 


included in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]). These analyses were adjusted for 


various confounders, but these did not appear to include total energy intake. 


It concluded that higher intake of nuts probably predicts less weight gain. 


Children and young people 
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No evidence was identified regarding the relationship between nut 


consumption and weight related outcomes in children and young people. 


Evidence Statement 29: Relationship between nut consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review3 and 2 moderate quality 


reviews1,2 of RCTs and cohort studies suggests that nut consumption may 


have an inverse association with weight related outcomes. 


Meta-analysis1 of RCTs  found no significant effect of nut consumption 


(usually 35 to 120 g/day) on weight related outcomes compared to control 


diets (usually isocaloric) at 2 weeks to 3 years (WMD -0.47 kg, 95% CI -1.17 


to 0.22 kg). 


Four of the 5 cohort studies from 2 reviews2,3  found a significant inverse 


association between nut intake and weight, ranging from relatively small 


(eating nuts [not further defined] associated with 0.26 kg [95% CI 0.44 to 0.08] 


less weight gain over 4 years), to relatively large (OR for weight gain ≥5 kg 


over 2 years of 0.69 [95% CI 0.53 to 0.90] with frequent nut intake [50 g of 


nuts ≥ 2 times/week] vs. never or rarely). The cohort with non-significant 


findings had a negative direction of effect and was the only one which 


explicitly adjusted for energy intake. 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between nut consumption and weight related outcomes in children and young 


people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these studies are applicable to the 


UK. 


1Flores-Mateo et al. 2013 [+] 
2Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 


3Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
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4.3.14 Specific dietary patterns 


Table 27: Prioritised reviews assessing specific dietary patterns  


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Fogelholm et 
al. 2012 [+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 5 (5, 
n=529,768) 
Other: 0 


Adherence to 
guidelines: 
Inverse 
 
Mediterranean 
diet: Inconclusive 
 
(adults)  


Yes 


Kastorini et al. 
2011 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 11 (0)  
Cohort: 1 (1, n=2,563) 
Other: 4 


Mediteranean 
diet: Inverse 
(adults) 


Yes 


Vadiveloo et al. 
2013 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 3 (0) 
Cohort: 1 (1, 
n=100,886) 
Other: 22 (0) 


Dietary variety: 
Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Smithers et al. 
2011 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 2 (2, n=5,292) 
Other: 8 


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Yes 


Kuhl et al. 2012 
[-] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 1 (1, n=7,758) 
Other: 0 


NR (children) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Three moderate quality reviews assessed the relationship between dietary 


pattern and body weight and related outcomes in adults (Fogelholm et al. 


2012 [+]; Kastorini et al. 2011 [+]; Vadiveloo et al. 2013 [+]). The reviews 


assessed different dietary patterns and are grouped according to these below. 


Mediterranean diet 


One review (Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]) found that the evidence on compliance 


with a Mediterranean diet (3 cohorts) was inconclusive. Two studies 


(n=513,074) found a significant inverse association with weight gain at an 


average of about 5 years (high vs. low adherence: mean difference -0.059 


kg/year [p for trend=0.02]; -0.16 kg, 95% CI -0.24 to -0.07). The smallest and 
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shortest study (n=7,908; 28 months’ follow up) also showed an inverse 


relationship with weight , but this did not remain significant after adjustment 


for confounders (figures NR).  


A second review (Kastorini et al. 2011 [+]) included RCTs, 1 cohort study, and 


other study designs. The only study relevant to the current review scope was 


a cohort study (n=2,563), which found no association between compliance 


with a Mediterranean diet and WC (direction of effect inverse; highest vs. 


lowest compliance groups: -0.5 cm, 95% CI -1.96 to 0.96 cm). Overall the 


review concluded that a Mediterranean diet did have a beneficial effect on 


WC, but this was based on a meta-analysis of RCTs solely in individuals who 


were overweight or obese or with health conditions such as diabetes.  


It was unclear whether the individual cohort studies used the same definitions 


of the Mediterranean diet. 


Adherence to population dietary guidelines 


One review (Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]) identified 2 cohorts (n=8,786) 


assessing the effect of adherence to US dietary guidelines over 8 to 20 years.  


One study reported these guidelines as fat intake <30% of energy, saturated 


fatty acids <10% of energy, cholesterol <300 mg/day, sodium <2.4 g/day, 


carbohydrate >50% of energy, but the other just noted that these dietary 


components were targeted. Both cohorts found a significant inverse 


association between adherence to the dietary guidelines and weight gain; 1 


found that a 1-unit improvement in adherence score was associated with 0.22 


kg to 0.27 kg at 8 years (reviewer calculated, p for trend <0.01), with the other 


finding 2.7 kg lower weight gain with high adherence (reviewer calculated; 


follow up period unclear, 7 or 20 years). The review concluded that this was 


suggestive evidence of an association. 


Other dietary patterns  


A third review (Vadiveloo et al. 2013 [+]) assessed dietary variety in RCTs, 


cohorts and other study designs. The majority of studies in this review were 
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not relevant to the current review scope due to their design or inclusion of 


solely overweight or obese participants.  


The single relevant cohort study (n=100,886) found that eating more of 23 


recommended foods (Recommended Food Score [RFS], not further specified) 


at least weekly was associated with lower mean BMI after 8 to 12 years in 


men but the opposite was true for women (mean difference in BMI for highest 


vs. lowest RFS quintile for men: -0.2 kg/m2; women: 0.3 kg/m2; p for trends 


<0.001).  


Children and young people 


One moderate quality review (Smithers et al. 2011 [+]) and 1 low quality 


review (Kuhl et al. 2012 [-]) assessed the relationship between dietary pattern 


and body weight and related outcomes in pre-school children (age 1 to 5 


years).  


The cohorts identified by the moderate quality review (Smithers et al. 2011 


[+]) found that (n=782) higher "infant guidelines" pattern score at 12 months 


was associated with increased lean mass but not with fat mass or BMI at age 


4 (figures NR), and also (n=4,510) that a pattern including meat at age 3, but 


not other patterns (patterns: staples, noodles & pasta, fruit and vegetables, 


breakfast foods, snacks, no further detail provided), were associated with 


increased odds of BMI>85th percentile (OR 1.37, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.81).  


The review concluded that overall, more research was needed to establish the 


validity of whole of diet approaches in children. 


The low quality review (Kuhl et al. 2012 [-]) identified 1 cohort study (n=7,758) 


which found no association between junk, healthy, traditional and fussy 


dietary patterns at age 3 and BMI at age 7 (figures NR).  


Overall, the variety of potential dietary patterns and ways of analysing these 


may make comparison across studies and drawing firm conclusions difficult. 
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Evidence Statement 30: Relationship between Mediterranean diet and 


weight related outcomes in adults 


Moderate evidence from 2 moderate quality reviews1,2 of cohort studies 


suggests  that adhering more closely to a Mediterranean dietary pattern may 


be inversely associated with weight related outcomes. Two large cohort 


studies in 1 review1 suggested that adhering more closely to a Mediterranean 


dietary pattern is associated with less weight gain over 5 years (mean 


difference -0.059 kg/year, p for trend =0.02; or -0.16 kg, 95% CI -0.24 to -


0.07). Two smaller cohorts in the reviews1,2 found inverse directions of effect 


on weight or waist circumference that were either non-significant, or became 


non-significant after adjustment. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK.  


1 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 


2 Kastorini et al. 2011 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 31: Relationship between adherence to population 


dietary guidelines and weight related outcomes in adults 


Weak evidence from 1 moderate quality review1 of cohort studies suggests 


that greater adherence to population dietary guidelines may be inversely 


associated with weight gain.  


The review included 2 cohorts: 1 found that a 1-unit improvement in 


adherence score was associated with 0.22 kg to 0.27 kg at 8 years (reviewer 


calculated, p for trend <0.01), and the other found 2.7 kg lower weight gain 


with high adherence (reviewer calculated; follow up period unclear, 7 or 20 


years). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 
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Evidence Statement 32: Relationship between other dietary patterns and 


weight related outcomes in adults 


Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 review1 of cohort studies on the 


effect of greater dietary variety (eating more of 23 recommended foods at 


least weekly) and weight related outcomes. The 1 cohort study in this review 


relevant to the current scope found small significant effects on BMI in men 


and women over 8 to 12 years, but these conflicted in the direction of effect 


(difference between highest and lowest dietary variety quintiles: -0.2 kg/m2 in 


men, 0.3 kg/m2 in women, reviewer calculated, p for trends<0.001). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Vadiveloo et al. 2013 [+] 


 


Evidence Statement 33: Relationship between dietary pattern and weight 


related outcomes in children and young people 


Inconclusive evidence from 1 moderate quality1 and 1 low quality review2  of 


cohort studies was identified regarding the relationship between dietary 


pattern on weight related outcomes in pre-school aged children (1 to 5 years).  


Three cohort studies identified by the reviews1,2 found that most dietary 


patterns assessed at age 1 to 3 years were not associated with BMI or fat 


mass at age 4 to 7. One study found that a pattern containing meat (not 


further specified) at age 3 was associated with increased odds of BMI>85th 


percentile at age 4 (OR 1.37, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.81).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK.  


1 Smithers et al. 2011 [+] 


2 Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] 
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4.3.15 Vegetarian or vegan diet consumption 


Table 28: Prioritised reviews assessing vegetarian or vegan diet 
consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


USDA 2010v 
[+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 7 (3, n=22,365) 
Other: 11 


Inverse(adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults  


One moderate quality review (USDA 2010v [+]) investigated the link between 


a vegetarian diet and health outcomes, one of which was BMI.  


It included 1 cohort (n=21,966) that clearly assessed BMI over time (5 years). 


It found that mean annual weight gain was significantly less in vegans, but not 


lacto-ovo vegetarians than in meat eaters (vegans: 284 g in men and 303 g in 


women, vegetarians: 386 g for men and 392 g for women; meat eaters: 406 g 


in men and 423 g in women; p<0.05 comparison vegans vs. meat eaters for 


both sexes). 


Two additional studies (n=399) were described as cohort studies, but no 


follow up period was described, and they seemed likely to have assessed BMI 


cross-sectionally.  One found no difference in BMI between healthy lacto-ovo 


vegetarians and omnivores (data NR), and the other found significantly lower 


BMI in vegetarians (mainly lacto-ovo) than omnivores.  


Overall, the relationship between vegetarian and vegan diets and weight 


related outcomes is inconclusive due to the limited prospective evidence 


identified and lack of consistent findings across the included cohort studies.  


Children and young people 


No evidence was identified regarding the relationship between vegetarian or 


vegan diet and weight related outcomes in children and young people. 
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Evidence Statement 34: Relationship between vegetarian or vegan diet 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 


of cohort and cross-sectional studies on the relationship between vegetarian 


or vegan diets and weight related outcomes. One cohort study in this review 


found mean annual weight gain was slightly but significantly (about 120 g) 


lower in male and female vegans than in meat eaters, the difference between 


vegetarians and meat eaters was smaller (20 g for men and 31 g for women) 


and not statistically significant. Two additional studies found either no 


difference in BMI or an inverse association between a vegetarian diet and 


BMI, but these analyses may have been cross-sectional. 


Children and young people: No evidence on the effects of vegetarian or 


vegan diets was identified specifically in children or young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 USDA 2010v [+] 


4.4 Energy and nutrients 


4.4.1 Total fat consumption 


Table 29: Prioritised reviews assessing total fat consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Hooper et al. 
2012 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P, Set 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 33 (3, n=1,131 
adults) 
Cohort: 13 (10, 
n=107,624 adults; 3, 
n=1,337 children) 
Other: 0 


Positive (adults & 
children) 


Yes 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++]  


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 27 (15, 
n=126,891; 11, 
n=3,962 children) 
Other: 0 


No (adults & 
children) 


Yes 
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USDA 2010y 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: Set, P 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 3 (1, n=1,062) 
Cohort: 23 (20, n= 
14,186) 
Other: 1 


Positive 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Two high quality reviews assessed the effect of total fat intake on weight-


related outcomes in adults (Hooper et al. 2012 [++]; Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++]).  


The reviews came to differing conclusions, with 1 concluding that there was a 


positive association (Hooper et al. 2012 [++]) and 1 concluding that there was 


no association (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]). This may in part be due to the 


focus of the Hooper et al. 2012 [++] review on RCTs, which were not 


assessed by Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. 


The more recent review by Hooper et al. 2012 [++] included 33 RCTs lasting 


26 weeks or longer (n=73,589) and 10 prospective cohort studies lasting a 


year or longer (n=107,624) in trials not specifically aiming at weight loss. 


Overall meta-analysis of the RCTs found that reducing total fat intake 


(interventions reduced fat by between <5% to >15% energy from fat 


compared with controls with intake of 28-43% of energy from fat) was 


associated with a significantly lower body weight at 6 months to over 8 years’ 


follow up (-1.6 kg, 95% CI -2.0 to -1.2 kg; 27 comparisons). There was 


heterogeneity in these analyses, and the effect appeared to be greater with 


greater reduction in total fat intake and lower baseline fat intake. Meta-


regression found that each  1% reduction in energy from total fat reduction 


weight was associated with weight loss of 0.19 kg (95% CI −0.33 to −0.06, 


p=0.006). 


While the majority of RCTs in this review (30/33; n=72,458) selected 


participants based on overweight, obesity or other health statuses, the 


reduction in body weight was also seen in a subgroup analysis of healthy 
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individuals (-0.98 kg, 95% CI -1.56 to -0.41; 3 comparisons). The cohort 


studies had mixed results and were mostly judged by the review to be at high 


risk of bias. 


The review by Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] included 16 prospective cohorts 


with 3 months’ to 12 years’ follow up (n=126,891 in the 15 cohorts matching 


the current scope). The individual cohort studies found varying results: 7 


studies did not find a significant association between total fat intake and 


weight-related outcomes at follow up of a year or longer. The other studies 


found a mix of positive and inverse associations, with results not always 


consistent across genders. A meta-analysis of 4 cohorts found no association 


between total fat intake (% energy from fat) and change in weight (n=9,753; 


regression slope +0.07, 95% CI -0.03 to +0.16; heterogeneity present). The 


review concluded that the levels of fat intake were not associated with 


subsequent excess weight gain or obesity. 


Children and young people 


The 2 high quality reviews described for adults above (Hooper et al. 2012 


[++]; Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) plus 1 additional high quality review (USDA 


2010y [++]) assessed the effect of total fat intake on weight-related outcomes 


in children and young people.  


The reviews came to differing conclusions, with the 2 reviews of RCTs and 


cohort studies concluding that there is a positive association (Hooper et al. 


2012 [++], USDA 2010y [++]) and the third review of cohort studies concluding 


that there is no association (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]).  


The review by Hooper et al. 2012 [++] included 3 cohort studies (n=1,337), all 


of which found a positive association between fat intake and weight related 


outcomes. One study found that every 5% increase in energy from fat at 


baseline was associated with 0.17 kg/m2 higher BMI at 2 year follow up 


(p=0.05).  
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The USDA 2010y [++] review included 3 RCTs (1 relevant to the current 


review, n=1,062), 23 cohort studies (20 relevant, n=14,186), and 1 other 


study. The relevant RCT compared a fat modified diet from 7 months of age 


(30-35% energy from fat at ages 1-2 years, and 30% afterwards) versus no 


dietary advice in the control group (fat intake reported as significantly higher in 


control group, p<0.001). It found a reduction in obesity with the intervention 


among girls at age 10 (10.2% vs. 18.8%, p=0.04) but not among boys at this 


age, and no effect in either gender at age 14. Of the 20 cohort studies, 11 


found a positive association between total fat intake and adiposity in all or a 


sub-sample of the population studied, the other 9 found no significant effect 


(direction NR). The review noted that none of the studies were carried out 


under isocaloric conditions.  


The Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] review (11 cohort studies, n=3,962) found 


that the results of the cohort studies were inconsistent in terms of significance 


and direction of effect. Six found a significant effect with varied direction of 


effect (5 positive, 1 inverse), and 5 found no significant effect. The size of the 


effects seen varied, for example regression coefficients ranged from -0.07 (for 


the relationship between % energy from fat intake and BMI, p=0.044) to 


+178.7 (fat intake in g/day and g body fat after 70 months, p=0.01). The 


varied results may be due to variation in measures of dietary fat and adiposity, 


and analyses in different subgroups.  


Evidence Statement 35: Relationship between total fat consumption and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 2 high quality reviews1,2 of RCTs and cohort 


studies suggests that total fat consumption may be positively associated with 


weight related outcomes in adults; this may relate to fat increasing overall 


energy intake.  


One review1 found that reducing total fat intake (by <5% to >15% energy from 


fat)  reduced body weight at 6 months to over 8 years’ follow up (pooled mean 


difference in RCTs in healthy individuals: -0.98 kg [95% CI -1.56 to -0.41]). 
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Each 1% reduction in energy from total fat weight reduced weight by 0.19 kg 


during follow up (95% CI −0.33 to −0.06, p=0.006). 


Meta-analysis of 4 cohort studies2 found no association between total fat 


intake and change in weight (regression slope +0.07, 95% CI -0.03 to +0.16).  


Children and young people: Moderate evidence from 3 high quality 


reviews1,2,3 of RCTs and cohort studies suggested that total fat consumption 


may be positively associated with weight related outcomes in children and 


young people. This may be related to fat increasing overall energy intake. 


One review2 included 1 RCT relevant to the current scope, which found that a 


reduction in fat intake from before the age of 1 year (to 30-35% in the 


intervention group) was associated with reduced risk of obesity at age 10 in 


girls but not boys.  


The cohort studies identified by the reviews had mixed results. The review3 


including the largest number of cohort studies found that just over half (11/20) 


showed a positive association in all or a sub-sample of the population; the 


remainder showed no significant effect (direction NR).  


The most recent review1 included 3 cohorts, all showing positive 


associations). The oldest review2 concluded that there was no association (11 


cohorts included: 5 with positive associations, 1 negative, and 5 no significant 


effect). 


The size of the effects seen varied where reported, with 1 review2 reporting 


regression coefficients ranging between 0.07 kg/m2 reduction in BMI per unit 


increase in % energy from fat intake (p=0.044) to a 178.7 g increase in body 


fat  per unit increase in fat intake in g/day over 70 months (p=0.01). 


Applicability to the UK: These results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Hooper et al. 2012 [++] 


2 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
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3 USDA 2010y [++]  


4.4.2 Total protein consumption 


Table 30: Prioritised reviews assessing total protein consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Santesso et al. 
2012 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 74 (6, n=143) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


Inverse (adults) Yes 


Schwingshackl 
and Hoffmann 
2013 [++]  


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 15 (unclear, 
maximum 3, n=107) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Unclear 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++]  


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 19 (8, 
n=81,286 adults/2, n=2, 
396 children) 
Other: 0 


No (adults & 
children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Three high quality reviews assessed the effect of total protein intake on 


weight-related outcomes in adults (Santesso et al. 2012 [++], Summerbell et 


al. 2009 [++], Schwingshackl and Hoffmann 2013 [++]). 


Two reviews included only RCTs (Santesso et al. 2012 [++], Schwingshackl 


and Hoffmann 2013 [++]) comparing higher versus lower protein diets. Most of 


the RCTs were in overweight or obese individuals and aimed at weight loss. 


Schwingshackl and Hoffmann 2013 [++] also included RCTs in individuals 


with type 2 diabetes. The review by Santesso et al. 2012 [++] included RCTs 


of ≥28 days’ length, while Schwingshackl and Hoffmann 2013 [++] included 


only long term RCTs (follow up >1 year).  


Santesso et al. 2012 [++] found that higher protein diets (median 27% energy 


from protein) were associated with small to moderate weight, BMI, and WC 


reductions compared with lower protein diets (median 18% energy from 
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protein) (weight change: SMD -0.36, 95% CI -0.56 to -0.17; BMI change: SMD 


-0.37, 95% CI -0.56 to -0.19; WC change: SMD -0.43, 95% CI -0.69 to -0.16). 


Higher protein diets (median 27% energy from protein) compared to low 


protein diets (median 18% energy from protein) resulted in 1.21 kg (95% CI -


1.88 to -0.57) greater weight loss and 0.51 kg/m2 (95% CI -0.77 to -0.26) 


greater BMI reduction at 3 months. Meta-regression suggested that those with 


a higher BMI at the start of a study had greater weight loss. Few RCTs 


reported on adverse events but there was low quality evidence of increased 


gastrointestinal events with higher protein diets. The review identified no 


differences in overall adverse effects or indicators of kidney health. 


Schwingshackl and Hoffmann 2013 [++] found no significant differences 


between high and low protein groups (% energy from protein: 25-40% vs. 10-


20%) in weight, WC, or fat mass at 1 to 2 years’ follow up (weight: WMD -0.39 


kg, 95% CI -1.43 to +0.65; WC: WMD -0.98 cm, 95% CI -3.32 to +1.37; fat 


mass: WMD -0.59 kg, 95% CI -1.32 to +0.13). The direction of the effects was 


towards a benefit with the higher protein diets, but the analyses may have 


lacked power to detect small effects. 


In general in both reviews total energy intake was similar in the higher and 


lower protein groups of the RCTs, but some RCTs did have different energy 


intake in the higher protein group (8% of the trials in Santesso et al. 2012 [++] 


had lower calorie intake (≥100 kcal/day difference) in the high protein group, 


and 18% had higher calorie intake (≥100 kcal/day difference) in the high 


protein group; 1/15 trials in Schwingshackl and Hoffmann 2013 [++] had a 


lower energy intake in the high protein group, and 8/15 trials had no energy 


restrictions in at least one of the groups). 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] identified 8 cohort studies (n=81,286) in adults 


lasting 1 to 12 years. Most (7/8 studies) had non-significant findings, with 


most (3 studies) finding a positive direction of effect where reported, although 


1 large study did have an inverse direction of effect for WC. The one 


significant association was positive (2 kg difference in mean weight between 


highest and lowest quintiles of protein intake [not quantified] over 10 years in 
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white individuals, p<0.01; findings in black individuals non-significant). The 


review concluded that protein intake (across adults and children and young 


people) was not associated with subsequent excess weight gain or obesity, 


although the results were inconsistent. Although not explicitly reported, these 


studies appeared to be in general populations. 


Children and young people  


The review by Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] also assessed the effect of protein 


intake on weight related outcomes in children and young people. 


This review included 11 prospective cohorts (n=2,396; possible overlap of 3 


small cohorts) in children and young people (6 months to 19 years) and found 


mixed results at 1 to 9 years’ follow up. 


Six cohorts (n=942) showed a positive association between protein intake and 


at least 1 weight-related outcome in at least 1 analysis (e.g. in either boys or 


girls). The other 5 cohorts (n=1,454) had findings that were non-significant 


(direction of effect positive in 2, mixture of inverse and positive associations in 


1, NR in 2 studies). Two of these non-significant studies potentially 


represented longer term follow up of one of the studies finding a positive 


association. 


All of the studies were relatively small. The range of effects went from a small 


non-significant inverse association of kJ/g protein intake with skinfold 


thickness (the only inverse association, regression coefficient -0.001, p=0.79) 


to a relatively large association between high protein intake at 12 months and 


BMI above the 75th percentile at 7 years (BMI OR 2.39, 95% CI 1.14 to 4.99, 


p=0.02). 
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Evidence Statement 36: Relationship between total protein consumption 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 3 high quality reviews1,2,3 of RCTs and 


cohort studies suggested that total protein intake may not be associated with 


weight related outcomes.  


Two meta-analytic reviews1,2 of RCTs (mostly in overweight or obese 


individuals and including interventions aimed specifically at weight loss) 


suggested that high protein vs. low protein diets (median 27% vs. 18% energy 


from protein) resulted in greater weight reduction in the short term (1.21 kg, 


[95% CI -1.88 to -0.57] greater weight loss)1 , but this difference is non-


significant at longer term follow-up (WMD -0.39 kg, 95% CI -1.43 to +0.6).  


The findings of this meta-analysis may not apply to the general population and 


those not aiming to lose weight. 


Cohort studies in a third review3 mostly had non-significant findings over 1 to 


12 years (3 of 8 reported a non-significant positive association, 1 of 8 a non-


significant inverse association, and 3 of 8 did not report direction of non-


significant effect); one study showed a significant positive association. These 


results may be more indicative of the effects of protein intake in the general 


population. 


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 1 review3 of cohort studies 


suggested that total protein intake may be positively associated with weight 


related outcomes in children and young people. 


The review included 11 cohort studies, which either found a significant 


positive association between protein intake and at least 1 weight-related 


outcome, or no significant effect (effects mainly in a positive direction where 


reported) over 1 to 9 years.  Associations ranged from a small non-significant 


inverse association of kJ/g protein intake with skinfold thickness (the only 


inverse association reported, regression coefficient -0.001, p=0.79) to a large 
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association between high protein intake at 12 months and BMI above the 75th 


percentile at 7 years (BMI OR 2.39, 95% CI 1.14 to 4.99, p=0.02). 


Applicability to the UK: Two of the reviews1,3 were applicable to the UK; the 


countries in which the included studies in one review2 were performed were 


not reported, therefore applicability of this review to the UK is unclear.  


1 Santesso et al. 2012 [++] 
2 Schwingshackl and Hoffmann 2013 [++] 
3 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


4.4.3 Total carbohydrate consumption 


Table 31: Prioritised reviews assessing total carbohydrate consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++]  


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort:16 (7, n=79,083 
adults/9, n=2,625 
children) 
Other: 0 


No Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults  


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] included 7 prospective cohorts (n=79,083) in 


adults. The studies found mixed results at 1 to 12 years’ follow up. The cohort 


studies assessed carbohydrate intake in various ways (% energy as 


carbohydrate or carbohydrate intake in g) and also assessed varied weight 


related outcomes. 


Most cohort studies (4/7; n=44,180) found no association between 


carbohydrate intake and weight related outcomes (positive and inverse 


directions of effect, largest non-significant association: 0.599 increase in body 


weight [units NR] for each g increase in carbohydrate over 12 years (p=0.94)), 


Two studies (n=34,849) found an inverse association with weight gain over 4 


to 10 years (regression coefficient=-0.001, 95% CI 0.0024 to 0.0004), and 1 
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small study (n=54) found a positive association with change in body weight 


and body fat (correlation coefficients for these outcomes ranging from 0.30 to 


0.35 depending on how carbohydrate intake was measured).  


Children and young people 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] also included 9 prospective cohorts (n=2,625) in 


children and young people aged 10 months to 19 years, with 1 to 15 years’ 


follow up.  


Most of the studies (6/9; n=1,282) found no association between total 


carbohydrate intake and various weight related outcomes in children and 


young people (mixed directions of effect where reported). Three studies 


(n=1,343) found a significant inverse relationship between total carbohydrate 


and a weight related outcome (each 1% increase in energy from 


carbohydrates associated with −0.044 kg/year weight change or −11.70 kg/m2 


[95% CI −20.5 to −2.9] BMI change over 6 years; each 1kJ/g increase in 


carbohydrate intake associated with -0.003 change in subscapular skinfold), 


although the study assessing skinfold thickness found no association with 


BMI.  The large regression coefficient came from a small study (n=70), and 


had wide confidence intervals. One study found a small, non-significant 


positive association with change in BMI over 15 years (0.02 kg/m2 increase 


per 1 g increase in carbohydrate, p=0.33). 


The review concluded overall (across adults and children and young people) 


that carbohydrate intake was not associated with subsequent excess weight 


gain or obesity, although the results of the included studies were inconsistent. 


Evidence Statement 37: Relationship between total carbohydrate 


consumption and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from one high quality review1 of cohort studies 


suggests that total carbohydrate intake is not associated with weight related 


outcomes in adults, but results are inconsistent.  
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Four of 7  cohort studies  found no significant associations of varying 


direction, while 2 found an inverse association with weight over 4 to 10 years, 


and 1 small study found a positive association with change in body weight and 


body fat (correlation coefficient range: 0.30 to 0.35). 


Magnitude of associations ranged from a 0.001 reduction in body weight 


(units NR, 95% CI -0.0024 to -0.0004) for each g/day change in total 


carbohydrate intake over 4 years, to a non-significant 0.599 increase in body 


weight [units NR] for each g increase in carbohydrate over 12 years (p=0.94). 


Children and young people: Weak evidence from one high quality review1 of 


cohort studies suggests that carbohydrate intake is not associated with weight 


or obesity in children or young people, but results are inconsistent. 


 


Six of the 9 cohort studies found no association between carbohydrate intake 


and weight related outcomes (positive and inverse directions of effect), while 


3 found inverse associations over 1 to 15 years. Magnitude of the 


relationships ranged from a large significant inverse association between 


energy intake from carbohydrates and BMI (regression coefficient: −11.70, 


95% CI −20.5 to −2.9) to a small non-significant positive association (0.02 


kg/m2 BMI change per 1 g increase in carbohydrate intake, p=0.33).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


4.4.4 Glycaemic index/load of the diet 


Table 32: Prioritised reviews assessing glycaemic index/load of the diet 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


USDA 2010j [+] Complete: None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 13 (1, n=203) 
Cohort: 2 (1, n=376) 
Other: 7 


No 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 
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Adults 


One moderate quality review (USDA 2010j [+]) included 1 RCT and 1 cohort 


study with 6 years follow up relevant to the current review scope. The RCT 


compared a high glycaemic index (GI) versus a low GI diet (difference in GI 


35 to 40 units). The RCT (n=203) found no significant difference in weight 


change over 18 months between the diets (weight change: -0.41kg with low 


GI diet vs. -0.26kg with high GI diet, p=0.93). The RCT had a high loss to 


follow up (40%), and although it was not in solely overweight or obese 


individuals, it did include people with relatively high BMI (23 to 29.9kg/m2). 


The cohort study (n=376) had differing results across the different exposures 


and outcomes assessed, and by gender. GI and glycaemic load of the diet at 


baseline was not associated with changes in weight-related outcomes in men 


over 6 years. In women, there was no significant association between 


glycaemic load and body weight or WC (the latter effect had an inverse 


direction). However, GI was positively associated with weight related 


outcomes in women over 6 years. A 10-unit increase in baseline GI was 


associated with a 2% increase in body weight (95% CI 0.1% to 4%), a 0.9% 


increase in percentage body fat (95% CI 0.04% to 1.7%), and a non-


significant 1.6 cm increase in WC (95% CI -0.1 cm to 3.2 cm). Larger effects 


were seen in sedentary women, but it was unclear if this was a post-hoc or 


pre-specified analysis, and was likely to include relatively small numbers of 


women given the size of the study. 


Although overall the review concluded that the evidence showed glycaemic 


index and/or glycaemic load is not associated with body weight, this was 


largely based on studies outside of the scope of the current review: RCTs 


solely in overweight and obese individuals, 1 cohort study in pregnant women, 


and cross sectional studies. The evidence directly relevant to the current 


scope was inconclusive. 


Children and young people 
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No evidence was identified on the relationship between glycaemic load/index 


and weight related outcomes specifically in children or young people. 


Evidence Statement 38: Relationship between glycaemic index/load and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence from 1 moderate quality review1 of RCTs and 


cohort studies was identified regarding the relationship between glycaemic 


load/index and weight related outcomes in adults. 


The review found that glycaemic index (GI) and/or glycaemic load is not 


associated with body weight. One small RCT found no significant difference in 


weight change between a low GI diet and a high GI diet over 18 months (35-


40 units difference in GI between diets; mean weight change: -0.41kg vs. -


0.26kg respectively; p=0.93). One small cohort study found no effect of GI or 


glycaemic load on weight related outcomes in men over 6 years, but found 


that in women a 10-unit increase in baseline GI was associated with a 2% 


increase in body weight (95% CI 0.1% to 4%) and a 0.9% increase in 


percentage body fat (95% CI 0.04% to 1.7%). 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on the relationship 


between glycaemic load/index and weight related outcomes specifically in 


children or young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK.   


1USDA 2010j [+] 


4.4.5 Fibre consumption 


Table 33: Prioritised reviews assessing fibre consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 
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Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 5 (3, 
n=108,940 adults/ 2, 
n=11,506 children) 
Other: 0 


NR (adults & 
children) 


Yes 


Wanders et al. 
2011 [+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 61 (unclear,)  
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


Inverse (adults) Unclear 


Ye et al. 2012 
[+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 2 (2, 
n=101,173) 
Other: 0 


Inverse (adults) Unclear 


USDA 2010w 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 2 (0) 
Cohort: 4 (3, n=12,363) 
Other: 0 


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) and 2 moderate quality 


reviews (Ye et al. 2011 [+], Wanders et al. 2011 [+]) generally found an 


inverse association between total dietary fibre intake and weight related 


outcomes in adults. However, the statistical significance and magnitude of this 


association was inconsistent across reviews. 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) of 3 prospective cohorts 


with 4 to 12 years’ follow up found mixed results: 2 found significant inverse 


associations for weight or obesity at 10 to 12 years (adjusted OR 0.66, 95% 


CI 0.58 to 0.74; p for trend<0.001; mean weight change [units NR]  -3.6 to -3.7 


in black and white participants, p≤0.001 for both trends). One study found a 


small but significant positive association between dietary fibre intake and 


weight change at 4 years (regression coefficient 0.006, 95% CI 0.002 to 0.01), 


although  its participants were drawn from the same cohort as one of the 


studies that found a significant negative association.  


One moderate quality review (Ye et al. 2011 [+]) included 1 additional 


prospective cohort which found an inverse association over 8 years’ follow up 
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(significance NR); it did not report any specific conclusions related to fibre 


consumption.  


One moderate quality review (Wanders et al. 2011 [+]) included 61 RCTs, the 


majority of which were in overweight or obese participants with a mean study 


duration of 11.1 weeks. RCTs in general population samples were not 


analysed separately, and overall results may not be representative of potential 


effects in the general population, particularly as some trials used supplements 


to deliver fibre as opposed to through food. Across fibre groups, there was a 


small reduction in body weight of 0.014% over 4 weeks per gram increase of 


fibre intake, with average mean reduction of 0.72 kg over an average of 11.1 


weeks.   


Children and young people 


Two high quality reviews (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]; USDA 2010w [++]) 


included 4 cohort studies (n=13,100), none of which found a significant 


association between fibre intake and weight related outcomes over 1 to 10.9 


years.  


Results figures were not reported for all of these studies, but where reported 


the direction and size of the non-significant effects differed (exposures not 


quantified). They ranged from a small positive association with % body fat 


over 4 years (0.02% body fat increase per SD increase in fibre intake, p=0.9) 


to a relatively large asociation between high fibre intake at age 3 and obesity 


10.9 years later (OR 0.78, 95% CI 0.60 to 1.02). 


Evidence Statement 39: Relationship between dietary fibre consumption 


on healthy weight maintenance 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 and 2 moderate quality 


reviews2,3 of RCTs and cohort studies suggested that dietary fibre 


consumption may have an inverse association with weight related outcomes.  
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Three of 4 cohort studies from 2 reviews1,2 found an inverse association 


between fibre intake and weight or obesity over 8 to 12 years. The 


associations ranged from relatively small (mean difference [MD] in weight 


change, women: 0.76 kg, men: 1.01 kg; significance NR) to large (obesity OR, 


highest vs. lowest intake quintile: 0.66, 95% CI 0.58 to 0.74). One cohort 


found a small significant positive association between fibre and 4 year weight 


gain (regression coefficient 0.006 for dietary fibre intake).  


A moderate quality review3 of RCTs lasting 11 weeks on average, mainly 


among overweight and obese participants, found that fibre (using food or 


supplements) reduced body weight by an average of 0.014% per 4 weeks per 


gram increase of fibre intake compared with control (significance NR; 


equivalent to an average 0.72 kg over the mean 11 week follow-up period).  


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 2 high quality reviews1,4 of 


cohort studies suggested that fibre consumption is not associated with weight 


related outcomes in children and young people. The 4 cohort studies in these 


reviews consistently found no significant association with weight related 


outcomes (mixed direction of non-significant effects). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of 2 reviews are applicable to the UK, 


but the country of origin of included studies in the other 2 reviews are not 


reported so their applicability to the UK is unclear.   


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
2 Ye et al. 2012 [+] 
3 Wanders et al. 2011 [+] 
4 USDA 2010w [++]  


4.4.6 Energy density of the diet 


Table 34: Prioritised reviews assessing energy density of the diet 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 
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Fogelholm et 
al. 2012 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set, D 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 4 (4, 
n=189,851) 
Other: 0 


Positive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Johnson et al. 
2009 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set, D 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 8 (3, n=51,974 
adults/3, n=1,889 
children) 
Other: 16 


NR (adults & 
children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Two prioritised moderate quality reviews (Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+], Johnson 


et al. 2009 [+]) found inconsistent results for the relationship between energy 


density (ED) of the diet and weight related outcomes across 5 cohort studies. 


These studies varied in how they assessed energy density – some included 


food only (FO), while others assessed food and drink (FD). This variation may 


have influenced the results. Even across the studies assessing energy density 


as FO, results were not consistently significant. 


The first review (Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]) included 2 studies (n=138,063) 


assessing the association between FO energy density and WC; both found a 


positive association over 5.5 to 6.5 years, although the size of the effect in 


these studies was reported to vary (1 kcal/g increase in ED associated with: 


0.09 cm [95% CI 0.05 to 0.13] increase in men and 0.15 cm [95% CI 0.09 to 


0.21] for women over 5.5 years). The review concluded that there was 


suggestive evidence of an association with WC in adults. Four cohort studies 


(n=141,220) assessing the impact of energy density on weight found mixed 


results. One study (n=50,026) reported that an increase in FO energy density 


was associated with an increase in weight over the concurrent period among 


women, while 1 FO and 1 FD study (n=91,194) found no significant 


association (direction of non-significant associations NR). The study that 


found an association assessed change in dietary energy density and weight 


over the same period, therefore the sequence of these changes cannot be 


established. 
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The second review (Johnson et al. 2009 [+]) identified 1 additional cohort 


study (n=186) in adults relevant to the current review scope, and it found a 


significant association between FO energy density and weight.  


Children and young people 


The moderate quality review (Johnson et al. 2009 [+]) identified 3 cohort 


studies (n=1,889) in children. Food only energy density had a positive 


association with adiposity over 2 to 8 years in  2 studies (n=1,091), although 


the significance of the association varied with age of exposure and outcome 


(significant positive association between for excess adiposity at age 9 per kJ/g 


ED at age 7: 1.36, 95% CI 1.09 to 1.69; non-significant positive association for 


ED at age 5: 1.12, 95% CI 0.90 to 1.40; OR for gaining the most fat between 


ages 7 and 15 years 1.9, 95% CI 1.1 to 3.6), and 1 of these studies was very 


small (n=48). All of the analyses where ED of the diet was assessed based on 


food and drink (3 studies) found no significant association with adiposity or 


weight gain (2 showed a positive direction of effect and 1 showed an inverse 


direction of effect).  


Evidence Statement 40: Relationship between energy density (ED) and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Moderate evidence from 2 moderate quality reviews1,2 of cohort 


studies suggests that energy density (ED) of the diet may be positively 


associated with waist circumference (WC) in adults; evidence on the 


relationship with weight is inconclusive. 


One review1 found a positive association between food only ED and WC over 


5.5 to 6.5 years, but the size of this effect varied (1 kcal/g increase in ED 


associated with: 0.09 cm [95% CI 0.05 to 0.13] increase for men and 0.15 cm 


[95% CI 0.09 to 0.21] increase for women over 5.5 years).  


The reviews1,2  found mixed associations with weight across 4 cohort studies: 


2 found a significant positive association, and 2 found no association 
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(direction of effect NR). Within studies assessing food only (the most 


commonly used method) results varied as well.  


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 1 moderate quality 


review2 of cohort studies suggested that food only ED of the diet is positively 


associated with adiposity in children and young people, although the 


significance of this association varied across studies. 


The review2 found a positive associations of varying statistical significance, 


between ED of food only and adiposity over 2 to 8 years, (OR for excess 


adiposity at age 9 per kJ/g ED at age 7: 1.36, 95% CI 1.09 to 1.69; at age 5: 


1.12, 95% CI 0.90 to 1.40. These findings are limited by the small number and 


size of the studies. The links between ED of food and drink  and weight or 


adiposity were non-significant (mixed directions of effect). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK.  


1 Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 


2 Johnson et al. 2009 [+] 


 


4.4.7 Non-nutritive sweetener consumption 


Table 35: Prioritised reviews assessing non-nutritive sweetener 
consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Wiebe et al. 
2011 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 53 (1, n=133) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Yes 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, 
n=111,190) 
Other: 0 


Positive (adults) Yes 


USDA 2010c 
[+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 1 (0) 
Cohort: 1 (1, n=3,371) 
Other: 1 


Positive (adults) Yes 
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Brown et al. 
2010 [-] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 3 (1, n=103) 
Cohort: 6 (6, n=16,119)  
Other: 9 


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Unclear 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Two reviews (USDA2010c [+], Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) including cohort 


studies both found a positive association between non-nutritive sweetener 


consumption and weight related outcomes. However, both of these reviews 


suggested that this was likely to be due to reverse causality. A third high 


quality review (Weibe et al. 2011 [++]) found the evidence from RCTs about 


the effects of non-caloric sweeteners is inconclusive.   


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]), included 3 prospective 


cohort studies (n=111,190). The 2 largest cohort studies (both in women) both 


found significant positive associations with weight change over 1 to 4 years, in 


1 study this association was particularly strong in women with the highest 


weight at baseline. The smallest study (n=556) found a positive association 


with weight gain over 4 years that was no longer significant after adjustment 


for confounders including baseline BMI. 


The moderate quality review (USDA2010c [+]), included 1 cohort study 


(n=3,371) relevant to the current review scope, and this found significant 


positive associations with weight-related outcomes over 7 to 8 years. 


The associations across the 2 reviews ranged from a weak correlation 


between saccharin intake and change in weight in women over 4 years 


(r=0.0024, 95% CI 0.00176 to 0.0030) to a doubling in the risk of obesity in 


people who consumed more than 21 non-nutritively sweetened beverages a 


week compared with none over 7 to 8 years (OR 2.03, CI NR). In terms of 


weight and BMI changes, these were medium in size (users vs. non-users of 


non-nutritive sweeteners: difference in mean weight gain 0.67 kg over 1 year; 
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difference in mean BMI change: 0.47 kg/m2 over 7 to 8 years [reviewer 


calculated figures]). 


The second high quality review (Wiebe et al. 2011 [++]), identified 1 RCT 


(n=133) of non-nutritive sweeteners that assessed weight related outcomes 


and matched the scope of the current review. This RCT found no significant 


difference between aspartame (3.56 g/day) and sucrose (42 g/day) in BMI 


change over 4 weeks (mean difference -0.3kg/m2, 95% CI -1.1 to 0.5). The 


direction of the non-significant effect was inverse, and the study may have 


been too small and short to detect an effect.   


Children and young people 


One low quality review (Brown et al. 2010 [-]) identified 6 cohort studies 


assessing the effect of non-nutritive sweeteners (assessed as non-nutritively 


sweetened beverage intake) on body weight and related outcomes in children 


and young people. The cohort studies had inconsistent findings in terms of 


direction of effect and significance. Sizes of effects were not reported.  


The review also included RCTs and cross sectional studies. Only 1 small RCT 


(n=103) was not in selected overweight/obese populations, but it could not 


determine the effect of non-nutritive sweeteners specifically as it assessed 


replacing sugar sweetened beverages with non-nutritively sweetened 


beverages or water. It found no significant difference in BMI overall at 25 


weeks. 


The review concluded that data from observational studies supports an 


association between non-nutritively sweetened beverage consumption and 


weight gain in children, but the limited RCTs are inconclusive. These 


conclusions included the studies relevant to the current review scope as well 


as cross sectional studies, and RCTs in overweight and obese participants. 
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Evidence Statement 41: Relationship between non-nutritive sweeteners 


and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 2 high quality1,3 reviews 


and 1 moderate quality2 review of RCTs, cohort studies, and cross sectional 


studies on the prospective relationship between non-nutritive sweeteners and 


weight related outcomes in adults.  


The reviews of observational evidence1,2 suggested that non-nutritive 


sweeteners are positively associated with weight, but that this is likely to 


reflect reverse causality. Associations in cohort studies ranged from relatively 


small (weight change r=0.0024, 95% CI 0.00176 to 0.0030) to large (OR 2.03 


for obesity for those consuming 21 non-nutritively sweetened beverages/week 


vs. none, CI NR). 


This was not supported by the RCT relevant to the current scope identified in 


another review3. This small RCT found a non-significant inverse association 


with BMI change over 4 weeks (aspartame vs. sucrose, mean difference: -0.3 


kg/m2, 95% CI -1.1 to 0.5). The RCT may have been too small and short to 


detect an effect.   


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 low 


quality review4 of cohort studies regarding the relationship between non-


nutritive sweeteners and weight related outcomes in children and young 


people.  


Three of 6 cohort studies found a positive association, 1 found an inverse 


association, and 2 found no association (figures NR).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of 3 reviews are applicable to the UK. 


The country in which included studies were performed was not reported in the 


fourth4 so its applicability to the UK is unclear. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]  


2 USDA2010c [+] 
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3 Wiebe et al. 2011 [++] 


4 Brown et al. 2010 [-] 


 


4.4.8 Dietary sugar consumption (sucrose, glucose, fructose, 


high fructose corn syrup)  


Table 36: Prioritised reviews assessing sugar consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Te Morenga et 
al. 2013 [++] 
(dietary sugars) 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 30 (13 n=1,387 
adults/ 5, n=2,968 
children) 
Cohort: 38 (16, 
n=289,614 adults/ 22, 
n=29,219 children) 
Other: 0 


No (isocaloric 
consumption) 
 
Positive 
(hypercaloric 
consumption) 
 
(adults & 
children) 


Unclear 


Sievenpiper et 
al. 2012 [++] 
(fructose) 


Complete: None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 21 (10, n=117) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 20 


No (isocaloric 
consumption) 
 
Positive 
(hypercaloric 
consumption) 
 
(adults) 


Yes 


Wiebe et al. 
2011 [++] 
(fructose, 
glucose, 
sucrose) 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: Unclear (6, 
n=240) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Three high quality reviews (Te Morenga et al. 2013 [++], Sievenpiper et al. 


2012 [++], Wiebe et al. 2011 [++]) generally found positive associations 


between dietary sugar intake and weight related outcomes in adults, however, 


this association may be due to overall increased energy intake, as significant 


associations were generally seen in hypercaloric but not isocaloric 


consumption. 
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A high quality review (Sievenpiper et al. 2012 [++]) of RCTs and non-


randomised controlled feeding trials found an increase in weight when 


fructose was added to the diet hypercalorically in normal weight individuals  


over 1 to 4 weeks (18% to 97% excess energy; 0.37 kg, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.58). 


It found no effect when fructose was added to the diet isocalorically in normal 


weight individuals over 1 to 6 weeks (n=417; -0.13 kg, 95% CI -0.37 to 0.10). 


These findings may be impacted by confounding due to the inclusion of non-


randomised studies. 


One high quality review (Te Morenga et al. 2013 [++]) that included RCTs and 


cohort studies found that RCTs showed that reducing dietary sugar intake 


reduced body weight, while increasing sugar intake increased body weight. 


This appeared to be related to the effect of sugar intake on total energy 


intake, as trials where sugars were substituted for other macronutrients 


(mainly complex carbohydrates) with no change in total energy intake found 


no impact on body weight. Meta-analysis of 5 RCTs reported that a reduction 


in sugar intake by up to 14% of total energy intake reduced weight by 0.80 kg 


(95% CI 0.39 to 1.21), while increasing sugar intake by 6.6% to 23% of TEI 


increased body weight by 0.75 kg (95% CI 0.30 to 0.19). 


The RCTs included in Te Morenga et al. 2013 [++] were small and short term. 


Some of the RCTs were in overweight and obese individuals or those with 


health conditions such as diabetes, as well as trials in normal weight 


participants, so may not reflect what would be seen in the general population 


as a whole in the longer term. 


The 16 cohort studies identified by Te Morenga et al. 2013 [++] had longer 


follow up (2 to 9.9 years) and supported the findings, with most finding a 


positive association between dietary sugars and weight related outcomes, 1 


showed mixed results (associated with both weight gain and loss), and 4 no 


significant associations (direction NR). 


One high quality review (Wiebe et al. 2011 [++]) focused on the health effects 


of different sweeteners, (sugars, sugar alcohols and non-caloric sweeteners). 
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The 6 small RCTs (n=240) that it identified that compared different sugars or 


sugars versus other sweeteners found no significant difference in weight 


related outcomes between them. 


Children and young people 


One high quality review (Te Morenga et al. 2013 [++]) including RCTs and 


cohort studies found mixed results. The majority of studies in the review 


assessed sugar sweetened beverages (SSBs) rather than sugar as a whole. 


Results specifically focusing on SSB consumption are described in Section 


4.3.1. 


The 5 RCTs aimed to reduce sugar intake, mainly though educational or 


behavioural intervention alone. The interventions achieved reductions of 


sugar intake compared with control (usual diet, no education, or nutrition 


education/advice not aimed specifically at sugar reduction) of 4.5 g to 63 g of 


sugar per day, 0.1 glasses/day of sugar sweetened fizzy drinks, or 56 ml/day 


fizzy drinks. The RCTs found no significant effect of the interventions on BMI 


or BMI z-scores over 16 weeks to 8 months (WMD 0.09, 95% CI -0.14 to 


0.32). This may have been due to the poor compliance with the intervention in 


3 studies. 


Of the 22 cohort studies identified in children, 13 found a positive association 


between increased sugar intake and a measure of adiposity, 2 reported mixed 


positive and inverse associations, 2 studies reported an inverse association, 


and 4 showed no significant effects (directions NR).  


Evidence Statement 42: Relationship between dietary sugar 


consumption (sucrose, glucose, fructose, high fructose corn syrup) and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Strong evidence from 3 high quality reviews1,2,3 of RCTs and cohort 


studies suggests that consumption of dietary sugars increases body weight if 
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total energy intake (TEI) is increased, but has no effect if TEI remains the 


same. 


Two meta-analysis1,2 of RCTs and non-randomised trials found that changing 


sugar intake and TEI was positively associated with weight change (reducing 


sugar up to 14% TEI reduced weight by 0.80 kg [95% CI 0.39 to 1.21], and 


increasing sugar 6.6% to 23% TEI increased weight by 0.75 kg [95% CI 0.30 


to 1.19]).1 This positive association was supported by 10/16 cohort studies in 


the review. Isocaloric sugar intake (substituting 17% to 20% of energy from 


sugars with other energy sources) did not affect body weight.  


One meta-analysis2 of RCTs and non-randomised trials of fructose found a 


significant positive association when TEI increased, but no significant effect in 


isocaloric comparisons  (hypercaloric: 0.37kg, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.58; isocaloric: 


-0.13 kg, 95% CI -0.37 to 0.10). RCTs included in a third review3 which 


compared different sugars or sugars versus other sweeteners found no 


difference in weight related outcomes between them. 


Children and young people: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality review1 


of cohort studies and RCTs suggests that there is a positive relationship 


between intake of dietary sugars and weight related outcomes in children.  


The conclusion is based on cohort studies that assessed of sugar sweetened 


beverages. Meta-analysis of RCTs found no significant effect of interventions 


aimed at reducing sugar intake and change in BMI or BMI z-scores over 16 


weeks to 8 months (WMD 0.09, 95% CI -0.14 to 0.32). This may have been 


due to poor compliance with the largely educational interventions. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of 2 reviews are applicable to the UK. 


The country in which included studies were performed was not reported in 


one review so its applicability to the UK is unclear. 


1 Te Morenga et al. 2013 [++] 


2 Sievenpiper et al. 2012 [++] 


3 Wiebe et al. 2011 [++] 
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4.4.9 Catechins consumption 


Table 37: Prioritised reviews assessing catechins consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Phung et al. 
2010 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 15 (4, n=388) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


Inverse (adults) Unclear 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


Phung et al. 2010 [++] concluded that green tea catechins and caffeine 


combined were significantly associated with reduction in BMI, body weight, 


and WC but described the clinical significance as modest at best. The meta-


analysis contained relevant and non-relevant studies in the context of this 


review. 


The review included 15 RCTs of green tea catechins with or without caffeine, 


of which 4 were relevant to this review (the remainder were solely in 


overweight or obese individuals or in people with specific health conditions 


such as diabetes).  


Meta-analysis found that green tea catechins (583 mg  to 714 mg/day) with 


caffeine (70 to 114 mg/day) consumed for 3 to 12 weeks reduced BMI (-0.55 


kg/m2, 95% CI -0.65 to -0.40), body weight (-1.38 kg, 95% CI -1.70 to -1.06), 


and WC (-1.93 cm, 95% CI  -2.82 to -1.04), but not waist to hip ratio (0.02, 


95% CI -0.05 to 0.0008) compared with dose matched caffeine control (0 to 


126 mg catechins plus 70 to 114 mg caffeine).  The meta-analyses included 


some of the RCTs not relevant to the current review scope, including some 


which provided catechins as capsules rather than as tea. The review did not 


find benefits in trials looking at catechins alone (without caffeine, mainly given 


as capsules), but none of these trials matched the scope of the current 


review. 
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Children and young people 


The review by Phung et al. 2010 [++] did include one RCT in children and 


young people, but they were all obese and therefore the RCT did not match 


the scope of the current review. 


Evidence Statement 43: Relationship between catechin intake and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 1 high quality review1 of RCTs suggests that 


catechins may be associated with reduced body weight and related outcomes 


in the short term. 


Meta-analysis of small, short-term RCTs found that green tea catechins  with 


caffeine significantly reduced BMI (-0.55 kg/m2, 95% CI -0.65 to -0.40), body 


weight (-1.38 kg, 95% CI -1.70 to -1.06), and waist circumference (-1.93 cm, 


95% CI  -2.82 to -1.04), but not waist to hip ratio compared with a caffeine at 3 


to 12 weeks. These analyses include some RCTs solely in overweight and 


obese individuals or individuals with health conditions, and may not reflect 


effects that might be seen in the general population. 


Children and young people: No evidence was identified specifically about 


the effects of catechins on weight related outcomes in children or young 


people. 


Applicability to the UK: The country of origin of included studies in the 


review was not reported, so its applicability to the UK is unclear. 


1Phung et al. 2010 [++]  


 


4.4.10 Caffeine consumption 


Table 38: Prioritised reviews assessing caffeine consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 
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Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, n=32,612) 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] including 3 prospective 


cohort studies (n=32,612) with follow up of between 1 and 12 years, 


concluded that caffeine intake was not associated with subsequent excess 


weight gain or obesity.  


Two out of the 3 studies (n=556 and n=31,940) found no significant 


association between caffeine intake and weight change over 1 to 4 years 


(regression coefficients 0.0003 and 0.143, units not specified). The third small 


study (n=116) found no association between caffeine and BMI change in men 


(figures NR), but found women in a 'BMI-gain' group (not further defined) were 


more likely to consume caffeine (OR 0.2, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.94, p=0.04; exact 


comparison this data refers to unclear).  


Children and young people 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] did not identify any studies of caffeine intake in 


children and young people. 


Evidence Statement 44: Relationship between caffeine intake and weight 


related outcomes 


Adults: Weak from 1 high quality review1 of cohort studies suggests that 


caffeine intake is not associated with weight related outcomes in adults. 


Two out of 3 cohort studies found no significant association between caffeine 


intake and weight gain, while the smallest cohort study found no association 


in men, but that caffeine consumption was more common in women who had 


BMI increases over 1 year (OR 0.2, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.94). 
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Children and young people: No evidence was identified on caffeine and 


weight related outcomes specifically in children or young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


4.5 Eating patterns 


4.5.1 Eating meals prepared outside of home (eating out/take away 


meal/fast food) 


Table 39: Prioritised reviews assessing eating meals prepared outside of home 


(eating out/take away meal/fast food) 


Author, date  
[quality] 


(factor 
assessed)*  


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Bezerra et al. 
2012 [++] 
(eating out of 
home) 
 
 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 8 (8, n=35,938) 
Other: 20  


Positive (adults) Yes 


Mesas et al. 
2012 [+] 
(eating out of 
home, fast food 
intake, takeaway 
food intake) 
 


Complete: P 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 10 (7, n=34,913 
adults/ 3, n=24,375 
children) 
Other: 32  


Positive (adults 
& children) 


Yes 


Rosenheck 2008 
[+] 
(fast food 
consumption) 
 


Complete: None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 2 (1, n=891 adults) 
Cohort: 7 (4,  n=23,538 
adults/ 3, n=7,004 
children) 
Other: 7 


Positive (adults 
& children) 


Yes 


Summerbell et al. 
2009 [++] 
(fast food 
consumption) 
 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 6 (4 n=16,826 
adults/ 2, n=1,626 
children) 
Other: 0 


Positive (adults 
& children) 


Yes 
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USDA 2010i [+] 
(eating out of 
home, mainly fast 
food 
consumption) 
 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 9 (5, n=18,380 
adults/ 5, n=28,079 
children)  
Other: 2 


Positive (adults 
& children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 
*For each review the factor(s) they stated that they assesed is noted, however, there was overlap in 
the types of expsoures included between the reviews, and therefore they are considered together 


 


Five reviews in adults and children provided evidence of a positive association 


between eating food prepared out of the home (including eating out, takeaways, or 


fast food) and weight related outcomes. The reviews and included studies did not 


tend to use mutually exclusive definitions of these terms, and there was considerable 


overlap in included studies between the reviews. Therefore these reviews have been 


considered together. 


All five reviews concluded that there was a positive association between eating food 


prepared out of the home (defined in various ways as described above) and weight 


related outcomes based on studies in adults only (Bezerra et al. 2012 [++]) or adults 


in children (Mesas et al. 2012 [+], Rosenheck 2008 [+], Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], 


USDA 2010i [+]). The majority of the studies assessed fast food. 


Adults 


Either all or the majority of relevant included studies in adults (4 to 8 studies in each 


review; total n ranged from 16,826 to 35,938) found a significant positive association 


between eating food prepared outside of home and weight related outcomes over 


between 1 and 15 years (7/8 studies in Bezerra et al. 2012 [++], 5/5 studies in 


Rosenheck et al. 2008 [+]; 4/4 cohorts in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]; 5/7 studies in 


Mesas et al. 2012 [+]; 5/5 in USDA 2010i [+]). The remainder of studies found no 


significant association, no studies found a significant inverse association. 


Effects on weight ranged from 0.09 units increase (units NR) for each additional 


restaurant eating occasion over 13 years (p=0.04) to 4.5 kg difference in weight gain 


between those eating fast food more than twice a week over 15 years and those 


eating fast food less than once a week (p=0.0054). Beta values for BMI or BMI 
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change (units of eating out of home increase not reported) ranged from -0.23 kg/m2 


for BMI change over 1 year for men (95% CI -0.56 to 0.11; from the one study with 


non-significant findings) to 0.85 kg/m2 for BMI high income women at 1 year (95% CI 


0.43 to 1.27). 


In terms of dichotomous outcomes, the increase in risk associated with eating food 


prepared outside of home ranged from OR for weight gain (not defined) of 1.2 (95% 


CI 1.0 to 1.4; highest quintile of fast food intake vs. lowest quintile over 2.4 years), to 


an OR for gaining ≥2 kg of 1.36 (95% CI 1.13 to 1.63, eating away from home ≥2 


times/week vs. 0-3 times/month over 4.4 years).  


One review (USDA 2010i [+]) noted that most of the available evidence related to 


fast food intake, and that the strongest relationship between fast food and obesity 


has been observed for consuming one or more fast food meals per week. 


Only some of the reviews provided definitions of eating out of home, fast food 


consumption or takeaway meals and these tended to be broad, with included studies 


also varying in the exposures assessed. This limits the ability to draw more specific 


conclusions on the effect of eating out at restaurants, fast food consumption or and 


takeaway meals individually. The majority of studies identified by the reviews 


assessed fast food intake. 


Children and young people 


There were fewer studies in the reviews assessing eating food prepared outside the 


home in children and young people. The majority of studies identified by the reviews 


assessed fast food intake. 


Similarly to adults, either all or the majority of relevant included studies (2 to 5 


studies in each review; total n ranged from 1,626 to 28,079) found a significant 


positive association between eating food prepared outside of home and weight 


related outcomes over 4 to 10 years (2/3 studies in Rosenheck et al. 2008 [+]; 1/2 in 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]; at least 2/3 studies in Mesas et al. 2012 [+] (results of 


one study unclear); 4/5 in USDA 2010i [+]). One cohort study in the USDA 2010i [+] 
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review found a significant inverse association between fast food consumption at 


baseline in 12 to 16 year old girls (but not boys) and being overweight after 5 years 


(OR 0.88, 95% CI 0.79 to 0.98; p<0.05). The remainder of studies found no 


significant association.  


Few effect sizes were reported in the reviews, effects on BMI or BMI z score 


included a beta value for the association between eating fast foods at baseline and 


BMI z-score after 5 years of 0.02 (p<0.05), a mean difference in BMI z-score of 0.54 


(reviewer calculated) between girls who ate fast food >2 times/week and those who 


never ate fast food (p=0.0023), and a 0.21 kg/m2 increase in BMI among children 


who increased their consumption of fried foods outside of the home from <1 


time/week to 4-7 times/week over 3 years. It was unclear if the categories being 


compared in individual studies were selected a priori, or if they represented 


thresholds at which an effect occurred identified by data analysis. 


Evidence Statement 45: Relationship between eating meals prepared outside 


of home (eating out/fast food/takeaway meals) and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Strong evidence from 2 high quality1,2 reviews and 3 moderate quality 


reviews3,4,5 of cohort studies and RCTs suggests there is a positive association 


between eating food prepared outside of the home (mainly ‘fast food’) and weight 


related outcomes in adults. One review5 noted that the strongest relationship 


between fast food and obesity has been observed for consuming one or more fast 


food meals per week. 


The majority of relevant included cohort studies in adults  found a significant positive 


associations over 1 to 15 years. Effects on weight ranged from 0.09 units increase 


(units NR) for each additional restaurant eating occasion over 13 years (p=0.04) to 


4.5 kg difference in weight gain between those eating fast food more than twice a 


week over 15 years and those eating fast food less than once a week (p=0.0054).  


Children and young people: Moderate evidence from 1 high quality2 review and 3 


moderate quality reviews3,4,5 of cohort studies suggests there is a positive association 
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between eating food prepared outside of the home (mainly fast food) and weight 


related outcomes in children and young people.  


All or the majority of relevant included studies  found a significant positive 


association, but 1 study did find an inverse association. 


Effects on BMI z score ranged from a beta value for the association between eating 


fast foods at baseline and BMI z-score after 5 years of 0.02 (p<0.05) to a mean 


difference in BMI z-score of 0.54 (reviewer calculated) between girls who ate fast 


food >2 times/week and those who never ate fast food (p=0.0023).  


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the UK.  


1 Bezerra et al. 2012 [++] 
2  Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


3  Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 


4  Rosenheck et al. 2008 [+] 


5  USDA 2010i [+] 


 


4.5.2 Eating occasions (eating frequency) 


Table 40: Prioritised reviews assessing eating occasions (eating frequency) 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Mesas et al. 
2012 [+] 


Complete: P 
Partial: D 
Unclear:  Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 4 (2, n=27,211 
adults/ 2, n=2,476 
children) 
Other: 35 


No (adults & 
children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


One moderate quality review (Mesas et al. 2012 [+]) of cohorts, case controls, cross-


sectional, experimental and laboratory studies assessed the relationship between 


eating occasions (e.g. meal/eating/snacking frequency) on weight related outcomes 


in adults and children. Overall, it concluded that it did not find sufficient evidence of 


an association with excess body weight in any age group.  Review conclusions were 
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based on studies in adults and children, and studies within and outside of the scope 


of the current review. 


Adults 


The review (Mesas et al 2012 [+]) included 2 cohort studies in adults (n=27,211). 


One study in adults found daily eating frequency was not associated with weight 


change (beta coefficients 0.02 for men and 0.11 for women, units NR, p>0.05 for 


both). This study adjusted for total energy intake. The other study found eating 4 


meals (hazard ratio [HR] 1.07, 95% CI 1.02 to 1.14) or ≥5 meals (HR 1.15, 95% CI 


1.06 to 1.25) a day was associated with a higher risk of 5 kg weight gain after 10 


years compared with eating 3 meals a day. This study did not adjust for energy 


intake, which suggests that the effect could be related to an increased energy intake 


with more eating occasions. 


Children and young people 


The review (Mesas et al 2012 [+]) included 2 cohort studies in children (range 8 to 12 


years; n=2,476). Both studies found that fewer eating occasions predicted higher 


BMI compared with more eating occasions, although one found no association with 


overweight.  


One study found that eating 3 or more meals a day was associated with lower BMI z 


scores (beta -0.0472, p<0.0001), although the effect on overweight was non-


significant (OR 0.91, 95% CI 0.79 to 1.05) compared to eating fewer than 3 meals a 


day (adjusted for average daily energy intake). The other study found eating 4 to 5 


meals a day was associated with an increase in BMI z score after 10 years (beta 


0.24, p=0.028) compared to eating 6 times or more a day (not adjusted for energy 


intake).  


The relatively small size of these studies,  means no firm conclusions can be made 


on the association between eating frequency and weight related outcomes in 


children and young people. 
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Evidence Statement 46: Relationship between eating occasions 


(eating/meal/snack frequency) and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from one moderate quality review1 of 


cohort studies.  


The 2 cohort studies in adults included in the review had differing results. One study, 


which adjusted for total energy intake, found no association with weight change over 


8 years (small non-significant positive direction of effect). The second, which did not 


adjust for total energy intake, found eating 4 or ≥5 meals a day was associated with 


a higher risk of 5 kg weight gain after 10 years compared to eating 3 meals a day 


(HR 1.07, 95% CI 1.02 to 1.14; HR 1.15, 95% CI 1.06 to 1.25, respectively).  


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate 


quality review1 of cohort studies about eating frequency and weight related outcomes 


in children.  


The 2 cohort studies in children included in the review both found an association 


between more frequent eating and lower BMI, although 1 found no significant 


association with overweight. One study found eating 3 or more meals a day was 


significantly associated with lower BMI z scores (beta -0.0472; adjusted for energy 


intake) compared to eating fewer than 3 meals a day. The other study found eating 4 


to 5 meals a day was significantly associated with an increase in BMI z score after 


10 years (beta 0.24; not adjusted for energy intake) compared to eating 6 times or 


more a day.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of this reviews are applicable to the UK.  


1 Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 


 


4.5.3 Eating in the evening 


A variety of eating patterns were originally considered as part of this factor 


(e.g. timing of eating, consistency of eating across the week), however, 


evidence was identified for eating in the evening in adults only. No other 
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evidence was identified in adults, or on the association between eating 


patterns and weight related outcomes in children and young people. The 


results reported in this section relate to eating in the evening only. 


Table 42: Prioritised reviews assessing eating in the evening  


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 2 (2, n=13,411) 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


A single high quality review in adults (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) found no 


evidence of a consistent association between eating after 5pm and weight 


gain or obesity. The review included 2 prospective cohorts, both of which  


found no association between eating in the evening  and change in weight 


over a 6 to 10 year follow up (figures not reported). The studies assessed 


slightly differing exposures, with one assessing the percentage of daily energy 


intake consumed after 5pm, and the other assessing whether people got up at 


night to eat.Children and young people 


No evidence was identified on eating in the evening  and weight related 


outcomes in children and young people was identified.  


Evidence Statement 47: Relationship between eating in the evening and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from one high quality review1 of cohort studies 


suggests that there is no association between eating in the evening and 


weight change in adults.  
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No evidence was identified on the association between eating patterns other 


than night eating and weight related outcomes in adults.  


Children and young people: No evidence was identified on eating in the 


evening or other eating patterns and weight related outcomes in children or 


young people.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of the review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [+] 


 


 


4.5.4 Family meals 


Table 43: Prioritised reviews assessing family meals  


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Hammons and 
Fiese 2011 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P  


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 4 (4, n=29,961) 
Other: 4  


Inverse  
(children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


No evidence was identified on the associations between family meals and 


weight related outcomes in adults. 


Children and young people 


A single moderate quality review (Hammons and Fiese 2011 [+]) found that 


sharing 3 or more family meal times (not standardly defined) per week was 


associated with reduced risk of overweight among children and young people.  


The review conducted a meta-analysis including 8 cohort studies of mixed 


study designs (4 cohorts and 4 cross sectional studies) and found children 
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and young people who took part in at least 3 shared family meals per week 


were less likely to be overweight compared with those who ate fewer family 


meals (OR 0.88, 95% CI 0.81 to 0.97, p value not reported). The meta-


analysis had borderline significant heterogeneity (I2=48.45%, p=0.06).  


Meta-analysis of the cohort studies also showed that shared family meals 


were associated with a reduction in the risk of risk of overweight over 2 to 5 


years (OR 0.93, 95% CI 0.90 to 0.95, p value not reported) The frequencies of 


family meals being compared in this analysis was not reported.  


Individually, 1 study found a small significant reduction in obesity with more 


frequent family meals (OR 0.93), 2 found small to large non-significant 


reductions in overweight or obesity (ORs 0.55 and 0.99) and 1 found a large 


increase in overweight (OR 1.28). Family meals were defined in different ways 


in the included studies (at least 1 parent present, number of family members 


[relationship unspecified] present, or not defined) and this may contribute to 


inter-study variability. 


The cohort studies were all adjusted for confounders. This included 


socioeconomic status (SES) or related factors (e,g. maternal education, 


household income) in 3 studies (including the study with significant results), 


physical activity in 2 studies, and  energy intake  in 1 study. 


.  


Evidence Statement 48: Relationship between family meals and weight 


related outcomes 


Adults: No evidence was identified on the relationship between family meals 


and weight related outcomes in adults.  


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 1 moderate quality 


review1 of cohort and cross sectional studies suggests that family meal 


frequency is inversely associated with weight related outcomes.  
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Meta-analysis of cohort and cross sectional studies1 found that having at least 


3 shared family meals per week was associated with a reduced risk of 


overweight compared with fewer shared meals (OR 0.88, 95% CI 0.81 to 


0.97). Restricting the analysis to cohort studies reduced the size of the effect, 


but it remained significant (OR 0.93, 95% CI 0.90 to 0.95; frequency of family 


meals being compared not reported). Definitions of family meals varied, and 


only 1 cohort study adjusted for total energy intake. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Hammons and Fiese 2011 [+] 


 


4.5.5 Breakfast consumption 


Table 44: Prioritised reviews assessing breakfast consumption  


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Mesas et al. 
2012 [+] 


Complete: P 
Partial: D, Set 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 10 (2, n=20,698 
adults/8, n=unclear 
children) 
Other: 76  


Inverse  
(adults and 
children) 


Yes 


USDA 2010f [+] Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT:1 (0) 
Cohort: 16 (3, n=27,116 
adults/ 13, n=unclear 
children) 
Other: 1 


Inverse (adults 
and children) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Two moderate quality reviews (Mesas et al. 2012 [+]; USDA 2010f [+]) found 


that the evidence suggested an inverse association between consuming 


breakfast and weight related outcomes, but study findings were inconsistent. 


Adults 


One review (Mesas et al. 2012 [+]) included 2 large cohort studies in men and 


13 cross-sectional studies. The 2 cohorts, found inverse associations between 
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breakfast and weight related outcomes, with eating breakfast being 


associated with lower hazard of gaining 5 kg or more over 10 years compared 


to not eating breakfast (HR: 0.91, 95% CI 0.85 to 0.97), while the second 


study found that skipping breakfast was associated with increased odds of a 


5% or greater BMI gain over the course of a year ( OR: 1.34, 95% CI 1.12 to 


1.61, p value NR).  The review noted that it was difficult to separate the impact 


of eating breakfast per se, and what the breakfast contained (e.g. fibre, 


nutrients). Overall it concluded that there was only small or inconsistent 


evidence of a relationship between excess weight and various eating 


behaviours, including whether or not one ate breakfast. 


One review (USDA 2010f [+]) concluded that there was inconsistent evidence 


that adults who skip breakfast are at increased risk for overweight and obesity 


based on 6 cohort studies in adolescents and adults. The 1 adult cohort study 


in this review not in Mesas et al. 2012 (n=6,764 men) found a small inverse 


association with weight change (% energy from breakfast and weight change: 


beta=-0.021, 95% CI -0.035 to -0.007). Another study described as a cohort 


study in the USDA 2010f [+] review, but as cross sectional by Mesas et al. 


2012 [+], found a non-significant positive direction of effect (frequency of 


eating breakfast and weight gain beta=0.04 kg/year, p=0.21, units NR).  


Children and young people 


One review (USDA 2010f [+]) included 13 studies (based on 7 cohorts, n 


ranging from 355 to 14,586) relevant to the current review scope, plus 2 non-


relevant intervention studies. It concluded that children who do not eat 


breakfast are at increased risk of being overweight and obese and that the 


evidence is stronger for adolescents (young people). The other review (Mesas 


et al. 2012 [+]) included 8 relevant cohorts (1 of which was not in USDA 2010f 


[+], n=508), as well as a large body of cross sectional studies.  


The cohort studies included across the reviews had mixed findings, with most 


studies (9/14) finding at least one inverse association in at least one analysis. 


Five studies (4 cohorts) found an overall inverse association between 
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breakfast consumption and weight related outcomes, 5 found inverse 


associations in one subgroup analysis but no significant association in another 


subgroup (gender, weight or breakfast type subgroups; 1 study assessed 


cereal rather than breakfast as a whole), 1 found a significant positive effect in 


one subgroup (overweight children) and a non-significant inverse association 


in the other (normal weight children), and 3 studies found no significant 


association (2 with inverse direction of effect either of the adjusted analysis or 


adjusted analyses, 1 with direction NR).  


Effect sizes ranged from small (beta for change in BMI z score in normal 


weight girls associated with eating breakfast ≥1 day a week over 10 years 


0.02, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.05) to large (OR for overweight or obesity in boys who 


skipped breakfast in adolescence of 1.37 at 6 year follow up compared to 


those who did not, p<0.05).  


Evidence Statement 49: Relationship between breakfast consumption or 


skipping and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from 2 moderate quality reviews1,2 of cohort studies 


suggests there may be an inverse association between  breakfast 


consumption and weight related outcomes in adults.  


This is based on the cohort studies, which found effect sizes ranging from 


small (regression coefficient=-0.021, 95% CI -0.035 to -0.007, p=0.004 for the 


association between % of daily energy consumed at breakfast and weight 


gain), to large (frequently skipping breakfast vs. not, OR for ≥5% increase in 


BMI after 1 year: 1.34, 95% CI 1.12 to 1.61, p value not reported).  


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 2 moderate quality 


reviews1,2 of cohort studies suggests there may be an inverse association 


between  breakfast consumption and weight related outcomes in children and 


young people.  
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The studies (based on 8 cohorts)  included in the reviews1,2 had inconsistent 


results in terms of significance and direction of effect, although most found a 


significant inverse association in at least one analysis. The size of effect seen 


in the studies ranged from a small but non-significant positive association 


(eating breakfast ≥1 day a week associated with a beta for change in BMI z 


score in normal weight girls over 10 years of 0.02, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.05) to a 


large inverse association (OR for overweight or obesity in boys who skipped 


breakfast in adolescence of 1.37 at 6 year follow up compared to those who 


did not, p<0.05). 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the reviews are applicable to the UK.  


1 Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 


2 USDA 2010f [+] 


4.5.6 Snack consumption 


Table 45: Prioritised reviews assessing snack consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Mesas et al. 
2012 [+] 
 


Complete: P 
Partial: D, Set 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 8 (4, n=73,068 
adults/4, n=19,562 
children) 
Other: 36  


Inconclusive 
(adults and 
children) 


Yes 


USDA 2010m 
[+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D, P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 5 (5, n=16,634) 
Other: 1  


Positive 
(children) 


Yes 


Larson and 
Story 2013 [+] 
 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 7 (7, n=28,958) 
Other: 25 


Inconclusive 
(children) 


Yes 


Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear:  Set, P 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, n=16,069) 
Other: 0 


No (children) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 
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Adults 


One moderate quality review (Mesas et al. 2012 [+]) included 4 cohort studies 


relevant to the current review scope and 14 cross sectional studies in adults 


(outside of the current review scope). The cohort studies (n=73,068) all found 


positive associations between snacking and weight related outcomes in adults 


over 4 to 9 years. Associations ranged from small (every 60 kcal of snack food 


consumption associated with 0.06 cm increase [95% CI 0.003 to 0.11] in waist 


circumference over 5 years in women) to large (OR for gaining ≥5 kg/year 


over 4.6 years for usual snacking between meals vs. no usual snacking: 2.75, 


95% CI 1.17 to 6.50). One found significant positive associations for snacking 


(eating between meals) in men aged 45 to 64 years, but not among older 


men. It was not clear if these analyses by age were specified a priori, or 


whether the study provided overall results across all ages.  


The studies had differing definitions of snacking, with 2 considering eating 


between meals snacking, 1 considering variety of snack foods consumed (not 


further defined), and the fourth considering consumption of specific snack 


foods (not further defined in the review).The studies were reported to have 


adjusted for confounders, with 2 adjusting for energy intake. 


 


Children and young people 


One high quality (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) and 3 moderate quality reviews 


(Larson and Story 2013 [+], Mesas et al. 2012 [+] and USDA 2010m [+]) found 


no clear or consistent link between snacking or snacks on weight related 


outcomes in children and young people. The reviews included mixed 


observational study designs, including cross sectional and case control 


studies as well as cohort studies. Even within the studies relevant to the 


current review scope, results were not consistent. 
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The relevant studies (7 cohort studies, n= 28,958) from the most recent and 


largest review (Larson and Story 2013 [+]) found a positive association 


between snacking and weight related outcomes in 2 studies (n=2,175), an 


inverse association in 2 studies (n= 15,847; 1 of these associations were for 


reduced fat snack foods), and no association in 3 studies (n=10,936). Based 


on these and the studies with non-relevant study designs, the review 


concluded the majority of studies either found no evidence of a relationship 


between snacking behaviour and weight status or found evidence indicating 


that young people who consumed more snacks were less likely to be obese. 


The reviewers suggested that results might be influenced by reverse causality 


or biased self-reporting (overweight youth reducing their snacking for weight 


loss or under reporting snack intake more often than youth at a healthy 


weight). 


The other reviews similarly found mixed results in the cohort studies, and 


came to differing conclusions. Mesas et al. 2012 [+] included 4 cohorts (n= 


19,562): 3 finding no significant association, 1 finding some significant positive 


associations but some non-significant (including some with inverse direction of 


effect). Based on these results and the results in other study designs, it 


concluded that the studies showed no clear association between snacking 


and excess weight.  


The USDA 2010m [+] included 5 cohorts (n=16,634), 2 of which found a 


significant positive association, and 3 found no association. Based on these 


and 1 other study outside the scope of the current review it concluded that the 


evidence was limited and inconsistent but suggests that snacking is 


associated with increased body weight.  


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] included 3 cohorts (n=16,069), 2 found a 


significant positive association in at least 1 analysis, and 1 found an inverse 


association. It concluded that there was no evidence of a consistent 


association between snacking frequency and subsequent excess weight gain 


or obesity. 
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There was overlap between the studies included in the reviews. The 


definitions of snacks in the included studies varied widely, and this is likely to 


have contributed to the variability seen in results. For example, within 1 study 


in the review by Mesas et al. 2012 [+], analyses using differing definitions of 


snacking (frequent snacking or replacing meals with snacks) altered the 


significance and direction of effect.  


In addition, at least 1 large study (n=14,977) included by all 3 reviews, was 


reported as having different findings in these reviews (non-significant 


relationship between snack food consumption and BMI z score in Mesas et al. 


2012 [+] and USDA 2010m [+]; reduced-fat snack food inversely associated 


with weight gain boys in Larson and Story 2013 [+]; a weak inverse 


association with the change in BMI z-score in girls in Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++]). This may be due to different reviews focusing on different aspects of the 


analyses.  


These considerations preclude drawing firm conclusions on the effect of 


snacking in children and young people. 


Evidence Statement 50: Relationship between snacking/snacks and 


weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 of 


cohort studies suggested that snacking or snacks are positively associated 


with body weight related outcomes in adults.  


The review1 found consistent positive associations between snacking and 


weight related outcomes over 4 to 9 years, ranging from relatively small (every 


60 kcal of snack food consumption associated with 0.06 cm increase [95% CI 


0.003 to 0.11] in WC over 5 years in women) to large (OR for gaining ≥5 


kg/year over 4.6 years for usual snacking between meals vs. no usual 


snacking: 2.75, 95% CI 1.17 to 6.50).  
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The studies differed in their definitions of snacking (e.g. eating between 


meals, or defining certain foods as snack foods). 


Children and young people: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 


high quality review4 and 3 moderate quality reviews1,2,3 of cohort studies 


regarding the relationship between snacking or snacks and body weight and 


related outcomes in children and young people.  


One review3 found a positive association between snacking and weight 


related outcomes in 2 cohort studies,  an inverse association in 2 cohort 


studies (1 of these associations were for reduced fat snack foods), and no 


association in 3 studies.  


The other reviews1,2 found inconsistent results in terms of significance and 


direction associations, this may be due to varied ways in which snacking was 


defined and analysed, and may also be affected by reverse causality or 


biased reporting of snack intake. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the reviews are applicable to the UK. 


1 Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 


2 USDA 2010m [+] 


3 Larson and Story 2013 [+] 
4 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


4.6 Other factors 


4.6.1 Sleep 


Table 46: Prioritised reviews assessing sleep 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Chen et al. 
2008 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 3 (3, n=10,189) 
Other: 14  


Inverse (children) Yes 
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Magee and 
Hale 2012 [+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 20 (11, 
n=120,690 adults/ 7, 
n=10,959 children) 
Other: 0 


Inverse (children) 
 
Inconclusive 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults  


A single moderate quality review assessed the relationship between sleep and 


weight related outcomes in adults (Magee and Hale 2012 [+]) and found 


inconclusive results.  


Four cohort studies found a significant inverse relationship between sleep 


duration and weight related outcomes, 4 found a significant U-shaped 


relationship and 5 found no significant relationship (mixed directions of effect, 


but mostly inverse). The effect sizes in the individual studies ranged from 


small (e.g. relationship between short sleep and BMI change: beta=0.015 


kg/m2, 95% CI 0.03 to 0.27) to large (e.g. short sleep at age 27 associated 


with OR 8.2, 95% CI 1.9 to 36.3 for obesity). The non-significant studies 


included the only study that used an objective sleep measure, which found an 


effect size close to zero (beta= -0.02, 95% CI -0.30 to 0.025, for relationship 


between sleep and 5 year change in BMI). 


Children and young people 


Two moderate quality reviews (Chen et al. 2008 [+], Magee and Hale 2012 


[+]) found a significant inverse relationship between sleep duration and 


subsequent risk of overweight or obesity in children and young people.  


One review of 7 cohort studies (Magee and Hale 2012 [+]) found significant 


effect sizes ranging from relatively small (e.g. beta coefficient=-0.061 for 


association between sleep duration in young children and probability of 


overweight 5 years later) to large (e.g. OR for overweight/obesity at age 6 


years: 4.2, 95% CI 1.6 to 11.1 in persistent short sleepers up to 2.5 years of 


age). In most of the studies the effect was large. Studies did not consistently 
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report the sleep timings being compared. Where reported, the shorter sleep 


periods were <10.5 hours at age 3 (1 study), <12 hours (age unclear, between 


0 and 3 years; 1 study), or persistently sleeping <10 hours up to 2.5 years (1 


study); other studies reported the effect of incremental changes in sleep (1 


hour or unspecified; 2 studies). 


One review (Chen et al. 2008 [+]) of cohort, cross-sectional, and case-control 


studies carried out meta-analyses across these study designs. They found 


that, sleeping up to 1 hour less than age-specific recommended times was 


associated with a 43% increased odds of overweight or obesity (pooled OR 


1.43, 95% CI 1.07 to 1.91); sleeping 1-2 hours less than recommended was 


associated with a 60% increased odds (pooled OR 1.60, 95% CI 1.22 to 2.10); 


and sleeping more than 2 hours less than recommended was associated with 


a 92% increased odds (pooled OR 1.92, 95% CI 1.15 to 3.20). Meta-


regression found that for each 1 hour increase in sleep duration, there was a 


9% reduction in odds of overweight/obesity (pooled OR 0.91, 95% CI 0.84 to 


1.00, p=0.044). As these analyses included cross sectional studies, the 


results could to some extent arise due to reverse causality. 


Evidence Statement 51: Relationship between sleep and weight related 


outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 


of cohort studies regarding the relationship between sleep duration and 


weight related outcomes in adults. Variation was seen across individual 


studies in terms of the significance, direction and size of the effect. 


Four cohort studies found a significant inverse relationship, 4 found a 


significant U-shaped relationship and 5 found no significant relationship 


(mixed directions of effect, mostly inverse).  


Children and young people: Moderate evidence from 2 moderate quality 


reviews1,2 of cohort, cross sectional and case control studies suggests that 
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there is an inverse relationship between sleep duration and subsequent risk of 


overweight or obesity in children. 


One review1 of cohort studies found that shorter sleep duration was 


consistently inversely associated with weight change in children, with 


associations ranging from relatively small (beta=-0.061 for 1 hour greater 


sleep duration in young children and overweight 5 years later) to large (OR  


overweight/obesity at age 6 years: 4.2, 95% CI 1.6 to 11.1 in persistent short 


sleepers [<10 hours] up to 2.5 years of age). Most studies tended to find large 


effects. 


One meta-analyses2 found that sleeping ≤1, 1-2, or more than 2 hours less 


than age-specific recommendations was associated with 43%, 60%, and 92% 


increase in the odds of overweight/obesity, respectively. However, this review 


included mostly cross sectional studies and therefore reverse causality cannot 


be excluded.  


Applicability to the UK: The results of these reviews are applicable to the 


UK. 


1 Magee and Hale 2012 [+] 
2 Chen et al. 2008 [+] 


 


4.6.2 Physical activity monitoring 


Table 47: Prioritised reviews assessing physical activity monitoring  


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Bravata et al. 
2007 [+] 


Complete: D, Set 
Partial: P 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 8 (unclear) 
Cohort: 18 (unclear) 
Other: 0 


Inverse  (adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 
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One moderate quality review (Bravata et al. 2007 [+]) found that self-


monitoring of physical activity with a pedometer was associated with small 


reductions in BMI (mean change -0.38 kg/m2, 95% CI -0.05 to -0.72, p=0.03). 


The association was particularly pronounced when self-monitoring was 


accompanied by setting a step goal (p=0.04), although no evidence was 


provided on the optimal threshold for such a goal. 


No reviews were identified that assessed the relationship between other forms 


of monitoring (e.g. weighing oneself, checking fit of clothes) and weight 


related outcomes in adults.  


Children and young people 


No evidence was identified on the associations between monitoring and 


weight related outcomes in children or young people. 


Evidence Statement 52: Relationship between physical activity 


monitoring and weight related outcomes 


Adults: Weak evidence from one moderate quality review1 of RCTs and 


cohort studies suggests that self-monitoring of physical activity with a 


pedometer, especially in combination with a step goal, is associated with 


reductions in BMI in adults. 


Regression analysis of 18 RCTs and prospective cohort studies found that 


BMI significantly decreased from baseline in individuals who self-monitored 


physical activity with a pedometer (mean change -0.38 kg/m2, 95% CI -0.05 to 


-0.72, p=0.03). The decrease was associated with having a step goal 


(p=0.04).  


Children and young people: No reviews specifically on the relationship 


between physical activity monitoring and weight related outcomes were 


identified in children and young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 
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1 Bravata et al. 2007 [+] 


 


4.6.3 Support 


Table 48: Prioritised reviews assessing support 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Cunningham et 
al. 2012 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: P, D 
Unclear: Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 8 (1, n=790) 
Other: 8 


Inconsistent 


(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


Adults 


One moderate quality review (Cunningham et al. 2012 [+]) found some 


evidence that communication among friends influences weight outcomes.  


The review had poor overlap with the current review scope, and only 1 


individual cohort study was identified that matched the scope. This study 


(n=790) among women aged 18 to 23 found mixed results. Friends 


encouraging unhealthy eating or discouraging PA (lack of support) was not 


significantly associated with BMI (data NR), and friends encouraging 


unhealthy eating (lack of support) or encouraging PA (support) was not 


significantly associated with 2-year weight change (data NR). Only one 


comparison found significant associations: when friends discourage physical 


activity (lack of support), a significant increase in 2-year weight change was 


seen (regression coefficient 0.14, p≤0.01).  


Children and young people 


No reviews that included studies on the effect of support in children and young 


people relevant to the current scope were identified.  
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Evidence Statement 53: Relationship between support and weight 


related outcomes 


Adults: Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 moderate quality review1 


of cohort studies about the association between communication with friends 


regarding weight and weight related behaviours and an individual’s BMI. The 


1 cohort study relevant to the current scope found mixed non-significant and 


significant positive associations between different types of communication 


supportive or non-supportive of unhealthy eating or physical activity 


behaviours.  


Children and young people: No evidence on the effect of support on weight 


related outcomes in children and young people was identified. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Cunningham et al. 2012 [+] 


 


 


4.7 Primary studies and other evidence  


Some additional evidence was identified and considered of potential 


relevance, it is described in this section. This includes: 


 Primary studies on 1 factor (holiday weight gain) identified through 


focused primary study searches. 


 Systematic reviews out of the current review scope, but considered 


factors of interest (meal setting or distractions; drinks with meals; stress 


minimising activities) returned in the searches.  
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4.7.1 Meal setting or distractions 


Table 49: Prioritised reviews assessing meal setting or distractions  


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Robinson 2013 
[+] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 24 (24, n=961) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 0 


No weight 
related 
outcomes. 
 
Positive (for 
outcome of 
food intake) 
(adults) 


Unclear 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


No evidence was identified for the association between meal setting or 


distractions and weight related outcomes in adults or children and young 


people.  


Adults 


One moderate quality review (Robinson 2008 [+]) was identified that 


examined whether cognitive processes such as attention and memory 


influence the amount of food eaten either immediately or in subsequent meals 


in adults. It was agreed with NICE that this review would be of interest and 


thus, included.  


The review suggested reducing attention via distraction during eating may 


increase immediate and later food intake, enhancing memory for food 


consumed decreases later intake and that reducing awareness of food being 


consumed increases immediate food intake.  


Twenty-four RCTs (n=961) were included examining the effect of 


manipulation, distraction, memory awareness or attention (no definitions 


provided) on food intake (energy intake or quantity).  
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Meta-analyses found that distracted eating (e.g. watching TV, listening to the 


radio, or reading) increased immediate food intake (SMD 0.39, 95% CI 0.25 to 


0.53 [10 studies]) as well as later food intake (SMD 0.76, 95% CI 0.45 to 1.07 


[4 studies]). Decreasing awareness of the amount of food being eaten (e.g. 


having plates removed when finished during a buffet meal or eating in a 


darkened room) increased immediate food intake (SMD 0.63, 95% CI 0.25 to 


1.02 [4 studies]).  


Increasing attention to food being eaten did not influence immediate intake 


(SMD -0.09, 95% CI -0.42 to 0.35 [2 studies]), however, enhancing memory of 


previous meals (e.g. asking people to remember what they had for lunch 


before eating a snack) reduced later intake (SMD -0.40, 95% CI -0.12 to -0.68 


[6 studies]). 


The number of studies and participants in each analysis was small. Most of 


the studies were laboratory experiments in young adults (usually university 


students), so performed under controlled conditions. Results may not be 


representative of effects that would be seen in usual eating settings or in more 


mixed populations. 


Children and young people 


No evidence was identified specifically in children or young people.  


 


Evidence Statement 54: Relationship between meal setting or 


distractions and weight related or other outcomes 


Adults: No reviews were identified on the association between meal setting or 


distractions and weight related outcomes in adults.  


Moderate evidence from 1 moderate quality review1 of 24 RCTs suggests that 


eating while distracted or decreased awareness of the food being consumed 


is associated with increased intake (immediate: SMD 0.39, 95% CI 0.25 to 
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0.53; later SMD 0.76, 95% CI 0.45 to 1.07). Enhancing memory of a previous 


meal was associated with reduced intake later (SMD -0.40, 95% CI -0.12 to -


0.68), but increasing attention during a meal did not affect food intake (SMD -


0.09, 95% CI -0.42 to 0.35).  


Children and young people: No evidence was identified specifically in 


children or young people.  


Applicability to the UK: The review did not report in which countries the 


included studies were performed, therefore applicability to the UK is unclear.  


1 Robinson 2013 [+] 


 


4.7.2 Drinks with meals 


Table 50: Prioritised reviews assessing drinks with meals 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Daniels and 
Popkin 2010 [+] 


Complete: None 
Partial: D 
Unclear: Set, P 


RCT: 3 (2, n=54 
adults/1, n=24 children) 
Cohort: 0 
Other: 21 


No weight 
related 
outcomes 
 
Total energy 
intake: 
No (water, diet 
drinks) 
Positive  
(SSB-
S/HFCS) 
Inconclusive 
(SSB-G/F) 
 
(adults) 


Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 
SSB sugar sweetened beverages; S/HFCS – sucrose or high fructose corn syrup, G/F – 
glucose or fructose 


 


Adults, children and young people 


No reviews were identified assessing the impact of drinks with meals on 


weight related outcomes.  
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One moderate quality review (Daniels and Popkin 2010 [+]) looked at the 


impact of different beverages drunk before or during a meal on total energy 


intake (TEI) at that test meal in adults and children. In lieu of other evidence it 


was agreed with NICE that this review would be considered in this section as 


a proxy for weight related outcomes. 


The review included 24 trials (some crossover trials). Only 3 of these were 


reported as randomised (2 in adults: 1 comparing water vs. no beverage 


drunk with or at varying times before a meal, 1 comparing water vs. lemonade 


sweetened with glucose or fructose; 1 in children of water versus sugar 


sweetened fruit drink or diet fruit drink). The review was sponsored in part by 


Nestlé Waters. 


Overall, the review found the impact of replacing water drunk before or during 


a meal with no beverages or other beverages (of equal volume) on TEI varied 


with the substituted beverage. It suggested that, compared with drinking the 


same volume of water, certain drinks before or with a meal may increase TEI 


(beverages sweetened with sucrose or high fructose corn syrup), some have 


no effect (drinking no water, or non-nutritively sweetened drinks), and for 


some the evidence was unclear (milk or juice, drinks sweetened with glucose 


or fructose). However, as these conclusions are based almost exclusively on 


small non-randomised studies, they are of limited reliability. 


Evidence Statement 55: Relationship between drinks with meals and 


weight related and other outcomes 


Adults, children and young people: No reviews were identified which 


assessed the impact of drinks with meals on weight related outcomes.  


Inconclusive evidence was identified from one moderate quality review1 of a 


limited number of small RCTs and non-randomised comparative studies 


regarding the relationship between consumption of water or alternative 


beverages with or before meals on total energy intake at the meal. The 


reviewed studies were too small, varied, and susceptible to bias to be able to 
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draw clear conclusions on any effect; The review was sponsored in part by 


Nestlé Waters. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of the review are applicable to the UK.  


1 Daniels and Popkin 2010 [+] 


 


4.7.3 Stress minimising activities 


Table 51: Prioritised reviews assessing stress and weight 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Wardle et al. 
2011 
[++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: P, Set 
Unclear: None 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 14 (13, 
n=22,571) 
Other: 0 


No (adults) Yes 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


No systematic reviews were identified that assessed the impact of stress 


minimising behaviours or activities and weight. Stress itself is not an 


individually modifiable behavior, but it was agreed with NICE to consider 


reviews on the association between stress itself and weight related outcomes 


as a proxy for the potential effect of stress minimizing activities. 


One review (Wardle et al. 2011 [++]) found small but significant positive 


associations between psychosocial stress and weight outcomes (r=0.014, 


95% CI 0.002 to 0.025). However, this relationship was no longer significant 


when adjusting for potential confounding variables (r=0.013, 95% CI -0.000 to 


0.026, p=0.056). 


Evidence Statement 56: Relationship between stress minimising 


activities and weight related outcomes  
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Adults: No reviews were identified regarding the association between stress 


minimising activities and weight related outcomes. One review1 assessed the 


effect of stress on weight related outcomes. 


Inconclusive evidence was identified from 1 high quality review1 of cohort 


studies about the relationship between stress and weight related outcomes.  


Overall meta-analysis revealed a small significant association between all 


measures of psychosocial stress and all weight outcomes (r=0.014, 95% CI 


0.002 to 0.025, p=0.023). Pooled analysis of studies that adjusted for potential 


confounders resulted in no significant correlation, however (r=0.013, 95% CI -


0.000 to 0.026, p=0.056).  


Children and young people: No reviews on stress minimising activities were 


identified in children and young people. 


Applicability to the UK: The results of this review are applicable to the UK. 


1 Wardle et al. 2011 [++] 


 


4.7.4 Holiday weight gain 


Table 52: Primary studies assessing holiday weight gain prevalence and 


associated behaviours 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope match Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 


Yanovski et 
al. 2000 [+] 


Complete: P, D, Set 
Partial: None 
Unclear: None 


NA Holidays: Positive 


PA over holidays: 


inverse  


(adults) 


No 


Cook et al. 
2012 [+] 


Complete: P, D, Set 
Partial: None 
Unclear: None 


NA Holidays: no 


(adults) 


No 
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Wagner et al. 
2012 [-] 


Complete: P, D, Set 
Partial: None 
Unclear: None 


NA No (adults) No 


Moreno et al. 
2013 [+] 


Complete: P, D, Set 
Partial: None 
Unclear: None 


NA Holidays: Positive 
(children) 


Partial 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


No systematic reviews were identified that assessed the relationship between 


either holiday periods or modifiable behaviours over holiday periods and 


weight related outcomes. A search for primary studies was conducted, and 4 


relevant prospective cohort studies were assessed to determine 1) whether 


holiday periods are associated with weight gain, and 2) whether specific 


behaviours were associated with weight gain during this period. 


Given that the identified studies indicated that any changes in body 


composition during this time are quite small. 


Adults 


Two moderate quality studies (Yanovski et al. 2000 [+], Cook et al. 2012 [+]) 


and 1 low quality study (Wagner et al. 2012 [-]) from the United States were 


assessed among adults. The 2 moderate quality studies found small 


increases in body weight from Thanksgiving to New Year’s (mean increase 


ranged from 0.48 kg to 0.90 kg). One of these studies found that self-reported 


physical activity was inversely associated with weight change during this time, 


while the other study found no significant association. The third small study 


(Wagner et al. 2012 [-]) found no significant change in body composition 


during the holiday period; the study was likely insufficiently powered to detect 


an effect.  


Children and young people 


One moderate quality study (Moreno et al. 2013 [+]) in children found that 


summer holidays were associated with more rapid increase in BMI (mean 


increase of 5.2 BMI percentiles) compared to school term (mean reduction of 
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1.5 BMI percentiles; mean difference in zBMI change -0.52, 95% CI -0.59 to -


0.45, p<0.001), with the rate of change greatest in normal versus overweight 


children. 


Inclusion of primary studies may skew the findings compared to other factors 


in this report, which relied solely upon review level evidence. Furthermore, 


holidays in themselves are not strictly individually modifiable behaviours, and 


this is the only factor for which prevalence outcomes were included in order to 


determine whether holiday weight gain is in fact a phenomenon. 


Evidence Statement 57: Holiday weight gain among adults and children 


No systematic reviews were identified that assessed holiday weight gain. 


Adults: Inconsistent evidence was identified from 2 moderate quality1,2 and 1 


low quality3 primary studies regarding weight change during the US holiday 


period. 


Two studies1,2 reported a significant positive association between holidays 


and  weight change (ranging from +0.48 to 0.90 kg). A small study3 reported 


no significant changes in weight.  


Two studies found inconsistent associations between individually modifiable 


behaviours and change in body composition during the holiday period; 1 


study1 found significant inverse associations between change in physical 


activity and weight change, another study2 found no correlation between 


either total energy expenditure or physical activity over the holiday period and 


weight.  


Children and young people: Weak evidence from 1 moderate quality study4 


suggested that summer holidays may be associated with increased weight 


gain amongst school children (+5.2 BMI percentiles (SD 27.1). Overweight 


and obese children experienced an increase in zBMI during the summer 


months, but a reduction during the school year. Normal weight students 
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increased zBMI during both time periods, but experienced a more rapid 


change during the summer months. 


Applicability to the UK: The studies may not be not directly applicable to the 


UK, as all were based in the US. The adult studies in particular assess a 


longer holiday period (Thanksgiving to New Year) than that observed in the 


UK. 


1 Yanovski et al. 2000 [+]  
2 Cook et al. 2012 [+]  
3 Wagner et al. 2013 [-] 
4 Moreno et al. 2013 [+] 
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5 Discussion 


5.1 Overview of the body of evidence identified 


The review identified a large number of reviews across the factors of interest, 


although not all target factors had identifiable reviews  the results are 


summarised here. 


Coverage of the individually modifiable behaviours was not uniform. Some 


areas were covered by large numbers of reviews (e.g. sugar sweetened 


beverages, breakfast consumption) whilst others had no reviews (e.g. breaks 


in sedentary time). In general, there was less evidence for children and young 


people than adults, except in certain areas (e.g. screen time). Certain factors 


that considered newer concepts (e.g. the effect of standing) also had no 


relevant reviews. 


Fewer reviews were identified as being relevant to the physical activity section 


than other sections. This was in part due to the reviews tending not to ask 


questions specific to the behaviours of interest here. For example, they 


tended to assess the effectiveness of programmes of physical activity as a 


whole, rather than specifically assessing e.g. the effect of differing intensities 


of physical activity, or walking or cycling interventions.  


The definitions of factors often varied across studies and reviews, and this 


heterogeneity complicates the identification of clear signals from the evidence. 


For example, some studies considered snacking as eating between meals, 


while others considered it to be the consumption of certain unhealthy snack 


foods. Some studies calculated energy density of the diet based on food 


alone, while others considered drinks as well. The inclusion of drinks may 


attenuate this factor’s association with weight gain, due to the differing effect 


of food and beverages on satiety and energy intake (Johnson et al. 2009).  


The majority of reviews included mainly cohort studies rather than RCTs. This 


is likely to be due to the fact RCTs may be more likely to be conceptualised 
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with the intention of reducing overweight/obesity than weight maintenance 


outcomes. The RCTs identified tended to be of shorter duration than the 


cohort studies, particularly those testing the effects of increasing rather than 


reducing intake of potentially obesogenic exposures. Due to the potential for 


detrimental effects on health it is likely to be unethical for RCTs to add 


potentially obesogenic exposures or remove protective exposures over the 


long term, or in children. RCTs therefore tend to assess the effects of 


reducing obesogenic exposures or increasing protective exposures, but may 


be hampered by the difficulty in achieving sustained behaviour change. 


Therefore cohort studies may be the most appropriate study design for 


assessing the effects of such exposures on weight maintenance.   


Cohort studies do of course have limitations, including susceptibility to the 


effect of confounding. The individual studies included in the reviews varied in 


the extent to which they adjusted for confounding factors. In addition, 


individual reviews varied in the extent to which they reported on these 


adjustments and considered them in their conclusions. Over-adjustment may 


also make results tend towards null. For example, some of the reviews 


relating to foods or nutrients noted specifically whether total energy intake 


might be confounding results, or removing an association, while others did not 


draw out this issue. The potential for results to be impacted by confounding 


should be considered at a review-wide level. 


Although the current review focused on cohort studies rather than cross 


sectional studies to reduce the potential for reverse causation, some of the 


included reviews based their conclusions on mixed study types including 


cross sectional studies. Some cohort studies may also still be susceptible to 


this, particularly if they assess changes in the exposure and outcome over 


follow up. Reverse causation has been suggested, for example, to potentially 


contribute to the link seen between non-nutritive sweeteners and weight 


related outcomes. 
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Exposure and outcome assessment methods varied among the primary 


studies included in the reviews, as did their robustness. For example, food 


and nutrient intakes were quantified, for example, as % total energy, grams 


per day, or as servings. Assessment methods ranged from undefined 


“questionnaires” used once to multiple 24-hour dietary recalls or weighed food 


records.  


 


Most exposure assessments tended to be self-reported, and one review 


(Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) noted that respondents tend to over report 


energy expenditure and under report dietary intake. These measurement 


concerns should be considered when interpreting the evidence on the 


relationship between dietary and physical activity behaviours and weight 


related outcomes. 


 


Some reviews (particularly those carrying out meta-analysis) attempted to 


standardise varying exposure measures to simplify interpretation. While this 


may produce a less heterogeneous estimate of effect, it often requires 


assumptions to be made (e.g. about the size of an unspecified “serving”) that 


may not be accurate. 


 


Objective outcome measurement, as opposed to self-report, seemed to be 


more frequently used in child studies than in adult studies where reported 


(e.g. in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]). Some outcomes (e.g. fat mass) require 


measurement, but even these outcomes may be estimated in different ways 


(Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry, bioimpedance analysis, or skinfold 


thickness). Some of the reviews with clearer reporting separated results by 


outcome, allowing easier synthesis of findings. Only very rarely did reviews 


use robustness of exposure or outcome measurement methods as inclusion 


or exclusion criteria, or as a way of stratifying results.  


 


Few reviews carried out meta-analysis, due to the heterogeneity of the 


exposures and outcomes assessed. The complexities of narrative synthesis of 
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heterogeneous studies, the inherent problem of confounding in the cohort 


studies, and the limited RCT evidence may have contributed to some of the 


differences in interpretation and conclusions drawn by different reviews on the 


same factor.  


For example, many reviews conclude that there is a link between consumption 


of sugar sweetened beverages and weight related outcomes and that this 


evidence is sufficient to discourage consumption (e.g. Malik et al. 2013 [++]), 


while another recent review concluded that the evidence showing that 


reducing sugar sweetened beverages will reduce obesity is inconclusive 


(Kaiser et al. 2013 [++]). For sugar sweetened beverages, one recent review 


of reviews also concluded that reviews where a financial conflict of interest 


with some food industry was declared were five times more likely to present a 


conclusion of no positive association than those without them (Bes-Rastrollo 


et al. 2013).  


In other cases, inclusion of different pools of studies may contribute to 


differing conclusions. For example in fat consumption, one review of RCTs 


concluded that reduced fat intake was associated with reduced weight, while a 


review of cohort studies concluded that level of fat intake was not associated 


with excess weight gain.  


There was wide variation in the quality of systematic review methods and 


reporting across the included reviews, even within the individual quality ratings 


(i.e. high, moderate, and low quality). Most reviews provided limited details 


about exposures, or estimates of effect size or association, and there were 


examples of conflicting reporting between evidence tables and text in some 


reviews. Several reviews provided only descriptions of the significance of 


statistical comparisons (or lack thereof) without supporting figures. Often 


findings were reported for subgroups without the review specifying whether 


this was an a priori or post-hoc analysis.  
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Effects of the individual factors on continuous outcomes (e.g. change in 


weight or BMI) tended to appear small compared with those expressed as 


dichotomous outcomes (e.g. risk of overweight/obesity). This relatively small 


effect size may highlight the importance of targeting multiple factors. 


 


The behaviours assessed in this review are often complementary, and 


changes in one may result in changes in the other. For example, increasing 


water consumption may result in less consumption of other beverages and 


vice versa; increasing time spent in active leisure or play may reduce 


sedentary time. In other cases the behaviours overlap, for example walking 


and cycling are covered as individual factors, but they are also active modes 


of transport, which is assessed separately.  


The behaviours may also be linked in other ways, for example, screen time 


may be linked to distracted eating and other dietary factors or high levels of 


vigorous activity may increase sedentary “recovery” time. This may make the 


effects of individual behaviours difficult to disentangle, even within the context 


of RCTs. Consideration of the potential relationships between factors should  


5.2 Strengths and limitations of the review 


5.2.1 Strengths and limitations to the review of reviews 


approach 


The evidence review assessed a wide range of individually modifiable 


behaviours, and the review of reviews approach allowed a rapid overview of 


existing literature in these broad areas.  


There are also limitations to the approach. The review of reviews approach 


will miss some relevant primary studies. Even recent reviews may miss 


relevant primary studies due to additional studies being published in the time 


lag between review preparation and publication. Newer primary studies may 


overcome limitation of older literature and better reflect current knowledge and 


approach within an area. Areas where no systematic reviews have published 
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will also not be covered, although the review did search for primary studies in 


some of these areas (standing, holiday weight gain, meal planning).  


Including reviews rather than primary studies reduces the ability to assess the 


detail of the individual studies. Many of the included reviews, even those of 


high quality, reported limited detail about the individual studies and drew 


broad conclusions on the associations between the factors of interest and 


weight related outcomes (rather than e.g. specifying exact doses of exposure 


relating to a given outcome). 


Including reviews limits ability to ensure that included studies match the 


review scope completely. The current evidence review has a very detailed 


scope and no reviews clearly matched it completely. Therefore, conclusions 


have been drawn based on reviews including a mixture of studies relevant 


and not relevant to the current review scope. 


5.2.2 Review-specific strengths and limitations  


Other strengths of this review include its pre-specified scope and wide list of 


individually modifiable behaviours of interest. Double appraisal of random 


samples of the included research indicated that there was good inter-rater 


reliability for inclusions and exclusions. The use of standardised tools for 


quality assessment increases validity of these assessments.  


 


Some factors, such as monitoring and support, are likely to be widely utilised 


in interventions not just in relation to maintaining a healthy weight. Searching 


for these broad terms, even combined with weight related terms, would result 


in a large volume of literature, much of which might not be directly relevant to 


the current update. For pragmatic reasons this could not be carried out for the 


current review.  


 


Relevance to the UK was judged on a review-wide level, based on the 


proportion of included studies from OECD countries. While this may give a 


broad indication of applicability in similarly developed populations, there may 
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still be differences within the OECD countries which impact applicability to the 


UK. For example, certain factors (e.g. foods and drinks) may be defined 


differently in different OECD countries. Also, exposure levels may differ 


across OECD countries, which can impact the ability of a study to observe an 


effect if it truly exists. 


 


Some exceptions to the inclusion criteria were agreed for areas where no 


reviews were identified that matched the scope at least partially. For example, 


for meal setting or distractions and drinks with meals, reviews that assessed 


the effect on energy intake were included, which provide less direct evidence 


about a potential effect on weight-related outcomes. In addition, primary study 


searches were not carried out for all factors. These variations may skew the 


results and findings should be interpreted in this context. 


 


There is overlap in included studies between the reviews. This was not 


formally assessed, but was noted where it became apparent in preparing the 


synthesis. There is likely to be multiple ‘counting’ of some studies included in 


more than one review. Focusing on a smaller number of the highest quality, 


most recent, and most relevant reviews for each factor as undertaken here 


should manage the potential for multiple counting of studies across reviews. 


 


In addition to overlap between reviews, certain studies assessed multiple 


factors and therefore contributed to multiple sections. For example, the large 


US Nurses’ Health Study in women and the complementary Health 


Professionals Follow-Up Study in men contributed to the evidence on many of 


the factors. Also, certain reviews, such as those by Summerbell et al. 2009 


and the suite of reviews by the USDA provided a good match for the scope of 


the current review and covered multiple factors and are therefore cited in 


multiple sections. This overlap may make it appear that there is more 


evidence than there is. 


 


Evidence gaps 
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No reviews were identified (in adults or children and young people) on several 


factors (see Section 4 for a complete list). This may represent either a lack of 


systematic reviews or a lack of primary studies specifically assessing these 


behaviours within the context of the publication period, population, settings, 


and outcomes addressed by the current review. 


For meal planning, the lack of relevant primary study evidence may reflect that 


studies have not assessed this behaviour specifically and separately from 


other behaviours. For standing, this is likely to reflect the relatively new 


interest in the effect of this behaviour on healthy weight maintenance, 


particularly as an alternative to extended periods of sitting. 
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6 Addendum section – confectionery 


6.1 Glossary term  


Confectionery Includes foods such as toffees, caramels, lollipops, 


marshmallows, fudge and chocolate (sometimes referred to as sweets or 


candies), that are high in added sugars and often eaten as snacks.  


6.2 Background 


Confectionery consumption was not one of the original behaviours specified in 


the list of individually modifiable behaviours to be covered, and therefore 


information on this behaviour had not been looked for when assessing studies 


for inclusion, or covered separately. On discussion with the Public Health 


Advisory Committee and NICE additional searches were carried out by NICE 


on confectionery in May 2014 to identify potentially relevant reviews on this 


behaviour. None of the 48 reviews identified met inclusion criteria based on 


assessment of title and abstract. A search was also carried out in the 


database of studies identified in the original searches for the text words 


“chocolate” and “confectionery”. The 15 studies identified in these searches 


also did not meet inclusion criteria based on assessment of title and abstract. 


Two key sources of evidence included in the evidence review, the review by 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] and the US Department of Agriculture 2010 suite 


of reviews were also assessed for relevant evidence. The review by 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] included relevant evidence which is reported 


below. 


6.3 Results - Confectionery consumption 


Table 53: Prioritised reviews assessing confectionery consumption 


Author, date  
[quality] 


NICE scope 
match 


Studies included 
(Number relevant, n=)  


Association 
found? 
(population) 


UK 
Applicable 
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Summerbell et 
al. 2009 [++] 


Complete: D 
Partial: None 
Unclear: P, Set 


RCT: 0 
Cohort: 6 (4, n=19,144 
adults; 1, n=881 
children) 
Other: 0 


No Unclear 


Scope match abbreviations: D design (study design), P population, Set setting 


 


One high quality review (Summerbell et al. 2007 [++]) was identified which 


assessed the effects of “sugars as foods” on weight-related outcomes. The 


foods assessed in the studies included by the review were mostly “sweets”. 


These were defined in different ways in the studies, and included 


confectionery such as candy and chocolates, but also desserts in some 


studies. However, the lack of assessment of confectionery alone means that 


the evidence on its association with weight related outcomes in both adults 


and children and young people is inconclusive.  


Adults 


The review (Summerbell et al. 2007 [++]) identified 4 cohort studies 


(n=19,144) that found inconclusive evidence on effects of the consumption of 


“sweets” (including confectionery) or a dietary pattern high in “sweets” on 


weight related outcomes.  


The studies had mixed findings over 2 to 12 years’ follow up: no significant 


association in 2, and mixed directions of effect across the other 2.  


One study in women found an inverse association, with higher consumption of 


sweets (candy and desserts) associated with reduced risk of large weight gain 


(over 10 pounds; OR 0.74, 95% CI 0.6 to 0.91; p=0.004). The largest study 


(n=17,369) found mixed associations in men for ‘sweets’ (including 


confectionery, ice cream and sugar): those with higher sweets consumption 


were at increased risk of large weight gain (not defined; OR 1.48, 95% CI 1.03 


to 2.13; p<0.05), but also at increased risk of small weight loss (not defined; 


OR 1.43, 95% CI 1.07 to 1.90; p<0.05). Women in this study with higher 


consumption of ‘sweets’ were less likely to experience large weight loss (OR 


0.67, 95% CI 0.49 to 0.92; p<0.05).  
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The inverse relationship seen in these 2 studies in women may to some 


extent reflect reverse causality (those prone to weight gain may be more likely 


to avoid sweets), or biased reporting. The reason for the association between 


high ‘sweets’ intake and both weight gain and weight loss in men in one study 


is unclear. The weight loss could be due to an increased risk of diabetes 


associated with increased sweets (and therefore sugar) intake, or result from 


a change in diet in those with a previously high sweet intake. 


Children and young people 


The 1 relevant cohort study identified (n=811) found no significant association 


between maternally reported frequency of ‘sweets’ intake (candy and 


desserts) at baseline and risk of being overweight at 10 year follow-up (figures 


NR). The small size of the study and the lack of assessment of confectionery 


alone means that no firm conclusions can be drawn. 


Evidence Statement 58: Relationship between confectionery and weight 


related outcomes 


Adults: There was inconclusive evidence from 1 high quality review1 of cohort 


studies on the relationship between confectionery and weight related 


outcomes.  


The 4 cohort studies in the review had mixed results, with some finding no 


significant association (2 studies), and the others finding significant 


associations with both positive and inverse directions of effect. The effect of 


higher intake of confectionery and other ‘sweets’ ranged from a 26% reduction 


in risk for gaining over 10 pounds in women with higher intake (OR 0.74, 95% 


CI 0.6 to 0.91) to a 48% increase in the risk of large weight gain (not defined) 


in men (OR 1.48, 95% CI 1.03 to 2.13). 


Children and young people: There was inconclusive evidence from 1 high 


quality review1 of 2 cohort studies on the relationship between confectionery 


and weight related outcomes. The 1 relevant study in the review found no 
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association between consumption of candy and desserts and risk of being 


overweight at 10 year follow-up (figures NR). 


Applicability to the UK: The results are applicable to the UK. 


1 Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


 


6.4 Search details 


The following searches for systematic reviews on confectionery and obesity 


were carried out by NICE. They yielded 48 systematic reviews, none of which 


met inclusion criteria for the current review 


Strategies 


HealthEvidence.ca, DOPHER 


sweets OR confectionery OR candy OR candies OR chocolate* OR pastr* 


OR cake* OR biscuit* 


HealthEvidence.ca - 10 results 


DoPHER – 1 result (not relevant – picked up due to author name (Candy), 


subject was educational interventions for asthmatics). 


 


CDSR/DARE/HTA/NHS EED 


ID Search  


#1 MeSH descriptor: [Candy] explode all trees 


#2 MeSH descriptor: [Cacao] explode all trees 


#3 confectionery:ti,ab  


#4 sweets:ti,ab  


#5 (candy or candies):ti,ab  


#6 chocolate*:ti,ab  


#7 pastr*:ti,ab  


#8 cake*:ti,ab  


#9 ((sugar* or glucose or fructose or syrup) adj3 snack*):ti,ab  


#10 biscuit*:ti,ab  
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#11 #1 or #2 or #3 or #4 or #5 or #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10  


#12 MeSH descriptor: [Obesity] explode all trees 


#13 MeSH descriptor: [Overweight] this term only 


#14 MeSH descriptor: [Weight Gain] this term only 


#15 MeSH descriptor: [Ideal Body Weight] this term only 


#16 ((prevent* or reduc* or tackl* or address*) next/6 (obes* or "weight gain" 


or "excess weight" or overweight)):ti,ab  


#17 ((maintain* or maintenance or prevent* or reduc* or control* or manag* 


or monitor* or healthy or normal or average) and (weight or bmi or body mass 


index or body fat or waist circumference or adiposity)):ti,ab  


#18 (non obese or nonobese or non overweight or nonoverweight):ti,ab  


#19 #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18  


#20 #11 and #19 


 


 


Medline & Medline in-process 


 


Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and 


Ovid MEDLINE(R) <1946 to Present> 


Search Strategy: 


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


1     exp Obesity/ (138494) 


2     Overweight/ (11618) 


3     Weight Gain/ (22408) 


4     Ideal Body Weight/ (121) 


5     ((prevent* or reduc* or tackl* or address*) adj5 (obes* or "weight gain" or 


"excess weight" or overweight)).ti,ab. (19729) 


6     ((maintain* or maintenance or prevent* or reduc* or control* or manag* or 


monitor* or healthy or normal or average) and (weight or bmi or body mass 


index or body fat or waist circumference or adiposity)).ti,ab. (409895) 


7     (non obese or nonobese or non overweight or nonoverweight).ti,ab. 


(13585) 


8     or/1-7 (520231) 


9     Meta-Analysis as Topic/ (13686) 


10     meta analy$.tw. (62225) 


11     metaanaly$.tw. (1306) 


12     Meta-Analysis/ (47281) 


13     (systematic adj (review$1 or overview$1)).tw. (53162) 


14     exp "Review Literature as Topic"/ (7493) 


15     or/9-14 (121384) 
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16     exp Candy/ (3033) 


17     Cacao/ (2224) 


18     confectionery.ti,ab. (431) 


19     sweets.ti,ab. (2593) 


20     (candy or candies).ti,ab. (1094) 


21     chocolate*.ti,ab. (3298) 


22     pastr*.ti,ab. (414) 


23     cake*.ti,ab. (2921) 


24     ((sugar* or glucose or fructose or syrup) adj3 snack*).ti,ab. (187) 


25     biscuit*.ti,ab. (813) 


26     or/16-25 (14231) 


27     8 and 15 and 26 (9) 


 


Embase 


 


Database: Embase <1974 to 2014 May 01> 


Search Strategy: 


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


1     exp Obesity/ (289317) 


2     Weight Gain/ (64215) 


3     ((prevent* or reduc* or tackl* or address*) adj5 (obes* or "weight gain" or 


"excess weight" or overweight)).ti,ab. (25564) 


4     ((maintain* or maintenance or prevent* or reduc* or control* or manag* or 


monitor* or healthy or normal or average) and (weight or bmi or body mass 


index or body fat or waist circumference or adiposity)).ti,ab. (537745) 


5     (non obese or nonobese or non overweight or nonoverweight).ti,ab. 


(16962) 


6     or/1-5 (766393) 


7     "systematic review"/ (73750) 


8     meta analy$.tw. (77428) 


9     metaanaly$.tw. (4020) 


10     Meta-Analysis/ (78051) 


11     (systematic adj (review$1 or overview$1)).tw. (63940) 


12     or/7-11 (166923) 


13     Cacao/ (4378) 


14     confectionery.ti,ab. (551) 


15     sweets.ti,ab. (3323) 


16     (candy or candies).ti,ab. (1349) 


17     chocolate*.ti,ab. (4269) 


18     pastr*.ti,ab. (554) 
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19     cake*.ti,ab. (4693) 


20     ((sugar* or glucose or fructose or syrup) adj3 snack*).ti,ab. (226) 


21     biscuit*.ti,ab. (1035) 


22     or/13-21 (16728) 


23     6 and 12 and 22 (27) 


 


 


ASSIA 


(SU.EXACT("Obesity") OR SU.EXACT("Weight gain") OR TI,AB(((prevent* 


OR reduc* OR tackl* OR address*) NEAR/5 (obes* OR "weight gain" OR 


"excess weight" OR overweight)) OR ((maintain* OR maintenance OR 


prevent* OR reduc* OR control* OR manag* OR monitor* OR healthy OR 


normal OR average) AND (weight OR bmi OR body mass index OR body fat 


OR waist circumference OR adiposity)) OR (non obese OR nonobese OR non 


overweight OR nonoverweight)))  


AND 


 (SU.EXACT("Confectionery") OR SU.EXACT("Cakes") OR 


SU.EXACT("Biscuits") OR TI,AB(confectionery OR sweets OR candy OR 


candies OR chocolate* OR pastr* OR cake* OR biscuit* OR (sugar* OR 


glucose OR fructose OR syrup NEAR/5 snack*)))  


AND  


(SU.EXACT("Systematic reviews") OR SU.EXACT("Meta-analysis") OR 


TI,AB((meta NEAR/1 analy*) OR metaanaly* OR (systematic NEAR/1 (review* 


OR overview*)))) 


7 results 


Search date: 2nd May 2014 
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1 Appendix A: Individually modifiable behaviours covered by the evidence review 


Food and drinks  Energy and nutrients  Eating Patterns  Physical activity and 
exercise 


Sedentary behaviour Other factors 


1. High energy 
dense foods 


1. Fat/protein/carboh
ydrate 


1. Eating speed /rate 1. Active 
leisure/recreation 
 


 
 


1. Amount of 
sedentary time 


1. Sleep (amount 
and quality) 


2. (Low) energy 
dense foods 


2. Glycaemic index/ 
glycaemic load 


2. Eating/meal/snack 
frequency (eating 
occasions) 


2. Activities of daily 
living (e.g. 
housework, 
garden, DIY) 


2. Sitting  2. Monitoring – e.g. 
weight, waist, 
clothes fit, 
pedometers, food 
diaries 


3. Whole grain 3. Fibre 3. Eating pattern - 
consistency, 
weekend vs. 
weekdays, energy 
intake split/timing 
through the day 


3. Incidental physical 
activity (active 
habits) e.g. stairs 


3. Standing 3. Over 
holiday/Christmas 
weight gain 


4. Refined grains 4. Calorie control 
(watching what 
you eat) 


4. Setting or 
distractions (e.g. 
table vs. TV 
viewing) 


4. Walking (including 
steps – travel or 
leisure) 


4. TV and other 
screen - time, 
eating and 
viewing, displaced 
activity 


4. Stress minimising 
activities 


5. Fruit and 
vegetables 


5. Energy density 5. Family meal 
(+eating with 
children) 


5. Sport 5. Other sedentary 
activities – 
reading / 
commuting 


5. Support e.g. 
partner, social 
support, buddy  


6. Meat and fish 6. Artificial 
sweeteners 


6. Portion size 6. Active play (e.g. 
after school) 


6. Breaks in 
sedentary time 
(e.g. workplace 
breaks such as 


6. Avoiding screen 
advertising (e.g. 
advert free versus 
advert containing 
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Food and drinks  Energy and nutrients  Eating Patterns  Physical activity and 
exercise 


Sedentary behaviour Other factors 


meeting breaks, 
walking breaks) 


viewing) 


7. Milk and other 
dairy 


7. Sugar, high 
fructose corn 
syrup, sucrose, 
glucose 


7. Snacking/snacks 7. Active 
travel/commuting 


 


7. More active 
screen time 
(active versus 
passive gaming) 


 


8. Nuts/legumes 8. Caffeine 8. Grazing/gorging 8. Cycling (travel or 
leisure) 


  


9. Dietary pattern – 
specific 
combination of 
foods 


9. Catechins 9. Eating out 9. Strength/aerobic   


10. Vegan / 
vegetarian 


 10. Take away 
meals/fast food 


10. Intensity, time, 
frequency (total 
volume) 


11. Intensity (same 
volume, high 
intensity vs. low 
intensity) 


  


Drinks:  
11. Sugar sweetened 


drinks 


12. Fruit juice 


13. Water  


14. Alcohol – wine, 


beer, spirits 


15. Tea and coffee 


16. Artificially 


sweetened 


beverages 


 11. Meal planning    
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Food and drinks  Energy and nutrients  Eating Patterns  Physical activity and 
exercise 


Sedentary behaviour Other factors 


17. Low-calorie 


drinks/Low-sugar 


drinks/Sugar-


reduced-drinks 


  12. Meal skipping 
(including 
breakfast 
skipping) 


   


  13. Drinks with meals    


  14. Breakfast    
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2 Appendix B: Methods 


2.1 Systematic searches  


NICE and expert advisers provided potentially relevant references that were used to test the 


search strategy. These were also appraised for inclusion along with the search results. 


Systematic review searches covered the period 2005 to 2013, and primary study searches 


covered the period 1995 to 2013. Sample search strategies are reported in Section 2.1.4 


below. 


The first stage of systematic review searching took a broad approach. It combined three main 


facets to identify reviews relevant for Review 1: 


 a facet targeting overweight and obesity prevention and healthy weight maintenance 


 a facet targeting the broad areas such as diet, physical activity, and sedentary 


behaviour that the factors being assessed fall into 


 a facet targeting systematic reviews (methodological filter). 


 


The search also included a facet to identify reviews relevant for the complementary evidence 


review on message communication. 


This strategy did not include specific terms focusing on each individual factor, but was 


intended to be broad enough to capture reviews addressing any factors such as these that 


were being assessed in the context of overweight and obesity prevention and healthy weight 


maintenance.  


Scoping searches were carried out to identify which of the areas not covered by the first stage 


search looked most likely to provide additional reviews, to target second stage searching 


most efficiently. Potentially relevant reviews identified in these scoping searches were also 


assessed for inclusion. 


2.1.1 Stage 1 search: Broad search for systematic reviews 


Bibliographic databases (general and subject-specific) were searched to identify evidence 


from systematic reviews on the individually modifiable behaviours in the a priori list (Appendix 


A). An online search for systematic reviews in the grey literature (non-journal published 


papers) was also carried out on key websites.  


Bibliographic database searches  


The following bibliographic databases were searched: 


 MEDLINE and MEDLINE In Process (OvidSP)  
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 Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews  


 HTA database (Centre for Reviews and Dissemination) 


 Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE) (Centre for Reviews and 


Dissemination) 


 Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts (ASSIA) (Proquest) 


 Social Policy and Practice Database (Ovid) 


 PsycINFO (Ovid) 


 EPPI databases which include both journal published and grey literature: Bibliomap and 


DoPHER (Database of Promoting Health Effectiveness Reviews) 


 healthevidence.org (registry of public health systematic reviews identified through 


searches of databases and websites including some covered in the list above, plus 


EMBASE, CINAHL, BIOSIS, SPORTDiscus, and Sociological Abstracts as well as 


reference list searches) 


 


The SIGN systematic review filter was used for searching the MEDLINE, MEDLINE In 


Process and PsycINFO databases. The Medline search strategy was translated for the other 


databases, and adapted to take into account database size, coverage, available search 


facilities and available indexing terms. 


A broad search on obesity prevention only without using the terms relating to the broad 


behavioural areas being targeted or the methodological filter was carried out in the following 


databases: 


 Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews  


 HTA database (Centre for Reviews and Dissemination) 


 Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE) (Centre for Reviews and 


Dissemination) 


 DoPHER (Database of Promoting Health Effectiveness Reviews) 


 healthevidence.org (registry of public health systematic reviews) 


 


The same approach was used for some of the smaller databases such as Medline-In-Process 


database. The SIGN systematic review filter was used in the Medline-In-Process database. 


This search was adapted to take into account the more limited functionality and coverage of 


the Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts (ASSIA) and the Social Policy and Practice 


Database. 


 


The search outputs were entered into Reference Manager.  


Grey literature searches 



http://healthevidence.org/search.aspx

http://healthevidence.org/search.aspx
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Grey literature includes reports produced by government, academics, business and industry, 


theses or dissertations in electronic formats, but which are not controlled by commercial 


publishers/journals, i.e. where publishing is not the primary activity of the producing body.  


We searched the following key websites for relevant grey literature reports:  


 Department of Health   


 Public Health England  


 National Obesity Observatory  


 Harvard School of Public Health: The Obesity Prevention Source  


 Centre for Diet and Activity Research  


 WHO  


 World Cancer Research Fund International (WCRF)   


 Nutrition Evidence Library (NEL) U.S. Department of Agriculture 


 Weight Management FAB approach (Food, Activity, and Behavioural Support) 


 Health Improvement and Innovation Resource Centre (New Zealand) 


 Food Standards Agency  


 Sport England  


 Obesity Learning Centre  


 BASES ‘British Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences’ 


 BASEM ‘British Association of Sport and Exercise Medicine’ 


 European College of Sport Science 


 CDC obesity http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/index.html 


 Foresight obesity http://www.bis.gov.uk/foresight/our-work/projects/published-


projects/tackling-obesities  


 Institute of Medicine (IOM)  


 National Weight Control Registry  


 Scientific Advisory Committee on Nutrition (SACN)  


 NICE Evidence  


 


2.1.2 Stage 2 search:  Targeted search for systematic reviews  


Based on gaps in the systematic review evidence identified in Stage 1 (see Section 2.2.3 for 


description of review mapping), the areas to be targeted in Stage 2 searching were discussed 


and agreed with NICE.  


The search was focused on the following factors: 


 Eating patterns (e.g. consistency, energy intake split through the day) 


 Caffeine 



https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-of-health

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/public-health-england

http://www.noo.org.uk/NOO_about_obesity

http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/obesity-prevention-source/obesity-causes/

http://www.cedar.iph.cam.ac.uk/

http://www.who.int/en/

http://www.wcrf.org/index.php

http://nel.gov/

http://weightmanagement.hiirc.org.nz/

http://www.food.gov.uk/

http://www.sportengland.org/

http://www.obesitylearningcentre.org.uk/

http://www.bases.org.uk/

http://www.basem.co.uk/

http://www.ecss.mobi/

http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/index.html

http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/index.html

http://www.bis.gov.uk/foresight/our-work/projects/published-projects/tackling-obesities

http://www.bis.gov.uk/foresight/our-work/projects/published-projects/tackling-obesities

http://www.iom.edu/

http://www.nwcr.ws/

http://www.sacn.gov.uk/

http://www.nice.org.uk/
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 Coffee 


 Holiday/Christmas weight gain 


 Incidental physical activities (e.g. stair climbing) 


 Breaks in sedentary time 


 Sitting 


 Stress-minimising activities 


 Monitoring (e.g. self-weighing) 


 Support  


 


Stage 1 searches using only the broad obesity prevention facet should have identified all 


relevant reviews, and adding terms to this would not be anticipated to produce any additional 


hits. Therefore stage 2 searches were conducted only in the databases where Stage 1 


searches were not limited to the broad obesity prevention facet. 


2.1.3 Stage 3 search: Primary study searches 


Based on gaps in the systematic review evidence identified in Stages 1 and 2 (see Section 


2.2.3 for description of review mapping), the areas to be targeted in Stage 3 searching were 


discussed and agreed with NICE.  


The search was focused on the following factors: 


 Meal planning 


 Holiday/Christmas weight gain 


 Standing 


 


The searches for Stage 3 were conducted in all databases excluding the secondary research 


databases: 


 MEDLINE and MEDLINE In Process (OvidSP) (see below for Medline search 


strategy) 


 Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL)  


 Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts (ASSIA) (Proquest, supplied by NICE) 


 Social Policy and Practice Database (Ovid, supplied by NICE) 


 PsycINFO (Ovid, supplied by NICE) 


 EPPI databases which include both journal published and grey literature: Bibliomap 


and TRoPHI (Trials Register of Promoting Health Interventions)  


 


2.1.4 Sample search strategies 


Medline search strategy for Stage 1 broad systematic review search 
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Numbers in parentheses are # documents retrieved in MEDLINE (OvidSP). 


Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) <1946 to October Week 4 2013> 


1     exp Obesity/ (141897) 
2     Overweight/ (12114) 
3     Weight Gain/ (23048) 
4     Ideal Body Weight/ (115) 
5     ((prevent* or reduc* or tackl* or address*) adj5 (obes* or "weight gain" or "excess weight" 
or overweight)).ti,ab. (18701) 
6     ((maintain* or maintenance or prevent* or reduc* or control* or manag* or monitor* or 
healthy or normal or average) and (weight or bmi or body mass index or body fat or waist 
circumference or adiposity)).ti,ab. (392017) 
7     (non obese or nonobese or non overweight or nonoverweight).ti,ab. (13360) 
8     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 (503573) 
9     Primary Prevention/ (14169) 
10     Risk Factors/ (571499) 
11     Health Promotion/ (53932) 
12     Health Behavior/ (34680) 
13     Health Education/ (52861) 
14     Health Communication/ (497) 
15     Information Dissemination/ (10367) 
16     Marketing of Health Services/ (14042) 
17     Health Knowledge, Attitudes, Practice/ (73857) 
18     Risk Reduction Behavior/ (7539) 
19     (promot* or advert* or marketing or program* or campaign* or scheme* or initiative* or 
strateg* or communicat* or message).ti,ab. (1831094) 
20     9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 (2444462) 
21     Diet/ (109483) 
22     exp *beverages/ or exp *food/ (683397) 
23     exp Food Habits/ (21305) 
24     Feeding Behavior/ (39759) 
25     Energy Intake/ (31631) 
26     (diet* or food* or eat*).ti. (211889) 
27     exp Exercise/ (114912) 
28     Motor Activity/ (79082) 
29     Physical Fitness/ (22453) 
30     (physical* or exercis* or fit* or aerobic*).ti. (184236) 
31     Life Style/ (43434) 
32     Sedentary Lifestyle/ (2568) 
33     Size Perception/ (3877) 
34     21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 or 32 or 33 (1243671) 
35     20 or 34 (3504940) 
36     8 and 35 (191681) 
37     Meta-Analysis as Topic/ (14079) 
38     meta analy$.tw. (57428) 
39     metaanaly$.tw. (1278) 
40     Meta-Analysis/ (51298) 
41     (systematic adj (review$1 or overview$1)).tw. (46645) 
42     exp "Review Literature as Topic"/ (7635) 
43     37 or 38 or 39 or 40 or 41 or 42 (114860) 
44     cochrane.ab. (33111) 
45     embase.ab. (29566) 
46     (psychlit or psyclit).ab. (1189) 
47     (psychinfo or psycinfo).ab. (9892) 
48     (cinahl or cinhal).ab. (10882) 
49     science citation index.ab. (2320) 
50     bids.ab. (394) 
51     cancerlit.ab. (739) 
52     44 or 45 or 46 or 47 or 48 or 49 or 50 or 51 (50861) 
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53     reference list$.ab. (11616) 
54     bibliograph$.ab. (11748) 
55     hand-search$.ab. (4216) 
56     relevant journals.ab. (898) 
57     manual search$.ab. (2224) 
58     53 or 54 or 55 or 56 or 57 (27351) 
59     selection criteria.ab. (26048) 
60     data extraction.ab. (10031) 
61     59 or 60 (33618) 
62     Review/ (1915234) 
63     61 and 62 (25914) 
64     Comment/ (534284) 
65     Letter/ (804607) 
66     Editorial/ (335541) 
67     animal/ (5493002) 
68     human/ (13649513) 
69     67 not (67 and 68) (3962474) 
70     64 or 65 or 66 or 69 (5154801) 
71     43 or 52 or 58 or 63 (145675) 
72     71 not 70 (136714) 
73     36 and 72 (4330) 
74     limit 73 to (english language and yr="2005 -Current") (3157) 
 


Search strategies for stage 2 focused systematic review search 


Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) <1946 to November Week 3 2013> 
1     exp Obesity/ (142945) 
2     Overweight/ (12299) 
3     Weight Gain/ (23205) 
4     Ideal Body Weight/ (121) 
5     ((prevent* or reduc* or tackl* or address*) adj5 (obes* or "weight gain" or "excess weight" 
or overweight)).ti,ab. (18862) 
6     ((maintain* or maintenance or prevent* or reduc* or control* or monitor* or healthy or 
normal or average) and (weight or bmi or body mass index or body fat or waist circumference 
or adiposity)).ti,ab. (385493) 
7     (non obese or nonobese or non overweight or nonoverweight).ti,ab. (13464) 
8     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 (499364) 
9     ((meal or eating or diet*) adj3 (pattern or habit or irregular)).ti,ab. (3528) 
10     Coffee/ (4754) 
11     coffee.ti,ab. (8263) 
12     caffeine.ti,ab. (21680) 
13     Caffeine/ (20280) 
14     (holiday or Christmas).ti,ab. (3195) 
15     Holidays/ (2159) 
16     9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 (42002) 
17     stair*.ti,ab. (5622) 
18     ((sedentary or sitting) adj5 (time or break*)).ti,ab. (1521) 
19     (stress adj3 (reduc* or minimi*)).ti,ab. (15417) 
20     (self-monitor* or self-weigh*).ti,ab. (4528) 
21     Social Support/ (52277) 
22     ((psychological or social) adj3 (support or network)).ti,ab. (28206) 
23     17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 (91604) 
24     16 or 23 (133360) 
25     8 and 24 (7725) 
26     Meta-Analysis as Topic/ (14196) 
27     meta analy$.tw. (58408) 
28     metaanaly$.tw. (1286) 
29     Meta-Analysis/ (52213) 
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30     (systematic adj (review$1 or overview$1)).tw. (47522) 
31     exp "Review Literature as Topic"/ (7732) 
32     26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 (116583) 
33     cochrane.ab. (33754) 
34     embase.ab. (30194) 
35     (psychlit or psyclit).ab. (1193) 
36     (psychinfo or psycinfo).ab. (10152) 
37     (cinahl or cinhal).ab. (11088) 
38     science citation index.ab. (2372) 
39     bids.ab. (395) 
40     cancerlit.ab. (739) 
41     33 or 34 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 39 or 40 (51910) 
42     reference list$.ab. (11809) 
43     bibliograph$.ab. (11863) 
44     hand-search$.ab. (4252) 
45     relevant journals.ab. (914) 
46     manual search$.ab. (2265) 
47     42 or 43 or 44 or 45 or 46 (27707) 
48     selection criteria.ab. (26402) 
49     data extraction.ab. (10177) 
50     48 or 49 (34086) 
51     Review/ (1924416) 
52     50 and 51 (26304) 
53     Comment/ (538304) 
54     Letter/ (808271) 
55     Editorial/ (337516) 
56     animal/ (5513005) 
57     human/ (13712248) 
58     56 not (56 and 57) (3974347) 
59     53 or 54 or 55 or 58 (5173095) 
60     32 or 41 or 47 or 52 (147811) 
61     60 not 59 (138759) 
62     25 and 61 (205) 
63     limit 62 to (english language and yr="2005 -Current") (151) 
 
Sample search strategy for Stage 3: primary study search 


Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and OviD 


MEDLINE(R) <1946 to Present> Search Strategy: 


1     exp Obesity/ (144151) 
2     Overweight/ (12498) 
3     Weight Gain/ (23356) 
4     Ideal Body Weight/ (121) 
5     ((prevent* or reduc* or tackl* or address*) adj5 (obes* or "weight gain" or "excess weight" 
or overweight)).ti,ab. (20763) 
6     ((maintain* or maintenance or prevent* or reduc* or control* or manag* or monitor* or 
healthy or normal or average) and (weight or bmi or body mass index or body fat or waist 
circumference or adiposity)).ti,ab. (425240) 
7     (non obese or nonobese or non overweight or nonoverweight).ti,ab. (14275) 
8     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 (539354) 
9     (holiday or Christmas).ti,ab. (3462) 
10     Holidays/ (2171) 
11     9 or 10 (4911) 
12     8 and 11 (108) 
13     ((meal* or menu) and plan*).ti,ab. (2643) 
14     8 and 13 (493) 
15     (stand or standing).ti. (10782) 
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16     8 and 15 (401) 
17     Randomized Controlled Trials as Topic/ (103814) 
18     Randomized Controlled Trial/ (395285) 
19     Random Allocation/ (82260) 
20     Double-Blind Method/ (132982) 
21     Single Blind Method/ (19826) 
22     Clinical trial/ (508008) 
23     clinical trial, phase i.pt. (16502) 
24     clinical trial, phase ii.pt. (27300) 
25     clinical trial, phase iii.pt. (10407) 
26     clinical trial, phase iv.pt. (1014) 
27     controlled clinical trial.pt. (90572) 
28     randomized controlled trial.pt. (395285) 
29     multicenter study.pt. (185820) 
30     clinical trial.pt. (508008) 
31     exp Clinical Trials as Topic/ (299072) 
32     17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 
(1088792) 
33     (clinical adj trial$).tw. (230108) 
34     ((singl$ or doubl$ or treb$ or tripl$) adj (blind$3 or mask$3)).tw. (136258) 
35     Placebos/ (33961) 
36     placebo$.tw. (170964) 
37     randomly allocated.tw. (17431) 
38     (allocated adj2 random$).tw. (20044) 
39     33 or 34 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 (447196) 
40     32 or 39 (1241852) 
41     case report.tw. (205280) 
42     Letter/ (838323) 
43     Historical Article/ (302092) 
44     41 or 42 or 43 (1334094) 
45     40 not 44 (1211323) 
46     Epidemiologic studies/ (6316) 
47     exp case control studies/ (674283) 
48     exp cohort studies/ (1384167) 
49     Case control.tw. (80852) 
50     (cohort adj (study or studies)).tw. (90911) 
51     Cohort analy$.tw. (3850) 
52     (Follow up adj (study or studies)).tw. (38340) 
53     (observational adj (study or studies)).tw. (46443) 
54     Longitudinal.tw. (147448) 
55     Retrospective.tw. (278034) 
56     Cross sectional.tw. (176313) 
57     Cross-sectional studies/ (183409) 
58     46 or 47 or 48 or 49 or 50 or 51 or 52 or 53 or 54 or 55 or 56 or 57 (1941703) 
59     45 or 58 (2861180) 
60     12 and 59 (42) 
61     14 and 59 (194) 
62     16 and 59 (136) 
63     limit 60 to (english language and yr="1995 -Current") (36) 
64     limit 61 to (english language and yr="1995 -Current") (182) 
65     limit 62 to (english language and yr="1995 -Current") (129) 
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2.2 Selecting studies for inclusion 


Studies were evaluated for inclusion against the criteria listed in the sifting protocol below. 


Broadly, systematic reviews of the association between the individually modifiable behaviours 


listed in Appendix A and healthy weight maintenance or overweight and obesity prevention 


were included. As many systematic reviews are unlikely to match the current review’s 


inclusion criteria fully, potentially relevant reviews were included at early sifting stages unless 


it was clear that they were entirely non-relevant to the current scope. 


Parameters Sifting criteria Additional comments 


Questions covered 
What individually modifiable 


behaviours may help children and 


young people to maintain a healthy 


weight or prevent excess weight 


gain? 


What individually modifiable 


behaviours may help adults to 


maintain a healthy weight or 


prevent excess weight gain? 


Reviews addressing other 


questions were tagged 


‘wrong question’ 


Exposures/ 


interventions 


covered 


Exposures: 


Individually modifiable behaviours 


listed in Appendix A that may help 


children, young people and adults 


to maintain a healthy weight or 


prevent excess weight gain 


Interventions: 


Interventions that target the 


individually modifiable behaviours 


listed in Appendix A and that are 


specifically aimed at maintaining a 


healthy weight or preventing excess 


weight gain  


Interventions should consist 


of an action that an individual 


can choose to perform 


themselves, rather than one 


requiring external 


intervention 


Exposures/ 


interventions not 


covered 


Interventions to prevent obesity that 


are covered in other sections of 


NICE clinical guideline 43. That is, 


sections 1.1.2 to 1.1.7, and section 


1.2, i.e. interventions that take 


place in/offered by: 


 The NHS 


 Local authorities and 


partners in the community 


 Early years settings 


 Schools 


 Workplaces 


 Self-help, commercial and 


community programmes 


Records excluded on these 


criteria were tagged ‘wrong 


intervention/exposure’ at 


second (title and abstract) 


and third (full text) sift. 


NB Personal characteristics 


such as gender, SES and 


ethnicity of the populations 


included in studies where 


noted. If studies find that 


impact of the individual 


factors/ behaviours or 


interventions targeting them 


vary based on these 
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Parameters Sifting criteria Additional comments 


Very low calorie diets 


Environmental factors beyond 


people’s control (for example, 


the provision of cycle paths or 


content of school meals). 


Programmes, services or 


treatments for people who are 


overweight or obese (including 


lifestyle weight management 


services and pharmacological or 


surgical treatments). 


Management of medical conditions 


that may increase the risk of 


excess weight gain, being 


overweight or obese. 


Programmes, services or 


treatments for people who are 


underweight. 


Infant feeding (with breast milk or 


infant formula) and weaning.  


Complementary/non-mainstream 


therapies to prevent someone 


from becoming overweight or 


obese or to manage these 


conditions (for example, 


acupuncture, hypnotherapy, 


medicinal plants).  


Studies aiming to define 


‘overweight’ and ‘obese’.  


Related activities to combat obesity 


that are covered by other NICE 


guidance (such as 


breastfeeding).  


Parenting  


Health (or other) professional led 


interventions 


Work / school based interventions 


Working circumstances e.g. shift 


working 


Personal circumstances 


/characteristics that are not under 


solely under an individual’s control 


(see Additional comment), e.g.: 


 gender 


 marital status 


 parental weight (impact on 


their children) 


 menopause 


 puberty 


 birth weight  


characteristics this was 


reported.  
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Parameters Sifting criteria Additional comments 


 socioeconomic status 


 ethnicity 


 self esteem 


Smoking 


Populations 


(groups) that will 


be covered 


All adults and children who are not 


undergoing management or 


treatment for being overweight or 


obese.  


The focus is on the general 


population (i.e. mixed 


populations)  


Populations 


(groups) that will 


not be covered 


Infants who have not been weaned 


Pregnant women  


Adults and children who are taking 


part in programmes or are 


receiving treatment for being 


overweight or obese (including 


lifestyle weight management 


programmes, pharmacological 


or surgical treatment). 


Adults and children who are taking 


part in programmes or receiving 


treatment for being underweight 


Populations that are selected solely 


on the basis of being overweight 


or obese, or having been 


overweight and obese and now 


reached a healthy weight (e.g. 


studies which follow groups who 


have taken part in weight loss 


interventions) 


Studies specifically in selected 


population subgroups (see 


Additional comments), e.g.: 


 post-pregnancy 


 learning difficulties 


 mental health conditions 


 disabilities 


 (NB people in these groups 


as well as those who are 


overweight or obese are part 


of the general population, but 


studies selecting participants 


on these characteristics 


exclusively will be excluded) 


Records excluded on this 


criterion were tagged ‘wrong 


population’ at second (title 


and abstract) and third (full 


text) sift. 


(Weaning or 'complementary 


feeding' is the transition from 


an exclusively milk-based 


diet to a diet based on solid 


foods.) 


 


NB The presence of 


population subgroups such 


as those with learning 


difficulties, mental health 


conditions, or disabilities in 


included studies will be 


noted. If studies find that the 


impact of the individual 


factors/behaviours or 


interventions targeting them 


vary in these subgroups this 


will also be reported. 


Comparators that 


will be covered 


Studies of exposures: 


 No exposure 


 A different level of exposure 


(e.g. less versus more 


physical activity/calories/of a 
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Parameters Sifting criteria Additional comments 


food/nutrient) 


 


Intervention studies: 


 No intervention 


 Usual care 


 Placebo/sham 


A different level of the intervention 


(e.g. less versus more physical 


activity/calories/of a 


food/nutrient) 


Comparators that 


will not be covered 


Intervention studies: 


Studies that compare interventions 


aimed at different behaviours 


e.g. physical activity intervention 


vs. diet based intervention 


 


Records excluded on this 


criterion will be tagged 


‘wrong comparator’ at 


second title and abstract and 


full text sift 


Outcomes that will 


be covered  


 


Weight and related outcomes 


Maintenance of weight or 


avoidance of weight gain in the 


short, medium and long term.  


Anthropometric measures such as 


BMI, waist circumference, 


percentage of healthy weight, or 


fat mass. 


 


Modifiable risk factor 


(behavioural) outcomes (to be 


extracted from intervention 


studies which also address 


weight and related outcomes) 


Diet 


Physical activity 


Frequency of weight monitoring 


 


Only studies reporting weight 


or related outcomes will be 


included. 


 


Outcomes that will 


not be covered  


Determinant outcomes 


Psychological outcomes such as 


self-efficacy or motivation. 


Process measures such as 


acceptability of information 


(method or content) that aims to 


help people maintain a healthy 


weight. 


Records excluded for on this 


criteria tagged ‘wrong 


outcome at second title and 


abstract and full text sift. 


Study 


types/designs  to 


be included  


Systematic Reviews (SRs)  


RCTs and cluster RCTs of any 


duration 


Prospective cohort studies lasting 


12 months or longer 


NB Due to the mixed nature 


of studies included in the 


reviews identified, reviews 


were not excluded if they 


included retrospective cohort 


studies, or cohort studies 


lasting less than 12 months 
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Parameters Sifting criteria Additional comments 


Studies 


types/designs that 


will not be included 


Studies that are not SRs, RCTs, or 


prospective cohorts. 


Studies published before 2005 


Economic analyses (references of 


these studies to be forwarded to 


NICE)  


Non-English language studies. 


Non-OECD countries studies. 


Citations without an abstract. 


Systematic reviews of systematic 


reviews 


Records excluded for on this 


criteria tagged ‘wrong study 


type’ at second title and 


abstract and full text sift. 


 


 


2.2.1 First pass appraisal  


Evidence identified in the searches was first filtered at the title/abstract level by an Information 


Specialist to remove any clearly non-relevant material. Any queries regarding 


inclusion/exclusion were resolved by discussion with a second Information Specialist. Any 


outstanding queries were resolved by discussion with NICE. Studies were excluded at this 


stage if they were: 


 Clearly non-relevant topics or populations or information (e.g. letters, animal studies, 


studies in specific settings or delivered by healthcare professionals) 


 Non-relevant study  design/type (i.e. not systematic review in Stage 1 or 2 searches, or not 


RCTs/prospective cohort studies in Stage 3 searches) 


A random sample of 200 citations identified in the search for systematic reviews were double 


sifted by a second Information Specialist. A kappa of 0.60 or greater was considered to reflect 


good inter-rater reliability. The double sift of systematic reviews resulted in agreement above 


the agreed threshold (kappa=0.68). Ten per cent of the records identified in the search for 


primary studies were double sifted by a second Information Specialist. The double sift 


resulted in agreement above the agreed threshold (kappa=0.79). 


 


This stage of screening acted as a “coarse filter” and erred on the side of inclusion, to avoid 


exclusion of studies that may be relevant. The filtered references were tagged in a Reference 


Manager database and passed on to a Research Analyst for second pass appraisal. 


2.2.2 Second pass appraisal  


A Health Research Analyst conducted a more detailed assessment of the title/abstract of 


records tagged during the first sift. Relevant studies were selected for full text appraisal. 


Studies were appraised using the sifting criteria described. As few systematic reviews were 
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anticipated to fully match the scope of the current review, those that had inclusion criteria that 


partially overlapped or had unclear overlap with the scope were included at this stage, e.g. 


the following: 


 Study designs: reviews where included study designs were a mix of relevant and non-


relevant study designs (RCTs and/or cohort studies plus other study designs) or where 


study designs were unclear  


 Settings: reviews where included studies were in a mix of relevant and non-relevant 


settings (general community plus school/work settings) or where settings were unclear 


 Populations: reviews including studies in a mix of general populations and selected 


obese/overweight populations and/or populations with a specific condition or where 


populations were unclear 


 Intervention/exposure: reviews including studies of factor(s) of interest as well as other 


factors or where factors addressed were unclear 


 Comparator: reviews where comparators were unclear or mixed 


 Outcome: reviews had to mention measuring a weight related outcome for inclusion 


Studies were not excluded based on duration of included studies, as this was difficult to judge 


at the title and abstract level. Reasons for exclusion of studies were recorded in the 


Reference Manager database at this stage (see Appendix C for excluded study bibliography). 


These reasons could include: 


 Wrong question (i.e. studies not addressing the question about factors associated with 


weight maintenance, or interventions for healthy weight maintenance) 


 Wrong population (e.g. studies with inclusion restricted to overweight or obese individuals) 


 Wrong study design/type (i.e. not a systematic review in Stages 1 and 2; not an RCT or 


prospective cohort study in Stage 3) 


 Wrong exposure/intervention (e.g. studies clearly not relating to an individually modifiable 


behaviour on the agreed list, or clearly in an entirely work/school-based setting) 


 Wrong comparator (e.g. studies solely comparing the weight maintenance effects of 


interventions targeting different individually modifiable behaviours e.g. diet vs. physical 


activity) 


 Wrong outcome (e.g. studies solely addressing knowledge outcomes or other non-weight-


related outcomes) 


 


Any queries regarding inclusion/exclusion were resolved by discussion with a second analyst. 


Any outstanding queries were resolved by discussion with NICE. If it was still unclear whether 


a study met inclusion/exclusion criteria, the full text was obtained. A 10% sample of citations 


were then double sifted by a second Health Research Analyst for reviews, which resulted in 


good inter-rater reliability (kappa=0.63). For primary study searches the small number of 
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records selected for second pass appraisal (12 studies), all of the records were double 


screened by a second analyst and there was 100% agreement. Kappa was not calculated for 


this, as it may be under-estimated in sample sizes (Crewson 2005). 


This stage of screening acted as a finer filter than the first pass appraisal, but again erred on 


the side of inclusion if details were not sufficient to allow decisions about the eligibility of the 


paper. Papers selected for full text appraisal were tagged in Reference Manager. 


2.2.3 Systematic review mapping 


In order to identify areas to be targeted for stage 2 and 3 searches, a rapid, rough mapping of 


the systematic reviews identified against the factors being assessed was carried out at the 


end of the second pass appraisal of Stage 1 and Stage 2 searches. As part of mapping at the 


end of Stage 1, for factors where no or few reviews were mapped, text word searches were 


carried out in the dataset to ensure that no potentially relevant reviews which had been 


missed. 


Reviews were grouped according to which factors they appeared to cover based on title and 


abstract. The number of reviews that appeared to cover each factor was listed. An initial rapid 


quality assessment was designed to capture indications of review quality from the title and 


abstract. These were broadly based on criteria for definition of systematic reviews in the 


Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE). Reviews were given a score out of 4, by 


summing the total number of the following criteria it met:  


 The review identifies itself in the title or abstract as a systematic review  


 The review reports that it conforms to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 


Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) standards  


 The abstract reports that two or more sources were searched  


 The abstract reports the review’s inclusion/exclusion criteria  


 


Discussion and decision of which factors to target with searches was based around: 


 Number of reviews covering the factor 


 Quality of the reviews covering the factor 


 Publication dates of reviews covering the factor (a proxy measure for being up-to-date) 


 Likelihood of identifying additional reviews on the factor based on the number and type of 


hits identified in rapid scoping searches in PubMed (any potentially relevant reviews 


identified in these scoping searches were also added to the RefMan database) 


 Potential for the factor to be covered by reviews on related factors (e.g. findings from 


reviews on energy density would also be relevant to the factors low and high energy dense 


foods) 


 Match of the reviews identified to the factors being targeted 
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 Whether the factor was covered in by existing CG43 guidance (as adding nuance to 


existing guidance would be more likely for areas where there were no existing 


recommendations) 


 Practical factors relating to search (e.g. specificity of terms involved) 


 Whether the factor might be better suited to a primary study search (i.e. relatively newly 


researched topics might be less likely to be covered by systematic reviews) 


 


The initial plan had been to assess match between the identified reviews’ scope and that of 


the current review. In the end, this was not considered, as reviews that were completely 


outside of the scope were excluded, and of a sample of 63 reviews assessed, none were 


clearly a complete match to scope. Hence, this level of assessment would be unlikely to be a 


good way of differentiating the identified reviews. Expert advisers also provided input on any 


areas where they felt reviews might be missing. 


 


In general, 


 Factors where no reviews identified were considered first 


 Factors where a review was identified were considered after this if: 


 There was only 1 SR on the factor, or 


 SRs identified did not appear to match well with the concept being searched for, or 


 All SRs identified had a lower quality score based on title and abstract (quality score 0 


or 1). 


 


2.2.4 Full text appraisal  


The full text papers were appraised by a Research Analyst. Information on reason for 


exclusion was recorded (see Appendix C for excluded study bibliography). A 10% sample of 


full texts were planned to be double screened at this stage. This would have been a relatively 


low number of studies, and for low sample sizes the kappa statistic may be under-estimated 


(Crewson 2005). For this reason, alternative approaches were agreed with NICE. 


For the reviews, to ensure that no reviews were excluded inappropriately, a more 


conservative approach was taken where all papers excluded at full text were assessed by a 


second analyst for inclusion/exclusion. Disagreements regarding inclusion/exclusion were 


resolved by discussion, with recourse to a third analyst as needed. 


As anticipated at second pass appraisal, systematic reviews tended not to fully match the 


scope of the current review. Therefore, those that had inclusion criteria that partially 


overlapped with the scope were included at this stage. Reviews whose inclusion criteria or 


included studies fell completely outside of the scope of the current review in terms of study 


design, setting, population, intervention/exposure, comparator, or outcome were excluded. 
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Reviews were not excluded solely based on the duration of follow up of the included studies. 


Whether included cohort studies were prospective or retrospective was also not used as a 


reason for exclusion of reviews. 


For the primary studies, all full texts were appraised by a second analyst.  


 


2.2.5 Systematic reviews generically assessing overweight and obesity 


prevention 


A number of reviews were identified which generically addressed overweight and obesity 


prevention, rather than specifically asking questions about the factors listed in Table 1 and 


describing results in a way that clearly separates results by factor.  


The ‘generic reviews’ generally asked questions about effective overweight and obesity 


prevention interventions, or about the association between non-specific exposures rather than 


focusing on specific modifiable behaviours or factors (e.g. physical activity in general, with no 


further detail on the type, frequency, intensity or duration). They were sifted using the same 


criteria and process outlined in Sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.3. Due to the large volume of reviews 


identified which specifically addressed the factors listed in Table 1, these factor-specific 


reviews were prioritised for extraction, as they are more likely to provide clear answers 


regarding the relationship between the individually modifiable behaviours/factors on healthy 


weight maintenance.  


The ‘generic reviews’ are listed in Appendix C. 


2.3 Quality appraisal  


Quality appraisal was carried out for all reviews selected at full text using a checklist based on 


the NICE systematic review quality checklist and the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme 


(CASP) systematic review quality checklist. Primary studies were assessed using the 


appropriate NICE quantitative study checklist. These checklists are provided in Appendix D. 


The ratings are broadly as follows: 


[++] All or most of the checklist criteria have been fulfilled, indicating a high quality study.  


[+] Some of the checklist criteria have been fulfilled, indicating a moderate quality study.  


[-] Few or no checklist criteria have been fulfilled, indicating a low quality study.  


A 10% sample of included reviews (n=14) was double quality appraised by a second research 


analyst. The kappa score obtained for this did not meet the required threshold for good inter-


rater reliability (kappa=0.45; agreement 64%). This may in part have been due to the low 


number of studies double appraised. Areas where ratings did not agree were reviewed. In one 
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case, the lack of agreement was due to mis-entering of one of the question ratings into Excel, 


correcting this led to a kappa of 0.54 (agreement 71%). After discussion of the differences in 


ratings, other differences related to grey areas. Only one rating was changed due to presence 


of additional study tables in the supplementary information that had not been identified by the 


original reviewer.  


A repeat sample of 14 papers was reviewed, and again agreement was 71%, but kappa was 


lower (kappa=0.20). This is likely to have been due to the low prevalence of the [-] and [++] 


categories in this sample (0 and 2 papers) - kappa can be under-estimated if any of the 


categories are uncommon as chance agreement is high (Sim and Wright, 2005). Therefore 


combining the samples still gave a low kappa (kappa=0.45; agreement 71%).  


The 3 papers where ratings differed in the second sample all lay at the boundary between two 


rating categories, and differed by a single point difference on the total quality score (out of 8). 


To investigate whether underlying agreement was high, and to increase the sample size for 


the analysis, the kappa statistic was recalculated based on the answers to the eight individual 


questions for all 18 studies. This gave an agreement of 87%, and a kappa of 0.73, showing 


good inter-rater reliability. It was agreed with NICE that this indicated good underlying 


agreement and that further review was not required. 


2.4 Data extraction  


For factors covered by multiple reviews, the reviews were assessed and the highest quality, 


most up-to-date, and most relevant (i.e. best match for the scope) reviews covering children, 


young people and adults were selected for extraction. The aim was to have at least one 


review covering children and young people and at least one covering adults for each factor. 


More than one review of similar quality, search date, or relevance could be included if they 


covered pools of studies that did not overlap completely. For reviews not prioritised for 


extraction, reasons were recorded (see Appendix E), and review conclusions were extracted 


to give an idea of the direction of effect. 


No reviews matched the scope of the current review exactly. The scope of the included 


reviews was assessed mainly in the following areas: 


1. Population – reviews including some studies not matching the current review scope (e.g. 


overweigh/obese people and/or people with specific conditions) were considered a partial 


match 


2. Study design – reviews including some studies not matching the current review scope 


(e.g. cross sectional studies) were considered a partial match 


3. Setting - reviews including some studies not matching the current review scope (e.g. 


school- or work-based studies) were considered a partial match 
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The intervention/exposures were not assessed for match, as these had to match the factors 


being assessed for inclusion. Time (i.e. follow up period) was also not assessed for match, as 


few reviews utilised duration of follow up as an inclusion criterion. Comparators were also not 


assessed for match as this did not provide an informative way of separating the reviews, few 


studies explicitly specified comparators in their inclusion criteria (particularly those including 


cohort studies), and the reviews including RCTs often included mixed comparators. No 


papers assessed at full text were excluded on this parameter. Although not specifically 


assessed for match with scope, any limitations relating to these areas were noted.  


Where the duration of follow up was used as an inclusion criterion it was noted in the 


evidence tables, and where duration of follow up was a limitation this was also noted. 


Many reviews did not provide in depth reporting of e.g. the level of exposures being compared 


in the included studies. This data was extracted where possible.  


Where the review itself provided separate results and conclusions based on the different 


populations, settings, or outcomes it included, those most relevant to the current review (i.e. 


most closely matching the scope) were extracted. For example, if a review gave results for 


overweight and obese populations separately from those for general weight populations, the 


latter were reported. If results were not reported or summarised by the review separately, 


overall results and conclusions were reported. Due to limitations in the time available for the 


review, authors were not contacted for additional information, nor were underlying primary 


studies or related references obtained. 
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3 Appendix C: Excluded study bibliography  


This appendix lists reasons for exclusion of studies at second (title and abstract) and third (full 


text) sift.  


Wrong Population (15 studies) 


 1.  Boutelle KN, Kirschenbaum DS, Baker RC et al. How can obese weight controllers 
minimize weight gain during the high risk holiday season? By self-monitoring very 
consistently. Health Psychology. 1999;18(4):364-8. 


 2.  Boutelle KN. The efficacy of a self-monitoring intervention to promote weight 
management during the holidays. Dissertation Abstracts International: Section B: The 
Sciences and Engineering. 1111;.57(9-B). 


 3.  Galani C, Schneider H. Prevention and treatment of obesity with lifestyle interventions: 
review and meta-analysis. International Journal of Public Health. 2007;52(6):348-59. 


 4.  Hu T, Mills KT, Yao L et al. Effects of low-carbohydrate diets versus low-fat diets on 
metabolic risk factors: a meta-analysis of randomized controlled clinical trials. American 
Journal of Epidemiology. 2012;176 Suppl 7:S44-S54. 


 5.  Hursel R, Viechtbauer W, Westerterp-Plantenga MS. The effects of green tea on weight 
loss and weight maintenance: a meta-analysis. International Journal of Obesity. 2009 
20090714 [Epub ahead of print];33(9):956-61. 


 6.  Lepe M, Bacardi GM, Jimenez CA. Long-term efficacy of high-protein diets: a 
systematic review. Nutricion Hospitalaria. 2011;26(6):1256-9. 


 7.  Musaiger AO. Overweight and obesity in eastern mediterranean region: prevalence and 
possible causes. Journal of Obesity. 2011 20110918 [Epub ahead of 
print];2011:407237. 


 8.  Nordmann AJ, Nordmann A, Briel M et al. Effects of low-carbohydrate vs low-fat diets 
on weight loss and cardiovascular risk factors: a meta-analysis of randomized 
controlled trials. Archives of Internal Medicine. 2006;166(3):285-93. 


 9.  Rego Costa AC, Rosado EL, Soares-Mota M. Influence of the dietary intake of medium 
chain triglycerides on body composition, energy expenditure and satiety: a systematic 
review. Nutricion Hospitalaria. 2012;27(1):103-8. 


 10.  Schwingshackl L, Hoffmann G. Long-term effects of low glycemic index/load vs. high 
glycemic index/load diets on parameters of obesity and obesity-associated risks: a 
systematic review and meta-analysis. Nutrition Metabolism & Cardiovascular Diseases. 
2013 20130617 [Epub ahead of print];23(8):699-706. 


 11.  Steyn NP, Temple NJ. Evidence to support a food-based dietary guideline on sugar 
consumption in South Africa. BMC Public Health. 2012 20120704 [Epub ahead of 
print];12:502. 


 12.  U.S. Department of Agriculture. Are high-protein (>35%) hypocaloric diets safe and 
effective for long term (more than six months) weight loss or maintenance? (DGAC 
2010). Washington (DC): U.S. Department of Agriculture; 2010. Available from: 
http://www.nel.gov/conclusion.cfm?conclusion_statement_id=250328&highlight=hypoca
loric&home=1. 


 13.  U.S. Department of Agriculture. Are low-carbohydrate (less than 45%) hypocaloric diets 
safe and effective for long-term (more than six months) weight loss or maintenance? 
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Washington (DC): U.S. Department of Agriculture; 2010. Available from: 
http://www.nel.gov/conclusion.cfm?conclusion_statement_id=250327. 


 14.  U.S. Department of Agriculture. What is the relationship between diet self-monitoring 
and body weight? (DGAC 2010). Washington (DC): U.S. Department of Agriculture; 
2010g. Available from: 
http://www.nel.gov/conclusion.cfm?conclusion_statement_id=250321. 


 15.  Weinheimer EM, Sands LP, Campbell WW. A systematic review of the separate and 
combined effects of energy restriction and exercise on fat-free mass in middle-aged and 
older adults: implications for sarcopenic obesity. Nutrition Reviews. 2010;68(7):375-88. 


Wrong Exposure/Intervention (47 studies) 


 1.  Adriaanse MA, Vinkers CD, de Ridder DT et al. Do implementation intentions help to 
eat a healthy diet? A systematic review and meta-analysis of the empirical evidence. 
Appetite. 2011 21056605 [Epub ahead of print];56(1):SP-183. 


 2.  Barr-Anderson DJ, AuYoung M, Whitt-Glover MC et al. Integration of short bouts of 
physical activity into organizational routine a systematic review of the literature. 
[Review]. American Journal of Preventive Medicine. 2011;40(1):76-93. 


 3.  Beets MW, Beighle A, Erwin HE et al. After school program impact on physical activity 
and fitness: A meta analysis. American Journal of Preventive Medicine. 2009 19362799 
[Epub ahead of print];36(6):SP-527. 
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4 Appendix D: Quality appraisal templates 


Rapid title and abstract quality appraisal criteria for systematic reviews 


Reviews were given a score out of 4, by summing the total number of the following criteria it met:  


 The review identifies itself in the title or abstract as a systematic review  


 The review reports that it conforms to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 


and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) standards  


 The abstract reports that two or more sources were searched  


 The abstract reports the review’s inclusion/exclusion criteria  


These questions were based on criteria for definition of systematic reviews in the Database of Abstracts 


of Reviews of Effects (DARE).
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Full text systematic review quality appraisal template  


The checklist was based on the NICE systematic review quality checklist (‘Methods for the 


development of NICE public health guidance (third edition)’) and the Critical Appraisal Skills 


Programme (CASP) systematic review quality checklist. Reviews were awarded one point for 


each criterion met, with those scoring 0-2 rated as low quality [-], those scoring 3-5 rated as 


moderate quality [+], and those scoring 6-8 rated as high quality [++]. 


Study identification 
(author, year, REFID) 


 Total score (score 1 for each 
criterion met): 


Factor:   


Checklist completed by:   


 In this review this criterion is met:  


1.  Does the review address an appropriate 
and clearly-focused question that is 
relevant to 1 or more of the guidance 
topic’s key questions? 
Answer Yes if the review aimed to look 
at one of the specific behaviours being 
assessed rather than general areas (e.g. 
physical activity/diet/sedentary/lifestyle 
interventions) 


Yes No Unclear 


2. Does the review include the types of 
study/s relevant to the key research 
question/s? 
Study types related to our review 
question are RCTs and cohort studies.  


 Answer Yes if these are the only 
study types included (if only 
RCTs or only 
cohorts/longitudinal 
observational answer Yes) 


 Answer No if other study types 
are included (e.g. RCTs and 
cross-sectional) 


(Not penalising cohorts that don’t specify 
prospective design) 


Yes No Unclear 


3. Is the literature search sufficiently 
rigorous to identify all the relevant 
studies? 
Must meet following criteria for a Yes:  


 At least 2 electronic sources 
should be searched 


 Must include years and 
databases searched 


 Key words must be stated 


Yes No Unclear 


4. Is the study quality of included studies 
appropriately assessed and reported? 
Must meet following criteria for a Yes:  


 Methods of assessment 
provided 


 Quality of included studies 
reported 


 Quality of included studies 
considered in conclusions 


Yes No Unclear 


5. Is an adequate description of the Yes No Unclear 



http://publications.nice.org.uk/methods-for-the-development-of-nice-public-health-guidance-third-edition-pmg4

http://publications.nice.org.uk/methods-for-the-development-of-nice-public-health-guidance-third-edition-pmg4
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analytical methodology used included, 
and are the methods used appropriate 
to the question?  


 e.g. if meta-analysis is used is it 
appropriate and is heterogeneity 
assessed and taken into 
consideration if it exists 


 if mixed study types are included, 
are these analysed separately in the 
results section? 


6. Were the characteristics of the included 
studies provided? 
E.g. In an aggregated form such as a 
table, data should be provided on the 
participants, interventions/ exposures 
and outcomes. 


Yes No Unclear 


7. Were potential conflicts of interest 
reported? 
Potential sources of support should be 
clearly acknowledged for the systematic 
review and considered for the included 
studies. 


Yes No Unclear 


8. Can the results be applied to the UK 
population? 


 Answer Yes if majority of studies 
in OECD countries 


 If country not specified, consider 
context of research question to 
UK 


Yes No Unclear 
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Primary study quality assessment template 


Primary studies were assessed using the NICE checklist for quantitative studies reporting 


correlations and associations (‘Methods for the development of NICE public health guidance 


(third edition)’). Individual questions in the checklist sections 1 to 4 are rated as follows (in 


section 5 NR and NA are not options): 


++ Indicates that for that particular aspect of study design, the study has been 
designed or conducted in such a way as to minimise the risk of bias. 


+ Indicates that either the answer to the checklist question is not clear from the 
way the study is reported, or that the study may not have addressed all 
potential sources of bias for that particular aspect of study design. 


− Should be reserved for those aspects of the study design in which significant 
sources of bias may persist. 


Not reported 
(NR) 


Should be reserved for those aspects in which the study under review fails to 
report how they have (or might have) been considered. 


Not applicable 
(NA) 


Should be reserved for those study design aspects that are not applicable 
given the study design under review (for example, allocation concealment 
would not be applicable for case–control studies). 


 


Study identification: Include full citation details   


Study design: 


 Refer to the ‘Methods for the development of NICE public health 


guidance (third edition)’ glossary of study designs and the algorithm 


for classifying experimental and observational study designs to best 


describe the paper's underpinning study design 


 


Guidance topic:  


Assessed by:  


Section 1: Population 


1.1 Is the source population or source area well described? 


 Was the country (e.g. developed or non-developed, type of health 


care system), setting (primary schools, community centres etc), 


location (urban, rural), population demographics etc adequately 


described? 


 Rating: 


 


Comments: 


1.2 Is the eligible population or area representative of the source 


population or area? 


 Was the recruitment of individuals, clusters or areas well defined 


(e.g. advertisement, birth register)? 


 Was the eligible population representative of the source? Were 


important groups underrepresented? 


Rating: Comments: 


1.3 Do the selected participants or areas represent the eligible 


population or area? 


 Was the method of selection of participants from the eligible 


population well described? 


 What % of selected individuals or clusters agreed to participate? 


Rating: Comments: 



http://publications.nice.org.uk/methods-for-the-development-of-nice-public-health-guidance-third-edition-pmg4

http://publications.nice.org.uk/methods-for-the-development-of-nice-public-health-guidance-third-edition-pmg4
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Were there any sources of bias? 


 Were the inclusion or exclusion criteria explicit and appropriate? 


Section 2: Method of selection of exposure (or comparison) group 


2.1 Selection of exposure (and comparison) group. How was 


selection bias minimised? 


 How was selection bias minimised? 


Rating: Comments: 


2.2 Was the selection of explanatory variables based on a sound 


theoretical basis? 


 How sound was the theoretical basis for selecting the explanatory 


variables? 


Rating: 


 


Comments: 


2.3 Was the contamination acceptably low? 


 Did any in the comparison group receive the exposure? 


 If so, was it sufficient to cause important bias? 


Rating: Comments: 


2.4 How well were likely confounding factors identified and 


controlled? 


 Were there likely to be other confounding factors not considered 


or appropriately adjusted for? 


 Was this sufficient to cause important bias? 


Rating: Comments: 


2.5 Is the setting applicable to the UK? 


 Did the setting differ significantly from the UK? 


Rating: Comments: 


Section 3: Outcomes 


3.1 Were the outcome measures and procedures reliable? 


 Were outcome measures subjective or objective (e.g. 


biochemically validated nicotine levels ++ vs self-reported 


smoking −)? 


 How reliable were outcome measures (e.g. inter- or intra-rater 


reliability scores)? 


 Was there any indication that measures had been validated (e.g. 


validated against a gold standard measure or assessed for 


content validity)? 


Rating: Comments: 


3.2 Were the outcome measurements complete? 


 Were all or most of the study participants who met the defined 


study outcome definitions likely to have been identified? 


Rating: 


 


Comments: 


3.3 Were all the important outcomes assessed? 


 Were all the important benefits and harms assessed? 


 Was it possible to determine the overall balance of benefits and 


harms of the intervention versus comparison? 


Rating: Comments: 


3.4 Was there a similar follow-up time in exposure and comparison 


groups? 


 If groups are followed for different lengths of time, then more 


events are likely to occur in the group followed-up for longer 


distorting the comparison. 


 Analyses can be adjusted to allow for differences in length of 


follow-up (e.g. using person-years). 


Rating: Comments: 


3.5 Was follow-up time meaningful? 


 Was follow-up long enough to assess long-term benefits and 


harms? 


 Was it too long, e.g. participants lost to follow-up? 


Rating: Comments: 


Section 4: Analyses 


4.1 Was the study sufficiently powered to detect an intervention Rating: Comments: 
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effect (if one exists)? 


 A power of 0.8 (i.e. it is likely to see an effect of a given size if one 


exists, 80% of the time) is the conventionally accepted standard. 


 Is a power calculation presented? If not, what is the expected 


effect size? Is the sample size adequate? 


4.2 Were multiple explanatory variables considered in the analyses? 


 Were there sufficient explanatory variables considered in the 


analysis? 


Rating: Comments: 


4.3 Were the analytical methods appropriate? 


 Were important differences in follow-up time and likely 


confounders adjusted for? 


Rating: Comments: 


4.6 Was the precision of association given or calculable? Is 


association meaningful? 


 Were confidence intervals or p values for effect estimates given or 


possible to calculate? 


 Were CIs wide or were they sufficiently precise to aid decision-


making? If precision is lacking, is this because the study is under-


powered? 


Rating: Comments: 


Section 5: Summary 


5.1 Are the study results internally valid (i.e. unbiased)? 


 How well did the study minimise sources of bias (i.e. adjusting for 


potential confounders)? 


 Were there significant flaws in the study design? 


Rating: Comments: 


5.2 Are the findings generalisable to the source population (i.e. 


externally valid)? 


 Are there sufficient details given about the study to determine if 


the findings are generalisable to the source population? 


 Consider: participants, interventions and comparisons, outcomes, 


resource and policy implications. 


Rating: Comments: 
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5 Appendix E: Summary table of non-prioritised reviews 


See attached document for Summary table of non-prioritised reviews. 


6 Appendix F: Evidence tables 


See attached document for evidence tables. 
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Appendix E: Table of non-prioritised reviews  


1) Physical activity and exercise 


Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


Active leisure / recreation 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR NR Reported a variety of recreational and leisure 


time activities; no intervention studies were 


identified, so the update review (Summerbell 


et al. 2009 [++]) was prioritised. 


Aladro-Gonzalvo et al. 


2012 [+] 


Mar 


2010 


Complete: None 


Partial: P, D 


Unclear: Set 


Inconclusive There was poor evidence that Pilates exercises 


may have a positive effect on body 


composition. 


Broader review on active leisure/recreation 


prioritised. 


Active travel/commuting 


Faulkner et al. 2009 [+] Jun 


2008 


Complete: Set 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P 


Inconclusive There was little evidence to suggest a 


relationship between active transportation to 


school and healthier body weight/BMI among 


children. The studies including measures of 


body weight/BMI reveal that the difference in 


body weight/BMI between active and passive 


commuters was seldom significant and not 


supported in the long term. 


Review includes one relevant longitudinal 


study, which is reported in the prioritised ( 


more recent) review of the association 


between active transport and weight in 


children (Saunders et al. 2013). 


Lee et al. 2008 [+] Dec 


2007 


Complete: Set 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P 


Inconclusive The association between active commuting and 


BMI/overweight is far less clear [than between 


active commuting and higher physical activity 


level], with most studies finding no significant 


association. 


Review includes two relevant longitudinal 


studies, both of which are reported inn the 


prioritised (more recent) review on the 


association between active transport and 


weight in children (Saunders et al. 2013). 


Wanner et al. 2012 [+] Oct 


2010 


Complete: Set 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P 


Inconclusive There is limited evidence that active transport 


is associated with more physical activity as 


well as lower body weight in adults. However, 


Review includes one relevant longitudinal 


study, which is reported in the prioritised 


(more recent) review of the association 
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Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


study heterogeneity, predominantly cross-


sectional designs and crude measures for 


active transport and physical activity impede 


quantitative conclusions. 


between active transport and weight (Saunders 


et al. 2013). 


Xu et al. 2013 [+] Sept 


2012 


Complete: Set 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P 


Inconclusive The evidence relating active transport with 


lower body weight was weak to moderate, with 


most studies being cross-sectional and lacking 


consistency in the study findings, although 40 


of 69 studies reported that active transport 


was associated with lower weight. 


Includes one longitudinal study with relevant 


outcomes; the review was not prioritised as 


this study is also included in the prioritised 


review (Saunders et al. 2013 [+]). 


Incidental physical activity 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR NR One study in the recreational PA section 


addresses incidental PA; this study also 


appears in the prioritised (more recent) update 


review by Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. 


Intensity (same volume, high intensity vs low intensity) 


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: P, D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


Inconclusive Insufficient evidence was found to draw 


conclusions on the association between 


moderate to vigorous physical activity during 


preschool years and overweight status later in 


childhood. 


Lower quality than the prioritised review. 


Three studies on MVPA and overweight in 


under fives; at least two of the three also 


appeared in the prioritised review by 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive Data on adults and children is inconclusive. 


Two of the three studies (adults) suggest that 


increased frequency of high intensity PA may 


protect against weight gain, while the 


remaining study reported no relationship 


between total volume of PA and weight. One 


of three (children) reported a similar 


protective relationship, the second study 


reported indications of a protective 


Identified studies included in the prioritised 


(more recent) update review (Summerbell et 


al. 2009 [++]). 
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Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


relationship, and the third study reported no 


relationship between this factor and weight 


gain in children. 


Intensity (same volume, high intensity vs low intensity) 


Bond et al. 2009 [++] Mar 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: P, D, Set 


Unclear: None 


Inconclusive Based on the evidence from obesity prevention 


studies, generally no statistically significant 


difference in weight measurements were seen, 


although there was evidence of some positive 


trends. One subgroup of a single trial reported 


significant difference. The conclusions are 


based on three dissimilar studies (two in low-


income ethnic minority populations, in 


different contexts and settings and different 


intervention types). 


Study of SRs, RCTs and non-randomised 


controlled trials. Identified three RCTs, two in 


out of scope settings, and one of a parenting 


skills intervention (parenting was also out of 


scope). 


Vella-Zarb and Elgar 2009 


[-] 


APR 


2008 


Complete: None 


Partial: P 


Unclear: D, Set 


Yes Decrease in physical activity or low physical 


activity over the course of the first year of 


university was found to predict weight gain in 


students. No details on type, intensity, or 


frequency were reported. 


Review not prioritised for extraction as more 


recent, higher quality reviews in the same 


population were identified. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR NR No RCTs identified; cohort studies regarding 


frequency of PA were also included in 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. 


Strength/Aerobic 


      


Janssen and Leblanc 2010 


[+] 


Jan 


2008 


Complete: None 


Partial: P, D 


Unclear: Set 


Yes About 50% of the exercise interventions that 


were aerobic in nature observed significant 


changes in measures of BMI, total fat and/or 


abdominal fat in response to training, but 


Children >5; All identified RCTs assessing 


aerobic activity selected participants based on 


overweight/obese/health status; no identified 


prospective cohort studies assessed the 
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Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


these effect sizes were small -.40(-1.10, 0.31) 


for % body fat and -0.07 (-0.89, 0.75) for BMI. 


association between aerobic PA and weight 


outcomes. 


 
 


2) Sedentary behaviours 


Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


Amount of sedentary time 


Chinapaw et al. 2011 [+] Apr 


2010 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


Inconclusive There was insufficient evidence for a 


longitudinal positive relationship between 


sedentary time (mainly TV viewing) and body 


mass index and more specific indicators of fat 


mass. 


A higher quality review with substantial 


overlap of included studies was prioritised for 


this population. 


Ekelund et al. 2012 [+] 2008 


(month 


NR) 


Complete: None 


Partial: P 


Unclear: D, Set 


No Baseline sedentary behaviour was no 


associated with WC at follow-up once time 


spent in MVPA was controlled for; baseline WC 


was associated with higher sedentary time at 


follow-up. 


Higher quality reviews with more complete 


overlap were prioritised for full data 


extraction. 


Leung et al. 2012 [+] Apr 


2011 


Complete: D 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: P 


Yes Interventions that focused on decreasing 


sedentary behaviour, whether alone or in 


combination with other strategies, such as 


increasing physical activity and improving diet, 


were associated with reduction in time spent 


and/or improvements in anthropometric 


measurements related to childhood obesity. 


Majority of identified studies were conducted 


in a school setting; other higher quality (and 


one more recent) reviews on the association 


between amount of sedentary behaviour and 


weight related outcomes in children have been 


prioritised. 


Thorp et al. 2011 [+] Jan 


2011 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Yes Findings were mixed for associations with 


sedentary behaviour and weight gain during 


A higher quality review with substantial 


overlap of included studies was prioritised for 
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[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


Unclear: Set adulthood, but sedentary behaviour is 


associated with weight gain from childhood to 


adult years. 


this population. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D, Set 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P 


NR NR Review identified no RCTs and three 


prospective cohort studies in adults. A more 


recent high quality update of this review 


included all three cohort studies  and was 


prioritised for adults (Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++]). For child populations, a more recent 


high quality review was prioritised (Tremblay 


et al. 2011 [++]). 


Daley 2009 [-] Dec-


2008 


Complete: Set 


Partial: P, D 


Unclear: None 


NR NR A more recent, higher quality review with 


more complete scope overlap (Leblanc et al. 


2013 [+]) was prioritised for full data 


extraction. 


Sitting 


Rhodes et al. 2012 [+] Aug 


2011 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


No Eight studies on sitting and BMI did not find a 


relationship. 


Eight studies assessed the association between 


sitting and BMI; seven of the studies were 


cross-sectional designs and no detailed results 


were reported for the remaining prospective 


study. 


TV and other screen - time 


Chinapaw et al. 2011 [+] Apr 


2010 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


Inconclusive There was insufficient evidence for a 


longitudinal positive relationship between TV 


viewing and body mass index and more specific 


indicators of fat mass. 


A higher quality review (Wahi et al. 2011 [++]) 


that assessed the association between screen 


time and weight related outcomes amongst 


children and adolescents was prioritised for 


full data extraction. 


Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] NR Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


Yes Shaping healthy screen-use habits during the 


preschool years is important as children who 


exceed recommendations as preschoolers are 


Higher quality reviews addressing screen time 


and weight related outcomes in children 


prioritised for full data extraction. 
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Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


more likely to do so at age 6 and it increases 


obesity risk at age 7. 


Luckner et al. 2012 [+] Nov 


2008 


Complete: P 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set 


Yes Interventions that aimed to reduce TV viewing 


in children led to a significant reduction in 


BMI. It did not in adults. 


Higher quality reviews with more 


intervention/exposure detail and nuanced 


assessment of the association between screen 


time weight related outcomes were prioritised 


for extraction. 


Proper et al. 2011 [+] Feb 


2010 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive There was insufficient evidence for a 


relationship between sedentary behaviour and 


weight outcomes. 


A higher quality review in adults (UDA 2010l 


[++]) with more complete scope overlap was 


prioritised for complete data extraction. 


Rhodes et al. 2012 [+] Aug 


2011 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes The results provide some evidence for a 


relationship between TV and general screen 


viewing and BMI. 


A higher quality review in adults (UDA 2010l 


[++]) with more complete scope overlap 


(prospective cohort studies only, as opposed to 


a mix of cross-sectional and longitudinal 


studies) was prioritised for complete data 


extraction. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: D 


NR NR Older than other reviews in children (section in 


adults applies to wider sedentary behaviour 


not just screen time); no specific conclusions 


drawn for screen time. 


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes Moderate evidence was observed for a positive 


association between TV viewing and 


overweight. 


Higher quality review (LeBlanc et al. 2012 [++]) 


that assessed the association between screen 


time and weight related outcomes amongst 


children under the age of five was prioritised 


for full data extraction. 


Van Grieken et al. 2012 


[+] 


Apr 


2011 


Complete: P 


Partial: D, Set 


Unclear: None 


Yes Interventions in school and general population 


settings aimed at reducing sedentary behaviour 


alone or sedentary behaviour as well as other 


health behaviours can reduce sedentary 


behaviours and have small effects on BMI. 


Higher quality reviews that assessed the 


association between screen time and weight 


related outcomes amongst children were 


prioritised for full data extraction. Most 


interventions targetted screen time, many 
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Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


were wholly or partly school based, and a few 


in primary care. Included interventions 


targetting sedentary behaviour alone or 


multiple behaviours. 


3) Food and drinks 


Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


Alcohol  


Vella-Zarb and Elgar 2009 


[-] 


APR 


2008 


Complete: None 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: P, D 


Yes Alcohol consumption was found to predict 


weight gain in male first year university 


students. No details on the amount or type of 


alcohol consumed or amount of weight gain it 


was associated with. 


This review was low quality. It was not 


selected for extraction as there were other 


higher quality reviews available. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR NR More recent update by Summerbell et al. [++] 


prioritised (which includes maby of the same 


cohorts, reason why 3 not included NR). No 


RCTs were identified. 


Coffee and Tea 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Other No conclusions provided. Included 1 prospective cohort that was 


identified in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. No 


RCTs identified. 


Dietary pattern 


Buckland et al. 2008 [+] Jul 2007 Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


Yes Although the results are inconsistent, the 


evidence points towards a possible role of the 


Mediterranean diet in preventing 


overweight/obesity, and physiological 


mechanisms can explain this protective effect. 


Adults. Mediterranean diet. This moderate 


quality review included cohorts and 


intervention studies (it is unclear if these were 


RCTs). The majority of intervention studies 


were in populations outside the scope of this 
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review (populations were overweight/obese or 


had specific conditions). 


Kastorini et al. 2010 [+] Dec 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes The Mediterranean diet protects against the 


development of coronary heart disease not 


only because of its beneficial role regarding 


cardiovascular risk factors, but also due to a 


possible effect on body weight and obesity. 


Adults. Mediterranean diet. This moderate 


quality review was not selected for extraction 


as it had an earlier search date than other 


reviews on dietary pattern and lower quality 


than other reviews. It included cohorts and 


clinical trials, but it is unclear if the majority 


of these were RCTs. Most of the cohorts were 


in populations outside the scope of this review 


(in overweight/obese populations or 


populations with specific conditions). 


Serra-Majem et al. 2006 


[+] 


Jan 


2005 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes The studies on body weight showed favourable 


results with the Mediterranean diet. 


Adults. Mediterranean diet. This moderate 


quality review included intervention studies 


(only some are reported as RCTs and some are 


reported as clinical trials so it is unclear if 


these clinical trials are RCTs). Not all clinical 


trials had body weight related outcomes and of 


the clinical trials described as RCTs, some had 


populations outside the scope of this review 


(overweight/obese or had specific conditions). 


Because this review had an earlier search date 


and for reasons stated, it was not selected for 


extraction. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive Given the diversity of categories describing 


individual dietary patterns that are reported in 


the different studies, it is not possible to 


provide a summary statement for this 


exposure. There was no consistency in terms of 


‘healthy diets’, compared with ‘unhealthy 


Children/Adults. No conclusions drawn by the 


review. Other review with more recent search 


dates that covered children and adults were 


identified on the topic of dietary pattern, 


therefore Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] has not 


been selected for extraction. 
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diets’, being associated with lower levels of 


subsequent weight gain. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR No conclusions provided. This review included 4 cohorts in adults and 1 


cohort in children all of which were included in 


the update by Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], 


therefore this reviews was not selected for 


extraction. 


Fruit and vegetables 


Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] NR Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR NR This low quality review did not include any 


studies on fruit and vegetables that matched 


the scope for this review. Included study 


designs that had body weight related outcomes 


were cross-sectional only. 


Ledoux et al. 2011 [-] Jan 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


Yes Experimental studies found increased fruit and 


vegetable consumption (in conjunction with 


other behaviours) contributed to reduced 


adiposity among overweight or obese adults, 


but no association was shown among children. 


Longitudinal studies among overweight adults 


found greater fruit and/or vegetable 


consumption was associated with slower 


weight gain, but only half of child longitudinal 


studies found a significant inverse association. 


Limitations in methods prevented a thorough 


examination of the role of increased fruit and 


vegetable intake alone or mechanisms of 


effect. An inverse relationship between fruit 


and vegetable intake and adiposity among 


overweight adults appears weak; this 


This was a poor quality review that had poorer 


match to the review scope than other reviews 


on fruit and vegetables. This review included 


longitudinal studies and interventional studies 


and it is unclear if interventional studies were 


RCTs. 
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relationship among children is unclear. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR NR This review included 4 cohorts and 1 RCT. Most 


of the cohorts were included in the update by 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] and it is unclear 


why some of the cohorts (n=2) were not also 


included in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. 


Although this review included 1 RCT, the 


review by U.S Department of Agriculture 2010e 


[+] also included RCTs and had a more recent 


search date, and was therefore prioritised for 


extraction. 


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive Insufficient evidence was found for an 


association between dietary intake or specific 


dietary behaviours and overweight.  


Lower quality and relevance than the 


prioritised reviews. Only included study 


assesses dietary pattern rather than fruit and 


vegetables specifically. 


Fruit juice 


Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] NR Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR The review lists the factors it found are 


associated with being overweight and obese, 


and fruit juice was not one of them. 


This review was low quality and was not 


extracted due to other high quality reviews 


being prioritised. 


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive Insufficient evidence was found for an 


association between dietary intake or specific 


dietary behaviours and overweight.  


Lower quality and relevance than the 


prioritised reviews. Included studies 


overalapped with prioritised reviews. Did not 


provide clear reporting of results by factor. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


No Intakes of fruit juices are not a strong 


predictor of weight gain, but their were 


limitations to the studies. This included the 


definition of 'fruit juices' which could vary 


between studies and the method of assessing 


Review included no RCTs; all studies included 


in update (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]). 
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dietary intake. Physical activity levels was not 


adjusted for as a potential confounder. 


Legumes 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR No conclusions are drawn by the review 


specifically on legumes. 


Included only 1 study that appears in 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


Williams et al. 2008 [+] 2005 


(month 


NR) 


Complete: None 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set, D 


Inconclusive There is insufficient evidence to make clear 


conclusions about the protective effects of 


legumes on weight. 


Had a similar search date to WCRF 2006 [++] 


and was poorer quality. The review included 


mixed study designs. Most prospective cohorts 


had unclear populations and most RCTs had 


populations that were overweight/obese or 


had a specific condition. Results were not 


provided separately for legumes (they were 


provided for legumes and cereals together). 


Meat and fish 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set, P 


NR No conclusions are drawn by the review 


specifically on meat and fish. 


All cohort studies identified in Summerbell et 


al. [++]. No RCTs identified - U.S Department 


of Agriculture 2010n [+] included RCTs and had 


a more recent search date so was prioritised. 


Includes an additional section on poultry not 


included in Summerbell et a [++] but no 


cohorts or RCTs identified. 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] NR Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive No conclusions drawn for fish. Prioritised for meat section, but deprioritised 


for fish as only cohort identified also identified 


in the prioritised review by Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++], which also included other cohorts. 


Milk and other dairy 
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Chen et al. 2012 [++] Apr 


2012 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


Inconclusive The meta-analysis does not support the 


beneficial effect of increasing dairy 


consumption on body weight and fat 


management in long-term studies or studies 


without energy restriction. However, dairy 


products may have modest benefits in 


facilitating weight loss when energy is 


restricted, but this effect seems to be short 


and not sustainable. 


24 of 29 RCTs enrolled overweight or obese 


participants. The review does not specify 


which of the remaining 5 RCTs were in non 


overweight/obese populations so study overlap 


with RCTs from other reviews was unable to be 


determined. 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] NR Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive Plenty of dairy products were associated with 


less weight gain in prospective cohort studies. 


The search date was NR in this review. This 


review was not selected for extraction because 


other reviews were of higher quality. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


No The evidence suggests that milk and dairy 


products are not associated with excess weight 


gain and obesity, although results are 


inconsistent. 


Older than the prioritised review (Louie et al. 


2011 [++]) which included most (8 of 13) of the  


cohorts included in Summerbell et al. 2009. 


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive Insufficient evidence was found for an 


association between dietary intake or specific 


dietary behaviours and overweight. Two low-


quality studies reported an inverse association 


for milk consumption with overweight, but no 


significant association was found in another 


low-quality study. 


Lower quality than one prioritised reviews 


(Louie et al. 2011 [++]) and less clear reporting 


than the other prioritised review (U.S. 


Department of Agriculture 2010r [+]). Includes 


3 cohorts in children aged 4 to 6 and all 3 


cohorts are included in Louie et al. [++] and 1 


of them is also included in U.S. Department of 


Agriculture 2010r [+].  


USDA 2010p [+] Jul 2009 Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


No Strong evidence demonstrates that intake of 


milk and milk products provide no unique role 


in weight control. 


This review was not selected for extraction as 


it had poorer quality than other reviews and 


the reviews by Louie et al. 2011 [++] (included 


cohorts) and Abargouei et al. 2012 [++] 


(included RCTs) both had more recent search 


dates. 
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WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR No conclusions are drawn by the review 


specifically on milk and other dairy. 


All identified cohorts are included in 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. No RCTs were 


identified. WCRF et al. 2006 [++] has been 


updated by Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. 


Nuts 


Banel and Hu 2009 [+] May 


2008 


Complete: None 


Partial: P, D 


Unclear: Set 


NR Overall, high walnut-enriched diets 


significantly decreased total and LDL 


cholesterol for the duration of the short-term 


trials. Larger and longer-term trials are needed 


to address the effects of walnut consumption 


on cardiovascular risk and body weight. 


12 of 13 included studies were RCTs. Overlap 


with Flores-Mateo et al. [++]: earlier search 


date (May 2008), poorer quality than Flores-


Mateo et al. [++], and included 6 RCTs and 1 


non-RCT (described as an RCT in Flores-Mateo 


[++]) that are included in Flores-Mateo et al. 


[++].  


Studies included participants who were  


overweight/obese and who had specific 


conditions. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR No conclusions are drawn by the review 


specifically on nuts. 


Included 1 cohort identified in Summerbell et 


al. [++] 


Refined grains 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive No conclusions are drawn by the review.  


In adults, intake of refined grains was 


associated with increased odds of obesity and 


with a significant trend in major weight gain in 


one included study, with waist circumference 


in women in one study (but not in men), with 


waist circumference but not BMI in one study. 


Bread or bread and cereal consumption was 


not associated with weight gain in 2 studies. 


There was no association between consumption 


of refined breakfast cereals and risk of 


No intervention studies were identified. 


Review not prioritised for extraction due to 


included study overlap with updated review 


(Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]). 
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overweight. 


In a study in children, no significant association 


was found between the intake of bread and 


wheat products (wheat factor) or rice products 


(rice factor) at age 3 years and obesity in 


adolescence. 


Williams et al. 2008 [+] 2005 


(month 


NR) 


Complete: O 


Partial: P, D 


Unclear: Set 


Yes There is weak evidence that high intake of 


refined grains may cause small increases in 


waist circumference in women. (Conclusion 


based on all studies included in the review) 


All relevant studies were included in a more 


recent, higher quality review (Summerbell et 


al. 2009 [++]), which was prioritised. 


Sugar sweetened beverages 


Forshee et al. 2008 [++] Oct 


2006 


Complete: D, P 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: None 


No The quantitative meta-analysis and qualitative 


review found that the association between 


sugar sweetened beverage consumption and 


BMI was near zero, based on the current body 


of scientific evidence. 


Older (search date 2006) than prioritised 


reviews.  


Gibson 2008 [+] Jul 2008 Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


Inconclusive Despite the large number of studies on this 


topic, the inconsistencies of definition, design, 


statistical treatment and interpretation make 


it difficult to draw definitive conclusions as to 


whether sugar sweetened beverages are 


significantly implicated in weight gain. 


Lower quality review, with poorer match to 


current review scope (particularly study 


designD) and older search date (2008) than 


other reviews. Included mixed study designs 


including cross sectional studies as well as non-


RCTs, RCTs and cohorts.  


Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] NR Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


Yes Evidence suggests several modifiable 


behaviours, such as sugar sweetened beverage 


intake, may differentiate obese and healthy 


weight preschoolers. 


Low quality review, with poorer match to 


current review scope (particularly study 


designD). Included cross sectional and focus 


group studies, as well as RCTs and cohorts.  


Malik et al. 2006 [-] May 


2005 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, Set 


Unclear: P 


Yes The weight of epidemiologic and experimental 


evidence indicates that a greater consumption 


of SSBs is associated with weight gain and 


obesity. Although more research is needed, 


Lower quality review, with poorer match to 


current review scope (particularly study design 


D) and older search date (2005) than other 


reviews. Included cross sectional studies as 
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sufficient evidence exists for public health 


strategies to discourage consumption of sugary 


drinks as part of a healthy lifestyle. 


well as cohorts, and interventional studies (not 


clear if all RCTs).  


Osei-Assibey et al. 2012 


[+] 


Aug 


2011 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


Yes Providing alternatives to sugar-sweetened soft 


drinks should be considered in obesity 


prevention programmes aimed at younger 


children. 


Lower quality review, with poorer match to 


current review scope (particularly study design 


D and outcomes) than other reviews. Included 


non-randomised studies.  


Patro and Szajewska 2010 


[-] 


Oct 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


Yes Limiting SSBs and snack food intake may have a 


beneficial effect. Although current knowledge 


does not allow one to draw any definitive 


conclusions, it provides a solid basis for further 


research. 


Low quality review, with poorer match to 


current review scope (particularly study design 


D) and older search date (2009) than other 


reviews. Includes mixed study designs including 


reviews and cross sectional studies as well as 


RCTs and cohorts, and does not describe 


separately or provide details of the studies.  


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


No No specific conclusions relating to sugar 


sweetened beverages. Its overall conclusion for 


beverages of any type was that the evidence 


suggests that their consumption is not 


associated with a subsequent weight gain and 


obesity, although results are inconsistent. 


Older than included reviews on sugar 


sweetened beverages. Did not assess sugar 


sweetened beverages as a category, they 


would have falled into multiple categories and 


have been mixed with other beverage types: 


soft drinks (a combined category of any non-


alcoholic beverages including water and 


sweetened drinks), non-carbonated sugary 


drinks (the included studies included SSBs, or 


"sugary drinks" or "fruit drinks" - neither 


included fruit juice and the latter did not 


include soda); and carbonated beverages 


(appeared to include both diet and regular 


sodas).  


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set, P 


Inconclusive Because of the heterogeneity in the assessed 


dietary behaviours (including SSB consumption 


among others), insufficient evidence was found 


Lower quality review with older search date 


(2010) than other reviews. The 3 RCTs included 


in this review are also included in the most 
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for an association between dietary intake or 


specific dietary behaviours and overweight. 


recent high quality review in children (Te 


Morenga et al. 2012 [++]). Review funding: The 


European Commission. No COIs were declared. 


USDA 2010d [+] Feb 


2010 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


Yes A moderate body of epidemiologic evidence 


suggests that greater consumption of sugar-


sweetened beverage is associated with 


increased body weight in adults. A moderate 


body of evidence suggests that under isocaloric 


controlled conditions, added sugar, including 


sugar-sweetened beverages, are no more likely 


to cause weight gain than any other source of 


energy. 


Lower quality review, with poorer match to 


current review scope (particularly D). Includes 


SRs (of mixed study types) as well as RCTs and 


prospective cohorts. At least one RCT in 


overweight and obese individuals (populations 


in the included SRs unclear), and at least one 


study where all meals and snacks were 


provided. Review funding: Not explicitly 


stated, but the reviews were prepared by the 


US Department of Agriculture's Nutrition 


Evidence Library to support their guideline 


development. No information on authors or any 


potential COIs reported. 


Vartanian et al. 2007 [-] NR Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


Yes We found clear associations of soft drink intake 


with increased body weight. 


Lower quality review, with poorer match to 


current review scope (particularly D and O) 


and older than other reviews (search date not 


reported, but published 2007, so must be in or 


before this year). Included mixed study 


designs, including cross sectional, cohort, and 


experimental (unclear if all RCTs). Settings, 


populations, and comparators of included 


studies unclear. Included outcomes other than 


weight-related outcomes (e.g. energy intake). 


Review funding: Supported in part by the Rudd 


Foundation. The sponsor was not involved in 


the review in any way. No other information on 


COIs was reported. 
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WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: P, D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


Inconclusive No conclusions are drawn by the review. 


In adults, one cohort study found that people 


with stable ‘sugar-sweetened soft drink’ 


consumption patterns had no difference in 


weight and BMI gain during the study period, 


but weight and BMI gain over a 4-year period 


was highest 


among women who increased their ‘sugar-


sweetened soft drink’ consumption. The other 


cohort study found significant associations 


between consumption of sugar-sweetened soft 


drinks and weight gain and change in waist 


circumference in a univariate model but not in 


a multivariate model. 


In children, one study found a significant a 


significant association between sugary drink 


consumption and both BMI and frequency of 


obesity; one found no association between 


'fruit drinks' and changes in weight and BMI. 


No intervention studies were identified; 


identified cohort studies were included in the 


review update (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]). 


Wolff and Dansinger 2008 


[-] 


Dec 


2006 


Complete: None 


Partial: Set, D, P 


Unclear: None 


Yes Although observational studies support the 


hypothesis that sugar-sweetened soft drinks 


cause weight gain, a paucity of hypothesis- 


confirming clinical trial data has left the issue 


open to debate. 


Low quality review, with poorer match to 


current review scope (particularly D), and 


older search date (2006) than other reviews. 


Includes cross sectional studies as well as trials 


(unclear if all randomised) and cohort studies. 


Comparators being considered unclear. At least 


one study in overweight and obese individuals, 


and one trial tested a school-based 


intervention. Review funding: Not reported. 


One author reported being a consultant for 


NBC television and being supported by a 


research grant (number but not funding body 
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reported), the other author disclosed no 


relevant financial relationships. 


Woodward-Lopez et al. 


2011 [-] 


Mar 


2010 


Complete: None 


Partial: P, D, Set 


Unclear: None 


Yes All lines of evidence (secular trends, 


mechanisms, observational studies, 


intervention trials and meta analyses) 


consistently support the conclusion that the 


consumption of sweetened beverages has 


contributed to the obesity epidemic. 


Low quality review, with poorer match to 


current review scope (particularly D) than 


other reviews. Includes cross sectional studies 


as well as cohorts and intervention trials (not 


all RCTs). Comparators were unclear. At least 


some intervention studies were of school-based 


interventions, and at least one trial was in an 


overweight population. Includes studies 


assessing association between SSBs and energy 


intake. Review funding: The California 


Endowment, the California Centre for Public 


Health Advocacy, and the Centres of Disease 


Control and Prevention. Authors were 


employees of a public non-profit university. No 


further information on COIs reported. 


Water 


Daniels and Popkin 2010 


[+] 


NR Complete: None 


Partial: P, D, Set 


Unclear: None 


Inconclusive The findings suggest an important role for 


water in reducing energy intakes and bu this 


means a role in obesity prevention. A need for 


RCTs exists. 


Lower quality and poorer match with NICE 


scope than selected reviews. Only includes one 


strictly relevant study, which is also included 


in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++].   


Review funded by Nestlé waters. 


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: None 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, D, Set 


Inconclusive Insufficient evidence was found for an 


association between dietary behaviours and 


overweight, due to the small number of studies 


or poor study quality. 


Lower quality and poorer match with NICE 


scope than selected reviews. Only includes one 


relevant study, which is also included in 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: NA 


Partial: NA 


Other NA (no studies were identified) No studies were identified in children or adults 
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Unclear: NA 


Whole grain 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] NR Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes Suggestive evidence was found for a protective 


role against increasing weight from whole 


grains 


2 cohort studies identified, both of which were 


included in other higher quality reviews that 


were prioritised. 


Harland and Garton 2008 


[+] 


Dec 


2006 


Complete: None 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, D, Set 


Yes "A higher intake of whole grains (about three 


servings per day) was associated with lower 


BMI and central adiposity." [Conclusions based 


on all studies included in the review which 


included cohorts and cross-sectional studies]. 


More recent and higher quality reviews were 


prioritised. Included 1 study in adolescents but 


study design unclear. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive NR Three cohort studies identified in adults; all 


three (as well as an additional study) were 


included in the earlier review (WCRF 2006 


[++]), which was prioritised. 


USDA 2010q [+] Nov 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


Yes Moderate evidence shows that intake of whole 


grain and grain fibre is associated with lower 


body weight. (Conclusion based on all studies 


included in the review, including systematic 


reviews and cross-sectional studies and non-


randomised controlled trials, and studies in 


overweight and obese populations). 


One relevant RCT identified with an 


overweight/obese population. 


Williams et al. 2008 [+] 2005 


(month 


NR) 


Complete: O 


Partial: P, D 


Unclear: Set 


Yes There is strong evidence that a diet high in 


whole grains is associated with lower body 


mass index, smaller waist circumference, and 


reduced risk of being overweight. (Conclusion 


based on epidemiological and intervention 


studies in all populations including 


overweight/obese populations). 


All relevant studies were included in a higher 


quality review (WCRF 2006 [++]), which was 


prioritised. 
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Ye et al. 2012 [+] Feb 


2012 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


Yes Compared with never /rare consumers of 


whole grains, those consuming 48 to 80 g 


whole grain (2 to 5 servings/day) had 


consistently less weight gain during 8 to 13 


year follow up (1.27 vs. 1.64 kg, p=0.001). 


Among RCTs, WMDs in post-intervention 


circulating concentrations of fasting glucose 


and total and LDL-cholesterol comparing whole 


grain intervention with controls indicated 


significantly lower concentrations after whole 


grain interventions (differences in fasting 


glucose -0.93 mmol/L 95% CI -1.65 to -0.21), 


total cholesterol (-0.83 mmol/L 95% CI -1.24 to 


-0.42) and LDL cholesterol (-0.72 mmol/L 95% 


CI -1.34 to -0.11). Findings from this meta-


analysis provide evidence to support beneficial 


effects of whole-grain intake on vascular 


disease prevention. 


More recent and higher quality reviews, which 


included all relevant studies identified by Ye et 


al. 2012 [+], were prioritised for full data 


extraction. 


 


 


4) Energy and nutrients 


Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


Artificial sweeteners 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR No conclusions reported. This review included 3 cohorts that were 


included in the update by Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++]. No RCTs were identified. 


Catechins and caffeine 
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WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive Data from one large cohort in adults showed 


that intakes of caffeine are not a predictor of 


weight gain, but another (much smaller study) 


suggests that higher levels of caffeine 


consumption are associated with higher levels 


of weight gain. 


Included 2 prospective cohorts that were both 


identified in the update by Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++]. No RCTs identified. Summerbell et 


al. 2009 [++] is an update of WCRF 206 [++]. 


Energy density 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: P, D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


NR The limited evidence available shows that the 


energy density of diets is not associated with 


subsequent excess weight gain or obesity. 


Older than one prioritised reviews. All 2 cohort 


studies included in this review are included in 


the prioritised reviews. 


Patro and Szajewska 2010 


[-] 


Oct 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, D, Set 


Yes Limiting consumption of energy-dense foods 


may be associated with a reduction in the risk 


of obesity. 


Narrative review in children/adolescents only; 


inclusion criteria for study type was 'key 


articles'; unclear if cohort studies were 


prospective; no table of characteristics 


provided. Higher quality reviews were 


prioritised for this factor. 


Perez-Escamilla et al. 


2012 [+] 


May 


2011 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes In adults, dietary patterns relatively low in 


energy density improve weight loss and weight 


maintenance. There was moderately strong 


evidence for children and adolescents to 


suggest that there is a positive association 


between dietary energy density and increased 


adiposity. This review supports a relationship 


between energy density and body weight in 


adults and in children and adolescents such 


that consuming diets lower in energy density 


may be an effective strategy for managing 


body weight. 


Majority of studies assessed the relationship 


between energy density and weight in 


overweight or obese populations aiming to lose 


weight. Higher quality reviews with more 


complete scope overlap in terms of population 


were prioritised. 


Fat / protein / carbohydrate 
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Ezaki 2011 [-] Jun 


2011 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


Other Optimal dietary fat to carbohydrate ratio may 


differ in populations depending on obesity 


prevalence. 


Low quality review which includes mainly 


studies in overweight and obese populations. 


Only 1 RCT in a general population was 


included, also included in Hooper et al. 2012 


[++]. Included mixed study types, often not 


well defined, including meta-analyses of 


unstated study types. 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] NR Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


No The results suggested that the proportion of 


macronutrients in the diet (fat, carbohydrates, 


protein) was not important in predicting 


changes in weight or waist circumference. 


Lower quality than other reviews. Included 


studies in people who had lost weight 


(prevention of regain) as well as those who had 


not (primary prevention). The review did show 


overlap with the studies included in other 


reviews. For protein, both included studies 


were included in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. 


Pedersen et al. 2013 [+] Jan 


2011 


Complete: None 


Partial: P, D 


Unclear: Set 


Inconclusive The evidence is inconclusive for a relationship 


between protein intake and body weight 


control and body composition, kidney function 


and kidney stones. Potentially adverse effects 


of protein intake exceeding 20-23% of energy 


intake remained to be investigated. 


Lower quality than other reviews. Includes 1 


non-randomised intervention study as well as 


RCTs (n=3) and cohort studies (n=6) and 1 


pooling of cohorts. Overlaps with cohort 


studies included in Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


and RCTs in Santesso et al. 2009 [++]. 


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set, P 


Inconclusive Because of the heterogeneity in the assessed 


dietary behaviours (including fat and 


carbohydrate consumption among others), 


insufficient evidence was found for an 


association between dietary intake or specific 


dietary behaviours and overweight. 


Lower quality than other reviews. Not clear if 


included overweight/obese populations. All of 


the relevant cohorts (fat) are included in the 


higher quality reviews. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set, P 


No Conclusion only reported for protein intake: 


The data from adults show that protein intake 


is not a strong predictor of weight gain in 


population samples. The data from children 


show that protein intake is a predictor of 


More recent reviews available, and this review 


has been updated by the Summerbell et al. 


2009  [++] review. It shows substantial overlap 


with papers included in the updated review 


(fat: 22/26 cohorts in WCRF 2006 in 
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growth, but 


not fatness. 


Summerbell et al. 2009; protein: 16/17 


cohorts; unclear why some not included). For 


example, Summerbell carried out meta-


analyses of the same studies as the WCRF 


review plus one additional study for fat intake. 


Review does not give conclusions regarding 


effects of individual nutrients, except for 


protein (conclusion in agreement with that of 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]). 


Fibre 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] NR Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes We found probable evidence for high intake of 


dietary fibre predicting less weight gain. 


Suggestive evidence was found for a protective 


role against increasing weight gain from cereal 


fibre. (Evidence in the review was graded as 


convincing, probable, suggestive or no 


conclusion). 


This review includes 1 RCT and 7 cohorts. It 


has not been selected for extraction due to 


more focused and higher quality reviews b eing 


prioritised . 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR No conclusions drawn by the review on fibre. Oldeer than prioritised reviews. This review 


includes 6 cohorts in adults (of which 3 are 


included in the update by Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++] [it is not clear why the other 3 


cohorts were not included in Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++]] and 1 additional cohort is included 


in Ye et al. 2012 [+]) and 2 cohorts in children, 


of which are both included in the update by 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. 


Glycaemic index/glycaemic load 


Bornet et al. 2007 [+] Jan 


2007 


Complete: None 


Partial: O, D, P 


Unclear: Set 


Inconclusive The available long term studies do not allow a 


conclusion about the regulation of body 


weight. (Conclusions based on all studies in the 


This review was not prioritised for extraction 


because the U.S Department of Agriculture 


2010j [+] review had a more recent search 
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 review, including trials in overweight and 


obese populations) 


date and covered the same topic.  Both 


reviews included RCTs, whereas U.S 


Department of Agriculture 2010j [+] also 


included cohorts and populations from the age 


of 16, so this review was selected for 


extraction. There is study overlap in the 


reviews, of the 7 RCTs in Bornet et al. 2007 


[+], 2 of these also appear in the review by U.S 


Department of Agriculture 2010k [+]. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR No conclusions made. 


Review included 1 weight loss RCT in obese 


young adults, which found no difference in 


body weight between low glycaemic load diet 


and conventional diet groups. [Does not fit 


scope]. 


A cohort study found that a five-unit increase 


in daily dietary glycaemic index was positively 


associated with an increase of 0.04 units in BMI 


(p=0.02). 


Review contains a section on low glycaemic 


load diets but this was for targeting weight loss 


which is outside the scope of the review, so 


this review has not been selected for 


extraction. 


Sugars (Fructose, glucose, sucrose, high fructose corn syrup) 


Livesey and Taylor 2008 


[+] 


Jun 


2006 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


Other No significant effects are seen for body weight 


with intakes of 100g fructose/day or less in 


adults (conclusion based on results of 


randomised and non-randomised trials 


performed in healthy populations, populations 


with type 2 diabetes, and hyperlipidaemia 


patients). 


This review was not selected for extraction 


because there were higher quality reviews with 


more recent search dates on the same topic. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: P, D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


NR No specific conclusions drawn for sugars. 


Overall for carbohydrates it concluded that: 


The substantial evidence reviewed suggests 


Older than prioritised reviews. All 3 cohort 


studies included in this review are included in 


the prioritised review by Te Morenga et al. 
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that levels carbohydrate intake, regardless of 


source, are not associated with subsequent 


excess weight gain or obesity, although the 


results were inconsistent. 


2013. 


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set, P 


Inconclusive Only two studies looked at 


carbohydrate/sucrose intake. One found a 


negative association and the other no 


association. 


This review combines results for carbohydrate 


and sucrose (2 cohorts). This review was lower 


quality than other reviews on this topic. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: P, D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


Inconclusive No conclusions are drawn by the review.  


In adults, one cohort study found that total 


sucrose intake was negatively associated with 


weight gain, one found that total sucrose 


intake was not associated with change in BMI. 


Older than prioritised reviews. Two cohort 


studies were identified in adults, both of which 


were included in the more recent prioritised 


update review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) 


 


 


5) Eating Patterns 


Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


Breakfast 


de la Hunty et al. 2013 


[++] 


Feb 


2012 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: D 


Yes The evidence is suggestive that regular 


consumption of breakfast cereals results in a 


lower BMI and reduced likelihood of 


overweight in children and adolescents. 


However, more evidence from long term trials 


and mechanistic studies is needed to eliminate 


possible confounding and determine causality. 


The 2 relevant cohort studies included in this 


review are included in the prioritised reviews. 


It includes mainly cross sectional studies and 


an RCT outside of the scope of the current 


review. 
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Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] NR Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR NR This was a low quality review and as there 


were other higher quality reviews on the topic 


of breakfast, this review was not selected for 


extraction. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: D, P 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


No There is no evidence of a consistent 


association between breakfast skipping and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity. 


More recent reviews available. The 2 cohorts 


included in this review were included in the 


more recent reviews. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR No conclusions provided. This review included 2 cohorts in children that 


were identified in the update by Summerbell 


et al. 2009 [++] and 1 cohort in adults that was 


identified by U.S Department of Agriculture 


2010f [+] so has not been selected for 


extraction. No RCTs were identified. 


Eating out 


Mesas et al. 2012 [+] Dec 


2010 


Complete: P 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set 


Inconclusive In children, 1 cohort found frequent snacking 


in commercial establishments was more 


frequent in obese than in normal-weight 


Brazilian children. 


 


In adults, 2 cohorts gave conflicting results. In 


the first study individuals eating away from 


home 2 or more times per week had a higher 


weight gain and a higher risk of overweight or 


obesity over a 4.4 year follow-up. In the other 


study, increased consumption of restaurant 


food was unrelated to BMI change after a 3 


year follow-up. 


This moderate quality review included 2 


cohorts in adults and both of these studies 


were included in the high quality review by 


Bezerra et al. 2012 [++], therefore due to 


study overlap, this review was not selected for 


extraction. 


Eating pattern 
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Vella-Zarb and Elgar 2009 


[-] 


Apr 


2008 


Complete: None 


Partial: None 


Unclear: D, P, Set 


Inconclusive NR This review was low quality and has not been 


selected for extraction due to another high 


quality review (Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]) 


covering the same topic. Results were not 


provided separately for eating pattern in this 


review and it is unclear which included studies 


specifically looked at eating pattern. The study 


types of included studies is also unclear. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


No No conclusions were drawn for night eating by 


the review. 


Two cohort studies were identified in adults. 


Both found no significant association between 


night/evening-eating and weight change. 


This review was not selected for extraction as 


it included 2 cohorts in adults both included in 


the update by Summerbell et al. [++]. No RCTs 


were identified. 


Eating/meal/snack frequency (eating occasions) 


Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] NR Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR NR Lower quality than prioritised reviews. 


Patro and Szajewska 2010 


[-] 


Oct 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive The American Dietetic Association (ADA) 


analysis from 2006 did not find an association, 


but 2 longitudinal studies, 1 cohort and 5 


cross-sectional studies demonstrated an 


inverse association between meal frequency 


and the prevalence of overweight and obesity 


in children. 


 Lower quality than prioritised reviews. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: None 


No There was no epidemiological evidence of a 


consistent association between snacking and 


subsequent excess weight gain or obesity. 


The only included study in adults was included 


in the prioritised review. All studies in children 


dealt with snacking rather than total eating 


frequency, therefore the review was 


considered under the snacking section. 
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USDA 2010h [++] Nov 


2009 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive Evidence is insufficient to determine whether 


frequency of eating has an effect on 


overweight and obesity in children and adults. 


Eating frequency. This review included 1 


cohort in children and 1 cohort in adults. As 


both these studies were  included in the review 


by Mesas et al. 2012 [+] and as Mesas et al 


2012 [+] included other additional studies, this 


review was not selected for extraction. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR There was no association in any of the three 


cohort studies identified in children or the one 


cohort study in adults. 


Eating/snack frequency. This review included 1 


cohort in adults and 3 cohorts in children, all 


of which were included in the update by 


Summerbell et al. 2009 [++], so this review has 


not been selected for extraction. 


Family meal (+eating with children) 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++] 


Dec 


2007 


Complete: D, P 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


No The study reported that the longitudinal 


association between the frequency of previous-


year family dinner consumption with 1-year 


incidence of becoming overweight (measured 


over 3 years) was essentially null. 


No cohort studies identified in adults. This 


review identified 1 cohort in children (Taveras 


2005) and as this study was also identified in 


Hammons and Fiese 2011 [+] which additionally 


included other cohorts, Hammons and Fiese 


2011 [+] was prioritised for extraction.  


 


te Velde et al. 2012 [+] Jun 


2010 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive Because of the heterogeneity in the assessed 


dietary behaviours, insufficient evidence was 


found for an association between dietary 


intake or specific dietary behaviours and 


overweight. 


 


(1 cohort was identified on family meals in 


children). 


This review was moderate quality and included 


1 cohort (Gable 2007) that was included in the 


prioritised review by Hammons and Fiese 2011 


[++], so has not been extracted. 


Valdes et al. 2013 [++] Jan 


2012 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive This review found inconsistent and weak 


evidence of an inverse association between 


frequency of family meals and risk of childhood 


This review included 4 cohorts in 


children/adolescents that were all included in 


theprioritised review by Hammons and Fiese 
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overweight. In conclusion, further research is 


needed to establish whether family meals have 


an effect on childhood overweight. 


 


(This conclusion was based on cross-sectional 


and longitudinal studies with the majority 


being cross-sectional). 


2011 [+], therefore this review has not been 


selected for extraction. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D, P 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


NR NR No cohorts identified in adults. This review 


identified only 1 cohort in children which was 


identified in the update by Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++] and the review by Hammons and 


Fiese 2011 [+], so this review has not been 


selected for extraction. 


Meal skipping 


Patro and Szajewska 2010 


[-] 


Oct 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes Although breakfast eaters consumed more 


daily calories, they were less likely to be 


overweight. It was noted that not all studies 


associated breakfast skipping with being 


overweight. 


This review was not selected for extraction 


due to low quality and there being other higher 


quality reviews on the same topic. 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


Inconclusive No conclusions were drawn by the review. 


One cohort study in adults found that an 


increase in the frequency of breakfast 


consumption was significantly associated with 


weight gain in a univariate model but not in a 


multivariate model. 


One cohort study found that children of ideal 


weight who never ate breakfast gained weight 


relative to their peers, the other cohort study 


in children found there was no significant 


association between skipping breakfast and 


This review included 2 cohorts in children both 


included in the update by Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++] and 1 cohort in adults that was 


included in Mesas et al. 2012 [+] so this review 


has not been selected for extraction. No RCTs 


were identified. 
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change in BMI over 4 years. There was also no 


significant relationship between skipping lunch 


or dinner and BMI or change in BMI over 4 


years. 


Portion size 


Mesas et al. 2012 [+] Dec 


2010 


Complete: P 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set 


Inconclusive In children, three of the six studies did not find 


an association between portion size of specific 


foods and excess weight. One found a greater 


frequency of overweight in girls and boys with 


larger eating volume and another found an 


association of meal and snack portion sizes 


with BMI in boys but not in girls. 


 


In adults, one study reported higher 


frequencies of obesity in people who consumed 


larger portion sizes at the main meals, another 


study concluded that adults who consumed 


larger portions at breakfast had lower BMI than 


those who ate smaller portions. 


This review only included cross-sectional 


studies that looked at food portion size. The 


review had inclusion criteria of observational 


and experimental studies but no cohorts or 


experimental studies were identified. 


Osei-Assibey et al. 2012 


[+] 


Aug 


2011 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes Five studies supported an effect of large 


portion size on increased food intake and there 


was some evidence that this effect might be 


stronger in boys and in children of school age 


rather than younger/preschool children. 


Weight and BMI were not measured. 


The review looked at large portion size but no 


RCTs or cohorts were identified. Only non-


randomised interventional study designs were 


identified. 


USDA 2010k [+] Dec 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: D,P 


Unclear: Set 


Yes All RCTs focusing on controlling portion sizes to 


aid in weight loss found a positive relationship 


between controlling portion size and weight 


loss in adults. 


All 3 RCTs were in individuals who were 


overweight or obese. 


Snacking / snacks 
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Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] NR Complete: None 


Partial: D, Set, P 


Unclear:  


Inconclusive The review lists the factors it found are 


associated with being overweight and obese as 


a preschooler, and snacking was not one of 


them. [One cohort study found snacking 


between meals increased obesity risk, but two 


cross-sectional studies found no relationship 


between snacking patterns and preschooler 


obesity.] (Based on cross-sectional and cohort 


studies). 


This review was low quality and was not 


selected for extraction due to other higher 


quality reviews on the topic of snacking. 


Osei-Assibey et al. 2012 


[+] 


Aug 


2011 


Complete: P 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set 


NR No conclusions for higher energy snack foods 


were reported. However, the evidence ranking 


exercise that a panel of academic researchers 


and government agency staff performed gave 


scores of 3 or more out of 5 for both evidence 


of an effect on childhood overweight and likely 


effect of public health outcomes based on the 


data-extraction tables. 


This review included 1 cohort in children that 


also identified in the prioritised review by U.S 


Department of Agriculture 2010m [+].  


The review included 1 experimental study in 


adults, but this was not an RCT. 


Patro and Szajewska 2010 


[-] 


Oct 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial:  


Unclear: P, Set, D 


Inconclusive "New data suggest that there is some 


correlation between snacking and childhood 


weight. However, methodological limitations 


of the conducted studies must be considered 


when interpreting these inconsistent results." 


This review was low quality and was not 


selected for extraction due to other higher 


quality reviews on the topic of snacking. 


USDA 2010m [+] Dec 


2009 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


Yes Limited and inconsistent evidence suggests 


that snacking is associated with increased body 


weight. 


Both included studies in adults included in the 


prioritised review. 


Vella-Zarb and Elgar 2009 


[-] 


APR 


2008 


Complete: None 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: P, D 


Yes Among the studies that examined predictors of 


weight gain, several factors were found to be 


associated with weight gain including evening 


snacking (1 study). 


This review was low quality and was not 


selected for extraction due to other higher 


quality reviews on the topic of snacking. 


Take away meals/fast food 
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Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


WCRF 2006 [++] Dec 


2005 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


NR No conclusions are drawn by the review.  


 


This review was not selected for extraction as 


all identified cohorts were also included in the 


update by Summerbell et al. 2009 [++]. No 


RCTs were identified. 


 


 


6) Other factors 


Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


Avoiding screen advertising 


Carter 2006 [-] NR Complete: None 


Partial:  


Unclear: D, Set, P 


Other The review concludes that "television food 


advertising seems to have only a very small, 


indirect link to childhood obesity." However, 


no studies that had screen advertising as an 


exposure and a measure of adiposity as an 


outcome were included in the review. 


Review includes a section on TV viewing and 


body weight but only narratively describes 


results and included study types are not 


described. Association between screen 


advertising and weight related outcomes are 


not reviewed. 


Sleep 


Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] NR Complete: P 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set 


Yes Receiving inadequate sleep significantly 


increases obesity risk in children and 


adolescents even after controlling for known 


risk factors of paediatric obesity and screen 


time. 


Review included two studies that met current 


scope; both studies are included in a higher 


quality review that was prioritised for full data 


extraction (Magee and Hale 2012 [+]). 


Patel and Hu 2008 [+] Aug 


2006 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Yes Evidence from cross-sectional and prospective 


cohort studies suggests that short sleep 


duration is strongly and consistently associated 


with concurrent and future obesity in children. 


Inconsistent results were seen in cross 


sectional studies amongst adults, but all three 


Older than prioritised reviews. 31/36 identified 


studies were cross-sectional. All five 


prospective cohort studies (in children and 


adults) were included in the prioritised (more 


recent) review by Magee and Hale 2012 [+]. 
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Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


identified longitudinal studies found a positive 


association between short sleep duration and 


future weight, although this relationship may 


diminish with age. 


Stress 


Solovieva et al. 2013 [+]  Complete: None 


Partial: P, D 


Unclear: None 


Other There is some evidence for associations 


between psychosocial factors at work and 


excess weight and between long work hours 


and weight gain. 


The review assessed psychosocial factors at 


work and long work hours, and their 


association with weight related outcomes, but 


didnot assess stress directly. 


Vella-Zarb and Elgar 2009 


[-] 


APR 


2008 


Complete: None 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: P, D 


Yes Potential contibutors to weight gain included 


psychological stress. 


Low quality review, higher quality revoew 


prioritised.  


Support 


Fletcher 2011 [+]  Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


Other School friendships may be critical in shaping 


young people’s eating behaviours and 


bodyweight and/or vice versa. More 


longitudinal research is needed. 


The review focused on the association between 


BMI and social network/friends; it explored 


similarities in BMI within networks, but did not 


explicitly address the influence of social 


support within these networks on individual 


BMI or other weight related outcomes. The 


review was tangentially related to support, but 


as the factor was not explicitly searched for or 


described, the review was not prioritised for 


full appraisal and extraction. 


Ickes and Sharma 2012 [+]  Complete: None 


Partial: P, D, Set 


Unclear: None 


Other Reported that social support was integral to 


physical activity interventions in Hispanic 


adults (this appeared to refer to intervention 


content rather than outcome), and that 


interventions reported success related to PA, 


social support, and/or BMI. 


Few studies included both a social support 


component and reported BMI outcomes; 


neither the review nor individual studies 


sought to explicitly link (social) support to 


weight related outcomes, so the review was 


not prioritised. 
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Author, date and 


[quality] 


 


Search 


date 


Match to NICE scope (P, D, Set) Association 


found? 


Review conclusions Comments/reasons for non-prioritisation 


 


Vella-Zarb and Elgar 2009 


[-] 


APR 


2008 


Complete: None 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: P, D 


Inconclusive No specific conclusions made for support.  Low quality review. Did not specifically 


address the association between support (or 


support related variables) and weight. 
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4.3.14 Specific dietary patterns Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 
Kastorini et al. 2011 [+] 
Vadiveloo et al. 2013 [+] 
Smithers et al. 2011 [+] 
Kuhl et al. 2012 [-] 


4.3.15 Vegetarian or vegan diet consumption USDA 2010v [+] 


4.4 Energy and nutrients 


4.4.1 Total fat consumption Hooper et al. 2012 [++] 
Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
USDA 2010y [++] 


4.4.2 Total protein consumption Santesso et al. 2012 [++] 
Schwingshackl and Hoffmann 2013 [++] 
Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


4.4.3 Total carbohydrate consumption Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


4.4.4 Glycaemic index/load of the diet USDA 2010j [+] 


4.4.5 Fibre consumption Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
Wanders et al. 2011 [+] 
Ye et al. 2012 [+] 
USDA 2010w [++] 


4.4.6 Energy density of the diet Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+] 
Johnson et al. 2009 [+] 


4.4.7 Non-nutritive sweetener consumption Wiebe et al. 2011 [++] 
Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
USDA 2010c [+] 
Brown et al. 2010 [-] 


4.4.8 Dietary sugar consumption (sucrose, glucose, fructose, high fructose 
corn syrup) 


Te Morenga et al. 2013 [++] (dietary sugars) 
Sievenpiper et al. 2012 [++] (fructose) 
Wiebe et al. 2011 [++] (fructose, glucose, sucrose) 







 


4.4.9 Catechins consumption Phung et al. 2010 [++] 


4.4.10 Caffeine consumption Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


4.5 Eating patterns 


4.5.1 Eating meals prepared outside of home (eating out/take away meal/fast 
food) 


Bezerra et al. 2012 [++] 
(eating out of home) 
Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 
(eating out of home, fast food intake, takeaway food intake) 
Rosenheck 2008 [+] 
(fast food consumption) 
Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 
(fast food consumption) 
USDA 2010i [+] 
(eating out of home) 


4.5.2 Eating occasions (eating frequency) Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 


4.5.3 Eating patterns (e.g. timing of eating, consistency across the week) Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


4.5.4 Family meals Hammons and Fiese 2011 [+] 


4.5.5 Breakfast consumption Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 
USDA 2010f [+] 


4.5.6 Snack consumption Mesas et al. 2012 [+] 
USDA 2010m [+] 
Larson and Story 2013 [+] 
Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] 


4.6 Other factors 


4.6.1 Sleep Chen et al. 2008 [+] 
Magee and Hale 2012 [+] 


4.6.2 Monitoring Bravata et al. 2007 [+] 


4.6.3 Support Cunningham et al. 2012 [+] 


4.7 Primary studies and other evidence 


4.7.1 Meal setting or distractions Robinson 2013 [+] 


4.7.2 Drinks with meals Daniels and Popkin 2010 [+] 







 


4.7.3 Holiday weight gain Yanovski et al. 2000 [+] 
Cook et al. 2012 [+] 
Wagner et al. 2012 [-] 
Moreno et al. 2013 [+] 


4.7.4 Stress minimising activities Wardle et al. 2011 [++] 


 







 
 


Full data extractions 


Data extraction tables for each behaviour /factor are presented within each of the 6 sections alphabetically by behaviour /factor name. 


 


Physical activity and exercise 


Active leisure / recreation 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 25 (17, n=265,337 adults/8, n=1,956 


children) 


Other: 1 (case cohort) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adults 


Types of physical activity assessed varied 


across the studies and included: total LTPA;  


high, moderate or low intensity LTPA; PA 


Index (intensity x duration x monthly 


frequency); leisure time activity index (not 


further described); 'time on activity' (not 


otherwise specified); sport and leisure 


activity; mean level of sport/exercise; 


recreational PA (operationalized as MET 


hours per week, mean blocks walked/day, 


mean hours of vigorous PA/day, mean stairs 


climbed/day); recreational activities 


(including jogging/running, 


Result(s): 


Adults  


Follow-up ranged from 1 to 11 years. The 


majority of studies had a follow-up period of 


1 to 3 years.  


 


Participant age at baseline ranged from 19 


to 88 years. Four studies included women 


only, four included men only, and eight were 


in mixed sex samples. 


 


In the four studies that included only female 


participants, one study (n=9, 357) found a 


significant inverse relationship between 


LTPA level and change in BMI over 11 years 


(mean difference between high and low 


LTPA: -0.18, 95% CI -0.32 to -0.05). One 


study (n=3,604) reported a significant 


inverse association between mean 


sport/exercise level and 3-year weight gain 


and WC increase (Regression coefficient -


2.76 [units NR] (95% CI -3.47 to -2.05, p< 


0.0001), regression coefficient -0.32 [units 


NR] (95% CI -0.48 to -0.16, p<0.0001). One 


study in post-menopausal women (n=18,583) 


found that high recreational PA (>18 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: P 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


No factor specific limitations were reported. 


Across physical activity studies, reported 


limitations inlcuded: 


Inprecise exposure measurement (majority 


of studies used self-report measures) and 


difficulty capturing the complexity of PA 


using these instruments. 


 


Use of change in PA as a measure of the 


exposure (measured at baseline and follow-


up) in some studies renders analysis of the 


association between PA and weight cross-


sectional and retrospective, regardless of 


the prospective cohort design. 


 


Included studies adjusted for a wide variety 


of potential confounding variables; it is, 


however, not possible to account for all 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


aerobics/callisthenics, 


gardening/mowing/planting, walking, 


tennis/racquetball); regular walking. 


 


Assessment of active leisure and recreation 


included Baecke PA scale questionnaire, and 


self-report questionnaire (not further 


specified, and used in the majority of 


studies). 


 


Children 


Types of physical activity assessed varied 


across the studies and included: sport 


participation, active leisure time index (not 


further described), leisure sport activities, 


sport, aerobic activity, outside play, 


exercising, and LTPA levels (not otherwise 


specified). 


 


Methods of exposure assessment varied 


across the studies and included: 


questionnaire, parent report of child's 


structured activities compared with other 


children of the same age and sex. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adults 


Outcomes included: BMI, obesity, WC, 


skinfold, WHR, % body fat, BMI>=26, weight 


gain of 10lb or more over 10 years, and 


weight gain of 5kg or more  over 10 years.  


 


Outcome measurement varied across studies 


and included: objectively assessed height 


METhrs/wk.) was associated with 


significantly reduced likelihood of a 10lbs or 


greater 7-year weight gain compared to low 


recreational PA (>0 to <4 METhrs/wk.) (OR 


0.88, 95% PI 0.77 to 0.99). One study in 


premenopausal women (n=353) reported no 


significant association between recreational 


PA and weight gain of 10 pounds or more 


over 10 years (data not reported).  


 


In the four studies that included only male 


participants, one study (n=6,749) reported 


no difference in change in BMI over 11 years 


between high and low LTPAL groups; any 


LPTA at baseline had a significant inverse 


associations with BMI (versus no LTPA; 


regression coefficient -0.116 (95% CI -0.195 


to -0.037). Moderate LTPA at baseline had a 


significant inverse association with BMI 


(versus low LTPAL;  regression coefficient -


0.13 (95% CI -0.213 to -0.046). No significant 


association was seen between high LTPAL at 


baseline and BMI at follow-up, compared to 


low baseline LTPAL. When assessing baseline 


LTPA intensity, a significant positive 


association was seen with BMI at follow-up 


amongst participants with low compared to 


high baseline LTPA intensity (regression 


coefficient 0.146, 95% CI 0.038 to 0.254). 


One study reported an inverse association 


between baseline LTPA and WHR (r=-0.06) 


and WC (r=-0.79) and % body fat (r=-0.4) at 


five year follow-up (p-value NR for all 


outcomes).  


confounders, especially given the complex 


relationship between PA and weight gain. 


Imprecise measurement of included 


covariates can result in residual 


confounding.   


 


More recent studies (published after 2000) 


tend to find the expected inverse assocation 


between PA and weight; this may be due to 


a tendency towards larger sample sizes and 


resultant higher statistical power, better 


adjustment for confounders, better 


measurement of exposure, or high potential 


for publication bias. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Sample size of included cohort studies 


ranged from n=132 to n=184,448 in adults, 


but was consistently small (n<300) in child 


studies. 


 


The review did not report which confounders 


were adjusted for in the individual studies, 


therefore this could not be taken into 


account in the interpretation of their results. 


One study was a case cohort and is not 


summarised in the results. The setting of the 


majority of the studies in unclear. The 


majority of participants in one study were 


former elite athletes, and a high proportion 


of the cohort were physically active. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


and weight (infrequent across studies); 


interview; self-administered questionnaire; 


survey; self-reported weight, height and 


weight gain. 


 


Children 


Outcome measurement varied across studies 


and included: weight, BMI, % body fat, WC, 


WHR, skinfold ratio, subscapular skinfold 


thickness.  


 


Methods of outcome assessment in children 


were not reported. 


 


One study reported a significant inverse 


association between high intensity LTPA and 


five year change in BMI (r=-0.103 (yes vs. no 


high intensity LTPA), 95% CI -0.174 to -


0.032), but no significant association 


between moderate or low LTPA and change 


in BMI (data NR). One study in middle-aged 


and old men (most of whom were who were 


former elite athletes) (n=1,143) reported a 


significant association between increase 


LTPA and weight loss over 10 years 


(regression coefficient -1.27, 95% CI -2.35 to 


-0.19, p=0.02). 


 


In the eight studies with mixed sex samples, 


one study (n=12, 669) reported a significant 


increased risk for substantial weight gain 


over median 5.7 years in the rare vs. 


frequent leisure PA groups (men: RR 1.9, 95% 


CI  1.5 to 2.3; women: RR 1.6, 95% CI 1.2 to 


2.2).  


One study (n=184,448) reported significant 


associations between a variety recreational 


activities and 10 year change in BMI and 


weight at the waist. In men, significant 


decreases in BMI were seen for recreational 


activities including jogging/running, 


aerobics/callisthenics, 


gardening/mowing/planting, and walking 


4hr/week or more (change in BMI ranged 


from -0.08 to -0.34 kg/m2). No significant 


association was found for tennis/racquetball 


and BMI (data NR). Significant decreases in 


odds of waist weight gain were found in men 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


for jogging/running, aerobics/callisthenics  


and walking 4hr/week or more (OR ranged 


from 0.57 to 0.89), but not for 


gardening/mowing/planting or 


tennis/racquetball (data NR). In women, 


significant associations were found for 


aerobics/callisthenics, 


gardening/mowing/planting, and walking 


4hr/week or more (change in BMI ranged 


from -0.14 to -0.27 kg/m2). No significant 


association was found for jogging/running or 


tennis/racquetball and BMI (data NR). 


Significant decreases in odds of waist weight 


gain were found in women for 


aerobics/callisthenics  and walking 4hr/week 


or more (OR ranged from 0.28 to 0.84), but 


not for jogging/running, 


gardening/mowing/planting or 


tennis/racquetball (data NR).  


Another study (n=3,897) reported a 


significantly higher mean weight gain over 10 


years in men but not women who were 


physical inactive vs. those who were 


physically active (1.2kg (whether between or 


within group NR), 95% CI 0.4 to 2.0; 


p=0.001). Odds of a weight increase of 5kg or 


more BMI greater than or equal to 26kg/m2 


at follow-up was not associated with LTPA 


energy expenditure at baseline (low vs. high 


LTPAEE). In women but not men, the odds of 


this outcome were higher for those with no 


regular weekly activity at baseline vs. 


vigorous activity twice a week or more (OR 


1.63, 95% CI 1.02 o 2.59).  







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


One study (n=287) reported significant 


associations between baseline leisure 


activity and 3-year weight loss in women but 


not men (regression coefficient -6.181, 95% 


CI -9.41 to -2.95, p=0.0003). Baseline sport 


activity was not significantly associated with 


weight change in men or women.  


Another study (n=121) reported no 


significant association between baseline 


sports in leisure activity and 2 year change in 


waist circumference. 


One study (n=602) reported no significant 


association between baseline activity time 


and 7 year change in body composition. 


One study (n=9,325) reported no significant 


association between recreational activity at 


baseline and odds of 10 year weight gain.  


One study (n=5,846) reported that LTPA was 


significantly associated with odds of 


developing obesity over 10 years in men but 


not women (OR [high vs. low baseline LTPA*]  


1.98, 95% CI 1.03 to 3.6).  


* reported as high vs. low, unclear if this is 


the correct formula (i.e. high LTPA 


association with 98% increased odds of 


obesity at 10 years) or if OR was actually 


calculated as low vs. high LTPA). 


 


Children 


Eight studies (n=1,956) assessed the 


association with various types of leisure and 


recreational PA and weight related 


outcomes). Baseline age varied between 4 to 


16 years, and follow-up time ranged from 1 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


to 37 years. 


 


One study (n=166) reported that sports 


participation in childhood was not 


significantly associated with weight related 


outcomes in adulthood (data NR). 


One study (n=278) found that participations 


in two or more leisure sport activities during 


adolescence was not significantly associated 


with elevated BMI (>= 27kg/m2) or WHR 


(>=0.95 in men or >=0.85 in women) in 


adulthood (data NR). 


One study (n=168) found that aerobic 


activity during pre-school was significantly 


associated with a 2 year decrease in BMI 


(regression coefficient -0.316, p=0.03). 


One study (n=314) found that no sports 


participation outside of school was 


associated with significantly increased odds 


of BMI change >=90th percentile change in 


boys but not girls (OR 2.14, 95% CI 0.96 to 


4.77). 


One study (n=198) found that outside play 


was significantly inversely associated with 


subscapular skinfold thickness at 2 years in 


boys but not girls (r=-0.26, p<0.05). 


Community sports involvement was 


associated with the outcome in girls but not 


boys (r=0.21, p< 0.05), and summer sports 


activities were associated with the outcome 


in both sexes (girls r=0.21, p<0.05; boys 


r=0.32, p<0.01). 


One study (n=41) reported no significant 


association between PA and 1-year change in 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


BMI z-score (data NR). 


One study (n=355) found that recreational PA 


was inversely associated with 4 year change 


in BMI (regression coefficient -0.08, p<0.05). 


The number of hours/week spent in sport or 


exercising was not significantly associated 


with follow-up BMI, however. 


The final study (n=436) found that high 


LTPAL (vs. low LTPAL) was significantly 


positively associated with BMI at two year 


follow-up  (high: 19.7 kg/m2 vs. low: 


19.4kg/m2, p-value for difference=0.04). No 


significant associations were seen for % body 


fat, skinfolds or WC. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that physical activity, 


in general, is not associated with excess 


weight gain or obesity over time, with 


studies reporting total PA resulting in no 


effect or a small inverse association with 


excess weight gain. Conflicting results were 


reported in studies in both children and 


adults. No factor specific conclusions were 


drawn regarding active leisure/recreational 


PA. 


te Velde et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Jun 2010  


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged 4 to 6 years. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Result(s): 


Children 


Three studies were identified, with the mean 


baseline age of participants ranging from 4.4 


years to 6, and study follow-up between 3 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort and 


intervention studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To identify dietary, physical activity and 


sedentary behaviours in preschool children 


(aged 4 to 6 years) that are prospectively 


related to overweight and obesity in later 


childhood. 


 


Review funding: 


Seventh Framework Programme of the 


European Commission 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Cohort: 3 (3, n=529) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures included: PA of child's structured 


leisure time, leisure activity compared to 


other children; Hours spent outdoors during 


warmer/cooler months (week- and weekend-


day); average hours of the past year of 


sports or recreational PA. 


 


Assessed via parental report 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI, BMI z-scores, body composition 


 


Objectively measured (DEXA only reported 


method) 


 


and 5 years. 


 


One study (n=203) (Klesges 1995) reported 


that increases in children's leisure activity 


was associated with decreases in subsequent 


weight gain (t=-1.727, p=0.08). (This study 


was also included in Summerbell et al. 2009 


[++], which reported on the results from this 


study on aerobic activity as part of its 


“recreational physical activity” section and 


reported n=168) 


 


One study (n=188) found “very little 


evidence of an association between time 


spent outdoors and BMI z-scores” (data NR). 


 


One study (n=138) found that the number of 


recreational activities at baseline was 


inversely correlated with % body fat and 


weight at follow-up (data NR). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Insufficient evidence was found to draw 


conclusions regarding the association 


between leisure activity and overweight. 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Only a few studies (from the total review) 


were of high methodological quality and 


used valid and reliable measures for energy 


balance related behaviours. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Parental report of child leisure/recreational 


activity was used for exposure measurement 


in all relevant studies. 


 


Unclear whether relevant studies included 


participants based on their weight status. 


Unclear whether PA was assessed in school 


settings. 


 


Review did not consistently report 


adjustment for confounders in the individual 


studies. 







 


Activities of daily living 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


WCRF 2006 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2005  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohorts of 


more than 1 year, RCTs of any length and 


systematic reviews  for the area of TV 


viewing. 


 


Review aim: 


What are the food, nutrition and physical 


activity related causes of weight gain, 


overweight and obesity in humans? 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


Funding is reported for some but not all 


included studies e.g. international 


governmental bodies, charities, industry, 


pharmaceutical companies.  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 3 (3, n=54,169 adults) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Household activities, including household 


and caregiving physical activity, walking or 


standing in the home, or household activity. 


 


Exposure was assessed with self-report 


questionnaires where reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, WC, obesity, obesity over 3 to 6 


years.  


 


Weight was self reported in 1 study, and 


assessment method NR in other studies. 


Result(s): 


Adults: 


One study (n=3,604) reported a non-


significant positive relationship between 


household and caregiving physical activity 


and weight (regression coefficient: 0.43, 


p=0.30) and WC over 3 years (regression 


coefficient: 0.17, p=0.20; units NR).  


A second large cohort study (n=50,277) 


reported a large reduction in risk of obesity 


over 6 years among women who spent 40 


hours or more per week walking or standing 


in the home compared to 0-1 hour per week 


(RR 0.77, 95% CI 0.61 to 0.96).  


A third cohort (n=288) found that household 


activity was associated with a non-significant 


reduction in WC over 5 years (regression 


coefficient: -0.03, p=0.07; units NR). It is 


unclear whether this study was sufficiently 


powered to detect an effect. 


 


Children: No studies were identified in 


children.  


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


No specific conclusions drawn on household 


activity. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


None reported spe ifically for household 


activity. 


 


Review team limitations: 


It is unclear whether the smallest study 


(n=288) was sufficiently powered to detect 


an effect. 


 


Funding sources for the individual studies in 


the review as a whole were reported to 


include food manufacturers, food industry-


related organisations, pharmaceutical 


companies as well as non-food related 


funding organisations and governmental 


organisations (e.g. the US Department of 


Agriculture).  


 


The review did not consistently report on 


whether there was adjustment for 


confounding in the individual studies, and 


what was adjusted for. 


 


Population: Unclear.  


Setting: Not reported 


 







 


Active travel/commuting 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Saunders et al. 2013 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Nov 2012  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of non-randomised and 


randomised controlled trials and prospective 


observational studies 


 


Review aim: 


This study aimed to assess the evidence that 


active travel has significant health benefits 


 


Review funding: 


National Institute for Health Research, 


Public Health Research Program 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Normal and overweight children and adults 


in the general population. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3 (2, n=282 adults) 


Cohort: 16 (5, n=4,149 children) 


Other: 2 (0) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


1 RCT looked at cycling 3km each way three 


times a week for 6 months and the other 


active commuting for 10 weeks - walking 


2.4km or 9.7km cycle. The cohorts measured 


active travel to school - either cycling or 


walking. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Active travel to school was self-reported. 


BMI and skinfold thickness were recorded. 


Follow-up was between 6 months and 6 


years. 


 


Result(s): 


Children: 


The results were mixed. Two of the cohort 


studies found no significant difference in 


travel mode to school and BMI though active 


travel had an average z-score 0.3 (p=0.003) 


SD lower than other children.  1 found that 


children who continued to cycle throughout 


the study were less likely to be overweight 


OR  0.44 (0.21,0.88).  The OR of being 


overweight was 3.19(1.41,7.24) in children 


that stopped cycling, compared to no cycling 


1.05(0.57,1.59) and started cycling 1.22 


(0.40,3.70). 


1 cohort study found children who took up 


cycling had significantly lower waist 


circumference. The last study reported that 


after adjusting for baseline BMI the partial 


r=0.03 p<0.05. For overweight children 


partial r=0.10 p<0.05. For normal weight 


children, no significant relationship for BMI. 


 


Adults: 


Both RCTs found no significant weight 


change. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The studies identified did not enable them 


to draw strong conclusions. No studies were 


identified with obesity as an outcome in 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D, P 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


"Active travel" was not defined consistently 


across studies. There were high dropout 


levels in some studies. Journey times were 


relatively short, and there is a difficulty in 


disentangling the effects of active travel 


from more general physical activity. There 


was variation in the potential confounding 


factors adjusted for in the different studies 


but the adjustments did not have large 


impacts on effect size. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The study design was assessed as weak in all 


of the relevant studies. The frequency and 


duration of active travel/commuting was 


self-assessed and may not have been 


reliable. 


 


Adjusted figures were reported in the review 


where available, but specific confounders 


adjusted for were not always reported. 


 


Setting: Partial: Includes school and 


workplace based studies 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


adults. Two RCTs in adults found no 


significant change in body weight with active 


travel. One of five prospective cohort studies 


in children found an association between 


obesity and active travel. 


Schoeppe et al. 2013 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: March 2012  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cross-sectional and 


longitudinal studies. 


 


Review aim: 


This review synthesized the evidence for 


associations of independent mobility and 


active travel to school and non-school 


destinations with physical activity, sedentary 


behaviour and weight status. 


 


Review funding: 


Australian Research Council (ARC) and the 


Merri Community Health Services Victoria, 


the Moreland City Council, Queensland 


Health and Queensland Transport. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Other than children aged 3-18, no detail on 


the weight or health status was provided as 


inclusion criteria. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 4 (4, n=4,354) 


Other: 16 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Self-reported active travel to and/or from 


school by cycling and/or walking. 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI, skinfold thickness and waist 


circumference were assessed 2 to 12 years 


later. 


 


Result(s): 


No association was found in one study and 


mild association was found in the other 3 


between active travel and lower 


anthropomorphic measures.    


 


In 1 study, children who had stopped cycling 


to school after 2004 were more likely to be 


overweight in 2006 (OR = 3.19, 95% CI = 1.41-


7.24) than those who continued cycling to 


school (OR 0.44, 95% CI 0.21 to 0.88), 


adjusting for weight status in 2004.   


 


In another study, compared to non-active 


travellers to school, active travellers had a 


significantly lower median sum of four 


skinfolds (ATS 47. 4 mm [36.0-66.6mm] vs. 


non-ATS 54.8mm [39.3-71.7mm]; p<0.05) 


and a lower median fat mass (ATS 21.1% 


[15.6-26.7] vs. non-ATS 22.7% [17.0-28.7%; 


p<0.05). However, median BMI and 


overfatness did not significantly differ among 


ATS and non-ATS. 


 


In the last study, Kindergarten children who 


had sustained AT through the grades 1 and 2 


had on average lower BMI z-scores (grade 1: 


0.18, p = 0.05; grade 2: 0.30, p = 0.003) 


compared to those who did not sustain AT 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: Set 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Cycling has previously been associated with 


greater physical fitness in children compared 


to walking, so may have a greater potential 


to prevent excessive weight in children - 


however only 2 studies assessed just cycling. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The studies were reliant on self-report of 


active school travel by the child or parent.  


 


No information was provided on the length of 


active school travel. 


 


Confounders were adjusted for in 75% of 


included studies, but specific confoudners 


adjusted for in individual studies were not 


reported. 


 


Partial: Study design included many cross-


sectional studies. 


Unclear: Population: Children of all weights 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


through grades 1 and 2. However, using the 


85th percentile threshold for overweight and 


obesity, there were no significant 


associations between sustained AT and being 


overweight or obese in grade 1 (OR = 0.66, 


95% CI: 0.31-1.42, p = 0.29) or grade 2 (OR = 


0.95, 95% CI: 0.44-2.05, p = 0.90). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Associations between active school travel 


and weight status were inconsistent across 


the studies. 


 


This was based on all 20 studies that looked 


at weight outcome. 


were included in the search and it is unclear 


if any were selected for being 


overweight/obese. 


 







 


Aerobic exercise 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Ismail et al. 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Nov 2010 


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


To systematically review the effects of 


aerobic and resistance training in adults on 


visceral fat. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged ≥18 years. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 35 (5, n=402) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Interventions had to last at least 4 weeks. 


Any dietary component of the interventions 


had to be the same in all groups.  


 


Across studies, there was variation in type, 


intensity, frequency and duration of aerobic 


exercise: Most aerobic exercise involved 


stationary bicycling. Training was for 20-60 


minutes, on 1-7 days per week (most 


commonly 3 days). Intensity ranged between 


40-90% of peak aerobic capacity (measured 


by maximal heart rate, heart rate reserve, or 


peak oxygen consumption), sometimes 


starting at the lower end of the range and 


increasing over time. Most commonly the 


intesity was 60-75% of maximal heart rate. 


Aerobic interventions lasted 1 month to 2 


years. 


 


The 5 relevant studies included exercise on 


mini-trampoline, treadmill (or just jogging), 


stationary bicycle, rowing machine, or 


elliptical machine. These were performed at 


55%-90% heart rate maximum on for 20-60 


Result(s): 


Overall, aerobic exercise significantly 


reduced visceral fat compared with control 


over 1 month to 1 year (29 comparisons, 


n=NR; effect size -0.33, 95% CI -0.52 to -


0.14; p=0.001; random effects analysis 


excluding one outlier with large effect size). 


 


The 5 relevant RCTs (total n=402) 


individually found no significant effects 


(effect sizes -0.492 to 0.095). 


 


 


Adverse Effects: NR 


 


Conclusions: Aerobic exercise is key for 


exercise programmes aimed at reducing 


visceral fat. Aerobic exercise at the 


currently recommended levels for improving 


cardiorespiratory fitness (≥150 minutes per 


week of moderate intensity aerobic activity) 


may be sufficient for visceral fat reduction, 


despite not reaching the levels 


recommended for overweight/obesity 


management (not specified). 


 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Few studies had participant or assessor 


blinding. Some studies did not describe the 


control group. Differences in exercise 


prescriptions contributed to heterogeneity 


 


Review team limitations: 


Individual studies were small and may have 


lacked power to detect an effect. Most of 


the included studies were outside of the 


scope of the current review and may not 


apply to the general population. 


 


 


Population: 21 RCTs were reported to be in  


overweight or obese participants and 12 


were reported to include people with type 2 


diabetes or metabolic syndrome. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


minutes on 2-6 days a week, over 16 weeks 


to 1 year. 


 


Controls were often not described, but 


where described included stretching, yoga, 


dietary intervention (also given to aerobic 


group), diabetes intervention, education, or 


maintaining body weight (not further 


specified). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Visceral adiposity, assessed by magnetic 


resonance imaging or computed tomography. 


 


Kelley and Kelley 2006 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jan 2006  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs 


that examined the effects of 4 weeks or 


more of aerobic exercise on C-reactive 


protein. 


 


Review aim: 


The aim of the systematic review was to use 


a meta-analytic approach to examine the 


effects of aerobic exercise on C-reactive 


protein in adults, whilst limiting included 


studies to RCTs. Secondary outcomes 


included changes in body weight, percentage 


of body fat, and maximum oxygen 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged 18 years or older 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 5 (2, n=201)  


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Aerobic exercise for 4 weeks or more as the 


only intervention. Across all RCTs included in 


the review (as it is unclear which reported 


body weight and body fat), interventions 


lasted between 8 weeks and 6 years (mean 


65.2 weeks) and consisted of between 3 and 


5 sessions of exercise per week (mean 4), 


each lasting between 15 minutes and one 


hour (mean 34.2 minutes). The intensity of 


the exercise was described as between 40 


and 80% maximum oxygen consumption (3 


Result(s): 


The meta analysis of the 3 intervention 


groups (n=NR) which reported body weight as 


an outcome found that aerobic exercise 


significantly reduced body weight in kg 


(mean +/- SEM) (-3.4 +/- 1.0, 95% CI -5.3 to -


1.5). This was equivalent to a relative 


reduction of approximately 4% of body 


weight.  


The meta analysis of the 3 intervention 


groups which reported body fat percentage 


as an outcome found that aerobic exercise 


significantly reduced body fat percentage 


(mean +/- SEM) (-1.4 +/- 0.4, 95% CI -2.3 to -


0.6). This was equivalent to a relative 


reduction of approximately 4% of body fat. 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


It is probably inappropriate to generalize the 


results beyond the subject and training 


program characteristics of the included 


studies. Only a small number of studies were 


included.  


 


Review team limitations: 


Results from 3 intervention groups were used 


in the body fat and body weight meta-


analyses, the number of people in these 


analyses was unclear. 


How outcomes were measured was not 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


consumption. 


 


Review funding: 


West Virginia University 


 


Study funding: NR 


Funding sources for the individual studies 


was not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


interventions), 80-90% of age predicted 


maximum heart rate (1 intervention), 


'moderate' intensity (1 intervention) and not 


reported (1 intervention). Exercise consisted 


of cycle ergometry in 2 RCTs, walking and 


jogging in 1 RCT, a variety of activities, 


including, but not limited to walking, 


jogging, cross-country skiing, cycling, and 


swimming in 1 RCT, and simply 'aerobic 


exercise' in 1 RCT. Exercise sessions were 


supervised in 2 studies, a mixture of 


supervised and unsupervised in 2 studies, 


and unsupervised in 1 study. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Body weight in kg and percentage body fat. 


How these outcomes were measured was not 


reported. 


 


Aerobic exercise reduces body weight and 


percentage of body fat in adults (conclusions 


based on the 3 intervention groups that 


reported these outcomes, respectively; 


characteristics of the populations of these 


studies unclear) 


reported. 


 


Effect sizes for the individual studies were 


not reported, and unclear which studies 


themeta-analysis included, meaning that it is 


unclear whether the population studied met 


the scope. 


 


1 RCT had 2 intervention groups. Body 


weight was a reported outcomes for 3 


intervention groups, body fat was an 


outcome for 3 intervention groups. Which 


RCTs reported these outcomes is NR. Also, 


one RCT included in the review reported that 


all participants were overweight, and one 


reported that some were overweight. Other 


RCTs recruited participants with 


comorbidities 


 


Population: The population of the included 


RCTs is described. One RCT included in the 


review reported that all participants were 


overweight, and one reported that some 


were overweight. Other RCTs recruited 


participants with comorbidities. Which RCTs 


reported body weight and percentage body 


mass is not reported. 


Outcome: also reported on maximum oxygen 


consumption and C-reactive protein. 


Setting: Not explicitly reported. 


 


Laframboise and Degraauw 2011 


 


Quality: + 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged between 0-18 years old. The 


two studies relevant to the current review 


Result(s): 


One trial in average weight participants 


found that the aerobic exercise intervention 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Search date: Dec 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs of aerobic 


physical activity interventions in children 


aged between 0-18 years old that had a 


measure of adiposity as an outcome. 


 


Review aim: 


The review aimed to determine the quality 


of current evidence on the relationship 


between aerobic physical activity and 


adiposity changes in school-aged children 


and youth. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for individual studies included in the 


review not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


scope were in children aged 9-14 years. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCTs: 10 (2, n=2,184) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Interventions lasted between 8 and 28 


weeks, and consisted of exercise for 


between 30 and 90 minutes per day on 3 


days per week. The intensity of the exercise 


was not reported in the individual studies. 


 


Control groups were not described for 


individual studies. Overall controls were 


reported as usual level of physical activity (4 


studies) and 1 study had a sedentary control 


group with lifestyle counselling; controls for 


the other 5 studies were not reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI, body composition, skinfold thickness 


after between 8 and 28 weeks of 


intervention. 


How these outcomes were measured was not 


reported. 


 


(90 minutes, 3 days per week for 28 weeks)  


decreased BMI (figures NR), the other trial 


found that a shorter term, shorter aerobic 


exercise intervention made no change in BMI 


or body composition (figures NR),. These two 


trials were the highest quality and best 


powered studies in the review.  


Overall, 5/10 studies found a significant 


improvement in at least one weight related 


outcome.  


 


Adverse Effects: 


The review reports that all of the studies 


included in the review failed to report the 


important adverse events that may have 


been a consequence of the intervention. 


 


Conclusions: 


The review conclusions appear to be 


conflicting. They concluded that there is a 


paucity of evidence to support that aerobic 


physical activity alone had beneficial effects 


on adiposity (including those with normal 


body mass and oveweight individuals). 


However, they go onto state that there is 


some evidence to support that school-aged 


children and youth benefit from aerobic 


physical activity to decrease adiposity and to 


limit weight gain (conclusions based on all 


studies, including those in overweight/obese 


populations and those with Type 1 diabetes). 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The review lists the following as limitiations: 


limitations in the included studies, including 


the fact that the studies predominantly 


involved young children and there was a lack 


of homogeneity; possible language bias (only 


english-language studies included); EMBASE, 


MANTIS or Cochrane libraries were not 


searched; only RCTs included. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Only 2 studies in a relevant population (text 


says 3, but this is presumably an error as 


population is stated as being obese in table 


of study characteristics). 


Outcome assessment method not reported. 


 


D: Only RCTs included 


O: studies must have had an outcome 


measure that determined adiposity. 


Population: Only 2 studies were performed in 


average weight children and adolescents, 


other studies were performed in 


overweight/obese children or children with 


Type 1 Diabetes. 


Setting: NR 


te Velde et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged 4 to 6 years. 


 


Result(s): 


Two studies were identified, with the mean 


baseline age of participants ranging from 4.4 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Search date: Jun 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort and 


intervention studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To identify dietary, physical activity and 


sedentary behaviours in preschool children 


(aged 4 to 6 years) that are prospectively 


related to overweight and obesity in later 


childhood. 


 


Review funding: 


Seventh Framework Programme of the 


European Commission 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 2 (2, n=8,203) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures included aerobic exercise and 


opportunity for activity and aerobic activity 


compared to other children; both were 


assessed via parental report. 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI, objectively measured. 


 


to 6 years, and study follow-up between 3 


and 3.5 years. 


 


One study (n=203) reported that at higher 


levels of baseline aerobic activity 


subsequent changes in BMI decreased (t=-


2.153, p=0.033). 


 


One study (n=8,000) report no association 


between aerobic exercise days/week and 


either incident or persistent overweight later 


in childhood (figures NR). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Insufficient evidence was found to draw 


conclusions regarding the association 


between aerobic activity and overweight. 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Only a few studies (from the total review) 


were of high methodological quality and 


used valid and reliable measures for energy 


balance related behaviours. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The review did not explicitly report whether 


confounders were adjusted for in the 


individual studies, which limits ability to 


interpret study results.  


One study included both overweight and 


healthy weight children. 


 







 


Cycling 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Oja et al. 2011 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of observational and 


intervention studies 


 


Review aim: 


To update the evidence regarding the health 


benefits of cycling. 


 


Review funding: 


Fonds Gensundes Osterreich 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


NR 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 4 (0) 


Cohort: 8 (1, n=18,414) 


Other: 4 (cross-sectional) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The single study relevant to the current 


review assessed self-reported average 


weekly time spent walking or cycling. 


 


Outcome(s): 


The majority of included studies assessed 


non-weight outcomes (e.g. fitness, cancer 


incidence, mortality). 


 


The single study relevant to the current 


review assessed self-reported weight. 


 


Result(s): 


One study of moderate quality (n=18,414)  in 


women aged 25 to 42 years found significant 


weight change (-1.81kg, 95% CI -2.05 to -


1.56) for each 30/min per day increase in 


brisk walking) but no significant relationship 


for slow walking.   


 


The study also found a significant reduction 


in weight for each 30min/day increase in 


cycling (-1.59kg, 95% CI -2.0 to -1.08.   


 


This analysis was adjusted for baseline age, 


weight and height; other PA, and multiple 


dietary variables. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Incidence of overweight and obesity 


decrease with increasing amount of daily 


cycling, however the evidence for benefits in 


considered inconclusive based on assessment 


of study quality (NB. Conclusion based on all 


assessed studies, not just the study relevant 


to the current review). 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: P, Set 


Partial: D 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


There was poor overlap with the current 


review scope; only one study met study 


design, population, setting and outcome 


criteria. 


 


Study designs included cross-sectional 


studies. 


 







 


Incidental physical activity 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 2 (2, n=3,957 adults) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adults 


The two included studies assessed the 


number of stairs climbed per day and 


average level of routine daily physical 


activity; both studies utilised questionnaires 


to measure PA. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adults 


Outcomes included weight gain of 10lbs or 


more over 4 years, weight and WC; methods 


of outcome measurement were not reported. 


 


Result(s): 


Both studies included females only, with a 


baseline age ranging from 35 to 52 years, 


and follow-up between four and ten years. 


 


One study (n=353) found no significant 


association between the average stairs 


climbed per day and risk of gaining >=10lbs 


over 10 years. 


 


One study (n=3,604) found a significant 


inverse association between mean levels of 


routine PA at baseline and weight and WC 


increase at four year follow-up (regression 


coefficient -3.31 (95% CI -4.21 to -2.41, 


p<0.0001) and -0.92 (95% CI -1.21 to -0.63, 


p<0.0001), respectively). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that physical activity, 


in general, is not associated with excess 


weight gain or obesity over time, with 


studies reporting total PA resulting in no 


effect or a small inverse association with 


excess weight gain. No factor specific 


conclusions were drawn regarding active 


habits, however, the two identified studies 


had conflicting results regarding the 


association between active habits and weight 


in adult women. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


No factor specific limitations were reported. 


Across physical activity studies, reported 


limitations included: 


Inprecise exposure measurement (majority 


of studies used self-report measures) and 


difficulty capturing the complexity of PA 


using these instruments. 


 


Use of change in PA as a measure of the 


exposure (measured at baseline and follow-


up) in some studies renders analysis of the 


association between PA and weight cross-


sectional and retrospective, regardless of 


the prospective cohort design. 


 


Included studies adjusted for a wide variety 


of potenital confounding variables; it is, 


however, not possible to account for all 


confounders, especially given the complex 


relationship between PA and weight gain. 


Imprecise measurement of included 


covariates can result in residual 


confounding.   


 


More recent studies (published after 2000) 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


tend to find the expected inverse assocation 


between PA and weight; this may be due to 


a tendency towards larger sample sizes and 


resultant higher statistical power, better 


adjustment for confounders, better 


measurement of exposure, or high potential 


for publication bias. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Unclear if the studies adjusted for 


confounders. 


 


Unclear if cohorts were sampled from 


general population of specific subgroups 


based on weight or health status; setting 


unclear in both studies. 







 


Physical activity intensity, frequency and duration 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Ekelund et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: 2008 (month NR)  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of unclear study designs 


 


Review aim: 


To examine the independent and combined 


associations between objectively measured 


time in MVPA and sedentary time with 


cardiovascular risk factors. 


 


Review funding: 


National Preventative Research Initiative, 


and other government and research funding 


organisations. 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children and adolescents (aged 4 to 18 


years) from Australia, Brazil, Europe and the 


US. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


Overall: 14 (7, n=6,413) 


RCT: unclear 


Cohort: unclear 


Other: unclear 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


5-day mean time in MVPA, assessed via 


accelerometry and defined as time>3,000 


counts/minute (cpm), which corresponds to 


approximately 4.6 METs. 


 


Outcome(s): 


WC, BMI; both objectively measured 


 


Result(s): 


Overall analysis (cross-sectional and 


prospective studies, n=20,871) found that  


MVPA time was inversely associated with 


waist circumference (10 minute/day 


increase in MVPA correlated with (beta) 


0.52cm reduction in WC (95% CI -0.76 to -


0.28). When adjusting for sedentary time, a 


10min/day increase in MVPA is correlated 


with a 0.54cm reduction in WC (95% CI -0.79 


to -0.30). Sedentary time was not 


significantly associated with WC, in 


univariate analysis or when adjusting for 


time spent in MVPA. 


 


Prospective analyses (n=6,413) with an 


average follow-up of 2.1 years revealed that 


baseline MVPA was not associated with WC at 


follow-up. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


No conclusions were reported for prospective  


analyses. For overall analysis (including 


cross-sectional studies) the review concluded 


that higher levels of time spent in MVPA  by 


children and adolescents were associated 


with better cardiometabolic risk factors 


(included abdominal adiposity), regardless of 


amount of sedentary time. 


 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: P 


Unclear: D, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Some confounding factors were controled 


for, however, this did not account for 


dietary intake and some other potential 


confounding variables which may explain the 


observation.  


 


The intensity threshold of MVPA (>3,000cpm) 


is higher than that used in some other 


studies. Reducing the threshold to 2,000cpm 


in sensitivity analysis did not substantially 


change the results of the meta-analysis.  


 


The magnitude of the associations between 


MVPA and WC are small and may not be 


clinically significant. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The review included cross sectional and 


prospective studies. The prospective study 


designs were described as longitudinal and 


interventional; this appeared to include 


some RCTs and cohort studies, but the exact 


number of each and whether other designs 


were also included was unclear. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Children should be encouraged to increase 


their participation in at least moderate 


intensity PA rather than reducing sedentary 


time as this appears to be more important in 


terms of cardiometabolic risk factors. 


Children were of mixed weight status (74.9% 


normal weight, 17.7% overweight, 7.4% 


obese). Study design was unclear, although 


based on brief descriptions, likely to be 


cohort studies. 


 


Summerbell et al. 2009 (intensity) 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 8 (7, n=23,530 adults/n=3,406 


children) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adults 


Work and leisure PA levels (PAL), categorised 


as mostly sedentary, moderately active or 


vigorously active (no additional details 


provided); PAL (categorized into six 


unspecified levels). Exposures were 


measured via questionnaire in both studies. 


 


Children 


PA intensity classification varied across 


studies, and included: sedentary, slightly 


active, light, moderate, moderate-to-


vigorous, vigorous, and heavy. Definitions for 


each category were not reported. Volume at 


each intensity were variable defined across 


studies, and included bouts/week, 


Result(s): 


Adults 


Two studies (n=22,748) were included for 


adult populations. Reported baseline age 


ranged from 20 to 69 years, and follow-up 


ranged from 5 to 14 years. 


 


One study (n=782) reported no significant 


difference in weight gain over 14 years 


between the most sedentary and vigorously 


or moderately active participants (vigorous: 


regression -0.35, p=0.49; moderate: 


regression -0.13, p=0.79). 


 


One study (n=21,966) reported that among 


participants with no change in PAL over the 


four year follow-up period, there was a 


linear inverse relationship between PAL and 


weight gain, with very active men and 


women having a 35% and 34% lower weight 


gain compared to the least active men and 


women (p<0.01 and p<0.001, respectively). 


 


Children  


Six studies were included in child or 


adolescent age groups, five of which were 


directly relevant to the current review 


(n=3,406). Baseline age across these five 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


No factor specific limitations were reported. 


Across physical activity studies, reported 


limitations inlcuded: 


Inprecise exposure measurement (majority 


of studies used self-report measures) and 


difficulty capturing the complexity of PA 


using these instruments. 


 


Use of change in PA as a measure of the 


exposure (measured at baseline and follow-


up) in some studies renders analysis of the 


association between PA and weight cross-


sectional and retrospective, regardless of 


the prospective cohort design. 


 


Included studies adjusted for a wide variety 


of potential confounding variables; it is, 


however, not possible to account for all 


confounders, especially given the complex 


relationship between PA and weight gain. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


hours/week, total time. 


 


The majority of studies either had no 


reported exposure measurement method, or 


used an activity diary and/or questionnaire.  


One study used accelerometry to measure 


PA. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adults 


Weight; weight was objectively measured in 


one study and self-reported in the other. 


 


Children 


Weight, overweight, BMI, BMI z-score, WHR, 


WC.  


 


Height and weight were objectively 


measured in all studies. 


 


studies ranged from to 6 to 19; follow-up 


time ranged from 1 to 19 years. 


 


One study (n=59) found that the amount of 


time children aged 6 to 9 years spent in 


physical activity of different intensities (not 


further defined) was not associated with 


change in BMI z-score over one year) 


 


One study (n=1,430) found that the amount 


of time spent in different intensities of PA 


(not further defined) was associated with 2 


year change in BMI. Children who were 


active at age 6 had lower BMI at age 8 than 


sedentary children (regression coefficient -


1.181 (95% CI -1.622 to -0.741, p<0.001). 


Children who were classified as slightly 


active at age 6 also had lower BMI at age 8 


compared to sedentary children (regression 


coefficient -0.732, 95% CI -1.159 to -0.305, 


p=0.001). 


 


One study (n=451) found that time spent in 


vigorous activity at age 13 to 16 was 


generally not significantly related to a range 


of weight related outcomes (sum of four 


skinfolds, WHR, WC) at age 32 except in the 


following cases: 


- vigorous activity at age 13 was associated 


with WC during the study period (regression 


coefficient 0.1, p<0.05) in boys and girls 


- heavy and vigorous activity at age 13 to 16 


was associated with smaller increases in 


WHR during the study period (regression 


Imprecise measurement of included 


covariates can result in residual 


confounding.   


 


More recent studies (published after 2000) 


tend to find the expected inverse assocation 


between PA and weight; this may be due to 


a tendency towards larger sample sizes and 


resultant higher statistical power, better 


adjustment for confounders, better 


measurement of exposure, or high potential 


for publication bias. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Study size ranged from n=59 to n=21,966. 


 


All studies were reported to adjust for some 


potential confounders, but unclear what 


these were. 


 


Partial: Population - some studies included 


participants selected based on overweight 


status 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


coefficient -0.24, p<0.05) in girls only. 


 


One study (n=436) found that hours per week 


of MVPA was significantly associated with 


BMI after 2 years in girls but not boys. (girls: 


mean BMI for high levels of MVPA 19.7kg/m2, 


95% CI 19.5 to 20.0; for low levels of MVPA 


19.4, 95% CI 19.2 to 19.6; p for difference 


0.03; data for boys NR). Levels of VPA was 


not associated with BMI (mean BMI high VPA 


19.5, 95% CI 19.3 to 19.7; low VPA 19.6, 95% 


CI 19.4 to 19.9; p for difference 0.14). 


 


One study (n=1,030) found that the amount 


of awake time children aged 4 to 19 spent in 


light activity was inversely associated with 


one year weight gain (p=0.007), the amount 


of awake time spent in either MPA or VPA 


was not associated with weight gain. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that physical activity, 


in general, is not associated with excess 


weight gain or obesity over time, with 


studies reporting total PA resulting in no 


effect or a small inverse association with 


excess weight gain. Conflicting results were 


reported in studies in both children and 


adults. No factor specific conclusions were 


drawn regarding PA intensity. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 (frequency, Study participant inclusion criteria: Result(s): Applicable to the UK: Yes 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


duration) 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 8 (7, n=21,240 adults/n>733 


children) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adults 


The review separately assessed the 


association between PA frequency and 


weight outcomes and PA duration and weight 


outcomes.  


 


Where reported, frequency of PA was 


assessed as times/week, and measured via 


self-report, and questionnaire and interview. 


No information was reported for 


categorisation or measurement of PA 


duration. 


 


Children 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adults 


Weight, BMI; measured objectively or based 


on self-report. 


 


Children 


Time spent in PA, sport participants, 


frequency of vigorous PA; aerobic exercise. 


Adults 


Three studies (n=21,240) assessed PA 


frequency or duration. The baseline age of 


participants ranged from 16 to 61 years, and 


follow-up ranged from 1 to 29 (estimated) 


years. 


 


One study (n=3,391) found that frequency of 


PA was not associated with 4 year weight 


change. 


 


One study (n=17,733) reported that PA 


frequency was not significantly associated 


with BMI gain over 22 to 29 years. 


 


One study (n=116) found no significant 


association between minutes of weekly 


aerobic exercise and changes in BMI over 1 


year. 


 


Children 


Four relevant studies (n=unclear; >733) 


reported on the association between PA 


frequency or duration and weight related 


outcomes in children. Baseline age ranged 


from 7 to 11 years, and follow-up periods 


ranged from 1 to 5 years. 


 


One study (n=307) found that PA time at 


baseline was not significantly associated 


with BMI at 1 year follow-up. 


 


One study (n=314) found that boys who were 


the least active were significantly more 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: P 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


No factor specific limitations were reported. 


Across physical activity studies, reported 


limitations inlcuded: 


Inprecise exposure measurement (majority 


of studies used self-report measures) and 


difficulty capturing the complexity of PA 


using these instruments. 


 


Use of change in PA as a measure of the 


exposure (measured at baseline and follow-


up) in some studies renders analysis of the 


association between PA and weight cross-


sectional and retrospective, regardless of 


the prospective cohort design. 


 


Included studies adjusted for a wide variety 


of potenital confounding variables; it is, 


however, not possible to account for all 


confounders, especially given the complex 


relationship between PA and weight gain. 


Imprecise measurement of included 


covariates can result in residual 


confounding.   


 


More recent studies (published after 2000) 


tend to find the expected inverse assocation 


between PA and weight; this may be due to 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Where reported, assessment methods 


included parental report and interview. 


 


likely to have excess weight gain over two 


years compared to the most active (OR 2.18, 


95% CI 1.01 to 4.71). No significant 


association was seen amongst girls. 


 


One study (n=112) found no significant 


relationship between frequency of vigorous 


PA and % body fat at five year follow-up. 


One study (n=NR) found no significant 


association between aerobic exercise and 


development of overweight. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that physical activity, 


in general, is not associated with excess 


weight gain or obesity over time, with 


studies reporting total PA resulting in no 


effect or a small inverse association with 


excess weight gain. Conflicting results were 


reported in studies in both children and 


adults. No factor specific conclusions were 


drawn regarding PA frequency or duration. 


a tendency towards larger sample sizes and 


resultant higher statistical power, better 


adjustment for confounders, better 


measurement of exposure, or high potential 


for publication bias. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Small sample sizes were common across the 


studies in children. 


 


Unclear if all cohorts were sampled from 


general population of specific subgroups 


based on weight or health status; one large 


cohort study in children assessed PA at 


school only. 


 


Janssen and Leblanc 2010 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Jan 2008  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of any study type 


 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


School-aged children aged between 5 and 17 


years. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 24 (7, n=483) 


Cohort: 5 (3, n=4,370) 


Other: 42 (2 case control, 33 cross-sectional, 


7 non-randomised trials controlled trials, 1 


Result(s): 


31 observational studies were identified that 


assessed the association between PA and 


obesity. Overall, these studies reported 


weak to modest relationships between PA 


and overweight/obesity. The median OR for 


overweight/obesity in the least active vs. 


most active group was 1.33 (95% CI NR). 


 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P, Set 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


It is unclear based on the current evidence 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Review aim: 


To determine the appropriate total volume, 


intensity and type of physical activity 


needed for minimal and optimal healthy 


benefits in children. 


 


Review funding: 


Public Health Agency of Canada 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


randomised non-controlled trial) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Where clear, overall exposures in the 


observational studies with weight outcomes 


included MVPA,  active commuting to school, 


PA of all intensities, and organised sports. 


  


Interventions with weight outcomes ranged 


in type (aerobic, resistance, Pilates, 


jumping, load bearing, circuit training and 


mixed), with 2 to 3.5 hours per week of 


exercise (mean 17 to 30 minutes per day), 


and the trials lasted from 4 to 104 weeks 


(most were 4 to 6 months). 


 


Objective (accelerometry, pedometer) and 


subjective (parent report, self-reported 


questionnaire) measurements were used. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight related outcomes in the 


observational studies included: healthy 


weight, overweight, and obesity. Outcomes 


in the experimental studies included total 


adiposity (% fat, BMI, weight) and abdominal 


adiposity (WC, trunk fat, visceral fat). 


 


Outcome assessment methods were not 


reported; overweight and obesity were 


classified using age and gender specific BMI 


z-scores in the majority of studies. 


24 interventional studies were identified 


with weight related outcomes (17 were 


RCTs, and three included populations not 


selected based on weight or health status). 


Amongst studies that found significant 


improvements in adiposity, the effect sizes 


tended to be small (<0.50 [unit NR]). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is strong and consistent evidence that 


as little as 2 to 3 hours of MVPA is associated 


with health benefits. Children aged 5 to 17 


years old should average at least 60 minutes 


per day (and up to several hours) of at least 


moderate intensity physical activity. Some 


health benefits can be achieved at shorter 


durations (average of 30 minutes per day), 


which may be more achievable for less 


active children. [NB. This 


conclusion/recommendation is based on 


weight- and non-weight related benefits]. 


whether the total volume of PA must be 


acquired continuously or if smaller bouts of 


activity accumulated throughout the week 


are sufficient to see a health benefit; the 


review concludes/recommends an average of 


at least 60 minutes MVPA per day to account 


for this uncertainty surrounding PA 


frequency. 


 


The primary aim of many of the intervention 


studies that assess weight related outcomes 


was to improve other aspects of health and 


not obesity. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Relevant RCTs had small sample sizes (n<150 


in all studies, and n<100 in seven of the 


eight studies). 


 


Majority of studies for this factor were cross-


sectional in design. Some populations were 


selected based on overweight, obesity or 


health status, and some of the interventions 


took place in schools. 


 


Murphy et al. 2009 


 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


NR 


Result(s): 


Overall, nine studies assessed the long term 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Quality: - 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of intervention studies 


 


Review aim: 


To compare the effects of similar amounts of 


exercise taken in either a continuous (e.g. 


single bout) or two or more accumulated 


sessions on health outcomes. 


 


Review funding: 


No funding received. 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 9 (4, n=265) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 7 (uncontrolled intervention studies) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The four relevant studies assessed walking, 


with a total walking time ranging from 20 to 


30 minutes per week; intensity included 60% 


to 80%Hrmax and 65% VO2max; frequency 


ranged from 1 to 5 days/week; duration 


ranged from 8 to 15 weeks.   


 


This total PA volume was performed in one 


bout per session in the continuous arms, and 


between 2 to 3 bouts for the accumulated PA 


arms. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, skinfolds, WC, hip circumference, 


waist to hip ratio, % body fat; measurement 


methods NR. 


 


effect of continuous vs. accumulated 


exercise on body weight. Participant age in 


these nine studies ranged from 18 to 63 


years.  


 


Five of the nine studies reported significant 


reductions in body weight in the intervention 


groups vs. control, with reductions in weight 


ranging from 1.3% to 11.4% of body mass in 


the continuous groups and 1.8% to 11.7% in 


the accumulated exercise arms [NB. Weight 


loss programmes in overweight and obese 


individuals included in these studies).  


 


Of the four studies relevant to the current 


evidence review, three assessed body 


weight, and two of these found significant 


differences in weight between intervention 


and control groups (range of weight 


reduction 1.3% to 1.8% in continuous 


exercise arms, and 1.8% to 2.6% in the 


cumulative exercise arms. No relevant study 


reported significant differences in change in 


weight when the same volume of exercise 


was taken continuously in a single session vs.  


Accumulated over multiple sessions. 


 


Overall, six studies assess effect on % body 


fat; three reported no significant changes in 


any group, while three reported significant 


reductions in at least one group (these three 


studies were all relevant to the current 


review; the fourth relevant study did not 


report this outcome). Two relevant studies 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Deliberate alterations to exercise habits may 


result in alterations in dietary habits/energy 


intake; the current review cannot rule out 


the influence of such dietary changes on 


body composition outcomes. 


 


The studies included mainly female, middle 


aged participants with relatively low 


baseline cardiovascular fitness levels. 


Whether results hold in mixed sex 


populations or amongst those with better 


cardiovascular fitness, or other populations 


is not know. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Randomisation status of included studies not 


reported (either at study level or as an 


inclusion criteria). 


 


Generally studies had small sample sizes 


(n<150 for all relevant studies). 


 


Some studies selected participants based on 


overweight/obesity status; some included 


studies were uncontrolled. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


reported significant differences in both the 


continuous and accumulated groups vs. 


control, but no significant difference 


between the intervention arms. One study 


noted a significant reduction vs. control in 


the continuous group only (6.7% reduction in 


% body fat; reduction significantly greater in 


the single-30mins/wk. vs. the three-10 


minute bouts/week). 


 


Overall, five studies reported on the 


association between exercise and waist 


circumference (two of these were relevant 


to the current review). Results were mixed 


across the studies, with two reporting no 


significant differences in intervention vs. 


control groups (including one relevant 


study). One study found significant 


reductions in both the continuous and 


accumulated groups vs. control (reduction of 


1.2% continuous group and 0.3% in the 


accumulated group). One study, which is 


relevant to the current review, reported 


significant difference in the accumulated vs. 


control comparison but not between 


continuous and control groups (3.8% 


reduction in accumulated group, NS 2.3% 


reduction in continuous group). The 


remaining two studies reported significant 


reductions in waist and hip circumference 


and waist to hip ratio for both groups vs. 


control. 


 


No study found significant difference in waist 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


and hip circumference between the 


continuous and accumulated groups. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


For adiposity, there is insufficient evidence 


to determine whether accumulated exercise 


is as effective as a continuous approach. 







 


Sport 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Nelson et al. 2011 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Feb 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of observational studies 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the influence of sports 


participation on weight status, physical 


activity and diet 


 


Review funding: 


National Cancer Institute 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged 6 to 18 years 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 1 (0) 


Cohort: 1 (1, n=5,184) 


Other: 19 (18 cross-sectional, 1 quasi-


experimental) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures were described as 'sport 


participation' (not otherwise specified. Based 


on the results, it is clear that some specific 


sports were assessed at least in subgroup 


form (e.g. rugby, swimming, judo, tennis, 


gymnastics, horse riding, handball, dance) 


but these were not specified as the 


individual focus of any particular study.  


Comparisons were made to non-participants. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, BMI, obesity and overweight; 


measurement methods not reported 


 


Result(s): 


Twelve of the 18 studies reported that sports 


participants had lower weight status than 


non-participants, although many of these 


significant comparisons were in specific 


subgroups of the overall population; seven 


studies found no association between sports 


participation and weight status.  


 


One longitudinal study (n=5,184) reported 


that males who participated in sports at age 


11 to 12 were significantly less likely to be 


overweight at age 14. However, this study 


found no significant association between 


sport and weight status amongst males or 


females between the aged of 14 and 17 (data 


NR). 


 


One study compared weight associations 


according to sport type, and reported that 


participants in some sports (including rugby, 


swimming, judo and tennis) were more likely 


to be overweight than non-participants. 


Participants in other sports (including 


gymnastics, handball, horse riding and 


dance) were less likely than non-participants 


to be obese; the sample sizes for these 


comparisons were relatively small. 


 


Two intervention studies (one RCT and one 


quasi-experimental study) found that an 


after-school football programme was in 


overweight and previously inactive youth 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: Set 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Many of the included studies were cross-


sectional in design, and any observed 


associations may arise due to overweight or 


obese children being less likely to 


participate in sport, as opposed to the 


impact of sport participation on energy 


expenditure and energy balance. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The reported study was described as 


longitudinal, unclear if it is strictly a 


prospective cohort study 


 


18 of the 21 studies were cross-sectional in 


design, 1 was longitudinal, one was a RCT, 


and 1 a quasi-experimental study; some 


study participants were recruited based on 


overweight status. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


found small but statistically significant 


decreases in BMI at 3 and 6 months follow-up 


compared to a group that received health 


education. The small quasi-experimental 


study found no significant differences in BMI 


among obese youth attending a sport camp 


vs. the control group. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is no clear pattern between sport 


participation and weight. It is unclear 


whether you participation in sports 


programmes is protective against overweight 


and obesity. 







 


Strength training 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Benson et al. 2008 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Dec 2006  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of intervention studies 


 


Review aim: 


To systematically review the health effects 


of resistance training in children and 


adolescents. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children or adolescents aged 18 years or 


younger 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 6 (1, n=29) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 6 (4 non-randomised controlled trials, 


2 uncontrolled trials) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Across all studies, there was variation in 


type, intensity, frequency and duration of 


resistance training (RT):  


 


Exercise types included: 


three studies included RT only;   


eight studies included a circuit training 


component, eight included an aerobic 


component. Four of the studies also included 


a dietary component for weight loss. 


 


Session duration ranged from  20 to 80 


minutes, 1 to 3 times per week, for 6 weeks 


to 5 months. 


 


The relevant RCT assessed circuit training at 


10 stations, with stretching, 8 RT exercises, 


cycling and sit-ups. Each session lasted 45 


minutes, 3 times per week for 14 weeks; 


participants completed as many repetition as 


possible in 30 seconds, starting at the lowest 


resistance setting and increasing resistance. 


Result(s): 


Five of the twelve studies reported increased 


body mass in the intervention and/or control 


group from baseline to follow-up. Only four 


of the studies reported between group 


comparisons over time. Of these, three 


found no significant differences in change in 


body mass between RT and control groups.  


One study (the study most relevant to this 


review) reported that the intervention group 


increased body mass more than the control 


group (pre-post intervention mean (SD): 29.9 


(6.8) to 31.5 (7.6), control: 27.3 (6.1) to 


27.9 (5.5); p<0.05). 


 


No studies reported favourable BMI changes 


in RT vs. control groups. Six studies (none 


relevant to the current review) assessed 


whole body fat via DEXA, and found no 


significant differences between the groups 


over time.  


 


WC was assessed in three studies; one 


showed significant increases in both groups 


over time, but no significant difference in 


WC change between the RT and control 


group; one study (relevant to this review) 


resulted in a significant increase in WC in the 


RT group but not in the control (intervention 


mean (SD): 57.8cm (6.3) to 60.2cm (6.7), 


control: 57.6 (6.0) to 57.6 (4.9); p<0.05 


within and between groups). The third study 


showed no significant differences in WC 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Sample sizes were generally small (ranged 


from 15 to 82, and recruited from school or 


sports teams. Four studies were from a 


hospital/medical setting. 


 


Many reveiwed studies lacked a control 


group, were not adequately randomised or 


blinded, had small sample sizes, and limited 


description of training content, and did not 


stratify analyses by participant age. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Only one study meet review scope in terms 


of population; the majority of included 


studies recruited participants based on 


overweight/obesity status (8 of 12 studies). 


This limits the generalizability of review 


conclusions to preventing obesity in healthy 


weight or general populations between 5 and 


18 years of age. 


 


Several studies included an unspecified 


dietary component and/or behaviour 


modification component; the relative impact 


of these factors is not clear. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Outcome(s): 


Body mass and BMI; assessment methods NR. 


 


either within groups over time, or in change 


in WC between groups. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


Six studies reported on adverse events; two 


reported that RT was safe, one reported no 


adverse events, two reported no injuries, 


one reported no injuries or illness. The only 


AE reported across the studies was 


hypoglycaemia in a participant with insulin 


dependent diabetes mellitus. 


 


Conclusions: 


Health benefits were found in several 


studies, however,  limitations in terms of 


study design and reporting preventing 


drawing definitive conclusions on the isolate 


role of resistance training. 


 


6 of the 12 studies included in the review 


met study design scope criteria; of these 


studies, 5 specifically recruited overweight 


or obese children; intervention setting was 


unclear. 


 


Ismail et al. 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Nov 2010 


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


To systematically review the effects of 


aerobic and resistance training in adults on 


visceral fat. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged ≥18 years. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 35 (4, n=196) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Interventions had to last at least 4 weeks. 


Any dietary component of the interventions 


had to be the same in all groups. Most of the 


resistance training (RT) involved weight 


machines. RT interventions lasted 3 months 


to 2 years. 


 


Result(s): 


Overall, resistance training did not 


significantly affect visceral fat (14 


comparisons, n=NR; effect size 0.09, 95% CI -


0.17 to 0.36; p=0.49; random effects 


analysis). 


 


3/4 relevant RCTs found no significant effect 


(effect sizes -0.340 to 0.000), and one found 


a significant reduction over 1 year (-0.59, 


95% CI -1.16 to -0.02). 


 


 


Adverse Effects: NR 


 


Conclusions: Resistance training did not 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Few studies had participant or assessor 


blinding. Some studies did not describe the 


control group. Differences in exercise 


prescriptions contributed to heterogeneity 


 


Review team limitations: 


Studies were small and may have lacked 


power to detect an effect. Most of the 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Across studies, there was variation in type, 


intensity, frequency and duration of 


resistance training (RT): Training was on 2-5 


days per week (most commonly 3 days). 


Intensity ranged between 30% and 100% of 


the 1 repetition maximum (not further 


defined).  


 


The 4 relevant studies included 25-90 minute 


sessions (NR in 2 studies), 2-3 days a week 


over 6 months to 1 year. 


 


Controls were often not described, but 


where described included flexibility 


exercises (also given to RT group), dietary 


intervention (also given to RT group), 


diabetes education, or walking.   


 


Outcome(s): 


Visceral adiposity, assessed by magnetic 


resonance imaging or computed tomography. 


 


significantly reduce visceral adiposity. 


 


included studies were outside of the scope of 


the current review and may not apply to the 


general population. 


 


 


Population: 21 RCTs were reported to be in  


overweight or obese participants and 12 


were reported to include people with type 2 


diabetes or metabolic syndrome. 


 


 


 


 







 


Walking  


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Murphy et al. 2007 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Sep 2004  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs 


 


Review aim: 


To review walking interventions and quantify 


the magnitude and direction of walking-


induced changes on selected risk factors, 


including body composition. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Sedentary but otherwise healthy individuals 


aged 18 or over 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 24 (20, n=894) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Overall (across relevant and non-relevant 


RCTs) walking interventions ranged in 


frequency from 2 to 7 days per week (mean 


4.4 days per week); intensity descriptions 


included 'brisk', 'self-paced', or description of 


predicted maximum heart rate (average 


70.1%, range 50 – 86%) or heart rate reserve, 


or VO2 max (average 56.3%, 45% to 65%); 


minutes walked per week ranged from 50 to 


270 (average 188.8 minutes/week) taken in 


bouts of average 38.3 minutes (range 9.5 to 


65 minutes); invention duration ranged from 


8 to 104 weeks. 


(There were some discrepancies between 


reporting in the study table and text, figures 


reported here are from the text). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Body composition assessed as body weight, 


BMI and percent body fat (assessed either as 


waist circumference or skinfold 


measurements). 


 


Result(s): 


Eighteen studies assessed body weight, with 


intervention group decreases from baseline 


weight ranging from 0.2 to 2.0kg following 


the interventions. Meta-analysis resulted in a 


weighted mean treatment effect of -0.95kg 


(SD 0.61kg); p<0.001. This represents a 


relative reduction in body weight of 1.4%. 


 


Sixteen studies assessed BMI, with a 


weighted mean treatment effect of -


0.28kg/m2 (SD 0.2kg/m2); p<0.001. This is a 


relative reduction in BMI of 1.1%. 


 


Twelve studies assessed body fat, 11 of 


which saw intervention group decreases in 


skinfold measurements ranging from 0.2% to 


2.5%. Meta-analysis resulted in a weighted 


mean treatment effect of -0.63% (SD 0.66%); 


p=0.015. This is a relative reduction in 


percent body fat of 1.9% 


 


The review reported that there was no 


difference in treatment effect for any of the 


measured outcomes by volume of walking 


(<150 min/week vs. ≥150 min per week), but 


figures from these analyses were not 


reported for any outcome. They noted that 


studies using a lower volume of walking 


tended to use higher relative intensity (70-


85% heart rate reserve) compared with those 


of a higher volume (55-75% heart rate 


reserve). 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D, P 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The review and meta-analysis included 


mainly female subjects (82.9%). Some 


included primary studies analysed data from 


completers only instead of taking an 


intention to treat approach. These two 


factors may reduce the degree to which 


review findings can be generalised to the 


general population. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Included studies were small in size (ranging 


from 9 to 55 participants per arm).  


 


No information was provided on outcome 


assessment (whether objective or 


subjective). 


 


No information on either review or study 


funding was provided. 


 


Intervention setting was not specified. 


 


There appeared to be discrepancies between 


text and table in intervention characteristics 


e.g. length of intervention. It was unclear 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Methods of outcome assessment not 


reported. 


 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


A programme of regular brisk walking  is 


sufficient stimulus to reduce body weight, 


BMI and body fat in previously sedentary but 


otherwise healthy individuals. As walking 


was the only intervention provided in the 


selected studies (i.e. no dietary change), 


and weight loss was not an intervention goal, 


the review concludes that the reduction is 


likely the result of increased energy 


expenditure due to walking. 


which of the figures was correct, and figures 


reported here are from the text. 


 







 


Sedentary Behaviour 


Amount of sedentary time 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans  


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 25 (4, n=77,922 adults/21, n>22,322 


children) 


Other: 1 (SR) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Hours/day lying down or sitting; time spent 


sitting at home, outside the home, at work 


or while driving;  hours sitting/week while 


visiting friends, driving, reading, watching 


TV or working at a desk or computer; 


 


Self-report via questionnaire 


 


Outcome(s): 


Height and weight were objectively 


measured in one study, and self-reported in 


the remaining studies. 


 


Result(s): 


Adults 


Four studies (n=77,922) assessed the 


association between physical inactivity (see 


applicability and limitations) and weight 


related outcomes. Participant age at 


baseline (where reported) ranged from 18 to 


69, and follow-up periods ranged from 4 to 7 


years. 


 


One study in post-menopausal women 


(n=336) reported that hours per day spent 


lying down or sitting was not significantly 


associated with a 10 lb or more weight gain 


at 4 years’ follow-up (data NR). 


 


One study in women (n=50,277) reported 


that sitting at home >40 h/week was not 


significantly associated with obesity at six 


years follow-up compared to those who sat 


at home for 0-1 hours/week (RR 1.11, 95% CI 


0.85 to 1.45). Sitting for >40 h/week at 


work, away from home or while driving was 


significantly associated with obesity at six 


years’ follow up, compared with sitting for 


0-1 h/week (RR 1.28, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.58). 


 


One study in women (n=8,726) reported that 


sitting >=52 hours/week was associated with 


a lower risk of weight gain over four years 


compared to sitting <=33 hours/week (RR 


0.8, 95% CI 0.7 to 0.91). 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


No factor specific limitations were reported. 


Across physical activity studies, reported 


limitations inlcuded: 


Inprecise exposure measurement (majority 


of studies used self-report measures) and 


difficulty capturing the complexity of PA 


using these instruments. 


 


Use of change in PA as a measure of the 


exposure (measured at baseline and follow-


up) in some studies renders analysis of the 


association between PA and weight cross-


sectional and retrospective, regardless of 


the prospective cohort design. 


 


Included studies adjusted for a wide variety 


of potenital confounding variables; it is, 


however, not possible to account for all 


confounders, especially given the complex 


relationship between PA and weight gain. 


Imprecise measurement of included 


covariates can result in residual 


confounding.   


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


One study in post-menopausal women 


(n=18,583) reported that among women who 


were not overweight at baseline, >6 


hours/day of  non-occupational sedentary 


behaviour was associated with higher 


likelihood of a weight gain more than 10 lb 


over 7 years compared to <3 hour/day (OR 


1.47, 95% CI 1.21 to 1.79). 


 


Children 


The review included one systematic review 


and 21 cohort studies (some of which were 


identified through the systematic review). 


The large majority of the cohort studies 


assessed TV viewing or more general screen 


time, therefore the section of this review 


relating to children was considered in the 


section on screen time to avoid double 


reporting. 


  


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that physical activity, 


in general, is not associated with excess 


weight gain or obesity over time, with 


studies reporting total PA resulting in no 


effect or a small inverse association with 


excess weight gain. Conflicting results were 


reported in studies in both children and 


adults. No factor specific conclusions were 


drawn regarding amount of physical 


More recent studies (published after 2000) 


tend to find the expected inverse assocation 


between PA and weight; this may be due to 


a tendency towards larger sample sizes and 


resultant higher statistical power, better 


adjustment for confounders, better 


measurement of exposure, or high potential 


for publication bias. 


 


Review team limitations: 


All studies in adults included women only; 


associations should not be generalised to 


men. 


 


A systematic review was reviewed for 


evidence of the association between amount 


of sedentary time and weight related 


outcomes in children, this is outside of the 


current revew scope as it is a review of 


reviews. 


 


This review assessed physical inactivity. A 


distinction has been made between physical 


inactivity (which could include low MET 


activities such as standing) and sedentary 


behaviour (such as sitting or lying down). 


However, this review has been included here 


as the exposures assessed were largely 


sedentary behaviours. 


Physical inactivity was not explicitly defined 


in the review, but physical activities utilising 


less than 1.5 metabolic equivalents (METs) 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


inactivity. were considered ‘not active’. The exposures 


assessed in the individual studies included 


non-occupational sedentary behaviour, 


sitting or lying down, and standing or 


walking at home. 


van Uffelen et al. 2010 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Apr 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of studies examined the 


association between occupational sitting and 


the risk of lifestyle diseases, or markers of 


lifestyle diseases. Studies were not excluded 


on the basis of design. 


 


Review aim: 


The review aimed to systematically review 


the evidence on associations between 


occupational sitting and health risks. 


 


Review funding: 


Health Promotion Queensland 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources for individual studies were 


not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 3 (3, n=66,912) 


Other: 9  


NB One study reported both cross-sectional 


and prospective data. 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Self-reported occupational sitting. 1 cohort 


study used a continuous measure for 


occupational sitting and then categorized 


the data for analyses. The other two cohort 


studies used a categorical measure of 


occupational activity with sitting or 


sedentary as one of the response options. 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI. BMI was self-reported in 1 cohort study, 


and objectively measured in 2 cohort 


studies. 


 


Result(s): 


Of the three prospective cohort studies, one 


found a positive association between 


occupational sitting and BMI, but the other 


two found no association (data NR). The 


prospective cohort study that found a 


positive association found that sitting for 


more than 40 hours has a relative risk of 1.25 


(95% CI 1.02 to 1.54) of having a BMI of 30 or 


more for compared to women sitting for 


between 0 and 1 hours (n=50,277). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


Using World Cancer Research Fund/American 


Institute for Cancer Research evidence 


grades, the researchers concluded there was 


limited evidence-suggestive of an association 


between occupational sitting and mortality; 


and limited evidence- no conclusion of 


associations between occupational sitting 


and cancer, cardiovascular disease or 


diabetes. 


 


Conclusions: 


Using World Cancer Research Fund/American 


Institute for Cancer Research evidence 


grades, the researchers concluded there was 


limited evidence relating to of associations 


between occupational sitting and BMI and no 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, Set, P 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


There is a possibility that relevant papers 


may have been missed due to lack of 


standard search terms for occupational 


sitting. The quality assessment used assessed 


quality based on whether specific study 


characteristics were reported rather than 


rating the study quality on the basis of these 


characteristics. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Only 3 prospective cohort studies, although 


these were large and long term (one 


recruited 1943-1977 and followed-up in 


1982-1982 and 1991-1993; one recruited in 


1992 and followed-up in 1992, 1994, 1996, 


1998; and one recruited 1976-1978 and 


followed-up 1981-1983 and 1992-1994). 


2/3 cohort studies adjusted for leisure time 


physical activity/exercise. Average quality 


score of cohort studies was 10/15. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


conclusions could be drawn (conclusion 


based on all study types). 


Outcome: Also looked at the association 


between occupational sitting and cancer, 


cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, 


and mortality. 


Population: in 1 cross-sectional study, the 


sample included obese people (selected from 


the general population along with non obese 


controls). 


Setting: Some studies included employees- 


but this wasn't a work-place intervention.  


D: prospective cohort and cross-sectional 


studies identified and included. 


 


Although the review specifically addressed 


sitting, this is a sedentary behaviour, and 


the studies and results described overlapped 


with those included in the review of physical 


inactivity by Summerbell et al. 2009 [++] so 


this review has been described alongside this 


review under the factor ‘Amount of 


sedentary time’. 







 


More active screen time 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Leblanc et al. 2013 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: 2012 (month NR)  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of studies of any design 


that had a specific measure of time spent 


using active video games and reported at 


least one relevant health or behaviour 


indicator. 


 


Review aim: 


To explain the relationship between active 


video games and health and behaviour 


indicators in children (aged less than 18). 


The health and behaviour indicators were: 


physical activity and energy expenditure, 


adherence and appeal, opportunity cost, 


adiposity, cardiometabolic health indicators, 


energy intake, adaptation, learning and 


rehabilitation, and video game evolution. 


 


Review funding: 


Active Healthy Kids Canada (a charity). 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources for individual studies were 


not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Age (under 18) was the only population 


inclusion criterion. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 6 (3, n unclear)    


Cohort: 0 


Other: 4 (0; described as intervention (not 


otherwise specified), cross-sectional, or case 


report/study) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Interventions were video games that 


required physical activity beyond that of a 


passive video game (i.e. conventional hand-


held games). Type, intensity, frequency and 


duration of the interventions varied across 


trialsRCTs, where reported ranging from 10-


15 minute sessions received in a single 


session or repeatedly (up to 4 times a week). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adiposity. Studies included in the synthesis 


were between 10 weeks and 6 months long, 


and measured adiposity through BMI, BMI z-


score, % body fat, waist circumference and 


weight gain. 


How these were measured is not reported. 


 


Result(s): 


Due to the heterogeneity in active video 


games, no meta-analysis was performed. 


According to the review only 1 of the 3 RCTs 


that included normal-weight participants, 


“reported attenuated weight gain in the 


intervention group." It appeared that this is 


referring to a trial finding mean difference in 


waist circumference from baseline to end of 


week 12 active gaming intervention between 


intervention and control groups of -1.4 cm 


(95% CI -2.68 to -0.04, p=0.04 [n=20]), 


although due to inconsistencies in reporting 


in the review this is difficult to say with any 


certainty. This RCT appeared to also have 


assessed BMI, but results for this outcome 


were not reported. Results of the other 2 


RCTs that included normal-weight 


participants were not reported. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


The review reported that 1 RCT and 2 


observational studies (case reports and 


cross-sectional study) provided information 


on adverse events. Whether the RCT was one 


that reported on adiposity outcomes or 


included normal weight participants was not 


possible to determine with certainty, due to 


inconsistencies in reporting. The RCT 


reported that none of the adverse events 


tfoudn no adverse events during the study 


were related to the active video game 


intervention. The observational studies 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Most included trials had small sample sizes 


and short intervention period (applies to all 


trials included in the review, which also 


reported other outcomes). 


The review included studies of "first 


gneration" active video games. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Reporting of study detail in the review was 


unclear, with some conflicting information in 


tables and text and inconsistencies in 


referencing. It was difficult to clearly 


identify which of the studies were in 


overweight or obese participants only, or to 


determine whether studies that included 


normal weight participants also included 


overweight or obese participants. 


 


The studies were generally small with the 


RCTs including around 500 participants in 


total, with over 300 of these included in one 


RCT. 


 


How outcomes measured NR. 


This review does not provide much nuance. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


reported some injuries associated with 


active video game use, such as back pain, 


fractures, bruises (figures NR). 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that "in overweight 


and obese children and youth [active video 


games] may attenuate weight gain whereas 


evidence in normal-weight children is 


inconclusive." Conclusions included studies 


on overweight and obese populations, and all 


study designs, some of which were outside of 


the current review scope. 


As the researchers report "future work 


should …[use] both direct (e.g., 


accelerometer, pedometer, heart rate) and 


indirect (e.g., self-, parent-, caregiver-


report) measurers to assess total [active 


video game] use. Both measures are needed 


to reflect the nuances associated with 


capturing [active video game] play such as 


body position or intensity of play." 


 


Studies of any design were included, 


including 'intervention' studies and cross-


sectional studies. 


The setting of studies was NR. 


Population: Apart from age, no inclusion 


criteria. Some studies were on 


overweight/obese children. 


 







 


Screen time 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Costigan et al. 2013 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cross-sectional, 


longitudinal and experimental studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To investigate the relationship between 


recreational screen-based sedentary 


behaviour and health indicators among 


adolescent girls. 


 


Review funding: 


National Health and Medical Research 


Council, Australia. 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Females aged 12 to 18 years. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 7 (5, n=14,138) 


Other: 25 (cross-sectional) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Of the 33 studies, 22 assessed combined 


screen time exposures (television, video, 


sedentary electronic gaming, computer and 


internet usage), 8 examined TV viewing only, 


two assessed computer or internet usage, 


and one examined electronic gaming. 


 


Leisure time screen exposure was assessed; 


screen time related to school or homework 


was excluded from the analyses. 


 


Exposure measurement was mainly via self-


report questionnaires or surveys; four studies 


used PA/sedentary behaviour recall, two 


used interviews or focus groups, and two 


utilised more objective measures such as 


accelerometry or direct observation. 


 


Outcome(s): 


19 of the 33 studies assessed weight related 


outcomes, including: BMI, body fatness, 


overweight and/or obesity. Outcome 


assessment methods were not reported. 


 


Result(s): 


18 of the 19 studies with weight status 


outcomes reported significant positive 


associations between screen time and weight 


in adolescent girls. When examining studies 


with low risk of bias only, 7 of the 8 studies 


identified a significant positive relationship. 


 


No pooled analysis was reported. No 


outcome data was reported, however, the 


review suggests that there is a strong 


positive association between screen-based 


sedentary behaviours and weight status, 


particularly when screen time exceeded 2 


hours. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is strong evidence of a positive 


association between screen based sedentary 


behaviour and weight in adolescent females. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Fewer than half the identified studies 


adjusted sedentary behaviour indicators for 


physical activity level. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Studies reported as longitudinal or cross-


sectional; it is unclear based on the review 


level information if all longitudinal studies 


were prospective cohorts. 


 


One study is referenced in the discussion in 


regards to hours/day threshold beyond which 


screen time is particularly associated with 


weight; it is unclear based on review 


reporting if other studies provided similar 


threshold information. 


 


Majority of identified studies were cross-


sectional (25/33). Unclear if participants 


were selected based on weight status. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Leblanc et al. 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: May 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs, quasi-


experimental, intervention, prospective 


cohort, or any study that has either a 


comparison group or a follow-up period. 


 


Review aim: 


The review aimed to examine the 


relationship between sedentary behaviour 


and health indicators (including adiposity) at 


between 0 and 4 years of age. 


 


Review funding: 


NR. Individual researchers were supported by 


the Canadian Institute of Health Research, 


Queen’s University, and the Social Sciences 


and Humanities Research Council. 


 


Study funding: 


The funding of included studies was not 


reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged under 5. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 1 (1, n=163) 


Cohort: 21 (10, n=15,187) 


Other: 1  


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The review aimed to include any screen 


time, but all included studies assessed TV 


viewing. These were assessed by parental 


reported TV viewing (in one study combined 


with accelerometer, and another with 


“stationary time”) and direct observation of 


TV (in one study in combination with 


stationary time). 


The RCT assessed an educational program to 


decrease TV viewing time. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adiposity (BMI, BMI z-scores, percent body 


fat, tricep skinfold, sum of skinfolds, weight 


status, waist-to-hip ratio and prevalence of 


overweight or >95th percentile) 


 


Result(s): 


One prospective cohort reported on the 


relationship between TV viewing and BMI z-


scores across young children (aged 0-6 years 


old). Increased TV viewing was associated 


with increased adiposity: each additional 


hour of commercial television (with 


advertisements) was associated with an 


increase of 0.11 BMI z score, although no 


significant association was seen with non-


commercial TV viewing.  


Four studies assessed the association of TV 


viewing on adiposity in toddlers (aged 1-2 


years old). Three of these studies found a 


dose-response relationship between hours of 


TV watched and increased BMI (2 studies) 


and percent body fat (1 study). Due to 


inconsistencies in reporting in the review the 


absolute estimate of effect found in the 


studies cannot be extracted with any 


confidence [lists a result as an OR in the 


footnotes but is presented as a beta in the 


table. Also included results from Zimmerman 


and Bell in all tables, without mentioning the 


study in the bibliography for the table]. The 


fourth study divided toddlers into those who 


watched less than or more than 2 hours TV 


per day, and found no association between 


at least 2 hours TV viewing and adiposity. 


1 RCT and 5 cohort studies looked at the 


association between TV viewing and 


adiposity in preschoolers. The RCT decreased 


the amount of TV watched, but had no 


significant effect on BMI. Of the 5 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


TV watching often caregiver reported- 


caregivers may underestimate the time spent 


watching TV. 


 


Review team limitations: 


 


Population: only the age group was reported 


(weight status/health status NR) 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


prospective studies, one reported a dose-


response relationship with body fat, and this 


study and one other reported that those who 


watched more television during the 


preschool period had higher skinfold 


measurements and BMI in later life (at age 6 


and 11). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


No adverse effects associated with 


decreased TV viewing were found. 


 


Conclusions: 


The review found low- to moderate-quality 


evidence that increased television viewing is 


associated with unfavourable measures of 


adiposity. 


Tremblay et al. 2011 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Feb 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of all study designs 


including a specific measure of sedentary 


behaviour. Population-based studies (cross-


sectional, cohort studies) had to have at 


least 300 participants, RCTs had to have at 


least 30 participants. Meta-analysis of RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


To determine the relationship between 


sedentary behaviour and health indicators in 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Studies in children aged 5-17 years. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 7 (7, n=1,752) 


Cohort: 32 (29, n=78,256) 


Other: 172 (These included unspecified 


'intervention' and cross-sectional studies) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


TV viewing, computer time, video game 


playing, or a composite measure of two or 


more screen activities (the majority of 


studies had time spent watching TV as the 


exposure). Screen time was assessed 


indirectly in the majority of studies (parent, 


teacher, or self-report questionnaires). One 


Result(s): 


A meta-analysis of RCTs of interventions 


designed to reduce sedentary time which 


reported screen time as their exposure and 


BMI as their primary outcome was performed 


(4 RCTs). It found an significant effect of -


0.89kg/m2 decrease in mean BMI associated 


with the interventions (95% CI -1.67 to -


0.11). The narrative recommendation and 


main finding from the cohort studies was 


that TV watching and overweight/obesity 


were related in a dose-response manner (i.e. 


those who watched more TV were more 


likely to be overweight/obese). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The meta-analysis result is based on a small 


number of RCTs. 


 


Studies included in the review primarily used 


indirect measures (parent, teacher, self-


report questionnaires) to assess screen time. 


 


The majority of included studies were cross-


sectional observational studies. Some studies 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


school-aged children and youth aged 5-17 


years. 


 


Review funding: 


Public Health Agency of Canada 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for the included studies was not 


reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


study measured TV viewing through a 


monitoring device. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Body composition, including body mass index 


(BMI), sum of skin folds, percent body fat, 


and various composite measures. Outcome 


assessment methods NR. 


 


 


Conclusions: 


Each additional hour of TV viewing increased 


risk for obesity. More than 2 hours TV/day 


significantly increased risk for 


overweight/obesity (conclusion based on all 


study types). 


had missing information on participant 


characteristics, many studies grouped 


variables into tertiles, or groups that took 


into account physical activity levels, and 


many strudies grouped classified participants 


as 'high users' if they wantched more than 2 


hours of TV per day. This could have led the 


review to falsely conclude that 2 hours is the 


critical cut-off point. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Adjustment for confounders in the individual 


studies NR. 


 


Method of measurement of outcomes NR. 


 


Population: criteria other than age NR. 


Setting: NR 


Outcome: also included studies with fitness, 


metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular 


disease risk factors, self-esteem, behavioural 


conduct/pro-social behaviour and academic 


achievement outcomes. 


 


USDA 2010l 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs, clinical 


controlled studies, large non-randomized 


observational studies, cohort studies, case-


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Healthy adults and children and with 


elevated chronic disease risk 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 8 (6, n=88,900 adults*) 


Other: 1 (SR and meta-analysis) 


*Some studies assessed exposure in childhood 


and outcome in adulthood 


Result(s): 


Adults 


Eight prospective cohort studies examined 


the relationship between TV screen time and 


body weight in adults. All eight studies found 


a positive relationship between the 


variables.  


 


Follow-up time ranged from 6 months to 17 


years. One study assessed postpartum weight 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


control studies, and systematic reviews and 


meta-analyses 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the relationship between screen 


time and body weight and/or adiposity 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


written by the US Department of Agriculture 


to support development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adults 


Although all types of screen time were 


searched for, the included studies all 


assessed TV screen time. This included 


included measures such as mean hours per 


day or per week, average weeknight or 


weekend viewing, and categorical measures 


(often, sometimes, never, hardly) that were 


not further defined. 


 


Where reported, methods of assessment 


included self-report, parental report. 


 


Children 


The review in children assessed TV, 


computer and video game use, no 


assessment methods were reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adults 


Outcomes included BMI, overweight, obesity, 


WC; assessment methods included self-


report, research team measurement.  


 


Children 


The review in children assessed body 


fatness, no assessment methods were 


reported. 


 


loss, and another was related to 


maintenance of long term weight loss, and 


are not discussed further in this review. 


 


One study (n=927) found that both childhood  


TV viewing (age 5 to 15) was significantly 


associated with adult obesity at age 32 (OR 


1.30, 95% CI 1.07 to 1.58 for each hour of 


mean childhood viewing). This relationship 


remained after controlling for adult viewing 


(OR 1.25, 95% CI 1.16 to 1.70 for each hour 


of mean childhood viewing). 


 


One study (n=980) found that average 


weeknight TV viewing from ages 5 to 15 was 


associated with higher BMI at age 26 (data 


NR, p=0.0013), and that 17% of overweight in 


adults was attributable to watching TV for 


over two hours per day (Population 


Attributable Fraction 17%, 95% CI 7% to 25%). 


 


One study in women only (n=50,277) 


reported that TV viewing was positively 


correlated with obesity risk, with each 


additional two hours per day of TV viewing 


being associated with a 23% (95% CI 17% to 


30%) increase in obesity. 


 


One study (n=16,587) reported that higher 


TV watching (hours/day NR) was association 


with a 0.30cm increase in WC (p=0.02). 


 


One study (n=11,971) found that watching TV 


"often" (not further defined) at age 16 was 


Review team limitations: 


The six relevant studies included long follow-


up and reasonably low drop-out rates, 


however, the date range of the studies may 


reduce applicability to current UK 


populations - childhood screen time exposure 


during the 1970s-1980s may not be 


comparable to current childhood screen 


exposure, especially in relation to computer 


and mobile device screen time. Conclusions 


should be restricted to TV viewing, and not 


other forms of screen-based sedentary 


behaviour. 


 


The section of the review specifically on 


screen time in children did not meet 


inclusion criteria for the current review, as 


reviews of reviews were not included. The 


two studies assessing the effect of childhood 


viewing on adult weight-related outcomes 


are considered in the “children and young 


people” section of the current review. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


associated with a faster rate of BMI increase 


between ages 16 and 45 in both males 


(0.011kg/m2/year, 95% CI 0.0003 to 0.019) 


and females (0.013kg/m2/year, 95% CI 0.003 


to 0.023). 


 


One study (n=8,158) found that average 


childhood daily TV viewing on weekends 


predicted BMI z-scores at age 30 (coefficient 


0.30, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.05, p=0.01). Each 


additional hour of TV viewing on the 


weekends at age five was associated with a 


7% increased likelihood of adult obesity (OR 


1.07, 95% CI 1.01 to 1.13, p=0.02). 


 


Children 


The review included one systematic review 


and meta-analysis in the section on children. 


. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is strong and consistent evidence that 


screen time is directly associated with 


overweight and obesity in children and 


adults. The strongest association is for TV 


screen time. 


 


This conclusion is based on all identified 


studies (including those with populations and 


study designs outside of the current review 


scope). 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Wahi et al. 2011 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Apr 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the impact of interventions aimed 


at reducing screen time in children 


 


Review funding: 


None reported. 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Age 18 or younger 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 13 total, 6 in meta-analysis (3, n=311) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Of the 13 identified interventions, five were 


classroom based health promotion curricula, 


three included and individual or family 


counselling component  for parents and 


children, four related to automated monitors 


for controlling screen time, one was a home-


based screen time reduction intervention, 


and one involved a workshop and newsletter. 


 


Four interventions included a dietary 


component, five included a physical activity 


component, and eight included neither 


dietary nor PA cointerventions. 


 


Intervention duration ranged from 1 to 24 


months (median duration 6 months); number 


of sessions ranged from 1 to 33 and session 


duration ranged from 30 minutes to 2 hours 


(where reported); session frequency ranged 


from once a week to once a month. The 


review did not state what type of screen 


time was being targetted in the individual 


included studies. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Result(s): 


Across the 13 trials, average participant age 


ranged from 3.9 to 11.7 years.  Two studies 


did not assess adiposity; 7 found no 


significant intervention effect; four found 


that the intervention decreased adiposity. 


Six trials were included in the meta-analysis 


(the other 7 trials either did not report the 


outcome of interest, or reported data in a 


manner incompatible with the planned 


analysis). Of these six trials, three were 


classroom based health promotion 


interventions. 


 


Pooled analysis found a non-significant 


difference in mean change in BMI in the 


intervention vs. control groups (mean change 


-0.10, 95% CI -0.28 to 0.09, p=0.32; I2=38% 


and p=0.20). 


 


Adverse Effects: NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Pooled analysis of low quality evidence 


showed no apparent effect of the 


interventions on reduction of BMI. 


 


Five of the six studies included in the pooled 


analysis had no cointerventions addressing 


diet and/or physical activity, suggesting that 


interventions targeting screen time alone 


may be insufficient to effect a change in 


childhood adiposity. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: P 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Based on GRADE criteria, the identified 


studies poorly reported partipant and 


assessor outcome blinding. 


 


Lack of observed effect may be due to short 


intervention duration. 


 


Seven trials were excluded from the analysis, 


some because unadjusted outcomes were not 


available; inclusion of these trials may have 


impacted the pooled effects. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Sample size ranged from 21 to 1,295. 


 


Unclear whether participants were selected 


based on weight or health status; half of the 


studies included in the meta-analysis were 


classroom based. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Adiposity, assessed as mean BMI. Assessment 


methods NR. 







 


Food and drink  


Alcohol  


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Bendsen et al. 2013 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Nov 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of all 


available cohort, case-control, cross-


sectional and experimental studies 


describing the association between 


consumption of beer and an obesity 


measure. 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the evidence linking beer 


consumption to abdominal and general 


obesity. 


 


Review funding: 


The Dutch Beer Institute 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adult men or women who were not in 


hospital or alcoholic. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 9 (7, n=157) 


Cohort:10 (10, n=215,997) 


Other:28 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Beer consumption – any frequency or 


amount, self-reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Abdominal and general obesity between 3 


and 12.9 years follow up. Abdominal obesity 


was measured by WC or WHR, general 


obesity was measured by BMI or body weight. 


 


Result(s): 


Overall findings were mixed in terms of 


direction and significance of effect. 


 


Results for the cohort studies were as 


follows: 


Women (general obesity): 


0 cohorts found a positive association  


1 found no association (data NR)  


1 found an inverse association(drinking five 


or more days/week association with 


0.44kg/m2 lower change in 10y BMI vs. non-


drinkers) 


 


Women (abdominal obesity): 


 3 cohort studies found a positive association 


(data NR in two studies, drinking >4 


days/week association with 1.3 cm greater 


change in 6y WC vs. non-drinkers) 


2 found no significant associations (one 


positive [0.25 cm increase in WC per MJ/day 


beer] and one inverse [10y OR abdominal 


weight gain 0.8 for drinking five or more 


days/week vs. non-drinkers]) 


2 found an inverse association (data NR).  


 


Men (general obesity):  


1 found a positive (U-shaped) association 


1 found no association (direction positive, 


change in BMI per 250mL beer/cider 


regression coefficient=0.0045 kg/m2)  


1 found an inverse association (-0.11 kg/m2 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Study results were reported in a number of 


very different ways e.g. linear trend 


associations for various obesity measures 


across beer intake categories, odds ratios for 


gain above a certain cutoff level, simple 


regression or correlation coefficients or 


simple comparisons of beer drinkers with 


non-drinkers. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The heterogeneity of results presented 


complicates comparison of findings across 


studies, and precludes presentation of a 


simple range of effects. 


 


Partial: Study design included cross-sectional 


studies and experimental studies which were 


randomised parallel studies, monosequence 


crossover studies and randomised crossover 


studies. 


Unclear: population appeared to be general 


population but it is not clear if they had any 


other illnesses. 


Unclear: Setting 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


lower change in BMI in men drinking 5 


days/wk or more compared with non-


drinkers)) 


 


Men (abdominal obesity) 


3 found a positive correlation (2 data NR; 1 


found change in WC per 250mL beer/cider 


regression coefficient=0.0038 cm)  


2 found no association (1 data NR; small 


positive association with 10y abdominal 


weight gain, OR 1.1). 


2 were reported as inverse associations, 


however, both were non-significant (1 data 


NR; 5 year change in WC -0.14 cm per 


MJ/day beer) 


 


RCT findings were as follows: 


The experimental studies compared alcoholic 


beer versus no alcohol (3 randomised/3 non-


randomised studies), or alcoholic beer versus 


low-alcohol or non-alcoholic beer (6 


randomised) over 21 to 126 days. In most 


cases body weight was not the primary 


outcome of the study, and the review noted 


that the quality of the studies was generally 


low. 


The 3 RCTs (n=120; mainly men; 1 crossover 


design) comparing alcoholic beer (330 to 


1,125 mL/day; 20 to 41 g/day ethanol) 


versus no alcohol found no significant effect 


of beer on weight related outcomes (body 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


weight or fat mass) over 21 to 30 days 


(figures not reported). This was supported by 


an overall meta-analysis of randomised and 


non-randomised studies (1 RCT, 2 non-


randomised; mean difference 0.54 kg, 95% CI 


-1.00 to 4.50; I2=0%). 


The 6 RCTs (n=287, all men; 4 with a 


crossover design) comparing alcoholic beer 


(4.6% to 5.0% ethanol by volume) versus low-


alcohol or non-alcoholic beer (0% to 0.9% 


ethanol by volume) included 2 RCTs in 


overweight men with mild hypertension or 


stable treated essential hypertension. The 


difference in consumption between groups 


was reported in the text to be about 1.1 to 


1.8L alcoholic beer consumption, or 40 to 64 


g/day ethanol per day (figures presented in 


the tables differed).  


All of these RCTs individually found that 


drinking alcoholic beer was associated with 


greater body weight over 21 to 126 days 


(p<0.05), and this was supported by meta-


analysis (mean difference 0.73 kg, 95% CI 


0.53 to 0.92; I2 = 0%). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Overall, the review found that the majority 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


of observational studies (including cross 


sectional studies) either showed a positive or 


no association between beer intake and 


general or abdominal obesity in men, but 


results in women were less consistent.  It 


concluded that there is insufficient evidence 


regarding the association between moderate 


beer consumption (<500mL/day) and general 


or abdominal, but that higher consumption 


(>500mL/day) may be positively associated 


with obesity. 


Sayon-Orea et al. 2011 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Mar 2010  


 


Review design: 


The review included cross-sectional, 


prospective cohort and intervention trials. 


 


Review aim: 


The study aim was to analyse the effects of 


alcohol consumption on body weight. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Health or weight status not specified in the 


inclusion criteria. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 1 (0) 


Cohort:13 (13, n=207,533) 


Other: 19*  


*Includes 2 baseline cross sectional analyses 


from included cohort studies. 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Cohort exposures: number of alcoholic 


drinks, the percentage energy intake from 


alcohol, alcohol from alcoholic drinks 


(g/day), number of standard drinks (12 g of 


pure alcohol). 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI, weight gain, waist circumference and 


waist to hip ratio. 


 


Result(s): 


For weight gain and BMI the cohort studies 


found: 


- a positive association between alcohol 


intake and weight gain or BMI in 5 studies (3 


in men and 2 in women ; male drinkers at 


higher risk of obesity at 3.6y than non-


drinkers OR 1.42; risk of BMI ≥28 kg/m2 at 5y 


greater in men with very heavy alcohol 


intake OR 1.42 [OR in light to moderate 


drinkers 0.92, NS];  OR for weight gain ≥5 kg 


at 8y among women drinking heavily  [>2.2 


drinks per day] versus non-drinkers 1.07 


[NS], with significant OR 1.64 in women <35 


years, also OR 2.43 for light drinking among 


African American women; lower BMI 


increases at 9y in male abstainers [-0.62 


kg/m2] and females drinking less than once a 


month [-0.38kg/m2] than drinkers [quarter 


to half a glass per week]; ≥2 servings of 


alcohol per week positively associated with 


BMI at 1y in women [+0.11, type of statistic 


not reported, SE 0.05]);  


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Use of self-reported weight, height and waist 


circumference and the tendency to 


underestimate weight and overestimate 


height. 


 


Review team limitations: 


These were a similar pool of cohort studies 


to those described in the USDA2010x [++] 


review. Two studies were included as cohort 


studies in this review, but they were not 


described as such by the USDA2010x [++] 


review. 


 


Partial: study design included cross-sectional 


studies and intervention trials but only one 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


- an inverse association in 2 studies (1 in 


men and women and 1 in study of women): 


OR for overweight/obesity at 12.9y in 


women who drank ≥2.2 drinks/day vs. non-


drinkers 0.73; OR for major weight gain 


among women drinking 1-6.9 drinks per week 


vs. non-drinkers at 10y 0.7, among men OR 1 


[NS] 


 


- no association in 2 studies  (1 in men and 


women and 1 study in of women)  


 


For waist circumference or waist to hip ratio 


the cohort studies also found mixed 


directions and significance of effect: a 


positive association in 3 studies, an inverse 


association in 1 study (in women), no 


association in 2 studies (1 in men and 1 in 


women). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


It is unclear whether alcohol consumption is 


a risk factor for weight gain because studies 


performed to date have found mixed results 


(in terms of direction and significance of 


associations). Positive associations were 


mainly found in studies assessing higher 


levels of alcohol consumption or spirits. The 


effect of different types of alcoholic 


beverages may vary. 


was described as randomised, and this was in 


overweight or obese participants only. 


Unclear: The setting seems to have included 


2 schools. 


Unclear: It was not clear if people were 


selected for being overweight/obese or had 


other health problems. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans. 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 20 (20, n= 375,421) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposure range: The included studies 


assessed either total alcohol intake or intake 


of different types of alcohol e.g. beer, wine, 


liquor. 


 


Exposures were assessed as amount of wine, 


beer or spirits consumed per week, average 


number of alcoholic drinks per week, 


frequency of alcohol consumption, heavy 


alcohol consumption (based on median 


consumption), alcohol consumption in past 


year (yes/no)moderate alcohol consumption 


(based on median consumption), alcohol 


intake (g/day), MJ/d of alcohol energy, 


alcohol dietary pattern, frequency of alcohol 


use over 10 years, daily alcohol 


consumption, alcohol consumption (6 


categories). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Participants were followed up between 1 and 


18 years. 


Outcomes included BMI, abdominal obesity, 


Result(s): 


Alcohol was not associated with change in 


BMI or other weight related outcomes in 


14/20 of the studies (n=124,675; mixed 


directions of effect). The significant findings 


from the other 6 studies were also mixed in 


direction. 


 


Inverse direction of effect (2 studies): 


In 1 study (n=184,448), no association was 


found for wine, beer or liquor and waist 


circumference. However men drinking beer 


for more than 4 days per week gained less 


weight, BMI -0.11 kg/m2 (95% CI -0.19 to -


0.03; p=0.007). Women drinking beer more 


than 4 days per week gained less weight, BMI 


-0.44 kg/m2 (95% CI -0.62 to -0.26; p<0.001) 


and similar results were found for wine and 


liquor in women. In 1 study (n=14,407 ), 


women who drank ≥2 units per day had an 


OR 0.5 (95% CI 0.3 to 1.0) for major weight 


gain (≥10lb). Men had an OR of 0.9 (95% CI 


0.5 to 1.6). 


 


Mixed positive and inverse associations by 


drink type and gender (1 study): 


In 1 study (n=42,696), no association was 


found between total alcohol consumption or 


beer and waist circumference. However wine 


was associated with non-significant 


decreased waist circumference in women -


0.39cm (95%CI -0.68, 0.10) and increased 


waist circumference in men 0.34 (95%CI 


0.15-0.53). There was no change for men 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


There is evidence that people may under 


report their alcohol intake. 


 


Review team limitations: 


One study was a retrospective cohort study 


(n=75,039) relying on 40-70 year old women 


estimating what their weight was in early 


adulthood. 


 


Unclear: Population appears to be the 


general public, but some studies have 


included people who stopped alcohol due to 


ill-health. Worldwide studies. 


Setting not reported. 
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waist circumference, skinfold thickness and 


major weight gain (≥10lb). 


 


drinking spirits but an increase for women of 


1.15cm per MJ/day (95% CI 0.07 to 2.23; 


p=0.04). 


 


Positive association (3 studies):  


In 1 study (n=855) men who were drinking 


≥30oz/month and then stopped lost 4.86kg 


while those that did not drink to start with 


who gained 0.3kg (p>0.001). 


 


1 study (n=4,785) found no association in 


men, but in women the amount of alcohol 


consumed per week was positively correlated 


with increased waist circumference (reg 


coeff=0.01, 95%CI (0.03, 0.17, p<0.05). 


 


1 study (n=3,555) found no association in 


women but in men who were heavy drinkers, 


weight circumference was significantly 


increased (p<0.05) 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


No specific conclusions were made for 


alcohol consumption. Overall the review 


concluded that the consumption of 


beverages of any type was not associated 


with a subsequent weight gain and obesity, 


although results were inconsistent. 


USDA 2010x 


 


Quality: ++ 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Healthy individuals, those with elevated 


chronic disease risk, those diagnosed with 


Result(s): 


Results for weight were: 


-One cohort study indicated that female 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 
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Search date: May 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of mixed study designs 


(RCTs and prospective cohorts) 


 


Review aim: 


What is the relationship between alcohol 


intake and weight gain? 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


written by the US Department of Agriculture 


to support development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


the highly prevalent chronic diseases 


(coronary heart disease/cardiovascular 


disease, hypertension, T2D,  osteoporosis, 


osteopenia and obese) and those with breast 


cancer, colon cancer or prostate cancer. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 1(0) 


Cohort: 7(7, n=124,768) 


Other:0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Included cohorts recorded self-reported total 


alcohol consumption at baseline. Alcohol 


consumption was reported differently in 


each study - some in units per week, others 


in grams per day or according to the 


categories light, moderate or heavy. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Included trials compared change in weight, 


WC or BMI over 4 to 10 years. 


 


drinkers (1 to 6.9 drinks per week) were less 


likely to have major weight gain (≥10 kg) 


than non-drinkers, but there was no effect 


for men  (women: OR 0.7, 95% CI 0.5 to 0.9; 


men: OR 1.0, 95% CI 0.6 to 1.6).  


-Two other cohort studies also found that 


alcohol consumption was not associated with 


substantial weight gain  (average drinks per 


week in those who gained ≥10lb: 7.3 [SD 


15.2] vs. 8.5 [SD 19.0] in those who did not, 


p=0.784; data not clear from other study but 


p=0.116 for men and p=0.734 women).  


-Two studies (1 in men and 1 in women) 


found that light to moderate drinking 


appeared not to significantly increase 


weight, but heavy drinking was associated 


with increased weight  (Men: adjusted OR for 


>4% weight gain over 5 years vs. stable none 


to occasional drinkers: stable light to 


moderate drinkers [1-20 units/week] 0.96, 


95% CI 0.81 to 1.12, stable heavy drinkers 


[21-42 units/week] 1.29, 95% CI 1.10 to 1.51; 


Women: OR of weight gain >5kg vs. non-


drinkers over 8 years: 0.94 to 0.86 for 


consumption categories between 0.1 and 


29.9g alcohol per day [CIs indicating 


significant reductions], 1.07 for ≥30g per day 


[95% CI 0.89 to 1.28, p for quadratric 


trend=0.007). However, the study in women 


found that light drinking was associated with 


increased odds of weight gain in African 


American women. 


 


Two studies looked at changes in waist 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


The conclusions include the results of the 


RCT and cross-sectional studies. 


 


Unclear population: 1 RCT was out of scope 


as it studied overweight or obese adults. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


circumference: 


-1 found no significant association in total 


alcohol consumption and nine-year waist 


gain  (data NR)  


-1 found drinking was significantly inversely 


associated with major waist circumference 


gain (“major” not defined; OR vs. those 


drinking on >0 but <1 day a week: ranged 


from 0.97 [95% CI 0.73 to 1.28] among never 


drinkers to 0.79 [95% CI 0.69 to 0.9] for 


drinking 7 days a week, p<0.0001 for trend; 


data reported as similar for women). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Moderate evidence suggests that moderate 


drinking is not associated with weight gain. 


However, heavier consumption over time is 


associated with weight gain. 







 


Confectionery 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR 


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 6 (4, n=19,144 adults; 1, n=881 


children) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adults  


Exposures included: a ‘sweet’ or ‘healthy’ 


dietary pattern (not further defined), 


servings of sweets (not defined) per week, 


servings of sweets (desserts and candy) per 


day, sweets (chocolates, pralines, candy 


bars, ice cream and sugar; g/day). ‘Servings’ 


were not defined. 


 


These were assessed using FFQ alone or with 


interview, and 7 day food records. 


 


Children 


Exposures were: frequency of sweets 


(desserts and candy) consumption, energy 


intake from fructose sucrose, and added 


sugars. 


 


They were assessed with a maternal 


questionnaire (not further described),  or 24 


hour dietary recall assessed by a dietician. 


Result(s): 


Adults 


Follow up in the studies ranged from 25 


months to 12 years.  


 


Results of the studies varied with 2 finding 


no association, 1 finding an inverse 


association, and 1 finding mixed directions of 


effects in different analyses: 


 


Non-significant effects:  


One study (n=783) found that people with a 


dietary pattern in the ‘sweets’ cluster did 


not differ in BMI or WC change over 2 years 


to those with a pattern in the ‘healthy’ 


cluster (regression coefficient for change in 


WC 0.17 cm; for change in BMI 0.04 kg/m2, 


both non-significant, p values not reported). 


 


One study (n=556) found that the total 


servings of ‘sweets’ (not defined) per week 


at baseline was not associated with change 


in BMI over 12 years (regression coefficient 


for effect of unit change in servings per 


week on weight: -0.31 [units NR], p=0.52). 


 


Inverse association: 


One study (n=436 women) found that those 


who gained >10 lb in weight over 4 years 


reported eating fewer (p=0.015) servings of 


sweets (desserts and candy) at baseline (0.9 


servings, SD 0.9) compared with those who 


gained <10 lb (1.5 servings, SD 2.3). The OR 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Definitions of “sweets” used in the studies 


varied. Few studies adjusted for physical 


activity levels but all adjusted for at least 


some potential confounders. 


 


Review team limitations: 


This section of the Summerbell review was 


called “sugar (as foods)” as opposed to 


“sugar (as nutrients)”. The exposures 


assessed were largely “sweets”, and 


included items such as candy, chocolate, 


desserts and ice cream where defined. 


Definitions in the individual studies varied. 


Although this section of the review dealt 


with sugars as foods, one of the studies in 


children looked at fructose, sucrose, and 


added sugar intake. One study in adults 


looked at dietary pattern as whole and 


results may not reflect the effect of 


confectionery specifically. Although the 


studies were reported to have adjusted for 


potential confounders it was unclear exactly 


what these were. The relevant cohort study 


in children was small. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Outcome(s): 


Outcomes included BMI, weight, WC, and 


≥10lb weight gain 


 


Outcomes were measured in all studies, 


except in the largest study in adults, where 


it was measured at baseline and self 


reported at follow up. 


for gaining 10 lb given an increased 


consumption of sweets at baseline was 0.74, 


(95% CI 0.6 to 0.91; p=0.004). 


 


Mixed associations: 


One large study (n=17,369) found that men 


who reported higher ‘sweets’ intake at 


baseline (chocolates, pralines, candy bars, 


ice cream and sugar) were at increased risk 


of both large weight gains (OR 1.48, 95% CI 


1.03 to 2.13; p<0.05) and small weight losses 


(OR 1.43, 95% CI 1.07 to 1.90; p<0.05). 


Women who reported lower ‘sweets’ intake 


at baseline were more likely to have large 


weight loss (OR for higher versus lower 


sweets intake 0.67, 95% CI 0.49 to 0.92; 


p<0.05). These ORs were described as 


“relative to those who had remained weight 


stable over the study period”. The weigth 


change categories were described as being 


predefined, but definitions were not 


reported in the review. 


 


Children 


Follow up in studies ranged from 1 year to 10 


years. 


 


One study (n=881) found that the frequency 


of ‘sweets’ intake at baseline did not affect 


the risk of being overweight at 10 year 


follow-up (figures NR). Risk of overweight 


was significantly increased if the mother did 


not know her child's ‘sweets’ intake at 


baseline (OR 4.5, 95% CI 1.7 to 12.1; 


Population (i.e. weight status) and setting 


for the individual studies was unclear. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


p<0.003). 


 


The second study (n=1,030) found that 


energy intake from fructose, sucrose and 


added sugars was not associated with weight 


gain at 1 year. However, this study did not 


assess confectionery specifically and 


therefore was not relevant to the 


“confectionery” part of the current review 


scope. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The evidence reviewed suggested that sugars 


as foods (also fats and oils as foods) were not 


associated with levels of subsequent excess 


weight gain and obesity, although results are 


inconsistent. They noted that these foods 


can be classified as high-energy-dense foods. 







 


Dietary pattern 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cohorts with a follow 


up of more than 1 year and RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


The purpose was to examine the associations 


of dietary macronutrient composition, food 


consumption and dietary patterns in 


prevention of weight or waist circumference 


gain, with and without prior weight 


reduction. 


 


Review funding: 


Nordic Council of Ministers 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Y 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged 17 to 80 years. No inclusion 


criteria for body weight status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 5 (5, n=529,768) 


Other:0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


3 cohorts used an index of the Mediterranean 


diet (based on the consumption of positive 


[e.g. fruit, vegetables, legumes, whole 


grains, fish, olive oil] and negative [e.g. 


meat and dairy] food items). One cohort 


used the Mediterranean Diet Score (MDS) on 


a scale of 0 to 9: the index was based on 


consumption of positive items - vegetables, 


fruit and nuts, legumes, 


MUFA:SFA, moderate alcohol consumption, 


fish; negative items -  meat, poultry and 


dairy. A second cohort used a scale of 0 to 


18 to assess adherence to the Mediterranean 


diet (MED), and the third assessed adherence 


to a Mediterranean dietary pattern (MDP). 


 


2 cohorts used the American Diet Quality 


Index. In one case this was reported to 


measure compliance with US dietary 


recommendations on fat intake (<30% of 


energy), saturated fatty acids (SFA, <10% of 


energy), cholesterol (<300mg/day), sodium 


(<2.4g/day), carbohydrate (>50% energy); 


Result(s): 


Mediterranean diet: 


In one cohort (n=15,339), those with lowest 


adherence to a Mediterranean diet (≤3 points 


on MDS score) had the highest average yearly 


weight gain whereas participants with the 


highest adherence (≥6 points on  MDS score) 


exhibited the lowest weight gain at mean 


follow up 5.7 years (adjusted difference: -


0.059 kg/y, 95% CI not clearly reported as 


only one figure shown [0.008 kg/y]; p for 


trend =0.02). 


 


In a second cohort (n=497,735) with 


Mediterranean diet assessed on a scale of 0 


to 18, greater adherence (a two point 


increase in score) predicted less weight gain 


in 5 years (-0.05kg, 95%CI -0.07 to -0.02). 


High adherence (11-18 points) predicted 


0.16kg (95% CI -0.24 to -0.07) less weight 


gain in 5 years compared with people with 


low adherence (0 to 6 points). 


 


In the third cohort (n=7,908), lowest 


baseline MDP-scores showed a higher weight 


gain at 28 months, but the inverse 


association did not remain significant after 


adjusting for confounders (figures NR). 


US dietary guideline adherence: 


In the 20 year cohort (n=4,913), high 


adherence (high diet quality) was associated 


with significantly less weight gain than low 


adherence (11.2 vs. 13.9, units NR). Overall 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Mixed methods of assessing weight as well as 


dietary intake and different follow-up 


periods. 


 


The Mediteranean diet studies were judged 


to be subject to some bias but not enough to 


invalidate results. 


 


One of the studies of guideline adherence 


was judged to be at a low level of potential 


bias, and the final study was judged to be 


subject to some bias but not enough to 


invalidate results. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Drop-out in the 20 year cohort assessing US 


dietary guideline adherence was relatively 


high (28%). 


 


The review covered multiple factors and did 


not provide its own defintion of the 


Mediterranean diet. 


 


Population: unclear 


Setting: unclear 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


the exact amounts were only reported in one 


cohort and may have differed in the other. 


One study used the DQI score to generate 3 


categories of low, medium and high diet 


quality. 


 


FFQ was used to assess diet in 4/5 cohorts, 


and a 3 day dietary record in the other 


cohort. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Three studies on Mediterranean diet 


measured change in self-reported weight 


after 2 to 11 years. The cohorts measuring 


adherence to American Dietary Guidelines 


measured weight gain. 


 


HR risk for 10kg weight gain was 0.75 (95% 


CI: 0.65 to 0.87) for high diet quality 


compared with low. 


 


The second US dietary guideline adherence 


study (n=3,873) found that higher adherence 


(higher DQI score) was associated with lower 


weight gain over 8 years (p for trend <0.01; 


beta for 1-unit difference in DQI 0.48 lb for 


men and -0.60 lb for women). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is suggestive evidence that meeting 


the US dietary recommendations is 


associated with less weight gain. Evidence on 


the Mediterranean diet is inconclusive. 


 


Kastorini et al. 2011 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Apr 2010  


 


Review design: 


Meta-analysis of prospective cohorts, cross-


sectional and clinical trials including RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


To meta-analyse epidemiological studies and 


clinical trials that have assessed the effect 


of a Mediterranean diet on metabolic 


syndrome as well as its components. 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


No population inclusion 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 11 (0)  


Cohort: 1 (1, n=2,563) 


Other: 4 (0) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The Mediterranean diet was reported by the 


review as including high consumption of 


monounsaturated fatty acids (mainly from 


olives and olive oil), encouraging daily 


consumption of fruit, vegetables, whole 


grain cereals, and low fat dairy products; 


Result(s): 


For the cohort, (n=2,563) the mean 


difference in WC in cm between the highest 


versus the lowest diet score was -0.5 (-1.96 


to 0.96) but this was not statistically 


significant, p value NR. This analysis was 


adjusted for total energy intake and other 


confounders. 


 


Results of the RCTs and other studiy types 


are not reported here as they are outide of 


the scope of the current review. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The meta-analysis finding for WC was mainly 


attributed to 1 RCT (n=101) that found a 


beneficial effect of the Mediterranean diet 


for people who were overweight or obese. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The section on the effect of a Mediterranean 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review funding: 


Funding was not reported. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


weekly consumption of fish, poultry, tree 


nuts and legumes; a relatively low 


consumption of red meat (about twice per 


month), and moderate daily consumption of 


alcohol, normally with meals. However, it 


was unclear whether it required studies to 


comply with this definition to be included. 


 


The cohort had their diet assessed using the 


Mediterranean Diet Scale. It is not reported 


how or when this information was taken. 


 


Outcome(s): 


The cohort was followed up for at least a 


year according to inclusion criteria for 


prospective studies for the review, but the 


exact amount of time was not recorded. 


Whether WC was a self-measurement or not 


was not reported. 


 


 


Conclusions: 


The meta-analysis of clinical studies 


revealed a benefit of the Mediterranean diet 


on metabolic syndrome and its individiual 


components, including waist circumference, 


with results supported by epidemiological 


studies. 


 


(This conclusion was based on meta-analysis 


of the RCTs in overweight and obese 


individuals, and/or those with high 


cardiovascular risk, ischaemic heart disease, 


type 2 diabetes or metabolic syndrome, as 


well as cross sectional studies.) 


diet on waist circumference does not 


mention the cohort study. It only discusses 


the three cross-sectional studies and the 


RCTs. The result for the cohort is only in a 


table. 


 


Partial: Study design included cross-sectional 


studies. The RCTs included only people who 


had comorbid illness and/or 


overweight/obesity 


 


Unclear: Setting 


 


Kuhl et al. 2012 


 


Quality: - 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of any study design 


(included cross-sectional, longitudinal and 


experimental studies). Prevention programs 


included cluster RCTs, 


 


Review aim: 


The aim of the review was to examine what 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Preschool children ages 2-5 years old and 


weight outcomes reported. Weight and 


health status not specified. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 1 (1, n=7,758) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Researcher-developed questionnaire 


classifying children's diets as junk, healthy, 


traditional and fussy types. Questionnaire 


Result(s): 


Diet type at age 3 was not related to obesity 


status at age 7 (figures NR). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


NR 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Limited information was provided on 


individual studies, which were broadly 


grouped according to exposure assessed in 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


is known about behavioural correlates of 


obesity in preschool children and to review 


prevention and intervention programs in 


order to develop an optimized intervention 


to reduce obesity. 


 


Review funding: 


Grants from the National Institutes of Health 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


used multiple times from birth to age 7. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Obesity status at age 7. 


 


tables, but not clearly separated in the 


results reporting. 


 


Unclear: Population recruitment and health 


status. 


Unclear: Setting 


 


Smithers et al. 2011 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Dec 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of randomized, cross-


sectional, and prospective observational 


studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To evaluate whether whole-of-diet patterns 


of children between 1 and 5 years of age are 


associated with later health and 


development. 


 


Review funding: 


Conduct of the systematic review and 


preparation of the manuscript was not 


supported by grant funds. Two authors were 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children between the ages of 1 and 5 who 


were born at full term. Studies of children 


with known disease states were excluded. No 


criteria was provided for weight status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 2 (2, n=5,292) 


Other: 8 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Both cohorts used data driven analysis 


(principal components analysis) to identify 


dietary patterns from FFQs.  


 


2 studies (n=782; n=1,841) used data from 


the same cohort, full diet was assessed with a 


maternal FFQ at baseline when the child was 


12 months old. Dietary patterns compared in 


1 study were the "infant guidelines" pattern 


Result(s): 


In the first study (n=782), higher "infant 


guidelines" pattern score at 12 months was 


associated with increased lean mass but not 


fat mass or BMI (figures NR). In a second 


study (n=1,841) that used data from the same 


cohort, there was no effect of either pattern 


score (infant guidelines or adult foods pattern) 


on weight or skinfolds. However, this 


assessment appeared to be cross sectional 


(i.e. outcomes and exposures both assessed 


at 12 months). 


 


In a second (separate) cohort (n=4,510), the 


‘meat’ pattern, but not other patterns were 


associated with increased odds of BMI>85th 


percentile (OR 1.37, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.81). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Limited evidence available. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The review included additional studies 


looking at non-weight related outcomes, 


which are not described here. 


 


It is not clear when the outcomes reported in 


the second cohort were assessed. 


 


Partial: Study design included cross-sectional 


surveys. One study appears to have used 


cross-sectional data for the BMI 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


supported with fellowships from the National 


Health and Medical Research Association of 


Australia. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


(including home-prepared foods, cooked and 


salad vegetables, beans, meat, fish egg, 


cheese, and fresh fruit) and the “adult foods 


pattern” (including cow’s milk white bread, 


french fries, potato chips, processed meat, 


tinned vegetables, biscuits, and sweets).  


 


The second cohort had 6 patterns at age 3 - 


meat, staples, noodles and pasta, fruit and 


vegetables, breakfast foods, and snacks (no 


further detail provided). 


 


Outcome(s): 


For the cohort with diet assessed at 12 


months, lean mass, fat mass and BMI were 


measured aged 4 were assessed in 1 study 


and weight and skinfolds was assessed in the 


other cohort. In the other cohort, it is not clear 


when the BMI was measured. 


Conclusions: 


Given the limited evidence, further studies 


are needed to establish the predictive 


validity of whole of diet methods in 


childhood. 


measurement at baseline. 


Unclear: population health and health status 


not reported 


Unclear: Setting 


 


Vadiveloo et al. 2013 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Jun 2012  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cross-sectional, case-


control, cohort and experimental studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To examine the evidence of the associations 


between dietary variety and measures of 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Healthy population. No criteria reported for 


weight status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3 (0) 


Cohort: 1 (1, n=100,886) 


Other: 22 (21 cross sectional, one non-


randomised intervention study) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


130 item FFQ administered 1986 and 1990 in 


men; 1984, 1986 and 1990 in women. From 


Result(s): 


In the one cohort study relevant to the 


current review scope, dietary variety via the 


Recommended Foods Score was found to be 


protective against obesity in men, but the 


reverse in women: 


 


-Men (n=38,615):  mean BMI was significantly 


lower in individuals who had the highest RFS 


(quintile 5, Q5) compared to the lowest 


scores (25.4 kg/m2 in Q5 vs. 25.6 kg/m2 in 


Q1; p for trend <0.001) 


 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Definitions and measurements of dietary 


variety were inconsistent across studies. 


 


Review team limitations: 


It is unclear whether the change in BMI 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


adiposity and its consistency across 


epidemiological studies. 


 


Review funding: 


American Heart Associations Founders 


Affiliate Predoctoral Fellowship 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


this, a Recommended Foods Score(RFS) was 


taken which measures the number of 23 


recommended foods consumed at least 


weekly. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Self-reported BMI after 8 to 12 years. 


 


-Women (n=62,271): mean BMI significantly 


higher in individuals who had the highest RFS 


compared to the lowest scores (25.0 kg/m2 


in Q5 vs. 24.7 kg/m2 in Q1; p for trend 


<0.001). 


 


Across all study designs the review reported 


that variety in recommended foods was 


mostly inversely associated (6 of 10 studies) 


or non-significantly associated (3 of 10 


studies) with body adiposity; however, 


variety in non-recommended foods (e.g. 


sources of added sugars and solid fats) was 


associated with increased likelihood of 


excess adiposity in most studies (6 of 9 


studies). 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions:  


Dietary variety was inconsistently associated 


with adiposity in varied populations. This 


was contributed to by differing definitions 


and measurement of dietary variety.  


refers to the initial report and the last 


follow-up. It is also unclear whether all of 


the FFQs were taken into account over the 


time period when determining a persons 


Recommended Foods Score. 


 


One additional study was described as a 


longitudinal study, but was then listed under 


cross sectional studies in a table. This has 


not been reported here. 


 


Partial: The majority of studies were cross-


sectional. 


Unclear: Population health professionals, 


health and weight status unclear. 


Unclear: Setting 


 







 


Fruit and vegetables 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR 


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 8 (adults 7, n=107,643*; children 1, 


n=16,882) 


Other: 0 


* numbers differed between text and 


evidence tables, this number is based on the 


text except for the largest study where the 


number from the evidence table was used 


basedon checking the original paper 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adults  


Exposures included: servings/day; 


servings/day; g/day; sum of servings of 


fruits, juices, vegetables and green salads; 


fruit and vegetables (non-including French 


fries);  and fruit and vegetables (not 


otherwise specified) 


 


Studies used validated FFQs, dietary history 


questionnaires to assess exposures. 


 


Children 


Exposures were assessed via FFQ, and 


included:  


Fruit and vegetables (not including French 


fries) 


Result(s): 


Adults 


Follow up in the studies ranged from 1 to 10 


years. Results were split into fruits and non-


starchy vegetables combined, general fruits, 


non-starchy vegetables, and starchy 


vegetables (roots, tubers and plantains; not 


reported here). 


 


Fruits and non-starchy vegetables combined: 


- three studies (n=10,457) found no 


correlation between fruit and vegetable 


intake and weight gain or WC in adults (2 


studies data NR; 1 study regression 


coefficients for WC -0.03 in women and 


0.002 in men at 6 years [unit of exposure not 


defined]). 


 


Fruits (general, not further defined) four 


studies (n=24,269) found no significant 


associations between fruit consumption and 


weight related outcomes in adults after 


adjusting for potential confounders 


(regression coefficient for change in body 


weight per serving per week 0.400; results 


not clearly reported for other studies but 


appeared to be mixed directions of effect of 


small size i.e. OR for weight change [not 


defined] 0.94 low vs. high fruit intake, OR 


for weight change 1.03 high vs. low fruit 


intake; mean change in body weight 0.77 in 


low fruit group vs. 0.68 in high fruit group 


[exposure and outcome units not defined]). 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Adjustments made in the individual studies 


were not fully reported. 


 


Population and setting unclear. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Outcome(s): 


Outcomes included BMI, weight, WC, and 


≥10lb weight gain 


 


Outcomes were assessed were assessed by 


the research team in 3 studies, and via self-


report  or not stated in the remaining 


studies. 


 


Vegetables (non-starchy) - Four studies 


(n=97,186) assessed non-starchy vegetables 


only and reported varying, but mainly non-


significant, results: 


  


One study (n=79,236) reported an inverse 


association with 10-year BMI change (mean 


BMI change in highest vs. lowest 


consumption quintile -0.12 kg/m2, 95% CI -


0.22 to -0.02 [minus sign for the upper CI 


missing in Summerbell, based on original 


publication this 95% CI should indicate non-


significance]). The review reported that high 


vegetable consumption was also inversely 


associated with WC in men (OR 0.81 [CI NR]) 


and women (OR 0.71 [CI NR]), however the 


significance of this comparison and details of 


the exact exposure and outcome units were 


not reported. 


 


One study (n=116) reported that women with 


increased BMI over one year were 


significantly less likely to eat cruciferous 


vegetables (OR 0.15,  95% CI 0.05 to 0.52, 


p<0.001).  


 


Two studies (n=17,834) found no significant 


associations between vegetable consumption 


and weight related outcomes  (regression 


coefficient for servings per week and change 


in body weight -0.05 [units NR]; OR for 


weight change over time high intake vs. low 


intake 0.99 [CI NR]). 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Children 


Fruits and vegetables  - One study (n=16,882; 


age range 9 to 14 years) reported no 


relationship between intake of fruit, 


vegetables or fruit and vegetable combined 


and three year changes in BMI z-scores in 


children aged 9 to 14 at baseline (regression 


coefficients: ranged from -0.003 for non-


starchy vegetables in boys to 0.001 for fruit 


in boys, with values for girls also lying in this 


range; exposure units NR). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Fruits and non-starchy vegetables are not 


associated with subsequent weight gain and 


obesity. 


USDA 2010e 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: July 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of mixed study designs 


(prospective cohorts, RCTs, case-control 


study, cross-sectional studies). 


 


Review aim: 


In adults, what is the relationship between 


the intake of vegetables and fruits, not 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged 19 years and older. Population 


inclusion criteria was healthy people and 


those with elevated chronic disease risk. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3 (0) 


Cohort: 3 (3, n=163,701) 


Other: 1 case-control study, 4 cross-sectional 


studies 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Cohort exposures: baseline fruit and 


vegetable intake, vegetable and/or fruit 


Result(s): 


Overall the review reports the 3 cohorts 


showed a weak inverse relationship between 


vegetable and fruit consumption and weight 


gain.  


 


Individual cohort results: 


 


1 cohort (n=89,432) of men and women 


found fruit and vegetable intake was weakly 


inversely associated with weight change (6.5 


year follow up); per 100 g intake of fruit and 


vegetables, weight change was -14 g per 


year (95% CI -19 to -9 g per year, p value 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Review conclusions are based on study 


designs  that match (RCTs and prospective 


cohorts) and do not match the scope review 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


including juice, and body weight? 


 


Review funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly reported. 


Reviews written by the US Department of 


Agriculture to support development of their 


guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


intake  


 


Cohort exposure assessments: NR 


 


Outcome(s): 


Cohort outcomes: change in weight, risk of 


obese and weight gain (not further defined).  


 


Cohort outcome assessment: NR  


 


Follow up in the 3 cohorts was 6.5 years, 10 


years and 12 years. 


 


NR).  


 


1 cohort (n=74,063) of women with a 12 year 


follow up found   those with the largest 


increase in fruit and vegetable intake had a 


24% lower risk of becoming obese compared 


with those who had the largest decrease in 


intake after adjustment for age, physical 


activity, smoking, total energy intake and 


other lifestyle variables (RR 0.76; 95% CI  


0.69, 0.86; p<0.0001). For major weight gain 


(25 kg or more), women with the largest 


increase in intake of fruits and vegetables 


had a 28% lower risk compared to those in 


the other extreme group (RR 0.72; 95% CI  


0.55, 0.93; p=0.01). Similar results were 


observed for changes in intake of fruits and 


vegetables when analysed separately (no 


further detail or figures provided). 


 


1 cohort (n= 206) found 10-year weight gain 


was significantly lower with increasing 


quartile of fruit and vegetable intake 


(p=0.0001). Compared to participants in the 


lowest quartile of fruit consumption (less 


than 149 g per day), participants in the third 


quartile (249 to 386 g per day) reduced their 


risk of gaining more than 3.41 kg by 69% (OR 


0.31, 95% CI 0.11, 0.85; p=0.044; unclear 


why the 3rd quartile was selected for 


reporting, or why the weight change 


threshold was set at 3.41 kg). For vegetable 


intake, the risk of weight gain was lowest in 


participants with the highest intake (fourth 


(Case-control and cross sectional studies). 


2 of the 3 RCTs assessed weight loss 


programs and  a third RCT was carried out in 


obese adults, and as these interventions and 


populations were outside the scope of this 


overview, results have not been extracted 


for the RCTs. 


 


Study design: Partial - the review included 


study designs on fruit and vegetables outside 


the scope of this review (case-control studies 


and cross-sectional studies) 


Population: 1 cohort reported the population 


at baseline were free of cardiovascular 


disease (CVD), cancer and diabetes, but it is 


unclear in the remaining 2 cohorts if 


participants were selected based on weight 


status or if they had selected conditions. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


quartile, more than 333 g per day), who had 


an 82% reduced risk of gaining 3.41 kg or 


more over the 10-year period (OR 0.18, 95% 


CI 0.05, 0.66; p=0.017). For fruits and 


vegetables combined, the risk of weight gain 


decreased with increasing intake, with the 


lowest risk among those with the highest 


intake (fourth quartile; OR 0.22, 95% CI 0.06, 


0.81; p=0.022). 


 


Adverse Effects: NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is modest evidence for an association 


between increased fruit and vegetable 


intake and lower body weight, with a trend 


towards decreased weight gain over 5 or 


more years in middle adulthood.  


USDA 2010t 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: July 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs and cohorts 


(treatment trials of less than 8 weeks not 


including duration of follow up were 


excluded as were prevention trials of less 


than 6 months not including duration of 


follow up). Definitions of treatment and 


prevention trials not provided. 


 


Review aim: 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children and adolescents aged 0 to 18 years 


(range 2 to 14 yrs) 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 1 (0) 


Cohort: 6 publications of 5 cohorts (4 


cohorts, n=25,428) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Fruit and vegetable intake and parental 


feeding practices (not further detail 


provided), usual number of fruit and 


vegetable servings/day, diet (not further 


defined).  


Result(s): 


Overall, 1 study found evidence for an 


inverse protective association between 


dietary intake of fruits and vegetables and 


adiposity in a subsample of children, based 


on gender (1 cohort). Results from the other 


3 cohorts (4 studies) found no association 


between intake of fruits and vegetables and 


adiposity in children. 


 


Individual study results: 


1 cohort (n=971) found greater parental 


offering of fruit was associated with reduced 


adiposity gain bu this did not reach 


significance (figures NR, p=0.06). Actual 


reported intake of fruits and vegetables was 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Interpretation of results and comparison of 


results across studies is hampered by lack of 


uniformity as to which vegetables and fruits 


were included in each respective food group, 


or whether fruit juice was included in the 


fruit food group. In addition, none of the 


studies rigorously assessed or adjusted for 


implausible energy intake and all used body 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Is intake of fruits and vegetables associated 


with adiposity in children? 


 


Review funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly reported. 


Reviews written by the US Department of 


Agriculture to support development of their 


guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


 


Assessment was by parent completed 


questionnaires (not further defined) on 


children's fruit and vegetable intake, 


Youth/Adolescent Questionnaire (YAQ - a 


self-administered semi-quantitative FFQ), 


questionnaire (not further defined) 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adiposity gain (not further defined), BMI Z 


score, weight change. 


 


Outcome assessment: weight and height 


obtained from study records (not further 


defined) (n=1), self-reported weight and 


height (n=1), weight and height measured 


(not further defined) (n=2).  


 


Follow up was 3 years in 1 cohort and 


unclear in the remaining cohorts. 


 


NS associated with adiposity gain (figures 


and p value NR).  


 


1 cohort (n=14,918; also included in the 


review by Summerbell et al 2009 [++]) found 


NS associations between intake of fruits, 


fruit juice or vegetables (alone or combined) 


and subsequent change in BMI z-score among 


girls (figures and p value NR). Among boys 


intake of fruit/fruit juice was not predictive 


of changes in BMI; vegetable intake was 


inversely associated with change in BMI z-


score (beta=-0.003) but this was NS after 


data were adjusted for total energy intake 


(figures and p value NR). After adjusting for 


total energy intake, fruit intake (beta=0.003 


for girls and beta=0.002 for boys) was 


predictive of having slightly larger BMI z-


score at the end of the follow up period 


(significance NR; unclear follow up).  


 


1 cohort (n=1,379) found a 0.09 kg weight 


change (95% CI 0.05 to 0.13 kg) for each 


additional serving of vegetables in 


multivariate, energy-adjusted models (p 


value NR). When all food groups were 


considered in a single model, relationship 


between vegetable intake and weight change 


was NS (figures and p value NR). Intake of 


fruit was NS related to weight change in any 


of the models tested and this finding 


remained when fruit juices were excluded 


from analyses (figures and p value NR).  


 


mass index (BMI) as an estimate of fatness, 


which has been shown to be a poor measure 


of adiposity in children. 


 


Review team limitations: 


2 of the cohort studies were reported to use 


the same cohort, but it is unclear which 


studies this referred to . 


Some studies included fruit juice in addition 


to fruit and vegetable intake and did not 


separate results. 


The conclusions were based on all included 


studies, including 1 RCT and 1 cohort study 


not relevant to the current review scope. 


 


Population: 1 cohort included children who 


were overweight at baseline (results not 


extracted for this study) and it is unclear if 


the remaining 5 cohorts had populations that 


were selected based on weight status or 


selected conditions. 1 RCT also included 


overweightchildren (>85th BMI percentile). 


 


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


1 cohort (n=8,170) found NS associations 


between vegetable or fruit intake and 


weight change over 3 years (figures and p 


value NR). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


A limited body of evidence suggests that 


greater intake of fruits and/or vegetables 


may protect against increased adiposity in 


children and adolescents (Grade of evidence: 


Limited). (The conclusion was based on all 


included studies, including 1 RCT and 1 


cohort study not relevant to the current 


review scope, both of which found a 


protective effect of higher fruit and 


vegetable intake). 


 







 


Fruit juice 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 7 (1 in adults, n=7,194; 6 in children, 


n=20,114) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Reported exposures included 100% fruit juice 


and fruit juice not otherwise defined. 1 


cohort in children assessed sugar sweetened 


beverage consumption including fruit juices.  


 


Exposure assessment included FFQ 


 


Outcome(s): 


Outcomes included weight, BMI, ponderal 


index (kg/m3), obesity (not further defined), 


adiposity (not further defined), excess 


weight gain (not further defined) 


 


Height and weight were measured in all 


children's studies, and self-reported in the 


adults study. 


 


Follow up in the study on adults was 28 


months. Follow up in the studies on children 


ranged from 3 years to 11 years (also 


described as 10 years, 11 months). 


Result(s): 


Adults  


One study (n=7,194) reported that 


consumption of sweetened fruit juice was 


not associated with increased likelihood of 


weight gain over 28 months after adjusting 


for potential confounders, including energy 


intake (figures NR). No studies of 


unsweetened juice were identified. 


 


Children 


Overall, directions of effect were mixed 


(where reported), with two studies finding 


an inverse direction of effect (for BMI and 


ponderal index), one both inverse and 


positive directions of effect (for fat mass) 


depending on length of follow up, and two a 


positive direction of effect (for weight and 


obesity risk). All but one of the findings (for 


ponderal index) were non-significant. 


 


100% fruit juice: Two cohorts (n=17,304) in 


pre-school children with follow ups of 8.4 


months to 3 years found no significant 


association between 100% fruit juice and 


changes in weight or BMI (1 cohort [n=72]: 


regression coefficient [exposure unit 


unclear] for association with BMI -0.057, 


p=0.09; 1 cohort [n=17,232] regression 


coefficients [oz/day] for change in body 


weight: 0.01, p=0.15; change in BMI: 0.001, 


p=0.31). One of the cohorts (n=72) found 


fruit juice was inversely associated with 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Assessment methods varies, and definition of 


fruit juice was not standard across studies.  


 


Studies adjusted for some potential 


confounders, but not for overall physical 


activity levels. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Sample sizes in children's studies ranged 


from 72 to 17,304; three studies had sample 


sizes of n<500. 


 


Adjusting for energy intake may reduce any 


assocations. The cohort study in adults and 1 


study in children were reported to adjust for 


energy intake; whether the other studies 


adjusted for energy intake was unclear. 


 


Population and setting was unclear across 


studies. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 ponderal index at a borderline level of 


significance (regression coefficient -0.065 


kg/m3, p=0.05). 


 


Fruit juice (not further defined): Four 


cohorts (n=2,810) with follow up ranging 


from 3 to 11 years found no association 


between fruit juice consumption (not further 


defined)  and changes in weight or BMI (1 


cohort; correlation coefficient for BMI -


0.117, for weight NR), adiposity (regression 


coefficient [per serving – not further 


defined] for fat mass at 2 year follow up: 


0.25, p=0.14; at 4 year follow up: -0.11, 


p=0.66), excess weight gain in adolescence 


(figures or p value NR) or obesity in 


adolescence (1 cohort, OR for obesity in 


adolescence for participants who often 


consumed juices at age 3: 1.24, 95% CI 0.83 


to 1.86, p value NR). 


 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


No specific conclusions were reported for 


fruit juice; the review concluded that there 


were no associations between consumption 


of beverages of any type and subsequent 


weight gain or obesity, although results were 


inconsistent. 


USDA 2010s 


 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


No information on inclusion criteria for 


Result(s): 


Children 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jul 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cohort studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To assess whether intake of 100% fruit juice 


is associated with adiposity in children 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


written by the US Department of Agriculture 


to support development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


weight or health status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 12 (12, n=47,201) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Although the review stated that it was 


assessing 100% fruit juice consumption, 


exposures were reported as: fruit juice 


consumption (not further defined), 


consumption of beverages (not further 


defined) including fruit juice, beverage 


consumption (not further defined),  changes 


in beverage consumption patterns, diet (not 


further defined), excess fruit juice intake 


(not further defined), juice intake (not 


further defined), sweet drink consumption 


including fruit juice. 


 


Exposure assessment: intake of fruit juice 


was assessed in a number of ways including 


FFQ, 24 hour diet recall, 3 day weighed food 


records and parental questionnaires. One 


study looked at children consuming less than 


12oz per day compared to those consuming 


more than 12oz per day. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Self-reported or measured BMI, weight 


change, weight, or adiposity.  


 


Follow up ranged from 1 to 6 years. 


8 cohorts (n=33,627) found no association 


between intake of fruit juice and adiposity in 


children. One cohort (n=8,170) was reported 


at one point in the text as finding no 


association for girls (figures or p value NR) 


but a positive association for boys (figures or 


p value NR), but at 2 other places in the text 


and table as finding no associations between 


as finding no association between fruit juice 


consumption and weight change over 3 


years. 


 


2 cohorts (n=11,875)  found no association in 


normal weight children, but found a positive 


association for children who were at-risk of 


overweight or who were overweight at 


baseline: the OR was 1.3 to 1.5 in 1 cohort, 


reported as borderline significance ( p value 


NR); in the other cohort, for children at risk 


of overweight at baseline, each additional 


daily serving of fruit juice intake (not further 


defined) was associated with an additional 


BMI z-score increase of 0.009 SD per month, 


(p<0.01), and boys showed a greater 


adiposity increase than girls, (p=0.04).  


 


1 cohort (n=244) found no association for 


boys (figures or p value NR), but a positive 


association for girls (change in beverage 


intake significantly predicted change in BMI-


SDS –for each MJ of fruit juice consumed, 


BMI-SDS increased by 0.096 units (p=0.01). As 


change in consumption and change in BMI 


was assessed over the same time period it is 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Although the review reported that it 


assessed 100% fruit juice, only 3 out of the 


12 individual cohort studies were explicitly 


described as assessing 100% fruit juice. 


 


It is unclear if the cohorts were all identified 


from the literature search or if some of them 


were identified from an earlier conducted 


systematic review. 


 


1 cohort is reported to be a cross-sectional 


in the evidence table but it is described as a 


cohort everywhere else and it followed 


children for 3 years. 


 


Results for 2/12 studies were explicitly 


reported as being adjusting for energy 


intake; adjustments for the other studies 


were unclear. Adjusting for energy intake 


may remove associations. 


 


It was unclear whether the analyses in 


overweight or obese children were a priori or 


post hoc. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 not possible to say which change preceded 


the other. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Limited and inconsistent evidence suggested 


that for most children, intake of 100% fruit 


juice was not associated with increased 


adiposity, when consumed in amounts that 


are appropriate for age and energy needs of 


the child. However, intake of 100% juice was 


prospectively associated with increased 


adiposity in children who are overweight or 


obese. 


Population: It is unclear if the population 


was chosen for their weight status and if 


they had any other illnesses. 


Unclear: Setting 


 







 


Legumes 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 2 (2, n=23,688) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures were legume intake (g/day) in 


both cohorts with follow up of 2.2 years 


(reported as 2 years in the results) or 28 


months (2.3 years). Both cohorts used a FFQ 


(semi-quantitative FFQ in 1 cohort) to assess 


dietary intake (self administered in 1 study, 


NR in 1 study). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight (measurement NR), weight change 


(self reported) 


 


Result(s): 


No studies identified that were specifically 


in children.  


 


1 study (n=17,369) found for men, the 


consumption of legumes (not further 


defined) predicted small weight change 


losses over 2 years (OR 0.68, 95% CI 0.49 to 


0.94, p<0.05; exact comparison and outcome 


unclear). No significant association found 


between legume consumption and weight 


change in women (OR for highest vs. lowest 


legume consumption: 0.71, CI or p values 


NR; exact outcome unclear).  


 


1 study (n=6,319)  found NS association 


between varying levels of legumes intake at 


baseline and weight gain over 28 months 


(mean weight change 0.58 in the lowest 


legume group vs. 0.57 in the highest legume 


group, units NR, p for trend = 0.96). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The epidemiological evidence that pulses 


(legumes) are not associated with levels of 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity is 


limited and generally consistent. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


It is unclear if participants from the 2 


cohorts were overweight, obese or had 


specific conditions. 


 


Population: Unclear, it is unclear if 


participants from the 2 studies were 


overweight, obese or had specific conditions.  


Setting: Unclear 


 


USDA 2010o 


 


Quality: + 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged 2 to 18 years and adults aged 


19 years and above. Population inclusion 


Result(s): 


No studies identified specifically in children. 


 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Search date: Aug 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of a mixed study designs 


including a meta-analysis of unclear study 


designs, 2 systematic reviews of unclear 


study designs, 3 RCTs, 1 non-RCT, 1 cohort 


and 1 cross-sectional study. 


 


Review aim: 


What is the relationship between the intake 


of cooked dry beans and peas and body 


weight? 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


written by the US Department of Agriculture 


to support development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity.  


 


Multifactor review:  


criteria were healthy people and those with 


elevated chronic risk disease (not further 


defined). To be included studies had to have 


at least 10 subjects per study arm. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3 (2, n=83) 


Cohort: 1 (1, n=1,418) 


Other: 1 non-RCT, 1 cross-sectional,  1 meta-


analysis (unclear study design, n=NR), 2 SRs 


(unclear study designs, n=NR) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Beans and peas, not including soy: 


1 crossover RCT compared a chickpea-


supplemented diet (140 g/day; as canned, 


drained chickpeas, chickpea bread and 


chickpea shortbread biscuits provided by the 


researchers) vs. a wheat-supplemented diet 


for at least 5 weeks (washout NR). 


1 crossover RCT compared a chickpea 


supplemented diet (140 g/day; similar foods 


to other RCT, unclear if provided) vs. a 


wheat based diet for 5 weeks with a 6 to 8 


week washout between interventions, 


followed by an additional low fibre diet for 3 


weeks (this part of the trial appeared un-


randomised).  


 


Soy foods: 


1 cohort assessed the relationship between 


lifetime soy consumption and BMI among  


women (5 year follow up). Dietary intake 


was assessed by a self-administered Diet and 


Beans and peas, not including soy: 


2 crossover RCTs (n=83) comparing chick-pea 


to wheat-supplemented diets found NS 


differences in body weight or BMI (figures 


NR, p>0.2 for 1 crossover RCT).   


 


Soy foods: 


1 cohort (n=1,418) found women who 


consumed high levels of soy over their 


lifetime (childhood and adult) had lower BMI 


(figures NR, p<0.0001). The study also found 


a link between adult soy intake and BMI, but 


it was unclear whether this analysis was 


solely cross sectional. This study was 


reported as a prospective cohort, but it 


appeared to assess soy intake retrospectively 


and assess relationship with current BMI. 


Women with high adult soy intake had 0.9 


kg/m2 lower BMI than those with low intake 


(high and low intakes not defined; p=0.002). 


After stratification by ethnicity, the effect 


was only significant for Caucasians (p=0.001) 


with a 2.35 kg/m2 lower BMI for the high 


adult soy intake category as compared to the 


low intake category. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Limited evidence exists to establish a clear 


relationship between intake of cooked dry 


beans and peas and body weight. 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Both RCTs had small populations (n=52 and 


n=31) and were of short duration and may 


not have been large or long enough to detect 


a change in weight or BMI. Both trials were 


mainly focusing on effect on serum lipids 


rather than weight. 


 


The cohort study focused on consumption of 


soy foods and it is unclear what was 


considered a soy food. Results are reported 


separately for studies interested in beans 


and peas (not including soy) or soy foods. 


 


Comparator: Partial, 2 crossover RCTs had 


comparators outside the scope of the review 


(wheat-supplemented). 


Population: Partial, inclusion criteria of the 


review were healthy and those with elevated 


chronic risk. 1 of the RCTs targeted weight 


loss in only obese people and has not been 


extracted. The cohort included women from 


2 previous studies and reported women from 


1 of these studies were primarily post-


menopausal.  


Study design: Partial, included some study 


designs outside scope of review (1 non-RCT, 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Health Questionnaire (DHQ) and a Life-time 


Soy Questionnaire (LTSQ). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, BMI, WC. Assessment method for 


outcomes NR for any study. 


 


1 cross-sectional, 1, meta-analysis of unclear 


study designs, 2 SRs of unclear study 


designs). 


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Meat 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cohorts with a follow 


up of more than 1 year and RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


The purpose was to examine the associations 


of dietary macronutrient composition, food 


consumption and dietary patterns in 


prevention of weight or waist circumference 


gain, with and without prior weight 


reduction. 


 


Review funding: 


Nordic Council of Ministers 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged 17 to 80 years. No inclusion 


criteria for body weight status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohorts: 8 (8, n=623,922) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures were: meat eating, fish-eating, 


vegetarian and vegan (not further defined); 


meat consumption (red meat, processed 


meat and poultry, not further defined); 


adherence to a Mediterranean dietary 


pattern (not further defined); different food 


groups (not further defined); different food 


and beverage groups (not further defined); 


change in food consumption at baseline of 


each 4 year period (20 year follow-up) (not 


further defined); red meat consumption (not 


further defined).  


 


Exposure assessment was by FFQ in 4 


cohorts, semi-quantitative FFQ in 3 cohorts 


and 1 dietary questionnaire (not further 


defined). 5 cohorts reported validated 


questionnaires.  


 


Exposure assessment (e.g. self report) was 


NR in all studies. 


 


Follow up ranged from 2 to 20 years. 


Result(s): 


Of 8 cohorts looking at meat (general), 


poultry, processed meat, unprocessed meat 


or red meat, 6 found significant associations 


with increased weight gain, 2 found NS 


association and 1 found significant 


associations with decreased weight gain (BMI 


and waist circumference reported to not be 


separated). 


 


Meat:  


3 cohorts (n=380,122) found intake of meat 


(general) was significantly association with 


increased weight gain; strength of evidence 


rated as probable.  


-1 cohort found mean annual weight gain 


was higher in meat eaters (406 g, 95% CI 373 


to 439 in men and 423 g, 95% CI 403 to 443 g 


in women) than in vegans (284 g, 95% CI 178 


to 390 g in men and 303 g, 95% CI 211 to 396 


g in women; p value NR). In this study fish 


eaters (women only) also had lower annual 


weight gain (338 g, 95% CI 300 to 376 g) than 


meat eaters (p value NR).  


-1 cohort found a 100 kcal/day increase in 


meat consumption was associated with a 30 


g (95% CI 24 to 36 g) annual increase in 


weight (reported to be significant for all 


types of meat with the strongest association 


found for poultry (no further detail 


provided). 


-1 cohort found higher meat consumption at 


baseline was associated with greater weight 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The review authors report 2 studies were not 


totally independent, with1 based on a 


subgroup of a larger cohort study and 


another that was reported to use the entire 


cohort for analyses. No further detail 


provided. 


 


Review team limitations: 


2 cohorts in this review are also reported by 


Summerbell et al. (++). 


 


Vegan diets are likely to involve broader 


changes than just amount of meat 


consumed; therefore comparison of weight 


outcomes in meat eaters and vegans may not 


solely reflect the effect of meat 


consumption alone. 


 


Population: 1 cohort reports including 


vegans, vegetarians and the general 


population; 1 cohort included apparently 


healthy people, 1 cohort included the 


general population, 1 cohort reported to 


exclude people with chronic conditions. 


Populations NR in 2 cohorts.  







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Outcome(s): 


Outcomes included: annual weight gain 


during follow up; 5 year weight change; 


change in weight and BMI; changes in WC; 


weight change (mean of 4 year periods); WC.  


 


Outcome assessments were by self-report in 


3 cohorts and were NR in 4 cohorts. 1 cohort 


reported using a validated outcome.  


1 other cohort had weight measured or self-


reported at baseline and self-reported at 


follow up. 


 


gain over 28 months (0.41 kg vs. 0.85 kg in 


lowest vs. highest third of consumption [not 


further defined]).  


  


1 cohort (n=42,696) found intake of poultry 


was significantly associated with increased 


WC for women (beta-coefficient 0.19, 95% CI 


0.01 to 0.37 [assessed against 60 kcal of food 


item]) but not men (figures NR). The 


evidence on poultry was rated as 


inconclusive.  


 


1 cohort (n=120,877) found intake of 


processed meats was significantly associated 


with increased weight gain (0.42, 95% CI 0.36 


to 0.49 for average 4 yr. weight gain in kg 


against changes in servings).   


 


Of 2 cohorts (n=91,327) on intake of 


processed meat and WC,  1 cohort had a 


significant association with WC (beta-


coefficient 0.04, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.06) whilst 


1 cohort found a significant association for 


women (beta-coefficient 0.20, 95% CI 0.04 to 


0.36 [assessed against 60 kcal of food item]) 


but not men (figures NR). The evidence on 


processed meats was rated as inconclusive. 


 


Of 2 cohorts (n=128,071) on intake of red 


(unprocessed) meat and weight, 1 cohort had 


a significant association with increased 


average 4 year weight gain (0.43 kg, 95% CI 


0.25 to 0.61 kg) and one had no significant 


association with weight gain (figures NR).  


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Of 2 cohorts (n=45,132) on intake of red 


meat and waist circumference, 1 cohort was 


significantly associated with decreased waist 


circumference (β coefficient -0.13, 95% CI -


0.24 to -0.03 for women; -0.06, 95% CI -0.11 


to -0.003 for men) and 1 cohort had no 


significant association with waist 


circumference (figures NR). The evidence on 


red meats was rated as inconclusive. 


 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Probable evidence was found for a positive 


asssociation between intake of meat and 


weight gain.  


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 6 (6, n=219,671) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures included: g/day, meat 


consumption (not further defined), meat 


products (not further defined),  red meat 


servings/week,.  


Result(s): 


No studies were identified specifically in 


children.  


 


Adults: 


For the individual results reported below, 


exposures associated with each result were 


not reported unless specified.  


 


Meat (not further defined; 4 cohorts): 3 


cohorts found at least one positive 


association between meat and weight or 


waist circumference, while 1 study found no 


association with waist circumference (mixed 


direction of effect by gender). Individual 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set, P 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Population: Unclear if populations were 


representative of the general population 


Outcome measurement method NR. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


 


Exposure assessment: FFQ 2 cohorts, semi-


quantitative FFQ in 2 cohorts, FFQ and 


interview in 1 cohort and dietary 


questionnaire in 1 cohort.  


 


Follow up ranged from 2.2 to 12 years. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, change in weight, change in BMI, 


WC, change in WC. 


 


results: 


 


-2 cohorts (n=190,767) found significant 


positive associations between higher 


consumption of meat and increase in BMI, 


waist circumference or weight at 28 months’ 


to 10 years’ follow up (weight gain at 28 


months: +0.82 kg, 95% CI 0.59 to1.04, p for 


trend ≤0.001; highest quintile vs. lowest 


quintile of consumption, difference in BMI 


increase at 10y: 0.34 kg/m2 in men, 0.19 


kg/m2 in women [p<0.001 for both]; OR for 


gaining weight at the waist at 10y: men OR 


1.46 [95% CI 1.25 to 1.71] and women OR 


1.50 [95% CI 1.20 to 1.87]).  


-1 cohort (n=17,369) found a significant 


association of meat intake with decreased 


risk of large weight loss in men but not 


women at 2.2 year follow up (highest vs. 


lowest meat consumption; men: OR 0.79, 


95% CI 0.63 to 1.00, p<0.05; women: OR 


0.81, CI or p value NR)  


-One cohort (n=3,785) found no significant 


associations with meat intake and waist 


circumference (regression coefficient -0.1 


for men, 0.21 for women; p values NR) 


 


Fresh meat (not further defined): 


No cohorts identified.  


 


Processed meat (not further defined): 


1 cohort (n=17,369) found a significant 


association between processed meat 


consumption and a decreased risk of a large 


Population: 1 cohort reports including 


vegans, vegetarians and the general 


population; 1 cohort included apparently 


healthy people, 1 cohort included the 


general population, 1 cohort excluded 


people with chronic conditions and 


populations were NR in 2 cohorts. It is 


unclear if people included in the cohorts 


were overweight, obese and for some of the 


cohorts it is unclear if populations had 


specific conditions.  


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


weight loss  was found in women (highest vs. 


lowest consmuption: OR 0.75, 95% CI 0.61 to 


0.93, p<0.05) but not men (OR 1.08, CI or p 


value NR) over 2 years.  


 


Red meat: 


-1 cohort (n=7,194) found that high level of 


red meat intake (>128.7 g/day) was 


associated with higher risk of weight gain of 


borderline significance at a follow up of 28 


months (OR 1.16, 95% CI 1.00 to 1.36, p 


value NR), although this result did not 


remain significant following multivariate 


adjustment (figures NR).  


-1 cohort (n=556) found no significant 


association between red meat consumption 


and weight change after 12 years (regression 


coefficient 0.245, 95% CI -1.42 to 1.91, 


p=0.77) 


 


Fish (3 cohorts): 


All 3 cohorts (n=27,473) looking at fish 


intake found no significant association: 


1 cohort (n=17,369)  found NS association 


between fish intake and weight change over 


2.2 years (OR for lowest vs. highest fish 


consumption: 0.92 for women and 1 for men, 


CI or p values NR).  


1 cohort (n=3,785) found NS association 


between fish intake and change in waist 


circumference  over 6 years’ follow up 


(regression coefficient for women -0.07, men 


-0.08; units of exposure and outcome and p 


value NR).  







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


1 cohort (n=6,319) found NS association 


between fish consumption and weight 


change over 28 months’ follow up (mean 


change in body weight [units NR] 0.71 in the 


lowest fish consumption group vs. 0.88 in the 


highest consumption group, p for trend 


0.92). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Higher total meat intakes are associated 


with greater subsequent excess weight gain 


and obesity, although results are 


inconsistent. However, the evidence also 


suggests that there is no association  


between processed meat or red meat 


consumption and the level of subsequent 


weight gain or obesity over time. Therefore, 


although the evidence suggests a positive 


association between meat intake and weight 


gain, the results are not robust.  


USDA 2010n 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Sept 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of mixed study designs 


(cohorts, RCTs and cross-sectional studies) 


 


Review aim: 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Population inclusion criteria were children 


aged 2 to 18 years and adults aged 19 and 


older 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 1 (0) 


Cohorts: 1 (1, n=1,152) 


Other: 1 (cross-sectional) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Result(s): 


No studies identified specifically in children.  


 


1 cohort (n=1,152): NS differences for BMI or 


WC at 10 year follow up for thirds of red or 


processed meat consumed at baseline 


(figures NR). However, a 10 g increase in red 


meat consumption from baseline to 10 year 


follow up was associated with a 0.3 cm 


increase in WC of men (p=0.035) and women 


(p=0.048) at 10 year. A similar association 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


What is the relationship between the intake 


of animal protein products and body weight? 


 


Review funding: 


Department of Agriculture to support 


development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


High consumption of red or processed meat 


(not further defined; self recorded using  5-


day diary) over 10 years. 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI, WC(both measured by researchers in 


cohort; assessment method NR in RCT), body 


mass, fat mass, fat-free mass (assessment 


method NR in RCT). 


 


was reported to be found for consumption of 


processed meat (figures NR).  


 


 If red and processed meat were combined, 


the men with the highest consumption at 


baseline had significantly higher BMI 


(p=0.027) and WC (p=0.009) at follow up (no 


further figures reported). 


 


 


Additional results were also presented, but 


these appeared to be cross sectional 


analyses. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Insufficient evidence is available to link 


animal protein intake and body weight. 


The population in the RCT were overweight 


postmenopausal women, so not relevant to 


the current review scope, and its findings 


are note reported here. It is unclear if the 


population in either study were 


overweight/obese or had specific conditions.  


 


Study design: Partial, included studies 


outside scope of review (cross-sectional) 


Population: Partial, the RCT population were 


postmenopausal women and the authors 


refer to the women as overweight (inferred 


inclusion criteria for BMI greater than 25 


kg/m). The population in the cohort was a 


birth cohort and appears to be 


representative of the general population. 


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Fish 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 3 (3, n= 27,473) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures included: g/day, fish consumption 


(not further defined).  


 


Exposure assessment: FFQs  


Follow up ranged from 2to 6 years. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Change in weight, change in WC. 


 


Result(s): 


No studies were identified specifically in 


children.  


 


Adults: 


All 3 cohorts (n=27,473) looking at fish 


intake found no significant association: 


1 cohort (n=17,369)  found NS association 


between fish intake and weight change over 


2.2 years (OR for lowest vs. highest fish 


consumption: 0.92 for women and 1 for men, 


CI or p values NR).  


1 cohort (n=3,785) found NS association 


between fish intake and change in waist 


circumference  over 6 years’ follow up 


(regression coefficient for women -0.07, men 


-0.08; units of exposure and outcome and p 


value NR).  


1 cohort (n=6,319) found NS association 


between fish consumption and weight 


change over 28 months’ follow up (mean 


change in body weight [units NR] 0.71 in the 


lowest fish consumption group vs. 0.88 in the 


highest consumption group, p for trend 


0.92). 


Results were reported to be highly adjusted 


(confounders not fully listed, included BMI 


and sociodemographic factors for individual 


studies). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set, P 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Population: Unclear if populations were 


representative of the general population 


Outcome measurement method NR. 


 


Population: It is unclear if people included in 


the cohorts were overweight, obese and for 


some of the cohorts it is unclear if 


populations had specific conditions.  


 


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Conclusions: 


The evidence suggests that there is no 


association between fish consumption and 


level of subsequent weight gain or obesity 


over time. 







 


Milk and other dairy 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Abargouei et al. 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Oct 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs 


 


Review aim: 


To summarise the published evidence from 


RCTs regarding the effect of dairy 


consumption on weight, body fat mass, lean 


mass and waist circumference in adults. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adult population, no inclusion criteria 


specified for weight or health status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 16 (unclear) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


In  the trials without energy restriction, 3-5 


daily servings of dairy products compared to 


normal diet in 4 studies. Daily 1300-1400mg 


calcium via dairy products in one study, and 


an increase of 610mg of calcium via milk in 


another compared to normal diet. 1 study 


compared 3 daily servings of milk with 


normal diet. The latter 3 trials appeared not 


to specifically be in overweight or obese 


participants. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight change was assessed after between 


21 and 144 weeks. 4 studies also reported on 


fat mass, and 3 studies reported on lean 


mass and 2 on waist circumference. 


 


Result(s): 


Subgroup meta-analysis was performed for 


studies with energy restriction (n=10) and 


without energy restriction (n=5). One RCT 


was considered in both categories. Sub group 


analysis of studies with energy restriction 


are not reported here as most of these RCTs 


appeared to be in overweight or obese 


participants.  


 


The meta-analysis of non-energy restricted 


RCTs found not significant effect on weight 


related outcomes: 


 


Weight change: 5 RCTs (n=453) with follow 


up between 21 and 48 weeks found WMD for 


weight change of 0.33kg (95% CI -0.35 to 


1.00, p=0.34, heterogeneity: p=0.67).  


 


Fat mass: 4 RCTs (n=253); WMD -0.16kg (95% 


CI -0.97 to 0.66, p=0.71; significant between 


study heterogeneity (p=0.02). 


 


Lean body mass:  3 RCTs (n=NR);  WMD 


0.35kg; 95% CI -0.15 to 0.86, p=0.17.  


 


Waist circumference: 2 RCTs (n=NR); WMD -


2.68cm; 95%CI -8.02 to 2.66 p=0.32 


 


3 RCTs appeared not to specifically be in 


overweight or obese individuals baserd on 


study titles. In the two RCTs using added 


fluid milk as the intervention participants 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set, P 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Owing to the small number of studies that 


presented data for lean mass and waist 


circumference, excluding each study could 


change the overall effect size. 


 


Review team limitations: 


No information was provided on the weight 


of the participants in any of the studies. 


 


The review did not assess the different types 


of dairy products separately.  


 


Population: The weight and health status of 


the population was not reported, but titles 


of the included studies suggested that at 


least 12 were in overweight or obese 


participants. 


 


Setting: unclear 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


gained more weight than controls (no data 


reported for 1 study, no overall data 


presented for 1 study [figures presented by 


gender in forest plot, both showing non-


significant trend for increase]), and in the 


third RCT (adding dairy products) there was 


no effect on weight or fat mass (mean 


difference in weight 0.70 kg, 95% CI -0.74 to 


2.14; mean difference in fat mass 1.0, 95% CI 


-0.25 to 2.25). The review noted that total 


energy intake increased in the dairy groups 


where weight increased (data NR), but not in 


the trial which found no effect, and this 


could explain results. 


 


Adverse Effects: NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Increasing dairy consumption to 


recommended daily intakes in adults who do 


not follow any calorie restricted diet, would 


not affect weight, fat mass, lean body mass 


and waist circumference. 


Louie et al. 2011 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Apr 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies. 


 


Review aim: 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


People of all ages and weights were 


included. There was no inclusion criteria for 


health status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 19 (9 adults, n=93,006/10 children, 


n=18,529) 


Other: 0 


 


Result(s): 


Children and adolescents: 


6/10 (n=5,193) studies in children and 


adolescents  aged 2 to 14 years old reported 


no significant association (direction of 


association NR in 5 studies, 1 study reported 


a weak inverse association between a 100g 


increase in daily dairy intake associated with 


a 0.002 kg/m2 decrease in BMI), while 3/10 


studies (n=507) reported an inverse 


(protective) association between dairy 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The unit of measure of dairy consumption 


was inconsistent among the studies, with 


some reporting weight/volume of dairy 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


To examine the relationship between dairy 


consumption and overweight/obesity. 


 


Review funding: 


Dairy Australia 


 


The authors declare that Dairy Australia had 


no influence on the review process or the 


conclusions drawn. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Children: total milk intake, milk only, total 


dairy (given as calcium equivalents of 240 ml 


milk), total dairy.  


 


Adults: total dairy, full cream dairy only, 


milk only, low fat/skim milk and yoghurt, 


total dairy and low fat dairy, low fat and 


high fat dairy products.  


 


Intake was measured using FFQ and 3 to 7 


day recall.  


 


Outcome(s): 


Outcomes were change in BMI in 8/19, body 


weight 8/19, body fat 6/19, waist 


circumference 5/19 and a few studies 


measured skinfold thickness, waist to hip 


ratio and obesity.  


 


Children: change in BMI, change in BMI per 


year, change in body fat (as gram or %), 


change in % body fat, change in fat mass, 


sum of skin fold thickness, change in weight 


(lb) per year, BMI >85th percentile.  


 


Adults: change in weight (kg), odds of mean 


weight gain (kg) of 1 or more kg per year, 


change in WC, , change n sum of skin fold 


thickness, change in % body fat, change in 


WHR, obesity (BMI >30 or WHR >0.85 [f]/0.90 


[m]), change in truncal fat.  


 


Overall, follow up was over 7 months to 12 


consumption and overweight/obesity: two 


studies assessed change in body fat, and 


found that each serving of dairy was 


associated with a 0.35 to 0.91kg reduction in 


body fat or body fat 3 to 4 years later 


(p<0.01); one study found that higher 


consumption of dairy at age 3 to 6 was 


associated with a lower BMI 8 years later 


(21.1kg/m
2
 in lowest tertile vs.  19.9kg/m


2
 in 


highest tertile of consumption; p for trend = 


0.046). One study (n=12,829) reported a 


positive association with BMI in children aged 


9 to 14 years: consuming >3 servings of milk 


per day was associated with a BMI 0.081 


kg/m2 higher in boys and 0.093 kg/m2 higher 


in girls over 4 years than those consuming 


≤0.5 servings of milk per day (p<0.05 for 


both); this study did not adjust for total energy 


intake, and this was suggested to account for 


the positive relationship seen. 


 


Adults: 


One study (n=1,124) showed no association 


between dairy consumption and weight 


related outcomes (BMI, weight, WC, WHR; 


figures NR).  


 


5 studies (n=70,352) showed a significant 


inverse (protective) association (protective 


exposures included cheese, whole milk and 


sour milk, total dairy, high fat dairy, milk 


and milk drinks, low fat dairy, milk and 


yoghurt; exposure units not usually 


quantified but included per serving and per 1 


consumed while others reported servings of 


dairy per day, with varying definitions of 


serving size used. 


 


Meta-analysis was not possible on the 


studies either in children or in adults, 


because of the high heterogeneity of the 


studies as well as inconsistent exposure 


and outcome measures. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The review was funded by Dairy Australia - 


the national service body for dairy farmers 


and the industry. 


 


Most studies adjusted for total energy 


intake, this would reduce ability to detect 


an effect if dairy foods were solely having an 


effect via total energy intake. 


 


The review did not assess the different types 


of dairy products separately. 


 


Population: health status not recorded. 


Unclear if they were chosen for their weight 


status. 


Setting: unclear if any of the studies 


occurred in the school or workplace. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


years, with the majority over 5 years. Follow 


up in the adult studies was 7 months to 12 


years. Follow up in the children studies was 


8 months to 10 years. 


 


daily eating occasion where reported; OR 


ranged from 0.70 to 0.85). One of these 


studies found a protective effect of low-fat 


dairy but not total dairy (figures NR).  


 


3 studies (n=21,530) found both positive and 


inverse associations depending on the type 


of dairy and the population subgroup 


assessed: one found a protective effect 


(inverse association) of yoghurt in men who 


were initially overweight but a detrimental 


effect (positive association) in normal weight 


women (figures NR); one study reported that 


increased high-fat dairy intake at baseline 


protected against weight gain (mean weight 


change in kg [SE] for lowest and highest 


quintiles: Q1 3.24 [0.11] vs. Q5 2.86 [0.11], 


p for trend= 0.03), while the opposite was 


found for total dairy (Q1 2.57 SD 0.13 vs. Q5 


3.14 SD 0.11, p for trend =0.001) and/or high 


fat dairy (mean Q1 2.70 SD 0.14 vs. Q5 3.27 


SD 0.11, p for trend <0.001); the third found 


that for waist circumference, skimmed and 


partly skimmed milk was associated with a 


protective effect (beta -0.23 [SE 0.09], 


p=0.02), while low-fat yoghurt was 


associated with a detrimental effect (beta 


0.42 [SE 0.19], p=0.02). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Even though there was a much higher 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


proportion of studies among adults which 


showed a protective effect, the association 


between dairy consumption and weight 


status does not seem to be consistent in 


either children/adolescents and adults. 


However, the review concluded that at the 


very least dairy products showed no harmful 


effect on weight status, in both children and 


adults. 


USDA 2010r 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Aug 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of systematic reviews, 


RCTS and cohort studies in children. 


 


Review aim: 


Is intake of calcium and/or dairy (milk and 


milk products) related to adiposity in 


children? 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


written by the US Department of Agriculture 


to support development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children up to the age of 18. No inclusion 


criteria on health or weight status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 5 (1, n=59) 


Cohort: 12 (12, n=35,799) 


Other: 3  


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The RCT compared a calcium-rich diet 


(target: 1,500mg calcium per day; average 


1,656mg calcium per day) or normal diet 


(average 961 mg calcium per day) for 2 years 


in girls. This calcium came primarily from 


dairy foods. 


 


Exposures in the cohorts were: Beverage 


consumption (not further defined); milk, 


calcium, fat from foods and beverages; 


dietary calcium; dietary intake (not further 


defined); calcium and dairy food 


consumption (not further defined); dairy, 


dietary factors (not further defined). 


Assessed using a FFQ. 


Result(s): 


The relevant RCT found no difference in 


changes in body weight, BMI, or fat mass 


between the calcium-rich diet and normal 


diet groups at 2 years (mean BMI 19k/m2 in 


both groups; mean weight increase: 34% 


[range 17% to 59%] with intervention vs. 33% 


[range 16% to 72%] with control; mean fat 


mass: 10.7 [SD 10.7] with intervention vs. 


11.4 [SD 4.9] with control, units not 


reported, reported as NS, p values NR). 


 


In the cohort studies, no association between 


calcium or dairy and adiposity was found in 


5/11 (direction of effect NR), and an inverse 


association in 4/12 (3 assessed calcium 


intake rather than dairy; 1 found that those 


in the lowest tertile of dairy intake [<1.25 


servings/day  for girls, <1.70 servings /day 


for boys] had the highest BMI from ages 10 to 


13 [21.1kg/m2 in the lowest tertile vs. 19.3 


kg/m2 in the highest tertile (>1.85 


servings/day for girls, >2.35 servings/day for 


boys]). 


 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


There may be some overlap in two cohort 


studies which reported on the same group of 


children from the Growing Up Today Study 


(GUTS). One analysis was described as cross 


sectional analysis of a cohort, but it was 


described in another review (Louie et al. 


2011 [++]) as cohort analysis so has been 


included here. 


 


Study design: three systematic reviews were 


included. 1 RCT looked at whether high milk 


consumption lead to greater weight loss in 9 


year olds so this was out of scope as it 


implied they were overweight. 1 RCT 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI was measured or self-reported between  


12 months and 23 years after baseline. DEXA 


scan assessed body composition in the 3 


RCTS and in 4 cohorts. Skinfold thickness was 


assessed in two studies. 


 


One study reported no association overall, 


but mixed non-significant and inverse results 


for calcium intake, depending on child age 


and cholesterol level (no association with 


adiposity in children ages 4 to 6 years; 


inversely associated with BMI and skinfolds 


among  children aged 7 to 10 years with 


normal cholesterol levels). 


 


In 1 cohort (n=12,829) a positive association 


with BMI and obesity was found  for milk (>3 


vs. ≤0.5 servings of milk/day associated with 


a BMI 0.081 kg/m2 higher for boys [beta 


0.019 per serving, SE 0.009] and 0.093 kg/m2 


higher for girls [beta 0.015 per serving, SE 


0.007]). It also found  a positive association 


for 1% milk intake in boys and skim milk in 


girls (data NR). Energy intake was the most 


important predictor of weight gain in this 


study. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Moderate evidence suggests that there is no 


relationship between intake of calcium 


and/or dairy (milk and milk products) and 


adiposity in children and adolescents. 


measured the effects of a prebiotic 


supplement, with both groups having 


calcium-fortified orange juice or milk. 


Unclear: Health and weight status of the 


population was not reported. 


Unclear: Setting 


 







 


Nuts 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Flores-Mateo et al. 2013 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Dec 2012  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of 


RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


To perform a systematic review and meta-


analysis of published randomised nut-feeding 


trials to estimate the effect of nut 


consumption on adiposity measures. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged 18 years and above. Inclusion 


criteria for body weight status NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 31 (unclear, n=unclear) (19 crossover 


RCTs) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 1 (quasi-experimental study) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Nut interventions were: nut intake in g/day 


(range 35 to 120 g/day); supplementation 


with nuts in g/day (range 15 to 100 g/day); 


nut paste 150 g/week; partial replacement 


of other foods with nuts (range 41 to 56 


g/day); % of energy or calories (range 15 to 


50%); 1,440 kJ portion of nuts; 16.6 g/1,000 


kcal of diet; 2.9 g/4.2 MJ of diet. 


 


The controls used were: habitual diet (13 


trials), habitual diet plus meat without 


walnut paste (2 trials), habitual diet plus 


cereal (1 trial), low fat diet (7 trials), 


National Cholesterol Education Program Step 


I or II diet (4 trials); Mediterranean diet (2 


trials); American Diabetes Association diet (1 


trial); low calorie diet (1 trial); low-fat, low-


cholesterol, high-carbohydrate diet (1 trial); 


other foods added to the background diet 


(85g cheddar cheese, 28 g butter, 21 g rye 


crackers; 1 trial). 


 


Result(s): 


Body weight: A meta-analysis of 28 trials (27 


RCTs, 1 quasi-experimental study; n=1,836) 


found no significant difference in body 


weight changes between nut-enriched and 


control diets (WMD -0.47kg, 95% CI -1.17 to 


+0.22 kg, I2=7%). A subgroup analysis showed 


energy restriction significantly pooled 


estimates, p=0.046).  


 


A non-significant reduction in weight in the 


nut group was shown in studies that had 


energy restriction interventions (WMD -2.61 


kg, 95% CI -12.1 to +6.84 kg, I2=0%). In 


studies without an energy restriction, no 


significant effect of nut-enriched diets were 


found (WMD -0.18 kg, 95% CI -0.70 to +0.37 


kg, I2=0%). Study follow up, study design, 


quality and type of intervention did not 


influence pooled estimates.  


 


BMI: A meta-analysis of 14 trials (13 RCTs, 1 


quasi-experimental study; n=1,057) found a 


non-significant reduction in BMI when 


participants consumed a nut-enriched diet 


compared with a control diet (WMD -0.40 


kg/m2, 95% CI -0.97 to +0.17 kg/m2, I2=49%. 


In a subgroup analysis of heterogeneity nut 


consumption had a greater effect on BMI (-


2.50 vs. -0.08 kg/m2) when assessed studies 


focused on energy restriction interventions 


were compared to weight maintenance 


interventions. The duration of intervention, 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The author’s report they aimed to avoid 


heterogeneity by including only RCTs, 


however they report heterogeneity was 


present for all outcomes and only partially 


explained by subgroup analyses. The authors 


report they were able to exclude publication 


bias with some confidence.  


The authors report they did not observe 


change in waist circumference in the 681 


participants for whom data were available 


and state that weight changes were probably 


too small to identify any such changes. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Both the meta-analyses for weight and BMI 


include 1 study that was a quasi-


experimental study. 


 


The review may have been too small to 


identify changes in outcomes such as waist 


circumference. 


 


The weight characteristics of the included 


participants was not clear. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


In most of the studies, nuts were reported to 


be used in isocaloric diets to replace other 


food items with high energy density. Only 2 


studies included energy restriction. The 


review did not report whether participants in 


the individual trials were overweight or 


obese. Therefore some of the trials may not 


be relevant to the current review scope. 


 


Assessment method NR. 


Types of nuts were almonds, cashews, 


peanuts, walnuts, pecans, pistachios, 


hazelnuts, walnut-enriched frozen meat, 


walnut paste.  


Length of follow up ranged from 2 to 156 


weeks. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, BMI, WC (assessment methods NR). 


 


study design (parallel vs. crossover), quality 


or type of nuts did not modify the effect on 


BMI.  


 


Waist circumference: A meta-analysis of 5 


RCTs (n=681) found that compared with 


control diets, nut-enriched diets had no 


significant effect on WC (WMD -1.25 cm, 95% 


CI -2.82 to +0.31 cm, I2=28%). The estimated 


effect of nut consumption on WC was greater 


for studies that had energy restricted 


interventions compared to studies that 


focused on weight maintenance (-5.00 vs. -


0.49 cm, p=0.031. Follow up, study quality 


and intervention diet did not modify the 


effects on WC 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Compared with control diets, diets enriched 


with nuts did not increase body weight, BMI 


or waist circumference in controlled clinical 


trials. 


The paper appeared to have been corrected 


after publication, and results of the meta-


analyses in the pdf version of the paper 


differed from the full test html version. The 


latter figures were reported here as they 


appeared the most recent. 


 


Comparator: Partial, comparators included 


habitual diet, habitual diet plus cereal, 


habitual diet and meat without walnut 


paste, low-fat diet, Mediterranean diet, 


National Cholesterol Education Program 


(NCEP) Step I or II diet, low-calorie diet, 


American Diabetes Association (ADA) diet. 


Comparator diets are not further defined.  


Study design: Partial, 1 included study was a 


quasi-experimental study.  


Population: Unclear if participants were 


representative of the general population of 


if studies included solely overweight or 


obese people or people with specific 


conditions.  


Setting: Unclear. 


 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cohorts with a follow 


up of more than 1 year and RCTs. 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged 17 to 80 years. No inclusion 


criteria for body weight status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohorts: 3 (3, n=180,930) 


Other: 0 


 


Result(s): 


3 cohorts reported an inverse association 


between intake of nuts and weight gain or 


obesity risk (figures NR): 


 


1 cohort (n=8,865) found participants who 


ate nuts 2 or more times per week (not 


further defined) had significantly lower risk 


of gaining ≥5 kg (OR 0.69, 95% CI 0.53 to 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The authors report 2 of the studies were not 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review aim: 


The purpose was to examine the associations 


of dietary macronutrient composition, food 


consumption and dietary patterns in 


prevention of weight or waist circumference 


gain, with and without prior weight 


reduction. 


 


Review funding: 


Nordic Council of Ministers 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Y 


Intervention/exposure description: 


2 cohorts had exposures that were nut 


consumption (not further defined; 28 month 


median follow up in 1 cohort, 8 year follow 


up in 1 cohort). 1 cohort had exposure 


reported as change in food consumption at 


baseline of each 4 year period (no further 


detail provided; 12 to 20 year follow up).  


Dietary intake was assessed using a FFQ in 3 


cohorts (semi-quantitative FFQ in 1 cohort; 


self-reported in 1 cohort, NR in 2 cohorts). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight gain (self-report in 1 cohort), 


increase in body weight of at least 5 kg 


during 28 month follow up (method of 


assessment NR), weight change (mean of 4 


year periods; self reported weight). 


 


0.90, p for trend 0.006) than those who ate 


nuts never or almost never (not further 


defined) at 28 months follow up. Participants 


with little nut consumption (never/almost 


never) gained an average of 424 g (95% CI 


102 to 746 g) more than frequent nut eaters.  


1 cohort (n=51,188) found nut consumption 


of 2 or more times per week (not further 


defined) compared with never or almost 


never eating nuts was associated with a 


slightly lower risk of obesity across 8 years 


(HR 0.77, 95% CI 0.57 to 1.02, p for 


trend=0.003). These first 2 cohorts may 


overlap in participants. 


1 cohort (n=120,877) found nut consumption 


was inversely associated with mean weight 


gain ov er 4 years (-0.26 kg, 95% CI -0.44 to -


0.08). 


 


Adverse Effects: NR 


 


Conclusions: The review concluded that 


there is probable evidence for high intake of 


nuts being associated with less weight gain. 


fully independent (not further defined) as 


they are partly or totally based on data from 


another study. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Unclear if populations were representative 


of the general population. 


There may be overlap in 2 of the cohorts 


that partly or totally used data from a larger 


study. 


 


The analyses were adjusted for various 


confounders, but these did not appear to 


include total energy intake. 


 


Population: Unclear if participants were 


representative of the general population of 


if they were overweight/obese or had 


specific conditions. 


Setting: Unclear. 


 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 3 (3, n=32,553) 


Other: 0 


 


Result(s): 


No studies identified that were specifically 


in children.  


 


1 study (n=17,369) found for males, no 


significant association between consumption 


of nuts and seeds and 2 year weight gain (OR 


for highest vs. lowest consumption: 0.88, CI 


or p value NR). For females, small weight 


losses were found to be attributable to nuts 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR 


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Intervention/exposure description: 


1 study looked at the association between 


nut and seed intake (absolute intake in 


g/day) and weight change over 2.2 years 


(reported as 2 years in the results).  


1 study looked at the effect of nut 


consumption (g/day) and mean weight 


change (28 months follow up). 


1 study looked at the frequency of nut 


consumption (50 g serving) and risk of weight 


gain of at least 5 kg (the outcome is 


reported as weight change of more than 5 


kg) (28 month follow up).  


All 3 studies used a food frequency 


questionnaire to assess nut/seed intake (self 


administered in 2 studies, NR in 1 study). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight (1 study, measurement NR), weight 


change (1 study, self-reported), weight 


change of more than 5 kg (1 study, self-


reported) 


 


and seeds (OR 0.33, 95% CI 0.12 to 0.90, 


p<0.05). Results were not presented 


separately for nuts and seeds. 


 


1 study (n=6,319) found no significant 


association between nut consumption and 


weight change over 2 years (mean change in 


body weight: 0.73 in lowest consumption 


group vs. 0.57 in highest consumption group 


[units NR] p for trend = 0.07). This was the 


only study which explicitly adjusted for 


energy intake. 


 


1 study (n=8,865) (also identified by 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 [+]) found frequent 


nut consumption (serving of 50 g more than 2 


times per week) was associated with a 


significantly reduced risk of weight gain 


after a median of 28 months (OR 0.61, 95% CI 


0.47 to 0.79, p for trend <0.001) compared 


with weight gain in those who never or rarely 


(not further defined) ate nuts. Significance 


reported to remain after adjustment for age, 


sex, smoking, leisure time physical activity 


and other risk factors of obesity (not further 


defined), (OR 0.69, 95% CI 0.53 to 0.90, p for 


trend = 0.006). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is limited but consistent evidence that 


nuts and seeds are not associated with 


Review team limitations: 


This review looked at the associations of 


nuts and seeds and results are not provided 


separately, therefore the results apply to 


intake of nuts and seeds and not to nuts 


only.  


The outcome measurement was subjective in 


2 studies and NR in 1 study. The exposure 


measurement was subjective in 2 studies and 


NR in 1 study. 


 


The studies were reported to be highly 


adjusted, with one study (with non-


significant results) explicitly adjusted for 


total energy intake. 


 


Population: Unclear, 1 study describes 


participants as non-smoking adults but no 


further information is described. It is unclear 


if participants from the 3 studies were 


representative of the general population or 


if they were overweight/obese or had 


specific conditions. 


Setting: Unclear 
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subsequent excess weight gain and obesity. 







 


Refined grains 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: 2008 (month NR)  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of studies that assessed 


bread consumption and ponderal status (all 


study designs). 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the influence eating patterns that 


include refined and whole-grain bread are 


associated with overall obesity or excess 


abdominal adiposity in the general 


population and in people undergoing obesity 


management 


 


Review funding: 


INCERPAN (The Spanish Association of Bread 


Producers and Retailers) 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for the individual studies included in 


the review was not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


None reported. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3*(0) 


Cohort: 11(5, n=146,764) 


Other: 22*  


*Includes whole grain and refined grain 


studies and general studies on bread; 


relevant study number refers to solely 


refined grain studies 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Dietary patterns rich in refined bread 


(sometimes analysed in a cluster as refined 


bread), intake of refined bread, intake of 


refined grains and cereals assessed used food 


frequency questionnaires or dietary recalls. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight related outcomes (ponderal status) 


including body weight/weight change, BMI, 


and waist circumference after between 4 


and 12 years. How these were measured was 


not reported. 


 


Result(s): 


Overall, groups of food items that included 


refined bread were associated with 


unfavourable effects (a positive association) 


on waist circumference in 3 studies (2 found 


this in women only) and one study found 


unfavourable effects on weight. Individual 


studies are described below (effect sizes 


were not reported by the review): 


 


-One study (n=74,091) found that weight gain 


was positively associated with intake of 


refined cereals. 


-One study (n=459) found that the dietary 


pattern including refined bread had the 


greatest increase in waist circumference. 


-One study (n=2,436) found that no dietary 


factor, including a refined grain bread 


pattern, was consistently associated with 


changes in BMI or the development of 


obesity, although an earlier publication from 


the same study found that a high intake of 


refined bread was associated with increased 


waist circumference in women (but not in 


men). 


-One study (n=27,082) found no relationship 


between intake of refined cereals and 


changes in ponderal status. 


-One study (n=42,696) found that refined 


cereals were associated with an increase in 


waist circumference in women only. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Variations in sample size, quality of study 


design, length of follow-up make it difficult 


to compare results of studies. 


Measurement of dietary intake is less precise 


than, for example, measurement of blood 


analytes. 


Some of the included studies evaluated 


groups of food items that included bread, 


but the resulting data did not indicate the 


proportion with which bread consumption 


influenced the effect studied. 


Heterogenity of methods used (for example 


diet index, factor analysis, cluster analysis). 


 


Review team limitations: 


Although refined grain (and whole grain) 


bread consumption were the focus of the 


review, often the studies analysed whole 


grain bread as part of a dietary pattern or 


cluster of refined grain  food. The results 


may therefore be more representative of the 


effect if these dietary patterns rather than 


the effects of refined grain breads alone, 


and also may not apply to other forms of 


refined grain (not specifically bread). 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Most cross-sectional studies indicated 


beneficial effects of refined bread, while 


most of the cohort studies indicated a 


possible relationship with excess abdominal 


fat. 


 


All RCTs were performed in 


overweight/obese populations and therefore 


were not extracted. 


All extracted studies were in adults. 


 


Systematic review funded by The Spanish 


Association of Bread Producers and Retailers 


 


Study design: cross-sectional studies also 


included, which are not relevant to the 


current review scope 


Population: all RCTs were performed in 


overweight/obese populations. Cohort 


studies did not have weight status as a 


reported entry criteria 


Setting: Not a reported inclusion/exclusion 


criterion. 


 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cohorts with a follow 


up of more than 1 year and RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


The purpose was to examine the associations 


of dietary macronutrient composition, food 


consumption and dietary patterns in 


prevention of weight or waist circumference 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged 17 to 80 years. No inclusion 


criteria for body weight status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0  


Cohort: 5 (5, n=290,852)  


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The exposure was refined grains in 2 studies, 


(n=194,968); refined (white) bread in 2 


studies (n=51,067); and carbohydrates from 


refined grains in one study (n=44,817). 


Refined grain intake was assessed using a 


Result(s): 


Overall, all of the cohorts reported positive 


associations between refined grain intake 


(measured in different ways) and weight or 


waist circumference. (The review did not 


report quantities of refined grain associated 


with individual results.) Individual results are 


reported below: 


 


Refined grains: One cohort study (n=74,091) 


found that greater increase in refined grain 


intake was associated with greater weight 


gain. The average change in weight in 2-4 


years was 1.57kg +/- 0.03kg in the quintile 


with the greatest increase in refined grain 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set, P 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The number of studies for a specific 


combination of exposure and outcome was 


limited. 


All studies identified for this exposure were 


cohort studies. 


Meaurements of dietary intake and food 


consumption at baseline are usually 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


gain, with and without prior weight 


reduction. 


 


Review funding: 


Nordic Council of Ministers 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


food frequency questionnaire in one study, 


method of measurement not reported in 


other study but as there was some overlap in 


populations likely to have also been assessed 


using a food frequency questionnaire. 


Refined bread intake was assessed using food 


frequency questionnaires in both cohort 


studies. 


The method of assessing carbohydrate from 


refined grain sources was not reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Two studies reported changes in body weight 


(self-reported in one study, method of 


measurement not reported in other study 


but as there was some overlap in populations 


likely to also be self reported) over between 


12 and 20 years of follow-up (both studies 


reporting this outcome looked at refined 


grain intake as the exposure). 


Three studies reported waist circumference 


as an outcome (method of measurement not 


reported) after between 5 and 6 years 


(studies reporting this outcome looked at 


refined bread intake or carbohydrate from 


refined grains as the exposure). 


 


intake and 1.14kg +/- 0.03kg in the quintile 


with the lowest change in intake of refined 


grains, p for trend <0.0001. The other cohort 


study (n=120,877) found that the average 4 


year weight gain in kg was positively 


associated with changes in servings of 


refined grains (0.18 kg, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.26). 


Refined (white) bread: One cohort study 


(n=2,436) found that intake of refined bread 


was positively associated with change in 


waist circumference (beta=0.29, 95% CI 0.07 


to 0.51 with adjustment for BMI or 


beta=0.42, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.73 without 


adjustment for BMI). The other cohort study 


(n=48,631) found a positive associated in 


annual change in waist circumference with 


white bread consumption (beta= 0.01, 95% CI 


0.01 to 0.02, adjusted for BMI). 


Carbohydrate from refined grains: In one 


cohort study (n=44,817) carbohydrates from 


refined grains were positively associated 


with waist circumference in women only 


(data NR; results or figures for men NR). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Suggestive evidence was found for high 


intake of refined grains being associated 


with more weight gain and refined (white) 


bread intake and larger increases in waist 


circumference. 


innacurate, and dietary pattern may change 


during follow-up. 


Many of the cohort studies were initiated 


more than 10 years ago. 


The review only covered publication years 


2000-2012, and may exclude important older 


studies. 


 


Review team limitations: 


One of the refined grains studies reported 


results from the nurses' health study, the 


other from the nurses' health study and 


nurses' health study II and health 


professionals follow-up study (overlap). 


 


Study design: although all studies included 


for this exposure were cohorts, the review 


also included intervention studies and case-


control studies. 


Population: BMI/weight was not an inclusion 


criterion for the systematic review. All 


cohort studies included for this factor appear 


to have populations that meet the scope 


(random population sample, or nurses or 


health care professionals)  


Setting: not reported explicitly. 


 


Summerbell et al. 2009 Study participant inclusion criteria: Result(s): Applicable to the UK: Yes 
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Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


Refined grains: study funders included The 


Danish Medical Research Council, National 


Institutes of Health, National Institutes of 


Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, 


Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research 


Council, American Cancer Society, Amgem, 


The Californian Prune Board, the Centres for 


Disease Control and Prevention, the Ellsion 


Medical Foundation, the Florida Citrus 


Growers, the Glaucoma Medical 


Research Foundation, Hoffman-La Roche, 


Kelloggs, General Mills, Lederle, the 


Massachusetts Department of Public Health,  


Mission Pharmacal, the National Dairy 


Council, Rhone Poulenc Rorer, the Robert 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 7 (6, n=112,589 adults/1, n=737 


children) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adults 


Assessed exposures varied across the studies 


and included high vs. low quintiles refined 


grain intake (defined comprehensively; a list 


of foods was provided by the primary study 


[but not reported by the review], and 


included breakfast cereals ≤25% whole grain 


or bran content by weight); refined bread 


intake (refined whole-wheat and refined-rye 


breads);  white-bread vs. healthy eating 


patterns (categorised using cluster analysis, 


not further defined); breads and cereals (not 


further defined); bread (included white and 


whole-wheat roles, bread, croissant and 


pretzels); >=1 serving/day refined grain 


breakfast cereals.  


 


Five of the six included studies used FFQ to 


assess refined grains consumption 


(comprehensiveness of questionnaire 


reported to vary across studies), a 7-day 


food diary was used in the remaining study. 


Refined grains were only comprehensively 


Adults 


Six studies were identified in adults, with an 


age range of 30 to 84, and a follow-up range 


of 2 to 12 years. Results were mixed in the 


studies, with 3 studies finding a positive 


association in at least one analysis (by 


gender or outcome), and 3 finding no 


association (1 data NR, 2 with mixed 


directions of non-significant effect): 


 


One study in women (n=74,091) reported 


that over a 12 year period, there was a 


significant relationship between likelihood of 


obesity between participants who consumed 


the highest level (quintile) vs. lowest  level 


of refined grains (OR 1.18, 95% CI 1.08 to 


1.28, p for trend=0.0001). There was also a 


significant association between refined grain 


intake and likelihood of gaining more than 


25kg over 12 years and consumption (OR 


1.26, 95% CI 0.97 to 1.64, p for trend=0.04).  


 


One study (n=2,436) reported that 


consumption of refined bread was 


significantly associated in WC at 6 year 


follow-up in women (beta=0.42, 95% CI 0.11 


to 0.73, p<0.05) but not men (beta= -0.24, 


95% CI -0.50 to 0.01, p≥0.05). 


 


One study (n=459) found that the average 


change in WC over 25 months was 


significantly higher in participants in the 


'white-bread' group compared to the 'healthy' 


eating pattern group (beta=0.90cm, 95% CI 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Exposure varied widely across studies. The 


definition of refined grains was 


comprehensive for one study (n=74,091 


females), see exposure definition for further 


details on the range included. 


 


Across the studies, ORs were adjusted for 


various factors, including: age; baseline BMI; 


changes in exercise; change in smoking 


status; change in HRT status; change in 


dietary intake. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Refined grains were only defined 


comprehensively by one study. The 


exposures assessed included some assessing 


dietary patterns including refined grains 


rather than refined grain foods specifically, 


and therefore may not reflect their effect 


alone. Also, some studies included exposures 


that were not clearly of refined grains only, 


e.g. ‘breads and cereals’. Of the studies that 


clearly appeared to be dealing with refined 


grain foods (not patterns or other non-


specified grain products), 2 found a positive 


association in at least one analysis (by 


gender or outcome), and 1 found no 
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Wood Johnson Foundation, Roche, Sandoz, 


the US Department of Defence, the US 


Department of Agriculture, the Wallace 


Genetics Fund, Wyeth-Ayerst, Merck, 


Agricultural Research Service and by private 


contributors.  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


defined in one study, and included breakfast 


cereals ≤25% whole grain or bran content by 


weight). 


 


Children 


Intake of bread, wheat and rice at age 1.5 or 


3 years; assessed via mothers'-report.  


 


Outcome(s): 


Adults 


Outcomes varied across studies and 


included: weight, overweight or obesity, 


weight gain greater than 25kg over 12 years, 


mean annual change in WC or BMI.  


 


Assessment method was reported to included 


self-report, research team measurement. 


 


Children 


Obesity during adolescence; height and 


weight were measured by the research team. 


 


Follow up was from the age of 1.5 or 3 up to 


adolescence (mean follow up 10 years, 11 


months) 


 


0.12 to 1.68, p<0.05). There was no 


significant association between change in 


BMI and white-bread consumption compared 


to healthy diet consumption (regression 


coefficient 0.05, 95% CI -0.1 to 0.23). 


 


One study (n=353) reported that 


consumption of breads and cereals (not 


further defined) was not predictive of weight 


change in women (data NR). Comparison of 


participants who had gained weight over four 


years vs. those who hadn't revealed no 


significant difference in bread and cereal 


intake (OR NR, p=0.606). 


 


One study (n=17,369) found that bread 


consumption (included white and whole 


wheat rolls, bread, croissants and pretzels) 


was not predictive of large weight loses over 


2 years in women (OR 0.93, 95% CI 0.83 to 


1.04) or men (OR 1.01, 95% CI 0.90 to 1.14). 


 


One study (n=17,881) found that consuming 


one serving/day or more of refined grain 


breakfast cereal intake was not associated 


with overweight risk over 13 years, 


compared to consuming rarely or never (RR 


0.81, 95% CI 0.65 to 1.01, p for trend=0.08). 


 


Children 


One study (n=737) found that intake of bread 


and wheat at age 3 was not significantly 


associated with obesity in adolescents (OR 


0.87, 95% CI 0.65 to 1.16). Similarly, there 


association (inverse direction of effect). 


 


In the studies in children it was not clear 


whether the review ascertained if the grains 


and grain products were refined or not, 


although they were described in a section on 


refined grains, so this has been assumed ot 


be the case. 


 


Exposure levels associated with the 


outcomes was only reported in one study. 


 


Setting and population weight status not 


reported across primary studies. 
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was no association between high rice intake 


(not further defined) at age 3 and obesity in 


adolescence (OR 1.20, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.84). 


Average follow-up in this study was 10 years 


11 months. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


No review level conclusions were drawn 


regarding refined grains per se. However, 


the factor was considered as part of a larger 


section on cereals and cereal products; the 


review concluded that there were no 


associations between the consumption of 


cereals or cereal products and subsequent 


excess weight gain or obesity. 
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Kaiser et al. 2013 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Oct 2012  


 


Review design: 


Update of a systematic review of RCTs. 


Original review by Mattes et al. 2010 [++]. 


 


Review aim: 


To address whether an increase in SSB in 


take increases body weight or BMI in 


humans, and whether a reduction in SSB 


intake reduces body weight or BMI in 


humans. 


 


Review funding: 


The article was reported to be supported in 


part by a US National Institutes of Health 


grant. In their conflict of interest statement, 


one author declared receiving consulting 


fees from Kraft foods in the previous 36 


months, while the other authors declared 


having no competing interests. The 


University at which the authors work was 


reported as having received gifts and grants 


from multiple organisations, including food 


and beverage manufacturers. 


 


Study funding: 


Two studies were reported as being funded 


by companies (Nestlé Waters USA, and 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


As for Mattes et al. 2010 [++] - individuals 


not pregnant, acutely ill or under severely 


stressed conditions. Age limits not specified, 


but included studies included children and 


adults. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCTs = 6* (2, n=unclear) 


Cohorts = 0 


Other = 0 


* new RCTs added in the update 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


As for Mattes et al. 2010 [++].  


 


SSB groups included: cocoa, regular cola, 


unspecified SSBs (as usually consumed) 


Comparators included: sugar free cocoa, 


milk/diet cola/water, non-caloric beverages. 


 


Measurement of exposures not reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight related outcomes assessed by the 


studies included weight, BMI, BMI z score, 


WC, SFT, fat mass, waist to height ratio. 


 


Methods of assessment unclear (some 


measurement approaches reported e.g. 


bioimpedance analysis, MRI but purpose of 


these measurements not explicitly 


specified). 


Result(s): 


Trials in both children and adults were 


included, but these were not described 


separately so are not separated here. 


 


Trials assessing effect of adding SSBs: 2 RCTs 


in adults found significant weight gain  in the 


groups consuming added SSBs (90-500 


kcal/day) compared to control (0.39 to 1.14 


kg), 1 RCT in children found no impact of 


added SSB (158kcal/day; difference 0.110kg, 


reported as not significant) compared with 


control. 


 


An updated meta-analysis found a significant 


positive effect of added SSB consumption on 


weight (7 RCTs, n=NR; SMD 0.28, 95% CI 0.12 


to 0.44; I2=48%). 


 


Trials assessing effect of 


reduction/elimination of SSBs: 1 trial in 


adults and 2 in children reported SMDs 


(calculated using weight loss or BMI 


reduction) of 0.13 to 0.33 (positive direction 


indicating reducing SSBs effective at 


reducing weight).  


 


The 1 RCT not solely in overweight or obese 


adults and aiming to reduce SSB showed non-


significant effects on weight related 


outcomes and had differing directions of 


effect (positive direction of effect indicates 


that reducing SSB is effective, SMD -0.10, 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: Set, P 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The most important areas for risk of bias in 


the included studies come from lack of 


participant blinding and selective reporting. 


Most studies also failed to mention if 


assessors were blinded. Some studies failed 


to isolate the treatment effects from the 


effect of attention paid to some groups. 4/6 


studies had no measure of compliance with 


the intervention, making interpretation 


difficult. 


 


The review also noted lmitations relating to 


individual studies, such as small sample 


sizes, and unequal gender distribution 


between the groups. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The figures in the updated meta-analysis for 


the RCTs included in the previous publication 


(Mattes et al. 2010 [++]) in some cases 


differed slightly from the figures presented 


in the previous publication, but the reason 


for this were not clear. 


 


One review author acknowledged potential 
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GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare Ltd.). 


In 2 other studies products used were 


reported to be provided by companies (a 


dairy company and the Hershey Company).  


 


Multifactor review: No 


 


Outcomes were assessed at 6 weeks' to 2 


years' follow up. 


 


95% CI -0.34 to 0.15 in 1 RCT, n=303). 


 


An updated meta-analysis found a non-


significant trend towards reduced SSB 


consumption being associated with weight 


loss (8 RCTs, n=NR; SMD +0.06, 95% CI -0.01 


to +0.13; I2=59%). 


 


The review also carried out subgroup analysis 


in those overweight/obese at baseline (not 


relevant to the current scope). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Our updated meta-analysis shows that the 


currently available evidence for the effects 


of reducing SSB intake on obesity is 


equivocal. 


conflict of interest (COI), as did the authors' 


University, in the form of fees/grants/gifts 


from food and drinks manufacturers. These 


COIs appeared to only cover the previous 3 


years, and one of the other authors had also 


declared potential COIs relating to food and 


drink manufacturers in an earlier publication 


(Mattes et al. 2010 [++]). 


 


The review update was part of a 'Pro vs. Con' 


debate on the role of SSBs in obesity in 


which the authors appeared to be offering 


the 'con/against' argument. 


 


Most of the new RCTs included in this update 


were in overweight or obese individuals, and 


the findings may not apply to the general 


population. 


 


Participants in some studies received 


beverages, and this may not be 


representative of what could be achieved 


through individual choice. 


 


Includes 4 RCTs in overweight or obese 


individuals, or children selected for being 


above a specified BMI percentile (85th). 


For one study the exact groups being 


compared were unclear, as both  


At least one study was school based, and 


beverages were provided in at least some 


studies. 


 


Malik et al. 2013 Study participant inclusion criteria: Result(s): Applicable to the UK: Yes 
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Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Mar 2013  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs and prospective 


cohort studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To provide a comprehensive summary of the 


literature 


evaluating sugar sweetened beverages (SSBs) 


and body weight gain. 


 


Review funding: 


US National Institutes of Health. The authors 


reported that they had no conflicts of 


interest. 


 


Study funding: 


Not reported for every included study, but 


reported for RCTs where it was considered 


source of bias. One RCT had funding from 


the sugar bureau, and drinks were provided 


by manufacturers for two RCTs.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


NR 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 10 (5, n=953) 


Cohort: 22 (19, n=198,533) 


Other: 0 (0) 


(Numbers are for studies included in the 


meta-analysis) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


SSBs were defined in the introduction as 


composed of energy-containing sweeteners 


such as sucrose (50% glucose, 50% fructose), 


high-fructose corn syrup (most often 45% 


glucose and 55% fructose), or fruit juice 


concentrates that are added to the 


beverage by manufacturers, establishments, 


or individuals and 


usually contain >25 kcal per 8 fluid ounces. 


 


Cohort studies: Servings (12 oz.) of SSB per 


day. Where 12-oz servings not presented, 


they were calculated from other SSB intake 


measures where possible. 


 


Assessed by FFQs, 24-h recalls, diet and 


lifestyle questionnaires, and diet records. 


 


RCTs: Intervention involving SSB consumption 


versus control (most replaced SSBs with non-


caloric/artificially sweetened beverages, one 


also included semi-skim milk and water, one 


used a dietary advice control), for between 3 


weeks and 18 months. Child RCTs assessed 


Children (ages 2 to 16 years): 


Meta-analysis of cohort studies showed an 


association between SSB consumption and 


BMI. Each additional daily 12-oz serving of 


SSBs was associated with a 0.07 kg/m2 


increase in BMI over 1 year (95% CI 0.01 to 


0.12; 15 studies, n=25,745; random effects 


analysis).  


9/11 cohort studies that could not be pooled 


in the meta-analyses were reported as 


supporting a positive association. 


 


Meta-analysis of RCTs did not find an 


association between reducing SSB 


consumption and BMI (5 RCTs, n=2,772; WMD 


-0.17 kg/m2, 95% CI -0.39 to +0.05; 


I2=74.6%; random effects model). Fixed 


effects analysis gave a significant difference 


between groups (WMD -0.12, 95% CI -0.22 to 


-0.02; I2=NR). Sensitivity analyses showed 


greater benefits in preventing weight gain in 


SSB substitution trials (compared 


with school-based educational programs) and 


among overweight children 


(compared with normal-weight children). 


 


4/5 trials showed a beneficial effect of SSB 


reduction or a trend in this direction. 


 


3 trials not included in the meta-analysis had 


mixed findings: 1 found an adverse effect of 


SSBs on body weight, and 2 found NS effects. 


 


Adults: Meta-analysis of cohort studies 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: Set, P 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Only 3/22 cohort studies adjusted for total 


energy intake (all adjusted for some diet and 


lifestyle risk factors). 


 


Funnel plots suggested that there may have 


been publication bias among the adult 


cohorts (p=0.02), but not other study 


groupings. 


 


Included studies varied substantially 


in study design, exposure assessment, 


adjustment for covariates, and specific 


outcomes evaluated. These factors were not 


identified as significant sources of 


heterogeneity, but cannot be ruled out. 


 


Estimates from cohort studies are likely to 


be underestimated because of random 


measurement error in SSB assessment. 


  


The data transformations used to obtain 


consistent units across studies may limit the 


validity of estimates by imposing various 


assumptions. The assumption of a 12-oz 


serving size for some studies, which is 


consistent with most cans and glasses, may 


have introduced some random 
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the effect of replacing SSBs in the diet, 


while adult RCTs assessed the effect of 


adding SSBs to the diet. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight and BMI assessed at between 6 


months' and 20 years' follow up in the 


cohorts, and between 3 weeks and 18 


months for RCTs. (Outcomes estimated 


where possible e.g. from fat mass 


differences, if studies did not present these 


outcomes) 


 


showed an association between SSB 


consumption and  weight gain. Each 


additional 12-oz daily serving of SSBs was 


associated with a 0.22kg increase in weight 


over a year (95% CI 0.09 to 0.34; I2=70.2%; 7 


studies, n=170,141). 4/6 cohort studies that 


could not be pooled in the meta-analyses 


were reported as supporting a positive 


association. 


 


Meta-analysis of RCTs also found that adding 


SSB consumption to the diet (600mL to 1.1L 


daily; 310 to 530kcal) was associated with an 


increase in body weight over 3 weeks to 6 


months (5 RCTs, n=292; WMD 0.85 kg, 95% CI 


0.50 to 1.20; I2=0%; random effects model). 


 


2 trials not included in the meta-analysis had 


mixed findings: 1 found an adverse effect of 


SSBs on body weight, and 1 addressed a 


different question relating to weight loss 


(and found NS effect). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Our systematic review and meta-analysis of 


prospective cohort studies and RCTs provides 


evidence that SSB consumption 


promotes weight gain in children and adults. 


misclassification and attenuated estimates. 


 


A number of studies were not included in the 


analysis because of difficulty in obtaining 


consistent units, but they were synthesised 


qualitatively. 


 


The search was limited to English language 


reports, and reports in other languages may 


exist. 


 


Although the included cohort studies 


adjusted for potential confounding, residual 


confounding by unmeasured or poorly 


measured factors cannot be dismissed. 


 


Longitudinal studies evaluating diet and 


weight may also be prone to reverse 


causation. Although it is not possible to 


completely eliminate this issue, studies with 


longer durations and repeated measures as 


in our change versus change analyses are less 


prone to this process. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Some of the studies included overweight or 


obese individuals, or were in school settings, 


but most appeared relevant to the current 


scope. 


 


Number of adults in the meta-analysis of 


RCTs was relatively small (n=292). 


 


Included 6 studies in overweight or obese 
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populations, or people with prehypertension. 


Two RCTs were school-based. One RCT 


replaced SSBs with artificially sweetened 


beverages plus semi-skim milk and water. 


 


Mattes et al. 2011 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jan 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of 


RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


Not clearly stated. To carry out  a critical 


review of the published RCTs on nutritively 


sweetened beverages, and to meta-analysis 


of two sets of these studies separately that 


[the authors] believed addressed different 


hypotheses. 


 


Review funding: 


Some of the activity in the review was 


reported to be  


supported in part by US National Institutes of 


Health  grants. In their conflict of interest 


statement, some of the authors declared 


having received grants, honoraria, donations 


and/or consulting fees from a range of food, 


beverage, pharmaceutical companies, and 


other commercial and non-profit entities 


with interests in obesity. 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Individuals who were not pregnant, acutely 


ill, or under severely stressed conditions 


(e.g. field workers in intense heat etc.) 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCTs:= 12 (unclear) 


Cohorts: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The review used the term 'nutritively 


sweetened beverages' (NSBs) and defined 


this as something one drinks to which a 


nutritive sweetener has been added (e.g. 


regular sodas, fruit punches and chocolate 


milk) . It did not include alcoholic 


beverages, or meal replacement/growth 


promoting beverages. 


 


It included RCTs comparing two different 


levels of NSB consumption for at least 3 


weeks. 


 


Trials compared NSB (1880kJ per d) vs. 


isoenergetic solid carbohydrate; added 


mandatory NSB (about 150 to 530 kcal) vs. no 


additional drink or replacement non-caloric 


drink (water/diet drink); interventions 


Result(s): 


Trials in both children (ages 7-18 years) and 


adults were included but these were not 


described separately. 


 


Solid carbohydrate vs. NSB: 1 trial (n=15) 


found no significant difference between 


consuming NSB and energy matched solid 


carbohydrate over 4 weeks. 


 


Trials of mandatory added NSB consumption: 


5 trials were identified, 2 showed significant 


increases in weight gain with NSBs, 3 showed 


the same direction of effect but findings 


were non-significant. Differences ranged 


from 0.09 to 0.99 kg over 3 weeks to a year. 


Pooling these studies gave an effect size 


(SMD) of 0.58, 95% CI 0.29 to 0.88).  


Meta-regression indicated a dose-response 


relationship (weighted Pearson's r =0.92, 


p=0.029). 


 


Effectiveness of trials aimed at decreasing 


NSB consumption: 6 RCTs (mainly 


educational interventions in children and 


adolescents; total n=2,722; 5 RCTs in 


children and adolescents, n=2,419; 1 RCT in 


adults, n=303; possible overlap between 2 


RCTs) found effect sizes (SMDs) ranging from 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: Set, P 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Sample sizes were small, and study durations 


short precluding confident inferences. It is 


not clear if results of the added NSB studies 


are dependent on the control used ("no NSB" 


or required consumption of non-NSB 


replacement). The meta-analytical results 


should be interpreted with caution as they 


pool all doses, as should the meta-regression 


due to the risk of confounding factors across 


studies. 


 


The review also highlighted various 


limitations to individual studies, such as not 


standardising when and how the NSBs were 


consumed compared to controls (as snacks or 


otherwise), relevance to "free-living" 


behaviour, weight related outcomes were 


only secondary outcomes of the trials aiming 


to reduce NSB consumption (NSB 


consumption being the primary focus). The 


lack of effect on weight-related outcomes in 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Study funding: 


NR.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


aiming to reduce NSB consumption vs. 


controls (e.g. general advice, no 


intervention); interventions where NSBs 


were restricted (no NSBs) vs. being allowed 


(up to one regular soda allowed per day). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Body weight, BMI, obesity or overweight 


status, percentage body fat or some other 


indicator of adiposity. Outcomes were 


assessed at between 3 weeks and 3 years' 


follow up. 


 


-0.144 to +0.171 (outcome BMI or z BMI). 


Pooling the studies gave a non-significant 


result (5 RCTs, n=2,078; SMD -0.037, 95% CI -


0.12- to +0.046; I2=0%; fixed effects 


analysis). 


 


Effectiveness trials of energy restricted diets 


allowing or disallowing NSB consumption: 


Only 1 RCT (n=38) in overweight and obese 


girls found. (not relevant to the current 


scope). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The current evidence does not demonstrate 


conclusively that NSB consumption has 


uniquely contributed to obesity or that 


reducing NSB consumption 


will reduce BMI levels in general. 


these trials may be due to the interventions 


are not being very effective at getting 


people to reduce NSB consumption (results 


for NSB consumption not presented in the 


review). 


 


Due to the nature of the intervention it is 


difficult if not impossible to blind 


participants, and as such this should not be 


interpreted as a bias per se. 


 


Conclusions should not be extrapolated to 


beverages outside those targeted by the 


review. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Unclear if the review included sports drinks. 


 


The inclusion of different types of controls 


addressing different questions may 


complicate interpretation, but they are 


discussed separately. 


 


Two included studies were in overweight and 


obese individuals, populations in other 


studies were not always clear. Included 


studies comparing e.g. free snacks versus 


restricted snacks (with NSB being one of the 


restricted snacks), NSB versus solid 


carbohydrate consumption, or swapping with 


e.g. milk. Weight status of populations in 


included trials were unclear. Some of the 


interventions were school-based educational 


interventions, or provision of beverages, 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


which may not reflect individual choice. 


 


Te Morenga et al. 2013 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs 


and prospective cohort studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To summarise evidence on the association 


between intake of dietary sugars and body 


weight in adults and children. 


 


Review funding: 


WHO, University of Otago, and Riddet 


Institute. In their competing interests 


statement the authors declare that they had 


no other financial relationships with any 


organisations that might have an interest in 


the submitted work in the previous 3 years; 


and no other relationships or activities that 


could appear to have influenced the 


submitted work. 


 


Study funding: 


13 of the RCTs were reported to have sugar 


industry funding, and in 3 RCTs funding was 


unclear. 14 RCTs did not have sugar industry 


funding.  


 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults and children free from acute illness. 


(Could include those with a non-


communicable diseases which were stable, 


e.g. diabetes). 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 30 (0) 


Cohort: 38 (unclear, n=unclear*) 


Other: 0 


* separate tallies not provided for the studies 


assessing SSB intake specifically; no RCTs in 


children 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The review focused on dietary free sugar 


intake (total intake, intake of sugar 


containing foods or beverages), which 


included SSB intake. 'Free' sugars were 


defined as all mono- and di-saccharides 


added to foods by the manufacturer, cook, 


or consumer, plus sugars naturally present in 


honey, syrups, and fruit juices. 'SSB' was not 


further defined. 


 


Cohort studies: Exposure was assessed as 


servings per day, volume of beverage 


consumed per day, % energy intake, or 


frequency of consumption, and were scaled 


to comparable units where possible to allow 


pooling. One SSB serving was assumed to be 


equivalent to 8-oz. 


Result(s): 


Results were mainly presented for sugars as 


a whole, although in many cases SSBs were 


the main sugar intake being assessed or 


targeted. Results presented here are review 


level results specifically reported as being 


for SSBs (which the review presented for 


children only). 


 


Children: Meta-analysis of 5 cohort studies 


found that children consuming about 1 daily 


serving of SSBs at baseline were more likely 


to be overweight at follow-up than those 


consuming little or no SSB (n=NR; OR 1.55, 


95% CI 1.32 to 1.82; I2=0%). Among the 23 


cohort studies in children (mostly assessing 


SSB intake), 15 found a positive association 


between increased sugar intake and 


adiposity, and 14 of these studies were 


assessing SSB as the sugar exposure (whether 


any of the studies with other findings 


assessed SSBs was not reported). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Among people consuming ad libitum diets, 


intake of free sugars or sugar sweetened 


beverages is a determinant of body weight. 


This seems to be mediated via changes in 


energy intakes, since isocaloric exchange of 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Failure to conceal treatment allocation was 


the major potential source of bias 


 in the RCTs.  In many trials, it was unclear 


whether outcome measures were assessed by 


blinded observers, and whether there was 


selection bias. There was differential 


dropout in 3 RCTs, which only reported 


completer analysis. 


 


There was a lack of consistency in the 


covariates used to adjust analyses and a 


wide range of methods of assessing sugar 


exposures and adiposity outcomes, which 


made pooling studies difficult. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Overall review level results for SSBs were 


only presented for children. Most of the 


review's focus was on sugar intake as a 


whole. 


 


The review assumes that an SSB serving is 8-


oz, and this may introduce some 


inaccuracies. This contrasts with the review 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Multifactor review: Yes  


RCTs: Interventions aimed at increasing or 


decreasing sugars, or food and drinks 


containing sugars. Some studies made no 


strict attempt at maintaining calorie control 


(ad libitum studies), while others aimed to 


achieve isoenergetic replacement of sugars 


with other forms of carbohydrate. 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI z score, BMI, body weight, WC, % body 


fat, fat mass, % trunk fat (in order of 


importance for pooling). 


 


sugars with other carbohydrates was not 


associated with weight change. 


by Malik et al. 2013, which assumed a 


serving size of 12-oz. 


 


Included at least 17 RCTs in overweight and 


obese adults or those with health conditions 


such as diabetes. One cohort study selected 


adolescents from families with at least one 


overweight child but this study did not 


appear to assess SSB intake. 


 


USDA 2010u 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jul 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs and cohort 


studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To assess whether intake of sugar-sweetened 


beverages is associated with adiposity in 


children. 


 


Review funding: 


Not explicitly reported, but the review was 


carried out by the US Department of 


Agriculture's Nutrition Evidence Library to 


support their guideline development. 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children 0 to 18 years (not populations 


exclusively <2 years old). Health and weight 


criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 2 (1, n=103) 


Cohort: 17 (17, n=38,037) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


RCTs: Home delivery of non-caloric 


beverages (target 4 servings/d) for 25 weeks 


vs. usual beverage consumption. School 


based education programme aiming to 


reduce carbonated drink consumption vs. no 


intervention. 


 


Cohorts: SSB (or soda, or 'sweet drinks') 


consumption as % or MJ energy, g 


Result(s): 


Overall, the majority of included studies (12 


of 19) found a positive association between 


sugar-sweetened beverage (SSB) intake and 


adiposity in all or a subsample of the 


population studied. Of these studies, two 


were RCTs (n=677) and 10 were cohort 


studies. The non-school-based RCT (n=103 


adolescents) provided home deliveries of 


non-caloric drinks for 25 weeks to the 


intervention group to replace SSBs, while the 


control group continued their usual beverage 


consumption. At the end of the intervention 


there was no significant difference between 


the groups overall (-0.14 ± 0.21 kg/m2; 


reported as NS). However, among 


adolescents with the highest baseline BMIs 


(upper tertile), the intervention group 


showed a greater reduction in BMI than the 


control group (-0.75 ± 0.34 kg/m2; p=0.03). 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D, P 


Partial: Set 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


The review did not present a summary of 


limitations of the included research. The 


underlying quality assessments suggest that 


studies seemed to meet most of the quality 


criteria. 


 


One of the RCTs was school based, therefore 


not within the current scope. The other RCT 


provided drinks and may not be 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Study funding: 


Bias resulting from funding or sponsorship 


was reported as unlikely in 17/19 studies, 


and unclear in 2 studies.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


carbohydrate from SSB, regular/high/>16-oz 


vs. no/low consumption/6-16-oz, servings/d, 


servings, consumption as part of a late night 


meal (where reported). 


Exposures were measured with FFQ, 24-h 


diet recall, 3-day beverage or diet diaries, 


parent report and weighed record, 


questionnaire. 


The measures were used either single time 


or multiple times. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, BMI, % body fat, risk of overweight 


or obesity.  


 


Measured by self report (e.g. height and 


weight), DEXA, SFT, bioelectrical impedance 


(all for body fat) where specified. Often 


reported a "measured" - which appeared to 


imply by someone other than the child, only 


specified once as programme. 


 


Assessed at between 1 and 15 years' follow 


up. 


 


 


Six cohort studies found no association 


between SSB intake and adiposity in 


children. 


 


(Summary effect sizes not presented by the 


review). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Strong evidence supports the conclusion that 


greater intake of sugar-sweetened beverage 


is associated with increased adiposity in 


children. 


representative of what might be achieved by 


free choice alone. 


 


(The RCTs described in this review are also 


commonly included in other reviews.) 


 


(Results were not presented separately for 


different exposures/outcome 


measures/types of effect size, therefore 


presentation of a range of effect sizes was 


not possible). 


 


One of the RCTs was school based, and the 


other provided drinks. 


 







 


Tea and coffee 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR 


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 2 (2, n=30,038) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


1 study looked at the effect of intake of hot 


drinks (e.g. coffee and tea) on weight using 


FFQ, the other looked at just coffee intake 


using dietary interview. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight gain after 2.2 or 5.7 years.  


 


Anthropometric data was measured by a 


trained technician at baseline but self-


reported at follow-up in 1 study. 


 


Result(s): 


No studies identified that were specifically 


in children.  


 


1 cohort (n=17,369) found no association  


between intake of hot drinks (such as coffee 


and tea; not further defined) and subsequent 


excess weight gain (not further defined) and 


obesity after 2.2 years (OR in women 1.01, in 


men 1 for highest vs. lowest consumption in 


g/day ). 


 


1 cohort (n=12,669) found a daily 


consumption of more than 8 cups of coffee 


was associated with a slightly but 


statistically significantly increased risk of 


substantial weight gain (not further defined) 


in women, but with a reduced risk in men 


after 5.7 years (figures or p values NR). 


 


The review found no cohort studies assessing 


the effect of green or black tea specifically 


on weight-related outcomes. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There were no specific conclusions drawn for 


coffee, tea and hot drinks in the review. 


Overall it concluded that consumption of any 


type of beverage is not associated with a 


subsequent weight gain and obesity, 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


FFQ was used in one study and it is unclear if 


this was self-administered. 


 


Overweight was more common among 


participants who consumed more than 8 cups 


of coffee daily than in those drinking less, 


but they report that these differences could 


be entirely explained by the variance of the 


other determinants of overweight. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The cohort study on coffee intake was not 


reported on in the review’s supplementary 


table. It is not known what the study’s 


definition of "substantial weight gain" was. 


 


The study of hot drinks adjusted for 


confounders but this did not appear to 


include use of milk or sugar in the hot 


drinks. The study of coffee adjusted for 


confounders, but these were not specified. 


 


Conclusion includes beverages as a whole. 


 


Population: Unclear: it is unclear if 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


although the results are inconsistent. participants from the 2 studies were 


overweight, obese or had specific conditions 


at the start of the studies. 


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Vegan / vegetarian 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


USDA 2010v 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: June 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of mixed study designs 


(cohorts, case-controls and cross sectional 


studies) 


 


Review aim: 


How do the health outcomes of a vegetarian 


diet compare to that of a diet which 


customarily includes animal products? 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


written by the US Department of Agriculture 


to support development of their guidelines’ 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged 2 to 18 and adults aged 19 and 


older. Population inclusion criteria described 


as healthy or those with elevated chronic 


disease risk. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCTs: 0 


Cohort: 7 (3, n=22,365) 


Other: 11 (9 cross-sectional, 2 case-controls) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


1 cohort divided participants into 6 groups: 


meat eaters (ate meat at both time points), 


fish eaters (ate fish but not meat at both 


time points), vegetarians (did not eat meat 


or fish but did eat diary or eggs at both time 


points), vegan (ate no animal products at 


either time point), reverted (those who 


changed diet in one or more steps in the 


direction of vegan to vegetarian to fish-eater 


to meat-eater) and converted (those who 


changed diet in one or more steps in the 


opposite direction). Median follow up 5.3 


years. Self-reported FFQ and weight/height. 


 


2 cohorts looked at the cardiovascular risk 


profiles of vegetarians (practising for at least 


1 year in 1 cohort and at least 5 years in 1 


cohort) compared to omnivores (length of 


follow up NR in either study).  


 


 


Result(s): 


No studies were identified specifically in 


children.  


 


1 cohort (n=21,966) found over  5 years that 


differences in mean BMI between meat 


eaters, fish eaters, vegetarians and vegans 


was similar to those at baseline (figures NR).  


Compared with meat eaters, mean annual 


weight gain was significantly reduced in 


vegans (vegans: 284g in men and 303 g in 


women vs. meat eaters: 406 g in men and 


423 g in women, p<0.05 for both sexes). 


There was no significant difference between 


annual weight gain between lacto-ovo 


vegetarians and meat eaters (vegetarian: 


386g for men and 392g for women; not 


significant, p value NR). People classified as 


converted (from eating meat to 


vegan/vegetarian) showed the smallest mean 


annual weight gain of 242 g, 95% CI 133 to 


351 (men) and 301 g, 95% CI 238 to 365 g 


(women). Highest weight gains were among 


people that were reverted (from a 


vegan/vegetarian diet to a meat diet), but 


mean weight gains were not significantly 


different than weight gains in meat eaters 


(figures NR).  


 


Two studies described as cohort studies 


looked at the cardiovascular risk profiles 


including BMI of vegetarians (practising for 


at least 1 year in 1 cohort and at least 5 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Although the review reported that 5 studies 


were cohort studies in its summary, 7 studies 


were described as cohort studies in the text 


and table. 


Outcomes were self reported in 1 study and 


NR in 2 studies.  


Length of follow up of 2 cohorts is unclear as 


follow up was NR; these analyses appeared 


to be cross sectional. 


It is unclear if included populations were 


representative of the general population. 


It was unclear whether the studies adjusted 


for confounders. 


 


Study design: Partial, included study designs 


out of scope of the review (cross-sectional 


and case-controls) 


Outcome: Not all cohorts reported weight-


related outcomes; the cohorts that did not 


match the scope of this review were focused 


on fracture risk, cancer incidence or 


mortality. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


1 cohort study compared the cardiovascular 


risk profile of healthy vegetarians (practising 


at least 1 year) to omnivores, no further 


exposure or assessment details provided 


(follow up length NR). 


 


1 cohort looked at the cardiovascular risk of 


vegetarians (practising at least 5 years) and 


omnivores (follow up length NR) 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight (self-reported in 1 cohort), BMI 


(assessment method NR in 2 cohorts) 


 


years in 1 cohort) compared to omnivores. 


Despite being described as cohort studies, 


the length of follow up was NR in either 


study and it seemed that the assessments of 


BMI could be cross sectional. 


 


-1 cohort (n= 198 healthy vegetarians and 


omnivores) found NS difference in BMI 


between lacto-ovo vegetarians and 


omnivores (follow up length NR). 


 


-1 cohort (n=201 mainly lacto-ovo 


vegetarians and omnivores) found BMI 


significantly lower in vegetarians (mean 22.6 


kg/m2) compared to omnivores (mean 26.7 


kg/m2) (follow up length NR). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The evidence suggests that vegetarian, 


including vegan diets, are associated with 


lower body mass index. (This conclusion was 


based on all of the studies included, 


including cross sectional studies, which are 


outside the scope of the current review.) 


Population: Unclear. 1 cohort reported 


including a healthy population, but is unclear 


if this study and the other studies included 


overweight/obese people and unclear if the 


other 2 studies had people with specific 


conditions.  


Setting: Unclear. 


 







 


Water 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Muckelbauer et al. 2013 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Apr 2013  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of any study type 


 


Review aim: 


To systematically summarise all existing 


evidence of the association between dietary 


water consumption and weight-related 


outcomes in adults. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults > 18 years of any body weight status 


(underweight, normal weight, overweight or 


obese) and dieting status (dieting for weight 


loss or maintenance and not primarily 


dieting) 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3 (2, n=52) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 8 (1 non-randomised intervention, 1 


longitudinal observational, 6 cross-sectional) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Relevant interventions included additional 


water consumption (average 685mL daily) for 


three days; additional tap water (average 


2.1L daily, unclear if this was total or 


additional water)  


 


Comparators from relevant studies included 


caffeine free diet cola, and no intervention. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Body weight; measurement NR. 


 


Result(s): 


In mixed weight populations not primarily 


dieting for weight loss or maintenance, 2 


small short-term RCTs (≤2 weeks, one 


comparing water versus caffeine-free diet 


cola and the other versus no intervention) 


showed no effect of water consumption on 


body weight, cross sectional studies had 


inconsistent results. 


 


One RCT (n=32) compared the effect of 


additional water consumption (average 


685mL daily) versus replacing water with 


caffeine free diet cola for 3 days (mean 


difference between intervention and control: 


0.1 kg (SD NR), p=0.146). The other RCT 


(n=20) compared the effect of increased 


water consumption (average 2.1L daily) 


versus no intervention for 2 weeks on blood 


pressure (mean difference between 


intervention and control: 0.18 kg (SD 1.5), 


p=0.613). The RCTs showed no effect of 


increased water consumption on body 


weight.  


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Studies of individual dieting for weight loss 


or maintenance suggest a weight-reducing 


effect of increased water consumption, 


whereas studies in mixed-weight populations 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


The review included mixed study designs 


including cross sectional studies and non-


randomised studies.  


 


The review included mixed populations 


including groups which were overweight or 


obese and dieting for weight loss or 


maintenance, although these studies were 


reported separately. Only results for those 


not dieting are reported here. 


 


The RCTs in mixed weight populations did 


not primarily aim to look at the effect of 


water on body weight (main focus hydration 


in 1 RCT and blood pressure in the other), 


and may have been too short to show an 


effect. 


 


The RCTs are likely to have been too small 


and short-term to show an effect on body 


weight. In addition, one study replaced 


water with another non-caloric beverage, 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


had inconsistent results. The evidence for 


this association is low due to the lack of 


good quality studies. 


which may reduce ability to detect an effect 


of water consumption. 


 


Participants of any weight status were 


included, as well as any dieting status (i.e. 


dieting for weight loss). All study designs 


were eligible for inclusion 


 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 1 (1, n=1,432) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Water consumption measured by parent 


report (unweighed diet diaries completed on 


behalf of their children) 


 


Outcome(s): 


Fat mass, assessed using objective height 


and weight measurements 


 


Result(s): 


Adults 


No studies identified 


 


Children 


One prospective cohort found no significant 


association between water consumption at 


the ages of 5 or 7 years and a fat mass at the 


age of 9 years (regression coefficient 0.25 


[p=0.22] and 0.06 [p=0.58] respectively; fat 


mass units NR). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


No significant association was found between 


water consumption and fat mass amongst 


children. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D, P 


Partial: None 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Adjustments were made for some potential 


confounders but not for physical activity 


levels. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Did not search for/include RCTs, only 


included prospective cohort studies in 


individuals aged >5 years, results may not 


apply to younger children. 


 


It is unclear if the study adjusted for total 


energy intake or intake of calorie containing 


beverages that might substitute for water 


 


Unclear: population - not reported if 


children were sampled from the general 


population or selected based on weight or 


health status; setting - not reported. 
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Whole grain consumption 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Bautista-Castano and Serra-Majem 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: 2008 (month NR)  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of studies that assessed 


bread consumption and ponderal status (all 


study designs). 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the influence eating patterns that 


include refined and whole-grain bread are 


associated with overall obesity or excess 


abdominal adiposity in the general 


population and in people undergoing obesity 


management 


 


Review funding: 


INCERPAN (The Spanish Association of Bread 


Producers and Retailers) 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for the individual studies included in 


the review was not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


None reported. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3* (0) 


Cohort: 11* (6, n=171,714) 


Other: 24* 


*Includes whole grain and refined grain 


studies and general studies on bread; 


relevant study number refers to solely whole 


grain 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Dietary patterns rich in whole grain bread 


(sometimes in combination with a high fibre, 


low fat diet; or analysed in a cluster with 


'healthy' characteristics), intake of whole 


grain bread, intake of whole grain products 


and cereals assessed used food frequency 


questionnaires or dietary recalls. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Ponderal status including body 


weight/weight change, BMI, and waist 


circumference after between 4 and 12 years. 


How these were measured was not reported. 


 


Result(s): 


Groups of food items that included whole-


grain bread were not associated with 


unfavourable effects on weight related 


outcomes (ponderal status) in any of the 


studies. (Effect sizes were not reported by 


the review) 


 


One study (n=24,950) found that people with 


a dietary pattern rich in whole-grain bread 


generally maintained weight; people without 


this pattern were more likely to weight gain.  


One study (n=74,091) found that weight gain 


was inversely associated with intake of 


whole-grain products. 


One study (n=459) found that the dietary 


pattern including whole-grain bread was 


associated with lower increases in BMI and 


waist circumference. 


One study (n=2,436) found that no dietary 


pattern (including a whole grain bread 


containing pattern) was consistently 


associated with changes in BMI or the 


development of obesity. 


One study (n=27,082) found that 


consumption of whole-grain products and 


cereals prevented weight gain.  


One study (n=42,696) found that whole grain 


cereals did not influence waist 


circumference changes.  


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Variations in sample size, quality of study 


design, length of follow-up make it difficult 


to compare results of studies. 


Measurement of dietary intake is less precise 


that, for example, measurement of blood 


analytes. 


Some of the included studies evaluated 


groups of food items that included bread, 


but the resulting data did not indicate the 


proportion with which bread consumption 


influenced the effect studied. 


Heterogenity of methods used (for example 


diet index, factor analysis, cluster analysis). 


 


Review team limitations: 


Although whole grain (and refined grain) 


bread consumption were the focus of the 


review, often the studies analysed whole 


grain bread as part of a dietary pattern or 


cluster of whole grain  food. The results may 


therefore be more representative of the 


effect if these dietary patterns rather than 


the effects of whole grain breads alone, and 


also may not apply to other forms of whole 


grain (other than bread). 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded, dietary patterns that 


include whole-grain bread do not increase 


weight gain and may be beneficial (i.e. 


inversely associated) with weight related 


outcomes.  


 


All RCTs were performed in 


overweight/obese populations and therefore 


were not extracted here. 


All extracted studies were in adults. 


 


The review was funded by The Spanish 


Association of Bread Producers and Retailers 


 


Study design: cross-sectional studies also 


included 


Population: all RCTs were performed in 


overweight/obese populations. Cohort 


studies did not have weight status as a 


reported entry criteria 


Setting: Not a reported inclusion/exclusion 


criterion. 


 


Pol et al. 2013 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Mar 2012  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs of whole grain 


compared with a non-whole grain control in 


adults 


 


Review aim: 


To review aimed to assess the effects of 


whole-grain compared with non-whole grain 


foods on changes in body weight, percentage 


of body fat, and waist circumference 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Apparently healthy adults, including normal 


weight, overweight and obese adults without 


diabetes mellitus or cardiovascular diseases. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 26 (unclear) 


Cohort: 0 (0) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Whole grain food or diets rich in whole grain.  


The intervention was a mixed whole-grain 


diet in 9 studies, oat products in 7 studies, 


whole-grain wheat in 7 studies, whole grain 


barley in 2 studies, whole grain rye in 2 


Result(s): 


Data from 26 RCTs (31 comparisons) 


involving 2,060 participants were included in 


the meta-analysis.  


 


Whole grain intake did not show any effect 


on body weight (weighted mean difference 


[WMD] 0.06kg, 95% CI -0.09 to 0.20kg; 


p=0.45) compared with control. 


Stratification by background diet (calorie 


restricted or not) did not change the result. 


Meta-regression found no linear dose-


response effect. 


 


A subgroup analysis for individual grains 


showed that only whole-grain rice decreased 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


One study strongly influenced the body fat 


and weight analyses, this study was 


overweight Korean women. It reported a 


very low daily energy intake of 260kJ/day, 


and the wholegrain rice was provided in a 


powdered form as meal replacements in a 


relatively low dose. (Reviewers’ note: This 


study is not relevant to the current review 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review funding: 


The 3G Centre (GUT, GRAIN & GREENS) 


under the Danish Council for Strategic 


Research and the OAK foundation. The OAK 


Foundation is a group of philanthropic 


organisations. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for the individual studies included in 


the review was not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


studies, and whole grain rice in 2 studies. 


(NB some studies had more than one 


intervention arm) Whole grain dose ranged 


between 18.2g/day to 150g/day. 


 


In some cases the study foods were provided. 


Controls were the same background diets 


without whole grains, although it was 


unclear if this meant removing whole grains 


entirely from comparator diets. In some 


studies the diets were calorie restricted, in 


others the background diet was usual diet. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Body weight, percentage body fat (measured 


using bioelectric impedance, dual-energy X-


ray absorptiometry, or method of 


measurement not reported), waist 


circumference. Studies varied between 2 


weeks and 16 weeks in length, with the 


majority of studies lasting between 4 and 6 


weeks. 


 


body weight compared to a control (based on 


2 studies; WMD -1.10kg, 95% CI -20.6 to -


0.14kg, p=0.02).  


 


Seven RCTs (9 comparisons) reported on 


changes in the percentage of body fat. A 


small effect on the percentage of body fat 


was seen (weighted mean difference -0.48%, 


95% CI -0.95% to -0.01%; p=0.04) compared 


to control.  


 


When stratified by background diet, the 


reduction in body fat percentage with whole 


grains compared with a control was greater 


in studies that applied calorie restriction. 


This suggests that effects may be greatest in 


those on weight loss diets. 


 


A subgroup analysis of individual grains found 


that whole grain rice decreased the 


percentage of body fat more than control (1 


RCT, weighted mean difference -1.2%, 95% CI 


-2.36% to -0.04%; p=0.04). 


 


Nine RCTs (11 comparisons) reported 


changes in waist circumference. There was 


no difference in change in waist 


circumference with whole grains compared 


with a control (WMD -0.15 cm, 95% CI -0.51 


to 0.22 cm, p=0.43). Stratifying by 


background diet did not change this result. A 


subgroup analysis for individual grains found 


that whole-grain oat reduced waist 


circumference more than control (1 RCT; 


scope, and may also have limited 


applicability to the UK). 


 


All but one of the studies included in the 


meta-analysis used doses of whole grain 


exceeding the highest whole grain 


consumption (quintile) in the population  


(Reviewers’ note: Unclear if this referred to 


the control groups of the studies or the 


general population). Doses reflected the 


amounts intended for consumption, and 


actual intake was not measured with daries 


of food frequency questionnaires in most 


studies). In many studies it was unclear 


whether participants substituted their usual 


grain product consumption with whole grain 


foods or whether they added whole grain 


foods to their usual diet. None of the studies 


were more than 16 weeks long. 


 


The majority of included studies did not 


have changes in body weight and fat as 


primary endpoints.  


 


Review team limitations: 


Included trials could be in healthy normal 


weight, overweight or obese participants. 


Inclusion criteria for each trial was not 


reported, so discussion of solely trials in 


general population samples was not possible. 


However, average BMI was 25 or higher in 


19/26 studies. 


 


Seven of the included studies evaluated 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


WMD -1.20cm, 95% CI -1.66 to -0.74cm; 


p<0.001). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


"Whole-grain consumption does not decrease 


body weight compared with control 


consumption, but a small beneficial effect 


on body fat may be present." 


whole-grain diet in a calorie-restricted 


background diet, the other 19 were in a non-


calorie restricted background diet. The 


former ma indicate that these were weigth 


loss diets. The researchers performed 


stratified analyses to see whether 


background diet influenced the results. 


 


Population: included studies in healthy 


normal weight, overweight or obese 


participants. 


 


WCRF 2006 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2005  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohorts of 


more than 1 year, RCTs of any length and 


systematic reviews  for the area of TV 


viewing. 


 


Review aim: 


What are the food, nutrition and physical 


activity related causes of weight gain, 


overweight and obesity in humans? 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


Funding is reported for some but not all 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCTs: 0 (0) 


Cohorts: 4 (4, n=121,209) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Whole grain cereal and cereal product intake 


assessed using food frequency 


questionnaires. The exposures were whole 


grain foods in 2 studies, whole grain bread in 


1 study, and whole grain breakfast cereal in 


1 study. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Change in weight, BMI, and waist 


circumference over between 6 years and 13 


years of follow-up. Weight was self-reported 


Result(s): 


Results of the cohort studies were mixed. 


Two cohort studies found an inverse 


association between whole grain intake and 


change in weight/BMI, while the other two 


studies found no significant association 


(small inverse direction of effect): 


 


-One study (n=74,091 women) that found an 


association between whole grain 


consumption and weight/BMI found that 


compared with the lowest quintile of whole 


grain intake, the highest quintile had an 


adjusted odds ratio (OR) for BMI≥30kg/m2 of 


0.81 (95% CI 0.73 to 0.91, p for trend 0.0002) 


and an adjusted OR for weight gain of >25kg 


of 0.77 (95% CI 0.59 to 1.01, p for trend 


0.03) over 12 years. 


-The other cohort study (n=27,082 men) that 


reported an association found a significant 


difference in mean weight change between 


the lowest and highest quintile (Q) of whole 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Exposures varied greatly between individual 


studies. Two cohort studies used a 


comprehensive definition of whole grain 


foods, one assessed whole grain bread, and 


one assessed whole grain breakfast cereal 


consumption. 


 


Review team limitations: 


All 4 cohort studies were in adults (none 


identified in children).  


 


Funding sources for the individual studies 


was reported to include food manufacturers, 


food industry-related organisations, 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


included studies e.g. international 


governmental bodies, charities, industry, 


pharmaceutical companies.  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


in 3 cohorts, but confirmed in a sub-sample 


in 2 studies. Waist circumference was 


measured in the one study that reported this 


outcome. 


 


grain intake (p for trend <0.0001, mean 


weight change ± SD: Q1 1.24kg± 0.23 vs. Q5 


0.75kg ± 0.22). A 40g/day increase in 


wholegrain from all foods lead to a reduction 


in weight gain of 0.49kg (not explicitly 


reported, but appears to be based on the 


difference between the quintiles). 


-One cohort study (n=2,155) found no 


association between wholegrain bread 


consumption and waist circumference over 6 


years (regression coefficient -0.07 for men 


[95% CI -0.30 to 0.17], -0.20 for women [95% 


CI -0.49 to 0.09], exposure and outcomes 


units NR ) 


-One cohort study (n=17,881 men) found no 


association between whole grain breakfast 


cereal consumption and overweight over 13 


years (≥1 serving/day vs. rarely or never 


consumed: OR 0.91, 95% CI 0.79 to 1.05, p 


for trend = 0.13). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The conclusions state that there is "a 


shortage of studies investigating the 


relationship between wholegrain 


consumption and obesity" 


pharmaceutical companies as well as non-


food related funding organisations and 


governmental organisations (e.g. the US 


Department of Agriculture).   


 


Population: Unclear.  


Setting: Not reported 


 


Energy and nutrients  


Non-nutritive sweeteners 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Brown et al. 2010 


 


Quality: - 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of studies (all study types) 


that specifically address artificial sweetener 


consumption in association with metabolic 


health effects in children aged between 0 


and 18 years old. 


 


Review aim: 


The review aimed to systematically review 


the effects of artificial sweeteners on food 


intake, weight and metabolic health in 


children. 


 


Review funding: 


National Institute of Diabetes, Digestive and 


Kidney Diseases 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for individual studies included in the 


review was not reported.  


 


Multifactor review:  


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged between 0 and 18 years old 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3 (1, n=103) 


Cohort: 6 (6, n=16,119)  


Other: 9* (0) 


*This includes 3 cross-sectional studies and 6 


studies that had looked at the acute effects 


on food intake, study design not reported. 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


RCT: One RCT replaced sugar-sweetened 


beverages (SSB) with artificially sweetened 


beverages (ASB) or water. 


Cohort studies: Sugar sweetened beverage 


intake, artificially sweetened beverage 


intake/diet soda intake. How these 


exposures were measured was not reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


RCT: BMI (after 25 weeks) 


Cohort studies: obesity, weight gain, BMI z-


score, BMI, fat mass, obesity risk status 


(follow-up between 1 and 10 years). 


 


How outcomes were measured was not 


reported. 


 


Result(s): 


RCTs: The relevant RCT found no significant 


effect on BMI overall (replacing sugar 


sweetened beverages with ASB or water vs. 


control group; p value NR). The effect was 


greatest amongst the heaviest participants (-


0.63 ± 0.23 kg/m2 with intervention vs. 0.12 


± 0.26 kg/m2 with control; significance NR). 


It did not separately report consumption of 


water versus artificially-sweetened 


beverages, therefore the effect of artificial 


sweeteners could not be isolated. 


 


Cohort studies:  


-3 cohort studies (n=13,023) found a positive 


association between diet soda consumption 


and BMI z-scores, fat mass, or weight gain at 


1 to 4 years (figures NR), although one of 


these studies found an association only in 


boys and not in girls.  


 


-2 studies (n=2,548) found no association 


between artificially-sweetened soda 


consumption and BMI or risk of obesity over 3 


to 10 years (figures NR).  


 


-1 cohort study found that increased diet 


soda consumption was associated with 


decreased incidence of obesity over 19 


months (figures NR) 


 


Adverse Effects: 


The effect of artificial sweeteners on the 


metabolic syndrome was assessed in 2 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The RCTs included were not specifically 


designed to look for effects of artificial 


sweeteners on weight change, and were 


presumably underpowered to do so. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The included RCT replaced SSB with ASB or 


water, therefore the effect of ASB alone 


cannot not be isolated. The RCT was small 


and may be underpowered to detect an 


effect. 


 


How exposures and outcomes were measured 


was not reported. 


 


All of the included studies focused on 


artificially sweetened beverage consumption 


rather than total sweetener consumption. 


 


Population: at least 2 RCTs in overweight 


children and adolescents. Weight status of 


participants in the included trial not 


reported. 


D: all study designs included. 


O: reported additional outcomes, such as 


food intake, diabetes, and metabolic 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


studies. Neither met the inclusion criteria 


for this review (both in overweight/obese 


populations), but found no difference in 


blood pressure, glucose, or lipid profile. 


 


Conclusions: 


"Data from large, epidemiologic studies 


support the existence of an association 


between artificially sweetened beverage 


consumption and weight gain in children. 


Randomised controlled trials in children are 


very limited, and do not clearly demonstrate 


either beneficial or adverse metabolic 


effects of artificial sweeteners." 


syndrome components. 


Setting: not explicitly reported. 


 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 3 (3, n=111,190) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures included: artificial sweetener use 


(not otherwise define), saccharin intake. 


 


Assessment methods included self-


administered FFQ, semi-quantitative FFQ, 


interview, and questionnaire. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Outcomes included 1 and 4 year change in 


Result(s): 


Adults  


One study in women aged 50 to 69 years 


(n=78,694) reported that weight gain was 


significantly  more likely in women who used 


artificial sweeteners (AS) than non-users; the 


association was particularly pronounced 


among women with a very high initial 


relative weight (mean weight gain for non-AS 


users +6.71lbs vs. +8.19lbs for AS-users, 


p<0.001). 


 


One study in non-smoking women (n=31,940) 


reported that saccharin intake was 


significantly associated with four year 


change in weight (r=0.0024, 95% CI 0.00176 


to 0.0030. 


 


One study (n=556) reported that saccharin 


consumption was significantly associated 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Outcomes were self-report in two studies. 


 


Two studies adjusted for potential 


confounders, and the third study did not. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The amount of non-caloric artificial 


sweeteners associated with the outcomes in 


each case was not reported. 


 


Population weight and health status, and 


setting were unclear. 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


weight; height and weight were measured by 


research team in one study, and self-


reported in two studies. 


 


with tertiles of weight gain over 4 years  in 


initial analyses, this association was no 


longer significant after adjusting for age, 


smoking, baseline BMI and total energy 


(regression coefficient 0.3731, p=0.13). 


 


Children 


No studies 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Epidemiological evidence suggests that 


consumption of high levels of non-caloric 


sweeteners is associated with subsequent 


weight gain and obesity. However, other 


evidence strongly suggests that this 


relationship is an artefact. People who know 


they are predisposed to gaining excess 


weight are more likely to consume artificial 


sweeteners, as part of habitually trying to 


prevent further weight gain/lose weight 


(‘habitual dieters’). Habitual dieters are 


more likely gain excess weight over time 


compared with those who do not habitually 


diet.  


 


USDA 2010c 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Jan 2010  


 


Review design: 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Population inclusion criteria were healthy 


children, young people (2 to 18 years) or 


adults (19 years and older) and those with 


elevated chronic disease risk 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


Result(s): 


One prospective cohort (n=3,371) found a 


significant positive association between 


baseline artificially sweetened beverage 


consumption and all outcome measures 


(incidence of overweight/obesity, incidence 


of obese, and BMI change), adjusted for 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Systematic review. Cross-sectional studies 


excluded. 


 


Review aim: 


The review aimed to determine how non-


caloric sweeteners are related to energy 


intake and body weight. 


 


Review funding: 


NR. Reviews written by the US Department 


of Agriculture to support development of 


their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for individual studies included in the 


review was not reported, however, the 


quality appraisal for the included study 


reported that the sources of funding and 


investigators' affiliations were described and 


the study was free from apparent conflicts of 


interest.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


RCT: 1 (0) 


Cohort: 1 (1, n=3,371) 


Other: 1 (0) [systematic review and meta-


analysis] 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Artificially sweetened beverage consumption 


(soft drinks, tea, coffee). Consumption was 


self-reported. Participants were also asked 


whether they "usually" used sugar or sugar 


substitutes. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Incidence of overweight and or obesity (BMI 


25kg/m2 or more), incidence of obesity (BMI 


30kg/m2 or more) and BMI change. Height 


and weight were measured at baseline and 7 


or 8 years later, how these were measured 


was not reported. 


 


baseline BMI and demographic/behavioural 


characteristics.  


 


Consuming more than 21 artificially 


sweetened beverages per week (vs. none) 


was associated with almost-doubled risk of 


overweight/obesity (OR=1.93, CI NR; 


p=0.007) among 1,250 baseline normal-


weight individuals, and doubled risk of 


obesity (OR=2.03, CI NR ; p=0.0005) among 


2,571 individuals with baseline BMIs less than 


30kg/m2. 


Compared with nonusers (BMI change 


+1.01kg/m2), change in BMI was significantly 


higher for people reporting artificially 


sweetened beverage consumption in 


quartiles two to four: quartile 2 +1.46 


(p=0.003), quartile 3 +1.50 (p=0.002), and 


quartile 4 +1.78kg/m2 (p<0.0001). Overall, 


adjusted  change in BMI was 47% greater 


among artificial sweetener users than non-


users (+1.48kg/m2 vs. +1.01kg/m2, 


respectively, P<0.0001). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


"Moderate evidence shows that using non-


caloric sweeteners will affect energy intake 


only if they are substituted for higher calorie 


foods and beverages. A few observational 


studies report that individuals who use non-


caloric sweeteners are more likely to gain 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Only one relevant cohort study was included 


in the systematic review. This study was in 


adults (aged 25 to 64). 


 


The analyses in the cohort study were 


adjusted for baseline BMI and demographic 


and behavioural characteristics. 


Artificially sweetened beverage consumption 


was self-reported. How height and weight 


were measured was not reported. 


 


Study design: Also included systematic 


reviews and meta-analyses. The RCT did not 


include weight outcomes. 


Population: Healthy, could include those 


with elevated chronic disease risk 


Setting: Not an inclusion/exclusion criterion 


Outcome: also reported on energy intake. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


weight or be heavier. This does not mean 


that non-caloric sweeteners cause weight 


gain, rather that they are more likely to be 


consumed by overweight and obese 


individuals." (conclusions based on all 


included studies and relates to the energy 


intake outcome as well as body weight). 


Wiebe et al. 2011 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jan 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs that compared 


different sweeteners and that were at least 


1 week long and reported weight change, 


energy intake, lipids, glycated haemoglobin, 


or insulin resistance, or measured 2-hour 


blood glucose responses. Trials had to have 


at least 10 participants per group. 


 


Review aim: 


The review aimed to systematically 


summarise the available RCT evidence to 


determine the comparative effectiveness of 


sweetener additives (non-caloric, sugar 


alcohols, and saccharides). 


 


Review funding: 


Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical 


Research 


 


Study funding: 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Obese, diabetic and healthy adult (16 years 


or older) populations. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 53 (1, n=133) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


3.56g aspartame/day vs. sucrose 42g/d in 


the relevant RCT 


 


Outcome(s): 


Change in BMI after 4-weeks. How this was 


measured was not reported. 


 


Result(s): 


The single relevant RCT compared aspartame 


(3.56g/d) to the natural sweetener sucrose 


(42g/d) and did not find a significant 


difference in change in BMI after 4 weeks 


(mean difference -0.3kg/m2, 95% CI -1.1 to 


0.5). Average age of the participants was 32 


years, all were female. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that "little high-


quality clinical research has been done to 


identify the potential harms and benefits of 


hypocaloric sweeteners" (Conclusion based 


on all studies in review, which included 


studies in overweight/obese populations 


and/or diabetic populations as well as 


healthy populations, and assessed outcomes 


in addition to BMI/weight change). 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Author identified limitations relevant to the 


current review were that the RCTs had 


unclear allocation concealment prior to 


blinding.  


 


Review team limitations: 


Follow up in the included and relevant RCT 


was just 4 weeks, sample size was relatively 


small (n=133) and it only included women. 


How outcomes were measured was also not 


reported. 


 


Outcome: energy intake, lipids, glycerated 


haemoglobin, insulin resistance and blood 


glucose responses were also assessed as 


outcomes. 


Population: trials in healthy, 


overweight/obese and/or diabetic adults 


included. The non-relevant RCTs were in 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Funding for RCTs that meet scope extracted. 


Sucrose: 3 of the trials had private funding, 


1 had public funding. Fructose: 1 mixed 


funding, 1 public funding. Glucose: 1 mixed 


funding, 1 public funding. Artificial 


sweetener: the trial received public funding. 


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


overweight or obese individuals, or people 


with health conditions such as type 2 


diabetes, addressed caloric sweeteners, or 


did not assess weight related outcomes. 


Setting: setting not reported. 


 







 


Catechins 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Phung et al. 2010 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Apr 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


The objective was to perform a systematic 


review and 


meta-analysis of RCTs of Green Tea 


Catechins on anthropometric variables, 


including body mass index (BMI), body 


weight, waist circumference (WC), and 


waist-to-hip ratio (WHR). 


 


Review funding: 


The study reported it was not funded. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Age, body weight status and health status 


inclusion criteria. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT:15 (4, n=388) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The relevant studies assessed green tea 


catechins (583mg - 714mg/day) with caffeine 


(70mg - 114mg/day) compared with 


caffeine-matched control (0-126mg 


catechins and 70 - 114mg caffeine/day).  


 


Interventions and control were mainly green 


teas with differing levels of catechins, with 


one study using green tea extract capsules 


and placebo capsules. The studies varied in 


whether tea and coffee was allowed to be 


consumed alongside the intervention green 


tea, and in what quantity. 


 


Study periods were between 3 to 12 weeks. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weighted mean difference in BMI weight 


(kg), waist circumference and waist to hip 


ratio. 


 


Result(s): 


The meta-analysis showed green tea 


catechins with caffeine decreased BMI (-


0.55; 95% CI: -0.65, -0.40; 6 RCTs, n=471), 


body weight (-1.38 kg; 95% CI: -1.70,-1.06; 6 


RCTs, n=567), and WC (-1.93 cm; 95% CI: -


2.82, -1.04; 5 RCTs, n=438) but not WHR 


compared with caffeine alone (-0.02, 95% CI 


-0.05, 0.0008; 3 RCTs, n=163).  The meta-


analysis included all 4 studies relevant to the 


current scope for BMI outcome, 3 of 4 for 


body weight and WC, and 1 of 4 for WHR.  


 


Study level results from the four RCTs most 


relevant to the current review include: 


There was a slight increase in BMI in the first 


study 0.20 (-2.05, 2.45), but a small 


reduction in the other three -0.60 (-0.75,-


0.45), -0.40 (-0.83, 0.03), -0.49 (-0.81, -


0.17). 


 


Weight (kg) was slightly reduced in the three 


studies that assessed this outcome: -1.60 (-


2.00, -1.19), -1.10 (-2.23, -0.03), -1.25 (-


2.17, -0.33). 


 


Waist circumference (cm) was also slightly 


reduced in these three studies, with varying 


significance: -2.5 (-3.10, -1.90), -1.80 (-3.05, 


-0.55), -0.54 (-1.91, 0.83). 


 


Waist to hip ratio did not differ in the 1 


study 0.008 (-0.09, 0.11). 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Inclusion of heterogenous populations 


including children, healthy adults, and adults 


with comorbidities such as overweight or 


obesity, hyperlipidaemia or diabetes 


mellitus. 


 


Dose response could not be assessed due to 


the small number of studies and the 


variation in catechin composition among the 


trials. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The studies varied on whether tea and 


coffee could be consumed as well, and how 


much. 


 


Partial: Population included BMI between 24-


30 in two of the studies. 


Unclear: Setting 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


The review did not find benefits in trials 


looking at catechins alone (without caffeine, 


mainly given as capsules); none of these 


trials matched the scope of the current 


review. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The meta-analysis of green tea catechins 


with caffeine compared with a caffeine-


matched control showed statistically 


significant reductions in BMI, body weight, 


and WC. However, the clinical significance of 


these reductions is modest at best. Current 


data do not suggest that green tea catechins 


alone affect anthropometric measurements. 







 


Caffeine 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 3 (3, n=32,612) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Caffeine intake was assessed using a FFQ 


with or without an interview. The sources of 


the caffeine consumed (i.e. tea or coffee or 


other sources) in the individual studies was 


not reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight gain after 1, 4 or 12 years. Weight 


was self-reported in 1 study, and method of 


assessment in the other two studies was 


unclear.  


 


Result(s): 


In the first study (n=556) caffeine intake was 


not associated with change in weight over 12 


years (regression coefficient 0.143, p=0.88). 


 


In the second study of non-smoking nurses 


(n=31,940), caffeine intake was not 


associated with weight gain over 4 years 


(regression coefficient 0.0003, p value NR). 


 


In the third study of students (n=116), 


caffeine was not a significant predictor for 


weight gain over 1 year in men but women in 


the 'BMI-gain' group were more likely to 


consume caffeine (OR 0.2, 95% CI 0.04, 0.94, 


p=0.04; exact comparison this data refers to 


unclear). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The limited epidemiological evidence 


reviewed (three studies) suggests that levels 


of caffeine intake, regardless of source, are 


not associated with subsequent excess 


weight gain or obesity. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The method of assessment of dietary intake 


varied. Body weight and height were self-


reported in the large study. All studies were 


from the United States. Although all studies 


adjusted for some confounders, none 


adjusted for physical activity levels. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The frequency and amount of caffeine 


consumption compared in each study was 


unclear. The review did not specify exact 


exposure levels involved in the comparisons 


described.  


 


Population: is unclear if participants from 


the 3 studies were overweight, obese or had 


specific conditions at the start of the 


studies. 


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Energy density 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cohorts with a follow 


up of more than 1 year and RCTs. 


 


Review aim: 


The purpose was to examine the associations 


of dietary macronutrient composition, food 


consumption and dietary patterns in 


prevention of weight or waist circumference 


gain, with and without prior weight 


reduction. 


 


Review funding: 


Nordic Council of Ministers 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults aged 17 to 80 years. No inclusion 


criteria for body weight status. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 4 (4, n=189,851) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Change in dietary energy density (defined as 


the amount of energy in a given weight of 


food) using FFQ. No further details provided. 


1 cohort weighed 7 day food record at 


baseline. Water content was only included in 


calculations in 1 cohort, it was unclear 


whether this referred to water contained in 


food or drinks or both. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Self-reported or measured change in weight 


and/or WC after 5 to 8 years. 


 


Result(s): 


Two studies (n=138,063) found that energy 


density was positively associated with WC. 


The results of the 3 studies (n=141,220) 


assessing the relationship between energy 


density and weight change were less 


consistent. One study reported that an 


increase in energy density was associated 


with a simultaneous increase in weight 


among women, while 2 other studies did not 


find a significant association. 


 


In 1 cohort (n=48,631, median follow up 5.5 


years), 1 kcal/g increase in energy density 


(food only) predicted an increase in WC of 


0.09cm in men (95%CI 0.05 to 0.13) and 


0.15cm (0.09, 0.21) in women, p values NR.  


 


In 1 cohort (n=89,432, follow up 6.5 years) 


eeach 1kcal/g increase in energy density 


(food only) predicted an annual WC increase 


of 0.09 cm/year (95% CI 0.01 to 0.18), p 


value NR. Energy density was not associated 


with weight change (figures NR). 


 


In another cohort (n=1,762, follow up 5 


years) energy density (including water 


content) was not associated weight change 


for either sex, figures and p value NR.  


 


In a cohort of women (n=50,026, follow up 8 


years) who increased dietary energy density 


(for food only) during follow-up the most 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: P 


Unclear: D, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The studies mostly relied on FFQ but the 


authors were not aware of a validated FFQ 


to assess dietary density. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The only study to show an association with 


weight gain was conducted using female 


nurses, limiting its generalisablility to the 


general population of men and women. 


Similarly, it had high levels of loss to follow 


up over the 8 year follow up period, 


reporting a 57% dropout rate. This means the 


final group is a highly select and streamlined 


version of the original group and may not 


have the same characteristics potentially 


biasing the results observed. 


 


Partial: population in 1 RCT included average 


male baseline BMI of 25.1. 


Unclear: Study design of 1 cohort selected 


participants from a larger study. It is unclear 


how they were selected. 


Unclear: setting 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


(not further defined) had a significantly 


greater weight gain than those who 


decreased dietary energy density the most 


(6.42kg  vs. 4.57kg; p for trend <0.001). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is suggestive evidence that higher 


energy density of the diet is associated with 


larger increases in WC. However, the 


evidence regarding the association between 


energy density and weight change was 


inconclusive. 


Johnson et al. 2009 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Sept 2008  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cross-sectional and 


longitudinal studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To demonstrate that current variation in the 


method for calculating energy density 


hampers the interpretation of results. 


 


Review funding: 


The authors were funded by Cancer Research 


UK and the Medical Research Council but 


they report that the funding bodies had no 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


"Free-living" adults and children, excluding 


those actively participating in weight loss or 


samples limited to clinically ill participants. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 8 (3, n= n=51,974 adults/3, n=1,889 


children) 


Other: 16  


 


In total, the review identified 8 cohort 


studies and 16 cross-sectional studies. Of 


these 6 of the cohort studies (n=53,863) 


matched the scope of this review, 3 


(n=1,889) were in children, 3 in adults 


(n=51,974). 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Result(s): 


Across adults and children, all 4 studies that 


measured food alone found a positive 


association. 


 


Out of 5 studies that measured food and 


drink to some extent, 4 found no evidence of 


an association. 


 


Children: 


Both studies  measuring FO energy density 


found an association. All 3 studies that 


measured FD energy density (all drinks or 


just energy containing drinks) found no 


evidence of an association. The review 


publication reported significant and non-


significant results but did not provide p-


values alongside 95% confidence intervals for 


most findings.  


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: P 


Unclear: D, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The cohort of nurses (n=50,026) was not 


truly prospective as the exposure is change 


in dietary energy density and the outcome is 


change In body weight, so it is impossible to 


establish which changed first; therefore, the 


findings are equivalent to a cross-sectional 


study. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The review publication reported results as 


significant or non-significant, but did not 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


role in the decision to publish the paper. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding was recorded for 1 study, the Avon 


Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children. 


It was funded by the UK Medical Research 


Council, the Wellcome Trust and the 


University of Bristol.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Dietary energy density was assessed in 


children using a diary (2 studies, not further 


defined), or 24-hour food recall (1 study). 


Two studies measured energy density in food 


only (FO) and food and drinks (FD). The 


other measured food and energy-containing 


drinks (FCD) 


 


3 studies measured energy density in food 


only (FO) and food and drinks (FD). Of the 


others, 1 measured FO, 1 measured FD and 1 


measured food and energy-containing drinks 


(FCD). 


 


Dietary energy density in adults was assessed 


using a diary (not further defined), 24-hour 


food recall and a FFQ, a different method in 


each of the three included studies. One 


study measured energy density in food only 


(FO) and 1 food and drinks (FD). The third 


study measured FO and FD. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight change or increased adiposity over 


between 1 and 8 years. Follow-up in all but 


one study was after at least 4 years. 


 


Outcomes in children included weight change 


and increased adiposity between 1 and 8 


years follow up 


 


Outcomes in adults were weight change over 


8 years (1 study), 6 years (1 study) and 5 


years (1 study). 


 


1 cohort (n=798, ages NR) found no 


significant association between FCD energy 


density and weight gain over 1 year 


(beta=0.23 (SD 0.35) kg/year per kJg) 


 


1 cohort (n=1,043) found a significant 


increase in the odds of excess adiposity at 


age 9 years per kJ/g FO energy density 


measured at 7 years OR=1.36 (95%CI 1.09-


1.69) but not at age 5 years OR=1.12 (95%CI 


0.90-1.40). It found no significant effect on 


the odds of excess adiposity at age 9 years 


per kJ/g dietary FD energy density at age 5 


or 7 (OR=0.97, 95% CI 0.61-1.15; OR=0.97, 


95% CI 0.75-1.24 respectively). 


 


1 small cohort study (n=48) found significant 


increase in the odds of gaining the most fat 


vs. gaining the least fat between 7 and 15 


years when looking at FO energy density 


OR=1.9 (95% CI 1.1-3.6). It found no 


significant effect when using FD energy 


density OR=2.6 (95%CI 1.1-4.3). 


 


Adults: 


Both studies measuring FO energy density 


found a significant positive association with 


weight gain. Of the 2 studies that measured 


FD energy density, 1 found no evidence of an 


association, 1 found a significant positive 


association with weight gain. 


 


1 cohort (n=50,026; also included in 


provide p-values or 95% CIs. 


 


The review aimed to see if the association 


between energy density and weight related 


outcomes differed depending on whether 


drinks were taken into account in the 


calculation of energy density. No overall 


conclusions on the association between 


energy density and weight related outcomes 


was drawn. 


 


Partial: Population included children of 


Hispanic families where at least one of the 


children was overweight. 1 cohort was in 


pregnant women and 1 was post-weight loss, 


so are not relevant to the current review 


scope 


Unclear: study design 


Unclear: Setting 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 [++]) found weight 


gain across all quintiles of change in FO 


energy density over 8 years (Q1=4.4kg; 


Q2=4.9kg; Q3=5.3kg; Q4=5.9kg; Q5=6.7kg; 


difference significant). It also found weight 


gain when FD energy density was used 


(Q1=4.7kg; Q2=5.1 kg; Q3=5.4kg; Q4=5.7kg; 


Q5=6.3kg; difference significant). 


 


1 cohort (n=1,762; also included in 


Fogelholm et al. 2012 [++]) found no 


significant association between FD energy 


density and weight change (beta: women -24 


kg per MJ/g [SE 47]; men -71 [SE 58] kg per 


MJ/g; p value NR). 


 


1 cohort (n=186) of women found significant 


weight gain over 6 years across low, 


intermediate and high FO energy density 


groups (low=2.5kg; intermediate=4.8kg; 


high=6.4kg). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The association between dietary energy 


density, increased energy intake and weight 


gain is supported by experimental evidence 


but confirmation is limited. 


 


Focusing on studies with energy density 


measured using food only reduces the 


variability in the results obtained. Energy 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


from drinks consumed should be calculated 


separately. These overall conclusions were 


based on the results from all cohort studies. 







 


Fat / protein / carbohydrate intake 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Hooper et al. 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jun 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of 


randomised controlled trials (at least 26 


weeks in duration) and prospective cohort 


studies (at least one year in duration). 


 


Review aim: 


To investigate the relation between total fat 


intake and body weight in adults and 


children. 


 


Review funding: 


WHO (the review was performed to support 


development of WHO guidance). 


 


Study funding: 


Adults: The cohort studies in adults were 


funded by non-commercial bodies, except 


for one study where funding was unclear; 


one study which was part funded by the 


Association of Danish Pharmacies (a 


professional trade association). Children: 


The cohort studies in children were funded 


by non-commercial bodies.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Studies in apparently healthy children or 


adults from any country were reported to be 


included. Although populations were 


reported as healthy, some studies were 


specifically in populations with health 


conditions e.g. type 2 diabetes, 


hypercholesterolemia. Studies aiming for 


weight loss and populations recruited for 


these studies were excluded. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 33 (3, n=1,131) 


Cohort: 13 (10, n=107,624 adults; 3, n=1,337 


children) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


RCTs: Interventions aimed to reduce total 


fat intake (% energy from fat or g/day) 


compared with usual diet (control) for 26 


weeks or longer. The difference between 


intervention and control ranged from <5% to 


>15% energy from fat. Control group fat 


intake ranged from 28% to 43% energy from 


fat. During the intervention periods energy 


intake was reported as usually lower in the 


low fat group than in the control groups 


(figures not reported). How intake was 


measured NR.  


Interventions could be multicomponent, but 


the non-fat related components had to be 


the same in both groups. 


Result(s): 


Children (1 RCT, 3 cohort studies): 


In the RCT (n=191, age 12-13 years) found 


that mean BMI (adjusted for age and gender) 


decreased significantly from baseline in the 


intervention (23.3 (SD 2.8) vs. 24.0 (SD 3.1), 


p<0.001) but not control group (24.8 (SD 3.8) 


vs. 24.3 (SD 3.3), p=0.355). The review 


calculated the between group difference as 


significant (−1.50, 95% CI −2.45 to −0.55).  


The 3 cohort studies (n=1,337, age 3-19 


years) all found a significant association 


between % energy from fat at baseline and 


change in body mass index or weight 


(p≤0.05). Analyses of change in energy 


intake from fat over time had mixed findings 


in 1 study. One study found that every 5% 


more energy from fat at baseline was 


associated with 0.17k/m2 higher BMI at 2 


year follow up (p=0.05 for regression). 


 


The evidence in children was given a GRADE 


assessment of moderate quality. 


 


Adults (33 RCTs, 10 cohort studies):  


Meta-analysis found that diets lower in total 


fat were associated with lower body weight 


(27 comparisons,  n=57,735; -1.6 kg, 95% CI 


−2.0 to −1.2 kg, I2=75%), lower BMI (9 RCTs; 


−0.51 kg/m2, 95% CI −0.76 to −0.26, I2=77%), 


and lower waist circumference (1 RCT, 


n=15,671 women; -0.3 cm, 95% CI −0.58 to 


−0.02). The effect on weight (main analysis) 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P, Set 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Risk of bias in RCTs was variable. The RCTs 


were not blinded (due to the nature of the 


intervention) and allocation concealment 


was rarely clearly reported. The cohort 


studies were mostly assessed as being at high 


risk of bias (11/13 studies). 


There were too few studies in children to 


assess small study bias, heterogeneity, 


publication bias, or the possibility of a dose 


response gradient. Imprecision was high in 


the data from child studies (but not 


quantifiable). 


 


Review team limitations: 


Some of the trials (8 RCTs) provided food, 


which may reduce the applicability of their 


results to individual choices in a day to day 


environment. Although the RCT findings 


were in apparently healthy individuals, most 


participants had health conditions (e.g. type 


2 diabetes, recent breast cancer) and this 


may limit applicability of the findings to the 


general population. However, subgroup 


analysis in healthy populations did suggest 


that the results did apply to this group (8 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Cohorts: Differences in fat consumption 


groups being compared in cohort studies not 


reported at a summary level. Exposure 


measured in varying ways including FFQ, 


weighed 7-day food record, 24-hour or 7 day 


dietary recall, interview. All except 1 cohort 


appeared to be using exposure data from a 


single dietary assessment in their analyses. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, BMI, waist circumference. (Also 


serum lipid levels and blood pressure for 


adverse effect assessment). Follow up was 


between 6 months and over 8 years. Range 


of follow up in adult cohort studies not 


reported (average 6.2 years of follow up per 


person). 


 


was retained in sensitivity analyses (not 


carried out on other outcomes).  


 


Subgroup analysis showed that reduced fat 


intake was also associated with lower body 


weight at follow up in populations without 


risk factors or illnesses (3 comparisons, 


n=NR; -0.98 kg, 95% CI -1.56 to -0.41) and 


those who were not overweight or obese (8 


comparisons, n=NR; -0.96 kg, 95% CI -1.69 to 


-0.22, I2=87%).  


The evidence from RCTs was given a GRADE 


rating of high. 


 


Metaregression suggested that greater 


reduction in total fat intake and lower 


baseline fat intake were associated with 


greater weight loss, and these factors 


accounted for most of the heterogeneity in 


the meta-analysis. It found that for every  1% 


energy from total fat reduction weight was 


reduced by 0.19 kg (95% CI −0.33 to −0.06, 


p=0.006). 


 


During the diet periods energy intake was 


usually lower in the low fat group than in the 


control groups; sugar intake was not 


measured often but where reported usually 


seemed to be higher in the low fat arms. 


Carbohydrate intakes were mostly higher in 


the low fat arms than in the usual fat arms; 


protein intakes were sometimes higher and 


sometimes similar.  Subgroup analysis 


suggested that greater reduction in energy 


comparisons, n=NR; -0.98 kg, 95% CI -1.69 to 


-0.22, I2=87%). 


 


Most of the RCTs (29 RCTs) were in specific 


populations with health conditions, and one 


included only people who were overweight 


or obese. 


 


All adult RCTs were community based, but 


some provided a "trial shop" where foods 


were supplied i.e. an environmental 


modification. The RCT in children was 


school-based. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


intake in the reduced fat group was 


associated with greater weight reduction 


(p=0.04). 


 


In the 10 cohort studies: 5/16 analyses 


showed a significant positive effect of lower 


fat intake on weight change (11/16 analyses 


NS effect); 1/4 analyses showed a significant 


inverse effect of lower fat intake on waist 


circumference change (3/4 analyses NS 


effect); 1 study found that lower total fat 


intake was associated with lower body 


weight 10 years later in black individuals but 


not white individuals; and 1 study found NS 


effect of total fat intake on BMI. (Direction 


of NS effects varied). 


 


There was no suggestion of inverse effects of 


the interventions on other cardiovascular 


risk factors (lipid levels or blood pressure). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


There was no suggestion of inverse effects of 


the interventions on other cardiovascular 


risk factors (lipid levels or blood pressure). 


 


Conclusions: 


Lower total fat intake leads to small but 


statistically significant and clinically 


meaningful, sustained reductions in body 


weight in adults in studies with baseline fat 


intakes of 28-43% of energy intake and 


durations from six months to over eight 


years. Evidence supports a similar effect in 
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children and young people. 


Santesso et al. 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jul 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of randomised controlled 


trials. 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the benefits and harms of higher-


protein 


compared with lower-protein diets in the 


general population. 


 


Review funding: 


Barilla (an Italian food company). The review 


reported that the funding organisation was 


not involved in the analysis of the study and 


the final decision to submit for publication. 


One author was an employee of the sponsor 


and was involved in the review and 


interpretation of the data in the manuscript. 


However, the final decision about 


interpretation rested with the first and 


corresponding author. 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Studies in adults where ≥80% did not have 


medically indicated diets (e.g. due to 


diabetes of CKD) or where results were 


reported separately for these groups. Studies 


aimed at weight loss could be included, as 


were studies in people with hypertension, 


hyperlipidaemia, or metabolic syndrome. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 74 (6, n=143) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Trials had to compare groups with higher 


versus lower protein diets, for ≥28 days. The 


difference between the two groups had to be 


at least 5% energy from protein (based on 


mean reported intakes at time nearest to 


follow up). The aim of the study did not have 


to be to assess the effect of a change in 


protein intake, as long as the intake was 


different between the groups. 


The groups had median (range) energy intake 


from protein: 27% ( 16% to 45%) for higher 


protein group; 18% (5% to 23%) in the lower 


protein group. The 6 studies in healthy 


individuals generally had lower % energy 


consumption from protein (range 12% to 29%) 


than trials in overweight/obese individuals. 


 


The review reported that co-interventions 


Result(s): 


Pooled effect sizes using standardised mean 


differences (SMDs) were 


small to moderate and favoured higher-


protein diets for weight loss (38 RCTs, 


n=2,326; SMD -0.36, 95% CI -0.56 to -0.17; 


I2=77%), BMI reduction (16 RCTs, n=887; SMD 


-0.37, 95% CI -0.56 to -0.19; I2=42%), and 


waist circumference (15 RCTs, n=1,214; -


0.43, 95% CI -0.69 to -0.16; I2=75%). 


 


Meta-regression suggested that a higher BMI 


at the start of a study was associated with 


greater weight loss in people in the higher-


protein diet arms. Other variables including 


% energy intake from carbohydrates and trial 


duration did not have an effect in the fully 


adjusted model. 


 


The review translated findings to an effect 


of a higher protein diet at 3 months, which 


would be: greater weight loss of 1.21 kg (95% 


CI -1.88 to -0.57), a 0.51 kg/m2 greater 


decrease in BMI (95% CI -0.77 to -0.26) and a 


1.66 cm greater reduction in waist 


circumference (95% CI -2.66 to -0.62)  


 


The evidence was rated as moderate-quality 


using the GRADE system for all three 


outcomes. 


 


Secondary analyses of end of study values 


(rather than change values) did not find 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The authors report that every attempt was 


made to avoid double counting of 


participants (implying that this may still not 


have removed the issue entirely). 


 


Review team limitations: 


The majority of the studies were in people 


who were overweight or obese, and/or had a 


specific health problem. They could include 


RCTs aimed at weight loss, and provide food, 


as long as the diet could be replicated by the 


general population.  


 


The results may not be applicable to the 


general population. The 6 RCTs in healthy 


individuals were small (n=143). 


 


The RCTs were mostly <6 months in duration, 


and may not be representative of the longer-


term effects of high protein diets. 


 


Unclear if all groups were received a new 


diet, or if some control groups were "usual 


diet". 
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were allowed if they were the same in both 


groups. How protein intake was measured 


was not reported. 


 


The median daily energy intake was the 


same in higher protein and lower protein 


groups (1,500 kcal). 58% of trials a 


difference in kcal intakes within 100 


kcal/day between the two groups. Median 


carbohydrate intake was higher in the lower 


protein groups (55% vs. 38% total daily 


energy intake), and median fat intake was 


slightly higher in the higher protein diet 


groups (32% vs. 26% total daily energy 


intake), but in both cases ranges showed 


considerable overlap. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, BMI, waist circumference, adverse 


effects. The primary analysis looked at 


change values, and the secondary analysis at 


end of study scores. Methods of 


measurement NR. 


 


Most studies (80%) measured outcomes at <6 


months' follow up (range 28 days to 1 year). 


 


significant differences between the higher 


and lower protein diets, but these analyses 


included fewer participants and the 


direction of effect was still towards benefit 


with a higher protein diet. 


 


22 RCTs measured and reported adverse 


effects. 


 


5 RCTs found no difference in overall 


adverse events, and 2 different RCTs found 


more adverse gastrointestinal events with 


high-protein diets. These 7 RCTs included 


581 participants. 


 


The GRADE rating of this evidence was low, 


in part due to likely selective reporting bias. 


 


The review reported that effects on 


surrogate measures of kidney health were 


non-significant. Six RCTs assessed kidney 


function (serum creatinine): 4 RCTs that 


could not be pooled found non-significant 


effects, and 2 that could be pooled showed 


an increase in serum creatinine (MD 6.14 


micromol/L, 95% CI 2.49 to 9.79) but this 


evidence was very low quality. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


22 RCTs measured and reported adverse 


effects. 


 


5 RCTs found no difference in overall 


adverse events, and 2 different RCTs found 


Included studies in people aiming to lose 


weight. Most of the RCTs (67/74) were in 


people who were overweight or obese, 


and/or had a specific health problem such as 


hyperlipidaemia; 1 RCT was specifically in 


vegans. The review looked at a wide range of 


patient-important outcomes and surrogate 


outcomes, including weight-related 


outcomes (analyses were performed 


separately). 
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more adverse gastrointestinal events with 


high-protein diets. These 7 RCTs included 


581 participants. 


 


The GRADE rating of this evidence was low, 


in part due to likely selective reporting bias. 


 


The review reported that effects on 


surrogate measures of kidney health were 


non-significant. Six RCTs assessed kidney 


function (serum creatinine): 4 RCTs that 


could not be pooled found non-significant 


effects, and 2 that could be pooled showed 


an increase in serum creatinine (MD 6.14 


micromol/L, 95% CI 2.49 to 9.79) but this 


evidence was very low quality. 


 


Conclusions: 


Higher-protein diets probably improve 


adiposity, but the effects are small 


and need to be weighed against the 


potential for harms. 


Schwingshackl and Hoffmann 2013 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Aug 2012  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs lasting 1 year or 


longer. 


 


Review aim: 


To compare the long term effects of high 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


NR 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 15 (unclear, maximum 3, n=107) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


High protein (25-40% of energy) vs. low 


protein (10-20% of energy). All diets were 


low fat (10-30% of energy). In most trials 


Result(s): 


There were no significant differences 


between high and low protein groups in any 


of the weight related outcomes. 


 


Weight (13 RCTs, n=971): WMD -0.39kg, 95% 


CI -1.43 to +0.65; I2=0% 


WC (8 RCTs, n=727): WMD -0.98 cm, 95% CI -


3.32 to +1.37; I2=72% 


Fat mass (10 RCTs, n=913): WMD -0.59 kg, 


95% CI -1.32 to +0.13; I2=0% 


 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P, O 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The authors note that their results are 


different to those of Santesso et al. 2012 


[++], and suggest that this may be due to 


excluding trials shorter than 1 year, and 
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protein versus low protein diets on 


biomarkers of obesity, cardiovascular 


complications as well as adverse effects of 


high protein. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


(11/15) fat intakes were the same in both 


groups, with the low protein groups 


consuming more energy from carbohydrate 


(55%->65%) than the high protein groups 


(33%-55%). In 9/15 trials both groups had the 


same target energy intake (1340 to 1960 kcal 


where stated, in some trials a deficit was 


the target), 4 trials had no restrictions, 1 


trial had a small difference in calorie intake 


(60 kcal lower in the high protein group), 


and in 1 trial differences were not clear.  


 


How nutrient intake was assessed/confirmed 


NR. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight, waist circumference, fat mass, 


adverse effects. How measured not 


reported. Trials lasted 1-2 years. 


 


Sensitivity analysis of only higher quality 


trials (Jadad score ≥3; 8 RCTs), or trials not 


in people with T2D supported the primary 


analysis findings. 


 


Adverse effects: 3 RCTs assessed the effects 


on biomarkers of kidney function in people 


with T2D. These trials did not find an effect 


on renal function as measured by serum 


creatinine and microalbuminuria (figures 


NR). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


3 RCTs assessed the effects on biomarkers of 


kidney function in people with T2D. These 


trials did not find an effect on renal function 


as measured by serum creatinine and 


microalbuminuria (figures NR). 


 


Conclusions: 


According to the present analysis of long-


term RCTs, high protein diets exerted 


neither specific beneficial not detrimental 


effects on outcome markers of obesity. 


Therefore it seems premature to recommend 


high-protein diets in the management of 


overweight and obesity. 


inclusion of both change values and end of 


trial values in their meta-analysis (Santesso 


analysed these separately). They note that 


this approach is considered as a legitimate 


procedure by the Cochrane Collaboration 


and should not be considered a limitation. 


 


The review did not included unpublished 


data, and funnel plots suggested that some 


publication bias could not be ruled out that 


could have an impact on the results. 


 


The RCTs included were heterogeneous in 


terms of diets used, definition of high and 


low protein, study populations, intervention 


and follow up duration, nutritional 


assessment, and whether the diets were 


hypocaloric or isocaloric. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The studies were generally small, with 9/15 


having <100 participants, and the meta-


analyses including <1000 participants. 


Therefore they may be underpowered to 


detect an effect. 


 


The majority of trials were 


overweight/obese individuals (either 


selected on this basis or average BMI in this 


range), or those with insulin resistance. 


 


It was unclear if in any cases the participants 


in the control groups were eating their usual 


diet. 
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Also, the countries in which the studies were 


performed were not reported. The results 


may not apply to general populations in the 


UK aiming to maintain weight/prevent 


excess weight gain. 


 


Funding sources of the review and included 


studies were not reported, although the 


review authors reported no conflicts of 


interest. 


 


Included outcomes other than weight related 


outcomes (e.g. serum lipids) but analysed 


separately. Included 12/15 studies 


specifically in overweight and obese 


individuals, those aiming to losing weight, or 


those with insulin resistance. Populations in 


the remaining 3 trials all had average BMIs in 


the overweight/obese range, but unclear if 


they were selected on this basis. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohorts:  


Total fat intake: 27 (15, n=126,891 adults/ 


11, n=3,962 children) 


Total protein intake: 19 (8, n=81,286 


adults/11, n=2,396 children) 


Total carbohydrate intake: 16 (7, n=79,083 


Result(s): 


Total fat intake (TFI): 


Children (TFI): Ten cohorts (0 to 19 years of 


age; n=3,781) analysed exposure and 


outcome in childhood, and 1 (n=181) 


analysed exposure in childhood and outcome 


in adulthood. Five studies found no 


significant associations (2 direction of effect 


NR, 1 positive, 1 inverse, 1 mixed 


directions); results in the other 6 studies 


were mixed, with variation in direction of 


effect (mainly positive, 5/6), and in findings 


across different exposure and outcome 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Reporting and measurement of exposures 


varied (advantages and disadvantages of 


methods vary). 


 


Fat intake studies: One adult study used self 
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subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


adults/9, n=2,625 children) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Total fat intake: % energy from fat, change 


in fat intake, g/day, servings/day.  


Total protein intake: % or MJ energy from 


protein, g/day, g/kg body weight/day, 


servings/d, 'low' or 'high' intake, kJ/g 


Total carbohydrate intake: % energy from 


carbohydrates and other methods (g, g/day, 


MJ/day).  


 


Exposures measured by various methods: 24-


hour or 7-day dietary recall, 1 to 7 day food 


records (some weighed), FFQ, diet history 


record, interview, questionnaire, parental 


report. (Some child studies reported using 


parental report of these measures, one study 


reported dietician measurement.) 


 


Outcome(s): 


Total fat studies: weight, BMI, WC, SFT, 


WHR. Measured by self report in one adult 


study, measured by researchers in all child 


studies. Outcomes measured at  3 months' to 


12 years' (adults) and 1 to 15 years' 


(children) follow up. 


 


Total protein studies: weight, body fat (% or 


g), BMI, WC, SFT, WHR, overweight. 


Measurement not reported in all cases, DEXA 


reported as used for some body fat analyses, 


and height and weight always measured (by 


measures or methods of analysis in some 


studies. 


 


Across studies, correlation coefficients 


ranged from -0.09 (for the relationship 


between % energy as fat at age 2 years and 


triceps skinfold at age 8 years) to +0.314 (for 


% energy from fat intake at age 15 years and 


BMI at age 18 among girls; p values for these 


figures appeared to be repeats of the 


correlation coefficients).  Regression 


coefficients ranged from -0.07 (for the 


relationship between % energy from total fat 


intake and BMI, p=0.044) to +178.7 (fat 


intake in g/day and g body fat after 70 


months, p=0.01). 


 


Adults (TFI): Meta-analysis of 4 cohorts found 


no association between total fat intake (% 


energy from fat) and change in weight 


(n=9,753; regression slope +0.07, 95% CI -


0.03 to +0.16; heterogeneity present). 


 


Across the 16 adult cohorts included, results 


were mixed, with 7 studies not finding a 


significant association between total fat 


intake and weight-related outcomes at 


follow up of a year or longer. The other 


studies found a mix of positive and inverse 


associations, and results were not always 


consistent across genders. 


 


Total protein intake (TPI): 


Children (TPI): 


reported weight and height. Many studies 


(11/16 in adults) did not adjust for baseline 


BMI, and other studies had unclear reporting 


of this aspect of analysis. 


 


Protein intake studies: The method of 


assessment of dietary intake varied . All 


studies adjusted for some potential 


confounders, but few adjusted for PA levels. 


 


Carbohydrate intake studies: All studies 


adjusted for some potential confounders, 


but few adjusted for PA levels. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The use of different exposure and outcome 


measurements complicates interpretation of 


findings. Summaries of effect sizes are 


derived from ranges presented in study 


inclusion tables, as were total study 


participant numbers, as these were not 


clearly reported as summaries in the review. 


 


Total fat intake: Included one cohort in 


adults with previous weight loss on a VLCD. 
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whom NR) except in 1 adult study where it 


was self reported. Outcomes measured at 1 


to 12 years' (adults) and 1 to 9 years' 


(children) follow up. 


 


Total carbohydrate intake: weight, BMI, WC, 


SFT, WHR, fat mass, lean mass. 


Measurement not reported in all cases, 


DEXA. Outcomes measured at   3 months' to 


12 years' (adults) and 1 to 15 years' 


(children) follow up. 


 


The 11 prospective cohorts in children 


(n=2,538; possible overlap of 3 small 


cohorts) found mixed results. 6/11 cohorts 


(n=942) showed a positive association 


between protein intake and at least 1 


weight-related outcome in at least 1 of the 


groups analysed.  


-1 study (n=72) found change in protein 


intake (g/day) at 2 years of age was 


positively associated with change in % body 


fat (r=0.163, 95% CI 0.07 to 0.32, p=0.04; 


regression coefficient 0.25%, p=0.01) and 


grams of body fat (r=38.36, 95% CI −3.4 to 


80.2, p=0.08; regression coefficient 61.08, 


p=0.01) at age 5 years (model included dairy 


product intake). In another publication of 


what appeared to be longer term follow up 


of this sample (n=52), there was no 


association with body fat at age 8 years 


(figures NR). A third publication from similar 


authors that may also be the same cohort 


(n=70) protein intake (g) at 2 years of age 


was not significantly associated with change 


in BMI at age 8 (regression coefficient 0.01, 


95% CI −0.01 to 0.03). 


-1 study (n=142) found that protein intake 


(g/day or % energy) at 9 months of age was 


positively associated with body weight at age 


10 years (regression coefficient for g/day 


0.16, 95% CI 0.29 to 0.37, p<0.012; for % 


energy 0.44, 95% CI 0.12 to 0.76, p<0.01). 


Protein intake (g/day or % energy) at 9 


months of age was not associated with BMI or 


% body fat at 10 years of age. 
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-1 study (n=278) found that protein intake (% 


energy) at 2 years of age was positively 


correlated with change in BMI (r=0.22, 


p=0.03) and subscapular skinfold (r=0.20, 


p=0.04), but not with tricep skinfold, over 6 


years’ follow up. 


-1 study (n=100) found a positive relationship 


in boys between protein intake (% energy) at 


2 months and BMI at 6 years (regression 


coefficient 1.2, 95% CI 0.61 to 1.79, 


p=0.003), there were also positive findings 


for protein intake at 4, 9 and 12 months 


(regression coefficients 0.2 to 0.3). Protein 


intake (% energy) at 9–12 months of age 


explained the 50% variance in BMI among 6-


year-old boys. Results for girls were not 


reported. 


-1 study (n=147) found that protein intake at 


the age of 1 year was associated with 


overweight at 5 years (figures NR, p=0.05).  


-1 study (n=203) found that high protein 


intake at 12 months was significantly 


associated with a higher risk of having a BMI 


or percentage body fat above the 75th 


percentile at 7 years (BMI OR 2.39, 95% CI 


1.14 to 4.99, p=0.02; % body fat OR 2.28, 


95% CI 1.06 to 4.88, p=0.03). 


 


The other 5 cohorts (n=1,454) had findings 


that were non-significant (direction of effect 


positive in 2, mixture of inverse and positive 


associations in 1, NR in 2 studies). Two of 


these are described above as they appeared 


to represent longer term follow up of one of 
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the studies finding a positive association, 


participants in these studies may be double 


counted in the overall study totals if this is 


the case. 


 


As an illustration of the range of effects 


seen, regression coefficients for relationship 


of weight gain with % energy intake from 


protein ranged from a small non-significant 


positive effect in the largest cohort 


(n=1,030; regression coefficient 0.005, 


p=0.89) to a significant positive effect (0.44, 


95% CI 0.12 to 0.76, p<0.01). 


 


Adults (TPI): The 8 prospective cohorts in 


adults (n=81,286) had mainly non-significant 


findings (6/8, n=35,681; direction of effect 


positive in 3, NR in 3). The 2 studies with 


reported as showing associations found 


mixed directions of effect, and one appeared 


non-significant: 


- one (n=2,909) found a positive association 


between TPI and weight gain over 10 years 


(mean weight: white individuals 75.2 in 


lowest intake quintile [Q1, quintiles not 


quantified] vs. 77.2 in highest intake quintile 


[Q5], units NR, p<0.01; black individuals 81.8 


Q1 vs. 83.4 Q5, p=0.25); and also found an 


association with change in WHR,  but the 


reported direction of this effect appeared to 


conflict between text (inverse) and tables 


(positive; mean WHR in white individuals 


0.805 in Q1 vs. 0.811 in Q5; p=0.02); both 


associations were found in white but not 
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black individuals. 


-the other large cohort (n=42,696) was 


reported as finding an inverse association 


between TPI and WC over 5 years but the 


differences were small and appeared non-


significant (men -0.20cm, 95% CI -0.48 to 


0.07; women -0.4cm, 95% CI -0.81 to 0.003; 


p values NR). 


 


Summaries of the range of effect sizes or 


directions of effect were not reported in the 


review, potentially due to the heterogeneity 


of exposures and outcomes. To give an 


indication of direction and size of effect 


seen, a summary is presented here for the 


most commonly reported outcome (weight or 


weight change) results presented in the 


review tables (regression coefficients). 


Across the studies, effects on weight were 


all positive where reported, although not all 


were significant. These ranged from a 


regression coefficients indicating small non-


significant changes (0.014 unit increase in 


change in body weight [units NR] per g/day 


increase in protein intake over 4 years in 


women, p value NR) to the significant 


difference in mean weight reported above (2 


kg difference in mean weight between 


highest and lowest quintiles over 10 years 


[reviewer calculated], units NR, based on 


values likely to be kg). 


 


Total carbohydrate intake (TCI): 


Children:  
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Nine prospective cohort studies (n=2,625) 


assessed total carbohydrate intake in 


children and young people aged 10 months to 


19 years, with 1 to 15 years’ follow up. 


 


7 prospective cohort studies assessed 


carbohydrates as % energy. Most studies (5/7 


n=1,230) found no association between total 


carbohydrate intake (% of energy) and 


various weight related outcomes in children 


and young people (regression coefficients -


0.01 kg/m2 change in BMI per % change in 


carbohydrate intake, p=0.53; correlation 


coefficient -0.01 for BMI; NR for 3 studies). 


Two studies (n=1,100) found a significant 


inverse relationship between total 


carbohydrate intake (% of energy) and a 


weight related outcome (regression  


coefficients: −0.044 kg/year weight per unit 


change in % energy from carbohydrates, 


p=0.007; −11.70 kg/m2 [95% CI −20.5 to 


−2.9] BMI change per unit change in % energy 


from carbohydrates over 6 years). 


 


3 cohort studies (n=476, overlaps with % 


energy studies) carried out analyses for 


exposure measures other than % energy 


intake. Two out of 3 studies (n=233) found 


no association over 7.8 to 15 years 


(regression coefficient 0.02 kg/m2 BMI 


change for 1 g change in carbohydrate 


intake, p=0.33; 1 study NR), 1 (n=243) found 


a significant inverse association with one 


weight related measure (subscapular 
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skinfold, regression coefficient for change of 


1 kJ/g carbohydrate intake -0.003, units NR, 


p<0.006) but not other measures (BMI 


regression coefficient 0, p=0.77) over 13 


years. 


 


Adults (TCI):  


The review included 7 prospective cohorts 


(n=79,083) in adults. The studies found 


mixed results at 1 to 12 years’ follow up. 


3 cohort studies (n=982) assessed 


carbohydrates as % energy intake. 2/3 


studies (n=928) found no association  with 


BMI or weight over 1 year (regression 


coefficient for weight [units NR] in women 


0.208 [p=0.33], in men -0.07 [p=0.568] in 1 


study; NR for BMI in other study), and 1 small 


study (n=54) found a significant positive 


association with change in body weight 


(correlation coefficient r=0.33, p<0.05) and 


body fat (r=0.35, p<0.05), but not lean mass 


over 2 years. 


 


6 cohort studies (n=78,796; overlapping with 


% energy studies) assessed carbohydrates 


using methods other than % energy: 3/6 


studies (n=43,893) found no significant 


associations over 1 to 12 years (regression 


coefficient for g carbohydrate and change in 


body weight [units NR] over 12 years 0.599, 


p=0.94; NR for BMI and WC for 2 studies), 2 


studies (n=34,849) found inverse associations 


with weight gain over 4 to 10 years 


(regression coefficient −0.001, 95% CI 0.0024 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


to 0.0004; higher weight gain in lowest 


quintile vs. highest quintile of intake [figures 


NR] in white participants p=0.04 and in black 


participants p=0.03), and 1 small study 


(n=54) found a positive association with 


change in body weight (r=0.30, p<0.05) and 


fat mass (r=0.34, p<0.05) but not lean mass 


over 2 years. 


 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The substantial evidence reviewed suggests 


that levels of lipid (fat), carbohydrate, and 


protein intake are not associated with 


subsequent excess weight gain or obesity 


(regardless of sources of these nutrients), 


although the results were inconsistent. 


(Conclusions based on both total intakes and 


intakes from specific sources of the 


individual nutrients e.g. starch, saturated 


fatty acids, plant protein. Only total nutrient 


consumption is dealt with here.) 


USDA 2010y 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jun 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs and cohort 


studies. 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged up to 18 years, not in 


developing countries. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3* (1, n=1,062) 


Cohorts: 23 (20, n= 14,186) 


Other: 1 


 


Result(s): 


The RCT most relevant to the current scope 


reported less obesity among intervention 


girls than among control girls at age 10 years 


(10.2% vs. 18.8%, p=0.0439), but no 


differences for boys (11.6% vs. 12.1%, 


p=1.0); but no difference in between groups 


at 14 years (reported in a separate 


publication; body weight: p=0.27, BMI 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: Set, P 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


There were no studies conducted under 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review aim: 


To assess whether intake of dietary fat is 


associated with adiposity in children. 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


carried out by the US Department of 


Agriculture Nutrition Evidence Library to 


support development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Study funding assessed and judged not to be 


likely to be a source of bias in all but 2 


studies, where funding was unclear.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


(*reported as 4 but appears to be 4 


publications from 3 RCTs) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


RCTs: In the most relevant RCT the 


intervention aimed to achieve 30-35% of 


energy from fat at age 1-2 years and 30% 


afterwards (ratio 2:1 unsaturated: saturated 


fat), and the control was no specific fat 


related dietary advice. It was not clear 


whether the intention was to reduce total 


energy intake from fat, or just to reduce 


intake of saturated fat relative to other fats. 


 


Cohort studies: Fat intake was mostly 


reported as measured as % total energy 


intake (range in studies 27-40% on average or 


among the groups being compared). One 


study appeared to look at dietary pattern 


rather than fat intake specifically, and 


another looked only at fat intake from 


energy dense snacks. 


Intake measured in various ways including 


self report, FFQ, 24-hour recall, 3 day diet 


records (some weighed), interview, parental 


report, or direct observation. Some studies 


used multiple assessments, either over a 


short period (days) or longer (months to 


years). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adiposity (e.g. body weight, body mass 


index, skinfold thickness, percent body fat). 


Assessment method not always reported, but 


p=0.28; further figures NR). Intervention 


children were reported to have lower fat and 


saturated intakes than controls (p<0.001). 


 


Of the 20 relevant cohort studies, 11 found a 


positive association between total fat intake 


or intake of high-fat foods and adiposity in 


all or a sub-sample of the population studied 


(14/23 for all included cohorts). The 


direction of effect in the 9 studies with non-


significant findings was not reported. 


Few studies were reported in the review a 


way that allowed extraction of a range of 


effect sizes. One study (also reported in 


Hooper et al. 2012 [++]) found that a 5% 


recent increase in fat intake [not further 


defined] predicted a 0.201 kg/m2 increase in 


BMI. 


 


The varied results were reported to be as a 


result of using multiple measures of 


adiposity within the same study, carrying out 


multiple analyses stratified by different 


variables (e.g., sex, weight status), or 


dietary fat measured in varying ways (total 


grams or % of energy intake). More of the 


studies that found a positive association 


between dietary fat and adiposity, used 


multiple measures of adiposity (e.g. skinfold 


measures,  and body composition by DEXA), 


rather than only BMI. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


isocaloric conditions. Methodological 


differences between studies were 


significant, especially with respect to dietary 


assessment procedures, identification of 


implausible energy intake reports, choice of 


anthropometrics, and statistical approaches. 


Additional prospective studies that assess 


both the amount and type of fat in relation 


to changes in childhood adiposity are 


warranted. 


 


Review team limitations: 


One RCT appeared to include physical 


activity component as well as diet changes 


(in fat and fruit and vegetable intake), and 


the whether this was also provided to the 


comparator group was unclear. This may 


confound results. 


 


One RCT was school-based. Three studies (1 


RCT, 2 cohorts) selected participants on the 


basis of being in higher percentiles of body 


weight or having elevated LDL cholesterol. 


Comparator in some RCTs unclear. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


included self report, trained parental 


measurement, as well as objective 


measurement (e.g. electronic scales, 


stadiometer, bioelectrical impedance, DEXA, 


skinfold thickness) 


 


 


Conclusions: 


Moderate evidence from prospective cohort 


studies suggests that increased intake of 


dietary fat is associated with greater 


adiposity in children. However, there were 


no studies conducted under isocaloric 


conditions. 







 


Fibre 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 5 (3, n=108,940 adults/ 2, n=11,506 


children) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adult exposure: ranged from crude fibre 


(g/day), dietary fibre (not further defined), 


total fibre intake, fibre foods (vegetables, 


fruits, seaweeds and pickled foods), and 


fibre intake (not otherwise defined). 


 


Children exposure: fibre (g/day) and 


relationship between intake of fibre foods 


(not further defined) at age 3 and obesity 


(not further defined) in adolescence.  


 


All studies used a self- or parent-completed 


FFQ to assess fibre intake. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adults: change in body weight, weight gain 


of equal to or greater than 25 kg, BMI equal 


or greater than 30 and weight (not further 


defined) 


 


Children: obesity (not further defined), 


Result(s): 


Adults 


Three cohort studies assessed the association 


between fibre intake and weight related 


outcomes in adults. Follow-up ranged from 4 


to 12 years. The findings were mixed in 


direction. 


 


One study (reported as n=74,091 women in 


evidence table but n=16,587 in the text) 


found significantly lower odds of obesity at 


12 year follow-up in the highest vs. lowest 


quintile of dietary fibre intake (adjusted OR 


0.66, 95% CI 0.58 to 0.74; p for trend<0.001) 


and overweight (adjusted OR 0.51, 95% CI 


0.39 to 0.67; p for trend<0.001).  


 


Another publication based on the same 


cohort (n=31,940 women) reported 


significant positive associations between 4 


year weight gain and crude fibre intake 


(regression coefficient 0.029, 95% CI 0.004 to 


0.062) and dietary fibre intake (regression 


coefficient 0.006, 95% CI 0.002 to 0.01). 


 


A third study (n=2,909) found significant 


inverse associations: in all subgroups (white 


and black) the lowest quintile  of total fibre 


intake had higher 10 year weight gain than 


those in the highest quintile (quintiles not 


quantified; mean weight [units NR]: white 


78.7 vs. 75, p<0.001, black: 83.5 vs 79.9, 


p=0.001). The association between fibre and 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


2 of the 3 studies in adults were in women 


only and results may not apply to the general 


population as a whole. 


 


Setting and population selection criteria of 


the included studies were not clear. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


change in BMI 


 


Methods of outcome assessment included 


both objective anthropometric 


measurements by the research team, and 


self-report height and weight. 


 


Follow up was between 4 and 12 years for 


adults and 1 and 10.9 years for children. 


 


WHR was significant only amongst white 


individuals, with those in the lowest intake 


quintile having higher WHR after 10 years vs. 


those in the highest quintile (mean WHR: 


0.813 in lowest quintile vs. 0.801 in highest 


quintile, p=0.004 for the trend); there was 


no significant association amongst black 


individuals (mean WHR: 0.809 in lowest 


quintile vs. 0.799 in highest quintile, p=0.05 


for the trend).  


 


All studies adjusted for potential 


confounders. 


 


Children 


Two cohort studies (n=11,506) were 


identified in children.  


 


One study (n=10,769) found no association 


between g/day of fibre intake and 1 year 


weight gain (units NR) amongst girls 


(regression coefficient 0.0011, 95% CI -


0.00733 to 0.00952, p=0.799) or boys 


(regression coefficient -0.0046, 95% CI -


0.01381 to 0.00461, p=0.320). 


 


A second study (n=737) found no significant 


association between large intake of fibre 


foods at age 3 and obesity in adolescence an 


average of 10.9 years later (OR 0.78, 95% CI 


0.60 to 1.02). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Conclusions: 


NR 


USDA2010w 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Oct 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs and cohorts. 


 


Review aim: 


Is intake of dietary fibre related to adiposity 


in children? 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


written by the US Department of Agriculture 


to support development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding not explicitly stated but study 


funding was considered for quality rating and 


validity.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children 18 yrs. or younger. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 2 (0) 


Cohort: 4 (3, n=12,363) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures were: dietary pattern (not further 


defined), change in fibre intake during 


puberty (not further defined), dietary 


composition (not further defined).  


 


Exposure assessment: FFQ (self-reported in 1 


cohort and completed by the parent for the 


child in 1 cohort), 3 day dietary records (not 


further defined) 


 


Outcome(s): 


Change in BMI, change in % body fat, change 


in weight.  


 


Height and weight were self-reported in 1 


cohort, NR in 2 cohorts.  


 


Follow up ranged from 1 to 4 years. 


 


Result(s): 


3 cohorts found no association between 


dietary fibre intake and adiposity in 


children: 


 


1 cohort (n=10,769; also in Summerbell et al. 


2009 [++]) found NS associations between 


energy-adjusted dietary fibre intake and BMI 


at 1 year (figures and direction of effect 


NR). 


 


1 cohort (n=215) found change in fibre intake 


was not associated with change in % body fat 


or BMI  over 4 years (change in % body fat 


per SD increase in fibre intake 0.02 [SE 


0.14], p=0.9;  BMI figures NR).  


 


1 cohort (n=1,379) found NS association 


between total intake of dietary fibre and 


weight change at 1 year follow up (figures 


NR; p>0.05).  


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is insufficient evidence that dietary 


fibre is associated with adiposity in children. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


The review reports cross-sectional studies 


were excluded, however there is mixed 


reporting of 1 study that is described as a 


cohort in the review text and a cross-


sectional study in the characteristics table. 


This study did not match the scope of the 


review as it included overweight children so 


results have not been extracted for it. 


 


Population: Partial, 2 cohort appears to have 


included general populations.  1 cohort had a 


population inclusion criteria of at risk of 


obesity (BMI of at least 85th percentile). 1 


cohort (results not extracted) had an 


overweight population. The RCTs were in 


overweight individuals. 


Setting: Unclear. 


 


Wanders et al. 2011 


 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


NR 


Result(s): 


61 RCTs (n=2,486) had 66 fibre vs. control 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Feb 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs of any length. 


 


Review aim: 


To systematically investigate the available 


literature on the relationship between 


dietary fibre types, appetite, acute and 


long-term energy intake and body weight. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 61 (unclear)  


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Interventions: mean fibre dose (weighted by 


the number of subjects per comparison) 


ranged from 2.3 g to 28.9 g (pooled weighted 


mean 11.1 g), and controls were described 


as “non-fibre controls” (not further 


described). 


 


The trials assessed different types of fibre 


(e.g. mannans, chitosan, wheat bran etc.), 


in liquid and solid forms, and in most cases 


(47 comparisons) were testing a supplement 


rather than fibre as part of food. For 


inclusion in the body weight analyses, energy 


intake in the trial had to be voluntary. In 


some cases the RCTs included advice to 


change lifestyle, it was not clear if this was 


equivalent in both groups. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Objectively measured changes in body 


weight.  


 


Mean study duration ranged from 3 weeks to 


14.5 weeks. 


 


comparisons and of these 39 (59%) showed an 


absolute reduction in body weight with the 


fibre intervention (regardless of 


significance).  


 


Irrespective of the fibre type, fibre reduced 


body weight by a pooled weighted mean of 


1.3% over the complete study period  (CI NR; 


range -18.5% to 2.9% across the different 


fibre groupings; equivalent to 0.72 kg over a 


pooled weighted mean 11.1 weeks) which 


corresponded to a reduction of 0.4% per 4 


weeks (about 300 g for a person of weight 79 


kg).  


 


Across fibre types, dose-response lines 


showed a reduction in body weight of 0.014% 


per 4 weeks per gram increase of fibre 


intake.  


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Overall, effects of fibre on body weight are 


relatively small and clear dose-response 


relationships were not observed.  


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Most of the RCTs appeared to be in 


overweight and obese participants (appeared 


to be 47 comparisons in this population, 8 in 


normal weight participants, and remainder 


unclear) and these were not analysed 


separately to the RCTs not specifically in 


these populations.  


 


Although the review suggested that it had 


not carried out meta-analysis, it did present 


what appeared to be pooled weighted means 


across all trials. No statistical comparisons of 


the effects were provided. 


 


Limited details of methods of analysis were 


provided. 


 


Population: Study populations included 


people selected based on weight status.  


Setting: Unclear 


 


Ye et al. 2012 


 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


NR 


Result(s): 


The review reports the findings generally 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Feb 2012  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohorts (on 


whole grain or fibre) and RCTs (on whole 


grain) of any length. 


 


Review aim: 


To systematically examine longitudinal 


studies investigating whole-grain and fibre 


intake in relation to risk of T2DM, CVD, 


weight gain and metabolic risk factors. 


 


Review funding: 


University of California at Los Angeles 


Burroughs Wellcome Fund Inter-school 


Program in Metabolic Diseases. 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 2 (2, n=101,173) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures were: dietary fibre intake in 


quintiles (not further defined) in both 


cohorts. 1 cohort was in females and 1 


cohort was in males.  


 


Exposure assessment: FFQ in both cohorts. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight gain.  


 


Follow up was 8 or 12 years. 


 


indicated an inverse association between 


dietary fibre intake and weight gain over 


time: 


 


1 cohort (n=74,091) of apparently healthy 


(not further defined) adult females found 


participants in the highest quintile of dietary 


fibre intake had a 49% lower risk of weight 


gain (OR 0.51, 95% CI 0.39 to 0.67, p value 


NR) (12 year follow up). Weight gain ranged 


from 1.73 kg (SD 0.02) in the lowest quintile 


of fibre intake to 0.97 kg (SD 0.02) in the 


highest quintile of fibre intake (adjustments 


were made for age, BMI, changes in PA, 


smoking, hormone use, dietary factors) 


 


1 cohort (n=27,082) in adult males found 


weight gain ranged from 1.4 kg (SD 0.2) in 


the lowest quintile of fibre intake to 0.39 kg 


(SD 0.2) in the highest quintile of fibre 


intake (significance NR; 8 year follow up; 


adjustments were made for age, smoking, 


baseline weight, changes in dietary factors). 


No other results provided. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


No conclusions were drawn by the review on 


fibre. 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


It is unclear if the population in one of the 


cohorts was representative of the general 


population. 


 


Population: Partial, 1 cohort describes the 


population as apparently healthy, but it is 


unclear if participants in the other cohort  


were selected based on weight status 


(overweight/obese) or for specific 


conditions.  


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Glycaemic index/glycaemic load 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


USDA 2010j 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Mar 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review. Narrative and systematic 


reviews and meta-analyses excluded. 


 


Review aim: 


The aim of the systematic review was to 


determine the relationship between 


glycaemic index or glycaemic load and body 


weight 


 


Review funding: 


NR. Reviews written by the US Department 


of Agriculture to support development of 


their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for individual studies included in the 


review was not reported, however, the 


quality appraisal for the studies meeting our 


scope reported that the sources of funding 


and investigators' affiliations were described 


and the studies were free from apparent 


conflicts of interest.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Healthy and those with elevated chronic 


disease risk 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 13 (1, n=203) 


Cohort: 2 (1, n=376) 


Other: 7  


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


RCT: A low glycaemic index diet or a high 


glycaemic index diet. For each meal, low-


glycaemic index diets were designed to 


maintain an average difference of 40 units 


compared with high glycaemic index diets 


(35 to 40 unit difference achieved). Both 


diets included a small energy restriction (100 


to 300 kcal), and were designed to include 


26% to 28% energy from fat. 


 


Cohort study: In the relevant cohort study 


average glycaemic index and glycaemic load 


assessed through interview with a registered 


dietician based on dietary intake in the 


previous month in another study. 


 


Outcome(s): 


All were in adult populations. 


RCT: weight after 18 months. 


Cohort studies:  The relevant cohort study 


(n=376) looked at changes in body weight, 


waist circumference, hip circumference, 


body composition, body fat and fat free mass 


Result(s): 


RCT: Although there was greater weight loss 


in the low GI group in the first 2 months of 


the study (-0.72kg vs. -0.31kg; p value NR), 


the groups regained weight subsequently.  


Mean weight loss at 18 months was not 


significantly different between groups 


(weight change: -0.41kg with low GI diet vs. 


-0.26kg with high GI diet, p=0.93). 


 


Cohort study: Results diffed for the differing 


exposures and outcomes assessed, and by 


gender.  No significant associations between 


glycaemic load (GL) and change in body 


weight were found for men or women. GL 


was not significantly associated with any of 


the body composition outcomes collected in 


men, but there was an inverse non-


significant association between glycaemic 


load and changes in waist circumference in 


women in an adjusted analyses (p=0.06, 


factors adjusted for not reported). No 


significant association between glycaemic 


index (GI) and change in body weight (or 


other obesity measures) was observed for 


men. Among women, GI was positively 


associated with changes in body weight in 


adjusted analyses (p<0.04). At 6 year follow 


up , a 10-unit increase in baseline glycaemic 


index was associated with a 2% increase in 


body weight (95% CI 0.1% to 4%), a 0.9% 


increase in % body fat (95% CI 0.04% to 1.7%), 


and a non-significant 1.6 cm increase in 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Most of the studies included in this review 


were not relevant for the current review 


scope (12/13 RCTs; 1/2 cohort studies, 7/7 


other study designs). The one extracted RCT 


recruited women only with relatively high 


BMI of 23 to 29.9kg/m2.  


 


Only 60% of participants in the RCT 


completed the study. 


 


It was unclear if the cohort study’s analysis 


in sedentary women was a post-hoc or pre-


specified analysis, and it was likely to 


include relatively small numbers of women 


given the size of the study. 


 


Study design: RCTs, cohorts and cross-


sectional studies were included 


Population: Healthy and those with elevated 


chronic disease risk. 12/13 RCTs were in 


overweight/obese populations. 1 cohort 


study was in pregnant women. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


over six years, assessed in health 


examinations by study personnel. Average 


follow up time was not reported. 


 


waist circumference (95% CI -0.1 cm to 3.2 


cm). In sedentary women differences were 


greater, with a 10-unit increase in baseline 


GI associated with a 6% for increase in body 


weight (95% CI 2 to 9%; p=0.001), 3% increase 


in percentage body fat (95% CI 1% to 4%; 


p=0.002) for and 4cm increase in waist 


circumference (95% CI 1 cm to 7 cm; 


p=0.008).   


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


"Strong and consistent evidence shows that 


glycaemic index and/or glycaemic load are 


not associated with body weight and do not 


lead to greater weight loss or better weight 


maintenance." (Conclusions based on all 


studies included in review, including cross-


sectional studies and studies in obese and 


overweight populations, and pregnant 


women). 


Setting: no an inclusion/exclusion criterion. 


 







 


Sugars (fructose/glucose/sucrose/high fructose corn syrup) 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Sievenpiper et al. 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Nov 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of controlled feeding 


trials (randomised and non-randomised) that 


lasted 7 or more days that compared the 


effect on body weight of free fructose and 


nonfructose carbohydrate in diets providing 


similar calories (isocaloric trials) or of diets 


supplemented with free fructose to provide 


excess energy and usual or control diets 


(hypercaloric trials). 


 


Review aim: 


To review the effects of fructose on body 


weight in controlled feeding trials. 


 


Review funding: 


Canadian Institutes of Health Research 


 


Study funding: 


Of the isocaloric RCTs performed in normal 


weight participants, 3 publications (4 trials) 


reported a mixture of agency and industry 


funding and 3 were agency funded alone 


(where agency funding referred to funding 


from government, university, or non-for-


profit health agency sources). Of the 


isocaloric trials in normal weight participants 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


There were no population inclusion criteria. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 21, in 17 publications (10, in 7 


publications, n=117) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 20, in 17 publications [2 also reported 


RCTs] (0) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Fructose in one of three forms: liquid, where 


all or most of the liquid was provided as 


beverages or crystalline fructose to be added 


to beverages; solid, where fructose was 


provided as solid foods; or mixed, where all 


or most of the fructose was provided as a 


mix of beverages, solid foods and crystalline 


fructose. In the isocaloric RCTs, fructose 


dosage ranged between 40g/day and 


250g/day. In all isocaloric trials (including 


non randomised controlled trials), the dose 


ranged between 40g/day and 300g/day. In 


the hypercaloric RCTs (where fructose was 


added to the diet), the dose ranged between 


213 and 220g/day. Across all hypercaloric 


trials (including non-randomised trials), the 


dose ranged between 104g/day and 


250g/day (18% to 97% excess energy). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Body weight. How body weight was 


measured was not reported. Isocaloric trials 


Result(s): 


In isocaloric RCTs (when fructose in the 


fructose group was compared with 


nonfructose carbohydrate providing the same 


amount of energy in the control group) in 


normal weight participants, 6 RCTs found 


that fructose did not significantly change 


body weight, and 1 found that fructose did 


significantly increase body weight over 1 to 6 


weeks. In the meta-analysis of all trials in 


normal weight participants (including non-


randomised trials), fructose had no 


significant effect on body weight over 1 to 6 


weeks (n=47; mean difference -0.13kg with 


fructose, 95% CI -0.37 to 0.10). In these 


trials, participants were generally healthy, 


although 3 non-randomised trials included 


people with hypertriglyceridemia and 1 trial 


recruited people with nondiabetic chronic 


kidney disease. 


 


In hypercaloric feeding RCTs (where fructose 


in the fructose group was added to the usual 


or control diet so that fructose provided 18% 


to 97% excess energy relative to the diet 


alone) in normal weight populations, 


fructose did not significantly alter 


bodyweight in 2 RCTs, but significantly 


increased body weight in 1 RCT over 1 week. 


One of the RCTs was performed in normal 


weight offspring of parents with type 2 


diabetes. In the meta-analysis of all trials in 


normal weight participants (including non-


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The trials enrolled more younger and middle 


aged men than older women. 


The trials were short. 


The end difference in weight rather than 


differences in weight change between groups 


were used for most trials. 


Study quality was generally poor. 


Most of the trial used crossover designs. 


Publication bias is an issue. 


(Limitations based on all studies included in 


the review, including non-randomised studies 


and studies in overweight/obese populations 


or populations with diabetes). 


 


Review team limitations: 


Comparators in the isocaloric trials included 


starch, sucrose, glucose, D-maltose and high 


fructose corn syrup. The diets provided a 


range of energy and macronutrient profiles. 


Most of the isocaloric trials provided energy 


under weight-maintaining conditions, but 4 


in normal weight participants provided 


excess energy in both groups. Most of the 


isocaloric trials provided all meals, snacks, 


and study supplements under controlled 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


as a whole (including non-randomised 


controlled trials), 4 publications (6 trials) 


reported a mixture of funding and 6 


publications (6 trials) reported agency 


funding, and 1 study did not report the 


funding source. Of hypercaloric RCTs in 


normal weight populations, one publication 


(2 RCTs) reported a mixture of funding, and 


1 reported agency funding. Considering 


hypercaloric trials in normal weight 


populations as a whole (including non-


randomised controlled trials), three 


publications (4 trials) were agency and 


industry funded, and 4 publications (4 trials) 


were agency funded.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


has follow-up ranging between 7 days and 6 


weeks. Hypercaloric trials had follow up 


ranging between 7 days (all RCTs) and 4 


weeks. 


 


randomised trials), fructose significantly 


increased body weight over 1 to 4 weeks 


(n=176; mean difference 0.37kg, 95% CI 0.15 


to 0.58). 


 


Results in the normal weight population 


were consistent in direction and significance 


with the overall meta-analysis of all trials. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


No adverse effects were reported. 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded "aggregate data of 


controlled feeding trials do not support a 


body weight-increasing effect of fructose in 


isocaloric exchange for other sources of 


carbohydrate in the diet. However, evidence 


indicates that added fructose providing 


excess energy at extreme levels of intake 


may have a body weight-increasing effect 


over the short term, although confounding 


from excess energy cannot be excluded." 


(conclusion based on meta-analyses of RCTs 


and non-randomised controlled trials, in 


people with diabetes, who are overweight, 


and who are normal weight). 


conditions, but some provided supplements 


and one provided dietary advice on 


appropriate test and control diets. 


In hypercaloric feeding RCTs (where fructose 


in the fructose group was added to the usual 


or control diet so that fructose provided 


excess energy relative to the diet alone), all 


trials provided excess energy. The trials 


provided all meals, snacks, and study 


supplements under controlled conditions to 


provided supplements. 


How body weight was measured was not 


reported. 


Meta analyses included non randomised 


controlled trials. The normal weight 


participants were generally healthy , 


although some had comorbid conditions. 


None of the trials in normal weight 


participants was longer than 6 weeks. 


High doses of fructose studied, especially in 


the hypercaloric trials. 


 


Population: analyses were stratified into 


diabetes, overweight/obese and normal 


weight on the basis of trial entry criteria. In 


the absence of specific overweight/obese 


entry criteria, it was assumed that the trials 


were conducted in normal weight 


participants. However, some of the trials 


with normal weight participants had 


hypertriglyceridemia or chronic kidney 


disease (none of the RCTs) or in one RCT 


were the offspring of persons with type 2 


diabetes. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Study design: Non-randomised and RCTs 


included. 


Setting: not reported. 


 


Te Morenga et al. 2013 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs 


and prospective cohort studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To summarise evidence on the association 


between intake of dietary sugars and body 


weight in adults and children. 


 


Review funding: 


WHO, University of Otago, and Riddet 


Institute. In their competing interests 


statement the authors declare that they had 


no other financial relationships with any 


organisations that might have an interest in 


the submitted work in the previous 3 years; 


and no other relationships or activities that 


could appear to have influenced the 


submitted work. 


 


Study funding: 


13 of the RCTs were reported to have sugar 


industry funding, and in 3 RCTs funding was 


unclear. 14 RCTs did not have sugar industry 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults and children free from acute illness. 


(Could include those with a non-


communicable diseases which were stable, 


e.g. diabetes). 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 30 (13, n=1,387 adults/ 5, n=2,968 


children) 


Cohort: 38 (16, n=289,614 adults/ 22, 


n=29,219 children) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Sugar: total sugars, component of total 


sugars or intake of sugar containing foods 


and beverages. 


 


In the RCTs, participants were required to 


consume different amounts of sugar 


(sucrose) or other "free sugars" including 


monosaccharide and disaccharides added to 


foods by the manufacturer, cook or 


consumer plus sugars naturally present in 


honey, syrups and fruit juices.  


 


RCTs were divided into those aiming to 


reduce free sugars in the diet, add sugars to 


the diet, or assess isocaloric diets high in 


free sugars. 


Result(s): 


Children:  


No RCTs of increasing dietary sugars were 


identified. A meta-analysis of 5 RCTs found 


no association between advice to reduce 


intake and change in BMI or BMI z-scores 


(weighted mean difference 0.09, 95% CI -


0.14 to 0.32). The interventions achieved 


reductions of sugar intake compared with 


control of between 4.5 g/day to 63 g/day, or 


reduction of 0.1 glasses/day of sugar 


sweetened fizzy drinks, or reduction of 56 


ml/day fizzy drinks. Poor compliance was 


reported in 3 studies.  


 


22 cohort studies were included. 13 found a 


positive (and no inverse) association 


between increased sugar intake and a 


measure of adiposity (some studies showed 


non-significant findings for some analyses), 2 


reported mixed positive and inverse 


associations (both showed positive 


associations for SSB and inverse associations 


for fruit juice),  2 studies reported an 


inverse (and no positive) association, and 4 


showed no significant effects (directions 


NR). Most of the cohort studies in children 


assessed sugar sweetened beverages (SSB). 


 


Adults: 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Less consistent findings were found from 


trials conducted in children. In these trials 


adherence to dietary advice (typically advice 


to reduce sugar sweetened beverages) was 


poor. 


Other limitations: inadequacy of dietary 


intake data, and variation in the nature and 


quality of the dietary 


intervention/heterogeneity of studies. 


Possibility of residual confounding in cohort 


studies. 


Bias in trials: 4 trials in adults reported data 


for completers. Both participants and 


researchers in many of the trials were not 


blinded to intervention allocation. 


(Limitations based on all studies included in 


the review). 


 


Review team limitations: 


The only criteria for participants was that 


they had to be free from acute illness: 


participants could have diabetes or other 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


funding.  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


 


In RCTs in children assessing the effects of 


reducing dietary sugars, interventions 


included advice to reduce sugar sweetened 


beverages and other foods containing (free) 


sugars. 


 


In RCTs in adults assessing the effect of 


reducing dietary sugars on measures of body 


fatness in adults, the interventions were 


limiting sugar containing foods or 


substituting sugar rich foods with low sugar 


alternatives. Differences in sugar intake 


between intervention and control groups 


ranged from 1% to 14% of total energy 


intake. In RCTs in adults assessing the effect 


of increasing dietary sugars on measures of 


body fatness in adults the studies involved 


an increase in dietary sugars, mostly sugar 


sweetened beverages. In isoenergetic 


exchange trials in adults, sugars were in the 


form of either sucrose or fructose used to 


sweeten foods or liquids.  


 


Cohort studies reported sugar exposures 


including sugar sweetened beverages, fruit 


juice, sweets (including jams, cakes, and 


desserts), sucrose, or total sugars. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Measures of body fatness (BMI z score, BMI, 


body weight, waist circumference, % body 


fat, fat mass, % trunk fat [in order of 


importance for pooling]).  


In a meta-analysis of 5 RCTs in adults 


(n=1,286) with ad libitum diets (with no 


strict control of food intake), reduced intake 


of dietary sugars (difference 1% to 14% of 


total energy) was associated with a decrease 


in body weight over 10 weeks to 8 months 


(WMD -0.80kg, 95% CI -1.21 to -0.39, 


p<0.001). 


One trial (n=32) was in overweight men with 


hypertriglyceridemia, and one trial (n=159) 


was in overweight and obese adults. Of the 


three RCTs in normal weight populations, 


one found that reducing sugar intake 


significantly reduced weight, the other two 


trials found no significant difference. 


 


In a meta-analysis of 10 RCTs  (n=382) of 


adults with ad libitum diets, increased sugar 


intake (difference 6.6% to 23% total energy) 


was associated with a weight increase 


compared to no increase in sugar intake over 


2 weeks to 6 months (0.75kg, 95% CI 0.30 to 


1.19, p=0.001; random effects analysis used 


due to heterogeneity). The effect was 


significantly greater in trials that lasted for 


longer (p<0.001). 


 


4 trials (n=142) were in overweight or post-


obesity participants, 1 trial (n=17) was in 


men with one or more cardiovascular risk 


factors, and 1 trial (n=12) was in adults with 


radiolucent gallstones and bile 


supersaturated with cholesterol. Of the 


studies not in overweight or obese 


non-communicable diseases, and could be 


overweight/obese.  


In the quality assessment, the review stated 


that failure to conceal treatment allocation 


was the major potential source of bias in the 


RCTs.  In many trials, it was unclear whether 


outcome measures were assessed by blinded 


observers, and whether there was selection 


bias. In 3 RCTs, in which there was evidence 


of differences between dropouts and 


completers, only data for completers 


reported. There was a lack of consistency in 


the covariates used to adjust analyses and a 


wide range of methods of assessing sugar 


exposures and adiposity outcomes, which 


made pooling studies difficult. 


 


RCTs had to be at least 2 weeks long and 


cohort studies 1 year long to be included. 


The RCTs were generally small and short 


term. 


 


Population: the only criteria for participants 


was that they had to be free from acute 


illness: participants could have diabetes or 


other non-communicable diseases, and could 


be overweight/obese. Some studies were in 


overweight/obese and diabetic populations, 


plus other in populations with other 


conditions. 


Setting: Some of the RCTs in children (at 


least 2) recruited children from schools, and 


in another study the intervention was 


delivered in the classroom. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


How outcomes were measured in the RCTs 


was not explicitly reported. Of the 38 cohort 


studies, 15 used self reported estimates of 


adiposity outcomes. However, the authors 


state that "measurement of body weight did 


not involve judgement that was subject to 


bias" 


 


Studies of the effect of reducing dietary 


sugars on measures of body fatness in 


children were between 16 weeks and 12 


months long.  


 


Studies of the effect of reducing dietary 


sugars on measures of body fatness in adults 


lasted between 10 weeks and 8 months. Only 


2 studies (both in overweight populations) of 


increasing intake of sugars on measures of 


body fatness in adults  lasted longer than 8 


weeks. The RCTs of isoenergetic exchange 


lasted between 2 weeks and 6 months (2 and 


4 weeks in non-diabetic populations). 


 


participants, 4 found that increased sugar 


intake significantly increased weight, 3 


found no significant difference. 


  


A meta-analysis of 11 RCTs of isoenergetic 


exchange of dietary sugars with other 


macronutrients (usually complex 


carbohydrates) in adults showed no effect on 


body weight over 2 weeks to 6 months 


(0.04kg, 95% CI -0.04 to 0.13; substituting 


about 17% to 20% of energy from sugars; or 


30 to 140 g/d various sugars).  


Eight trials (n=112) were in diabetic 


populations, one (n=9) was in men with non-


metabolic health conditions. None of the 3 


trials in non-diabetic populations (n=32) 


found a significant effect. 


 


16 cohort studies in adults were included: 10 


studies reported one or more significant 


positive association between a sugar 


consumption and a measure of adiposity, 1 


one study reported both a significantly 


inverse associations and significant positive 


associations (with weight loss and weight 


gain); the remainder (4 studies) found no 


significant associations (figures NR).  


 


The overall meta-regression of RCTs showed 


no evidence of a dose-response association 


between sugar as a percentage of total 


energy intake and body weight in adults 


(0.02 kg, 95% CI -0.03 to 0.08; p=0.393). 


 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Adverse Effects: 


No adverse events were reported. 


 


Conclusions: 


"Among free living people involving ad 


libitum diets, intake of free sugars or sugar 


sweetened beverages is a determinant of 


body weight. The change in body fatness 


that occurs with modifying intakes 


seems to be mediated via changes in energy 


intakes, since isoenergetic 


exchange of sugars with other carbohydrates 


was not associated with 


weight change." (Conclusions based on all 


studies in the review, including studies in 


overweight/obese populations and in 


diabetics) 


Wiebe et al. 2011 (fructose) 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jan 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs that compared 


different sweeteners and that were at least 


1 week long and reported weight change, 


energy intake, lipids, glycated haemoglobin, 


or insulin resistance, or measured 2-hour 


blood glucose responses. Trials had to have 


at least 10 participants per group. 


 


Review aim: 


The review aimed to systematically 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Obese, diabetic and healthy adult (16 years 


or older) populations. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: unclear* (2, n=35 for fructose) (6, 


n=240 across fructose, glucose, sucrose) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


*53 RCTs of different sweeteners included in 


total 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


3.5 g fructose/kg fat free mass per day  or 


80 g fructose/day including 17 g glucose . In 


both of these trials, total and distribution of 


energy was also restricted. 


Result(s): 


-One trial, comparing fructose with glucose 


found no significant difference in change in 


absolute weight between sweeteners (mean 


difference 0.1kg, 95% CI -3.4 to 3.6). 


-One trial, comparing fructose (containing 


glucose) with glucose (containing fructose) 


found no significant difference in change in 


absolute weight between sweeteners (mean 


difference -0.4kg, 95% CI -3.1 to 2.3). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


Adverse events not reported in the review. 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that "little high-


quality clinical research has been done to 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P, O 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Relevant to this review: 13 trials with follow-


up longer than 1 week and group sizes 


greater than 10 identified. 10/13 trials had a 


Jadad score of 1 and none had adequately 


concealed treatment assignment prior to 


blinding. The longest trial was only 10 


weeks. Majority of trials did not restrict 


total energy consumed by each participant. 


All studies were small. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


summarise the available RCT evidence to 


determine the comparative effectiveness of 


sweetener additives (non-caloric, sugar 


alcohols, and saccharides). 


 


Review funding: 


Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical 


Research 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for RCTs that meet scope extracted. 


Fructose: 1 mixed funding, 1 public funding.  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


 


Outcome(s): 


Across the relevant glucose/sucrose/fructose 


trials, change in body weight or BMI were 


assessed at 1 and 12 weeks follow-up; 


outcome measurement methods were not 


reported. 


 


 


identify the potential harms and benefits of 


hypocaloric sweeteners" (conclusion based 


on all studies in review, which included 


studies in overweight/obese populations 


and/or diabetic populations as well as 


healthy populations, and assessed outcomes 


in addition to BMI/weight change). 


 


Review team limitations: 


Two small trials, both cross-over RCTs. 


Maximum follow-up was 6 weeks. How 


outcomes were measured was not reported.  


 


Outcome: energy intake, lipids, glycerated 


haemoglobin, insulin resistance and blood 


glucose responses were alternative outcomes 


Population: trials in healthy, overweight/ 


obese and/or diabetic adults included. 


Setting: setting not reported. 


Wiebe et al. 2011 (glucose) 


 


Details as above 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Obese, diabetic and healthy adult (16 years 


or older) populations. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: unclear* (3, n=45 for glucose) (6, n=240 


across fructose, glucose, sucrose) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


*53 RCTs of different sweeteners included in 


total 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


3.5 g glucose/kg  fat free mass per day or 


6.5 g glucose/kg per day  or 80 g 


glucose/day including 15 g fructose. In two 


of the trials total and distribution of energy 


was also restricted, in the other trial 


participants were restricted to 1g/kg 


calcium caseinate. 


Result(s): 


-One trial, comparing fructose with glucose 


found no significant difference in change in 


absolute weight between sweeteners (mean 


difference 0.1 kg, 95% CI -3.4 to 3.6). 


-One trial, comparing fructose (containing 


glucose) with glucose (containing fructose) 


found no significant difference in change in 


absolute weight between sweeteners (mean 


difference -0.4kg, 95% CI -3.1 to 2.3). (NB. 


This trial was also addressed in the fructose 


section) 


-One trial comparing sucrose and glucose 


found no significant difference in change in 


absolute weight between sweeteners (mean 


difference 0.2 kg, 95% CI -0.07 to 0.4). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


Adverse events not reported in the review. 


 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P,O 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Relevant to this review: 13 trials with follow-


up longer than 1 week and group sizes 


greater than 10 identified. 10/13 trials had a 


Jadad score of 1 and none had adequately 


concealed treatment assignment prior to 


blinding. The longest trial was only 10 


weeks. Majority of trials did not restrict 


total energy consumed by each participant. 


All studies were small. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Three small trials, all cross-over RCTs. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Outcome(s): 


Across the relevant glucose/sucrose/fructose 


trials, change in body weight or BMI were 


assessed at 1 and 12 weeks follow-up; 


outcome measurement methods were not 


reported. 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that "little high-


quality clinical research has been done to 


identify the potential harms and benefits of 


hypocaloric sweeteners" (conclusion based 


on all studies in review, which included 


studies in overweight/obese populations 


and/or diabetic populations as well as 


healthy populations, and assessed outcomes 


in addition to BMI/weight change). 


Maximum follow-up was 6 weeks. How 


outcomes were measured was not reported.  


 


Outcome: energy intake, lipids, glycerated 


haemoglobin, insulin resistance and blood 


glucose responses were alternative 


outcomes. 


Population: trials in healthy, 


overweight/obese and/or diabetic adults 


included. 


Setting: setting not reported. 


 


Wiebe et al. 2011 (sucrose) 


 


Details as above 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Obese, diabetic and healthy adult (16 years 


or older) populations. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: unclear (4, n=205 for sucrose) (6, n=240 


across fructose, glucose, sucrose) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


20 g sucrose/day , 40 g/day ,  and 42 g/day  


or 6.5 g sucrose/kg/day. In one trial, 


participants were restricted to 1g/kg 


calcium caseinate, in another a low-fibre 


diet was recommended. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Across the relevant glucose/sucrose/fructose 


trials, change in body weight or BMI were 


assessed at 1 and 12 weeks follow-up; 


outcome measurement methods were not 


Result(s): 


One trial, comparing a mixture of 


isomaltulose and sucrose to sucrose found no 


significant difference in change in BMI 


between sweeteners (mean difference -


0.04kg/m2, 95% CI -0.4 to 0.3) or in absolute 


weight (mean difference -0.06kg, 95% CI -0.9 


to 0.8). 


One trial, comparing fructooligosaccharide 


to sucrose found no difference in change in 


absolute weight between sweeteners (mean 


difference 1.0kg, 95% CI -2.4 to 4.4). 


One trial comparing sucrose to glucose found 


no difference in change in absolute weight 


between sweeteners (mean difference 0.2kg, 


95% CI -0.07 to 0.4). 


One trial that compared aspartame to 


sucrose found no significant difference in 


change in BMI (mean difference -0.3kg/m2, 


95% CI -1.1 to 0.5) 


 


Adverse Effects: 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: O, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Relevant to this review: 13 trials with follow-


up longer than 1 week and group sizes 


greater than 10 identified. 10/13 trials had a 


Jadad score of 1 and none had adequately 


concealed treatment assignment prior to 


blinding. The longest trial was only 10 


weeks. Majority of trials did not restrict 


total energy consumed by each participant. 


All studies were small. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Four small trials, with different 


comparators. Two trials were cross-over 


RCTs. Maximum follow-up was 12 weeks. 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


reported. 


 


Adverse events not reported in the review. 


 


Conclusions: 


The review concluded that "little high-


quality clinical research has been done to 


identify the potential harms and benefits of 


hypocaloric sweeteners" (conclusion based 


on all studies in review, which included 


studies in overweight/obese populations 


and/or diabetic populations as well as 


healthy populations, and assessed outcomes 


in addition to BMI/weight change). 


How outcomes were measured was not 


reported.  


 


Outcome: energy intake, lipids, glycerated 


haemoglobin, insulin resistance and blood 


glucose responses were alternative outcomes 


Population: trials in healthy, 


overweight/obese and/or diabetic adults 


included. 


Setting: setting not reported. 







 


Eating patterns  


Breakfast consumption 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


USDA 2010f 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Jan 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of systematic reviews, 


meta-analysis, RCT or clinical controlled 


studies, large non-randomised observational 


studies, cohort and case-control studies. 


 


Review aim: 


What is the relationship between breakfast 


and body weight? 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


written by the US Department of Agriculture 


to support development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity.  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children and adults of healthy weight and 


with elevated chronic disease risk. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 1 (0) 


Cohort: 16 (3, n=27,116 adults/ 13, 


n=unclear children) 


Other: 1 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Children:  


The RCT in children involved eating cereal 


for breakfast, or both breakfast and dinner, 


or combining eating cereal for breakfast with 


a nutrition education program compared 


with a control group. 


 


The cohort studies assessed the frequency of 


breakfast consumption using three day FFQ, 


or asking children how many times per week 


they eat breakfast. 


 


Adults: breakfast consumption, breakfast 


consumption patterns (subjects who 


reported consuming breakfast at least four 


days a week were considered to be regular 


breakfast consumers), frequency of 


breakfast consumption (0 to 7 days/week), 


changes in lifestyle (not further defined), 


percentage of total daily energy intake 


consumed at breakfast,  


Result(s): 


Children and adolescents: 


Overall, inconsistent results were seen 


across the cohort studies. Nine studies (from 


4 cohorts) found an inverse relationship 


between breakfast consumption and body 


weight , in some cases only for one gender or 


in overweight children only; 2 studies  (2 


cohorts) found an inverse relationship that 


was no longer significant after adjustment 


for confounders; 1  found no significant 


relationship; and one found a positive 


association. Detailed results are reported 


below: 


Significant inverse association: 


-One (n=2,371) found that for girls with a 


high BMI at baseline, those who ate 


breakfast more often had a lower BMI at the 


end of the study compared to those who ate 


breakfast less often.  


-One (n=2,516) found that breakfast was 


inversely associated with overweight after 5 


years (boys: OR=0.89, 95% CI 0.82, 0.97; 


p<0.05; girls: OR=0.89, 95% CI 0.83, 0.97; 


p<0.05).  


-One (n=7,788) found that adolescents who 


were obese at baseline and follow up were 


less likely to eat breakfast (OR=0.59; 95% CI: 


0.52 to 0.68; p<0.001).  


-One (n=9,919) found that breakfast 


consumption at baseline predicted BMI z 


score after 8 years (β=-0.01, p<0.05). For 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


1 RCT included children who were 


overweight or at risk of overweightso it was 


not included here.  


 


Three cohort studies looked at non-Hispanic 


white or black girls from the National 


Growth and Health Study.  


 


Three cohort studies looked at respondents 


from the National Longitudinal Study of 


Adolescent Health - 1 reported on Wave 


one(1995; ages 12-18) and Wave three(2001-


2002; ages 18-26) and 2 reported on a 


different number of respondents from Wave 


two (year not reported; age 11-18) and Wave 


three. These results were included in the 


analysis for both children and adults. 


 


The Project Eating Among Teens study was 


reported on by 3 studies. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Self-reported consumption of breakfast in 1 


cohort, FFQ in 2 cohorts, NR in 3 cohorts. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Children and adolescents: 


For the RCT, BMI was measured after 12 


weeks.  


 


For the cohorts BMI was recorded between 5-


9 years after the initial measurement. 


 


Adults:  


Outcomes: weight status, BMI, obesity (not 


further defined).  


 


Height and weight self-reported at baseline 


and measured at follow up (not further 


defined) in 1 cohort, self-reported in 2 


cohorts, measured in 3 cohorts.  


 


Follow up was 5 to 10 years (NR in  cohort) 


 


each additional day of breakfast 


consumption at baseline, BMI z was 


predicted to decrease 0.01. 


-One (n=355) found that adolescents who 


skipped breakfast were more likely to have 


an increase in BMI four years later (p<0.05). 


 


Significant positive association: 


-One study (n=159) found that college 


students who gained ≥5% of body weight 


were more likely to eat breakfast regularly 


(≥4 times/week) in the first 3 months of 


college than during high school, compared to 


those who did not gain ≥5% of body weight 


(p<0.05).  


 


Direction of the relationship varied by 


weight status: 


-One (n=14,586) found that overweight 


children who never ate breakfast lost BMI 


over the following year compared to 


overweight children who ate breakfast 


nearly every day (boys: -0.66 kg/m2; girls: -


0.50 kg/m2), however normal weight 


children who never ate breakfast gained 


weight relative to peers who ate breakfast 


nearly every day (boys:+0.21; girls: +0.08). 


 


Significance of association varied by sex (but 


not consistently): 


-One study (n=2,516) did not find an 


association for boys but that frequency of 


breakfast consumption was associated with 


decreased BMI in girls (-0.11 BMI units, 


Participants from each study have been 


added even though they may be the same 


children. 


 


Three of the adult studies only included 


men. 


 


The evidence summary overviews were 


unclear. 


 


Study design: 1 non-randomised controlled 


trial was reported on in the review. 


Population: healthy and those with elevated 


chronic disease risk, but the weight status is 


unclear. 


Setting: unclear if the setting includes 


schools and the workplace. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


p=0.013).  


-One study (n=650), more days of cereal 


consumption was associated with lower BMI 


in boys over 7.5 years follow-up (p=0.02). 


Boys who consumed no cereal over 3 days 


had a BMI of 20.4 kg/m2 while boys who had 


3/3 days of cereal had a BMI of 20.1 kg/m2 


(p=0.008, d=0.147). No association was found 


for girls or for cereal consumption and BMI z 


scores. (The overall association for breakfast 


was not assessed, but cereal was mainly 


reported to be consumed at breakfast.) 


-One study (n=6,378) found no association 


for females, but males who skipped 


breakfast during adolescence were more 


likely to be overweight or obese 6 years later 


(OR =1.37, p<0.05).  


 


Significant for specific breakfast subgroups 


only: 


-One study (n=2, 379) found that breakfast 


consumption overall was not associated with 


BMI (p>0.17), but girls eating cereal on three 


days per week had lower BMI z scores than 


girls who ate cereal on zero, one or two days 


(p<0.05). 


 


No significant association: 


-Two studies (n=2,379  and n=2,216) found 


no association after adjusting for 


psychosocial variables or parental education, 


physical activity and energy intake. 


 


Adults: 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Results of the cohorts were mixed: 


-Three studies (n=7,788 and n=9,919 in two 


potentially overlapping cohorts; n=6,764) 


found an inverse relationship between 


breakfast consumption and body weight in 


adults. The 2 studies based on the same 


cohort found that breakfast consumption in 


adolescence (age 11 to 18) predicted z BMI in 


young adulthood (age 18 to 26; each 


additional day of breakfast consumption was 


associated with a 0.01 reduction in zBMI, 


p<0.01). They also found that chronic obesity 


(at both adolescence and young adulthood) 


was associated with a reduced likelihood of 


consuming breakfast in young adulthood (OR 


0.75, 95% CI 0.68 to 0.83). However, this 


latter figure seemed to assess obesity in 


advance of breakfast consumption, and may 


reflect reverse causality. The third study 


(n=6,764 men aged 40-74 at baseline) found 


that increased percentage of daily energy 


consumed at breakfast was associated with 


relatively lower weight gain (adjusted β= -


0.021, 95% CI -0.035 to -0.007; p=0.004). 


-One study (n=6,378) that analysed  


participants from the same adolescent 


cohort as the two studies above found an 


inverse relationship between breakfast 


intake and body weight in men and no 


relationship in women . Men who skipped 


breakfast during adolescence (age 11 to 18 


years) were more likely to be overweight or 


obese six years later (OR 1.37, p<0.05).   


One study in men (n=288) initially found a 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


significant relationship between frequency of 


eating breakfast and weight gain (β=0.07, 


p<0.05, units NR), but after adjusting for 


potential confounders, the relationship was 


no longer significant (β=0.04, p=0.21, units 


NR). This study was considered cross 


sectional in the review by Mesas et al. 2012. 


-One study (n=20,064 ) in men found 


breakfast consumption was inversely 


associated with the risk of 5kg weight gain 


after adjustment for age, lifestyle and BMI at 


baseline (HR 0.87, 95% CI 0.82 to 0.93 ). The 


inverse association was stronger in men with 


a baseline BMI of ≤25 kg/m2 (HR 0.78, 95% CI 


0.70 to 0.87) than in men who were 


overweight at baseline (HR 0.92, 95% CI 0.85 


to 1.00). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Moderate evidence suggests that children 


who do not eat breakfast are at increased 


risk of being overweight and obese. The 


evidence is stronger for adolescents. There is 


inconsistent evidence that adults who skip 


breakfast are at increased risk for 


overweight and obesity. 


Mesas et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Dec 2010  


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children and adults from the general 


population 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


Result(s): 


Children:  


Results of the cohorts were mixed, with 2 


cohorts finding an inverse association in 


overall analyses, 2 cohorts  finding an 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: P 


Partial: D, Set 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cross-sectional, cohort, 


case-control, experimental and laboratory 


studies 


 


Review aim: 


This study examined the association between 


selected eating behaviours and excess 


weight in the general population  throughout 


a systematic review. 


 


Review funding: 


FIS research grant, CIBERESP, the National 


Plan on Drug Addiction and 'Ramon y Cajal' 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 10 (2, n=20,698 adults/8, n=unclear 


children - 3 of the cohorts appear to be from 


the same cohort of children but this is not 


explicitly stated so the total number of 


participants unclear - see limitations) 


Other: 76 (13 adults, 63 children, cross 


sectional) 


  


Intervention/exposure description: 


Children:  


Exposures were: days of breakfast eating (0 


to 3 days), regular breakfast consumption 


(<4 days/week, >4 days/week), eating 


breakfast (number of days per week), 


breakfast frequency (daily, intermittent, 


never).  


 


Exposure assessments: annually measured in 


3 day food diary (n=3), NR (n=5). 


 


Adults: 


Exposures were: frequently skipping 


breakfast (yes/no), breakfast consumption 


(yes/no).  


 


Exposure assessments: NR in both studies. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Children: 


Outcomes: BMI, BMI Z score, at risk of 


overweight (BMI at or more than 85 


percentile, using BMI cut-offs  by CDC growth 


charts), change in BMI per year or over 5 


inverse association in overweight or obese 


children only but not in normal weight 


children (positive direction of effect), and 4 


finding no significant association (3 direction 


NR, 1 inverse direction of effect): 


-2 cohorts (n=2,379 in both) in females only 


(both set in schools and the community) 


found that skipping breakfast (0-3 


days/week) did not predict BMI after 


adjusting for numerous confounders (not 


further defined) (9 to 10 year follow up); 


number of days eating breakfast (out of 3 


possible days) was not predictive of BMI z 


score or risk of overweight (figures NR; 


p>0.17). 


1 cohort (n= 2,371; may overlap with the 2 


cohorts described above) of females and set 


in schools and the community found eating 


breakfast on 2 or more days/week was not 


associated with a change in BMI Z score after 


10 year follow up in girls with median 


baseline BMI Z score (not further defined) (B 


0.02, 95% CI -0.01 to 0.05) but it was 


associated with a decrease in BMI Z score in 


girls with baseline BMI in the 95th percentile 


(B -0.04, 95% CI -0.08 to -0.01) and at the 


97th percentile (B -0.05, 95% CI -0.10 to 


0.01).  


-1 cohort (n=14,586) not set in school found 


skipping breakfast (never eating) was 


associated with a decrease in BMI after 1 


year in overweight boys (beta -0.70, p=0.01) 


and girls (beta -0.47, p=0.01) but not in 


normal weight boys (B 0.22, p=0.11) and girls 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The authors report almost all of the studies 


skipping breakfast in children were cross-


sectional studies and causality cannot be 


inferred from these findings.  


 


In relation to the 2 studies in adults, the 


authors report the findings may not be 


applicable to the general population because 


they were conducted only in men - in 


university students in 1 study and in healthy 


professionals in the other study. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The studies included in this review focused 


on breakfast skipping and did not look at 


other meal skipping.  


 


Results are only reported here for the 4 


cohorts that were not set in schools (n=1) or 


set in in schools/community (n=3).  


 


Of the 8 cohorts in children, 3 cohorts were 


in settings that were schools and the 


community, 3 had school settings (it is 


unclear if this was just for recruitment 


purposes) and 1 cohort was not set in 


schools.  


3 of the cohorts in children appear to have 


used the same cohort (reported as n=2,379 in 


2 cohorts and n=2,379 in 1 cohort). 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


years, obesity (BMI > 30 kg/m2), using cut-


offs by CDC growth charts.  


 


Outcome measurement: measured weight 


and height (n=5) (not further defined), self-


reported weight and height (n=2), 95% 


measured and 5% self-reported weight and 


height (n=1) 


 


Follow up ranged from 3 to 10 yrs.  


 


Adults: 


Outcomes: BMI change of 5% or more 


(difference in kg/m2 from baseline), weight 


change (difference in kg from baseline).  


 


Outcome measurement: reported as 


measured weight and height in 1 cohort (not 


further defined), self reported weight and 


height in 1 cohort.  


 


Follow up ranged from 1 to 10 years. 


 


(B 0.10, p=0.09) compared with eating 


breakfast 5 or more days/week.  


-2 cohorts (n=17,707, school setting) found 


that skipping breakfast was associated with 


excess weight: 


- 1 cohort (n=7,788) found that eating 


breakfast > 4 days/week was 


associated with lower frequency of 


chronic obesity (OR 0.59, 95% CI 


0.52 to 0.68) compared with eating 


breakfast < 4 days/week 


- 1 cohort (n=9,919) found number of 


days eating breakfast at baseline (β 


-0.02, p<0.001) and changing 


breakfast consumption over the 5 


year follow up (β -0.01, p<0.01) 


were associated with BMI Z score.  


-1 cohort (n=2,216, school setting) did not 


find an association between breakfast 


frequency and BMI (5 year follow up; 


p>0.05).  


-1 cohort (n=508, not included in the other 


reviews) found that eating breakfast daily 


was not associated with obesity compared 


with not eating breakfast daily (OR 0.63, 95% 


CI 0.36 to 1.10). 


 


Adults: 


The 2 cohorts found results in the same 


direction: 


1 cohort (n=4,634) of males found that 


frequently skipping breakfast was associated 


with a 5% or greater increase in BMI after 1 


year follow up (OR 1.34, 95% CI 1.12 to 1.61, 


Study design: Partial, the review included 


study designs that did not match the scope 


of this review (cross-sectional studies).  


Setting: Partial, of the 8 cohorts identified in 


children, 3 cohorts (that appear to be the 


same cohort) were set in schools and the 


community and 3 other cohorts were set in 


schools only. Only 1 cohort did not have a 


setting that included schools. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


p value NR) (adjustments were made for 


exercise frequency, alcohol drinking, 


preference for fatty food, living alone).  


1 cohort (n=20,064) of males found that 


compared with men who did not consume 


breakfast, men who did consume breakfast 


had a 23% lower risk of a 5 kg weight gain 


after adjustment for age (HR 0.77, 95% CI 


0.72 to 0.82, p value NR). Further 


adjustment for potential confounders (age, 


physical activity, marital and work status, 


baseline BMI, smoking, alcohol intake, 


weight lifting) weakened the association but 


it was still significant (HR 0.87, 95% CI 0.82 


to 0.93, p value NR). Dietary factors 


(nutrient and fibre intake, number of eating 


occasion) was said to explain part of the 


association, because after adjustment for 


such factors the HR was 0.91 (95% CI 0.85 to 


0.97, p value NR) but again, the relationship 


was still significant. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


We found only small or inconsistent evidence 


of a relationship between excess weight and 


skipping breakfast, daily eating frequency, 


snacking, irregular meals, eating away from 


home, consumption of fast food, takeaway 


food intake, consumption of large food 


portions, eating until full and eating quickly. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


(This conclusion appears to be based on all 


study designs) 







 


Drinks with meals 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Daniels and Popkin 2010 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of feeding trials, 


epidemiological and intervention studies 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the impact of consuming water vs. 


other beverages before or with meals on 


total energy intake. 


 


Review funding: 


Nestle Waters and the NIH. 


 


Study funding: 


Non-industry funding for all water vs. no 


water studies; both industry and non-


industry funding for the remaining studies 


(SSB, milk/juice, artificially sweetened 


beverages); specific study funders NR.  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


NR 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 3 (2, n=54 adults/1, n=24 children) 


Cohort: 0 


Other: 21 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Included studies compared drinking water to 


other beverages (milk, fruit juice, diet and 


non-diet sweetened beverages) and no 


beverage. 


 


In clinical studies on removing water, 


comparisons included no water to water 


preload (237 to 500mL),  drinking time in 


relation to meal time was 30 to 60 minutes 


prior to the meal (preloading) and with the 


meal. Meals in question were breakfast in 


two studies, lunch in four studies, and dinner 


in one study. 


 


In clinical studies comparing water to milk & 


juice,  beverage volume ranged from 50 to 


591mL; timing ranged from more than  >2hr 


delay between consumption of drinks and 


the meal, consumption just before or with 


the meal. Lunch was the assessed meal in all 


three studies.   


 


In clinical studies on water vs. SSB, assessed 


beverages included those sweetened with 


Result(s): 


Water vs. no water 


Six small, short term crossover trials (n=232) 


assessed the impact of the removal of water 


during mealtime on energy intake.  


 


The one RCT (n=28 adults) found that 


removal of water 30 to 60 minutes before 


mealtime, or immediately before or during 


meals had no significant impact on Total 


Energy Intake (TEI).  


 


Water vs. milk or juice 


Two studies (n=76) assessed the impact of 


swapping milk or juice with water on TEI in 


adults. None of these were RCTs. 


 


Water vs. SSB (sucrose and HFCS beverages) 


Six studies assess sucrose and/or HFCS 


sweetened beverage consumption vs. water 


(n=158). None of these were RCTs. 


 


Water vs. SSB (glucose and fructose 


sweetened beverages) 


Four studies (n=121) compared glucose or 


fructose sweetened beverages to water.  


 


The 1 RCT (n=40 adults) found that 


consuming lemonade sweetened with glucose 


rather than water before a meal increased 


TEI (p<0.05), but consuming lemonade 


sweetened with fructose rather than water 


did not this effect (sigificance NR). 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The review included 24 trials (some 


crossover trials). Only 3 of these were 


reported as randomised (2 in adults: 1 


comparing water vs. no beverage drunk with 


or at varying times before a meal, 1 


comparing water vs. lemonade sweetened 


with glucose or fructose; 1 in children of 


water versus sugar sweetened fruit drink or 


diet fruit drink). The trials assessed short 


term impact only. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The significance of pooled results was not 


reported in the forest plots, and was unclear 


in the narrative. 


 


Population: included studies that selected 


participants based on overweight/obese 


status. 


 


Study design: review included short term 


clinical trials (pre-load studies) that assessed 


the short term impact of a variety of 


beverages before or during a meal on total 


energy intake. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


fructose (>=65% fructose), glucose, sucrose, 


and HFCS (usually 55% fructose/45% glucose).  


 


Studies comparing water to diet beverages 


before or during meals included beverages 


sweetened with aspartame, saccharin, or 


acesulfame-K47, in isolation or combined. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Total Energy Intake (TEI) in kcal was the 


main outcome of interest across the review; 


 


 


Water vs. diet beverages 


Ten studies (n=234) with 19 comparisons 


assessed the impact of water vs. diet 


beverages on TEI. None of these were RCTs. 


 


Children 


Water vs. milk 


One study (n=36) assessed the impact milk 


vs. water on TEI in normal weight preschool 


children. This was not an RCT. 


 


Water vs. SSB (sucrose and HFCS beverages) 


or diet beverages 


One RCT (n=44 preschoolsers; 45 to 66 


months old) compared the effcet of a 


sucrose sweetened fruit drink (SSB), a diet 


fruit drink, and water on snack intake among 


pre-schoolers. Three delay schedules were 


used (0, 30 and 60 minutes before the meal). 


Across the schedules, children consumed 


significantly fewer calories from snacks in 


the SSB group compared to the water group.  


In all comparisons, calorie intake reduction 


from snacks was balanced by the calorie 


intake increase from the SSB, so difference 


in TEI was not significant (p values NR). 


 


Children consumed fewer snack calories 


when drinking the diet fruit drink vs. water 


30 minutes before the snack  (p<0.05), but 


not when the beverages were served 60 


minutes before (p value NR).  


 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The impact of replacing water drunk before 


or during a meal with no beverages or other 


beverages (of equal volume) on TEI varied 


with the substituted beverage. It suggested 


that, compared with drinking the same 


volume of water certain drinks before or 


with a meal may increase TEI (beverages 


sweetened with sucrose or high fructose corn 


syrup), some have no effect (drinking no 


water, or non-nutritively sweetened drinks), 


and for some the evidence was unclear (milk 


or juice, drinks sweetened with glucose or 


fructose).  


 


Limited evidence was identified in children, 


and thus, no conclusions could be drawn for 


this age group.  







 


Eating meals prepared outside of the home (eating out/fast food/takeaway meals) 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Bezerra et al. 2012 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jun 2010  


 


Review design: 


A systematic review of observational studies 


(cross-sectional and cohort studies). 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between out-of-


home eating and body weight in adults. 


 


Review funding: 


The Research Council State of Rio de 


Janeiro. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults of any weight, health status not 


recorded. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 8 (8, n=35,938*) 


Other: 20 


* likely overlap of 3 of these cohorts would 


reduce this total 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Some cohorts looked at out-of-home eating 


not described as fast food or take away 


meals, while others  looked at take away 


meals or consumption of meals at fast food 


restaurants. All exposures were self-


reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI or body weight after between1 to 15 


years follow up (weight and height measured 


in 6/8, self-reported in 2/8). 


 


Result(s): 


Three cohort studies showed a positive 


association between the consumption of 


meals away from home and body weight or 


BMI: 


-the cohort reported in 3 studies (n ranged 


from 3,031 to 3,643, extent of overlap 


unclear) found that 1 additional  restaurant  


eating occasion per week were positively 


associated with changes in weight  over 13 


years (beta=0.09, p=0.04; weight units NR) 


-1 study (n=9,182) reported higher frequency 


of away from home meals (≥2 times/week) 


was positively associated with: weight gain 


in 1 year (beta=0.129, 95% CI reported as 62 


to 197, presumably missing decimal places; 


p<0.001); BMI gain in 1 year (beta=0.07, 95% 


CI 0.04 to 0.10, p<0.001); risk of becoming 


overweight or obese during an average of 4.4 


years’ follow up (HR 1.33, 95% CI 1.13 to 


1.57, p<0.001). 


-1 cohort (n=6,012) found a reduction in 


spending on eating out was associated with a 


reduction in BMI over 10 years (beta=-0.0003 


kg/m2; p value NR). 


 


Four studies investigated the consumption of 


fast food or takeaway food: 


-the cohort reported in 3 studies (n ranged 


from 3,031 to 3,643) found a positive 


association between increased baseline fast 


food consumption and BMI gain over 3 years 


(beta=0.20, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.39, p=0.04) and 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


There was a lack of a common definition of 


the out-of-home eating concept and the 


appropriate way to measure the amount of 


consumption. 


 


Many of the studies relied on self-reported 


measures of height and weight which may be 


inaccurate. 


 


Household food intake may confound the 


association. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The results described narratively in the text 


of the review did not correspond with the 


results reported for the cohort studies in the 


results table. This is in part due to 


combining the results of three studies 


relating to the same study cohort in the 


table. Findings described here are based on 


the narrative description of results, figures 


have been added to these findings from the 


results table where available.  


 


Partial: Study design included cross-sectional 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


between fast food and restaurant 


consumption and BMI gain (beta=0.29, 95% CI 


0.06 to 0.51, p=0.01). One additional  fast 


food eating occasion per week were 


positively associated changes in weight  over 


13 years (beta=0.15, p=0.05; weight units 


NR) 


-1 cohort (n=891 women) found a positive 


association increased frequency of use of 


fast food restaurants and increased body 


weight over 3 years (beta=0.72, p=0.01).  


-1 cohort (n=8,726) that investigated 


takeaway food found a positive relationship 


with BMI - compared to women who gained 


weight (BMI more than 5% greater at 4 years 


than baseline BMI), less frequent takeaways 


were associated with weight maintenance 


(BMI at 4 years within 5% of baseline BMI, OR 


0.85, 95% CI 0.75 to 0.96, p=0.008 for 


occasional take away; unclear exactly what 


comparison this figure represented).  


-1 cohort (n=1,059) did not find any 


association between fast food consumption 


and 1 year change in BMI (beta values for 


men: -0.23, 95% CI -0.56 to 0.11; high 


income women 0.02, 95% CI -0.05 to 0.09; 


low income women -0.06, 95% CI -0.20 to 


0.08). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is a consistent positive association 


studies. 


Unclear: Population health or weight status. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


between the consumption of meals away 


from the home and BMI or weight gain. 


Mesas et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Dec 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cross-sectional, cohort, 


case-control, experimental and laboratory 


studies 


 


Review aim: 


This study examined the association between 


selected eating behaviours and excess 


weight in the general population  throughout 


a systematic review. 


 


Review funding: 


FIS research grant, CIBERESP, the National 


Plan on Drug Addiction and 'Ramon y Cajal' 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children and adults from the general 


population 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 10 (7, n=34,913 adults/3, n=24,375 


children) 


Other: 32 (0) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Children: 


Fast food intake 


Exposures were eating at fast food (no 


further detail provided) (number of days per 


week) and fast food intake (fried food intake 


as a proxy for fast food intake; never, or <1 


time/week, 1 to 3 or 4 to 7 times/week). 


Take away food consumption 


The exposure was takeaway food 


consumption never, 1 or ≥2 times/week. 


 


Adults: 


Eating away from home 


Exposures were eating away from home 


(never to 3 times/month, 1 time/week, ≥2 


times/week) in one study and eating at 


restaurants and fast food intake (increased, 


decreased or maintained frequency during 


follow up) in the other study. 


 


Fast food intake 


Result(s): 


Children (age range 6 to 21): 


Eating away from home 


No studies identified.  


 


Fast food intake 


2 cohorts (n=24,274) were consistent in 


showing that consumption of fast food at 


baseline or increasing fast food over time 


was associated with increased BMI: 


In one cohort (n=9,919) of children aged 11 


to 21 years, eating fast foods at baseline was 


associated with BMI Z-score after 5 years of 


follow-up (beta=0.02, p<0.05) compared 


with not eating fast foods. 


In one cohort (n=14,355) of children aged 9 


to 14 years, increasing fried food intake 


away from home from <1 time/week to 4 to 


7 times/week was associated with increased 


BMI over 1 year of follow-up (beta=0.21; 95% 


CI 0.03 to 0.39) compared with maintaining 


fried food frequency at <1 time/week. 


 


Take away food consumption 


1 cohort (n=101) of females aged 8 to 12 


years had results dscribed inconsistently 


between the narrative text and the results 


table. The narrative reports eating takeaway 


foods was not associated with change in BMI 


after 10 years (figures NR) whereas the 


results table reports frequency of eating 


quick service food (not further defined) was 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: P 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Compared with non-obese persons, the obese 


under-report total energy intake and, 


specifically, fried food which is a 


characteristic component of fast food tends 


to bias the observed observations towards 


the null. They also report that it is possible 


that fast food may simply be a marker of low 


socioeconomic level, of low quality diet and 


of an unhealthy lifestyle. 


 


Review team limitations: 


In Adults, of 6 longitudinal studies, 5 are 


included in the high quality review by 


Bezerra et al. 2012 [++]. It is unclear if the 


longitudinal studies were all cohorts.  


In children, 2 longitudinal studies were 


identified for fast food and 1 for take away 


meals. 


 


In children, 1 of the cohorts had an age 


range of 11 to 21 year olds and a school 


setting, however it is unclear if this was for 


recruitment or for study activities. It has 


been reported here. 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


In 3 cohorts, fast food consumption was 


assessed by the number of times subjects ate 


in fast food restaurants. The frequency of 


eating fast food (e.g. french fries, other 


fried foods, hot dogs, sandwiches, pizza) was 


assessed in 2 cohorts and 1 other cohort 


assessed whether or not adults ate fast food 


(hamburgers, sausages and pizza). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Children 


Fast food intake 


Outcomes were BMI Z score (weight and 


height were 95% measured and 5% self-


reported) in 1 study and BMI and change in 


BMI (self-reported weight and height) in the 


other. Follow up was 3 or 5 years. 


 


Take away food consumption 


Change in BMI Z score over a 10 year follow 


up. Weight and height were reported as 


measured (not further defined). 


 


Adults 


Eating away from home 


weight change (change in g/year of follow up 


as a continuous variable and as changing ≥2 


kg/year); incidence of overweight/obese 


participants (BMI <25 kg/m2 at baseline and 


BMI ≥25 kg/m2 at follow up) and change in 


BMI. Weight and height were reported as 


measured in 1 study and self-reported in the 


other. Follow up was 3 or 4.4 years.  


Fast food intake 


positively associated with change in BMI Z 


score (F=6.49, p<0.01) over time but that no 


association was found for food purchased in 


other establishments (restaurants, coffee 


shops).  


 


Adults 


Overall, 5/7 cohort found positive 


associations with weight related outcomes. 


 


Eating away from home 


In adults, two cohorts (n=12,576 ) that 


matched the scope of this review and 10 


studies outside the scope of this review 


(cross sectional studies) were identified. 


 


The 2 cohorts had conflicting results. In one 


study (n=9,182) individuals eating away from 


home ≥2 times/week had a significantly 


higher weight gain (+129 g/year, 95% CI +62 


to +97 g/year, p<0.001), with gaining more 


than 2 kg (OR 1.36, 95% CI 1.13 to 1.63, p 


value NR) and a higher risk of overweight or 


obesity (HR 1.33, 95% CI 1.13 to 1.57) 


compared with never eating or up to 3 


times/month eating away from home over a 


4.4 year follow up. In this study eating away 


from home 1 time/week was not associated 


with weight gain or gaining more than 2 kg 


but it was associated with an increased risk 


of overweight/obesity (HR 1.22, 95% CI 1.02 


to 1.45) compared with never eating or up to 


3 times/month eating away from home. 


In the other study, (n=3,394), increased 


 


In children, 1 of the cohorts had a setting 


reported as schools but it is unclear if this 


was for recruitment purposes or for study 


activities. 


 


For the cohort in children on take away 


foods, the text reports that there was no 


association with takeaway food and BMI but 


the supplementary table reports that there 


is. Both results have been reported.  


 


Partial: study design included cross-sectional 


studies. 


Unclear: Setting 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Outcomes were weight gain or change in BMI 


after 1 to 10 years. 


consumption of restaurant food was 


unrelated to BMI change after 3 year follow 


up. This study did find an association for fast 


food intake (see below for details). 


 


Fast food intake 


Of the 6 cohorts (n=25,731), 4 reported that 


greater frequency of fast food consumption 


was positively associated with weight gain (3 


studies) and with increased BMI (1 study).  


Individual study results were: 


 In one cohort (n=7,194), those in 


the highest quintile of fast food 


consumption showed an increased 


risk (OR 1.2; 95% CI 1.0 to 1.4) of 


any weight gain compared with 


those in the lowest quintile (2.4 


year follow up). 


 In one cohort (n=3,394). fast food 


intake at restaurants at baseline 


was associated with an increase in 


BMI (0.16 ±0.05 kg/m2) after 3 years 


of follow up.  


 In one cohort (n=891), an increase 


of one fast food meal per week (at 


a restaurant) was associated with a 


weight gain of 0.72 kg (standard 


error=0.20 kg) over 3 years 


(p=0.01). 


 In one cohort (n=3,031), eating at 


fast foods restaurants >2 


times/week both at baseline and at 


the end of follow-up was associated 


with a 4.5 kg weight gain (p=0.0054) 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


compared with eating fast food <1 


time/week in both periods. 


 However in one cohort (n=10,162) 


those in the highest tercile of fast 


food intake did not show a 


statistically significant increase in 


the risk (OR 1.31; 95% CI 0.83 to 


2.07) of substantial weight gain (≥3 


kg/year) or in the risk (OR 1.11; 95% 


CI 0.80 to 1.55) of becoming obese 


compared with those in the lowest 


tercile (follow up of 4.6 years).  


 In a cohort (n=1,059) frequency of 


fast food consumption (times/week) 


was not associated with 1-year BMI 


change in men (β -0.23; 95% CI -


0.56 to 0.11), in high-income 


women (β 0.02; 95% CI -0.05 to 


0.09) and in low-income women (β -


0.06; 95% CI -0.20 to 0.08). 


 


Take away food consumption 


No cohorts or RCTs identified.  


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is some evidence of the obesogenic 


role of fast food and take away food but this 


is limited. 


Rosenheck 2008 


 


Quality: + 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children and adults, but no further criteria 


specified. 


Result(s): 


Adults: 


In the RCT in women (n=891), no difference 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Search date: Feb 2008  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohorts 


lasting longer than 6 months, experimental 


and cross-sectional studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To examine whether an association exists 


between fast food consumption and weight 


gain. 


 


Review funding: 


NR 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 2 (1, n=891) 


Cohort: 7 (4,  n=23,538  adults/3, n=7,004 


children) 


Other: 7 


 


 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adolescents and adults: 


Self report of frequency of fast food 


consumption. 


 


In the RCT for adult women, the exposure 


group received a mail-based intervention of 


monthly newsletters (unclear if specifically 


targeted reduced fast food consumption) and 


periodic opportunities to participate in 


eating and exercise programmes over 3 


years. Control was no contact 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adolescents: 


Change in BMI after 4 to 10 years. 


 


Adults: 


Change in BMI or weight after 3 to 15 years. 


 


was found between the intervention and 


control group on fast food restaurant use 


(figures NR); any overall differences in 


weight between the groups were not 


reported. Increased frequency of fast food 


restaurant use was associated with increased 


weight. An increase of one fast food meal 


per week was associated with a weight gain 


of 0.72kg (p=0.01) (3 year follow up). 


 


All 4 cohorts (n=23,538) found a direct link 


between fast food consumption and 


increases in BMI.  


In 1 cohort, (n=3,031) baseline fast food 


frequency was directly associated with 


changes in body weight for African 


Americans (p=0.005) and White people 


(p=0.0013). Compared to the average 15 


year weight gain in participants with 


infrequent fast food restaurant use, defined 


as less than once per week, those with 


frequent use or consumption of more than 


twice per week gained an extra 4.5kg 


(p=0.0083). 


In a cohort study (n=3,394), for every 


increase in fast food restaurant visit per 


week, BMI increased 0.0488 (p=0.016) at 3 


year follow-up. 


In a cohort (n=7,194) those in the highest 


consumption (fifth) quartile for hamburgers, 


pizza and sausages had an OR of 1.2 (p for 


trend=0.05) for weight gain compared to 


those in the first quartile. 


In 1 cohort (n=9,919; consider in the review 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Confounding factors include physical 


inactivity and less inhibited food 


consumption. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The RCT appeared to essentially be an 


analysed as a cohort, rather than as an RCT. 


It was unclear if the analysis was adjusted 


for confounders, and as the trial did not 


appear to solely reduce fast food 


consumption, this result may also be 


influenced by other factors. In addition, the 


change in fast food consumption and weight 


appeared to be over the same time period, 


meaning that the temporal pattern of these 


changes cannot be established. 


 


One of the cohorts described by the review 


as in adolescents had an age range from 18 


to 27 years but this has been reported here 


under adults. 


 


The 1 cohort identified in children did not 


report weight outcomes so has not been 


described here. 


 


Partial: Population 


Partial: Study design included cross-sectional 


and experimental studies and results that 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


as adolescents, but aged 18 to 27, so 


considered as adults here) greater days of 


fast food predicted increased BMI Z score 


after 5 years. 


 


Adolescents (age 8 to 19 years): 


Results of the 3 cohorts showed a positive 


association in 2 studies, and no significant 


association in the third: 


-In a cohort (n=4,524) a non-significant 


correlation was found between fast food 


consumption and BMI. 


-In a cohort (n=101) those eating fast food 


twice a week or more experienced the 


highest in mean BMI z-score compared with 


those who ate it once a week or not at all. 


- One cohort (n=2,379) found that those who 


consumed fast food had significantly higher 


BMI z score over 10 years than those who did 


not consume fast food often (figures NR ). 


This study did not adjust for confounders in 


other analyses, but the adjustment of this 


BMI analysis was not reported. 


 


Unless otherwise stated above, the exact 


exposures being compared were not 


quantified. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


One RCT and 6/7 prospective cohort studies 


found a positive association between more 


looked at energy intake rather than weight. 


Unclear: Setting 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


frequent fast food consumption and an 


increase in  BMI or weight gain. While a 


causal relationship cannot be stated, an 


unequivocal association exists between 


increased fast food consumption and 


increased caloric intake making individuals 


much more susceptible to weight gain and 


obesity. 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 6 (4, n=16,829 adults/ 2, n=1,626 


children) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposure definition varied across studies.  


Adult exposures were: number of times they 


ate at any of a number of fast-food 


restaurants per week, number of fast food 


meals (not further defined) per week, 


frequency of consumption of fast foods (not 


further defined) and frequency of take away 


food.  


Children exposures were: food purchased 


away from home, and take away food factor 


from FFQ. 


 


Methods of assessing consumption in the 2 


cohorts on children were FFQ and a 7-day 


Result(s): 


Adults 


Results of the 4 cohorts found fast foods and 


takeaway meals were positively associated 


with assessed outcomes in at least one 


analysis: 


 


One study (n=1,059) found that the number 


of fast food meals consumed per week was 


significantly associated with BMI after 1 year 


follow-up in women but not men. The 


association was significant in both low- and 


high-income women but not men (regression 


coefficients for low income women: 0.85 


kg/m2, 95% CI 0.43 to 1.27, p<0.05; high 


income women 0.39 kg/m2, 95% CI 0.15 to 


0.64, p<0.05; men: -0.1 kg/m2, CI NR, 


p>0.05). Change in BMI was not significant in 


women or men (regression coefficients for: 


low income women -0.06 kg/m2, high 


income women 0.02 kg/m2, men -


0.23kg/m2, all p>0.05, CIs NR). 


 


One study (n=9,657) reported that women 


who occasionally consumed takeaway food 


were less likely to maintain weight (OR 0.85, 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Adjustment for confounders varied across 


studies, and only 2 of the 6 adjusted for 


physical activity levels (it is not reported 


whether these 2 studies were in adults or 


children). 


 


Review team limitations: 


In one long term study amongst children, it 


is not clear whether it is the mother or 


child's takeaway food consumption that is 


being assessed, and if the child's it is not 


clear at what age assessment took place. 


 


Population weight and health status unclear. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


food record.  


 


In adults, frequency of eating at fast food 


restaurants was assessed via FFQ in two 


studies; consuming takeaway was assessed 


by a single question in two studies 


(instrument NR). 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adults: change in weight, change in BMI, 


weight,  


Children: change in BMI Z score, BMI 


 


Weight and height were measured by the 


research team in both children studies and 


three adult studies, outcomes were self-


reported in one of the adult studies. 


 


Follow up in children: 6 years in 1 study and 


children reported as followed from the 16th 


week of gestation till age 8 in the other 


cohort.  


 


Follow up in adults: 1 to 15 years. 


 


95% CI 0.75 to 0.96) than women who never 


or rarely consumed takeaway. 42.8% of 


participants who gained 5% or more of their 


baseline body weight over the four year 


follow-up period were occasional takeaway 


consumers, compared to 15% of participants 


who lost 5% or more of their baseline weight. 


 


One study (n=5,115) found that visiting fast 


food restaurants frequently (more than twice 


per week) was associated with a greater 


weight gain over 15 years compared to 


infrequently visiting; the association was 


significant across assessed ethnicities (black: 


1.72kg, 95% CI 0.52 to 2.92, p=0.005; white: 


1.84kg, 95% CI 0.86 to 2.82, p<0.0013). 


 


One study (n=998) found that visiting fast 


food restaurants more than twice per week 


gained 0.72kg more over three year follow-


up than those who infrequently visited (95% 


CI 0.33 to 1.11, p<0.01). 


 


Children 


One study that included girls aged 8 to 12 


years (n=196) found that frequency of fast 


food consumption was significantly positively 


associated with BMI z-score at 6 year follow-


up; mean change in BMI z-score was 0.82 


amongst girls who ate fast food more than 


twice/week, compared to 0.28 amongst 


those who never ate fast food (p=0.0023).  


 


One study (n=1,430) that followed 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


participants from the 16th week of gestation 


to age 8 found that eating 'takeaway food' 


was associated with BMI at age 8 when 


adjusting for gender only (regression 


coefficient 0.399, 95% CI 0.056 to 0.742) but 


not when adjusting for sex and maternal 


education. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is limited evidence that consuming 


fast foods as defined in the literature 


(number of fast-food meals 


consumed/takeaway food consumed/fast 


food restaurants visited, per unit of time) is 


associated with slightly higher levels of 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity. 


USDA 2010i 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Jan 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of systematic reviews, 


meta-analyses, RCTs, clinical controlled 


studies, large non-randomised observational 


studies, cohort and case-control studies 


 


Review aim: 


What is the relationship between eating out 


and body weight? 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Healthy children and adults and those with 


elevated chronic disease risk. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT:0 


Cohort: 9 (5, n=18,380 adults/5, n=28,079 


children; 1 cohort included in both age 


groups)  


Other:2 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


In children, FFQ was used to measured the 


number of times fast food was eaten in the 


previous week(3/5), or fried food away from 


Result(s): 


Children and adolescents: 


A significant positive relationship was found 


between food consumption of fast food and 


body weight in 4 studies in children: 


 


In 1 cohort (n=1,188), children who were 


obese aged 14 reported a higher 


consumption of fast food aged 9 (coefficient 


[SE] 0.77 [0.33]; p<0.05; unclear which 


variables this coefficient represented the 


relationship between). 


 


In 1 cohort (n=9,919) of adolescents, 


increased fast food consumption aged 16 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


There is not enough evidence to similarly 


evaluate eating out at other types of 


restaurants. 


 


Review team limitations: 


In 1 cohort in children (n=101), the baseline 


median BMI was only 16.4 and the median 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review funding: 


Funding not explicitly reported. Reviews 


written by the US Department of Agriculture 


to support development of their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources not explicitly stated but 


study funding was considered for quality 


rating and validity.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


home(1/5) or a 7 day food record (1/5). 


 


In adult studies, fast food questionnaires or 


FFQ or interview (not further defined) were 


used. 


 


Outcome(s): 


In children, aged between 8 and 16, BMI was 


measured 3 to 6 years after the 


questionnaire. 


 


In adults, BMI after 1 to 15 years. 


 


predicted significantly higher BMI Z-scores 


aged 21 (p<0.05). Change in fast food 


consumption during that time did not 


significantly predict BMI Z-score. 


 


In 1 cohort (n=14,355), BMI increased across 


increasing intake of fried foods away from 


home in boys only (p<0.02; figures for girls 


NR). Children who increased their 


consumption of fried foods from "never or 


less than once a week" to "four to seven 


times a week" over 3 years increased their 


BMI by 0.21. Boys who reduced their 


consumption from "four to seven times a 


week" to "never or less than once a week" 


had a borderline significant decrease in BMI 


(-0.31 [-0.62 to 0.00]) but girls had a non-


significant BMI increase (0.27 [-0.02 to 


0.56]). As these changes were assessed 


concurrently, this could be influenced by 


reverse causality. 


 


In 1 cohort (n=101) weekly frequency of 


consuming quick-service food at baseline was 


positively associated with change in BMI Z-


score (F=6.49, p<0.01), but the frequency of 


eating in coffee shops and restaurants at 


baseline was not. 


 


One cohort (n=2,516) found an inverse 


association between fast food consumption 


at baseline and being overweight after 5 


years in 12 to 16 year old girls (OR 0.88, 95% 


CI 0.79 to 0.98; p<0.05). In boys, fast food 


follow-up BMI was within the normal range at 


20.3. 


 


Partial: study design included 2 systematic 


reviews. 


Unclear: The health status is unclear and the 


mean BMI in 3 of the adult studies was 


overweight, but it is unclear if this was 


intentional. 


Unclear: Setting 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


consumption was not associated with weight 


change. 


 


Adults: 


All 5 cohorts found a significant positive 


relationship between consumption of fast 


food and body weight (this included the 


adolescent study already reported). 


 


In 1 cohort study (n=3,394) increased 


consumption of fast food was associated with 


a positive increase in BMI after 3 years 


(0.0488, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.09, p=0.016). 


Increased restaurant food consumption was 


not associated with a change in BMI. 


 


In 1 cohort of women (n=891), an increase of 


one fast food meal per week over 3 years 


increased weight by 0.72kg above the 


average weight gain (p<0.01). 


 


In 1 cohort (n=1,145) fast food consumption 


more than 1 to 2 times per week had 


significant increase in body weight over a 


year than those that didn't (1.4 +/-0.61kg, 


p<0.05). 


 


In 1 cohort (n=9,919) of adolescents, 


increased fast food consumption aged 16 


predicted significantly higher BMI Z-scores 


aged 21 (p<0.05). Change in fast food 


consumption during that time did not 


significantly predict BMI Z-score. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


In 1 cohort (n=3,031), a difference of fast-


food frequency of 3 times per week was 


associated with mean gains of 2.2kg in black 


subjects (p=0.014) and 1.6kg in white 


subjects (p=0.064) after 15 years. Compared 


to participants with less than 1 fast food 


intake per week, those eating it more than 


twice per week gained an extra 4.5kg 


(p=0.0054). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Strong and consistent evidence indicates 


that children and adults who eat fast food 


are at increased risk of weight gain, 


overweight and obese. The strongest 


documented relationship between fast food 


and obesity is when one or more fast food 


meals are consumed per week. 







 


Eating in the evening  


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: NR 


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 2 (2, n=13,411) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Evening eating, categorised in one study % of 


daily energy intake consumed after 17:00. 


Night time eating, defined by self-reported 


response to the single question "Do you get 


up at night to eat". 


 


Methods of assessment were self-reported 


night eating and 24hr dietary recall. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight change. Weight and height were 


measured by the research team in both 


studies. 


 


Result(s): 


Adults 


One study (n=10,424) found no association 


between the % of daily energy intake 


consumed after 17:00 and change in weight 


over 10 years (data NR).Age of the male and 


female participants ranged from 25 to 74 


years (average not reported).  


 


One study (n=2,987) found no association 


between night eating and change in weight 


over 6 years (data NR).Age of participants 


ranged from 35 to 65 years (average not 


reported). 


 


2 Cohort combined figures used in evidence 


statement (n=13,411, age range 25 to 74, 


follow up 6 to 10 years). 


 


Children 


No studies identified 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


The is no epidemiological evidence of a 


consistent association between night eating 


and subsequent weight gain or obesity. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Both studies adjusted for physical activity 


levels. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Validity and consistency of assessment 


methods not reported. 


 


 







 


Eating occasions (eating frequency) 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Mesas et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Dec 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cross-sectional, cohort, 


case-control, experimental and laboratory 


studies 


 


Review aim: 


This study examined the association between 


selected eating behaviours and excess 


weight in the general population  throughout 


a systematic review. 


 


Review funding: 


FIS research grant, CIBERESP, the National 


Plan on Drug Addiction and 'Ramon y Cajal' 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children and adults from the general 


population 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 4 (2, n=27,211 adults/2, n=2,476 


children) 


Other: 35 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


One of the cohortsof children aged 9-10 


looked at daily meal frequency of 3 or more 


meals per day compared to lower frequency 


from a food diary. The other looked at daily 


eating frequency (0 to4; 4 to 5; or 6 or more 


times/day).  


 


In adults, eating frequency assessed as less 


than 2, 3,4,5,6 or 7 or more meals or snacks 


per day in one study or 3,4 or more than 5 in 


the other. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Children: 


BMI z score; overweight (BMI at or above 95th 


percentile;  change in BMI Z score after 10 


years. 


 


Adults: 


Weight change after 8 to 10 years - 


measured in one study and self-measured in 


the other. 


Result(s): 


The review identified 4 cohort studies and 35 


other study types, of which 3 cohort studies 


(n=29,586) matched the scope of this review 


and 2 were in adults (n=27,211) and two 


were in children (n=2,476). 


 


Children: 


In 1 cohort (n=2,375) eating 3 or more 


meals/day was associated with higher BMI z 


scores (Beta -0.0472, p<0.0001) but not with 


overweight (OR 0.91; 95%CI 0.79-1.05) 


compared with eating <3 meals/day. 


 


In 1 cohort (n=101), eating 4 to 5 meals/day 


was associated with an increase in BMI Z 


score after 10 years (beta 0.24, p=0.028) 


compared with eating 6 times or more/day.  


 


Adults: 


In 1 cohort study (n=7,147) daily eating 


frequency at baseline was not associated 


with weight change in men (Beta 0.0211, 


p=0.86) and in women (beta 0.1101, p=0.21).  


 


In 1 cohort study (n=20,064) eating 4 meals 


per day (HR 1.07, 95% CI 1.02-1.14) or 5 or 


more meals per day (HR 1.15, 95%CI 1.06-


1.25) were associated with higher risk of 5kg 


weight gain after 10 years of follow-up 


compared with eating 3 meals/day. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: P 


Partial: D 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The definition of meals is heterogeneous 


because it includes both the main meals 


(e.g. skipping breakfast reduces the number 


of meals) and additional ones (in some 


studies, not snacking could also reduce the 


number of meals). 


 


There is a predominance of cross-sectional 


studies with little control of confounders. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The cohort study on children is reported to 


have occurred in public and parochial schools 


and community based. It is unclear if this fits 


the scope for setting. 


 


Partial: Study design included 31 cross-


sectional studies, an experimental study and 


3 case controls. 


Unclear: Setting 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 NR 


 


Conclusions: 


They did not find sufficient evidence for the 


association between meal frequency and 


excess body weight at any age. 







 


Family meals 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Hammons and Fiese 2011 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: 2009 (month NR)  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of 


 


Review aim: 


We used meta-analytic methods to examine 


the frequency of shared family mealtimes in 


relation to nutritional health in children and 


adolescents. We were interested in 3 major 


public health concerns: obesity, unhealthy 


eating and disordered eating. IN particular 


we examined the effects of sharing 3 or 


more meals per week versus 1 or none. When 


study designs allowed, we investigated the 


long-term potential for family meals 


operating as a protective factor for these 


health indicators. 


 


Review funding: 


Reported to be supported in part by the US 


Department of Agriculture National Institute 


of Food and Agriculture. 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children and adolescents (age range 


inclusion criteria NR) 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 4 (4, n=29,961) 


Other: 4 (cross-sectional studies) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures were: family meals 3 or more 


times/week vs. never; family meals per 


week (composite variable, not further 


defined); family meals 5 to 7 days/week vs. 


0 days/week; family meals most days vs. 


never/some days.  


 


Family meals: the review reported most 


studies (n=12) asked participants to consider 


the number of family members present for 


the meal. Other studies asked participants to 


report on how often regular family dinners 


occurred but made no mention of the 


number of family members present (n=3). 2 


studies asked participants to report only on 


shared meals that had at least 1 parent 


present.  


This is based on all studies included in the 


review cross-sectional cohorts) and studies 


looking at outcomes additional to weight 


such as food consumption and disordered 


eating. 


 


Result(s): 


Meta-analysis (included cross-sectional and 


cohort studies) of 8 studies (n=44,016 [range 


145 to 14,431]; 4 cross-sectional; 4 cohorts) 


found that children and adolescents were 


12% less likely to be overweight in families 


that had at least 3 shared family meals per 


week than those who ate fewer than 3 


shared family meals per week ((OR 0.88, 95% 


CI 0.81 to 0.97 p-value not reported, 


heterogeneity: I2=48.45%, p=0.06).  


 


Cohorts: 


Overall meta-analysis of the cohort studies 


found that family meals were associated 


with a significant reduction in the risk of 


overweight (OR 0.93, 95% CI 0.90 to 0.95). 


 


Heterogeneity in this analysis was not 


reported but the individual cohort studies 


were reported to be suggestive of little 


association between shared family 


mealtimes and outcomes (weight status or 


disordered eating). 


 


Of the 4 cohorts, only 1 (average age 5.7 


years) reported significant findings (the 


remaining 3 studies were all in adolescents): 


- 1 cohort (n=8,000) had an OR of 0.93 


(overweight ≥95th percentile; p<0.001; 3 


year follow up). Mean age 5.7 years. 


- 1 cohort (n=2,516) had an OR of 0.55 


(overweight: BMI ≥85th percentile) 95% CI 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The review authors report there was a large 


amoutn of variability in the studies 


conducted on family meals.  


 


The revies authors report the way in which 


outcomes and family meals were measured 


varied in the studies. The authors also report 


the definition of family is also often 


overlooked. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The main meta-analysis and review 


conclusions on weight-related outcomes are 


based on mixed study designs (cross-


sectional and cohorts).  


 


The meta-analysis of cohort and cross 


sectional studies had borderline significant 


heterogeneity meaning the underlying 


studies exhibited moderate levels of 


variation (I2=48.45%, p=0.06). 


 


Looking at just the included cohort studies: 1 


found a significant association (n=8,000, up 


to 5 year follow up) compared with 3 that 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Outcome(s): 


Overweight (defined as having a BMI at or 


above the 85th percentile); overweight onset 


(defined as at or above the 95th percentile); 


obesity (defined as at or above the 95th 


percentile); at risk of overweight (defined as 


BMI between 85th and 95th percentile); 


obesity (defined as above the 85th 


percentile).  


 


BMI assessment was self reported (n=3) and 


reported as 'collected' (not further defined) 


(n=1).  


 


Follow up ranged from 2 to 5 years (2 year 


follow up [n=1], 3 year follow up [n=1], 5 


year follow up [n=2]). 


 


and p value not reported (5 year follow up). 


This included middle and high school age 


students (no average age reported) 


-  


- 1 cohort (n=5,014) had an OR 1.28 (BMI 


≥95th percentile), 95% CI and p value not 


reported (5 year follow up). Mean age 13.33 


years. 


 1 cohort (n=14,431) had an OR of 


0.99 (Obesity: >85th percentile, age- and 


gender-specific), 95% CI and p value not 


reported (2 year follow up). Included 9 to 14 


year olds (average age not reported). 


 


All cohort studies adjusted for at least some 


confounders. Among others, this included 


energy intake in 1 study (non-significant 


inverse direction of effect); physical activity 


in 2 studies; and SES or related factors (e.g. 


maternal education, household income) in 3 


studies (including the study with significant 


results). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Shared family mealtimes may improve 


nutritional health of children and 


adolescents. The benefits of sharing 3 or 


more family mealtimes per week include a 


reduction in the odds for overweight (12%), 


eating unhealthy foods (20%) and disordered 


eating (35%) and an increase in the odds for 


found no association (combined n=21,961, 


follow up range 2 to 5 years) 


 


It is unclear if study populations were 


selected based on body weight status or for 


specific conditions or if they were 


representative of the general population. 


 


Population: Unclear if study populations 


were selected based on weight-related 


outcomes or specific conditions.  


Setting: Unclear 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


eating healthy foods (24%). 







 


Meal setting or distractions 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Robinson 2013 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Feb 2012  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of 


experimental studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To examine whether cognitive processes 


such as attention and memory influence the 


amount of food eaten either immediately or 


in subsequent meals. 


 


Review funding: 


British Heart Foundation, Cancer Research 


UK, Economic and Social Research Council, 


Medical Research Council and the 


Department of Health. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Neurologically intact adults. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT:24, 19 publications (24, n=961) 


Cohort:0 


Other:0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Effect of distraction on immediate intake: 


Distraction with radio or TV during 


mealtime, or increased attention on eating 


food through audio instructions or eating 


with people compared to eating alone. 


 


Effects of distraction on later intake: 


Fixed amount of food eaten whilst being 


distracted with TV or cards compared to 


neither. 


 


Effect of decreasing awareness of food being 


eaten on immediate intake: 


Pistachio nut shells removed from desk every 


2 hours or not over 2 days; lunch eaten in a 


dark restaurant area or a normally lit area; 


refilling a soup bowl compared to a normal 


bowl; buffet consumed with or without 


plates being removed. 


 


Effect of enhancing memory on later intake: 


Instruction to write about lunch eaten 


earlier that day or the previous day 


compared to writing about anything before 


Result(s): 


Effect of distraction on immediate intake: 


Meta-analysis of 10 studies (n=911) found 


that distraction increased immediate intake 


(z=5.43; p<0.001; SMD:0.39; 95% CI 0.25 to 


0.53). 


 


Effects of distraction on later intake: 


Meta-analysis of 4 studies (n=192) found that 


distraction increased later intake (z=4.77; 


p<0.001; SMD: 0.76; 95% CI 0.45 to 1.07). 


 


Effect of decreasing awareness of food being 


eaten on immediate intake: 


Meta-analysis of four studies (n=203) found 


that decreasing awareness increased 


immediate intake (z=4.56; p<0.001; SMD: 


0.63; 95% CI 0.25 to 1.02; random effects 


analysis carried out due to heterogeneity in 


fixed effects analysis). 


 


Effect of increased attention on immediate 


intake: 


Meta-analysis of two studies (n=136) found 


that increased attention did not influence 


immediate intake (z=0.51; p=0.61; SMD:-


0.09; 95% CI -0.42 to 0.35). 


 


Effect of enhancing memory on later intake: 


Meta-analysis of six studies (n=203) found 


that enhancing memory reduced later intake 


(z=2.81; p=0.005; SMD:-0.40; 95% CI, -0.12 to 


-0.68). 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: None 


Unclear: D, P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Heterogeneity across studies and  limited 


number of studies. 


 


Review team limitations: 


The studies were of small size and most of 


the participants were young female 


students. It is unclear how applicable these 


findings would be to the wider population. 


The control group were still in experimental 


conditions including eating lunch in a 


laboratory setting. 


 


Unclear: Study design was described 


throughout as experimental sessions, but 


they all had control conditions and 


participants were randomly assigned. 


Unclear: population included some studies 


where participants were excluded if their 


BMI was outside of the normal range and in 


some it was not reported. Health status not 


always clear. 


Unclear: Setting was in Universities in 12 of 


the studies. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


consuming a snack. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Amount of intake of the meal or snack being 


studied or the subsequent meal or snack. 


 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Reducing attention via distraction during 


eating may increase immediate intake and 


later intake. Enhancing memory for food 


consumed decreases later intake. Reducing 


awareness of food being consumed increases 


immediate food intake. 







 


Snacking / snacks 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Larson and Story 2013 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Dec 2011  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of studies that have 


examined associations of snacking behaviour 


with weight status in children (2-11 years) 


and adolescents (12-19 years). No studies 


were excluded based on study design. 


 


Review aim: 


The study aimed to review studies conducted 


in the US and internationally that have 


examined associations of snacking behaviour 


with weight status. The study also 


summarised US research that has addressed 


trends in snacking behaviour and its 


contribution to dietary intake, as well as 


research describing snack food availability in 


settings where youth spend their time. 


 


Review funding: 


The review was funded in part by the Robert 


Wood Johnson Foundation Healthy Eating 


Research Program. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for the individual studies included in 


the review was not reported.  


 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Studies in children (2-11 years) and 


adolescents (12-19 years). No other 


population inclusion criteria were reported. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 (0) 


Cohort: 7 (7, n=28,958) 


Other: 25  


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures analysed were a sweet and salty 


snack food pattern characterised by a high 


consumption of foods such as chocolate bars, 


cake, brownies, potato chips and nachos; a 


snacking pattern characterised by 


consumption of energy-dense foods and 


sugar-sweetened beverages between meals; 


a sedentary-snacking pattern characterised 


by much TV watching and high consumption 


of sweets and sugar, pastry and cookies, 


savoury snacks and sauce; usual daily 


servings of snacks and sugar sweetened 


beverages, energy per day from snacks, and 


percentage of daily energy contributed; 


usual daily servings of energy-dense snack 


items (baked goods, ice cream, chips, candy, 


and sugar sweetened soda) and percentage 


of daily energy contributed; eating between 


meals 1-2 times per week; and snacking 


while watching TV, snacking frequency and 


fat intake from energy-dense snack foods. 


Measured by food frequency questionnaire in 


Result(s): 


2/7 cohort studies found that snacking was 


associated with higher BMI in at least some 


groups of children. The other five cohort 


studies either found no evidence of a 


relationship between snacking behaviour and 


weight status or found evidence indicating 


that children who consumed food or 


beverages between meals were less likely to 


be obese. 


One of the studies that found a positive 


association (n=2,002) found that adherence 


to the sedentary-snacking pattern at 


baseline was positively associated with BMI 


z-score and the likelihood that children were 


obese. The other study that found a positive 


association (n=173) found that among girls 


(only girls included in the study) from 


families in which one or both parents were 


overweight increases in BMI from age 5 to 9 


were predicted by higher intakes of fat from 


energy-dense snacks. 


Two studies found inverse associations in at 


least some groups of children. One study 


(n=14,977) found that among boys, 


consumption of reduced-fat snack food was 


associated with less weight gain, the other 


study (n=8,170) found that among boys 


snacking was inversely associated with 


becoming overweight between ages 3 and 6. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


Adverse effects were not reported. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Snacking was defined differently in different 


studies. Multiple different criteria were used 


to define as snack occasion such as time of 


day, the types or amounts of food consumed, 


and subjective assessment of the 


participant. Diverse definitions were also 


used to define energy-dense snacks. 


Studies included were all observational, and 


it is difficult to account for other dietary and 


lifestyle factors that may influence 


associations. 


Few studies clearly addressed the potential 


for biased associations resulting from 


overweight youth reducing their kilocalorie 


intake for weight loss or underreporting 


intake more often than youth at a health 


weight. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Some of the snacking patterns assessed 


included aspects of non-snack related 


behaviours (mainly sedentary behaviour) and 


therefore their results may not reflect the 


effects of snacking alone. Exposures self-


reported in four studies, reported by parents 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Multifactor review:  five studies (self-report in 3 studies, 


parental report in 2 studies), by dietary 


recall in one study (children and their 


mothers at the same time point) and by child 


report of eating between meals. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Height and weight, BMI, percentage body fat 


(self reported in two studies, parental report 


in one study, measured in four studies). 


Where reported, follow-up ranged between 3 


and 10 years. 


 


 


Conclusions: 


"The majority of studies either found no 


evidence of a relationship between snacking 


behaviour and weight status or found 


evidence indicating that young people who 


consumed more snacks were less likely to be 


obese." (Conclusions based on all studies 


included in the review- including case-


control and cross-sectional studies). 


in two studies and reported by both children 


and parents in one study. 


Length of follow-up was unclear for some 


studies. 


 


Study design: Studies were not excluded on 


the basis of design. Cross-sectional, case-


control and cohort studies examining the 


association between snacking and weight 


status were included. 


Population: Studies in children (2-11 years) 


and adolescents (12-19 years). No other 


population inclusion criteria were reported. 


In the cohort studies, baseline weight status 


of participants was only reported in 1 study 


(participants were described as nonobese) 


Setting: unclear/not explicitly reported. 


 


Mesas et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Dec 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of cross-sectional, cohort, 


case-control, experimental and laboratory 


studies 


 


Review aim: 


This study examined the association between 


selected eating behaviours and excess 


weight in the general population  throughout 


a systematic review. 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children and adults from the general 


population 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 8 (4, n=73,068/4, n=19,562 children) 


Other: 36 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Children: 


In cohort studies in children, the snack food 


exposures were snack food intake (yes/no); 


snacking frequency (zero to 4 times per 


day); snacking patterns- snacking between 


meals, snacks replace meals (possible 


Result(s): 


Children: 


-1 study (n=14,977 ) in children aged 9 to 14 


years found that snack food consumption 


(fried and salty food, sweets, or cakes) was 


not associated with annual change in BMI z 


score over 3 years compared with not 


snacking (β -0.006, 95% CI -0.013 to 0.001). 


-1 study (n=173 ) found snack frequency (0 to 


4 times/day) in 5 years olds was not 


associated with change in BMI after 4 years 


of follow-up (figures NR; p>0.05). Unlike the 


other studies, this analysis was not adjusted 


for any confounders. 


-1 study (n=196  girls in a school setting) 


found that daily frequency of snack food 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: P 


Partial: D, Set 


Unclear:  


 


Authors’ limitations:  


The definition of snacking varied across 


studies. 


 


Review team limitations: 


1. The studies in adults were reported to 


have good adjustment for confounders, 


with two adjusting for energy intake. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review funding: 


FIS research grant, CIBERESP, the National 


Plan on Drug Addiction and 'Ramon y Cajal' 


 


Study funding: 


Funding sources were not reported  


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


categories of response were frequent, 


usually or often, not frequent, sometimes or 


rarely); and daily servings of snack foods 


(times per day). How these were measured 


was not reported. 


 


Adults 


In cohort studies in adults, the snack food 


exposures were snacking (yes/no) in two 


studies; snack consumption (kcal/day); and 


variety of snack intake (% difference from 


baseline). How these were measured was not 


reported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Children: 


Change in BMI, BMI z-scores, 


overweight/obesity based on BMI scores and 


percentage body fat (self-reported weight 


and height in two studies, measured in two 


studies). Follow-up was between 3 and 8 


years, or until 4 years after menarche. 


 


Adults 


Body weight change (self- reported weight in 


two studies), waist circumference, BMI 


(measured in one study) and overweight 


based on BMI (measured in one study). 


Studies had between 4 and 9 years of follow-


up. 


 


intake among 8 to 12 year olds was not 


associated with BMI z score (figures NR; 


p=0.33) or with percentage of body fat 


(figures NR; p=0.49) over 4 years. 


-1 The study (n=4,393) with inconsistent 


findings had mixed results in terms of 


direction of effect and significance for 


analyses of frequent snacking, or replacing 


meals by snacks in 16 year olds over 8 years’ 


follow up. It found a consistent positive 


direction of effect for comparisons of 


frequent (usually or often) snacking versus 


not frequent snacking for the outcomes of 


overweight (defined as 25≤BMI<27 kg/m2 or 


27≤BMI<30 kg/m2) and obesity (not defined) 


in boys and girls, these were almost all 


statistically significant (5/6 comparisons; 


ORs ranged from 1.3 [95% CI 0.9 to 1.8] to 


3.0 [95% CI 1.7 to 5.5]). Effects became 


larger the more extreme the outcome (i.e. 


ORs were smallest for overweight 25≤BMI<27 


kg/m2 and largest for obesity). Frequently 


replacing meals by snacks was not associated 


with overweight (25≤BMI<27 kg/m2; 


direction of effect inverse) or obesity 


(direction of effect positive), but was 


associated with overweight (27≤BMI<30 


kg/m2) in boys (OR1.9, 95% CI 1.1 to 3.2) but 


not girls (direction of effect positive). 


 


 


Adults 


All four cohort studies found an association 


between snacking and excess weight. 


Setting: The setting of the studies is 


described. Of the cohort studies for this 


factor, three were population based, one 


was in a public school, one was in pre-school 


children, one was in offspring of Nurses' 


Health Study, one was in Health 


Professionals and one was in University 


graduates. Although some of the settings 


were school as these were not school- or 


work-based interventions they have been 


described. 


Two of the four cohort studies in children 


and all four cohort studies in adults were 


judged to have had good control of 


confounders. 


How snacking was assessed was not 


reported. 


 


D: included observational and experimental 


studies 


Setting: The setting of the studies is 


described. Of the cohort studies for this 


factor, three were population based, one 


was in a public school, one was in pre-school 


children, one was in offspring of Nurses' 


Health Study, One was in Health 


Professionals and one was in University 


graduates.  


[Although some of the settings were 


school/eqv as these were not school- or 


work-based interventions have described all 


of the cohort studies]. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


In one cohort study (n=10,162) usual 


snacking (eating between meals, not further 


defined) was associated with weight gain ≥3 


kg/year (OR 1.66; 95% CI 1.17 to 2.35), 


gaining ≥5 kg/year (OR 2.75; 95% CI 1.17 to 


6.50), and weight increasing ≥10% of 


baseline weight (OR 1.29; 95% CI 1.06 to 


1.56) compared with not usual snacking over 


4.6 years. 


In one cohort study (n=19,478 men) snacking 


(eating between meals, not further defined) 


was associated with weight increase (kg) in 


men aged 45-54 years (β 0.25, p≤0.01) and 


55-64 years (β 0.31, p≤0.01), but not in men 


aged ≥65 years (β -0.01, p>0.05) over 4 


years. No other results were provided for 


this study, and it was unclear of the analyses 


by age were a priori analyses. 


One study (n=42,696) found that snack 


consumption (snacks defined as specific 


foods, not further defined in review) was 


associated with 5-year change in waist 


circumference in men (β 0.09 cm per 60 kcal 


of snack foods consumption; 95% CI 0.05, 


0.13) and in women (β 0.06; 95% CI 0.003, 


0.11). 


One study (n=732) found that increasing 


variety of snack intake (% difference from 


baseline, not further defined) over the 


follow-up was associated with becoming 


overweight (in this study defined as BMI 


23kg/m2 or more) (OR 1.45; 95% CI 1.06 to 


1.98). 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


These cohort studies were reported to have 


good control of confounders (all adjusted for 


gender, age, socioeconomic indicators, 


physical activity/sedentariness, and 2 


studies also adjusted for energy intake or 


eating behaviours). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


"We failed to find clear evidence of an 


association between snacking and excess 


weight, especially in children and 


adolescents…In contrast, various longitudinal 


studies in adults with a good control of 


confounders have consistently observed a 


higher frequency of obesity in those who 


snack several times a day." (Conclusions 


based on all studies included in the review 


for snacking, which included cross-sectional 


and case-control studies in addition to 


cohort studies). 


Summerbell et al. 2009 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Dec 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of prospective cohort 


studies with a follow-up of more than 1 year 


 


Review aim: 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


To be included in the review, participants 


had to be at least 5 years or older. Body 


weight status inclusion criteria NR. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 4 (1, n=7,147 adults/unclear, but 


>1,092 children) 


Other: 0 


 


Result(s): 


Four prospective cohort studies were 


identified, 1 in adults (n=7,147) 3 in children 


(n=17,974).  


 


Adults 


One study (n=7,147) reported that regression 


analysis found no significant association 


between eating frequency at baseline and 


weight change in either men or women 


(men: regression coefficient 0.0211, 95% CI -


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: None 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Two of the four studies adjusted for PAL. 


 


Methods of exposure assessment varied 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


To assess the association between food, food 


groups, nutrition and physical activity and 


subsequent excess weight gain and obesity in 


humans 


 


Review funding: 


World Cancer Research Fund 


 


Study funding: NR 


 


Multifactor review: Yes 


Intervention/exposure description: 


assessed by summing number of eating 


occasions reported in 24hr recall interview. 


In children dietary assessment methods 


included the FFQ in one study, and was not 


reported in two studies. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Outcomes included: weight gain, BMI, BMI z-


score 


 


Weight and height were measured by the 


research team in the adults study and in 2 of 


the three children studies;  weight and 


height were self-reported in the remaining 


study in children. 


 


0.2331 to 0.2653, p=0.863; women: 


regression coefficient 0.1101, 95% CI -0.0654 


to 0.2847, p=0.215). This study looked at 


eating frequency as a whole,   


 


Children 


Three studies were identified that related to 


children (n=17,974). 


 


One study (n=16,882) found that there was 


no association between consumption of 


snack foods and changes in BMI z-score in 


boys (regression coefficient -0.004, p=NR) 


but there was a weak inverse association in 


girls (regression coefficient -0.006, p<0.05); 


this association in girls was no longer 


significant once dieting status and  maternal 


overweight status were controlled for. 


 


One study (n=355) amongst children with a 


mean baseline age of 12.3 years found that 


the number of snacks per day  at baseline 


was significantly associated with BMI at four 


year follow-up (regression coefficient 0.13, 


p<0.05). There was, however, no significant 


association between baseline snack 


frequency and four year change in BMI. 


 


The third study (n=737) found that children 


who snacked at fixed times at age 3 were 


significantly more likely to be obese in 


adolescence compared to those with no fixed 


snacking pattern (OR 2.12, 95% CI 1.25 to 


3.61) 


across studies. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Study in adults ran between 1971 and 1984, 


unclear applicability to current UK dietary 


patterns. 


 


OR in the third children's study is from the 


multi-variate model; covariates were not 


reported, however. 


 


Weight status and eating/meal/snacking 


setting were not reported. 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


There is no epidemiological evidence of a 


consistent association between snacking and 


subsequent excess weight gain or obesity. 


USDA 2010m 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Dec 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of systematic reviews and 


meta-analyses, RCTs or clinical controlled 


studies, large non-randomized observational 


studies, cohort and case-control studies. 


 


Review aim: 


The review aimed to determine the 


relationship between snacking and body 


weight. 


 


Review funding: 


NR. Reviews written by the US Department 


of Agriculture to support development of 


their guidelines. 


 


Study funding: 


Funding for individual studies included in the 


review was not reported, however, the 


quality appraisal for the studies meeting our 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Healthy and those with elevated chronic 


disease risk; people with history of polyps 


adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma. 


Studies in diseased subjects, hospitalised 


patients, or malnourished or third world 


populations were excluded. 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 5 (5, n=16,634) 


Other: 1 (0) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Snacking: low-quality snacking (doughnuts, 


cakes or pastries, chips, candy (sweets) or 


chocolate bars); snacks and dessert servings 


per day; snack foods; snacking, energy-dense 


snacks (cookies/pastries, crackers/chips and 


sweets/confectionaries), and snacking whilst 


watching TV;  and energy dense snack foods 


(baked goods including cookies, pies, cakes 


and brownies; ice cream; potato and corn 


chips; chocolate and sweets; and sugar 


sweetened soda). Exposures were measured 


using food frequency questionnaires (4 


Result(s): 


Children 


[There was overlap with the review 


described by Mesas et al. 2012 [++] (3/5 


studies in common).] 


 


2/5 cohort studies found a positive 


relationship between snacking and body 


weight in children. In both cases the exact 


analyses being reported in the review as 


significant was unclear, and in one case the 


analyses appeared to reflect the association 


between obesity and snacking over time 


rather than the opposite. 


 


The individual results of the 2 studies finding 


a positive relationship are follows: 


-In one cohort study (n=1,188) BMI was 


associated with changes in the frequency of 


low-quality snacking over time (-0.31 [0.14], 


T=-2.22; p<0.05), such that while snacking 


increased in the sample over time, low-


quality snacking remained relatively stable 


in obese subjects. This assessment was 


essentially cross sectional, as snacking and 


BMI were assessed concurrently. 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: O 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Review population inclusion criteria were a 


mix of healthy people (matching the scope 


of this review) and those with elevated 


chronic disease risk (not matching the 


scope). 


Study design: Systematic review of 


systematic reviews and meta-analyses, RCTs 


or clinical controlled studies, large non-


randomized observational studies, cohort 


and case-control studies. One case-control 


study included in addition to cohort studies. 


Population: Review population inclusion 


criteria were healthy and those with 


elevated chronic disease risk. In one cohort 


study in adults the average BMI was 25kg/m2 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


scope reported that the sources of funding 


and investigators' affiliations were described 


and the studies were free from apparent 


conflicts of interest, apart from one cohort 


study in children which was not free from 


apparent conflict of interest.  


 


Multifactor review: No 


studies) and dietary recalls (1 study). 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI and BMI z-scores. Height and weight 


were self-reported in two studies and 


measured in three studies. Follow up varied 


from 1 year to an average of 7.7 years. 


 


 


 


The other cohort study (n=173 girls) found 


that girls who watched TV snacked more 


frequently (p<0.05) and girls who snacked 


more frequently had higher intake of fat 


from energy dense snacks (p<0.05), which 


was reported to predict their increase in BMI 


from age five to nine (p<0.05). It was 


unclear whether these analyses were cross 


sectional, and whether the latter result 


referred to the relationship between 


snacking as a whole, or just fat intake from 


snacks or just snacks eaten in front of the 


TV.  


 


One additional study (n=14,977) found a 


weak inverse association between snacking 


and weight change  in girls only (beta -0.007, 


p<0.05), but this was no longer significant 


after controlling for potential confounders 


(dieting status and maternal weight status). 


The other 2 studies  found no relationship 


between snacking and deserts and change in 


BMI z score over 1 year (n=118, study in 


teenagers 1 year post-partum; figures NR), 


or between total energy dense snack 


consumption and BMI z-score (n=173 girls, 


figures NR). 


 


[This review also assessed adults but was not 


prioritised for this age group as the studies 


included were also included in Mesas et al. 


2012] 


 


in women and 26kg/m2 in men. However, 


the review did not include studies on the use 


of snacking as a tool to lose weight in adults.  


Setting: unclear 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Limited and inconsistent evidence suggests 


that snacking is associated with increased 


body weight. (Conclusion based on all studies 


included in the review, which included 


studies in adults and one case-control study). 







 


Other factors 


Holiday weight gain 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Cook et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NA  


 


Review design: 


Prospective cohort 


 


Review aim: 


To assess whether holiday weight gain is 


associated with baseline BMI or total energy 


expenditure (TEE). 


 


Review funding: 


NA 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


n=443 men and women aged 40-69y who had 


participated in a previous cohort study 


(OPEN). 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


NA 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Change in weight was assessed for the US 


winter holiday season (Thanksgiving to New 


Year's).  


 


Baseline total energy expenditure (TEE) was 


assessed objectively via doubly labelled 


water, and estimated based on weight, 


height and age using Mifflin equations. PAEE 


(kcal/d) was calculated using these 


equations, and TEE. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight and height were objectively 


measured before and after the winter 


holiday season (mid-September to mid-


October and mid-January to early-March) 


 


Result(s): 


Mean weight change over the study, kg (SD) 


men: 0.9 kg (1.4), range -3.2 to 5.2kg 


women: 0.6 kg (1.3), range -3.4 to 4.2kg) 


p<0.05 for men vs. women 


 


Mean weight change over the study, % (SD) 


men: 1.0% (1.5%), range -4.0% to 5.4% 


women: 0.9% (1.8%), range -4.6% to 5.8%) 


p<0.05 for men vs. women. 


 


Weight increase >=0.5kg, n (%) 


men: 157 (65%) 


women: 117 (58%) 


 


Weight increase >=2.0kg, n (%) 


men: 40 (17%) 


women: 25 (12%) 


 


There was no significant difference in 


incidence of excessive weight gain (>2kg) 


across BMI categories (healthy, overweight, 


obese) within sexes 


Neither baseline TEE nor PAL were 


correlated with change in weight over the 


holiday season (TEE: r2<0.01, p=NS; PAL: 


r2<0.01, p=NS). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Applicable to the UK: No 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: NA 


Partial: NA 


Unclear: NA 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Participants were primarily white, educated, 


older individuals and may not be 


representative of the general US population.  


 


The analysis assumes that baseline PAL and 


TEE are representative of year round activity 


and energy expenditure, and are thus 


maintained during the holiday period. 


 


PAL was calculated based on previously 


published equations, and not measured 


directly for the study. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Secondary analysis of existing data from a 


larger cohort study.  


 


As a US based study, results are unlikely to 


be directly relevant to a UK population, 


given the extended holiday period due to the 


inclusion of Thanksgiving. 


 


Study did not assess energy intake, and was 


thus unable to either adjust for it or assess 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Evidence does not suggest that baseline 


physical activity level or total energy 


expenditure (after adjusting for weight, 


height and sex) are protective against weight 


gain during the Thanksgiving to New Year's 


period.  


 


Author's posit that winder holiday weight 


gain may be attributed to excess food 


consumption above weight maintenance 


requirements. 


its impact on energy balance and weight 


gain. 


 


NA 


 


Moreno et al. 2013 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NA  


 


Review design: 


Prospective cohort 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the impact of the school and 


summer environment on children's weight. 


 


Review funding: 


NA 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


n=3,588 children (mean baseline age 5.7 (SD 


0.3) enrolled in the 2005 kindergarten class 


in a Southeast Texas school district (n=41 


schools) 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


NA 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Time of year was divided between school 


year and summer months; differences in 


weight change between these two seasons 


were compared to determine the relative 


impact of summer vs. school year on weight 


gain in children. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Height and weight were objectively 


measured in the autumn and spring of each 


school year. 


 


Weight status was categorised as:  


Result(s): 


Over the five year follow-up period, change 


in BMI percentile was calculated for the 


summer  months and the school year.  


 


The generalized linear model identified a 


main effect of time, with a significant 


difference between zBMI during the school 


year and summer months (-0.52, 95% CI -0.59 


to -0.45, p<0.001).  


 


Across all participants, there was a reduction 


in BMI percentile, and an increase during the 


summer months. 


Mean five-year change in BMI percentile, 


mean (SD) 


School terms: -1.5 (25.1) 


Summer months: 5.2 (27.1) 


 


When assessed by baseline weight category, 


variation in BMI percentile changes were 


observed.  


From the school term to summer months, 


Applicable to the UK: Partial 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: NA 


Partial: NA 


Unclear: NA 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


No information provided on sample size or 


power calculations. 


 


No information provided on study attrition/% 


follow-up. 


 


Clustering in schools was accounted for in 


generalized linear models. 


 


NA 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Underweight (<5th BMI percentile) 


Normal weight (>=5th <85th BMI percentile; 


n=2,520) 


Overweight (>+85th <95th BMI percentile; 


n=542) 


Obese (>=95th BMI percentile; n=526) 


 


overweight and obese children experienced 


significantly greater changes in zBMI 


compared to normal weight children, 


however, there was no significant 


differences between overweight and obese 


children.  


Post hoc analysis revealed that overweight 


and obese children significantly decreased 


zBMI during the school year and increased 


during summer months, while normal weight 


children increased zBMI during both terms, 


although more so during the summer 


(p<0.001 for all weight categories). 


Mean five-year change in BMI percentile, 


mean (SD) during school term: 


Normal weight 0.4 (28.2) 


Overweight -7.9 (18.0) 


Obese -3.7 (9.6) 


 


Mean five-year change in BMI percentile, 


mean (SD) during summer months: 


Normal weight 6.2 (30.8) 


Overweight 4.2 (18.9) 


Obese 1.8 (8.2) 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Elementary school children have a significant 


increase in the rate of weight change during 


the summer holidays compared to the school 


year. The impact holiday:term time varied 


across baseline weight categories, with 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


overweight and obese children experiencing 


an increase in zBMI during the summer 


months, but a reduction during the school 


year; normal weight students increased zBMI 


during both time periods, but experienced a 


more rapid change during the summer 


months. 


Wagner et al. 2012 


 


Quality: - 


 


Search date: NA  


 


Review design: 


Longitudinal observational study 


 


Review aim: 


To quantify body composition changes from 


Thanksgiving to New Year's, and to assess the 


correlation between dietary or exercise 


factors and body composition changes during 


this period. 


 


Review funding: 


NA 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


n=37 adults aged 23 to 61 years in northern 


Utah 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


NA 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Measurements were taken on the Monday or 


Tuesday before Thanksgiving and again on 


the Monday or Tuesday following New Years 


Day. 


 


Physical activity and dietary habits were 


assessed before and after the holiday period 


with a brief questionnaire (assessed fruit, 


vegetable, alcohol intake and days per week 


engaged in exercise; the period covered by 


the questionnaire [e.g. diet and exercise 


during the previous 30 days] was not 


reported) 


 


Outcome(s): 


Height, weight, WC, % body fat were 


objectively measured by researchers. 


 


Result(s): 


Over the six week study period, body 


composition changes included: 


 


Weight, mean (SD)  


pre-holiday: 74.0kg (17.8) 


post-holiday: 73.9kg (18.1) 


p=0.876 


 


BMI, mean (SD)  


pre-holiday: 25.3kg/m2 (5.3) 


post-holiday: 25.3kg/m2 (5.4) 


p=0.857 


 


Percentage body fat, mean (SD)  


pre-holiday: 25.4% (9.0) 


post-holiday: 25.4% (8.9) 


p=0.974 


 


WC, mean (SD)  


pre-holiday: 82.0cm (12.6) 


post-holiday: 82.9cm (12.5) 


p=0.013 


 


There were no significant differences in 


change in the various body composition 


measures between normal weight (n=22) and 


Applicable to the UK: No 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: NA 


Partial: NA 


Unclear: NA 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Study may not have been sufficiently 


powered to deted changes in body weight. 


 


The small but statistically significant 


observed increase in WC may have arisen 


due to measurement error, as WC is more 


prone to higher measurement variability 


than other measures of body composition. 


 


Sample may not be representative of the 


general population in dietary habits (The 


majority of participants were white, well 


educated females with a healthy BMI 


[<25kg/m2]; 10% reported drinking alochol, 


vs. 64% of the general US population). 


 


Review team limitations: 


Small sample size (n=37). 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


overweight individuals (n=12), nor between 


men (n=13) and women (n=21). 


 


Over the six week study period, diet and PA 


changes included: 


 


vegetable intake, mean (SD)  


pre-holiday: 8.6 cups/week (8.3) 


post-holiday: 6.1 cups/week (4.0) 


p=0.034 


 


Soda intake, mean (SD)  


pre-holiday: 1.5 cans/week (2.2) 


post-holiday: 2.2 cans/week (2.6) 


p=0.028 


 


"Splurging" (number of days overeating), 


mean (SD)  


pre-holiday: 1.6 days/week (1.9) 


post-holiday: 2.5 days/week (2.1) 


p=0.019 


 


Social events (not further defined), mean 


(SD)  


pre-holiday: 1.6 days/week (1.5) 


post-holiday: 2.6 days/week (1.7) 


p=0.044 


 


Exercise, mean (SD)  


pre-holiday: 3.7 days/week (2.0) 


post-holiday: 2.6 days/week (2.3) 


p=0.001 


 


Only the number of days overeating was 


Effect sizes were provided for variables that 


varied significantly over the six week study 


period, however no information was 


provided on the analyses or statistic used to 


evaluate effect size. 


 


NA 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


reported to be significantly correlated with 


body composition changes: 


Weight: r=0.8, p=0.004) 


BMI: r=0.50, p=0.003) 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Despite changes in dietary and exercise 


habits during the six week holiday period, no 


significant changes in most measures of body 


composition were observed. 


Yanovski et al. 2000 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NA  


 


Review design: 


Prospective observational study 


 


Review aim: 


To estimate holiday weight gain in adults. 


 


Review funding: 


NA 


 


Study funding: 


National Institute of Child Health and Human 


Development, Office of Research on Minority 


Health  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults in good general health (n=200) 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


NA 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


The study period was split into three 6 to 8 


week periods: 


 


Pre-holiday (late September/early October 


to mid-November [before Thanksgiving]) 


Holiday (late November to early/mid January 


[Thanksgiving to New Years]) 


Post-holiday (mid/late January to late 


February/early March) 


 


A follow-up assessment the following late 


September/early October was conducted to 


assess the long term impact of any holiday 


weight gain. 


Result(s): 


ANOVA revealed a significant increase in 


weight during the entire study period 


(p=0.01).  


Change in weight varied according to time 


period, mean change (SD): 


pre-holiday 0.18 kg  (1.49), p=0.09 


holiday period  0.37 kg (SD 1.52), p<0.001) 


post-holiday -0.07 kg (1.14), p=0.36) 


 


The weight change during the holiday period 


was not significantly different from that seen 


during the pre-holiday months (p=0.23), but 


was significantly greater than that seen 


during the post-holiday period (p=0.002). 


 


Over the entire time period 


(September/early October to 


February/March) participants had an 


significant mean weight gain of 0.48kg (SD 


2.22); p=0.003. 


Applicable to the UK: No 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: NA 


Partial: NA 


Unclear: NA 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


 


Review team limitations: 


Convenience sample; majority of 


participants were employees of the US 


National Institutes of Health. 


 


Study retention for the primary analysis was 


good (98%); 85% of subjects participated in 


longer term follow-up. 


 


NA 


 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Outcome(s): 


Weight was objectively measured on four 


occasions (beginning of the pre-holiday 


period; between pre-holiday and holiday 


periods; between holiday and post-holiday 


period; at end of post-holiday period). 


 


 


When assessing the frequency distribution of 


weight change, the majority of subjects did 


not experience a large change in weight 


(>50% of measurements were within 1kg (+/-


)of the previous measurement. 


 


Baseline BMI was not significantly correlated 


with amount of weight change during the 


holiday period (r2=0.006). When assessed by 


categorical weight status, however, there 


was a trend of greater likelihood of weight 


gain of 2.3kg or more with increasing weight 


status (not overweight, overweight or 


obese). This correlates to a weight gain of 


3% or more based on the average baseline 


weight across participants. 


 


Correlation with other self-reported factors 


were assessed (changes in level of perceived 


stress, hunger or activity; changes in 


smoking habits, presence of seasonal 


affective disorder, number of parties or 


receptions attended). From these analyses, 


two were found to be significantly correlated 


to holiday weight gain: 


 


Change in activity was significantly inversely 


associated with weight (p=0.01); change in 


hunger was significantly positively associated 


with weight (p<0.001). 


 


Overall, 165 participants returned for weight 


assessment the following 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


September/October; there was no significant 


change in weight between the end of the 


post-holiday period and approximately seven 


months later (mean (SD) weight change 


0.21kg (SD 2.3), p=0.13), indicating that 


weight gained during the holiday season may 


not be reversed during the rest of the year. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Average holiday weight gain is lower than 


previous reported, however, as the average 


gain of 0.48 kg is not reversed during the 


course of the rest of the year, it likely 


contributes to the increase in body mass that 


is commonly observed throughout adulthood. 







 


Monitoring 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Bravata et al. 2007 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: NR  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs and observational 


studies 


 


Review aim: 


To evaluate the association of pedometer 


use with physical activity and health 


outcomes among outpatient adults. 


 


Review funding: 


National Institute on Ageing, NSF 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


NR 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 8 (unclear) 


Cohort: 18 (unclear) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Across the RCTs, interventions included 


provision of a pedometer (participants were 


encouraged to view and record daily step 


counts). 


 


Four studies did not incorporate a step goal, 


eight included a goal of 10,000 steps/day, 


and 17 included a step goal other than 


10,000/day (range 2,000 up to 8,800) or 


other physical activity goal.  


 


Intervention duration ranged from 3 to 104 


weeks. 


 


Outcome(s): 


BMI was the only weight related outcome 


reported; assessment methods NR. 


 


Result(s): 


BMI was assessed in 18 studies (n=562). It is 


not clear which studies were included in the 


analysis (study design and participant 


characteristics unclear).  


 


Regression analysis suggests that across the 


studies, BMI significantly decrease from 


baseline (mean change -0.38 kg/m2, 95% CI -


0.05 to -0.72, p=0.03). The decrease was 


associated with older age (p=0.001), white 


ethnicity (n=0.009), having a step goal 


(n=0.04) and longer intervention duration 


(p=0.07 for trend). Decrease in BMI was not 


associated with baseline steps/day, changes 


in steps/day, sex, diet counselling or 


baseline BMI. 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Use of pedometers may be associated with 


clinical relevant reductions in weight. 


 


Authors note that while pedometer users had 


significant reductions to BMI, the weight loss 


was not a function of increased daily steps, 


suggesting that intervention participant 


increased PA that was not captured by the 


pedometer, or decreased energy intake. 


Applicable to the UK: Unclear 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D, Set 


Partial: P 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Dietary intake was not assessed by the 


majority of studies, making it impossible to 


account for the potential confounder of 


reduced energy intake on weight loss in 


analyses. 


 


Studies were generally small, with short 


follow-up and heterogenous design. Few 


provided detailed information on 


participants.  


 


Due to the use of mulitple behaviour change 


techniques (monitoring through pedometers 


and diaries; support in the form of 


counselling; and goal setting) it is not 


possible to determine the individual 


contribution of these components on PA or 


BMI. 


 


Review team limitations: 


All RCTs were small (RCT size range 21 to 62 


participants). 


 


The majority of participants across studies 


were female (85%). 
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Due to the relatively short duration of the 


included studies, it is not known whether 


monitoring through the use of pedometers 


has long term weight maintenance benefits. 


 


The mean BMI of participants in the 18 


studies with weight related outcomes was 


approximately 30 kg/m2 (the commonly used 


cutoff for obesity in adults). It is not possible 


to determine the whether pedometers are 


associated with weight maintenance and 


obesity prevention in healthy weight 


individuals based on the reviews 


presentation of the results. 


 


Eleven studies enrolled participants based on 


overweight/obesity status, or health status 


(diabetes, coronary artery disease, 


hypertension, arthritis). 


 







 


Sleep 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Chen et al. 2008 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: May 2007  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of RCTs, cohort, cross-


sectional and case control studies. 


 


Review aim: 


To quantitatively evaluate the relationship 


between sleep duration and childhood 


obesity. 


 


Review funding: 


U.S. National Institute of Diabetes and 


Digestive and Kidney Diseases, USDA, Johns 


Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Children aged 0 to 18 years 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 3 (3, n=10,189) 


Other: 14 (cross-sectional and case control) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Across the studies, sleep duration was the 


exposure; the majority of studies used self-


report measures to assess sleep duration, 


one study used wrist actigraphy, and another 


used both self-report and time-diary for 


assessment. 


 


For the main meta-analyses, the review 


compared 'shorter', 'much shorter' and 


'shortest' sleep duration to recommended 


duration.  


The following age specific durations were 


used for each category: 


 


'Shorter'  


<5y: 10-11hr 


5-10y: 9-10hr 


>10y: 8-9hr 


 


'Much shorter' 


<5y: 9-10hr 


5-10y: 8-9hr 


>10y: 7-8hr 


 


Result(s): 


All 17 studies reported a significant 


association between shorter sleep duration 


and obesity in at least one comparison or 


sex. 


 


For the main meta-analyses, the review 


compared 'shorter' (≤1 hour less than 


recommended duration), 'much shorter' (1-2 


hours less than recommended) and 'shortest' 


(>2 hours less) sleep duration to 


recommended age-specific sleep durations. 


 


Meta-analysis of 11 studies  (2 cohort, 9 


cross sectional, n=128,604) found that across 


the assessed ages (0 to 18 years) 'shorter' 


sleep duration was associated with a 43% 


increased odds of overweight or obesity 


compared to age-specific recommended 


hours of sleep (pooled OR 1.43, 95% CI 1.07 


to 1.91). 


 


Subgroup analysis for shorter vs. 


recommended by sex revealed a significant 


relationship in boys (OR 2.57, 95% CI 1.19 to 


5.57) but not girls (OR 1.33, 95% CI 0.83 to 


2.12). 


 


Subgroup analysis for shorter vs. 


recommended by age revealed a significant 


relationship in those aged under 10y (OR 


1.38, 95% CI 1.00 to 1.90) and those aged 


10y or more (OR 1.57, 95% CI 1.25 to 1.97). 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D 


Unclear: P, Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Potential selection bias, failure to adjust for 


some potential confounders.  


 


Differences in study populations, assessment 


of exposure and covariates and classification 


of outcomes may result in heterogeneity and 


affect pooled estimates.  


 


Analysis is mainly based on cross-sectional 


studies, and cannot establish causality.  


 


Bias from individual studies assessed as 


small, and unlikely to influence results. 


 


Likely measurement errors based on self-


report/survey assessment of sleep duration. 


Validity of self- or proxy-reported sleep 


duration needs to be investigated. 


 


Most assessed studies did not included 


mental health status as potential 


confounder; depression is well know to 


affect sleep. 


 


Review team limitations: 
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'Shortest' 


<5y: <9hr 


5-10y: <8hr 


>10y: <7hr 


 


Reference/Recommended  


<5y: >=11hr 


5-10y: >=10hr 


>10y:- >=9hr 


 


Outcome(s): 


All studies included measurement of BMI, 


which was used to categorize overweight and 


obesity status. Definition/cutoff varied 


across assessed studies; the majority of 


included studies used the age- and sex- 


specific BMI cutoff points recommended by 


the International Obesity Task Force; some 


studies used the 2000 CDC Growth Chart 85th 


and 95th percentile to define overweight and 


obesity.  


 


BMI assessment methods across studies NR. 


 


 


Meta-analysis of 8 studies (2 cohort, 6 cross-


sectional, n=40,164) found that across the 


assessed ages 'much shorter' sleep duration 


was associated with a 60% increased odds of 


overweight or obesity compared to age-


specific recommended sleep duration 


(pooled OR 1.60, 95% CI 1.22 to 2.10). 


 


Subgroup analysis for  much shorter vs. 


recommended by sex revealed a stronger 


relationship in boys (OR 2.13, 95% CI 1.58 to 


2.87) than girls (OR 1.30, 95% CI 1.00 to 


1.69) (p<0.05 between sexes). 


Subgroup analysis for much shorter vs. 


recommended by age revealed a significant 


relationship in those aged under 10y (OR 


1.61, 95% CI 1.18 to 2.19) and those aged 


10y or more (OR 1.47, 95% CI 1.14 to 1.89). 


 


Meta-analysis of 5 studies (all cross-


sectional, n=25,614) found that across the 


assessed ages 'shortest' sleep duration was 


associated with a 92% increased odds of 


overweight obesity compared to age-specific 


recommended sleep duration (pooled OR 


1.92, 95% CI 1.15 to 3.20). 


 


Subgroup analysis for shortest vs. 


recommended by sex revealed a significant 


relationship in boys (OR 3.28, 95% CI 2.31 to 


4.46) but not girls (OR 1.19, 95% CI 0.91 to 


1.555) (p<0.05 between sexes). 


Subgroup analysis for shortest vs. 


Based on the large number of cross-sectional 


studies in the analysis, it is not possible to 


determine whether short sleep duration 


preceded weight status; possible that 


overweight/obese children and adolescents 


sleep for shorter durations for reasons 


associated with weight status (e.g. sleep 


apnoea). 


 


Study design: 14/17 were cross sectional or 


case control designs 


Population: unclear health/weight status of 


included participants 


Setting: unclear 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


recommended by age revealed a significant 


relationship in those aged under 10y (OR 


2.09, 95% CI 1.49 to 2.92) but not those aged 


10y or more (OR 1.77, 95% CI 0.74 to 4.25). 


Meta-regression found that for each 1h 


increase in sleep duration, there was a 9% 


reduction in odds of overweight/obesity 


(pooled OR 0.91, 95% CI 0.84 to 1.00, 


p=0.044).  


 


Analysis by gender 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Meta-analysis demonstrates a clear 


association between short sleep duration and 


increased obesity risk in children. 


 


The pooled effects are supported by results 


from the three included prospective cohort 


studies that show a clear and consistent 


relationship between early life short sleep 


duration and obesity later in childhood. 


Magee and Hale 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Oct 2010  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of longitudinal 


observational studies 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


None reported 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 20 (11, n=120,690 adults/ 7, 


n=10,959 children) 


Other: 0 


 


Result(s): 


Adults 


13 studies were identified in adult 


populations; baseline age ranged from 18 to 


81 years and follow-up ranged from 6 months 


to 16 years. 


 


Four studies (n=69,123 in women only 


studies, n=3,803 men only studies, n=496 in 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Three main limitations were identified: 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


 


Review aim: 


To assess the relationship between sleep 


duration and subsequent weight gain in 


adults and children. 


 


Review funding: 


US National Institute of Child Health and 


Human Development and National Institute 


of Aging. 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Adults 


12 of the 13 studies used self-reported sleep 


duration; one study used actigraphy to assess 


exposure. 


 


Short sleep duration definition varied 


between <=5 hrs. up to 6 hours; long sleep 


duration definition varied from 8 to >10 hrs.; 


comparator durations ranged from 7-8hrs. 


 


Children 


Studies consistently reported results for 


short sleep duration, but did not consistently 


define hours/day in the category. All seven 


studies relied on parental report to assess 


sleep duration. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Adults 


 


The majority of studies used objective 


measures of height and weight; five studies 


used self-report height and weight, and one 


used objectively measured height and self-


reported weight. 


 


Children 


Outcomes included overweight, obesity and 


BMI. Height and weight were self (parent) 


reported for all studies. 


 


mixed sex studies) reported a significant 


relationship between short sleep duration 


and several weight related outcomes, but 


not between long sleep duration and these 


outcomes. The individual studies found that 


short sleep duration was associated with 


(across studies): 


-Odds of obesity varied depending on age of 


exposure: age 27 OR 8.2 (95% CI 1.9 to 36.3), 


p<0.01; age 29 OR 4.6 (95% CI 1.13 to 16.5), 


p<0.05; age 34 OR 3.5 (95% CI 1.0 to 12.2), 


p<0.05 (outcome age NR) 


-Increased BMI over 4 years: β=0.015 kg/m2, 


95% CI 0.03 to 0.27 


-Weight gain over 16 years: sleep duration ≤5 


hours 0.78 kg (95% CI 0.13 to 1.44) greater 


weight gain compared to ≥7 hours (RR of 15 


kg weight gain 1.28 , 95% CI 1.15 to 1.42); 


sleep duration 6 hours. vs. ≥7 hours  RR of 15 


kg weight gain 1.10  (1.04 to 1.17) 


-Likelihood of retaining 5 kg at 1 year 


postpartum: OR 3.13 (95% CI 1.42 to 6.94), 


p=0.02 


 


Four studies (n=39,470) identified a 


significant U-shaped relationship between 


sleep and weight related outcomes (both 


short and long sleep duration were 


significantly associated with weight). Short 


sleep duration associated with: 


Increased weight: 1.84kg (95% CI 1.13 to 


2.62) greater weight gain, and 35% greater 


likelihood of a 5kg weight gain; >=5kg weight 


gain in females (NS in males): OR 3.41, 95% 


 


1) diminishing association between short 


sleep duration and weight over time since 


transitioning to a short duration sleep 


pattern - there appear to be age related 


changes in the association between sleep 


duration and weight. The reasons underlying 


these differences are not clear.  


 


2) studies adjusted for a wide range of 


potential confounders.  Inclusion of 


appropriate confounding variables (e.g. 


sleep related problems, media use, and 


behavioural confounders) may influence the 


strength and significance of associations.  


 


3) measurement of exposure and outcome 


variables - only one study used an objective 


measure for the exposure; self-reported 


sleep may be biased towards over reporting. 


Only studies using objectively measured 


outcomes reported a U-shaped relationship 


between sleep and weight in adults. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Short sleep duration definition not 


consistently identified in children. 


 


Population: one study (n=940) included 


mothers 6 months post-partum in a weight 


loss study; one study recruited 


postmenopausal overweight women only; 
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and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


CI 1.34 to 8.69. 


Increased BMI: in people aged less than 40y, 


but not in those over 40y (data and 


comparator hours NR; p<0.001); In men: <5hr 


beta 0.016, 95% CI 0.024 to 0.146, p<0.01; 5-


6hr beta 0.013, 95% CI 0.001 to 0.061, 


p<0.04 (no significant relationship in 


females). 


 


Long sleep duration associated with: 


Increased weight: 1.49kg (95% CI 0.92 to 


2.48) greater weight gain, and 25% greater 


likelihood of a 5kg weight gain; >=5kg weight 


gain in females (NS in males): 8hr OR : 3.03, 


95% CI 1.29 to 7.12;  9hr OR 3.77, 95% CI 


1.55 to 9.17. 


Increased BMI: in people aged less than 40y, 


but not in those over 40y (data and 


comparator hours NR; p<0.001); in males 


>=9hr beta 0.018, 95% CI 0.079 to 0.340, 


p<0.01 (no significant relationship in 


females). 


 


Five studies (n=173 in women only studies, 


n=10,289 in mixed sex studies) found no 


significant relationship between sleep 


duration and weight related outcomes. The 


direction of the non-significant effect in 


these studies ranged from small inverse 


relationships in 3 studies to small positive 


relationship in 1 study (direction of effect NR 


for one study). This group of studies included 


the only study using actigraphy measurement 


of sleep duration (beta coefficient for 







 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


relationship between sleep and 5 year 


change in BMI: -0.02, 95% CI -0.30 to 0.025), 


and also included the two studies in 


overweight or obese populations. 


 


Children 


Seven studies (n=10,959) were identified in 


children, with mean baseline age ranging 


from 0 to 12 years, and follow-up ranging 


from 3 to 27 years. All seven studies 


reported a significant inverse association 


between sleep duration and weight related 


outcomes: 


Overweight: sleep at age 3-4 was associated 


with overweight risk at age 9.5 (p<0.01, 


other data NR); longer sleep duration at age 


9 associated with reduced odds of 


overweight at age 12 (OR 0.60, 95% CI 0.36 


to 0.99, p<0.05); 


Obesity: sleep at age 5 was associated with 


reduced obesity odds at age 32 (OR 0.65, 


95% CI 0.43 to 0.97, p=0.034); <10.5h sleep 


at age 3 associated with higher odds of 


obesity at age 7 (OR 1.45, 95% CI 1.10 to 


1.89, p<0.01); <10h sleep consistently 


between ages 0-2.5 years associated with 


increased odds of both overweight/obesity 


at age 6 (OR 4.2, 95% CI 1.6 to 11.1; 


comparator NR). 


BMI: <12hr sleep at age 0 associated with 


increased odds of overweight at age 3 (OR 


2.04, 95% CI 1.07 to 3.91) 


BMI z score: <12h sleep at age 0 associated 


with significantly higher BMI z-score at age 3 
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and Outcomes 
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(beta 0.16, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.29) 


 


One study found that the association was 


significant among younger children (age 3 to 


7.9 each additional hour of sleep associated 


with reduced probability of overweight (beta 


-0.061, p<0.01) after 5 years, but not among 


older children (results NR; age 8-12.9 at 


baseline). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Shorter sleep duration is consistently 


associated with weight gain in children. 


Inconsistent associations between sleep 


duration and weight gain were seen in 


adults. 







 


Stress 


Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Wardle et al. 2011 


 


Quality: ++ 


 


Search date: Jan 2009  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review and meta-analysis of 


prospective cohort studies 


 


Review aim: 


To examine the relationship between 


psychosocial stress and adiposity. 


 


Review funding: 


Kanae Foundation for the Promotion of 


Medical Science, the National Prevention 


Research Initiative, British Heart Foundation, 


Cancer Research UK 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


Adults (>=16 yrs.) not suffering from severe 


illness 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Cohort: 14 (13, n=22,571) 


Other: 0 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Psychosocial stress exposures included: 


perceived stress; job demand-control-


support; effort-reward imbalance; childhood 


adversity; job stress; job dissatisfaction; 


caregiver stress' negative life change; daily 


hassles' life events; and financial security 


concerns. Exposure assessment methods 


were widely unreported. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Outcomes included BMI, WC, and WHR, all of 


which were assessed during a clinical exam. 


 


Result(s): 


Fourteen studies were identified, which 


included 32 comparisons. Participant age 


ranged from 7 to 70 years (only one study in 


children), and follow-up ranged from 1 to 28 


years. 


 


Eight comparisons (25%) reported significant 


positive associations between psychosocial 


stress and weight related outcomes. Two 


comparisons (6.3%) reported significant 


inverse associations between stress and 


weight outcomes and 22 comparisons (68.8%) 


reported no association between the 


variables. 


 


Overall meta-analysis of the 32 comparisons 


reveal a small significant association 


between all measures of psychosocial stress 


and all weight outcomes (r=0.014, 95% CI 


0.002 to 0.025, p=0.023, no significant 


heterogeneity found). When assessed as an 


aggregate effect across the 14 studies, the 


association was no longer significant 


(r=0.011, 95% CI -0.007 to 0.029, p=0.22, no 


significant heterogeneity). 


 


Subgroup analysis by duration of follow-up 


revealed no significant association among 


studies with less than 5 year follow-up 


(r=0.008, 95% CI -0.023 to 0.039, p=0.60). 


Those with longer term follow-up did have 


significant correlations (r=0.016, 95% CI 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: D 


Partial: P, Set 


Unclear: None 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


Given the variability in correlation across the 


studies, there is likely to be moderating 


variables that have yet to be elucidated. 


 


Review team limitations: 


Review assessed the association between 


stress and adiposity, but not between stress 


alleviating behaviours and adiposity. 


 


Work stress was included as an exposure; 


one study enrolled only individuals with 


diabetes mellitus. 
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0.004 to 0.028, p=0.009, no significant 


heterogeneity). 


 


In the 20 comparisons that controlled for 


potential confounders (age, sex, smoking, 


SES) no significant correlation was seen 


(r=0.013, 95% CI -0.000 to 0.026, p=0.056).  


 


Subgroup analysis by sex revealed significant 


associations in men (r=0.024, 95% CI 0.006 to 


0.042, p=0.010) but not women (r=0.017, 


95% CI -0.008 to 0.042, p=0.17). 


 


When outcomes were analysed separately, 


only WC was significantly correlated with 


stress (r=0.025, 95% CI 0.001 to 0.048, 


p=0.044). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Psychosocial stress is a risk factor for weight 


gain, however, effects are very small. 
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Review Overview Included studies,  Intervention/Exposure 


and Outcomes 


Main results and conclusions Applicability and limitations 


Cunningham et al. 2012 


 


Quality: + 


 


Search date: Feb 2012  


 


Review design: 


Systematic review of any study type. 


 


Review aim: 


To critically analyze available data regarding 


whether and how body weight can be 


affected by close social contacts, especially 


friends. 


 


Review funding: 


NIH 


 


Study funding: 


NR  


 


Multifactor review: No 


Study participant inclusion criteria: 


NR 


 


Total # studies (# relevant and n=): 


RCT: 0 


Longitudinal: 8 (1, n=790) 


Other: 8 (cross sectional or not specified) 


 


Intervention/exposure description: 


Exposures from the five studies on friends' 


communication regarding weight included: 


number of friends who pressure to diet 


(none, some, half, most/all); friends 


discourage unhealthy eating; friends 


encourage unhealthy eating; friends 


discourage PA; friends encourage PA; friends 


are preoccupied with weight and dieting; 


friends give anti-dieting advice; 


conversations about appearances with 


friends; friends tease about weight. These 


exposures were assessed via self-report. 


 


Outcome(s): 


Outcomes from the five studies on friends' 


communication regarding weight included: 


overweight or risk of overweight; BMI; 


weight change over two years; change in % 


overweight over 10 years. Outcome 


assessment methods were not reported. 


 


Result(s): 


Five studies  assessed the impact of friends' 


communication about weight  behaviours on 


weight related outcomes.  


 


Two of these studies were longitudinal 


designs (unclear if they were prospective 


cohort studies) and the other three were 


cross sectional or the design was not 


specified. One of the longitudinal studies 


was specifically in children enrolled in 


weight loss programmes, and is outside the 


scope of the current review. 


 


Overall, the studies found significant but 


modest associations between communication 


with friends on weight and weight related 


behaviours and BMI.  


 


One longitudinal study (n=790) among 


women aged 18 to 23 assessed the 


association of friends encouraging healthy 


eating, and either encouraging or 


discouraging PA with BMI and 2-year weight 


change.  


Friends encouraging unhealthy eating or 


discouraging PA was not significantly 


associated with BMI (data NR).  


Friends encouraging unhealthy eating or PA 


was not significantly associated with 2-year 


weight change (data NR). 


Friends discouraging PA was significantly 


associated with 2-year weight change 


Applicable to the UK: Yes 


 


Alignment to NICE review scope: 


Complete: None 


Partial: D, P 


Unclear: Set 


 


Authors’ limitations:  


NR 


 


Review team limitations: 


Friends' communication about weight was 


one of three categories of exposure assessed 


(but the one most directly related to 


support). Weight/BMI within friend groups 


was found to be significantly correlated. 


 


The majority of studies were cross-sectional 


and involved adolescents. However, the only 


relevant primary study was amongst young 


adult women. 


 


Populations included individuals enrolled in 


weight loss programmes; some population 


weight characteristics were not reported. 


Study designs include longitudinal, cross-


sectional and intervention studies.  


The setting and population selection criteria 


were unclear. 
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(regression coefficient 0.14, p<=0.01). 


 


Adverse Effects: 


NR 


 


Conclusions: 


Limited evidence was identified that friends' 


communication about weight and weight 


related behaviours influences weight. 
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Glossary 


Content analysis: is a method for studying the content of communication. Manifest 


content analysis refers to analysing what a person has definitely written or said. This 


is opposed to analysing latent content, which refers to what a person intended to say 


or write. 


Dependability: In a qualitative context, dependability describes how replicable or 


repeatable the findings are; accounting for the changing context in which qualitative 


research occurs. It is the qualitative equivalent of the quantitative term, reliability. For 


example, would similar views and conclusions be reported if the same study was re-


run?  


Ethnography: is a qualitative research design aimed at exploring cultural 


phenomena. 


Gain frame: phrasing a statement that describes an outcome or behavioural 


alternative to emphasise its benefits in terms of its positive features. For example, a 


physical activity message might read, “children enjoy running around and burning off 


energy helps them concentrate at school and sleep well at night”. 


Grounded theory: is a systematic social science methodology. Rather than 


beginning with a hypothesis or theory, it seeks to generate one through a staged 


process. First data are collected; key points are then marked with a series of codes; 


codes are grouped into similar concepts; concepts and then grouped into categories. 


The categories form the basis for creating a theory or hypothesis. Hence, the theory 


is built from the data upwards.  


Loss frame: phrasing a statement that describes an outcome or behavioural 


alternative in terms of its costs. For example, a message about children might read, 


“one of us will die of heart disease or diabetes when we’re older because of the 


foods our parents let us eat now”. 


Manifest content analysis: see content analysis. 
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Message framing: the way that an equivalent message is phrased in terms of its 


benefits (see gain frame) or costs (see loss frame). The message framing does not 


alter the meaning of the message.  


Thematic analysis: is an analysis approach common in qualitative research. It 


concerns identifying, examining, and recording patterns or "themes" within data. It is 


often performed through a process of coding in 6 phases to create established and 


meaningful patterns. These phases are familiarisation with data, generating initial 


codes, searching for themes among codes, reviewing themes, defining and naming 


themes, and producing a final report. It is synonymous with thematic content 


analysis. 


Transferability: refers to the degree to which the results of qualitative research can 


be generalised or transferred to other contexts or settings.  


Transtheoretical model (TTM): is a conceptual model of behaviour change 


including a core concept of “stages of change”, which are ordered categories along a 


continuum of motivational readiness to change a behaviour. 
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1 Executive Summary 


1.1 Introduction 


This evidence review aims to support a partial update of the existing guideline on 


obesity (NICE clinical guideline 43 2006) focussing on section 1.1.1. The evidence 


review has two parts. Review 1, a systematic review of systematic reviews, assesses 


the effectiveness of strategies that may help people maintain a healthy weight and 


prevent excess weight gain. This is described in a separate report. Review 2, the 


focus of this report, supported Review 1 by addressing the following related research 


question: 


 What are the views of people in the UK about the acceptability of messages about 


individually modifiable behaviours to help maintain a healthy weight or prevent 


excess weight gain, for example regarding message framing and language? 


1.2 Methods 


Review methodology was based on the methods and processes outlined in the NICE 


manual: Methods for development of NICE public health guidance (third edition, 


2012).  


Briefly, the steps in this review were: 


 Identifying relevant UK primary qualitative research studies by systematic 


searches of electronic literature databases, including grey literature and 


supplemental searches 


 Identifying relevant systematic reviews from systematic searches of electronic 


literature databases carried out for review 1 


 Selecting relevant studies against standardised inclusion criteria  


 Extracting data on study characteristics and assessing the quality and relevance 


of the included studies 


 Using thematic analysis to code qualitative data into emergent patterns (or 


conceptual “themes”) relevant to the acceptability of messages about maintaining 


a healthy weight or preventing excess weight gain 


 Narratively summarising findings and drafting evidence statements  
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Full details are described in sections 3.1 to 3.5 of this report. 


1.3 Results  


Seven UK primary studies (Croker et al. 2009 [++], Department of Health 2008 [+], 


Gray et al. 2008 [++], Marno 2011 [+], Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 [+], NHS 


Somerset 2011 [+], Tailor and Ogden 2009 [+]) and 2 non-UK systematic reviews 


(Boylan et al. 2012 [+], Latimer et al. 2010 [+]) were included in this review.  


The studies were not a homogenous group. There was large variation in study 


research questions, analysis, study relevance, study populations (including individual 


weight status of participants), and variable reporting of underlying methodology to 


inform quality assessment. See summary Table 1 and Table 2 as well as Evidence 


Tables in section 12 for further details. 


From the 7 UK studies, this review identified 6 emergent conceptual themes to 


consider when developing acceptable messages about maintaining a healthy weight 


or preventing weight gain. They include: 


 language (including weight status terminology, tone, and general style) 


 message framing 


 attitudes to receiving more information 


 combined messages 


 conflicting messages 


 health consequences 


In addition, 1 non-UK systematic review included suggestions for the general content 


of healthy weight guidelines (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) and both provided evidence in 


favour of message tailoring in some circumstances (Boylan et al. 2012 [+], Latimer et 


al. 2010 [+]), a theme not identified in the 7 UK studies reviewed. 


These themes are summarised into 11 evidence statements to inform the drafting of 


messages about maintaining a healthy weight or preventing excess weight gain. The 


salience of each conceptual theme should be considered in the specific 


communication context in which they will be applied. 
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1.4 Evidence statements 


Evidence Statement 1: Underlying characteristics 


Evidence from 7 UK primary studies (2 [++]1,2, 5 [+],3,4,5,6,7) and 2 (+) non-UK 


systematic reviews8,9 provided limited insight into how views on message 


acceptability might vary by age, gender, or personal weight status. 


Two studies1,8 briefly commented there might be variation in the acceptability of 


messages by age but neither explored this in any depth. For example, 1 (++) study1 


reported younger participants in particular recognised the term "obese" as a clinical 


or medical term that did not necessarily equate with the negative perceptions usually 


associated with the term, but opinion was divided among older people.  


Applicability to the UK: The primary studies1,2,3,4,5,6,7 are directly applicable to the 


UK. One systematic review8 included predominantly non-UK studies potentially 


limiting its UK applicability. The second review 2 did not report the country in which 


included studies took place, so its UK applicability is unclear. 


1 Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


2 Croker et al. 2009 (++) 


3 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


4 Marno 2011 (+) 


5 Tailor and Ogden 2009 (+) 


6 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


7 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 (+) 


8 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 


9 Latimer et al. 2010 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 2: Language (weight status sensitivity) 


Evidence from 3 UK primary studies (1 [++]1, [+]2,3) indicated communicating weight 


status can be a sensitive issue socially1 and for health professionals2,3. For example, 


some overweight or obese adults reacted negatively to being described as ‘fat’ or 


‘obese’ socially because the terms were perceived to be associated with laziness or 


greed1. Health professionals also reported that telling parents their child was 


overweight might be taken as an insult2. Another study indicated health professionals 


might not be able to rely on a single “one size fits all” approach to discussing excess 


weight with people because individuals react differently to different terminology1 (See 


Evidence Statement 3). 


Applicability to the UK: All 3 studies are directly applicable to the UK. 


1 Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


2 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


3 Marno 2011 (+)  
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Evidence Statement 3: Language (weight status terminology) 


Evidence from 4 UK primary studies (1 [++]1, 3 [+]2,3,4) and 1 (+) non-UK systematic 


review5 indicated that specific terminology to describe weight status can affect the 


acceptability of messages about maintaining a healthy weight or preventing excess 


weight gain.  


Terms described as broadly unacceptable included obesity2,3,5 , obese1, fat1, 


excessive fat1 and fatness5. Acceptable terms included overweight, heavy, large, 


high BMI, unhealthy BMI and excessive weight1. Some acceptable terms (such as 


overweight and large) were not perceived to be likely to motivate weight loss1.  Two 


studies provided inconsistent views on whether the term “weight” was acceptable2,5 . 


Using the phrase “your weight may be damaging your health” influenced the 


emotional impact and comprehension of consequences compared with being told, 


“you are obese” 4. 


Applicability to the UK: Only the results of the systematic review5 are not directly 


applicable to the UK as it contained predominantly non-UK research. 


1 Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


2 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


3 Marno 2011 (+) 


4 Tailor and Ogden 2009 (+) 


5 Boylan et al. 2012 (+)  
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Evidence Statement 4: Language style and terminology 


Language style 


Evidence from 2 (+) UK primary studies1, 2 suggested that telling people what to do 


could provoke a negative reaction.  


One (+) study1 suggested communication about childhood weight (targeting 


overweight families) needed to be clear, simple and non-judgemental. Parents 


required specific, supportive messages that empower them to make changes that 


were applicable, actionable, easily adaptable to normal family life, and presented in a 


down-to-earth way1. 


One (+) non-UK systematic review found people who were overweight or obese 


reported feeling stigmatised by the simplicity of guideline messages as they do not 


recognise the complexity of obesity3. 


Specific terminology  


Two studies1,3 suggested positive, empathic, suggestive terms (e.g. “we” rather than 


“us” or “you”; “could happen” rather than “will happen”; “choose occasionally”; 


“could”, and “how about?”) may be acceptable in communication with overweight 


families1 and weight related guideline consumers3. The terms “health” and “balance” 


can be ambiguous and interpreted differently by message recipients3.  


Applicability to the UK: Only the results of the systematic review3 are not directly 


applicable to the UK as it contained predominantly non-UK research. 


1 Department of Health 2008 (+)  


2 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 (+) 


3 Boylan et al. 2012 (+)  
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Evidence Statement 5: Message framing 


Evidence from 3 (+) UK primary studies1,2,3 and 1 (+) systematic review4 provided 


consistent views that positive, gain-framed messages were acceptable.   


For physical activity messages only focussing on positive, non-health-related 


benefits, such as creating happy family memories, were acceptable to parents of 


overweight and obese families (ethnicity not specified) but parents specifically from 


Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Black African families found them too soft and 


emotional2. These parents preferred messages emphasising benefits to their 


children’s learning, education and future success2. 


For health messages generally, some long term unemployed men thought using 


shock tactics could be effective for stimulating behaviour change, a stop smoking 


example was used, but others viewed them as “emotional blackmail” or 


“propaganda”3. These men indicated humorous health messages could be 


memorable but risked being stigmatising3. Three studies indicated telling people 


what to do in relation to their diet, physical activity or body weight was unacceptable 


and messages seen as forcing a particular behaviour are likely to be resisted1,2,3. 


Applicability to the UK: results from the primary literature1,2,3 are applicable to the 


UK. The review4 did not report what country included studies were from, so its 


applicability is unclear. 


1 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


2 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


3 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 (+) 


4 Latimer et al. 2010 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 6: Attitudes to receiving more information on diet 


Evidence from 1 (++) UK focus group study1 indicated some mothers of 8 to 11 year 


olds felt they were already bombarded with too much information and advice on 


parenting, and that information on weighing and measuring portions would not be 


helpful as this was not something they would be prepared to do and may ignore this 


advice. The study included 14 mothers, 12 of whom were white British (weight status 


not reported).Evidence from 1 (+) non-UK systematic review2 identified studies 


supporting this observation; adults and children suggested they were tired of hearing 


about what foods they should eat. The study concluded that overloading individuals 


with advice might lead to rejection of guidelines rather than adoption of new 


information2. 


Applicability to the UK: The results from the primary literature1 are applicable to the 


UK. The results of the review2 are potentially less applicable as they contain 


predominantly non-UK research and views. 


1 Croker et al. 2009 (++) 


2 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 7: Combining messages for diet and physical activity 


Evidence from 1 (+) UK study1 showed that when aspects of diet and physical 


activity are combined in the same message diet messages dominate and the activity 


component is ignored, regardless of the order in which they are presented. 


Combined messages indicating a “balance” of diet and physical activity can be 


misinterpreted. Combined messages also have the potential to reinforce the belief 


that “it doesn’t matter what children eat as long as they are active”, serving to 


perpetuate unhealthy diets1. This was supported by a (+) systematic review2 that 


also identified the belief that if food consumption was low, physical activity was not 


needed2. 


Applicability to the UK: The primary study1 was directly applicable although it was 


primarily views of parents from overweight or obese families, potentially limiting 


transferability to other groups. The systematic review2 may be less applicable as it 


contained predominantly non-UK research and views. 


1 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


2 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 8: Conflicting messages 


Evidence from 2 UK (+) focus group studies1,2 and 1 (+) systematic review3 indicated 


health messages are not viewed or comprehended in isolation. Conflicting messages 


from non-health sources (mainstream media, relatives and wider social networks)1,2 


abound with nutritional messages in health promotion and commercial sources being 


perceived by consumers as conflicting. This conflict potentially reduces the credibility 


of health promotion messages. One systematic review3 suggested that those 


responsible for developing weight-related guidelines could engage with 


communication or media professionals to assist accurate and effective 


communication of messages, thereby improving consumer comprehension of such 


guidelines. 


Applicability to the UK: The results from the primary studies1,2 are applicable to the 


UK. The results of the systematic review3 are potentially less applicable as they 


contain predominantly non-UK research and views. 


1 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


2 Marno 2011 (+) 


3 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 9: Health consequences 


Evidence from 1 (+) UK study1 showed parents preferred messages that explained 


how the long term health consequences of an unhealthy diet (death and disease) 


outweighed the short term costs around changing their child’s diet (e.g. the fuss of 


denying them unhealthy snacks). 


Using phrases such as ‘killing with kindness’ that shocked parents with the long-term 


negative health consequences of failing to change diet related behaviour was 


motivating when parents understood it mean long-term, cumulative damage to 


children’s health. Using “killing” on its own was seen as scaremongering by some. 


The study advised testing the exact wording of messages with representative focus 


groups before messages are used widely1.  


Applicability to the UK: The results are applicable to the UK although it was 


primarily views of parents from overweight or obese families, potentially limiting 


transferability to other populations.  


1 Department of Health 2008 (+) 
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Evidence Statement 10: General content 


Evidence from 1 (+) systematic review1 assessing adult and child reactions to weight 


related guidelines made the following summary suggestions relevant to content 


acceptability:  


● guidelines can be confusing. Consumers need simple, clear, specific and realistic 


guidelines   


● guideline consumers desired positive and suggestive terminologies; however, 


negative messages may be more persuasive 


● flexible guidelines (acknowledging unhealthy behaviour occurs and allows room for 


it) may be needed to prevent endorsing a sense of failure if people cannot live up to 


them 


● terminology plays an important role in an individual’s understanding and 


acceptance of guidelines. 


 


Some participants felt guidelines should be more specific about the types of food to 


eat and the amounts1. For example, specifying cups of vegetables or minutes of 


physical activity instead of less precise language around servings or sedentary 


behaviour. This appeared inconsistent with a (++) UK study2 indicating UK mothers 


would not welcome diet guidelines involving measuring (or weighing) portion sizes 


for their children in Evidence Statement 6. 


 


Applicability to the UK: The review included 46 quantitative or qualitative studies. 


Just 3 were based in the UK potentially limiting applicability to the UK. For example, 


using cups as a measure of food volume is more common in the US than the UK. 


1 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 


2 Croker et al. 2009 (++) 
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Evidence Statement 11: Message tailoring 


Evidence from 2 (+) systematic reviews1,2 indicated message tailoring may increase 


the acceptability1 and or effectiveness2 of healthy weight communications. 


The perception of weight related guideline recommendations differed by age, 


gender, weight and socioeconomic status1, furthermore, religious practices, 


traditional food preparation and preferences may also influence perceptions. One 


review on physical activity messages only2, concluded strong evidence to support 


definitive recommendations for message content and structure was lacking. 


However, there was evidence that tailoring messages to individuals’ stage of change 


(transtheoretical model of behaviour change) may have some advantages over 


generic messages. It suggested that when messages can be tailored easily and with 


little additional financial cost, tailoring should be considered2. It was suggested that 


the internet and mobile phones might make mass tailoring more achievable and 


limited tailoring resources could be focussed on groups most in need1, there is no 


reason to suspect this should be different for physical activity.  


 


Applicability to the UK: One review1 included mainly non-UK studies potentially 


limiting applicability to the UK whereas the second2 did not report country of origin of 


the included studies so applicability was unclear.  


1 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 


2 Latimer et al. 2010 (+) 
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2 Introduction 


2.1 Context 


NICE Clinical Guideline (CG43) “Obesity: the prevention, identification, assessment 


and management of overweight and obesity in adults and children” was reviewed in 


2011 (NICE 2011). This review noted that new evidence may be available on how 


children and adults can maintain a healthy weight or prevent excess weight gain. For 


example, it may be possible to provide more specific advice on weight monitoring, 


screen time or sugar-sweetened drinks.  


In addition, NICE public health guidance on working with local communities to 


prevent obesity (NICE 2012) also raised issues about the way messages and advice 


about weight are communicated, particularly the tone and language. The current 


evidence review was carried out to support reconsideration of section 1.1.1 of the 


existing obesity guidance in this light. 


2.2 Aims and objectives 


This evidence review has two parts. The first assessed the association between 


modifiable diet and physical activity components, and associated behaviours, which 


may support children and adults to maintain a healthy weight or prevent excess 


weight gain.  


The second component, the focus of this report, reviews the acceptability of 


messages about maintaining a healthy weight in children and adults in the UK. 


Review 1 is the focus of the work with review 2 comprising a smaller piece of work. 


2.3 Research questions 


The overall evidence review aims to address the following questions: 


1. What individually modifiable behaviours may help children and young people 


to maintain a healthy weight or prevent excess weight gain?  


2. What individually modifiable behaviours may help adults to maintain a healthy 


weight or prevent excess weight gain? 
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3. What are the most effective ways to communicate information to children, 


young people and adults about individually modifiable behaviours to help 


maintain a healthy weight or prevent excess weight gain? 


Questions 1 and 2 are covered in the review 1 report. Question 3 is addressed in this 


report.  


3 Methods 


Review methodology was based on the methods and processes outlined in the NICE 


manual: Methods for development of NICE public health guidance (third edition, 


2012).  


Briefly, the steps in this review were: 


 Identifying relevant UK primary research studies by systematic searches of 


electronic literature databases, including grey literature and supplemental 


searches 


 Identifying relevant systematic reviews from systematic searches of electronic 


literature databases carried out for review 1 


 Selecting relevant studies against inclusion criteria  


 Extracting data on study characteristics and assessing the quality and relevance 


of the included studies 


 Using thematic analysis to code qualitative data from included studies into 


emergent patterns (or conceptual “themes”) relevant to the acceptability of 


messages about maintaining a healthy weight or preventing excess weight gain 


 Summarising findings and drafting evidence statements  


Further details are described in sections 3.1 to 3.5. 


3.1 Scope of the review 


The initial research question was broad and could encompass a wide range of 


domains of communication. For example, mode of message delivery, specific 


message content, message structure, message format, how the message is 


displayed visually, use of graphics, message exposure and other dimensions. 
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Similarly effectiveness could be judged in a number of ways from the more 


subjective end of the scale (perceived acceptability, increasing awareness of a 


message, increasing knowledge, message retention) to the more objective 


assessments (did the communication lead to behaviour change or changes in weight 


related outcomes). Narrowing of the focus of this review was carried out after 


initiation of Review 1 in consultation with the NICE team. 


Based on discussions with NICE, the focus was identified as being the acceptability 


of messages about individually modifiable behaviours for healthy weight 


maintenance, that is, actions for which a person takes individual responsibility for 


rather than something that is done to them. This was so Review 2 could be directly 


supportive of Review 1. As such, the review question was refined to: 


 What are the views of people in the UK about the acceptability of messages about 


individually modifiable behaviours (i.e. individual responsibility) to help maintain a 


healthy weight or prevent excess weight gain, for example regarding message 


framing and language? 


The scope of the review targeted UK relevant evidence on acceptability based on the 


assumption that message acceptability is likely to vary significantly between different 


countries, and on a local or regional basis. The following areas were highlighted as 


of particular interest: 


 qualitative research relating to individuals’ perceptions of messages about 


individually modifiable behaviours for healthy weight maintenance. That is, actions 


for which a person takes individual responsibility. 


 the impact of framing and language used in the messages, for example: 


 Whether messages are “gain framed” or “loss framed” 


 Whether messages relate to increasing or decreasing a behaviour 


 Whether the terms weight, overweight, obesity are mentioned 


 


The list of modifiable behaviours covered was the same as in Review 1 and are 


presented in Appendix A for reference, see section 8. 
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The literature search was for relevant qualitative studies performed in the UK. 


Searches were limited to retrieve only articles published in full text in English. As 


weight maintenance messages and acceptability may have changed over time as 


social and cultural contexts change, the search only covered papers published in the 


past 13 years, since 2000.  


3.2 Systematic searches  


3.2.1 Stage 1 Bibliographic database searching 


The following bibliographic databases were searched to identify relevant primary 


studies.  


 MEDLINE and MEDLINE In Process (Ovid)  


 Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL)  


 Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts (ASSIA) (Proquet) 


 Social Policy and Practice Database (Ovid) 


 PsycINFO (Ovid) 


 EPPI databases: Bibliomap, TRoPHI (Trials Register of Promoting Health 


Interventions) 


The Medline search strategy was translated for the other databases and adapted to 


take into account database size, coverage, available search facilities and available 


indexing terms. The proposed MEDLINE search strategy is included in Appendix B 


section 9. 


3.2.2 Stage 2 Grey literature searching 


The grey literature search focused on searching the following key UK websites:  


 Department of Health 


 Public Health England  


 National Obesity Observatory 


 NICE Evidence 



https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-of-health

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/public-health-england

http://www.noo.org.uk/

http://www.evidence.nhs.uk/
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Supplementary search techniques included a focused Google search to identify 


other potentially relevant studies not published by national bodies, organisations or 


in the journal literature. 


3.2.3 Identification of relevant systematic reviews 


Systematic review level evidence (UK and non-UK, with no quantitative or qualitative 


study type filter restrictions) was systematically searched in Review 1 using a 3-


stage approach (see Review 1 methods for full description): 


 a broad initial search for systematic reviews to cover all individually modifiable 


behaviours in the a priori list 


 a more targeted search for systematic reviews to cover a selected subset of the 


behaviours for which relevant systematic reviews were not identified in the initial 


search 


 a targeted search for primary research on a small subset of selected behaviours in 


the a priori list for which no relevant systematic reviews were identified. 


Systematic reviews deemed potentially relevant to Review 2 were tagged in a 


Reference Manager database (RefMan) during Review 1 title/abstract sifting. 


After discussion with NICE it was agreed these systematic reviews would be 


screened for potential inclusion in Review 2 using the same screening criteria used 


to assess the UK primary literature (see Appendix C section 10). The rationale was 


that the reviews might provide added insight and context to complement the findings 


of the UK primary studies. 


It was agreed the review level evidence would function as a smaller supporting role 


to the substantive focus on primary research during the review write up. The themes 


identified from UK primary literature alone, for instance, could be used as a basis for 


comparing and contrasting top-level conclusions/themes contained in the systematic 


reviews, in the form of a narrative summary or discussion.  


It is important to note that there was no targeted search specifically for qualitative 


systematic reviews, or grey literature searching for systematic reviews. The reviews 


were identified solely from the broad and wide-ranging Review 1 search strategy 
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targeting systematic reviews. As such, we cannot be sure we identified all relevant 


systematic reviews during this process. 


3.3 Selecting studies for inclusion 


Studies were evaluated for inclusion against criteria listed in the sifting protocol 


(Appendix C section 10). Primary studies were included if they gathered views of 


people in the UK about the acceptability of messages about individually modifiable 


behaviours to help maintain a healthy weight or prevent excess weight gain, for 


example, concerning message framing and language. 


The focus of study selection was to identify literature that included views from 


unselected members of the general population, that is, a mix of healthy weight, 


underweight, overweight and or obese. Studies that included only individuals who 


are overweight or obese were not the focus of the review at the outset. However, the 


results showed there were very few studies fulfilling these criteria, so studies 


recruiting only obese or overweight groups were included to reflect the best available 


evidence on the topic. 


See Figure 1 for the flow of studies from search to final inclusion. In total, 1,583 


unique studies were identified during all phases of the literature search. Of these, 10 


were included in the review comprising 8 primary UK studies and 2 relevant non-UK 


based systematic reviews. The work of 1 primary study (Department of Health 2008) 


formed the foundation of a second related publication (Swanton 2009). Swanton 


2009 provided some minor added insight otherwise presented identical findings as 


the Department of Health 2008 . Results data from both were included to capture the 


full information, but only 1 was quality appraised as the underlying methods were 


clearly the same (see section 3.5 for further details).  
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Figure 1: PRISMA diagram for qualitative review search and sift strategy  
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3.3.1 First pass appraisal  


Evidence identified in the search was filtered at the title/abstract level by an 


information specialist to remove any clearly non-relevant material. Studies 


were excluded based on the following: 


 Clearly non-relevant topics (i.e. question not relevant) 


 Non-relevant population (i.e. not UK study) 


 Non-relevant study design/type (e.g. letters, animal studies) 


This stage of screening acted as a “coarse filter” and erred on the side of 


inclusion to avoid exclusion of studies that may be relevant. Ten percent of 


the citations identified were double sifted by a second information specialist 


and reflected good inter-rater agreement (kappa=0.66). Any uncertainties 


regarding inclusion/exclusion were resolved by discussion with a second 


information specialist.  


3.3.2 Second pass appraisal  


A Health Research Analyst carried out a more detailed assessment of the 


studies based on title/abstract to select relevant studies for full text appraisal. 


The reasons for exclusions recorded were: 


 Wrong question (e.g. study not addressing message acceptability, such as 


but not limited to, message framing or language; message being assessed 


not aimed at individuals) 


 Wrong population (e.g. non-UK population, relating to messages targeting 


infants who have not been weaned) 


 Wrong study design/type (e.g. not a qualitative study) 


 Wong exposure/intervention (e.g. messages related to programmes or 


services to treat people who are obese or overweight; management of 


medical conditions related to weight status; environmental factors beyond 


people’s control, such as provision of cycle paths). 
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Uncertainties regarding inclusion or exclusion were resolved by discussion 


with a second analyst. Titles and abstracts of 20 studies were double 


screened resulting in good inter-rater agreement (kappa=1.0).  


3.3.3 Full text appraisal  


Full text papers were obtained and appraised by a Health Research Analyst 


against inclusion criteria laid out in Appendix C section 10. The reasons for 


exclusion recorded were the same as the second appraisal. 


All queries regarding inclusion or exclusion were resolved by discussion with 


a second analyst. A second analyst double appraised twenty studies 


achieving good inter-rater agreement (kappa=0.74). A list of studies excluded 


at full text, grouped by reason for exclusion, can be found in Appendix D 


section 0. 


3.4 Data extraction and quality appraisal  


Study data extraction and quality appraisal was carried out for all studies 


selected at full text using qualitative study quality checklists and evidence 


table templates as provided in the NICE methods manual (NICE 2012). The 


overall quality ratings are as follows: 


[++] All or most of the NICE checklist criteria have been fulfilled; where they 


have not been fulfilled, the conclusions are very unlikely to alter.  


[+] Some of the checklist criteria have been fulfilled, where they have not been 


fulfilled, or not adequately described, the conclusions are unlikely to alter.  


[-] Few or no checklist criteria have been fulfilled and the conclusions are 


likely or very likely to alter.  


As the number of included studies was small (7 unique UK primary studies 


and 2 non-UK reviews) all were double quality appraised by a second analyst 


with disagreements resolved by consensus discussion. 
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The above criteria assessed the influence of unwanted methodological bias. A 


second rating process took place assessing relevance based on methodology 


described in Rees et al. 2011 and aimed to assess the usefulness of the study 


findings within our review. It was based on whether the data was rich (depth 


and breadth of relevant findings), relevant to the UK, and relevant to the 


review question on message acceptability. Relevance assessment was 


completed at the same time as the quality assessment of bias using a single 


combined form. 


3.5 Thematic analysis and synthesis 


The focus of this work was on synthesising UK evidence that could inform the 


construction of acceptable messages about maintaining a healthy weight or 


preventing excess weight gain in terms of content aspects such as language 


and message framing. 


Data extraction and analysis sought to identify newly emergent themes from 


the available literature.  


3.5.1 Process of identifying themes 


Using manifest content analysis 2 research analysts worked to identify 


themes in parallel reviewing half of the literature each, comparing and 


discussing emergent themes as they went to resolve unclear or overlapping 


themes. Emergent themes were logged in a communal theme tracker 


database, with brief description outlining each conceptual theme.  


The method of data extraction and synthesis into conceptual themes followed 


the following process based on principles of grounded theory. 


All included literature was first read to gain familiarity with the data. Line by 


line thematic coding was then employed to identify emergent patterns of text 


“themes” relating to discreet aspects of communication acceptability. 


Emergent theme titles were noted in a theme tracker database alongside a 


brief description to log, develop and track emergent patterns. 
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As opposed to data from the results section only, data from all sections of the 


studies was considered eligible for coding; so long as the text was clearly 


linked to or quoting the original data (e.g. from user or provider interview, 


focus groups or surveys), rather than speculative or tangential discussion. 


Details of the text contributing to each emergent theme, including an 


illustrative quote where possible, were extracted into evidence tables. Note: 


the evidence tables presented in Appendix E, section 12, are a shortened 


version of these, containing just the theme titles to aid presentation and 


readability.  


The data was initially extracted as order 1 or order 2 data based on 


methodological descriptions in Britten et al. 2002. In brief, order 1 data came 


from participant level information -likely to be found in the main results section 


describing what was found  from focus groups or interviews. Order 2 data 


contained added interpretation from the study authors' themselves, such as 


the main conclusions of the study or added nuances apparent from the 


authors’ synthesis of the data - likely to be in the discussion or conclusion 


sections. Second order data was included as the authors of the study are 


often closest to the data and can add significant insight and synthesis when 


describing their data that would otherwise be missed if extraction focused 


solely on order 1 findings. 


3.5.2 Synthesis 


The data synthesis utilised a broad meta-ethnography approach as described 


in Britten et al. 2002. 


All the emergent themes (based on order 1 and order 2 data) and their short 


descriptions were recorded in a summary table and reviewed by 1 analyst to 


identify overlaps, synergies or commonalities. At this stage related themes 


were collapsed into each other, resulting in the final list of themes identified 


(see section 4). For example, “children’s future success” and “flexibility and 


choice” were initially identified as a unique themes but were later both 


collapsed into the theme “message framing”. 
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The non-UK reviews followed the same process as the UK primary literature 


outlined above. Only review level conclusions and data (order 2) were 


extracted from these reviews. That is to say, we were focussing on the review 


level summary and synthesised data presented in the reviews, rather than 


trying to disentangle, or reverse engineer individual study findings from the 


existing synthesis. The primary studies included in the reviews were not 


reviewed at source. 


3.5.3 Data extraction of two related department of health publications 


Of special note was the data extraction relating to the Department of Health 


consumer insight summary report (Department of Health 2008). The 


consumer insight summary informed a second related publication “A toolkit for 


developing local strategies” (Swanton 2008). This sought to summarise best 


practice guidance and contained a very relevant section on communication 


(Tool D10), based on the findings of consumer insight study above. For the 


purposes of our review, data was first extracted from the consumer insight 


report as it contained the more detailed findings and methodological 


information. Subsequently, the toolkit text was reviewed for any additional 


insight or interpretation of the same data. Results data from both sources 


were extracted into the same evidence table with data from the toolkit prefixed 


with “toolkit” to identify the source. In the final evidence tables (Appendix E 


Section 12), these have been merged and the prefix removed, as only the 


theme titles are presented for visual clarity. 


3.5.4 Data presentation  


Results reporting follows the following structure:  


 Conceptual theme heading 


 Theme description 


 Number and quality of studies contributing to the theme 


 Narrative summary 


 Evidence statement 
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Qualitative data relating to communication acceptability was initially described 


using a brief narrative for each individual study grouped by emergent 


conceptual theme (not displayed for presentation purposes). These 


descriptions were then used as the foundation for writing more summarised 


and synthesised narrative summaries, which subsequently acted as the basis 


for the evidence statements.  
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4 Results 


Seven UK primary studies (Croker et al. 2009 [++], Department of Health 


2008 [+], Gray et al. 2008 [++], Marno 2011 [+], Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 


[+], NHS Somerset 2011 [+], Tailor and Ogden 2009 [+]) and 2 non-UK 


systematic reviews (Boylan et al. 2012 [+], Latimer et al. 2010 [+]) were 


included in this review. 


The following 6 emergent conceptual themes were identified from the UK 


primary literature: 


 Language (specific terminology and style) 


 Message framing  


 Attitude to receiving more information  


 Combined messages 


 Conflicting messages 


 Health consequences 


All but 1 of these themes (health consequences) was also identified in at least 


1 of the 2 systematic reviews. The systematic reviews also contained 2 


themes that were not explicitly identified in any of the UK primary literature 


reviewed: 


 Message Tailoring 


 General content of guidelines 


Key characteristics of the included studies and the themes they contributed to 


are summarised in Table 1 and Table 2. The included studies were not a 


homogenous group. There was large variation in individual study research 


questions, analysis, study relevance, study populations, and variable reporting 


of underlying methodology to inform quality assessment. More detailed 


information describing study aims, qualitative methods, and limitations can be 


found in the Evidence Tables, Appendix E section 12. 
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Table 1 Summary of UK primary research characteristics and themes 


Characteristics Department of 
Health 2008 


Newlove and 
Crawshaw 
2009 


NHS Somerset 
2011 


Marno 2011 Gray et al. 
2008 


Croker et al. 
2009 


Tailor and 
Ogden 2008 


Quality score + + + + ++ ++ + 


Relevance 
rating 


High Moderate  Moderate Moderate High  Moderate Low  


Sample 48 to 60 people 
from largely 
obese/ 
overweight 
families 


28 unemployed 
men (mean age 
36; range 22 to 
54) of 
predominantly 
white British 
descent (weight 
status NR) 


21 parents or 
health 
professionals, 
plus unknown 
number of 
young people 
(weight status 
NR) 


40 health 
professionals, 
parents, young 
people or those 
working with 
young people 
(weight status 
NR). 


34 overweight 
or obese men 
and women in 
their mid-to-late 
30s and 50s.  


14 volunteer 
mothers 
(weight status 
NR) of 8-11 
year olds. 


449 adults 
aged over 18 
(66.1% female, 
mean age 43.3; 
57.4% white, 
mean BMI 
25.7kg/m2, BMI 
<30 80.8%) 


Data collection 12 group 
discussions  


Semi-structured 
focus groups 


4 focus groups 
and 2 one-to-
one interviews 


5 focus groups Individual face-
to-face or 
telephone 
interviews 


4 focus groups Questionnaire 


Message 
context 


Parents views 
on 
communicating 
diet and 
physical 
activity 


Attitudes to 
health 
messages 


Communication 
between health 
practitioners, 
wider sources 
and families. 


Communication 
between health 
professionals 
and families 


Views on 
appropriate 
weight status 
terminology 
used socially or 
by health 
professionals 


Mothers’ views 
on portion size 
for children 


Patients beliefs 
about language 
used by GPs 
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Characteristics Department of 


Health 2008 
Newlove and 
Crawshaw 
2009 


NHS Somerset 
2011 


Marno 2011 Gray et al. 
2008 


Croker et al. 
2009 


Tailor and 
Ogden 2008 


Themes        


Language Y Y Y Y Y N Y 


Message 
framing 


Y Y Y N N N N 


Attitude to 
receiving more 
information  


N N N N N Y N 


Combined 
messages 


Y N N N N N N 


Conflicting 
messages 


N N Y Y N N N 


Health 
consequences 


Y N N N N N N 


BMI, body mass index; N, no - did not contribute to theme; NR, not reported; Y, yes - contributed to theme. 
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Table 2 Summary of non-UK systematic review characteristics and themes 


Characteristics Boylan et al. 2012 Latimer et al. 2010 


Quality score + + 


Relevance rating Moderate Low 


Sample Majority adult, female US residents with weight 
status NR or unselected 


Healthy adults aged 18 to 65 years with weight 
status NR 


Data collection n=46 qualitative or quantitative studies n=22 studies (RCTs, quasi-experimental, 1 pre-
post) 


Message context Adult, children and young people’s reactions to 
weight related guidelines, mainly diet guidelines 


Effectiveness of 3 approaches to constructing 
physical activity messages 


Themes   


Language Y N 


Message framing Y Y 


Attitude to receiving more information  Y N 


Combined messages Y N 


Conflicting messages Y N 


Health consequences N N 


Message Tailoring Y Y 


Content Y N 
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4.1 Overview of included studies 


4.1.1 Quality Assessment  


Two UK primary studies were rated (++) and 5 rated (+) indicating studies 


were influenced by a degree of unwanted bias but the risk was assessed as 


unlikely (+) or very unlikely (++) to change the overall conclusions of the 


individual studies. 


Common limitations contributing to ratings of (+) as opposed to (++) were 


insufficient reporting on the qualitative methods, not describing how data were 


synthesised into themes or conclusions, and/or inadequate description of the 


participant characteristics (age, gender, weight status, educational attainment 


etc.). Consequently, the characteristics that set the participants views in 


context were often missing or poorly described. This limited our ability to 


assess the influence of the context on the views expressed, and to assess 


how transferable views might be to other groups and situations. 


Four of the studies were reports based on underlying qualitative research 


(Department of Health 2008, Newlove and Crawshaw 2009, Marno 2011 and 


NHS Somerset 2011) rather than peer reviewed articles published in 


academic journals. Reports that have not undergone the peer review process 


are potentially more at risk of biases and potentially have less dependability 


and transferability compared with academically published material. 


4.1.2 Study population  


4.1.2.1 Age and gender 


The views of children and young people were largely absent from the primary 


level evidence reviewed. Two studies briefly indicated there might be variation 


in the acceptability of messages by age but neither explored these in any 


depth. Boylan et al. 2012 [+], a systematic review, briefly reported differences 


in the perception of weight related recommendations and reasons for making 


food choices by gender, age, weight and socioeconomic status. For example, 


they stated older individuals were more likely to make choices based on 
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health reasons, while younger individuals were more concerned with 


knowledge, prices and time. Gray et al. 2008 (++) on the other hand reported 


a recognition particularly among younger participants that "obese" was a 


clinical or medical term that did not necessarily equate with the negative 


popular perceptions usually associated with the term. Opinion was divided 


among older people.  


There was also no insightful discussion of differences or similarities between 


the views of male and females. Gender differences were mentioned briefly in 


one study (Gray et al. 2008 [++]) .This reported term ‘fat’ was viewed by some 


people, particularly women, as being too personal or too judgemental. 


Consequently, the evidence provides little insight into how message 


acceptability may vary by age or gender to inform what kinds of messages are 


acceptable for different age groups or genders.  


Of the 7 UK primary studies 4 included adults only. They included 


unemployed men with a mean age of 36 (Newlove and Crawshaw 2009); men 


and women in their mid to late 30s or 50s (Gray et al. 2008), adults over 18 


(Tailor and Ogden 2008), and mothers of 8 to 11 year olds (Croker et al. 


2009). Two studies recruited adults and young people (NHS Somerset 2011, 


Marno 2011) but did not specify age ranges for these participants or the 


number of young people recruited in both cases.  


The remaining study reported recruiting overweight or obese families 


(Department of Health 2008) but appeared to focus on the views of the 


parents in these families. It was not clear if views from children were included 


in the summary suggestions or conclusions although the impression was they 


were not. For example, the study results included illustrative quotations, all of 


which were attributed to adults. 


4.1.2.2 Weight status 


It was difficult to assess variation of views on message acceptability by 


personal weight status of the sample population because the majority of 
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included studies did not report weight status. Where reported, some studies 


recruited people who were overweight or obese, and others appeared to 


recruit a mixed weight population. Variation in views on acceptability by weight 


status was not discussed in detail by any. Consequently, there was little data 


to allow meaningful insight into variation in views on message acceptability by 


different personal weight status.  


The weight status of the participants contributing views was not reported in 4 


of the 7 primary UK studies. Of the 3 that did report information, 1 study 


(Department of Health 2008) reported parental views from obese or 


overweight families – families were described collectively by different social 


marketing cluster groups. However, it was not clear whether the parent(s) 


themselves were overweight or obese, whether it was their children who were 


obese or overweight, or both. A second study (Tailor and Ogden 2008) 


reported an average BMI of 25.7kg/m2 for the study group with 80.8% of the 


sample having a BMI of less than 30 (the cut off for overweight/obese). This 


indicates the group was likely a mix of adults of healthy weight, overweight 


and a minority obese. The third study recruited only men and women who 


were overweight or obese (Gray et al. 2008). 


4.1.3 Relevance assessment 


Two studies were deemed highly relevant to this review as they directly 


addressed key aspects of communication acceptability (Department of Health 


2008 and Gray et al. 2008).  


The Department of Health 2008 study used message proposition testing to 


judge responses to example health messages whereas Gray et al. 2008 


explored views on appropriate language to use when describing weight status. 


This study included discussion about terms that were socially acceptable and 


terminology that was acceptable if used by a health professional (Gray et al. 


2008).  


The 4 studies rated as moderately relevant contained useful and relevant 


information on message acceptability, but this was a small amount amongst a 
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larger majority of irrelevant information. This was typically because the studies 


discussed issues around healthy weight very broadly and so only small 


aspects of the results or discussions were relevant to communication or 


message acceptability.  


One study was rated as low relevance (Tailor and Ogden 2008) because it 


contributed only a small amount of information that was not broad or in depth. 


It also involved non-obese people reporting views on how they would react to 


being described as obese using different terminology. This method may not 


accurately reflect the views of people who are actually obese, which would 


arguably more informative and relevant to our review. Nonetheless, some of 


the non-obese participants may become obese at a later date so their views 


were included. 


4.1.4 Contribution to the review 


As can be seen in Table 1, some studies contributed to more than 1 theme 


and so will have had a larger influence and feature more frequently in this 


report (Department of Health 2008, Newlove and Crawshaw 2009, NHS 


Somerset 2011 and Marno 2011). Other studies contributed to just 1 theme 


each, so will only be mentioned once in the report (Gray et al. 2008, Croker et 


al. 2009, Tailor and Ogden 2008). The study by the Department of Health 


2008 held particular prominence in our work as it was the broadest ranging 


research identified (contributing to 4 of the 6 emergent themes). Hence, the 


influence of this piece of research, including its biases and limitations, is 


significant within the context of our review.  


4.1.5 Interpretation 


It is important not to count the number of studies in each theme as an 


assessment of the strength of evidence presented. It is possible that the most 


insightful or important implication for use in a specific context may only have 


been identified in 1 study; what we have emphasised therefore is breadth. The 


salience of each conceptual theme should be considered in specific 


communication contexts. 
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Evidence Statement 1: Underlying characteristics 


Evidence from 7 UK primary studies (2 [++]1,2, 5 [+],3,4,5,6,7) and 2 (+) non-UK 


systematic reviews8,9 provided limited insight into how views on message 


acceptability might vary by age, gender, or personal weight status. 


Two studies1,8 briefly commented there might be variation in the acceptability 


of messages by age but neither explored this in any depth. For example, 1 


(++) study1 reported younger participants in particular recognised the term 


"obese" as a clinical or medical term that did not necessarily equate with the 


negative perceptions usually associated with the term, but opinion was divided 


among older people.  


Applicability to the UK: The primary studies1,2,3,4,5,6,7 are directly applicable 


to the UK. One systematic review8 included predominantly non-UK studies 


potentially limiting its UK applicability. The second review 2 did not report the 


country in which included studies took place, so its UK applicability is unclear. 


1 Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


2 Croker et al. 2009 (++) 


3 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


4 Marno 2011 (+) 


5 Tailor and Ogden 2009 (+) 


6 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


7 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 (+) 


8 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 


9 Latimer et al. 2010 (+) 
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4.2 Language 


Language was defined broadly and encompassed aspects of weight status 


terminology (e.g. whether use of the term obesity was acceptable) as well as 


more general language style (e.g. use of supportive terminology or colloquial 


phrases). 


Evidence from 6 primary UK studies (Gray et al. 2008 [++], NHS Somerset 


2011 [+], Tailor and Ogden 2009 [+], Marno 2011 [+], Department of Health 


2008 [+], Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 [+]) and 1 systematic review of 


predominately non-UK studies (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) provided views about 


the influence of language on the acceptability of messages about maintaining 


a healthy weight or preventing excess weight gain. 


Three studies discussed acceptable language terminology in the context of an 


interaction between a person and a health care professional (Tailor and 


Ogden 2009 [+], Marno 2011 [+] and NHS Somerset 2011 [+]). One discussed 


language acceptability when used socially and when used by a health care 


professional (Gray et al. 2008 [++]). The remaining 2 discussed reactions and 


perceptions of health messages more generally (Department of Health 2008 


[+], and Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 [+]). 


Views were arranged into 3 language subthemes during synthesis to group 


similar issues raised across different studies. These were: 


 Weight status sensitivity  


 Terminology to describe weight status  


 Language style 


4.2.1 Weight status sensitivity 


Views from 3 UK primary studies indicated there is potential to offend people 


when communicating weight status in the context of general communication 


(Gray et al. 2008 [++]) and when health professionals communicate with the 


public (NHS Somerset 2011 [+] and Marno 2011 [+]). 
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Overweight or obese adult participants in 1 face to face or telephone interview 


study (Gray et al. 2008 [++]) agreed health professionals’ should raise weight 


status but cautioned they should do so with sensitivity. 


Health practitioners in a focus group and interview study (NHS Somerset 2011 


[+]) and a closely related focus group study (Marno 2011 [+]) similarly felt that 


communicating weight status to overweight obese parents or their children 


was challenging and there was a risk of insulting parents, criticising their 


lifestyle, or telling them off.  


“You know you’re going to face a bit of conflict, because nobody is going to 


accept being ... having the suggestion made that they or their children are 


overweight. It’s sort of taken as an insult isn’t it?” [Early Years Practitioner, 


NHS Somerset 2011 [+]] 


A parent from the same study recalled an instance where communication from 


health professionals about weight status had caused offense.  


Gray et al. 2008 (++) also indicated health professionals may not be able to 


rely on a single ‘one size fits all’ approach to discussing excess weight with 


overweight or obese people because individuals react differently to different 


terminology and directness of approach. This parallels with the evidence that 


individuals may prefer different message styles (see Message Framing 


section 4.3) and highlights a potential need for message tailoring (see 


Message Tailoring, section 4.8.2). 
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Evidence Statement 2: Language (weight status sensitivity) 


Evidence from 3 UK primary studies (1 [++]1, [+]2,3) indicated communicating 


weight status can be a sensitive issue socially1 and for health professionals2,3. 


For example, some overweight or obese adults reacted negatively to being 


described as ‘fat’ or ‘obese’ socially because the terms were perceived to be 


associated with laziness or greed1. Health professionals also reported that 


telling parents their child was overweight might be taken as an insult2. Another 


study indicated health professionals might not be able to rely on a single “one 


size fits all” approach to discussing excess weight with people because 


individuals react differently to different terminology1 (See Evidence Statement 


3). 


Applicability to the UK: All 3 studies are directly applicable to the UK. 


1 Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


2 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


3 Marno 2011 (+)  
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4.2.2 Weight status terminology 


Evidence from 4 UK primary studies (Gray et al. 2008 [++], Marno 2011 [+], 


Department of Health 2008 [+], Tailor and Ogden 2009 [+]) and 1 non-UK 


systematic review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) indicated the specific terminology to 


describe weight status influenced the acceptability of messages on 


maintaining a healthy weight or preventing excess weight gain. One study 


also indicated weight status terminology could influence the emotional impact 


of being told you are obese and the comprehension of the consequences 


(Tailor and Ogden 2009 [+]). 


From the literature assessed, participants self-reported views indicated 


negative or undesirable terms to describe excess weight were:  


 obesity (Department of Health 2008 [+], Marno 2011 [+] and Boylan et al. 


2012 [+])  


 obese, fat, excessive fat (Gray et al. 2008 [++]) 


 fatness (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) 


Terms described as broadly desirable or acceptable came from just 1 study 


and included:  


 Overweight, heavy, large, high BMI, unhealthy BMI and excessive weight 


(Gray et al. 2008 [++]) 


Two studies provided inconsistent views on whether the term “weight” was 


acceptable. One UK primary study (Department of Health 2008 [+]) among 


obese or overweight families suggested direct reference to the term “weight” 


may alienate parents and may mean they fail to recognise themselves as part 


of the audience for a health campaign or intervention. In contrast, a non-UK 


systematic review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]), looking at reactions to weight 


related guidelines, indicated the term “weight” was considered an acceptable 


term as it was seen as non-judgemental and easily understood. The review 


conclusion was based on a single US quantitative study assessing weight 


guideline content containing n=219 obese, largely female adult participants. 
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A health care professional in a focus group study (Marno 2011 [+]) stated the 


term obesity in particular might upset people and a second participant 


suggested the term “clinically obese” might be a more acceptable alternative. 


Both were in the context of an interaction between healthcare professional 


and public. 


“I do use that word [obesity] and I particularly deliberately use that word…And 


some people take it well and some people don’t take it well. So I might 


consider using the word ‘clinically obese’ because that’s, that’s a pejorative 


word ‘obesity’ isn’t it. It’s used as a form of insult often so maybe I should use 


the term clinically obese”. [Participant characteristics NR] 


Face-to-face or telephone interviews with 34 overweight or obese middle aged 


adults found that in day-to-day social conversation many participants thought 


‘overweight’ or ‘heavy’ would be acceptable ways for someone to describe 


their current weight status and they often used these terms to describe 


themselves (Gray et al. 2008 [++]). ‘Large’, ‘high BMI’, ‘unhealthy BMI’ and 


‘excessive weight’ were also endorsed as acceptable terms for general use. 


However, views were not uniform. Some men interviewed, particularly men 


unmotivated to lose weight, argued that BMI was an inaccurate way to 


measure weight status. 


Reactions to the terms ‘obese’, ‘fat’, ‘excessive fat’ were usually negative 


when used socially (Gray et al. 2008 [++]). People made moral judgements in 


relation to ‘fat’ and ‘obese’ associating it with laziness or greed. The term ‘fat’ 


was viewed by some people, particularly women, as being too personal or too 


judgemental: 


“I think there’s better ways of saying things. [..] I think ‘fat’ and ‘excessive fat’ 


sound critical, whereas the others sound more like constructive criticism” [55+ 


women, overweight, motivated to lose weight] 


Terms considered socially acceptable were also endorsed for use by 


clinicians (Gray et al. 2008 [++]). The same study found most participants said 
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they would respond differently to weight-related terms used socially compared 


to encounters with health professionals. There was recognition particularly 


among younger participants that "obese" was a clinical or medical term that 


did not necessarily equate with negative popular perceptions, but opinion was 


divided among older people. Some older people agreed health professionals 


could acceptably use the term ‘obese’ but others remained unconvinced.  


4.2.2.1 Impact of terminology on motivation 


Further discussions in Gray et al. 2008 (++) were about terms that might be 


motivational to lose weight. In people who were overweight or obese (Gray et 


al. 2008 [++]) it was clear there was disparity between some of the terms 


deemed acceptable and those that were perceived to be likely to motivate 


weight loss. 


Among overweight and obese participants, the socially acceptable terms 


unhealthy BMI, high BMI and unhealthily high BMI were felt to be good terms 


to motivate weight loss because they were seen as professional and providing 


clear definition of the problem. However, the term overweight (deemed 


socially acceptable) was not generally seen as motivational to lose weight. 


The study authors thought this might be a sign that many people felt 


comfortable with being described as ‘overweight’ as it was somewhat 


normalised in society.  


Many younger and motivated people in Gray et al. 2008 (++) thought ‘obese’ 


(unacceptable socially) could be used to encourage weight loss, however 


using ‘obese’ inappropriately would be counterproductive. “Fat” (deemed 


unacceptable socially) and “large” (acceptable socially) were not considered 


motivational even when used by a health professional. These observations 


highlighted how terms could be acceptable but not perceived to be 


motivational, and vice versa, that the socially unacceptable term “obese” could 


be potentially motivational for weight loss for some. The findings are 


potentially limited because participants reported their perceived change in 


motivation in reaction to the terms. Motivation was not verified in any way, or 
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validated against an assessment of intentions change behaviour. Hence, in 


reality motivation may not have changed at all. 


“The words that to me, the words that would upset you would probably be the 


ones that are more likely to get you to do something about it.” [35+, 


overweight, unmotivated to lose weight] 


Opinion and reaction from the interviews differed depending on individual 


motivation to lose weight, age and gender suggesting a one-size fits all 


approach to messaging may not achieve acceptability for all. Message 


tailoring in one option to potentially to address this variation (see message 


tailoring section 4.8.2)  


4.2.2.2 Impact of terminology on beliefs 


Tailor and Ogden 2009 (+) explored the impact of using the term “obese” 


compared to a GP’s preferred euphemism “your weight may be affecting your 


health” on patients beliefs about being told they are obese. It recruited 449 


largely non-obese female adults (mean BMI 25.7kg/m2, BMI <30 80.8% [not 


obese]; obese BMI 30+ 19.2%]) and asked them to rate their beliefs following 


a hypothetical vignette using either the term “obese” or the GPs preferred 


euphemism. The majority of participants were not obese (80.8% had a BMI of 


less than 30) but were asked to rate messages as if they were. It is not clear 


how accurately this represented the views of people who were actually obese. 


Nonetheless, people who are overweight may also be concerned about how 


obese people are labelled as they may become obese in the future. 


The study found being told “you are obese” was associated with people 


believing the problem had more serious consequences and having a greater 


emotional impact than being told, “your weight may be damaging your health”. 


There was no significant difference in their impact on patient understanding of 


the problem, their trust in the doctor, their personal ability to control the 


problem, the timeline of the problem, the likelihood that treatment could 


control the problem or the cyclical timeline of the problem.  
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Participants’ own weight status influenced their reaction to the two terms. 


Participants who were not obese felt more anxious and depressed when the 


term ‘obese’ was used compared to the euphemism. Whereas obese patients 


felt more anxious and depressed when, ‘your weight may be damaging your 


health’ was used. So in terms of emotional impact “obese” appeared more 


acceptable than the euphemism to obese participants, which is contrast to 


other reports indicating the term “obese” or “obesity” is not acceptable to this 


group (Gray et al. 2008 [++], Department of Health 2008 [+], Marno 2011 [+] 


and Boylan et al. 2012 [+]). 


The study authors hypothesised that this may be because people who are 


obese feel less upset by the term ‘obese’ because it implies that the problem 


is something that has happened to them rather than something they would 


have caused and could be blamed for personally.  


The study implied this finding showed weight status terminology was 


influencing the emotional impact and comprehension of the message. 


However, the 2 messages chosen may also have differed in their content, 


meaning it may not simply be terminology causing the difference. For 


example, “you are obese” could be interpreted as a term based on a medical 


fact or objective measurement, while “you weight may be damaging your 


health” could be seen as more subjective. This possibility makes it difficult to 


assess whether the language, content, or a combination of both, were behind 


the different comprehensions of the messages. 


The authors’ concluding remarks indicated that for patients who are obese, 


using the term “obese” may allow GPs to share their expertise and knowledge 


without compromising the patient’s feelings.  
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Evidence Statement 3: Language (weight status terminology) 


Evidence from 4 UK primary studies (1 [++]1, 3 [+]2,3,4) and 1 (+) non-UK 


systematic review5 indicated that specific terminology to describe weight 


status can affect the acceptability of messages about maintaining a healthy 


weight or preventing excess weight gain.  


Terms described as broadly unacceptable included obesity2,3,5 , obese1, fat1, 


excessive fat1 and fatness5. Acceptable terms included overweight, heavy, 


large, high BMI, unhealthy BMI and excessive weight1. Some acceptable 


terms  (such as overweight and large) were not perceived to be likely to 


motivate weight loss1.  Two studies provided inconsistent views on whether 


the term “weight” was acceptable2,5 . Using the phrase “your weight may be 


damaging your health” influenced the emotional impact and comprehension of 


consequences compared with being told, “you are obese” 4. 


Applicability to the UK: Only the results of the systematic review5 are not 


directly applicable to the UK as it contained predominantly non-UK research. 


1 Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


2 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


3 Marno 2011 (+) 


4 Tailor and Ogden 2009 (+) 


5 Boylan et al. 2012 (+)  
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4.2.3 Language style and terminology 


Two UK studies (Department of Health 2008 [+], Newlove and Crawshaw 


2009 [+]) and 1 non-UK systematic review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) indicated 


the style of language and specific terminology not directly connected to weight 


status are likely to influence the acceptability of messages communicated 


about maintaining a healthy weight and preventing excess weight gain  


The largest contributor to this theme was the Department of Health 2008 (+) 


consumer insight study. It produced communication suggestions based on 12 


group discussions with parents from overweight or obese families potentially 


limiting transferability of the findings to other weight status groups and 


contexts. 


During synthesis, data relating to language style and those relating to specific 


non-weight status related terminology were grouped separately. 


4.2.3.1 Language style 


Two UK studies found telling people what to do could prompt a negative 


reaction and may be unacceptable. One study (Department of Health 2008 


[+]) stated you should not tell parents what to do because it may alienate 


them. Views from unemployed men in a focus group study (Newlove and 


Crawshaw 2009 [+]) showed health messages perceived as forcing someone 


into a particular behaviour would be seen negatively by some.  


“I think it is wrong how they try and tell you what you should and shouldn’t do, 


its right they are advising ya but they can’t tell ya what you should and 


shouldn’t do” [22-year-old unemployed male] 


The Department of Health 2008 (+) consumer insight study suggested that the 


language used to communicate issues around childhood weight needs to be 


clear, simple and non-judgemental, and the tone of voice needs to be 


empathetic and positive. It stated parents require specific, supportive 


messages that empower them to make changes. It also suggested, messages 
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need to feel relevant, actionable, should be easily adaptable to normal family 


life, and presented in a down-to-earth way (Department of Health 2008 [+]). 


The only study to mention potential stigmatisation was the non-UK systematic 


review including 46 studies, only 3 of which were UK based (Boylan et al. 


2012 [+]). It found many people who were either overweight or obese reported 


feeling stigmatised by the simplicity of guideline messages and felt that 


messages should recognise the complexity of obesity. The review conclusion 


was based on 1 Australian qualitative study on weight guideline content 


recruiting n=142 mainly female adult participants who were obese (62%) or 


severely obese (38%).  


A number of further suggestions relating to the style of communication came 


from the Department of Health 2008 (+) study alone. They included: 


 Acknowledging parents’ concerns and reflecting them back to them by 


using phrases such as ‘It’s hard to say no to your kids’ to demonstrate 


understanding and empathy. 


 Focusing on future dangers (not further defined, appeared likely to be 


health consequences), which most parents are willing to acknowledge, to 


reduce the risk of parents ‘opting out’ of a communication because they 


don’t believe their children are currently overweight or inactive. 


 Avoid being judgemental; for example, avoid talking about the ‘right’ foods 


or ‘good’ and ‘bad’ energy. 


 If talking about weight is necessary, use clear, simple language. Explain 


jargon and define terms such as ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’. 


Other data from the same study was explained and linked back to specific 


comments from the parents in the report. However, this was not present for 


data relating to language presented above so it was not possible to gain 


further insight or explore nuance in these suggestions.  
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4.2.3.2 Specific terminology 


The consumer insight study suggested using empathic terms like ‘we’, rather 


than ‘us’ and ‘you’, and reported the most acceptable communications were 


those that felt as if they were written by ‘another parent’ (Department of Health 


2008 [+]). It suggested using “could happen’ rather than ‘will happen’ when 


talking about negative consequences and using the kind of colloquial phrases 


that parents use themselves, like ‘bags of energy’. This was broadly 


consistent with Boylan et al. 2012 (+) who found positive and suggestive 


terminologies, for example, ‘choose occasionally’, ‘could’ and ‘how about?’ 


were reported as most desirable by consumers of weight related guidelines.  


The systematic review alone (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) suggested there may be 


ambiguity when using the terms “health” and “balance”. It reported children 


see the term “health” as negative, and tend to associate “good health” more 


with diet than physical activity and “diet” with weight loss. On the other hand, 


parents felt that a ‘healthy child’ was a child without medical problems and 


that weight was only an issue if it prevented children from keeping up 


physically or socially with peers.  


Furthermore, it reported individuals have different understandings of the term 


“balance” and many feel uncomfortable when using this term when it comes to 


foods that should be restricted (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]). For example, 


regarding the guideline message, ‘Balance your consumption of high-fat and 


low fat foods’, some interpreted this as balancing high-fat foods with other 


high-fat foods, while others understood it to mean that high-fat foods are 


permitted when balanced with the same number of low-fat foods. The review 


indicated ambiguity surrounding the term ‘balance’ was an important issue to 


address as a number of dietary guidelines it reviewed used the concept of 


balance. A closely related concept of achieving a balance of diet and physical 


activity is discussed in the Combined Messages theme, section 4.5. 
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Evidence Statement 4: Language style and terminology 


Language style 


Evidence from 2 (+) UK primary studies1, 2 suggested that telling people what 


to do could provoke a negative reaction.  


One (+) study1 suggested communication about childhood weight (targeting 


overweight families) needed to be clear, simple and non-judgemental. Parents 


required specific, supportive messages that empower them to make changes 


that were applicable, actionable, easily adaptable to normal family life, and 


presented in a down-to-earth way1. 


One (+) non-UK systematic review found people who were overweight or 


obese reported feeling stigmatised by the simplicity of guideline messages as 


they do not recognise the complexity of obesity3. 


Specific terminology  


Two studies1,3 suggested positive, empathic, suggestive terms (e.g. “we” 


rather than “us” or “you”; “could happen” rather than “will happen”; “choose 


occasionally”; “could”, and “how about?”) may be acceptable in 


communication with overweight families1 and weight related guideline 


consumers3. The terms “health” and “balance” can be ambiguous and 


interpreted differently by message recipients3.  


Applicability to the UK: Only the results of the systematic review3 are not 


directly applicable to the UK as it contained predominantly non-UK research. 


1 Department of Health 2008 (+)  


2 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 (+) 
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4.3 Message framing 


Message framing was defined as the way a health message was phrased in 


terms of its positive (gain frame) or negative features (loss frame). 


Evidence from 3 (+) UK primary studies (NHS Somerset 2011 [+], Newlove 


and Crawshaw 2009, [+] Department of Health 2008 [+]) and 2 non-UK 


systematic reviews (Boylan et al. 2012 [+] and Latimer et al. 2010 [+]) 


provided views on the impact of message framing on the acceptability of 


messages about maintaining a healthy weight or preventing excess weight 


gain. 


Message proposition testing by the Department of Health 2008 (+) provided 


the most wide-ranging views, but these were mainly from parents in 


overweight and obese families, potentially limiting applicability to the general 


population unselected for weight status.  


4.3.1 Gain frame 


Evidence from 3 UK primary studies (NHS Somerset 2011 [+], Department of 


Health 2008 [+], Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 [+]) provided consistent views 


that gain framed messages were acceptable. Parents from overweight 


families preferred different types of gain-framed messages compared with 


parents specifically from Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Black African families 


(Department of Health 2008 [+]). This difference in message framing 


preference by ethnicity was highlighted only for physical activity messages. 


Parents from overweight or obese families (further demographics not 


described) viewed gain frame messages emphasising non-health benefits of 


physical activity positively (Department of Health 2008 [+]). Popular messages 


aimed to persuade parents that taking part in activities together was a good 


way of bonding with their children and creating happy family memories. 


Another aimed to show parents that children are happy when they’re active 


and that exercise delivers benefits other than fitness, for example by helping 


children sleep well at night (Department of Health 2008 [+]). 
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These findings applied to physical activity messages only. The study indicated 


that using similar message styles for diet messages would not be advisable 


and made different recommendations about constructing diet messages 


relating to explaining long term health consequences, a separate theme (see 


section 4.7). 


Parents specifically from Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Black African 


communities found these types of messages too emotional and soft 


(Department of Health 2008 [+]). They did not respond to the idea of using 


family activities to generate happy memories, and could not understand the 


link between the message proposition and the need to improve diet and 


increase levels of physical activity. This reflected insight that these parents 


may not connect health with happiness in the same way that other 


communities do, and may reflect the absence of physical activity traditions in 


their cultural life (Swanton 2008, quality not assessed as based on 


Department of Health 2008 [+] see section 3.5.3). These parents preferred 


physical activity messages framed in terms of improving their child’s 


educational attainment or future success, such as helping them learn and 


concentrate better at school (Department of Health 2008 [+]).  


“The idea of linking children’s health to learning and education is what will get 


parents to take notice because they all want their children to do well.” 


[Bangladeshi man, London] 


For parents of overweight and obese families the study suggested focusing on 


future dangers (not further defined, unclear if solely health consequences), 


which most parents are willing to acknowledge, may reduce the risk of parents 


‘opting out’ of a communication because they don’t believe their children are 


currently overweight or inactive (Department of Health 2008 [+]). However, it 


suggested it was possible to talk more directly to parents from Bangladeshi, 


Pakistani and Black African communities about the dangers of childhood 


obesity. The issue was not as emotive in these communities so de-selection 


was less likely (Swanton 2008). 
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Best practice recommendations for health practitioners communicating 


healthy weight in NHS Somerset 2011 (+) also supported gain framed 


messages. They suggested a greater focus on empathy and the building of 


self‐esteem through positive messages rather than critical or negative 


messages was required. 


Young people in NHS Somerset 2011 (+) felt health messages were too 


general and too focused on the scientific aspects of nutrition and overweight 


with insufficient emphasis on the emotional aspects. Young people’s 


preference was for the provision of more detailed information focussing on 


why it is better to eat healthily or maintain a healthy weight. 


4.3.2 Choice 


Participants in both NHS Somerset 2011 (+) and Newlove and Crawshaw 


2009 (+) described that if messages were framed in a way that told people 


what to do, they were less acceptable and may cause a negative reaction or 


resistance to the message in the recipient. This was the view from adult 


unemployed men and health practitioners. 


I think it is wrong how they try and tell you what you should and shouldn’t do, 


its right they are advising ya but they can’t tell ya what you should and 


shouldn’t do” [22 year old unemployed male] 


This was consistent with views expressed in the Department of Health 2008 


(+) that suggested it was a bad idea to telling parents what to do as it 


alienates them (see Language, section 4.2.3.1). 


4.3.3 Humour and shock tactics 


In a study of 28 predominantly white British unemployed men (mean age 36; 


range 22 to 54, weight status NR), participants views around message style 


(including framing) were not consistent in terms of messages most likely to 


motivate, change behaviour or be remembered (Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 


[+]). Some men thought humorous messages were remembered the most but 


were perceived as leading to potential stigmatisation of the people they were 
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aimed at. Shock styles were considered more likely to change behaviour 


(using a stop smoking example), but this view was not shared by all. Shock 


campaigns were considered “emotional blackmail” or “propaganda” by others. 


This was the only study to report on such issues. 


4.3.4 Systematic reviews 


The views from the systematic reviews were brief and not particularly 


insightful (Boylan et al. 2012 [+] and Latimer et al. 2010 [+]). Latimer et al. 


2010 (+) provided the more relevant findings in cautiously recommending the 


use of gain-framed messages (rather than loss-framed messages) for creating 


messages to accompany physical activity guidelines. They stated research 


had begun to examine the utility of mixed frame messages (positive and 


negative frame) but the findings have been equivocal. Until further evidence is 


available, they suggested using strict gain-framed messages to encourage 


physical activity participation. Overall, the review concluded strong evidence 


to support definitive recommendations for optimal message content and 


structure was lacking (Latimer et al. 2010 [+]). 


These recommendations were based on 6 largely experimental studies 


exploring the effectiveness of message framing for physical activity 


messages. The review conclusions (Latimer et al. 2010 [+]) were broadly 


consistent with the qualitative findings of the UK primary literature (NHS 


Somerset 2011 [+], Department of Health 2008 [+], Newlove and Crawshaw 


2009 [+]).  
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Evidence Statement 5: Message framing 


Evidence from 3 (+) UK primary studies1,2,3 and 1 (+) systematic review4 


provided consistent views that positive, gain-framed messages were 


acceptable.   


For physical activity messages only; focussing on positive, non-health-related 


benefits, such as creating happy family memories, were acceptable to parents 


of overweight and obese families (ethnicity not specified) but parents 


specifically from Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Black African families found them 


too soft and emotional2. These parents preferred messages emphasising 


benefits to their children’s learning, education and future success2. 


Some long term unemployed men thought general health messages using 


shock tactics could be effective for stimulating behaviour change, a stop 


smoking example was used, but others viewed them as “emotional blackmail” 


or “propaganda”3. These men indicated humorous health messages could be 


memorable but risked being stigmatising3. Three studies indicated telling 


people what to do in relation to their diet, physical activity or body weight was 


unacceptable and messages seen as forcing a particular behaviour are likely 


to be resisted1,2,3 .  


Applicability to the UK: results from the primary literature1,2,3 are applicable 


to the UK. The review4 did not report what country included studies were from, 


so its applicability is unclear. 


1 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


2 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


3 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 (+) 


4 Latimer et al. 2010 (+) 
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4.4 Attitudes to receiving more information on diet 


This theme emerged in relation to people’s reaction to the prospect of 


receiving more or new information about healthy weight. 


Evidence from 1 UK primary study (Croker et al. 2009 [++]) and 1 systematic 


review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) provided information on people’s views towards 


receiving more information about maintaining a healthy weight or preventing 


excess weight gain. 


Views of 14 mothers of 8 to 11 year olds (weight status of mother or child NR) 


in the UK indicated that guidelines that included weighing or measuring 


portion sizes would not be acceptable (Croker et al. 2009 [++]). This was a 


negative reaction to the prospect of new guidelines, rather than guidelines 


already in use. Some mothers felt they were already bombarded with too 


much information and advice on parenting, and that information on weighing 


and measuring portions would not be welcomed or helpful because it was not 


something they would be prepared to do (Croker et al. 2009 [++]).  


Similar, overtones of information overload were highlighted in the systematic 


review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]). This cited studies in both adults and young 


people indicating some groups were tired of hearing about what foods they 


should eat. The review concluded that overloading individuals with advice may 


lead to rejection of guidelines rather than adoption of new information (Boylan 


et al. 2012 [+]). 


Despite the lack of interest in any official guidelines for portion sizes, parents 


in Croker et al. 2009 (++) were aware of the need to control portions to some 


extent. However, parents felt they generally used intuition and guesswork to 


ensure their children received a serving appropriate to their needs and they 


believed every child was different. 


The views of the 2 studies related almost exclusively to dietary related 


guidelines, and in 1 study, very specifically to measuring and weighing portion 
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sizes for children (Croker et al. 2009 [++]) potentially limiting applicability to 


other contexts. As there was only 1 UK study and 1 systematic review (largely 


non-UK studies) contributing evidence to this theme, the views may not be 


representative of the majority of mothers, or the general population of the UK 


as a whole.  


Evidence Statement 6: Attitudes to receiving more information on diet 


Evidence from 1 (++) UK focus group study1 indicated some mothers of 8 to 


11 year olds felt they were already bombarded with too much information and 


advice on parenting, and that information on weighing and measuring portions 


would not be helpful as this was not something they would be prepared to do 


and may ignore this advice. The study included 14 mothers, 12 of whom were 


white British (weight status not reported). Evidence from 1 (+) non-UK 


systematic review2 identified studies supporting this observation; adults and 


children suggested they were tired of hearing about what foods they should 


eat. The study concluded that overloading individuals with advice might lead 


to rejection of guidelines rather than adoption of new information2. 


Applicability to the UK: The results from the primary literature1 are 


applicable to the UK. The results of the review2 are potentially less applicable 


as they contain predominantly non-UK research and views. 


1 Croker et al. 2009 (++) 


2 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 
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4.5 Combined messages 


This theme relates to whether it is acceptable to combine both diet and 


physical activity messages in the same communication, for example, “balance 


your diet and exercise as part of a healthy lifestyle”. 


One UK primary study (Department of Health 2008 [+]) and 1 systematic 


review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) provided data on people’s views on the 


acceptability of combining physical activity and diet messages when 


communicating about maintaining a healthy weight or preventing excess 


weight gain. 


The UK study (Department of Health 2008 [+]) contained views mainly from 


parents in overweight or obese families, which may limit the transferability to 


the general population unselected for weight status. Similarly, the systematic 


review contained largely US studies, only 3 of 46 were UK based, also 


potentially limiting the applicability of its findings to the UK population. 


The Department of Health 2008 (+) study found that where messages about 


diet and activity are combined, diet messages dominate and the activity 


component may be ignored, regardless of the order in which messages are 


presented. This, it reported, was because parents were likely to acknowledge 


the need for dietary change but fail to recognise the need for a change in 


activity levels. Many assumed their children were active enough, or got 


enough physical activity at school (Department of Health 2008 [+]).The report 


authors’ advised that communications would have to work hard to encourage 


take-up of messages about physical activity. 


In general the study indicated parents found it difficult to make the link 


between diet and activity, and may struggle to accept communications that try 


to make that connection clear (Department of Health 2008 [+]). 


A potential problem of combining messages was that they may reinforce the 


belief already held by some parents that “it doesn’t matter what they eat as 


long as they are active”, serving to perpetuate unhealthy diets (Department of 
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Health 2008 [+]). This was supported by views in a systematic review of 


reactions to healthy weight guidelines (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]). The review 


warned that combining messages and using a concept of balance could be 


interpreted to mean that overconsumption of food can be counteracted by 


over-exercising, or if consumption is low, exercise is not required. 


To be sufficiently motivating the UK study suggested communications relating 


to diet and physical activity must be occupy different emotional areas 


(Department of Health 2008 [+]). It suggested diet messages should 


outweighed the short-term negative consequences associated in parents’ 


minds of trying to change their child’s diet (e.g. time, cost, convenience, child 


fussiness) with the greater long-term negative consequences of failing to 


change their behaviour (see Message Framing section 4.3 and Health 


Consequences section 4.7). For physical activity, it suggested messages 


focusing on positive, non-health-related benefits, such as creating happy 


family memories were acceptable. This was not the case for parents from 


Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Black African communities who preferred 


messages linked to their child’s educational attainment and future success 


(see Message Framing, section 4.3). 
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Evidence Statement 7: Combining messages for diet and physical 


activity 


Evidence from 1 (+) UK study1 showed that when aspects of diet and physical 


activity are combined in the same message diet messages dominate and the 


activity component is ignored, regardless of the order in which they are 


presented. 


Combined messages indicating a “balance” of diet and physical activity can be 


misinterpreted. Combined messages also have the potential to reinforce the 


belief that “it doesn’t matter what children eat as long as they are active”, 


serving to perpetuate unhealthy diets1. This was supported by a (+) 


systematic review2 that also identified the belief that if food consumption was 


low, physical activity was not needed2. 


Applicability to the UK: The primary study1 was directly applicable although 


it was primarily views of parents from overweight or obese families, potentially 


limiting transferability to other groups. The systematic review2 may be less 


applicable as it contained predominantly non-UK research and views. 


1 Department of Health 2008 (+) 


2 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 
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4.6 Conflicting messages 


This theme acknowledged that people receive information about maintaining a 


healthy weight and preventing excess weight gain from multiple sources. 


Messages may conflict, potentially influencing the acceptability of individual 


messages. 


Two UK primary studies (NHS Somerset 2011 [+] and Marno 2011 [+]) and 1 


systematic review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) contributed views to this theme. A 


limitation of both UK studies (NHS Somerset 2011 [+] and Marno 2011 [+]) 


was that both discussed communication in the context of health professionals 


communicating with the public, potentially limiting transferability to other 


contexts. The systematic review gathered views on reactions to weight related 


guidelines (mainly diet) but contained mainly views from adult women residing 


in the US (only 3 of 46 studies were UK based), also potentially limiting 


transferability of its findings to the UK. 


One of 5 focus groups in Marno 2011 (+) emphasised there were conflicting 


messages from the media and public health sources and indicated this may 


influence behaviour. Views recognised diet messages from public health 


campaigns endorsed an “everything in moderation” and “healthy eating as a 


way of life” angle, whereas messages from the media were conflicting and 


about short term dieting. One participant recalled frustration at a health 


professional colleague who ignored public health advice in favour of short-


term term fixes. 


“I have people at work, people I work with who do it and I think I want to 


smack their head on the wall, why are you doing this, you know, you’re health 


professional and you’re doing exactly what we’re telling people not to do.” 


[Participant details not reported, likely a health professional] 


The NHS Somerset 2011 (+) focus group study outlined health practitioners 


views that there were conflicting messages from parents’ relatives and wider 


networks that affected healthy weight communication, or could prevent 


messages being taken on board. An example was how older relatives used 
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unhealthy treats to show affection, sending inconsistent messages to parents 


and children. The study, a service review, concluded there was a need for 


more consistent and coherent messages coming from the medical community 


in NHS Somerset, for example, consistency between advice from health 


practitioners and GPs (NHS Somerset 2011 [+]). 


Evidence from the systematic review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) broadly 


supported the findings of the UK literature (NHS Somerset 2011 [+] and 


Marno 2011 [+]). 


The review indicated that achieving message credibility in weight related 


guidelines was a difficult challenge, as nutritional messages in health 


promotion and commercial sources were perceived as conflicting by 


consumers of information. They reported that contradictory messages 


regarding food, and the expectation that information would change over time, 


were responsible for generating anger among individuals (Boylan et al. 2012 


[+]).  


Discussing the implications the review indicated that even if messages in 


guidelines were delivered in an acceptable manner, the task of reducing the 


conflict between different sources of information needs to be tackled (Boylan 


et al. 2012 [+]). It recommended that those responsible for developing weight-


related guidelines could engage with communications or media professionals 


to assist accurate and effective communication of messages, potentially 


improving consumer comprehension of such guidelines. 
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Evidence Statement 8: Conflicting messages 


Evidence from 2 UK (+) focus group studies1,2 and 1 (+) systematic review3 


indicated health messages are not viewed or comprehended in isolation. 


Conflicting messages from non-health sources (mainstream media, relatives 


and wider social networks)1,2 abound with nutritional messages in health 


promotion and commercial sources being perceived by consumers as 


conflicting. This conflict potentially reduces the credibility of health promotion 


messages. One systematic review3 suggested that those responsible for 


developing weight-related guidelines could engage with communication or 


media professionals to assist accurate and effective communication of 


messages, thereby improving consumer comprehension of such guidelines. 


Applicability to the UK: The results from the primary studies1,2 are 


applicable to the UK. The results of the systematic review3 are potentially less 


applicable as they contain predominantly non-UK research and views. 


1 NHS Somerset 2011 (+) 


2 Marno 2011 (+) 


3 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 
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4.7 Health consequences 


This theme concerned the influence of including elements of health 


consequences, such as future risks of developing weight related diseases, on 


the acceptability of messages about maintaining and healthy weight or 


preventing excess weight gain. 


We considered merging this theme into a subcategory of message framing 


during synthesis (see section 4.3). However, it was kept separate as it related 


specifically to diet related messages, whereas the existing message framing 


theme was heavily weighted towards physical activity messages. This seemed 


a natural divide to maintain.  


One moderate quality UK primary study (Department of Health 2008 [+]) 


provided views on this theme. It in part sampled views from parents of 


overweight or obese families potentially limiting transferability of findings to 


the general population unselected for weight status. 


The message testing study indicated the most popular propositions for diet 


only messages were those that outweighed the short-term negative 


consequences of parents’ trying to change their child’s diet (e.g. time, cost, 


convenience, child fussiness etc.) with the greater long-term negative health 


consequences of failing to change their behaviour, such as increased disease 


risk (Department of Health 2008 [+]).  


An acceptable and favoured concept was “killing with kindness”. Based 


around the idea that parents’ tendency to give in to children’s demands for 


unhealthy foods or to appease or reward children with unhealthy foods will 


ultimately harm them, despite loving intentions. Unlike physical activity 


messages where differences emerged between ethnic groups, messages 


around this concept were favoured by parents from obese and overweight 


families and parents specifically from Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Black 


African communities (weight status NR). Both groups saw the messages as 


easy to understand and engaging (Department of Health 2008 [+]).  
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‘It’s straight to the point and it’s like a wake-up call, that what you are doing in 


the name of love could be harming your children and no one wants that.’ 


[Pakistani woman, Bradford] 


The study indicated the approach wouldn’t work for messages relating to 


activity, because parents find it hard to make the connection between physical 


inactivity and long-term health problems, or to understand the concept of 


‘giving in’ or ‘setting limits’ in this area (Department of Health 2008 [+]). 


Successful physical activity messages were not about health consequences 


and instead emphasised the non-health benefits of physical activity, such 


creating happy family memories or improving children’s attainment at school 


(discussed in section 4.3.1). 


The study indicated shocking parents with the long-term negative health 


consequences of failing to change diet related behaviour can be motivating 


but advised caution in the specific wording used. For instance, the concept of 


“killing with kindness” was most popular with parents when they understood it 


to mean long-term, cumulative damage to children’s health. The idea of 


‘killing’ on its own was seen by some as scaremongering. As a result the 


study suggested careful testing of messages with representative focus groups 


was advisable before messages are used more widely (Department of Health 


2008 [+]). 
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Evidence Statement 9: Health consequences 


Evidence from 1 (+) UK study1 showed parents preferred messages that 


explained how the long term health consequences of an unhealthy diet (death 


and disease) outweighed the short term costs around changing their child’s 


diet (e.g. the fuss of denying them unhealthy snacks). 


Using phrases such as ‘killing with kindness’ that shocked parents with the 


long-term negative health consequences of failing to change diet related 


behaviour was motivating when parents understood it mean long-term, 


cumulative damage to children’s health. Using ”killing” on its own was seen as 


scaremongering by some. The study advised testing the exact wording of 


messages with representative focus groups before messages are used 


widely1.  


Applicability to the UK: The results are applicable to the UK although it was 


primarily views of parents from overweight or obese families, potentially 


limiting transferability to other groups.  


1 Department of Health 2008 (+) 
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4.8 Review only themes 


This section contains themes that were only identified in 1 or both of the 2 


systematic reviews included in this review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+] and Latimer 


et al. 2010 [+]). These themes were not explicitly identified in any of the 


included primary UK literature. They broadly cover the general preferred 


content of guidelines (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) and message tailoring (Boylan et 


al. 2012 [+] and Latimer et al. 2010 [+]). 


4.8.1 General content of guidelines 


One systematic review (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) included 46 quantitative or 


qualitative studies (3 based in the UK) exploring children, young people and 


adults’ (termed “consumers”) reactions to weight related guidelines. Almost all 


of the studies retrieved related to diet guidelines and the study populations 


were predominantly female adults residing in the US with weight status not 


reported or unselected. These factors potentially limit the transferability of 


views to the general UK population.  


It reported specific summary findings on the content of messages including:  


 Individuals reported guidelines were confusing so required simple, clear, 


specific, realistic, and in some cases tailored, guidelines. 


 Flexible guidelines may be needed to prevent endorsing a sense of failure 


if people cannot live up to them. 


 Terminology used in messages may play an important role in an 


individual’s understanding and acceptance of guidelines. 


 Positive and suggestive terminologies are most desired by consumers; 


however, research indicates that negative messages may be more 


persuasive than positive messages. 


The conclusions about terminology and positive suggestive terminology above 


are broadly supportive of the themes of language and message framing 


identified in the UK studies (see sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively). However, 
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the insight that negative messages may be more persuasive than positive was 


not clearly identified in the UK primary literature reviewed. 


The review also indicated that many participants felt guidelines should be 


more specific about the types of food to eat and the amounts. For example, 


specifying cups of vegetables or minutes of physical activity instead of less 


precise language around servings or sedentary behaviour (Boylan et al. 2012 


[+]). This was inconsistent with the sentiments expressed in Croker et al. 2009 


(++) indicating UK mothers would not welcome diet guidelines involving 


measuring (or weighing) portion sizes for their children (see section 4.4). The 


apparent difference in views is potentially due to differences in the specifics of 


portion size discussed and the context in which they were discussed, which 


differed between the two studies. 


The review also indicated that:  


 more detailed guidelines may offer consumers more ways to follow the 


advice. 


 visually differentiated messages may improve guideline clarity e.g. solid fat 


vs. oil.  


 consumers felt that advice on grains, fruit and vegetable intake are the 


most important components of dietary guidelines; however, the inclusion of 


alcohol in dietary guidelines may be questionable.  


 consumers indicated a desire to have statements around reducing inactivity 


included in physical activity guidelines.  


 consumers favour the concept of a balanced diet. 


 current guidelines were sometimes described as too prescriptive and that 


restricting foods is not perceived by consumers to be the key to better 


health.  


 some individuals felt that eating low-fat foods reduced the pleasure of 


eating and so may be reluctant to adhere to recommendations to consume 


such foods. 
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 more flexible guidelines may be needed so that the focus is not solely on 


healthy behaviour, but also allows room for some unhealthy behaviour. For 


example, some consumers believe that extra (unhealthy) foods should be 


included in guidelines as they are simply “part of life”.  


 guidelines that are perceived as being too prescriptive endorse a sense of 


failure among parents who feel that they cannot meet the exact criteria for 


a ‘healthy child’. However, when determining the ‘flexibility’ of a message, it 


may be important to get the balance right. A lack of constraint may be too 


permissive and too much restriction may be resented.  


 


The review concluded skilful testing might be required to achieve an 


appropriate balance between providing the degree of information needed and 


communicating this detail effectively. 
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Evidence Statement 10: General content 


Evidence from 1 (+) systematic review1 assessing adult and child reactions to 


weight related guidelines made the following summary suggestions relevant to 


content acceptability:  


● guidelines can be confusing. Consumers need simple, clear, specific and 


realistic guidelines   


● guideline consumers desired positive and suggestive terminologies; 


however, negative messages may be more persuasive 


● flexible guidelines (acknowledging unhealthy behaviour occurs and allows 


room for it) may be needed to prevent endorsing a sense of failure if people 


cannot live up to them 


● terminology plays an important role in an individual’s understanding and 


acceptance of guidelines. 


 


Some participants felt guidelines should be more specific about the types of 


food to eat and the amounts1. For example, specifying cups of vegetables or 


minutes of physical activity instead of less precise language around servings 


or sedentary behaviour. This appeared inconsistent with a (++) UK study2 


indicating UK mothers would not welcome diet guidelines involving measuring 


(or weighing) portion sizes for their children in Evidence Statement 6. 


 


Applicability to the UK: The review included 46 quantitative or qualitative 


studies. Just 3 were based in the UK potentially limiting applicability to the UK. 


For example, using cups as a measure of food volume is more common in the 


US than the UK. 


1 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 


2 Croker et al. 2009 (++) 
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4.8.2 Message tailoring 


Both systematic reviews indicated message tailoring may increase the 


acceptability (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]) or effectiveness (Latimer et al. 2010 [+]) 


of healthy weight communications. 


Boylan et al. 2012 (+) concluded that there was good evidence that individuals 


require tailored guidelines of healthy weight. The review reported differences 


in the perception of weight related recommendations and reasons for making 


food choices by gender, age, weight and socioeconomic status. For example, 


older individuals were more likely to make choices based on health reasons, 


while younger individuals are more concerned about knowledge, prices and 


time. 


It also reported cultural factors were important to consider because some 


studies suggested guidelines would not be adhered to if they defy religious 


practices, traditional food preparation or preferences. 


On a practical level, the review suggested tailoring guidelines to gender, age, 


weight, socioeconomic status and ethnicity may traditionally require a lot of 


time and effort. It suggested that newer media channels such as the internet 


and mobile telephones, and new marketing techniques such as customer 


relationship management, may provide more efficient means to achieve mass 


tailoring (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]). Alternatively, it suggested it may be 


appropriate for tailored guidelines to primarily target population subgroups that 


appear to be most in need of attention (Boylan et al. 2012 [+]). 


The second systematic review (Latimer et al. 2010 [+]) indicated message 


tailoring might increase the effectiveness of physical activity messages to 


change behaviour. It included 22 largely experimental studies exploring the 


effectiveness of 3 approaches to constructing physical activity messages. The 


country of origin of the included studies was not reported, limiting the ability to 


assess applicability and transferability of the findings to the UK. Overall, it 


concluded strong evidence to support definitive recommendations for optimal 
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message content and structure was lacking. However, it stated there was 


evidence that tailoring messages may have some advantages over generic 


messages, and recommended that when the messages can be tailored easily 


and with little additional financial cost, tailoring should be considered (Latimer 


et al. 2010 [+]).   


Latimer et al. 2010 (+) suggested the “stages of change” within the 


transtheoretical model of behaviour change were appropriate targets for 


tailoring. However, this was because the tailoring referred to in the systematic 


review was overwhelmingly based on this behaviour change model (Latimer et 


al. 2010 [+]). The review did not refer to the large range of other tailoring 


possibilities, such as tailoring based on age, gender, cultural or educational 


background, or other behaviour change models. This may reflect a bias in the 


health promotion research literature towards use of the transtheoretical model 


as it is one of the more widely popularised behaviour change models. So 


while it may be the most reported model, and subsequently featured in the 


recommendations of Latimer et al. 2010, it may not be the most acceptable or 


effective criteria on which to base message tailoring. 


The review made a weaker recommendation on tailoring messages based on 


self-efficacy, the strength of ones belief in one’s own ability to change. Based 


on 4 studies it concluded results using messages to change self-efficacy or 


perceived behavioural control were mixed and that there was insufficient 


evidence to confirm a reliable systematic effect (Latimer et al. 2010 [+]).  
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Evidence Statement 11: Message tailoring 


Evidence from 2 (+) systematic reviews1,2 indicated message tailoring may 


increase the acceptability1 and or effectiveness2 of healthy weight 


communications. 


The perception of weight related guideline recommendations differed by age, 


gender, weight and socioeconomic status1, furthermore, religious practices, 


traditional food preparation and preferences may also influence perceptions. 


One review on physical activity messages only2, concluded strong evidence to 


support definitive recommendations for message content and structure was 


lacking. However, there was evidence that tailoring messages to individuals’ 


stage of change (transtheoretical model of behaviour change) may have some 


advantages over generic messages. It suggested that when messages can be 


tailored easily and with little additional financial cost, tailoring should be 


considered2. It was suggested that the internet and mobile phones might 


make mass tailoring more achievable and limited tailoring resources could be 


focussed on groups most in need1, there is no reason to suspect this should 


be different for physical activity.  


Applicability to the UK: One review1 included mainly non-UK studies 


potentially limiting applicability to the UK whereas the second2 did not report 


country of origin of the included studies so applicability was unclear.  


1 Boylan et al. 2012 (+) 


2 Latimer et al. 2010 (+) 
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5 Discussion 


Based on 7 UK studies this review identified 6 emergent conceptual themes to 


consider when developing acceptable messages about maintaining a healthy 


weight or preventing excess weight gain. They include: 


 language 


 message framing 


 attitudes to receiving more information 


 combined messages 


 conflicting messages 


 health consequences 


Non-UK systematic review level evidence highlighted additional aspects 


including suggestions for general content of healthy weight guidelines as well 


as the potential importance of message tailoring. These aspects should be 


considered alongside the 6 conceptual themes to aid the drafting of messages 


about maintaining a healthy weight or preventing excess weight gain. 


5.1 Key points 


The most acceptable message may not be the most effective message at 


motivating compliance or stimulating behaviour change. Gray et al. 2008 (++) 


observed this phenomena indicating a disparity between the terms adults who 


were overweight or obese found most acceptable and those they reported 


were most likely to motivate weight loss. Assessing the effectiveness of 


message content on behaviour change or motivation was outside the scope of 


this review, but a combined approach of acceptability, motivation and 


behaviour change effectiveness may be a useful addition to future research. 


We need to treat the findings with caution. For example, we cautiously 


indicate in Evidence Statement 5 that, “some people thought shock tactics 


could be effective for stimulating behaviour change whereas others viewed 


them as “emotional blackmail” or “propaganda””. However, there is evidence 
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from other sources outside of the scope of our review that “hard hitting” 


statements and stigmatisation are not effective and may reinforce weight gain 


related behaviours (Puhl 2013, Vartinanian and Smyth 2013). This serves to 


highlight 2 issues. Firstly, the scope of our review was relatively narrow and 


excluded primary research from non-UK sources that may have provided 


contradictory evidence and led to different conclusions and themes. Secondly, 


there may be differences between what individuals think may be effective and 


what evidence tells us actually is effective. So caution is advised when 


interpreting views expressed in this way.  


Some parents from Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Black African families felt that 


sedentary shared activities such as going to Church or helping with homework 


were more important than exercise (Department of Health 2008 [+]). This may 


present challenges for those developing relevant and appropriate physical 


activity messages for people sharing this view. It also shows the potential 


importance of understanding and considering not just what people think of 


individual messages but also how people regard the target behaviours in the 


round. For example, whether they conflict with cultural practices or 


preferences.  


Some of the suggestions relating to language and message framing, such as 


building empathy and self‐esteem through positive messages (NHS Somerset 


2011 [+]), have broad parallels with self-determination theory and motivational 


interviewing. Further work may benefit from systematically mapping 


acceptable messages to theories of behaviour change or motivation. 


Given the insight gained from the message proposition testing research 


(Department of Health 2008 [+]) it seems clear that one way for message 


developers to improve acceptability could be to test messages on a 


representative sample of their target audience. A second could be to 


collaborate with communications or media professionals (Boylan et al. 2012 


[+]). 
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Obese and overweight men in 1 study argued that BMI was an inaccurate 


measure of weight status (Gray et al. 2008 [++]). This may be a common 


observation among the public, particularly among men who may have heard 


they can technically be overweight or obese due to large muscle bulk rather 


than fat mass. Men from this study were largely unmotivated to lose weight so 


they may have been discounting BMI to reduce the dissonance between their 


perception of their own weight status and the potentially negative labels of 


overweight or obese. This highlights the possibility that people’s views on 


acceptability may be heavily reliant on their current perspective, weight status 


and motivation to change behaviour or comply with the message. This 


potentially limits the transferability of some study findings to other contexts 


with different underlying perspectives.  


Theoretically, the idea of message tailoring may conflict with the idea that it is 


beneficial to have consistent messages (discussed in section 4.6 on 


conflicting messages). So creating multiple tailored messages may increase 


the perception that messages are not consistent, and may risk confusing the 


public about which messages are the most important. 


Few studies were identified that looked specifically at the modifiable 


behaviours initially outlined in Appendix A section 8. The evidence base 


tended to discuss broad aspects of diet, physical activity or weight status. 


Our review found evidence that the term “obesity” was negatively perceived 


by some and motivational for others (young people when used by a health 


professional). However, the evidence did not provide a clear steer on whether 


to include or exclude the term in healthy weight communications so this 


decision remains ambiguous. Piggin and Lee 2011 provides relevant 


contextual reading as it examined the decision to omit the term “obesity” in the 


UK Change4Life campaign. It examined evidence, which included the 


Department of Health 2008 consumer insight report included in our review, 


and questioned whether avoiding the term was justified. A second contextually 


relevant study that failed to meet our inclusion criteria (it was a non-UK 
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primary study) was Puhl 2013. It investigated public perceptions of obesity-


related public health media campaigns and found adults responded most 


favourably to messages involving themes of increased fruit and vegetable 


consumption, and general messages involving multiple health behaviours. It 


also found messages deemed stigmatising received the most negative ratings 


and the lowest intentions to comply with message content. These were 


themes not explicitly present in the literature we reviewed. Feeding into the 


terminology evidence, it reported messages perceived to be most positive and 


motivating made no mention of the word 'obesity' at all, and instead focused 


on making healthy behavioural changes without reference to body weight 


(Puhl 2013). 


Our review and the evidence it included appeared to addresses only half of 


the dual process model, which suggests that health behaviour change can be 


brought about through deliberative processing or more automatic processes. 


The deliberate element assumes message recipients see or hear 


communications, process them consciously, develop an intention or 


motivation and then change behaviour because of it. In the automatic process, 


participants are not aware of their response to certain messages and cannot 


plan their behaviour accordingly. Gathering views from focus groups would 


seemingly tap into the conscious deliberate interpretations, especially if 


participants were asked to image how they would react, rather than how they 


had reacted, to different messages.  


5.2 Limitations 


The review set out to identify views from unselected members of the general 


population - a mix of underweight, healthy weight, overweight or obese weight 


status. However, due to the small UK relevant evidence base initially 


identified, reports were subsequently included that sampled views only from 


overweight or obese populations which potentially limits their applicability to 


the wider population, unselected for weight status.   
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We advise general caution in interpreting the results of this review because 


some of the influential studies were not peer reviewed (Department of Health 


2008, Newlove and Crawshaw 2009, Marno 2011 and NHS Somerset 2011); 


the evidence base producing the themes was small, and often not mutually 


reinforcing between studies. The specific context of the studies also 


potentially limits the transferability of their findings to other contexts and 


potentially reduces their applicability to the general UK population unselected 


for weight status. 


Furthermore, the non-peer reviewed consumer insight study (Department of 


Health 2008 [+]) held particular prominence in our review contributing to 4 of 


the 6 emergent themes from primary studies. Hence, the influence of this 


piece of work, including its potential biases, limitations and transferability 


issues, is significant within the context of our review.  


The thematic analysis used in this review means the evidence summarised 


within each conceptual theme is indicative of areas for consideration, but does 


not represent a definitive or comprehensive explanation of all known 


dimensions of healthy weight message acceptability. 


Only a small number of relevant UK primary studies were identified so we 


cannot assume, and we do not believe, we have identified the full breath of 


themes relevant to developing acceptable messages about maintaining a 


healthy weight or preventing excess weight gain. This appears to reflect a 


genuine paucity of relevant primary UK research on the topic.  


The breadth and depth of included evidence may have been improved 


through the inclusion of non-UK primary research; however, applicability to the 


UK setting was a potential limitation to consider in this approach. Our review 


targeted UK primary research first based on the assumption that healthy 


weight message acceptability varies between social and cultural contexts. We 


included non-UK reviews because the UK primary evidence base was small, 


partially addressing this limitation.  
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Alternatively, views from more developed health behaviour research fields, 


such as smoking, could have been sourced to look for transferable concepts 


to healthy weight. This may have identified themes of acceptability that were 


similar across health behaviours, or highlight those unique to health weight. It 


may have been advantageous to include both quantitative and qualitative 


work in this review to dually assess message acceptability and effectiveness. 


However, this work was to support a partial update of current UK healthy 


weight guidelines so the scope was deliberately narrow to increase 


transferability and relevance of the findings to this specific and practical 


context.  


Further limitations relate to the context in which messages were delivered, 


which could influence perceptions of acceptability. For example, 3 studies 


discussed views on acceptability in the context of an interaction between a 


person and a health care professional (Tailor and Ogden 2009 [+] Marno 2011 


[+], NHS Somerset 2011 [+]) and 1 considered acceptable terms used in 


general conversation and when used by a health professional (Gray et al. 


2008 [++]). Most participants in Gray et al. 2008 (++) suggested they would 


respond differently to weight-related terms used socially compared to 


encounters with health professionals. This indicates added caution is needed 


before generalising views relating to acceptable communication with a health 


professional to other contexts. 


Many of the included studies sampled their views through focus groups, which 


have inherent advantages and disadvantages. As the report from NHS 


Somerset (+) indicated, an advantage of using focus groups is that they allow 


the exploration of issues in more depth than a questionnaire approach, people 


may be prompted by recollections of other members in the group, and they 


are more conversational in nature. Disadvantages are that they may involve 


small numbers of people, people may feel inhibited by others in the group, 


and it may be difficult to assess how representative views are of the wider 


population. 
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5.3 Evidence gaps 


Evidence gaps cited in the primary research: 


 Further research is needed to explore the direct links between language 


used and behaviour before any universal rules about the doctor’s use of 


language can be made (Tailor and Ogden 2009). 


 Further research should seek the ideas and opinions of parents regarding 


the best methods for guiding the public towards appropriate portion sizes 


for children. Furthermore, that additional research in larger and more 


diverse samples would be desirable (Croker et al. 2009). 


 Department of Health is exploring the need for further research to inform 


understanding of diet and activity levels among teenagers and adults and 


identify communication strategies that are most effective in encouraging the 


uptake of targeted interventions for obese and overweight children 


(Department of Health 2008). 


 Future studies should focus on interactions between clinicians and their 


patients (Gray et al. 2011). 


Further evidence gaps identified by the review authors: 


 Further studies should investigate both what is communicated (content of 


the message) and how it is communicated (the style, tone, language etc.). 


 Further work may benefit from aligning work on acceptable communication 


with current theories of behaviour change and motivation. It may also focus 


on a broader definition of message effectiveness to identify similarities or 


differences depending on the aim of the message (acceptability, 


increasingly motivation, behaviour change, or all three). 


 Further work should seek the views of children and young people as well 


as men who appeared underrepresented in the current UK evidence base. 


 Further research should assess the acceptability and practicality of tailoring 


messages to demographic characteristics, underlying motivation to change 


behaviour, and/or other factors amendable to tailoring.  
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6 Conclusions 


From 7 UK primary research studies 6 emergent themes influencing the 


acceptability of messages about maintaining a healthy weight or preventing 


weight gain were identified:  


 language 


 message framing 


 attitudes to receiving more information 


 combined messages 


 conflicting messages 


 health consequences 


Additional relevant themes described only in the non-UK systematic reviews 


included: 


 Message Tailoring 


 Specific guideline content 


As the evidence base of UK studies was small and of varying relevance to the 


review question, there was limited evidence on which to base solid, 


prescriptive message writing advice.  


Nonetheless, it may be beneficial to those developing messages about 


maintaining a healthy weight or preventing excess weight gain to 


systematically consider each of the themes identified above, and in the 


evidence statements, for areas that will likely influence acceptability. The 


narrative summaries expand on the evidence statements so typically contain 


more practical message development suggestions to consider. 
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8 Appendix A: Modifiable behaviours 


Table 3: Individually modifiable factors/behaviours targeted by the evidence review 


Food and drinks  Energy and 
nutrients 


Eating Patterns Physical activity and 
exercise 


Sedentary behaviour Other factors 


Drinks:  


 Sugar sweetened 


drinks 


 Fruit juice 


 Water  


 Alcohol – wine, 


beer, spirits 


 Tea and coffee 


 Artificially 


sweetened 


beverages 


 Low-calorie 


drinks/Low-sugar 


drinks/ Sugar-


reduced-drinks 


Fat / protein / 
carbohydrate 


Eating speed/rate Active leisure / 
recreation  
  
 
 


Amount of sedentary 
time 


Sleep (amount and 
quality) 


High energy dense 
foods 


Glycaemic 
index/glycaemic load 


Eating/meal/snack 
frequency (eating 
occasions) 


Activities of daily living 
(e.g. housework, 
garden, DIY) 


Sitting  Monitoring – weight, 
waist, clothes fit, 
pedometers, food 
diaries 


(Low) energy dense Fibre Eating pattern - Incidental physical Standing Over holiday / 
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Food and drinks  Energy and 
nutrients 


Eating Patterns Physical activity and 
exercise 


Sedentary behaviour Other factors 


foods consistency, weekend 
vs. weekdays, energy 
intake split / timing 
through the day 


activity (active habits) 
egg stairs 


Christmas weight gain 
(i.e. related to change 
in behaviour over 
holidays) 


Whole grain Calorie control 
(watching what you 
eat) 


Setting or distractions 
(egg table vs. TV 
viewing) 


Walking (including 
steps – travel or 
leisure) 


TV and other screen - 
time, eating and 
viewing, displaced 
activity 


Stress minimising 
activities 


Refined grains Energy density Family meal (+eating 
with children) 


Sport Other sedentary 
activities – 
reading/commuting 


Support e.g. partner, 
social support, buddy
  


Fruit and vegetables Artificial sweeteners Portion size Active play (e.g. after 
school) 


Breaks in sedentary 
time (e.g. workplace 
breaks such as 
meeting breaks, 
walking breaks) 


Avoiding screen 
advertising (e.g. 
advert free versus 
advert containing 
viewing) 


Meat and fish Sugar, high fructose 
corn syrup, sucrose, 
glucose 


Snacking / snacks Active 
travel/commuting 
 


More active screen 
time (active versus 
passive gaming) 


 


Milk and other dairy Caffeine/ catechins 
(linked to green tea 
effects) 


Grazing/ gorging Cycling (travel or 
leisure) 


  


Nuts/legumes  Eating out Strength /aerobic   
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Food and drinks  Energy and 
nutrients 


Eating Patterns Physical activity and 
exercise 


Sedentary behaviour Other factors 


Dietary pattern – 
specific combination 
of foods measured 
using diet index (e.g. 
healthy eating index; 
Mediterranean diet 
index; DASH diet, 
etc.) or derived from 
data (e.g. principal 
component analysis -
Western/Prudent/ 
Traditional/Junk)  


 Take away meals/fast 
food 


Intensity, time, 
frequency (total 
volume) 
Intensity (same 
volume, high intensity 
vs. low intensity) 


  


Vegan / vegetarian  Meal planning    


  Meal skipping 
(including breakfast 
skipping) 


   


  Drinks with meals    


  Breakfast    
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9 Appendix B: Sample search strategy 


MEDLINE search strategy 


The MEDLINE search strategy prioritised the use of key general and specific 


indexing terms as well as key free text terms, because there is a risk that 


relevant records could be indexed in different ways with a wide variety of 


potential MeSH terms (or not indexed at all). The search includes the 


McMaster filter for qualitative studies and a UK studies filter that was 


developed by NICE. 


1     exp Obesity/ (132496) 
2     Overweight/ (10643) 
3     Weight Gain/ (21619) 
4     Ideal Body Weight/ (107) 
5     ((prevent* or reduc* or tackl* or address*) adj5 (obes* or "weight gain" or 
"excess weight" or overweight)).ti,ab. (18560) 
6     ((maintain* or maintenance or prevent* or reduc* or control* or manag* or 
monitor* or healthy or normal or average) and (weight or bmi or body mass 
index or body fat or waist circumference or adiposity)).ti,ab. (395804) 
7     (non obese or nonobese or non overweight or nonoverweight).ti,ab. 
(13029) 
8     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 (501901) 
9     Health Promotion/ (50636) 
10     Health Behavior/ (31742) 
11     Health Education/ (50933) 
12     Health Communication/ (482) 
13     Information Dissemination/ (9571) 
14     Marketing of Health Services/ (13847) 
15     Risk Reduction Behavior/ (6678) 
16     (promot* or advert* or marketing or program* or campaign* or scheme* 
or initiative* or strateg* or communicat* or messag*).ti,ab. (1839581) 
17     9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 (1923200) 
18     8 and 17 (67425) 
19     Health Knowledge, Attitudes, Practice/ (68777) 
20     belief*.tw. (48876) 
21     interview$.mp. (237037) 
22     experience$.mp. (669678) 
23     qualitative.tw. (115933) 
24     19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 (1017617) 
25     18 and 24 (7525) 
26     exp Great Britain/ (291049) 
27     (britain$ or "united kingdom$" or uk or england$ or northern ireland$ or 
wales$ or scotland$).tw,in. (936233) 
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28     (british or english or scottish or welsh or northern irish).tw,in. (156655) 
29     (london$ or birmingham$ or leeds$ or glasgow$ or sheffield$ or 
edinburg$ or liverpool$ or manchester$ or bristol$ or belfast$ or cardiff$ or 
nottingham$ or newcastle$).tw,in. (667882) 
30     ("national health service" or nhs).tw,in. (84122) 
31     ("primary care trust$" or "primary care group$" or pct$ or pcg$).tw,in. 
(10590) 
32     foundation trust$.tw,in. (11039) 
33     ("strategic health authorit$" or sha).tw,in. (1568) 
34     local authorit$.tw,in. (1874) 
35     "commissioning group$".tw,in. (113) 
36     acute trust$.tw,in. (216) 
37     mental health trust$.tw,in. (347) 
38     care trust$.tw. (1302) 
39     hospital trust$.tw,in. (2407) 
40     teaching hospital$.tw,in. (46984) 
41     university hospital$.tw,in. (402726) 
42     british$.jn. (417744) 
43     nice.tw. (4341) 
44     (national adj institute adj2 health adj2 clinical adj excellence).tw. (1059) 
45     (national adj institute adj2 health adj2 care adj excellence).tw. (51) 
46     (national adj health adj service$).ti. (1992) 
47     26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 or 32 or 33 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 39 
or 40 or 41 or 42 or 43 or 44 or 45 or 46 (2132610) 
48     25 and 47 (1121) 
49     limit 48 to (english language and yr="2000 -Current") (958) 
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10 Appendix C: Sifting protocol 


Parameters Sifting criteria Additional comments 


Question that will 


be covered 


What are the views of people in the 


UK about the acceptability of 


messages about individually 


modifiable behaviours (i.e. 


individual responsibility) to help 


maintain a healthy weight or 


prevent excess weight gain, for 


example regarding message 


framing and language? 


The focus of the review is on 


acceptability, in particular, as it 


relates to the message content, 


rather the process of delivering the 


messages e.g. route/context. 


However, if these other issues are 


mentioned this will be noted in the 


review. 


 


The content facet of message 


acceptability may include issues 


around: 


 gain-framing (e.g. “you will 


maintain a healthy weight”) vs. 


loss-framing (e.g. “you will 


become obese”) 


 uptake messages (i.e. increase 


behaviour X) vs. reduction 


messages (i.e. stop behaviour 


Y) 


 wording around weight – 


whether to mention or not, how 


to describe – weight 


maintenance, preventing weight 


gain, preventing 


overweight/obesity 


Parental views of acceptability of 


messages relating to behaviour of 


younger children will be assessed 


as well as acceptability to the child. 


Records that do not address or 


contribute to the main research 


criteria will be excluded and tagged 


“Wrong Question” at second title 


and abstract and full text sift. 


Messages that will 


be covered 


Messages for populations (or 


population subgroups) in the UK 


relating to individually modifiable 


behaviours that aim to help 


children, young people and adults 


to maintain a healthy weight or 


Messages should pertain to an 


action that an individual can choose 


to perform themselves, rather than 


one requiring external intervention. 


Messages may pertain to the 
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Parameters Sifting criteria Additional comments 


prevent excess weight gain general areas of: diet, physical 


activity, sedentary behaviour, or the 


specific areas mentioned in Table 


1, rather than to a specific factor. 


That is, studies addressing 


acceptability of messages in these 


lifestyle areas will be eligible for 


inclusion, without needing to 


mention specific factors. 


NB Studies that include exclusively 


individuals who are overweight or 


obese will not be sifted out in the 


initial stages of the review. In the 


second sift the numbers of 


potentially relevant studies in: 


 unselected members of the 


general population 


 overweight/obese 


individuals 


 specific population 


subgroups 


will be assessed, and discussed 


with NICE to determine the 


appropriate approach. 


Messages that will 


not be covered 


Messages pertaining to: 


Very low calorie diets 


Environmental factors beyond 


people’s control (for example, 


the provision of cycle paths or 


content of school meals). 


Programmes, services or 


treatments for people who are 


overweight or obese (including 


lifestyle weight management 


services and pharmacological or 


surgical treatments). 


Management of medical conditions 


that may increase the risk of 


excess weight gain, being 


overweight or obese. 


Programmes, services or 


treatments for people who are 


underweight. 


Infant feeding (with breast milk or 


infant formula) and weaning.  


Records excluded on these criteria 


will be tagged ‘wrong 


intervention/exposure’ at second 


title and abstract and full text sift. 


Relevant qualitative studies of 


message acceptability in the 


following settings will also be 


considered for inclusion: 


 The NHS 


 Local authorities and 


partners in the community 


 Early years settings 


 Schools 


 Workplaces 


 Self-help, commercial and 


community programmes 


 


They will be included at first and 


second sift, and an appropriate 
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Parameters Sifting criteria Additional comments 


Complementary/non-mainstream 


therapies to prevent someone 


from becoming overweight or 


obese or to manage these 


conditions (for example, 


acupuncture, hypnotherapy, 


medicinal plants).  


Defining ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’.  


Related activities to combat obesity 


that are covered by other NICE 


guidance (such as 


breastfeeding).  


Working circumstances e.g. shift 


working 


Smoking 


approach to these studies 


determined at that stage, based on 


discussion with NICE about the 


volume of studies identified. 


 


 


Populations 


(groups) that will 


be covered 


All adults and children. The focus is 


on the general population (i.e. 


mixed populations). 


 


Studies specifically in selected 


population subgroups, e.g.: 


 pregnant women  


 post-pregnancy 


 learning difficulties 


 mental health conditions 


 disabilities 


and also studies in overweight and 


obese individuals will be included at 


first and second sift, and an 


appropriate approach to these 


studies determined at that stage, 


based on discussion with NICE 


about the volume of studies 


identified. They may be included if 


there is no evidence available for 


the general public as a whole. 


Populations 


(groups) that will 


not be covered 


Non-UK populations 


Infants who have not been weaned 
Records excluded on this criterion 


will be tagged ‘wrong population’ at 


second title and abstract and full 


text sift. 


 (Weaning or 'complementary 


feeding' is the transition from an 


exclusively milk-based diet to a diet 


based on solid foods.) 
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Parameters Sifting criteria Additional comments 


Study 


types/designs to be 


included  


Qualitative studies (e.g. focus 


groups, interviews) 


NB The qualitative search filter 


used will not exclude studies based 


on their design. 


The focus of this review will be 


primary studies (if possible). Any 


potentially relevant reviews will be 


left in during the first sift, and 


tagged as reviews during the 


second sift, in case only limited 


primary studies are identified. 


 


In addition, a search for systematic 


reviews of qualitative studies on the 


question of interest (not specifically 


UK focused) will be carried out, and 


results kept as a backup in case 


only very few UK studies are 


identified. 


Studies 


types/designs that 


will not be included 


Any studies that are not qualitative 


studies e.g. 


Systematic and non-systematic 


reviews of non-qualitative studies 


Letters  


Animal studies 


Editorials 


Records excluded for on this 


criteria will be tagged ‘wrong study 


design (WSD) at second title and 


abstract and full text sift. 


Study 


types/designs to be 


included  


Studies published before 2000 


Non-English language studies 


Citations without an abstract 


Records excluded for on this 


criteria will be tagged ‘wrong study 


type’ (WST) at second title and 


abstract and full text sift. 
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11 Appendix D: List of excluded studies  


The following literature was excluded at full text review. Studies are grouped 


by common exclusion code. 


Wrong exposure or intervention 


Kelly CN, Stanner SA. Diet and cardiovascular disease in the UK: are the 


messages getting across? The Proceedings of the Nutrition Society. 


2003;62(3):583-9. 


Lakshman R, Landsbaugh JR, Schiff A et al. Developing a programme for 


healthy growth and nutrition during infancy: understanding user perspectives. 


Child: Care, Health & Development. 2012;38(5):675-82. 


Trigwell J, Watson W, Murphy R et al. Addressing childhood obesity in black 


and racial minority populations in Liverpool. Liverpool: University of Liverpool; 


2011. Available from: 


http://www.liv.ac.uk/media/livacuk/instituteofpsychology/docs/Childhood_Obesity_in_BRM_Gr


oups_-_Project_Report_April_2011_.pdf  


Visram S, Crosland A, Cording H. Triggers for weight gain and loss among 


participants in a primary care-based intervention. British Journal of 


Community Nursing. 2009;14(11):495-501. 


Wrong population 


Lindhardt CL, Rubak S, Mogensen O et al. The experience of pregnant 


women with a body mass index >30 kg/m2 of their encounters with healthcare 


professionals. Acta Obstetricia et Gynecologica Scandinavica. 


2013;92(9):1101-7. 


Swift JA, Choi E, Puhl RM et al. Talking about obesity with clients: Preferred 


terms and communication styles of UK pre-registration dieticians, doctors, and 


nurses. Patient Education and Counseling. 2013;.91(2). 


Wrong question 



http://www.liv.ac.uk/media/livacuk/instituteofpsychology/docs/Childhood_Obesity_in_BRM_Groups_-_Project_Report_April_2011_.pdf

http://www.liv.ac.uk/media/livacuk/instituteofpsychology/docs/Childhood_Obesity_in_BRM_Groups_-_Project_Report_April_2011_.pdf
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Cavill N, Bauman A. Changing the way people think about health-enhancing 


physical activity: do mass media campaigns have a role? Journal of Sports 


Sciences. 2004;22(8):771-90. 


Chambers SA, Lobb AE, Butler LT et al. Attitudes and behaviour towards 


healthy eating: Focus groups. Reading: University of Reading; 2007. Available 


from: www.esrc.ac.uk/my-esrc/grants/RES-224-25-0073/outputs/Download/413d3a8e-bd8e-


429d-b951-f53149822429  


Croker H, Lucas R, Wardle J. Cluster-randomised trial to evaluate the 
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Department of Health. Change4Life marketing strategy: In support of Healthy 


Weight, Healthy Lifes. London: Department of Health; 2009. Available from: 


http://www.nhs.uk/change4life/supporter-


resources/downloads/change4life_marketing%20strategy_april09.pdf  
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12 Appendix E: Evidence tables 


Hyperlinked quick navigation to: 


UK primary studies 


 Gray et al. 2011 


 Marno 2011 


 NHS Somerset 2011 


 Department of Health 2008 


 Newlove and Crawshaw 2009 


 Croker et al. 2009 


 Tailor and Ogden 2009 


Non-UK systematic reviews 


 Boylan et al 2012 


 Latimer et al. 2010 


 


Table glossary: 


CYP; children and young people, NFD; not further defined, NR; not reported, PA; physical activity. 
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STUDY RESEARCH PARAMETERS POPULATION AND SAMPLE SELECTION OUTCOMES AND METHODS 
OFANALYSIS 


 


RESULTS 


NOTES BY REVIEW TEAM 


Author Year  


Gray et al. 2011 


 


Quality Score: 


++  


 


Relevance score:  


High relevance 


 


UK applicability: 


UK based study 


 


Research question/aim:  


Investigate the views of people who were 
overweight or obese on the acceptability of 
weight status terms and their potential to 
motivate weight loss when used by health 
professionals.  


 


Message/acceptability dimension 
discussed: 


Participants views on acceptability of weight 
status terms (language) when used socially 
and when used by health professionals.  


 


Modifiable behaviour of the message: 


Language (weight status terms e.g. 
overweight, heavy, fat) in relation to 
motivation for weight loss (not further 
defined).  


 


Theoretical Approach: 


NR. 


 


Data collection: 


Method: Face-to-face or telephone 
interview 


By whom: NR 


Setting: All but 3 interviews were carried 
out in the home setting. 2 face-to-face 
interviews were conducted in university 
settings and 1 telephone interview was 
carried out whilst the person was a 
passenger in a car.  


When: 2009 


Sample characteristics: 


34 overweight or obese men and women 
aged mid-to-late 30s or 50s who had 
participated in a larger study and had 
recently been informed of their weight 
status in a feedback letter as part of a wider 
study in the past 6 months (64.7% were 
from professional and managerial 
households).  


 


Recruitment method:  


n=263 invited to participate, n=48 replied 
and n=34 interviewed (recruitment aim was 
n=32). Recruited from a larger 20-year 
longitudinal study.   


 


Number recruited: 34 


Number analysed for results: NR 


 


Explicit inclusion/exclusion criteria:  


Mid-to-late 50s and mid-to-late 30s at the 
time of interviews. The interviewers aimed 
to recruit equal number of mid-to-late 50s, 
mid-to-late 30s and people with BMI in 
overweight or obese range. People whose 
BMI was in the normal range were included 
in the research but their views were not 
reported in this study.  


 


 


 


 


 


Method and process of analysis: 


As part of the wider study, participants were 
offered a feedback letter including person 
measurements (height, weight, BMI, body 
fat %) and provided some context for 
interpretation (e.g. people with BMI ≥27 
kg/m2 were told ‘this suggests that you 
might be overweight’).  


 


The main research used semi-structured 
face-to-face telephone interviews (lasting 
33 to 90 minutes), where participants were 
given a list of weight status terms to discuss 
(overweight, heavy, obese, high BMI, 
excessive weight, fat, excessive fat, large, 
unhealthily high body weight, weight 
problem, unhealthy BMI). Interviews were 
audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. 
Analysis used the Transcripts approach.  


 


Analysis followed 3 key themes (response 
to terms; terms and health professionals; 
terms and effectiveness). Data were 
analysed for each theme using an adapted 
One Sheet Of Paper analysis. Participants 
grouped by motivation to lose weight level 
(3 groups) by 2 independent researchers. 
Sub-analysis was by age, gender and 
apparent motivation to lose weight.  


 


Key themes relevant to this review: 


 Language 


 


Limitations identified by author: No 
participants were from ethnic minorities, 
people from lower SES were 
underrepresented. Findings may not reflect 
views of overweight/obese people from less 
affluent households. Participants were 
highly motivated to contribute to research; 
most had participated in a wider study for 
20 years. Authors report this self-selection 
produced a low response rate among 
obese people therefore; the sample may 
not have included those who were most 
uncomfortable about discussing excess 
weight. Assignment of participants to 1 of 3 
motivational groups based on subjective 
interpretation of the transcripts (although 
there was good agreement between the 
independent researchers).  


 


Limitations identified by review team: 


Views from overweight/obese participants 
only potentially limited transferability to 
populations unselected for weight status. 
Participants previously received a feedback 
letter on weight status potentially 
influencing their views on specific terms. 
Communication was delivered in the 
context of a consultation by health 
professionals, potentially limiting 
transferability to other settings. Unclear 
whether 3 author-identified themes were set 
a priori, or emerged from interviews.  


 


Evidence gaps and or recommendations 
for future research: 


Future studies should focus on interactions 
between clinicians and their patients.  


Source of funding:  


Cancer Research UK and the MRC/CSO 
Social and Public Health Sciences Unit. No 
conflicts of interest declared.  
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STUDY RESEARCH PARAMETERS POPULATION AND SAMPLE SELECTION OUTCOMES AND METHODS 
OFANALYSIS 


 


RESULTS 


NOTES BY REVIEW TEAM 


Author Year  


Marno 2011 


 


Quality Score: 


+ 


 


Relevance score:  


Moderate relevance 


 


UK applicability: 


UK based study 


 


Research question/aim: service review 
about how information on healthy eating, 
obesity and lifestyle change is 
communicated by health professionals and 
received by young people and families. 


 


Message/acceptability dimension 
discussed: 


Acceptability of communicating weight 
status. 


 


Modifiable behaviour of the message: 


Language describing weight status. 


 


Theoretical Approach: 


NR. 


 


Data collection: 


Method: 5 focus groups, 2 described as 
lasting around 2h, others NR.  


By whom: Health professional focus 
groups had an “observer” (not further 
defined). NR for parent or young people 
focus groups. 


Setting: Swindon: health professionals NR. 
Parents; local children’s centres or Swindon 
Council offices. Young People Civic Offices 
(not further defined).  


When: January to March 2011 


Sample characteristics: 


Total n=40 health professionals, parents, 
young people or those working with young 
people (weight status NR). 


Health professionals n=15: Health 


Ambassadors Co‐ordinator, Community 
Engagement and Development Officer, 
Healthy Schools Programme Manager, 
MEND and HENRY co‐ordinator, 2GPs, 2 
school screeners, community public health 
nurse, cluster assistant, school nurse, 
health visitor, health care assistant, practice 
nurse and dietician. 


Parents n=11 (not further defined) 


Young People or those working with young 
people (n=14): young people not further 
defined, workers included a community 
worker and youth forum manager. 


 


Recruitment method: NR. 


 


Number recruited: n= 40 


 


Number analysed for results: NR. 


 


Explicit inclusion/exclusion criteria: NR. 


 


 


 


 


Method and process of analysis: 


A list of questions guided group discussion 
and was reported in full. Method and 
process of analysis NR.  


 


Key themes relevant to this review: 


 Conflicting messages 


 Language 


 


Limitations identified by author: It was 
difficult to get views of young people 
directly; much of the discussion was from 
adults who worked with young people (not 
further discussed). 


  


Limitations identified by review team: 


Method and process of analysis NR. Main 
views related to communication between 
health professional and patient/parent, 
potentially limiting transferability to other 
contexts. Weight status of participants NR 
and may have influenced views. Children 
and young people’s views 
underrepresented. 


 


Evidence gaps and or recommendations 
for future research: 


This service review made practice 
recommendations around communication 
training for health practitioners. 


 


Source of funding: NR. 
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STUDY RESEARCH PARAMETERS POPULATION AND SAMPLE SELECTION OUTCOMES AND METHODS 
OFANALYSIS 


 


RESULTS 


NOTES BY REVIEW TEAM 


Author Year  


NHS Somerset 2011 


 


Quality Score: 


+  


 


Relevance score:  


Moderate relevance 


 


UK applicability: 


UK based study 


 


Research question/aim: service review to 
assess the extent and nature of 
communication of information to families 
from health practitioners and wider sources, 
and the impact of such communication on 
knowledge and views of families around 
healthy weight, overweight and obesity. 


 


Message/acceptability dimension 
discussed: 


Views relating to the language and 
message framing of communication 
between health practitioners, wider sources 
(not further defined) and families. 


 


Modifiable behaviour of the message: 


NR. General views around healthy weight, 
overweight and obesity. 


 


Theoretical Approach: 


NR. 


 


Data collection: 


Method: 4 focus groups with health visitors 
or parents, “discussions” with young people 
(not further defined) and 2 one-to-one 
interviews (GPs only). 


By whom: young people discussions were 
held with youth workers. 


Setting: relevant workplaces for health 
practitioners; Children’s Centres to coincide 
with playgroups for parents, youth centres 
for young people.  


When: NR. 


Sample characteristics: 


Female parents, young people and health 
professionals. From both urban and rural 
areas, focussing on areas with higher levels 
of deprivation where possible. 


Female parents (n=7): of young children 
(attending Children’s Centre Playgroup). 
Child or parent weight status NR. 


Health professionals (n=14): GPs (n=2), 
health visitors (n=5), infant feeding 
specialists (n=2), community nurses (n=2), 
nursery nurse (n=1), family support 
worker/coordinator (n=2), weight status NR. 


Young people (n=NR), male and female 
aged 12 to 16 years, weight status NR. 


 


Recruitment method: NR. 


 


Number recruited: n=21 parents or health 
professionals, plus unknown number of 
young people. 


 


Number analysed for results: NR. 


 


Explicit inclusion/exclusion criteria: NR. 


 


 


 


 


Method and process of analysis: 


Discussions focused on general 
perspectives on nutrition and weight, views 
on the communication of information 
around healthy weight, overweight and 
obesity, and details of experiences of 
seeking or obtaining information on this 
topic. Discussions were recorded and 
transcribed verbatim, and transcripts were 
analysed to identify key topics and themes 
arising in discussions, including perceived 
gaps in the communication of information, 
and areas for improvement identified by 
participants. No further details reported. 


 


Key themes relevant to this review: 


 Language 


 Conflicting messages 


 Message Framing 


 


Limitations identified by author: NR. 


  


Limitations identified by review team: 


Main views related to communication 
between health professional and 
patient/parent, potentially limiting 
transferability to other contexts. Weight 
status of participants NR and unknown 
number of young people were sampled. 


 


Evidence gaps and or recommendations 
for future research: 


This service review made practice 
recommendations around communication 
training for health practitioners. 


 


Source of funding: NR. 
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STUDY RESEARCH PARAMETERS POPULATION AND SAMPLE SELECTION OUTCOMES AND METHODS 
OFANALYSIS 


 


RESULTS 


NOTES BY REVIEW TEAM 


Author Year  


Department of Health 2008 


 


Quality Score: 


+ 


 


Relevance score:  


High relevance 


 


UK applicability: 


UK based study 


 


 


Research question/aim: consumer insight 
gathering families’ attitudes and behaviours 
relating to diet and activity. To enable 
effective targeting and delivery of 
interventions to promote healthy weight in 
children and families. 


 


Message/acceptability dimension 
discussed: Message proposition testing 
was around communicating the issues of 
“childhood weight”. Gives broad 
recommendations for communicating diet 
and activity including “What works best in 
terms of language and imagery”. 


 


Modifiable behaviour of the message: 


Diet and physical activity (not further 
defined). 


 


Theoretical Approach: 


NR. 


 


Data collection: 12 “mini-friendship 
groups” each consisting of 4 or 5 
representatives from clusters 1, 2, 3 and 5. 
Elsewhere described as workshops. 


 


By whom: 2CV, a commercial market 
research organisation. Individuals 
facilitating discussions NR.  


 


Setting: All discussions took part in 
participants’ homes. 


 


When: 2007. 


Sample characteristics: 


Representatives from social marketing 
family clusters 1, 2, 3 and 5 took part in the 
message testing.  Results from parents 
from the Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Black 
African communities reported separately 
(further sample details NR). 


Unclear if messages were tested on adult 
and child families, or only adults. Age and 
other demographic information NR. 


Family clusters described broadly as: 


Cluster 1: Mothers obese and overweight. 
Struggling parents who lack confidence, 
knowledge, time and money. Low income, 
likely to be single parents.  


Cluster 2: Families obese and overweight. 
Young parents who lack the knowledge and 
parenting skills to implement a healthy 
lifestyle. Fail to recognise children’s weight 
status. Young, single parents, low income.  


Cluster 3: Families obese and overweight. 
Affluent families, who enjoy indulging in 
food. Low recognition of children’s weight 
status. Affluent parents of all ages, 
households vary in size  


Cluster 5: Parental obesity levels above 
average, children below. Strong family 
values and parenting skills but need to 
make changes to their diet and activity 
levels. Range of parental ages, single 
parent families.  


 


Recruitment method: NR. 


Number recruited: n=48-60 parents from 
cluster families. Parents from Bangladeshi, 
Pakistani and Black African communities 
n=NR. 


 


Number analysed for results: NR. 


Explicit inclusion/exclusion criteria: NR. 


Method and process of analysis: 


Group discussions tested 8 possible health 
messages (proposition territories) 
representing a different approach to 
communicating the issue of ‘childhood 
weight’. Each of the 8 featured 2 ‘adcepts’, 
exploring different visual styles, tones and 
ways of bringing the propositions to life. At 
the end of the discussions, participants 
asked to take part in a diary room exercise 
where they could privately record their 
views on the winning propositions. 


Process of analysis NR. 


 


Key themes relevant to this review:  


Some message preferences were different 
for family clusters and those specifically 
from ethnic minority communities. 
Presented separately below. 


 


Family clusters 1, 2, 3 and 5. 


 Language 


 Health consequences 


 Message framing 


 Combined messages 


Parents from Bangladeshi, Pakistani and 


Black African communities 


 Health consequences 


 Message framing 


 Combining messages 


 


Limitations identified by author: NR. 


  


Limitations identified by review team: 


Message testing focus was communicating 
“childhood weight”. Broad study aims were 
suggestive that communication would be 
used within an intervention or programme – 
however, not clear if respondents were 
given this information or responded more 
generally to the messages. Social 
marketing clusters1, 2, 3, 5, contained 
mothers or families who were overweight or 
obese. Individual weight status of 
participants (and other demographic 
information) NR, only broad cluster group 
characteristics. Both above factors limit 
transferability other groups and contexts. 


Method of analysis to arrive at “What 
works” NR. Unclear if views were parents 
only, or included children. Illustrative quotes 
were from mothers and fathers only 
suggesting views of children may not have 
been included. 


 


Evidence gaps and or recommendations 
for future research: 


Further research needed to inform 
understanding of diet and activity levels 
among teenagers and adults; and identify 
those communication strategies that are 
most effective in encouraging the uptake of 
targeted interventions for obese and 
overweight children. 


 


Source of funding: Government funded. 
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STUDY RESEARCH PARAMETERS POPULATION AND SAMPLE SELECTION OUTCOMES AND METHODS 
OFANALYSIS 


 


RESULTS 


NOTES BY REVIEW TEAM 


Author Year  


Newlove and Crawshaw 
2009 


 


Quality Score: 


+ 


 


Relevance score:  


Moderate relevance 


 


UK applicability: 


UK based study 


 


Research question/aim: To explore how 
men (aged 35 to 55) experience health, 
illness and their bodies with particular 
emphasis upon obesity and overweight.  


 


Message/acceptability dimension 
discussed: 


Unemployed men’s attitudes to health 
messages 


 


Modifiable behaviour of the message: 


NR 


 


Theoretical Approach: 


NR 


 


Data collection: 


Method: Semi-structured focus groups  


By whom: NR 


Setting: An employment training 
organisation 


When: NR 


Sample characteristics: 


Unemployed men (mean age 36; range 22 
to 54) of predominantly white British 
descent (1 participant of Irish descent) from 
a particular area in England (Stockton-On-
Tees). The authors report the ethnic 
makeup of participants was representative 
of the local population. Weight status NR.  


 


Recruitment method: Purposive sampling 
method. Participants reported to be 
accessed through a gatekeeper within an 
employment training organisation, 


 


Number recruited: 28 (n=14 in the pilot 
focus group, n=6 in focus group 1, n=5 in 
focus group 2, n=3 in focus group 3).  


 


Number analysed for results: NR 


 


Explicit inclusion/exclusion criteria: NR 


 


 


 


 


Method and process of analysis: 
Findings from the research analysed using 
thematic methods described as an 
adaptation of previous forms of analysis, 
particularly Glaser and Strauss’s grounded 
theory. Involves open and closed coding. 
Themes derived from re-readings of the 
transcript and the allocation of the data into 
sections. Similar sections/themes then 
collapsed into each other (not further 
defined) to derive the main themes of the 
findings.  


 


Key themes relevant to this review: 


 Language 


 Message framing 


 


Limitations identified by author: Focus 
group numbers varied greatly (1 group had 
3 people and the pilot group had 14 
people). The participants were in a setting 
in which their attendance determined 
whether they would receive benefits and 
this caused some negativity around the 
process.  


  


Limitations identified by review team: 


The study only included men who were 
unemployed so the transferability to women 
and people who are employed is unclear.  


 


Evidence gaps and or recommendations 
for future research: 


NR 


 


Source of funding: NR 
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STUDY RESEARCH PARAMETERS POPULATION AND SAMPLE SELECTION OUTCOMES AND METHODS 
OFANALYSIS 


 


RESULTS 


NOTES BY REVIEW TEAM 


Author Year  


Croker et al. 2009 


 


Quality Score: 


++ 


 


Relevance score:  


Moderate relevance 


 


UK applicability: 


UK based study 


Research question/aim: Investigate 
parent’s attitudes, knowledge, practices and 
concerns about appropriate portions for 
children.  


 


Message/acceptability dimension 
discussed: 


Mother’s attitudes to the possibility of 
official guidance on portion size, including 
weighing foods, for their children. 


 


Modifiable behaviour: 


Portion size 


 


Theoretical Approach: 


Included an experimental participatory 
activity where parents asked to 
demonstrate typical servings of various 
foods, to trigger discussion on portion size. 


 


Data collection: 


Method: 4 focus groups (2-4 parents per 
group, average 90mins) 


By whom:  1 of 2 trained researchers  


Setting: NR 


When: 2009 


Sample characteristics:  


14 volunteer mothers (weight status NR) of 
8-11 year olds.  


12 White British, 1 Black British, 1 Asian; 
5/14 were degree educated, 6/14 A-levels 
or vocational qualifications, 3/14 left school 
at 16. 


 


Recruitment method: mums of 6-7 years 
olds (Year 3) and 10-11 years olds (Year 6) 
were taking part in a larger school based 
study on the impact of giving feedback to 
parents about their child’s weight. n=786 
invited to participate in larger school study, 
consent obtained from n=398, n=160 
agreed to further research, 30 were 
selected at random and invited to focus 
groups, n=14 agreed to participate. 


 


Number recruited: n=14 


Number analysed for results: NR. 


 


Explicit inclusion/exclusion criteria: NR 


 


Method and process of analysis: 


Focus groups audio recorded, transcribed 
verbatim. Emerging themes analysed and 
discussed by 1 author using thematic 
analysis, then discussed and agreed in a 
group of “several” (n=NR) research 
members, further iterative consensus 
meetings. Themes defined as issues 
discussed most often and at greatest length 
by 3 or more focus groups. 


 


Key themes relevant to this review: 


 Attitudes to receiving more information 


 


 


 


Limitations identified by author: Sample 
size was small and selective, including 
(presumably) highly motivated parents by 
virtue of their participation. Nevertheless, 
there was consensus on many issues, 
particularly in reactions to the prospect of 
official guidance on age-appropriate portion 
sizes, which were universally negative. 


  


Limitations identified by review team: 
The study cited 1 other study that 
concluded the opposite – parents wanted 
more information on portion size, so views 
expressed in this study may not be 
representative of wider parental views. 
They did not test the message content of 
any portion related messages in particular, 
only the idea of guidance relating to portion 
size. Unclear if this guidance always 
included measuring and weighing portions 
(rather than other portion related guidance) 
but seems likely it did, based on author 
conclusions. As such, the views may not be 
transferable to portion information that does 
not require parents to measure or weigh 
portions. 


 


Evidence gaps and or recommendations 
for future research: 


Additional research in larger and more 
diverse samples would be desirable. 
Further research should seek the ideas and 
opinions of parents themselves regarding 
the best methods for guiding the public 
towards appropriate portion sizes for 
children. 


 


Source of funding: Cancer Research UK. 
No conflicts of interest declared. 
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STUDY RESEARCH PARAMETERS POPULATION AND SAMPLE SELECTION OUTCOMES AND METHODS 
OFANALYSIS 


 


RESULTS 


NOTES BY REVIEW TEAM 


Author Year  


Tailor and Ogden 2009 


 


Quality Score:  


+ 


 


Relevance score:  


Low relevance  


 


UK applicability: 


UK based study 


 


Research question/aim: Explore the 
relative impact of using the term ‘obese’ 
compared to GPs preferred euphemism on 
patients beliefs about the problem.  


 


Message/acceptability dimension 
discussed: 


Patients reactions to weight status 
language used by GPs 


 


Modifiable behaviour of the message: 


Language (beliefs around the term ‘obesity’ 
compared to the euphemism ‘your weight 
may be affecting your health’).  


 


Theoretical Approach: 


NR 


 


Data collection: 


Method: Questionnaire 


By whom: NA 


Setting: One general practice clinic 


When: NR 


Sample characteristics: 


449 patients (66.1% female) aged over 18 
years visiting one practice in South West 
London (mean age 43.3 years), 57.4% 
white, 42.6% other ethnicity (not further 
defined). Mean BMI 25.7 (BMI <30 [non-
obese] 80.8%; BMI 30+ [obese] 19.2%).  


 


Recruitment method: n=615 consecutive 
patients from one practice in South West 
London (situated in an inner city district) 
approached, n=472 collected a 
questionnaire, n=455 returned the 
questionnaire.  


 


Number recruited: 455 


Number analysed for results: 449 (n=6 
questionnaires reported as unusable 
because a high number of items on the 
illness beliefs scale were not completed).  


 


Explicit inclusion/exclusion criteria: 
Patients excluded from the study if not 
deemed well enough to complete the 
questionnaire.  


 


 


Method and process of analysis: 


Experimental design with 2 conditions 
based on a vignette. Patients given 1 of 2 
questionnaires. All questionnaires asked 
them to imagine they were experiencing 
joint pain and breathlessness and that after 
a consultation with a doctor they were 
weighed. The questionnaires then differed 
in the responses given to the patient by the 
doctor – they were either told ‘you are 
obese’ or the euphemism ‘your weight may 
be damaging your health’. Patients then 
asked to rate a series of items derived from 
the Revised Illness Perception 
Questionnaire using a 5-point Likert scale 
to describe their beliefs. Seven subscales 
selected to examine patients’ beliefs about 
the problem (not further defined) in terms of 
the following core domains: patient 
understanding, consequences, personal 
control, emotional impact, treatment control, 
cyclical timeline and timeline. Data 
analysed by summating the items into the 8 
subscales (not further defined). One-way 
between group multivariate analysis of 
covariance carried out between groups.  


 


Key themes relevant to this review: 


 Language 


Limitations identified by author: The 
study was based on a hypothetical vignette 
rather than a real interaction between 
doctor and patient. Patients faced with real 
life situations may react differently. The 
study assessed obesity terms in isolation 
but in a consultation a doctor may use 
multiple terms. Other factors influencing the 
impact of words used in a consultation, 
such as general health status, were not 
assessed. The study was based at only 1 
general practice and responses may have 
reflected the usual care patients receive 
from the doctors at this practice.  


  


Limitations identified by review team: 


Study assessed doctor’s language so views 
may not be transferable to other contexts. 
The majority of participants had a BMI of 
less than 30 (80.8%) but they received the 
same message (that they were obese or 
that their weight may be affecting their 
health) as participants who were actually 
obese (19.2%). So majority were forced to 
imagine their response to being a different 
weight status than they were. An indirect 
way of assessing views, potentially not 
accurate. Unclear if questionnaire 
randomisation was truly randomised.   


 


Evidence gaps and or recommendations 
for future research: Further research 
needed to explore the direct links between 
language used and behaviour before any 
universal rules about the doctor’s use of 
language can be made.  


Source of funding: Reported as receiving 
no funding. No conflicts of interest declared. 
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Review Details Review search 
parameters 


Review population and 
setting 


Communication details Outcomes and method of 
analysis 


Results Notes by review team 


Author Year:  


Boylan et al 2012 


 


Country of study:  


UK and Non-UK 


 


Aim of review:  


Examine consumer 
response to weight-
related guidelines 


 


Review Design:  


Systematic review 


 


Quality Score:  


+ 


 


Relevance score: 


Moderate relevance 


 


Databases and websites 
searched: Medline via 
Ovid, PsycInfo, and 
ProQuest Central. 


 


Additional search 
methods: Google search 
May 2011, manual search 
of references cited by 
identified studies. 


 


Years searched: 
Databases; all available 
publication dates up to April 
2011 week 4. 


 


Study inclusion criteria: 
Articles assessing 
consumer understanding of, 
or attitudes and responses 
to, public or private sector 
weight-related guidelines 
and information. Developed 
and developing countries, 
English Language Only. 


 


Study exclusion criteria: 


Publications not in English. 
Discussion papers, position 
statements, unrelated to 
health, or discussed the 
understanding of, or 
response to foods, labels or 
disease-specific guidelines, 
e.g. heart disease, cancer 
or diabetes. 


 


Number of studies 
included: n=46. 


 


Included population:  


Age 35/46 studies in adults 
over 18 (no summary age 
reported, mean age ranged 
between 19 and 47.5yrs, 
others reported age ranges 
between 18 and 81yrs, some 
had no upper age limit). 
11/46 studies included CYP 
(3 in CYP only, age range 5 
to 12 yrs.) some mixed adult 
and CYP from age 8 
upwards. 


Sex NR overall.28/46 female 
majority (range 53% to100%) 
1/46 female minority (48%), 
1/46 50% female and 16/46 
NR. 


Sexual orientation NR 


Disability NR 


Ethnicity NR 


Religion NR 


Occupation NR 


Education 20/46 NR, 17/46 
mixed educational levels 
(university and non-
university), 5/46 unclear 
overall, 2/46 university only, 
2/46 lower education (NFD)  
SES NR 


Weight status 32/46 NR, The 
14/46 reported included 
mostly mixed weight status 
including minority overweight 
and/or obese proportions. 
2/46 studies included only 
overweight or obese 
populations. 


 


Population inclusion 
criteria: Adults CYP. 


 


Population exclusion 
criteria: NR. 


 


Settings of included 
studies: n=46 studies; 


Message target audience: 


Adults CYP who were 
“consumers” of “weight 
related guidelines” NFD. 
Likely to be mixed weight 
general public but not 
specified.  


 


Modifiable behaviour of the 
message(s) discussed: 


PA and or diet (NFD). 


 


Who’s views were obtained 
on message acceptability: 


Consumers of “weight related 
guidelines” (NFD). Weight 
status generally NR, where 
reported usually unselected 
weight status population (see 
included population). 


 
 
 


Aspect(s) of communication 
under study: characteristics of 
weight related guidelines that 
influenced the way consumers 
responded to the message. 


 


Communication outcomes 
considered: No boundaries pre-
specified. 


 


Method of analysis 


Thematic analysis (NFD). 


 
 


Review level results: Described 5 
themes affecting message 
communication: content, 
awareness and comprehension, 
information source, format, and 
tailoring. The content and tailoring 
elements were the most relevant to 
our review. 


 
Themes identified by review 
team: 


 Language 


 Message framing 


 Attitude to receiving more 
information  


 Combined messages 


 Conflicting messages 


 Message Tailoring 


 Content 


Limitations identified by 
author: Sample was majority 
US female adults, limiting 
generalisability. Some 
studies included women only; 
those with mixed gender 
received a higher response 
rate from women. Almost all 
literature focused on dietary 
guidelines with little 
examination of PA guidelines. 
Most studies examined 
attitudes towards guidelines, 
rather than behavioural 
changes. 


 


Limitations identified by 
review team: Methods of 
analysis not reported in 
detail. No quality assessment 
of included studies. 


 
Evidence gaps or 
recommendations for 
future research: 


Confusion over serving sizes 
must be addressed. Tighter 
partnership between 
guideline developers and the 
food and catering industry is 
indicated. More research 
needed to assess weight-
related guidelines containing 
a physical activity 
component. 


 


Future studies assessing the 
relationship between health 
communications and 
behaviour change should 
consider skills, intentions and 
environmental constraints. 


 


There are gender differences 
in response to messages, 
perceptions of health and 
health-seeking behaviour; 
therefore, it is important that 
research assessing attitudes 
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majority US (26 US, 5 
Australia, 3 EU, 3 UK, 3 The 
Netherlands, 1 from each of; 
New Zealand, Turkey, 
Canada, South Africa, 
Denmark and Japan). 
Studies mostly quantitative in 
nature and on diet rather than 
PA. n=6 examined attitudes 
in primary care setting & n=2 
weight recommendation in 
pregnancy. 


and response to guidelines is 
conducted among both men 
and women and researchers 
must find effective ways of 
recruiting and retaining male 
participants 


 


Source of funding: NR. 
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Author Year:  


Latimer et al. 2010 


 


Country of study:  


Non-UK 


 


Aim of review:  


To review studies that 
evaluate the efficacy or 
effectiveness of 3 
approaches to 
constructing physical 
activity messages 
including tailoring 
messages, gain-framing 
messages and targeting 
messages to affect 
change in self-efficacy.  


 


Review Design:  


Systematic review 


 


Quality Score: 


 + 


 


Relevance score: 


Low relevance 


Databases and websites 
searched: MEDLINE, 
PsycINFO, EMBASE, 
CINAHL 


 


Other search methods 
undertaken: Relevant 
reference lists were also 
searched 


 


Years searched: Up to July 
2008 


 


Study inclusion criteria:  


Healthy adults aged 18 to 
65 years; messages 
communicated using 
minimal dissemination 
methods (e.g. brochure, 
video, email reminder) 
directly to participants; 
primary message 
encourages PA only; study 
included a post-test 
message evaluation at 
minimum, study was the 
primary report; written in 
English; outcomes included 
assessment of PA and/or 
theoretical determinant of 
PA participation (e.g. self-
efficacy); studies had a 
control group.  


 


Study exclusion criteria: 
NR 


 


Number of studies 
included: 22 studies 
overall. 


Message tailoring: narrative 
text indicates 12 studies (11 
included in summary table – 
10 RCTs, 1 quasi-
experimental study). Varied 
quality (7 studies met 2 to 3 
of evaluation criteria, no 
overall quality score 


Included population:  


Message Tailoring 
(narrative text indicates 12 
studies, summary table 
provides data for 11 studies) 


Age mean range 36.9 to 49.0 
yrs.  


Sex predominantly female in 
10/11 studies (range 57% to 
100% female) 1 minority 
female (43% female) 


Sexual orientation NR 


Disability NR 


Ethnicity NR 


Religion NR 


Occupation NR 


Education 1/11 reported as 
employees (NFD), 1/11 
employees from worksites, 
9/11 NR.  
SES NR 


Weight status NR  


Stages of change 1/11 
contemplation or preparation; 
3/11 action/maintenance 
(range 18.4% to 44%), 2/11 
action stage (range 11% to 
14%); 4/11 sedentary adults 
and 1/11 compliant with PA 
recommendations. 


 
Message framing 


Age mean range  19.8 to 
47.4yrs; 2/6 NR  


Sex predominantly female in 
5/6 studies (range 55% to 
100% female) 1 minority 
female (38% female) 


Sexual orientation NR 


Disability NR 


Ethnicity NR 


Religion NR 


Occupation NR 


Education 4/6 
undergraduates 
SES NR 


Message target audience, 
including weight status: 


Healthy adults aged 18 to 65 
years. Weight status NR.  


 


Modifiable behaviour of the 
message(s) discussed: 


PA only. 


 


Who’s views were obtained 
on message acceptability 
(including weight status): 


Healthy adults aged 18 to 65 
years.  


 


 
 
 


Aspect(s) of communication 
under study:  Three specific 
message construction approaches: 
message tailoring, message 
framing and targeting messages to 
change self-efficacy that helped 
formulate practice 
recommendations.  


 


Communication outcomes 
considered to motivate regular 
PA. 


 


Method of analysis 


Descriptive approach. Studies that 
found a significant advantage for 
the intervention group vs. the 
control group at any assessment 
point were considered to have a 
positive effect. Non-significant 
findings favouring the intervention 
were classified as having a positive 
trend. Self-efficacy studies 
analysed/critiqued on an individual 
basis.  


 


 


 


Review level results: 


General recommendation: We 
recommend using messages to 
encourage PA participation as set 
out by PA guidelines  


 
Key themes relevant to this 
review: 


 Message tailoring  


 Message framing 


 


 


 


 


Limitations identified by 
author: Relatively few 
studies included in the 
review. Studies in clinical 
populations excluded. The 
review focused on 
intermediate (e.g. theoretical 
determinants) and distal 
outcomes (e.g. behaviour 
change). Few studies 
included proximal outcomes 
(e.g. awareness). Among the 
studies that assessed 
proximal outcomes, the 
measurement approach 
varied precluding meaningful 
comparisons. Definitive 
recommendations for practice 
were reported not to be 
possible given insufficient 
evidence. 


Limitations identified by 
review team: Mainly 
quantitative research on 
effectiveness, rather than 
acceptability.  Inclusion 
criteria were healthy adults, 
but 1 RCT on message 
framing had a population that 
were callers to the US 
National Cancer Institute 
Cancer Information Service 
so it is unclear if this was in 
fact a healthy population.    


 


Evidence gaps or 
recommendations for 
future research: 


Numerous reported but all 
related to further study of 
message effectiveness rather 
than acceptability.  


 


Source of funding:  


Public Health Agency of 
Canada 
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reported) 


Message framing: 6 (2 
RCTs, 3 randomised 
experiment, 1 pre-post) 
(varied quality, overall 
quality scores NR) 


Self-efficacy: 4 RCTs (2 
studies satisfied 5 of the 9 
quality criteria, overall 
quality scores NR).  


 


 
 


Weight status NR  


Stages of change: 3/6 NR; 
2/6 sedentary (0% action 
phase); 1/6 not meeting 
ACSM guidelines for PA  


 
Self-efficacy 


Age mean range 19.7 to 
43.8yrs, NR in 1/4  


Sex predominantly female in 
3/4 studies (range 70% to 
100%), 1/4 NR 


Sexual orientation NR 


Disability NR 


Ethnicity NR 


Religion NR 


Occupation 1/4 school 
employees 


Education 2/4 
undergraduates 
SES NR 


Weight status NR  


Stages of change: 3/4 NR; 
1/4 100% pre-contemplation 
to preparation stages. 


 


5 stages of changes: pre-
contemplation, 
contemplation, preparation, 
action, maintenance.  


 


Population inclusion 
criteria:NR 


 


Population exclusion 
criteria:NR 


 


Settings of included 
studies: NR 


 





